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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society
; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public-

notices ; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour- of the

Society.

The Meteorological Journal hitherto kept by the Assistant Secretary at the Apart-

ments of the Royal Society, by order of the President and Council, and published in

the Philosophical Transactions, has been discontinued. The Government, on the recom-

mendation of the President and Council, has established at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich, under the superintendence of the Astronomer Royal, a Magnetical and

Meteorological Observatory, where observations are made on an extended scale, which

are regularly published. These, which correspond with the grand scheme of observations

now carrying out in different parts of the globe, supersede the necessity of a continuance

of the observations made at the Apartments of the Royal Society, which could not be

rendered so perfect as was desirable, on account of the imperfections of the locality and

the multiplied duties of the observer.
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Adjudication of the Medals of the Royal Society for the year 1860 by

the President and Council.

The Copley Medal to Professor Robert Wilhelm Bunsen, of Heidelberg, Foreign

Member of the Royal Society, for his Researches on Cacodyl, Gaseous Analysis, the Vol-

canic Phenomena of Iceland, and other Researches.

A Royal Medal to Mr. William Fairbairn, F.R.S., for his various Experimental

Inquiries on the Properties of the Materials employed in Mechanical Construction, con-

tained in the Philosophical Transactions and in the Publications of various Scientific

Societies.

A Royal Medal to Dr. Augustus V. Waller, F.R.S., for his Investigations into the

Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System, and for the introduction of a valuable

Method of conducting such investigations.

The Rumford Medal to Professor J. Clerk Maxwell, for his Researches on the

Composition of Colours, and other Optical Papers.

The Bakerian Lecture was delivered by Mr. William Fairbairn, F.R.S., and

entitled “ Experimental Researches to determine the Density of Steam at all Tem-

peratures, and to determine the Law of Expansion of Superheated Steam.”

The Croonian Lecture was delivered by Mr. James Pettigrew, and entitled “ On
the Arrangement of the Muscular Fibres of the Ventricular Portion of the Heart of the

Mammal.”
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. On the Analytical Theory of the Attraction of Solids hounded hy surfaces of a hypo-

thetical Class including the Ellipsoid. By W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.B.S., F.B.A.S..

Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford.

Received September 2,—Read December 8, 1859.

The following investigation is the result of an attempt to simplify the analytical treat-

ment of the problem of the Attraction of Ellipsoids. The application to this particular

case, of certain known propositions relating to closed surfaces in general, showed that

the principal theorems could easily be deduced without taking account of any other

properties of the ellipsoid than those expressed by two differential equations, of which

the truth is evident on inspection. In fact if we take the equation

_a!_. jL i _f! i.

a?+ h' b%+ lU ct+ h
— 11

'

we see at once that the expression on the left side, considered as a function of x. y ,
z, h.

satisfies the two partial differential equations

d*u d*u d*u _/ 1 1 1 \

dx2
' dy2 ‘ dz2

y «2 + A ' b2 + h' c
2 + A/

and these equations express all that we require to know about the ellipsoid, except the

fact that the surface is capable of being extended to infinity in every direction by the

variation of h
,
without ceasing to be closed. But it appeared also that the success of

the method depended only on the circumstance that the right-hand member of the first

dii

equation, and the coefficient of in the second, are constants independent of Jc. It was

therefore possible to generalize the process by taking indeterminate functions of h for

du
these two constants. As, however, the coefficient of -tt could always be reduced to a

MDCCCLX. B



o PROFESSOR DONKIN ON THE ATTRACTION OF SOLIDS BOUNDED

constant independent of A, by taking a function of h as a parameter instead of h
,
we

may suppose, without loss of generality, that this reduction has been effected.

Mr. Cayley has shown*, in the latest publication on this subject which I have met

with, that if two of the principal theorems of attraction (in the case of the ellipsoid) be

given, the rest follow very simply, and are common to all surfaces of which those two

can be predicated f. But the demonstration of the two assumed theorems constitutes

the most essential part of the analytical problem, and it is my present object to show

that they, and the others connected with them, are implied in the two differential equa-

tions above written.

1. Suppose the equation

F(x,y,zj)= 0 (1.)

represents closed surfaces for all values of the parameter 0 within certain limits
;
and let

the surface corresponding to any particular value 0
}
of 0, be called “ the surface 6fi

With reference to these surfaces let the limits of integrals be indicated thus
: [ ~f

signifies

that an integral enclosed between the brackets, if it consist of superficial elements, is

extended over the surface 0 ;
if of solid elements, through the whole space within that

surface. In either case let [
stand as an abbreviation for

[
—

[ ]
e
>.

Let

{(£)+(S)’+(s)T
be, for shortness, denoted by Q„ (whatever v may be).

Let us put also

and let the element of surface be called da.

By means of (1.) we may suppose 6 expressed as a function of x, y ,
z. On this sup-

position we have

Let the sign of the right-hand member of this equation be so taken that Qedd shall be

positive or negative according as the surface (6-\-dQ) is without or within the surface 6.

Since Qg'dQ is the normal thickness at any point of the infinitesimal shell included

between the two surfaces 0 and 0-\-dd, the latter surface must be either wholly within

or wholly without the former, unless Q„ become infinite at some point of the surface 6,

a supposition which it is not necessary to exclude, but which I suppose to be excluded

for the sake of simplicity.

2. The preliminary propositions to be demonstrated in this article are not new. I

am not certain to whom they are originally due
;
they were, however, employed by Pro-

* See also Camb. Math. Journal, vol. iii. p. 75 for the year 1842 .—Note added June 25, 1860.

t Note on the Theory of Attraction (Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. ii. p. 338). The two theorems

are those marked V. and VI. in this paper.
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fessor W. Thomson in an early volume of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal (to

which I have not at present the opportunity of referring) in some form equivalent to (if

not identical with) that in which they are here given. They depend on the most

elementary principles, and ought to be so well known as to make a demonstration need-

less ; however, I give one for the sake of completeness. Retaining the suppositions of

the last article, we have, if P be any function of x, y ,
z,

Qe dx

9

(by integrating the expression on the left with respect to x, and applying a well-known

transformation to the double integral).

Let then u be any function of x, y, z
,
and put

dQ du

then

dQ A du dQ du
q—u -t~— 0 -j

,
r=u-j— 0 -y-i

1 dy dy ’ dz dz

and if the two members of the last equation be multiplied by dxdydz
,
and integrated

through the space within the surface the result on the left is

Ja,

dQ dQ dQ \

Qie^Tx^dy^TzJ

or, ifp, q,
r be replaced by their values, it is

f,

/du dQ du dQ du dQ

Qd \dx dx'dy dy'dz dz
da

but in the last of these integrals 6 has the same value 0, throughout the integration, and

may therefore be put outside the integral sign
; and the integral which it multiplies is

then evidently equivalent to the triple integral
[ JJjD2w . dxd,ydz]

n

\ since it would be

obtained by one integration of each of the three terms of the latter. Hence we have,

finally,

[J’wQ0(Z<r]
01=^

1[j

,

JJD
2« . dxdydz']

0
'+ [

— OIT-u) dxdydz']6
', (2.)

and, subtracting {his from the similar equation referring to another value 02 of 0,

[ ftiQoda]^

—

J,[ JJJ

D

hi . dxdydzJ2—

[

JJJ

D

2u . dxdydz]6
'

-f- [
— OD%u)dxdydz]®*,

. ( 3
.

)

which last might have been obtained at once by taking the triple integrals through the

space included between the surfaces Q2 . It is of course necessary for the validity of

each equation, that the functions under the integral signs should not become infinite at

any point within the limits of the integrations.

3. Let the equation

f(x,y,z,h,k)=0 (4.)

represent closed surfaces for all values, within certain limits, of the parameters h, k.

Let the surface corresponding to a particular pair of values h, k, be called “ the surface
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A
,
A;” and let the space (or solid) included between the surfaces (A 15 A), (A2 ,

k) be called

“ the shell ^
2
, k^j similarly, let that included between the surfaces (A, AJ, (A, A2 )

be

called “ the shell (li, Let it also be supposed that each of the surfaces (A, k+dk),

(h-\-dh, A), is either wholly within or wholly without the surface (A, k).

By virtue of equation (4.) either parameter may be considered a function of x, y, z. and

the other parameter. Let the function on the left of (4.) be such that when A is con-

sidered as a function of x
, */, z, A, the two following partial differential equations are

satisfied :

—

<Pk. (Pk <Pk n .

d^+df+W-W1
'

dk\ 2
, / dk\

2 ,/dk\ 2 dk n
s) +U) +{dz) +w;r= 0

J

(5.)

where <p(h

)

is a function of A not containing k, and n is a constant, independent of A and k.

The second of these equations may be put in another form thus : considering A as

implicitly a function of x
, y ,

z, k, we have

dk
1
dk dh r\ o

S+ S71 &=0 ’
&c"

whence

©•+(|)+(|)'=(S)'(©'+(|)'+©>
or (extracting the root and employing the notation explained in art. 1)

Q*=-§Q*t;

hence the second of equations (5.), which is

may be changed into Q/;
. In this form it will be actually employed, so that the

two equations may be written as follows :

—

m =*wi
f6)

Q».Q»=» J

* I borrow this notation, with a slight alteration, from Mr. Caylet.

. dk
t The negative sign must be taken for the following reason : — is the ratio of corresponding variations

dh

of k, h, when the surface passes through a given point (x, y, z)
;
now suppose that an increase of h alone, or

of k alone, would cause a displacement of the surface, relatively to that point, of the same kind
;

i. e. that

the point would be inside the altered surface in botli cases, or outside in both cases
;
then Q*, Q* have the

same sign (art. 1). But on this supposition, if h and k vary together so that the surface continues to pass

through the point (x, y, z), it is plain that h must increase if k decrease, and vice versa, so that is
dh

dk
negative. Similarly, if Q,*, Q;f have opposite signs, — is positive. The equation in the text is therefore

dh
always true.
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4. Now let the general equation (2.), art. 2, be applied to the case of the surface

considered in the last article, k being taken for the parameter 6, so that I)
2
0 is l/Vr, and

is =<p(h)

;

also let the arbitrary function u be put =1, so that D2w=0. Then, observing

the second of equations (6.), we obtain from (2.),

n =<Kh) J|

^dxdydz .

Let the volume enclosed by the surface (h, k) be represented by V. Then, since the

normal thickness at any point of the shell kj is the above equation is equi-

valent to

»£=**)• r,

from which we obtain by integration, putting for shortness
hM= f(h),

V=F(k).\]s(7i), (7.)

where F(/£) is an unknown function of k, independent of h.

But if, instead of putting u— 1, we suppose u to be the potential, at the point [x,y,z),

of a given mass M exterior to the surface
(
h

,
k), then we have (since Dhi is again =0)

nrn±?_
L ! Qh

<p(h). udxdydz

and if V be put for the potential on M of a (homogeneous) solid bounded by the surface

(/j, k), this equation is equivalent to

d\ /n tt

and therefore, as before,

V=F(k).^(h), (8.)

where ^(h) is the same as before, but F(&) is a new unknown function of k, which will

also involve the given quantities which define M.

From (7.) and (8.) we have

V-m.y~ F(k) ’

which equation expresses

Theorem I. The 'potential, on a given external mass
, of a homogeneous solid bounded

by the surface (h, k), varies as the mass of the solid
, if h vary while k remains constant.

5. If we put V(h, k) for the volume, and V(/i, k) for the potential, denoted above

simply by Fand V, we obtain from equations (7.) and (8.) the following:

—

V(A
a ,

*2) V(Aa, k
x ) F(Aa, *a)

- V(hv k
x )

V(A„ k2)-V(hv kj “ V{hv K)-V{hv gf
which expresses

Theorem II. The potentials, on a given external mass
, of the homogeneous shells

^h 2 ,
,

(h,, j^, are proportional to the masses of the shells.
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When the thickness of the shells is infinitesimal, this proposition may be enunciated as

Theorem III. The potential, upon a given external mass
, of the homogeneous shell

^h, varies as the mass of the shell
, if h vary while k remains constant.

6. The above conclusions were deduced from equation (2.), art. 2. Let us now take

equation (3.) and apply it in a similar manner, taking for the parameter 0, no longer Jc,

but an indeterminate function of h (not containing k), say

<>=m-
This gives, without ambiguity of sign,

Qg=f(h)Qh

(for by the convention made, art. 1, as to the signs of QA ,
&c., Q fl

and QA must have the

same sign or not, according as f'(h) is positive or negative).

Hence, writing the left-hand side of (3.) in full, and introducing the second of the

conditions (6.), we have

nf(h 2 ) i) JtL" =-\^^uYf{h).dxdydz + (terms involving D2
«).

Now let u be the potential of a given mass M exterior to both the surfaces (A„ k), (A 2 ,
k),

rCud<T~]h dV
so that Jd'U is =0 throughout the integrations. The integral

| J q
- is evidently

if V be the potential on M of a homogeneous solid (density =1) bounded by the surface

dV
(A, k); and by equation (8.), art. 4, -^=Y{k).-^{h).

The above equation thus becomes

nF(k) {/'(h.2 )-^(h,2 )-/(hfi^h , ) }= [
jjjkD5

/(h ) . dxdydzf-.

The function f(h) has been so far arbitrary. Let us now determine it in such a manner

that f'(h)ip(h)= a constant independent of h and k ; or

/«=a+bJA

(A, B being two such arbitrary constants). Then the left-hand side of the equation

vanishes ; therefore the right-hand side vanishes also, or

LfifuT>f{h) . dxdydz$= 0

;

but since u is the potential of an arbitrary mass, this cannot be unless T)f(h)= 0. We
may therefore (introducing the value of ^(h), art. 4, and including the arbitrary con-

stants under the integral signs) enunciate

Theokem IV. If f(h) be defined by the equation

f(h)=fih. i~^\
then f(h) satisfies the equation

dyw=o-
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This result may be verified by actual differentiation, as will be shown afterwards

(art. 12).

7. Kesuming the equation (3.), art. 2, and supposing that 0 is the function f(h)

determined in the last article, so that D 2/'(A)=0, let us put u— 1 ; then the equation

becomes

if this be multiplied by dk, it expresses the following proposition :

—

If the homogeneous infinitesimal shell ^h, have the density f'(h), the mass of

the shell is independent of h.

It follows that the potential of such a shell, on a given interior mass, vanishes when

h has the value which makes the surface (A, k) extend to infinity in all directions ; for

the mass of the shell is finite, but every part of it is infinitely distant from the

attracted mass.

8. Instead of putting u= 1, as in the last article, let us now take for u the potential

of a given mass M, placed anywhere. Then if § be the density, at the point (oc, y, z), of

the matter composing M, we shall have

D%= — 4r£.

Let the surface (A1? k) be within the surface (A2,
k), and let M, be all that part of M

which is within the former surface, and M2 all that part which is within the latter (so

that M2 includes M,).

Also let f(h) be still taken for 0, in equation (3.), art. 2 ;
then D2

0= O, and the last

term on the right of that equation becomes

MjKzf{h)dxdydzj\

Now the whole mass included between the two surfaces is M2— M,; hence the above

integral is equal to

in which h is put for the parameter of some surface (A, k), which lies between (A„ k) and

(h2 ,
k), and cuts the mass M2—

M

L
. If the mass M be concentrated at a point between

the two surfaces, then li is the parameter of the surface (A, k) which passes through that

point.

In the general case, however, equation (3.) becomes

>f(h)
[

J'
-»/(*,)

[
J'= - 4xM,/(/il)+4^M,/i:A 1

)+4^(M.2-M,)/(/i).

Let V„ V2 be put for the potentials on M of the two infinitesimal shells (*„|
+<tt

).

(h«. ^ with densities f{K),fW) respectively; then this equation, multiplied by

dk
,
gives

Va-V,=^ (-MI/(A,)+M 1
/(A,)+(M,-M

1)/W)* (9.)
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Suppose now that the mass M is unity, and is concentrated at a point between the two

surfaces, then M^O, M 2=l, and (9.) becomes

v,-v,=^

where h is the parameter of the surface which passes through the point.

Let the value of A which makes the surface (A, Jc) extend to infinity be denoted by A* ;

then putting h 2=h x
,
we have V2=0 (art. 7), and the last equation gives

V,=^ (/(*.)-/«);

and again, if this value of V, be substituted, the same equation gives

Va=^ ;

here V, is the potential of an infinitesimal shell on an exterior point, and V2 on an inte-

rior point. These expressions suppose that the densities of the shells are AJ, f{h2) ;

hence, changing the densities to unity, and h2 to A, in the second, we obtain the follow-

ing results:

—

The potential of the infinitesimal shell

point is

^An (density =1) upon an exterior

and upon an interior point, it is

B
Now /'(A) (art. 6) is

; hence the above expressions

and for an interior point,

become, for an exterior point,

(E-)

(I.)

9. In the expression (E.), the value of A at the lower limit of the integral is the para-

meter of the surface which passes through the attracted point, and the potential has

therefore the same value at all points of that surface ;
hence

Theorem V. The external equipotential surfaces of the homogeneous infinitesimal shell

k-4-dk\

k ;
are the surfaces (h, k), in which h is arbitrary and k invariable.

The expression (I.) is independent of the position of the (interior) attracted point

;

hence

Theorem VI. The homogeneous infinitesimal shell ^h,, exercises no force on an

interior mass. It follows evidently that the homogeneous finite shell ^A„ ^ possesses

the same property.
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10. The preceding articles contain all that is essential. But it may be as well to

deduce the expression for the potential, on an exterior point, of the finite homogeneous

shell

Let g, 71 , £ be the coordinates of the attracted point. The expression (E.), art. 8, is

a function of h, and through h a function of k

;

for h, at the lower limit of the integral,

is a function of g, ri, £, Ic, determined by the equation (art. 3)

f(|, £, h, &)=0 (10.)

(I assume, for simplicity, that hx is independent of Ic.) We have then to integrate (E.)

with respect to Ic, from Id to Id'

.

Now putting F(A) for the integral in (E.), we have

§F(h)d/c=!cF(h) -§kF(h)dh

;

and, between the limits Jd
,
k", this gives

^F(h)(Uc=Jd'F(h")- JdF(h')-ffkF'(h)dh

;

where h", Id are the values of h corresponding to Ic", Id, and given by the relation

n>‘x dh 1

f(g, 7], l, h, k)= 0. The actual value of F(7i) is
1

^ry, and therefore F(A)=—^y;
hence the required potential is

4ir
, n ^ f 7 „ C

h~ dh
7 ,p“ dh £

h
" kdh

)

J, *W“*L W)+IW} (P )

where Ic, in the last integral, is the function of h determined by the equation (10.).

11. To verify this in the case of the ellipsoid, we have

xi
y

ad + 7«~r 62 + h c
2 + h

=.k ;

here =<p(A), and Q2+4^=0, whence n—i; therefore

•v//(7i)=£"^
( J

=(^cd+h)(b2
-\-h){c

i
-Fli))

i *.

Also hx= go.- Let us take Jc'=0, Id'— 1, 7q= 0, so that the formula (P.) will give the

potential, on an external point (g, tj, £), of the homogeneous solid ellipsoid

— _L— _l—

—

y
«2 c

2

Then ^(h
1
)=abc; and h, Ic being now connected by the equation

£2
»
2 d2g ^

i
^ —

b

ad + h^tf+ h'c^+ h ’

we have h'= oo, and h"= the positive root of this equation when Ic= 1. The expression

(P.) then becomes

n— 7rabc\ -

Jh"

It +
f\2 £2

+ -

2 + h
n

b2 + h
1

c2 + h
1 )dh

((a2+ h)(b2 + h)(c2+ h)Y ’

which is the well-known value of the potential.

* The arbitrary constant, which might be introduced, would disappear in the result.

CMDCCCLX.
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12. I shall conclude with an independent demonstration of the Theorem IV. art. 6.

Considering A as a function of x, y , 3, A, by virtue of the equation f(x, y ,
z, A

,
A)= 0,

we have „

vf{h)=f%h)c&+f(h)m

(/‘(A) being any function of A, and the notation being that explained in art. 1).

Hence the condition of the possibility of satisfying the equation D 2
f(h)= 0

,
is that

D'2h
—z be expressible as a function of h

;

if this be the case, fill) will be determined by the

XU / 7 \ TV9 7,

We have then to show that this condition will be fulfilled if thef"(h) Wh
Ql

dk

equation jrjyj= ~

function i(x, y, z, h
,
k) be such that

D2k=<p(h), Ql+njh=0.

It was proved in art. 3 that the latter of these equations gives

Q/i* —
and also that

from which we obtain

Uk~ dh 1,1 ’

Ql=—n dk

dh' «=-*(sr (ii.)

Now suppose k expressed as a function of x, y, z, h; then considering h implicitly a

function of x , ?/, z, k, we have, by two differentiations with respect to x,

Q
dk dk dh

dx ' dh dx (
12 .)

d2k
0 ^2+ 2 ii i- / .-f

-
ddk dh

,
d2k (dh\

2
,
dk d~h

dx2 '~‘dhdx dx' did y

dh\ 2 dk d~h

dx) 'dli dx2

dh
Let the value of ^ derived from (12.) be introduced in the last equation, and the

similar results be written with respect to y and z

;

then we obtain by addition,

°=D^- 2 (t)"' 2(^-s)+Q‘i+Smi < 13 -)

(using 2 to denote the sum of analogous expressions with respect to the three variables).

Nov/ in the first of equations (11.), namely,

dk \ 2

dx) ^
(dk

\dy +
/dk\ 2 dk

J
n

d/i

k is supposed to be expressed as a function of x
, ?/, z, A, and the equation is therefore

identical
,
for otherwise it would establish a relation between a, 3/, z, A, without k.

Hence we may differentiate each side with respect to A ; this gives

,
(dk dVc \ d2k
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hence the second and third terms of (13.) destroy one another; also iyjc=<p(h), and

— by (11.); thus (13.) becomes, finally,
an

/7 . Wh _ DVi 1 ...

<P(h)-n Q2-0, orw =-<p(h).

It follows that the equation Dfi(h) will be satisfied if f(h) be determined by the

equation

that is, if
, r

which is the theorem in question. This demonstration might have been given at the

beginning of the investigation, and the theorem might have been made the foundation

of the whole. But as there is nothing on the face of the assumed differential equations

(5.), art. 3, to suggest the possibility of satisfying the condition Df(h)=0, the whole

process would then have acquired the character of a verification ,
rather than of a demon-

stration following the natural order of discovery, in which latter form I wished it to

appear.
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II. On an Extended Form of the Index Symbol in the Calculus of Operations.

By William Spottiswoode, M.A., F.B.S.

Received November 24,—Read December 22, 1859.

In the following paper I propose to resume more in detail the subject of a communica-

tion made to the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal (vol. viii. p. 25). The

present investigations are restricted to the case of two variables.

Let

and let

§ 1. The Theory ofV and V i-

d d

d
,

d „y*+V v,;

d'
,

d' „
X dx+Vdy—

d1
d' „

where the accent indicates that in the combinations of S, E, the differentiations are to

affect only the subject of operation, and not x or y, so far as they appear explicitly in

the values of E, E,. So that E 2

,
E En E 2 are to be understood as follows:

—

,72~=^+ 2itV£%-H'V

SS,=ay(^+|,) +(*s

+/)^;,

and so on for higher powers.

It will then be found that

E 2=v 2-V =(V— l)v,

ES^VVj—Vj=(V— 1)Vi,

s?=v?-v =v?-v.
MDCCCLX. d
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Similarly,

And, generally,

ME. W. SPOTTISWOODE ON AN EXTENDED FOEM OF

H 3=VS 2-2H 2 =(V-2)S 2

,

H 2H
1=VHH 1

-2HH
1 =(V—2)SSn

3S 2=VH 2-2S? =(V— 2)H2
,

-<1 V l
1—*1 *1 V®! ^**

1
"

H re=(v—w+l)S*- 1

,

HB~ 1H
1=(V-’f!W+l)H”"

2H
1

.

HEr l=(v—w+i)srs
eb=

V

iSr 1- («—i)ssr2
.

Before developing these expressions, the following formulae deserve notice

(H+H
1)

2=V2±2VVi+V?-2V+2V 1

=(ViVi—

2

)(V+Vi).

Similarly, by arranging the terms of the third order thus,

we have

And generally,

^3 VS 2 - 2S 2

,

'E*Ei=2VHH
:,+ V^ 2 —433j—233

>—
* ^2 VH 2 + 2V.HH, 9W2 OW 2

4 <£»—4

^3
>—4 v,s*

OMM

(H±H
1 )

3=(V±V i

- 4)(V±V 1-2)(V±V i ).

VH*- 1 —{n— 1) S'1- 1

*"-‘2,= ^ VH”- 2*^ V,^- 1 —(n—l)^p Hn-2
3,— (ra— 1)

3'*- 2
3,,

1
)^- 2^ _

>-l)(n-2) n-1 (n-l)Q-2)^n_ 3r, 2
"-I-,..

1.2 ~ -1~ 1.2 v~ 1
Vl~ *>' 1.2 ~ ™‘ 1.2 - -i 1 ~

Taking the sum of these, the coefficient of on the right-hand side will be

(n-l)(n-2)..(n-p) (n-l){n-2)..{n-p) (n-l){n-2) ..(n-p + 1)

fTsTTp (V+V,)-(»-l) naTTp l.2..( P -i)
"

/„
I

-, >-l)(tt-2)..(ft-p-l)
\P~1rl ) 1 . 2 ..(/? + 1

)

1 . 2 ../?

(n— l)(n— 2) .
. (
n—p

)
:

1 . 2 ../?
{v+v,— 2 (w-l)}.
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So that, finally,

(H+S
1 )

re={V+Vi—2(w— 1)}(H+H 1
)’
l_1

= {V±Vi— 2(w—l)}{V+Vi— 2(w— 2)}.
. {V+Vi— 2HV+VJ,

the upper or the lower sign being taken throughout. And since

(«±y)-(s±5)'={(*±jr)(E±4)-2(«-l)}{(«±Jf)(i±4)-2(—2)}..{(*±,J(^±|)}.

an equation which might be established by other methods.

Returning to the expressions for 3p
3f, we have

H”=(V-w+1)..(V-2)(V-1)V,

Sn_1H,=(V—w+l)--(V— 2)(V—

1

)Vi,

H”- 2H?=(V-w+1)..(V-2)(V?-V),
3»- 3H?=(V-w+1)..(V?-3V+2)V 1 ,

S”- 4Ht=(V-w+l)..(Vt-6VV?+3V2+8V?-6V),

Hra_ 5Hi=(V—w+l)..(Vi— 10ViV+ 12V?— 8\7iV+ 12ViV
2+ 3V3— 4lViV— 6Vi+ 24Vi),

These expressions are, however, determinants : thus,

^2 V 1 WW —

»

MMj —

—

V 1 W2
*"",

1 V, 1

V V Vi V, V V t

V 2 . S 23,= V 2 . 33 2= V 2 .
g3„ V, 2 .

V V 1 V V 1 Vi V, 1 V v,i

V V V Vi Vi Vj V V V, Vi V V,

The corresponding formulae for n— 4 are easily deduced from these, as follows:—For

3 4

,
3 3Sn S 23 2

,
33 3

,
add to each determinant a row (V, 3, 0, 0), and a column having

V for its upper constituent, and for the remainder a repetition of the first column of the

determinant to which it is added. For 3f the additional row is (Vi, 3, 0, 0), and the

additional column Vi with a repetition of the first column of S3 2
. The formulae then

are

V 3 . . *-i — V 3 . . V 3 . .
WW3_ V 3 . . V, 3 . .

V V 2 . V V 2 . V V 2 . V, V, 2 . V V, 2 .

V vvi V V V 1 V, V, V, 1 V V V, 1 V, V Vi 1

V V VV Vi Vi Vi Vi vvvv, V, V, V V, V V, V Vj
D 2
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And so also generally,

V, i-1 0 . 0 0
,

or = V, i-

1

0 . . 0 0

V V, i-2 . 0 0 V V i
i-2 . . 0 0

V, V V, . 0 0 V, V V i
. . 0 0

V, V V. • Vi 1 V V i V . V, 1

V V, V • V V! V, V V, • V V i

according as i is even or odd. And the expression for H7

'

3\ is to be formed from this

by adding the followingj rows (each consisting of {i+j) places), viz.

V i+j— 1 0 . . 0 0

V V i+j— 2 .. 0 0

V V v • o 0

and repeating the first column of Hi j times, so as to complete the square.

By means of these formulae the expression

7)

«H”+
t
5H”- 1H

1+ .. =(a, b, .. JH, H,)”

may be exhibited as a function of V, Vi-

There is, however, another way in which this transformation may be effected. Let

«, (3 ;
an (3,; . . be the roots of the equation

(a, b,..XS, H>)-=0

solved with respect to H : Hj. Then

(a, b, cXS, 3 1 )
2=(a

1
H+0

1
H

1)(aH+f3H 1 )

=(W,I*^ 1)(«S+i3S 1
)-«

1(«S+^g I)-/3 1
(«S

I
+/3S)

=(vViXoiifti)(vViXaft)—(vViVXciifiiXaft)-

(a b c ^IHH,) 3

= (a 2H+/32H,)(a 1
H+/3

1
H

1
)(c4H+^3H)

= (
a2V+/32V 1 )(« I

H+/3
1
H

1)(aH+i3H 1 )

-2«
2 (a,H +/3 1

H
I
)(c4 H+/3Hj)

- (32 (« l
g l+^ 1HX«S+i3H 1 )

— /32 («,H -|-/3
1
H

1
)(a H,+/3H)

Similarly,
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=(WiI*>j3.)(WiX«,i3 IXW»X«i3)-(W,X«^i)(W,Vl«,/3 1X«/3)

-2^(WiX*ift)(W,X*0)+^(VViVXaAXvP)
-

/3 2(VV,I|3 i
«

i)(VV,X«/3)+ ftCViVV.XaAX^)
- /3^W,X«.i3i)(W,X/3“)+ PJViWiX»AX«P)

=(vvXa2P2)(vv 1X“A)(vv lX“P)

-(W,x« P) (WiVX«iPiX*&)

~(VViX«^.)(VViVX“2i3 2X« P)

-(w,X*AXWiVX* P X*M
+2(VV 1VViX“2/32X« 1 /3 1X«/3 ).

The expanded form of this is

(«2V +/32Vi)(«iV +/3iVi)(«V+/3Vi)

-(« V+/3 Vi){(*,«2+j3A)V+(*,|3i+«^i)V,}

-foV+AV,){(«,« +P*P )V+M +«/32)Vi}

-(a2V+/32Vi){(« «,+/3 /3j)V+(a ft+^/3) VJ
+2{(aa

1
042+a/i/32+a 1^2/3+042/3/3 1)V

+ (/3/3 1/32+/3a 1
a2 +/3 1

a 2a 4‘/Xaai)Vi}

=«V 3+ 3iV 2

V.+ 3cV'V? -f d'V!

— 3(a+c)

V

2— 3(35+d)Wr- icV?

+2(«+3c)V+2(3J+^)V,.

To these may be added,

(a 5 c d eXH E,)
4

=(WiX«^3XW,X^XV7iX«.^.)(VViX“/3)

-(w.X«.$kvViX“ P )(WiVX«^»X«.i3.)

-(w^^XvViX^iXWiVX* P X*A)
“(vViXa3^3)(vViXa2^2)(vv 1vXai^iXa £0

-(WiX*h^(vv,x«A)(vViVX«^3X« P)

-(WOO /3 )(vv 1x^p2)(vv 1vx^PsX*A)
-(vv,Xaift)(w,X* P )(WiVX*3P*X“A)

+2(WiXa P )(w,w,X«3P,X*AX*iPi)

+2(VViXa i/3i)(WiVV,Xa P X“sPsX»*P>)

+2(VViXa2^2) (VViVViXaiAXa z
3 X«3&)

+2(VV 1X«3^3)(VV 1VV 1X« 2/3 2X«i/3iX«Z3)

+ (VV,VX«3/33X« /3 )(VViVXas&Xaift)
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+(WiVX^3X*A)(W,VX“ /3 X«A)

+ (VV 1Vl«3/33la2/32)(VV 1Vl« 1/3 1Xa f3)

- 6(vv^vX^AX^AX*AX«0)
=«v4+ 45v3

Vi+ 6CV2
V?+ 4(5w3+ eV?

-6{(«+c)V3+2(25+(5)V2V 1+(5c+e)VV^+2(5Vf}

+ (ll(z+30c+3(5)V2
+44(5+(5)VVi+ 4(6c+2(54-3e)V?

— 6{(«+6c+e)V+4(5+(5)Vi}"

There is considerable resemblance between these functions and determinants ; and

although the factors of which the various terms are composed do not admit of being

arranged as constituents of the determinants which they resemble, yet a symbolical no-

tation will render such an arrangement possible. For this purpose, let (WiXaAX an(t

X«A) be the symbolical factors of
(VViV

X

aAX“A) > so that

(W,X*A.X X X«A)

=

(WiVX«AX*A)

(WiX^AX x X«AX x X«/3)= (vv,WiXaAX“AX«0)»

and so on. Then
(a 5 cXHS,)2

= (WJ>A) X“P)

(W,X«AX (VV,I«/3)

(a 5 cXHE,)’

= (W.X«A) X“0)

(w,X«AX (vv,X*A) X«P)

(vv,X“AX (w,X«AX (w,X«P)

By means of these formulae, the corresponding expressions for higher degrees may be

established. Thus, for the fourth degree,

(abcdejE E,)
4

=(a3H+/33H 1
)(a2H+/32H I

)(o5
1E+/3 1

E
1
)(aH+/3E)

=(a3V+AV 1
)(a2 HH-/3 2E 1

)(a
1 E-l-/3 1

E
1)(aE+f3E 1 )

— 3a3(a2S+/32S 1
)(a

1
E+/3

1
E

1
)(aE+/3E

1)

— /33(/32S+a2S 1
)(a

1S+/3iS 1
)(aE+/3S.)

— AAS+/32E 1 )(/3 1
E+a

1
E

1
)(aE+/3E

I )

— /33(a2E+/32H 1
)(a

1
E+/3

1E 1
)(/3E+aE

1 )

=(«3V+AV,X«,a+AE I)(* I
E+j3

1
E

I
)(«E+/3E

I )

—(EE
1EX«AXa2A!)(>iH+/3 1

E
1
)(aE+/3E

1 )

-(«2E+^2E 1
)(EE

1EXflg3,X*AiX«S+^E1)

-(«2E+j32E 1)(« 1E+AE 1XEE EX«AsX*0)
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=(W,X«A) (W.X«A) X«.ft) X«P)

(vv,X“AX (W,X«J%) X«P)

(vv,X«AX (W,X*AX (W,X«0)

- (W,VX«AX«A) X«.ft) X«/3)

(W,VX«AX«AX (W,X*,A) X«/3)

(W,VX“AX“AX (W,X«J3.X (w.X«P)

- (W.X«A) X«&X«A) X«P)

(w,X“AX (W,VX«J3.X«.ft) X«/3)

(W,X*AX (W.VX“AX*.ftX (VV,X«/3)

- (WX«A) X«A) XaAXaP)

(W,X«AX (vv,X«,/3,) X«AX«P)

(W,X“AX (W,X*.ftX (vv,vX«AX«/3)

Transposing the columns of the third of these determinants, the sign becomes changed,

and the sum

(w,X«A) X“A) X«.ft) I«/3)

(W,X“AX (W,X“A) X«A) X«/3)

(W,X«AX (W,X«AX (w,X«,ft) X«0)

(vv,X“AX (w,X«AX (w,x«,ftx (VV,X«j3)

aa the above process is perfectly general in principle, we may conclude the general

expression

= (VVlXa"/^") Xan-fin-i) ..

(W,X«AX (W«X

«

n_,/3n _,) .. X“A)

(W,Xaj3J (VV,I«n-,/3n _J .
. (W.Xa.ft)

In order to alcalate the effect of the operation V,, and so that of the operation

(a A .
. X— H,)" upon a given function, let

Then

Now

w=<z^r"+«,ar"- ,y4- .

.

= 2«^r"
-
V-

V,w=2aj{(w— ?)af
-i-y+1

-fu‘
n~'+y_l

}

= 2{(n-«+l)o,._
1
+(*+l)*i+ i

}*-y.

(<>+*)
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Hence

V,w=2 {
(n— «+ 1> -f (^+l)sdi

} a^f
l~ i

y
i

,

Viu—2 {
(w— i+ l)s~^+ («+ }

a
i
pc
n~i

y
i

.

vfM=2{(^—*+i)s *+(^+1)^}™^’" y,

where the operative factor must be understood to affect the suffixes of the rzs and the

is in the coefficients, and not the indices of the variables. In the use of these formuhe.

however, it is to be observed that the order of the multiplications must be retained.

Thus

:

• —12
{(n— di Jr{i Jrl)idi

}

= j(w— di(n—i-\-l)z di

_ d d_

+ (w— «+ l)s di (i-\-l)zdi

d
l_

d_

+ («+ — «'+ l)s *‘

= {(w—*-|-l)(w—«+2)r 2
*+ (^—*+l)*+(w— z)(*’+l)+(«+ l)(*H-2)g

2

^}«f

= (n— i-\-2)ai_2 -f- {(w— — ?')(«+ l)|«,-f-(?+ l)(«+2)«
I_ 2 .

Similarly, since

(«+$)3 = a a a

+ baa

+ a b a

+ a ab

Therefore

\^n---i-\-l)z~ di -\-{i-\-l)idiYa
i

=[[(m— i-\-2)(n—z+3)g
-3
*

+ a b b

b a b

+ b b a

+ bbb.

+ {(^+1)(^

—

i)(n—i-\-l)+(n—i-\-V)i(n—i-\-l)-\-(n— i-\-2)(i— l)}g_5i
'

+ {(w— z+l)i(i+l)+(«+l)(w— i) («+l)+(^+l)(«4-2)(w—i— l)}g*

+ (i+l)(i+2)(«+3)6
3

*]^
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= {n— i-\-2)(n—f+3)«
£_ 3

+ |(w—i){n—«+l)(«+l)4-(w—

+ {(w—*+l>'(«'+l)+(w—«)(f+l)2+(w—i— l)(*+l)(i+2)}a(+1

+ («'+l)(*+2)(«‘+3)<3!8+3 ,

and so on for higher degrees.

But it is also required to determine the effect of negative powers of V i
on a given

function. For this purpose let

U

=

lAiX^y1

and

vr iu=w,
Then equating coefficients,

naQ +
(n— 1)«0 +

or U=Viu.

\a
x

==A0 ,

2a2 =A,
3«3 —

A

2 ,

3a„_ 3H-(w—1K_,=A„_ 2 ,

2«„_ 2+ =Ab_j,

i
—An ,

whence, by actual elimination,

ci
x=yA0 ,

1 w— 1
^3 gA2 y

Cl
I

T1
^).

as=s(A*“ (
w~ 3K)

_VA —A ,

(7i-3)(n-l) . \—
5\

A4
3

A2-
' 3.1

A
V’

a
7
=^A6— (n— 5)«s

)

V* w“ 5
a ,

(«— 5)(ti— 3) ^
(n— 5)(n-3)(n— 1) A \

~7V r;_
5

A4_t_ 5.3
A2— 5.3.1 A

V’

2w-f-
L_71— 2m+l V

A,
n—2m + 1 A

‘ 2m— 1
A2™-2‘

(w—2m + l)(ra—2m + 3)

(2m— l)(2m— 3)
2

(-)'
(n— 2mA 1)(»— 2m + 3) .

.
(n— 1)

(2m-l)(2m-3). . 1

MDCCCLX. E
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and for the even indices,

n(l
<>) 5

«4=i(A3—(w— 2)«a
)

_VA w~2A ^
“"4V-3 a Al+ 2.1 ®V’

«6=^(a5—(w— 4)«4
)

1/ A
»— 4 *

(n—4)(n— 2) (n—4)(n— 2)n
_

”6V 5 4 4.2 4.2.1 U
'

But it is better to make use of the operative symbol for the solution of the equations

;

thus

:

(n—i+2)a
i_2+mi

~„A
i_ 1

|(w— ^4-2)s
_2
^4-^|^i=Ai_i, or j(w—-«+2)s

_2*i+l >

whence

• «,•= |(%-i+2)g
_2^l+| A,_ 1?

(
w ”~*+ 2 )s 2ji

“| A
£_j,

If a
ft— *+ 2 A ,

(ft— «'+2)(ft — i+4)
A 1

* j
A<- 1

*-2
Aj'- 3+ {i- 2) (*- 4)

A- 3 •

*

J

’

the last term being

and

, .*=!(«— i+ 2)(ft— i+ 4).. (n— 1) . , ,

,

(~) 2

(iX2j(P4);,r
— Ao

when * 1S odd
>

, A (ft— £+ 2) (ft— i+ 4)..ft ,

(-) 2—

(

^-~2)(t-4)
~
a
— when 2 1S even -

The two cases, however, of n even and n odd require special notice. If n be odd, the

last equation of the series for determining the as may be thus written

:

OS 1 a
|

1.8 . . yiii. 1*3 . . n
««b+i-U_Ab-

^

4,-2+ (n— 1)(»-3) • d— J
2

(»-!)(»-«)..2®»’

which determines a0 .

But in the case of n being even,

nan+ i
=0=A w

-

1

.

'ft_l Aji- 2+ (w— !)(n-3)A»-4 ••( )
2 ^o 5

a relation between the As alone. The explanation of this apparent anomaly is to be

sought in the complementary arbitrary function arising out of the operation Vr 1

^-
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In the case of Vfu,

«.= {(»—i+2)r23r+i| A
f_,

?+ 2di

;|
j|l+(«—i+2)s d'

-r

j
A(_,

=7{l-{(«-*+ 2>"
,

"7}+{(«-i+ 2)r
,

"*l -..}{{a<_, -44rA-* +
But

»— ?'+2)s =(w—i+2)s
-2iU- ?' + 2 —

2

I i-2 2

(n—i + 2)(n— i-f 4) - 4T
(i_2)(f_4)

C rfiS
5

Therefore

•
. n\ -2Y 1 U / • ,

-2-41 (n— i+ 2){n—

i

+ 4) -4 4.

-,+ 2> *
? f=(»-*+2).

-4 (i -2)(.-4)
‘ "

(n— i + 2)(n—i+ 4<)(n—i+ 6) _6^
- (i-2)(i_4)(.-6)

2 *

a
w~ ?

' + 2
A

(n-i+ 2)(n-i + 4
) 1— v 1

A;-i
{_ 2

A,_3 -f- (i_2)(i_4)
A‘~ 5

1 frc— i + 2 (n— i+ 2)(n—

2

+ 4) ~|

!-2{ i-2 A‘--3~ (i_2)(i-4)
Ai-s+--J

1 [
(n— i + 2)(ra— i + 4)

41 (i-2)(i-4)
A'- 5

= *A
t_,i *— 1

/I 1 \ n-i+ 2

\i+i-2j i-2 Ai-

i /i i

1
|

1 \ (»— » + 2)(w-»+ 4
)

^ Vi
-t"i-2 _t'i-4// (i— 2)(i— 4)

the last term being

(n— i + 2)(n— i + 4). .(w— 1)

and
(*— 2)(*— 4) . . 1

1 1 \ [n— i + 2)(n— i -f- 4) . .n

A0 when i is odd,(-F(}+^i+-+i+i)

(-F (‘+5T2+- -+i+2) when is CTen

E
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For Vfu,

^4-^r'l+!wrlr
‘
l- }tA- "G+^)

=?{ta- - G+J^)"-T^rA-.+ •}

1 f 1 a / 1 - 1 \n— i + 4 }

-2)\i-2 Ai-3 ~\i-2 r̂i-4j i-4 J

1, 1 \re— i+ 2 K + • •

re— i + 2

i—2 (i-

(n—i+ 2)(n—i+ 4) 1 [
1

>-2)(i-4) i—

4

i— 4^'i~ b

1 \n— i+ 6

.

i=<

r

A<--+"

1 1
and writing for convenience

^

j

-> t—

\

^jJ
+

expansion with the numerical coefficients suppressed

e ) i— 2
the multinomial

n-i + 2/1 1 A2

“ i_ 2

(re— ? + 2)(re— ?'+ 4) /I 1 1 A 2
.

(i—2)(i— 4)
\T’ i—2’ A^4 )

A*- 5

the last term being

i+2) (re— i + 4) ..(re— 1)/ X— (w-

and

>-2)(i-4)..l
/! _L I it
V

, *'-2 , "8’
J
A 0 when i is odd.

— i+ 2)(re— i + 4).. re

(*— 2)(*— 4). .2
when i is even.

And from the way in which the coefficients are formed, it is easy to see that in the case

of VTw,

re— i+ 2 /l 1 A”1

~T=2“vr?=2; A;- 3

(re— i+ 2)(re— i+ 4) /I 1 1 Am
,

T"
(*— 3)(*—4) \i ’ *^2’ i^4 J

Ai~ 5

with conditions for « even and i odd, similar to those given in the cases of Vi, V?,

And since it has been shown above that

F(Vi)w= 2 jF {{n— ?+l)s
_
^+(«+ l)s‘77

)
^a

i
xn~ i

y
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it follows that, if

{F(v,)}“u=«,

the coefficients of u will be given by the equation

a
t
— i-\- l)s_5r +(«+!) s

57

) j
'Aj-.

Still more generally,

E(V, Vi)w=2 (n—

.

So that the effect of the operation

(ab .

.

X* H,)
m

,

or, as it may also be written,

jm
Yi sJm

(ab.. J.xy)'~+ x
(ab .

.
Xxf‘-'J<)x)^LTS+ ..

,

d_ d_

will be exhibited by replacing V, Vi by n, and (n—i-\-\)z~di+ (f+l)s* respectively in

either of the values given for (ab .

. X~ H,)'" in pages 16 or 19.

In order, therefore, to solve the differential equation

(ab.. XH S1)
mw=0,

we must first reduce it to the form

F(V V,>=0;
then solving the symbolical equation

K-T(VV,)=0

(where K is the coefficient of the highest power of Vi) with respect to Vi ,
and calling

the roots /,(V), /a(V), - ./m(V), or simply we have

u=

w-'here

C,=

F(V ; V,)“K(Vi-ZiMV!-/,) •• (V-/m )

"Kiv-/1

+v 1-/ + "vxJ U)

/r 1

c _ A
(/i A) (A /3)..(A />«)

r»m— 1

2

(/2 -/l)(/2 /3)”(/a jrr,

In order to evaluate the expression for u, let^1? j?2 , ..pm be values of V which make

, /2 , ..fm vanish. They may in fact be called roots of . .fm ; but as these func-

tions are generally irrational, they cannot be replaced by the products of factors of the

form S7—JP- In general there will be only one quantity p for each function/'; because

iff be rationalized, it will give rise to a function of the degree m

;

but although the

equation so formed wall in general have m roots, (m— 1) of them will in fact be extra-

neous to the particular equation rationalized, and belong one apiece to each of the

remaining equations of the system.
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Let, then, u
Pi
,u

P2 , . . up be arbitrary homogeneous functions of x, y ,
of the degrees p r

respectively; then, since

/(VK=/(i>K= 0, because f{p)= 0,

0
we may make

and consequently

_1 c, 1 c, o_ 1 c,
U K^Vj—

/

;
K 2 V , ’ft K- Vi-

fft

or replacing C, by its value,

u— — -tf!
ST

_iv~K Z

K (/-/i)(/-/2)"/;--v 1
*

(£{?>) -f\{Pi))(/i(Pi) -fiiPi))
v >

This expression, however, leads only to illusory results, for fipi)= 0 ;
and consequently

on developing
y —/.(/T)’

even descending powers of the first in terms vanish,

and all the terms after the (m+l)th become infinite; the (rn -j-l)th alone being finite.

The following method is, however, free from this difficulty. Select any second suffix ;

;

then

ci nU-~KVv,°

f fr l

_L fr 1

1

r fr l

:/-/j

-Pm—\
Jj

As1 <3

o

As1As

As1< As6 (/y-/l)-l(/-v,)-

And if ay , /3f . . be the roots of

0

when solved with respect to V- we shall have

and

_ Ivl— K 2
fMa)™-

1

{fMiJ-fMj)) •• (/,Ky)-'Vi) (/,(«v)-/>v ))

(#*</) “/i (“*/)) •
• (/;(%) - V!) .. (#«y)

+ similar terms in By , /3 ;V ; ...|.

A;,W_. .
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And if we assume
ua=(a0 «... JxyY
up—(bo bi.-JxyY

the values of the coefficients, as affected by the operative factor, may be calculated by

formulae given above.

§ 2 .

Let s, . . be any linear functions of the variables x, y ,
such as

Si—UiX+Wy,
and let

d d
S>Ty= Vt'

It is proposed in the first place to investigate expressions for symbols of the form

d*
Si So 0 . S:

in terms of the ms and vs.

First, as is easily seen,

dx'~i dif

d2 d / d \ . .

SS
'dtf
— 8Tx\?'Tx~ 0C')—UYa'~ a'Y

therefore

SS
' dx dy~ S

dx'
Sl dy~ Sttl dy~ S

dy'
S

' dx~ SP' dx ’

2sS
' dx dy

S
dx (

Sl
dy + S

dy (
5

> dx “

)

Hence the quadratic system,

dl__ , ,

'^00^01 ^.2 a0ljl

or

d2

o*?1 1 dy—Ul0(vu /3,i)+ V,o(Mn C6n j,

^20^21 ^2— ^2o(^21 l^2\)l

d2 d2 d2

(«0r!+2^^+c0/)^2+2(« 1
^2+25

1
^+c

1^)5—^+(M2 a,’

2+2^H-c2 ,y

2

)^
— M0oM01 ffi MjoVj i

-j- ?J10Mii -)-

V

20V21 ^oi^'oo ftii^io ®nLo ft21^20-

Again, developing the following expression by Euler’s theorem, and remembering

that, since the ,ss are linear, their second and higher differential coefficients vanish, we

have
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or

d2 d d3
, 0 d*

SSl
dx2 Sidx~ SSl S

2

da?+ Sl“2 dx25

d3 d2

f d Q \
SSl 52 dx3

~ SSl
dx2 V

Sa
da?

“ c V

= S ^(Sldz~ Kl
)(

S2 d^
— 2“2

=w(zq— a,)(w2
— 2a2).

Again, taking the first two equations of the quadratic system above written, and ope-

d d
2dy ’

S
^dx

rating on sjf ,
s 2j- respectively, we have

ss
d2 d

-.S,-r=SS, S,

d3

1 dx2 2 dy 1 2dx2 dy

2ss
1

d d3
S2dx~ 25

S

* dx2 d?/+
2s5)“2 dx dv+ 2sSl&

Hence

d2
.

da? dy '

’?2 dx 6 I
S '2 dx2 dy

d3 d2 / d

d2

da? dy

d2

dy

d2

d?_

'dx2
'

^SSlS2 dx2 dy
— SSl dx2 (

S2
dy

2&) + 2s®
1
da? dy (

S* 2“2^

=u(u
1
—a^u,— 2/32)+ + — a,)} (w 2

— 2a2)

- = «(m,— a, )(v2— 2/32)+ — /3i)(?q
— 2a2 ) +?;(«,— a,-)(?q— 2a2).

Hence the cubic system,

^^1^2
dtfi i

" a i)(^2 2a2),

d3

os S2 ^.2 jy— ?/(?q (

v

2 2/3 2)

H- fti){u2
— 2a2)

+^(^1— a i)(^2— 2a2),

d3

-oss, s2^ ^
<2
= v(v

l pjfa 2a2)

+H«q— «,)(«;*— 2/32 )

+«(»!—/BJK— 2pa),

d3

ss
1
s2 jp=v(v I

—p
i
)(v2—2p2),

in which the ss, «s, ws, as, /3s may be furnished with double suffixes, as was done in

the quadratic system
;
and then the sum of the four equations would give the value of

(abcdJxyY^ +{a&cAJxyf + .

.

For the general case, let

NpSSj . . s,_, , ..

d
_ =A,
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where

_ »•(»— 1) . {j-p+ 1) M «'(«—
1) • • (i-jp)

iyp~
1.2..P ’ — 1 . 2 .. (/»+!)

’

so that A and B are two consecutive terms in the system of the degree i. Then opera-

d d
ting upon s

(^ with A, and upon with B, in the. same way as was done in the case

of the third degree, we have

4
d TVT <f

+ 1

As* -r=J>Ls s, . . Sf —-—

—

dy p dxl~PdyP+1

d i

+N 5^-.
d d

1 ax p+1 1 l dx}~P(

But

and

1

dx l~P dyp+

1

+Np+1 ss 1
..s

i_,(«—p— 1)<
d

l

dxi~P~ 1dyP+1

+js p+lss,..sup+m-SzW -

(j>+l)Np+ 1
=(«-^)Np

N+N+,=
ief^Ar (^+1+i-^ )

_ (i +

1

)i .
.
(i-£+ 1

)— 1.2..( ? + 1)
;

in other words, N
p
-(-Xp+1 is equal to the (p+ l)th coefficient in the case of the degree

(?+ l). Hence, adding the above written expressions for As, Jr, B and calling the

value of Xp+Xp+1 ,-+1Xp+n we have

AT <f
+1

i+lNp+lSSl “ Sidxi-Pdy^

=A(Si |- !

-

A)+B(4- !-«,).

But if it is true (and it has been proved in the cases of 2, 3, .
. )

that

A=Su(u
l
-u

l
)..(u

i_p— (i—p)u
i_p)(vi_p+1 —(i-p-\-l)Pi_p+1)..(vi_ 1 -(i—l)Pi_ l),

B=Su(u
l
—cc

1
)..(u

i_p_ 1— (i—jo—l)ct
i_p_ 1)

(vi_p— •• l)/3,-_i)

;

i. e. if A and B are respectively equal to the sums of all the products of the above forms

that can be formed by interchanging the ms and vs, so that the total number of the us

and of the vs remains constant in each product (viz. (i—£-j-l) w-factors and (p— 1)

»factors in A. and (i—p) w-factors and p ^-factors in B) ;
then will A(v

{

— -\- B(m,-

—

iu
t)

MDCCCLX. F
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be equal to the sum of all the products of the above form which can be formed with

(i—p) M-factors and (^>+1) ^-factors.

In order to calculate the effect of the operation Sw(w,— a,) .. upon a given function, let

v=2«y!

y,
then

uV= 2(a,x-\-i3y){n—i)ai
xn~i~ l

y
i

z='Z{(n—i)ua
i
xn~ i

y
i

-\-{n—i)fiai
xn~ i~'yi+x

|

= 2 {
(n— i)uai-\-(n—

i

+ 1 )j3«,_
, }
xn~ i

y
i

— 2 {
(a, -f- f3 )

(n— i)a
t j
xn~ i

y\
d

in which u-\-j3s~^ must be considered as an operative factor affecting the quantities

within the brackets { } alone.

Similarly,

(*i—«,)V=2{(»— i— l)«iat
+(n—«+l)/3

1
«

i_ 1 }#"-y

;

therefore

»(w,— a
1
)V=2|(a+/3 di)(n—i)(n—i—l)a

1
a

i
-\-(oi-\-j3s di)(n— i)(n— «+l)i3 1 «t-i \x

n~ l

y
l

r _£ £. i= 2|(a+/3s di )(a
1
-\-j3

l
s di)(n—i)(n—i—l)a

ifX
n~ l

y
t
.

And if, as has been proved in the cases 1, 2,

,

u(u
l
—u

l
)..(um —rnccm )V

= 2{(«+/3s *)(a
1 +/3 1

s di
) .. (um +fim s *(w— 1) .. (n—i—m)a

i
}xn~ i

y
i

,

then

(um+i — (m+l)a»+i)‘V= 2

{

(n— i—m— l)am+ ,
a

t )(3m+ ,

,

}Y'-y

;

and generally,

u(u
1
— a,)..(iJJm+l— (m+l)anL+ )V

= 2{(a+0rs)(a
1+0 1

r*)..
(otm +(3mC*)(n—i)(n—i—'l)..(n—i—m—l)cim+1 ai

+ (a+/3s di)(a
1 +/3 1

s

= 2{(a+/3$ <tt )(a
1 +/3 1

s

di )(n-i+l)(n—i)..(n—i—m)(3m+lai_ l
}xn~ i

y
i

*’) •• (am+1 H-/3m+1g *)(w—i)(w— !) .

.

(^- *—m— l)«i

}

xn~ l

y
i

.

Again,

vY= 2 1
(ax-\- (3y)ia

{ }
xf

i~ i

y
i

— 2 {
u(i+ l)ai+ j + (3ia

{ }
^”-y

= 2 j
(as* + /3)

«

1

xn~ i

y
i

(®i—^i)V=2{a 1
(i+l)ol+1 +/3,(«—l^j^-y

vy-/3
I
)Y=2{(a2^+/3>'[a

1
(«+l)«;+1 +/3 1

(*-l)a
i]}^-y

= 2{(as*+/3)(a
1
s*+/3

1
)i(«~l)a

i
}#"~y.
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And in the same way as in the case of the us, it may be shown that

= 2{(a6*+/3)(a,g* +£,).. (am+/3ws*>'(i— 1) .. (i—m)ai
}xn- i

y
i

.

Again, for the intermediate terms of the system,

u{Vi— Pi)V:

=

2 {
(a+ /3 iTi )(n— i) [(i+ l)a, a,+1 + (l

-

1)/3, aj
[
ff—y

= 2 {
(a* +/3)(w— i -|- 1 + (i— 2)/3j di_

, ] }
tf*-

4

?/
!

®(w i
~“0 = 2 {(a^ +/3>’[(w— l)a, aj+ (w— i+ 1)/3, «t_, ]

Hence

^)+«K— «,)}V

= 22 { (as*+ /3)[(w— «>'«, a,.+ (w—

i

+ 1 )(«— 1 )j3,al_ 1 ] }

x y
'

—22j(asdi
-j-f3)(ci 1

-j-/3
1
e~^)(n—i)ia

i J^
n~yi

.

Again,

{ «(«!— /3, )
+

—

a
,) }

(w*— 2«J

V

— 22 { (ae*+ /3)(a
,+ /3jr* )(w— i)i[(w— «— 2)a2 a{

-\-{n—i+ 1 , ] }
#"-y

,

m(w,— «,)(«;,

-

2/3a)V

= 2 {
(as^+ /3)(a

,

+

far^Xn—

i

+ 1 ){n— *)
~ 3)a

f_ , ] }
a?"-y.

Hence

«(«1— «i)(®2— 2/32)+?i(w,— /3 )(#„— 2a
2 )
4- v(u,— U,)(u2— 2a2)

r —= 32|(ag <*i +^)(a,+/3
1 g ^[(w— i)iu 2 a2(n—i—

—

i)j32ai_ l
(i— l)]}#n_,y

, 2 ' _2 _2= 32 {
(«grfi +/3)(a,+/3,g di

)(a2+i32s
df)(w—&)(w—i— Vjia^x^yK

Again, for the general term, let

(jjim

A.
i
S 5] . • Sm i

7v m
dxm-P+1dyP~ l

_2 _2 2 2
*) •• (a

OT-P+/3OT_pr^)(am_J,+1 g^+/3m_J)+I ) .

.
(ccm_ 1

s
di+(3^(71— i) .

.

(n—i—m+p)i .
.

(i—p+ 2),

cjrn

B $5 , •• 1 —7 7

—

p 1

dxm~v dyv

_2 5 2 a

»N
/
,_ 1

(a+/3g *)••(«»-*- 1 +^m_/,_ 1
e

_
^)(aOT_p£*+^m-P)-(aro_ 1

g*+/3m_ 1
)(w— i) .

.

(

m— m+p— l)i. .(i—-p+ 1).

Also let

K=(a+/3g
_
^)..(aOT_p+/3m_p

g~5i)(«m_p+1 g^+/3m_p+1)..(am_ ] g*+^m_ 1 ).

f 2
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Then changing am_p zdi+ /3m-p ,
inB, into am_p -\-f3m_p e

di
,
and compensating the change by

writing (?'+ 1) for i in the numerical factors to the right, we have

A=K mNp_ x
{n—i) .. (n—i— (i—_p+2),

B=K J&p(n—i— 1) .. (n—i—

m

+ 1 ) .. («— p+ 2)s*.

_d

the factor z
di having been added in order to indicate that i must be changed into (2+ 1)

in the expression upon which B will presently be made to operate. Then making

H= (m—i— 1) .. (n—i—m-\-p)i .
.
(i—p-\- 2),

C= {
A(vm— )+B(um—mam ) }

V
=2[KH mNp

_,(w—i){(i+l)umal+1 +(i—

+KH mNp (?'+!){ (w

—

i—

m

— 1 ai+1 + (n- ?)/3m « t }
3/'

=2 KH
{
(i+ 1 )[(w

—

i)WNP_ j+ (w

—

i—m— 1) «!+ ,

+0— i)[(®

—

m) + («+!) mNp]f3m a j

Now

and

Hence

C=2

= 2

= 2

(n—i)J$p_ x
+{n—i—m— l) mN„

= (»- i){»N„_
,+ mNp)- (m+ 1) mNp

=(n-i)m+ 1
Np—(m—p+l) m+ 1

N
p

=(n—i—m+p— l) m+1Np ,

(*—m) ro
Np_

1
4-(^+l) BlNp

=(*’+l)m+iNp
—

j? to+ 1
N

p

=(i+l—p) m+lT$p .

.
1
NpKR{(n~i—rn+p-l)(i+l)ccm ai+ 1 +(n--i)(i--p-\-l)pmai

}
xn~'y l

1
N

1
,K(am 6<«+/3 .. (n—i—m+p)i .

.

(i—p+ l)a
t
Xn~'yl

rT

to+ 1
N

p
(a+ /3s *) .. (um_p+Pm_p s di)(um_p+1 sdi+pm_p+l ) .. (am £<«+/3m )

(n—i) .. .

.
(i—p+ l)a

t
xn~'yl

,

which proves the formula generally.

This expression may, however, be transformed into a more convenient shape, as fol-

lows. Let

«!«*•• sm= (a a, . . am Ja’ y)
m

,

(
ai+Pit *')(“*+&e di

) •• (a«H-/3m 6
di

)= (aa, .. a,„Xl £ rf< )’'

then
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And if

U= (aa, .. am Jocy)
m

,

Y= (a a, ..

F—(oa
l
..amJxy)

n
,

J\—
ra
N;i(f-l) .

.
(i—7n+ 1),

then, since
d_

1) .. (n— m) .. (i—m—p -j-
1 )s di „N,

d_

r={n-i-\-m){n—i-\-m— 1) .. (n— m) .. (i—m—_p-4-l) wN i_m
g~*'

__d_

—m+2) .. (i— 1) .. (i—m—p-\- l)e di

_ £
jp— 1) .. l)s “<«,

we have

^
mF = 2

{
Tj

* P>di

(n
- i) • •

(w-f—M+p+l>' •
• (i—i?+l),N<

a
t
}a?"-y

Hence

r= 2] Ys di(n— l)s

= 2 |
Y:SP5iP._fg

-m
5?

(a
r

i
|^«-»'y

=2[YP/5?«
i_OT}^-y.

* N.«.|^
n i

y
i

U d
m F . m-Tj d

mF «TF_4-_TT “ J
_i_ iTT a

0
dxm ‘ 1

1

dxm~ x dij
" ' m

dym

=2{[r
Qp,+fr 1

p
i4+ .. +r.piS-®]«,_.}*-y

= s| [(a„s”'‘ +J a„ s'”
1|* + . • + aomyIP,

+^(a, Ia4+|a„s‘”-^+.
d

lP
{
S
di

+ • • •

+ (am0g^+yaml g
(m-^+. y^

and writing
—

,, (m—q+\)
1 . 2 .. q

— iVL
?’

the above expression

= 2{[M0 a0>mP l

-

-f’(M,a0jOT_ 1
Pf41 +M,a1>mP i)2

<i'

+(M0M2 a0 OT_2Pi+2 +Mfa1>m_ 1
Pi+ i

-j-M2M0 a2(OTPf
)s d>

+ . .

.

+ (M, aTO_ 1; 0Pi+OT+Mj a,,

,

+ M0 am)0 Pt+m g

2
'”^]«

l
._

OT }^
n- i/

;
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m which all terms will vanish for which

i—rn< 0, and iJrm>n.

In order to determine the effect of the operation

d d'”1-*- 1

on a given function, we may proceed, as before, by making

d d^ m-'- 1

or

[(u.u, •
• Is4T (

a«a '
• • I*?)*=(«.«.•• Ixyf:

(A.A, .

. Ixyr= (u.u, .
. Xs !)"(«.«. • • I®y)*

;

and then the coefficients ana x
.. will be given by the system, of which the following is a

type

:

A<=[M0 a0>wPj

+(Mj a
0) TO _, Pi+14 Mj a,mP ;)

e*‘

I
• • 5

as above. In order to solve these equations for a

a

t
. . ,

we may regard the expression
d_

within the brackets
[ J

as a function of e
di

;
and resolving it into its factors, we may pro-

ceed by way of operations instead of direct elimination. Let^ 1? _p2 , ..p2m be the roots;

then

A
i
=aWj0 Pi+m(«*—p\zdi —p*) ... (sdi —lh m K-

and

But

A,

a m, 0 x
!+m

(
£di

~Pl)~
4 Afi+S

pA p,

A A
grfi (ft

P,;+m PA Pi P\

1 Aj+i

A;

) Pi+m

=-1^4
PAP(+» Pi Pi+m+

1

+ ••4
pA iP«+m+ 1 /

(*
di
—Pi) '{tF—Pi)'

-,A,

P,i+ro

V 1
P1P2IV

A,
,

1 Af+1
1

A”
.. A

1

“ Yn+m+1JPj+m Pi P*+wi+l

1 / A;+ I
1 A;+2 1 A» \

P2
\Pi +?H+ 1 Pi Pj+m+2 P"

_!_1
Ph+ot+1 /

= (-) !

4
1 [A

, (\ 1 N

\

A,+1
4- .

1>|— A» 1

1 V *

L
A

24 771 \P. Pi)/P.+^+i"
1- ”

\Pi Pi)
1 PH+m+ lJ
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O0

and consequently

f
A

*
1

A 1
.

1 1 >

\ |

1 I y-‘ A„
1

{Pf+m 1

p% Plm /
' Pj+TO+1 P2 p2m

'

1 j

The expression (zdi —pf
l

{&
di—p2 )

1

.. (edi —p2m)~
l may be resolved into its partial frac-

tions in the usual way by writing

C,:
P\

^P\ P^iPi Pz) " iPi Pirn)

and then it takes the form

Cj . C 2 ,
C2m

,
C2
=

rjr\2 111 1

-* 2

iP2-Pi){P2-PS) -'(Ps-PaJ

d_

cdi —
Pi z

di ~P2 zdi -p2

_C,

Pi P2

4-^+.. +(-

gmng

c
1+

c.+
P\ P\ )

, \J±_ ,
/Ci.CV \ A,+1

a
*».°l \ jO, P2

" /Pi+m' \P\ P%
*’

C,
t'+l 1 !+l ,

A,' y
Pre+wj+i J

§ 3. The case of s
;
being anyfunction of x, y.

Although it seems doubtful, on account of their complexity, whether the following

formulae are likely to be of much practical use, it is still worth while to complete the

theory by considering the most general case where s,-, instead of being linear, is any

function whatever of x
, y.

Since

d9 d d ds d
'

1

5

dx2 'S]
dx

' S
dx

S
' dx dx

"e
"S3

1"e^3

dx’ 1 dx ' dx dx

therefore

2«,s£=(s.s-s)sS+(s

xAgain,

ri
3 d d2

dse, .S'

S2S
'
S
dx?
— S

fa’
S2Si dx2

~ S
dx

d d2 dss2 d2

?1 dx '
SS '

2 dx1 dx dx2

d d2 ds
x
s d2

82 dx ' Sl S dx 2
'<>

'

2 dx dx2
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Hence
d3 / d 9 ds\ d 2

3,5251 S
dec

3 ~
\

5 dx~ 2
dx) dx 2

, / s i_o^Vss —
' ^'4 dxj 2 dx2,

s(s A_2^\2ss—
' \

2 dx dx) 1

_ / c? ^ds \ / d ds
x
\ d / 9

\
5
dx -* dx ) \

l dx dx )
5a dx' \

5
dhc

, / d c.dsA ( d ds9\ d
,

/ d ~dsA / d ds\ d

+ (
5l 2^j (

52 ^ j
5

V
5

‘
2
dx )

{'
S dx~ dx)

52

,/ d_
9 ^s>\ / d ds\

' \
52

fife fife
5

cfe dx

)

5

1

rf_

fife
~^ 52

<fe
2dx)\ c>1

dx dx j
0
dx

ds
1

dx

,dsc

d ds
j_

5
'

2
<fe fife j

5j
<fe

S,3~— ds,\ d
's

d_

dx

'

A A
’’ dx 5a dx

C,
ds Ur Uj t40

|
w w

| 9 WO wo
2

w w o
]

w— S ~-
-S >
“ ^ ~ XT S Tfe

S
2 ^"T- 7^17 5

ife5
" S

2 Thr
A
dx

'

A
1 dx

ds
x

dx
A
dx

'

A
dx

,

fife <fej

1

<fe fife

A
] dx

fi?
2
S,

+ S 7Z S
‘.

d d

+ s
i rb„

s
'.

dx 2 dx
'

d d

dx 2 dx

A
dx~i- S i rU S rU S2

A
dx

'

1 dx

, A
5

dx

d

d ds d d ds2 d d
] 0 ds ds2 d

dx ^2 //., > /! >• /A/ 1 ii i t! rr /Ay //>’ ^ Hx

dx2

fi/fe

cfe

1 dx

'

d

dx dx

„ds
x

d d ds
CJ

“‘dx
5

'

2 dx 5 ,!r“ J™ 5l
cfe fife

d

~ds
x

d d ds- 2 - s s s”~-“ 5

dx

A
dx

d

dx

d
, o^S l <&2

5 Tx+ 2
dx dx

5
fife

-
5l

dx

d

dx2

<7%

ife
2

*
s

.2 *1

'fife

,fife>

<fe fife

'

d d ds

d ,cydsx
ds d d)s

1 dx 5a dx 1 dx dx
5'2

fife
5

1

<fe
2 5-2

<fe

d
5

fife

dx

2 dx
5
dx

S
' dx “‘dx

5
dx 5l dx dx S<i dx

d d „ds9 d d ds*

d d_ 9dsz ds d
^1 / /.,i I /7 />i /7^i

”^~ 52 dx 5l 5 5) ^ 5 r,rv'

d d d
,

d d d
.

c?

A
dx n

“‘efo ° c&

dx dx 1 dx

x
ds2 dsx

d 2
s d

~ S2 d^ S
'dx

1 o”"2"”l w d S|

A-‘7Z7Z s 7Z 52 272 s
dx2 °

d d d d d d
S
dx 5l J™ S

- Jr 5Jr S2 ,b„
S

l ,u “h S 1 /J ry>
S2 ,br.

S ,U,A S
1 ,U.

S rU S
2 ,h„ 4~ S-2 Jr S ,u,

S
1 //,.

"
4" S2 S

l ,1„,
S

dx
2 dx ' dx'

0 «fe

°dx

‘ dx 1 dx

d d

1 dx 2 dx dx

yds
x / d

dx dx 2 dx

d . d d'

2 dx dx 1 dx

ds0

dx 1 dx dx

d dd d d d\ 0dsxfdd d d\ 0 ds9/d d d d
5

* dx
5

'

2 dx
5

'

2 dx
S

' dx) dx\ 2 dx
SdxA s

dx
S'2 dx) ° dx \ dx

5
‘ dx

5
* dx

S
dx

+
. ds, dsQ d9

Sc, d2
s, \ d4—1 ~ — s, j-#— 3- -7-4 S —

dx dx

f^si ds

' \ dx dx

J
‘ dx2

d2
s

dx2

dx2
J

° dx

d2
So\ d

5 5l ^
/ , <^S f&j ^2

Sj t?
2
S \

' \ dx dx
5

‘ </x
2 5

‘ <fe
2
/

5a dx’

Suppose that the above law holds good for m factors ;
then

1 - 2 •• mss
' - s”£.= 2(4-(™-i)|)(*.s-(m- 2)S)" s»-’

o'.r

where 2 indicates that the sum of all products formed by the interchanges of the suf-

fixes 0, 1, .

.

to— 1, is to be taken. Then
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1.2 .. (w+ljssj .. s„
d
m+ '

dxm+1

d n d
m

1 <r>
ds

x
S^..Sm d

dxr

.
d

t <-> c?
m

t o dss2 ..sm d
r‘

+ s
x
j^l.2..mss2 ..sm -^—l.2..msldx

+ • ••

dxn

d
8
dx

ds \m
Tx)

1.2. . ms
l
s2 .

d
m

• Sm
dxm

d
81 dx~

^5

1^5 )1.2. . mss2 .

d
m

Sm
dxm

+ ...

« / d ds\ / d , c?— *• Sm dx

which proves it in the general case.

Again,

ss
1 dx dy~

8
dx dy

8
dx dy

d2 d d ds
x
d

dx dy

ds
x
d

8
dy

Si dx
8

dy dx

d d ds d— siL s 17.
s

\ 17 17.

d d

dy

d d

Hence

1 dx
0
dy

d d~ Sl
dy

S dx~ Sl

dx dy

ds d

dy dx

2ss —= (s~--)s -+(s
1 dx dy \ dx dx) l dy'\ 1 dx dx

)

'dy

Again,

ss

Hence

_ / d ds\ d / d ds
x
\ d

\ dy dy) Sl dx' \
1 dy dy

)

8
dx

d3 d d2 ds
x

d2 ds2 d2

82 dx2dy
8
dy

Sl 82 dx2 dy 52 8 dx2 dy
88>

dx2

ds d2 d d2 ds2 d2

dy
8 1 82 dx2 ' 8

1

dy
8‘2

8

dx2 dy
SSl

dx'2

ds d2 ds
x

d2 d d2

dy
8

1
82 dx2 dy

82

8

dx2 '
82 dy

88
' dx2

Qss s — / o — 9^\9S 5)S 8 1 62 dx2 dy~ \
8
dy "dy )

"Sl 82 dx2

+(4-2I) 2s“ s£
+(4- 2

l)
2-'£

MDCCCLX. G
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Again,

S S
,
S2

d3

dx2 dy

d d 2
ds,

_
d2 ds2 d2

— S
dx

SlS*dxdy dx
-J2 u

dx dy 7 OO
dx dx dy

ds d2 d d2 ds9 d2

— dx^dxdy -1 01 dx"2 " dx dy ' dx
S6>1

dx dy

ds d2 ds. d2 d d2

dx°‘
°2 dx dy dx 2 dx dy '

S
*dx

SS
' dx dy’

whence

P d3 / d ds \ 0 d2

bsSl *2 dx2 dy— dx~ 2
dx

)

2Sl 52 dd^

+ (
Sl ^~~ 2 ^) 2SaS dxd^

A_o^) 2ss""y 2 dx dx ) 1 dx dy ’

d*
and consequently the expression 6ss,s2 ^2/y

admits of three equivalents, as follows :

d3
6s Si s2 dx2 dy

/ d ~ ds\ / d ds, \ d / d
t)
ds\ / ^ ds2\ d

y
5
dy

*J
dy/ y

1 dx dx J
S '2 dx y dy

“
'dyy y

2 dx dx )
S

dx

/ d ds, \ / d ds2\ d / d 9^i\ / d ds\

y
1 dy dy /

y^2 dx dx /

5
dx ' y

1 dy "'dy / y
S
dx dxJ

>(s i_2-2Vs---^s --M's --2~2Vs --^1 s
'

y
2 dy dy)\ dx dx) ' dx'\ 2 dy dy J \

1 dx dx

)

d ds,\ d / d i)ds\ f
d ds.

,\ d
?1 dy dy )

S '2 dx' \ dx ^ dx) y^2 dy dy / dx

d / d „ds,\ / d ds \ d
’S

'

dx "a"
y
5

* dx “‘dx )\ dy dy)
S '2 dx

= ( si— 2~
dx dx

dx

d_

dx

+ (s,-£-9* 1

+ (

a

dx

d
.

o*s
J ‘2 dx “‘dx

d ds2
§2 dy dy

d ds . .

6'dy~ dy) Sl dd+ (
S2

d
2 dx

dsg

"'dx

d ds, \ d

dy~dy S
dx

— ( S
dx

+ (
S,
d^

d

(

ds

' dx

9
ds

i

’

“‘dx

+ (*2dx~ 2dx)(

d ds, . „

’’ dx dx /
2 dy '

s-_ 2—
dx " dx

dsc

6<2

dx dx j tfy

d.

dy

d ds2\ d /
^

d
t)
ds,\ / d ds \

’S
'

2 dx dx /
S
dy ' y

1 dx "'dx / y dx dx/ 2

ds\ d / d
9
ds2\ / d ds,\

dx/ ‘dy
-

"

-

y
2 dx ^dr / y^'dx dx /

S
dy

d3 d3

In short, in order to change the expression for 6ss,s2 ^3 into that for 6ss,s.,-^2^
- we
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have only to write ^ for ^ in one of the factors of each term ; the same factor being

changed throughout.

will give

the y factors being detected at pleasure, provided that they are p in number, and the

same factors throughout.

Postscript.

Received March 3, 1860.

In continuing my researches on the extended form of the Index Symbol, I have esta-

blished a variety of formulae relative to the case of many variables analogous to those in

the case of two. As the expressions occurring in the investigations are frequently of

great length, I propose here to give only the principal results, without entering into the

details of proof.

Let i2 , . . be any permutation of the series 1, 2, ;
and let it be symbolically repre-

sented thus

:

Then any permutation P, performed on P, may be similarly represented by^,^,
,
or

more simply, ji
x ,
ji2 , . . Then ji

{ ,
ji2 ,

. . will represent a new permutation of the original

series 1, 2. ; and the notation above adopted may be extended thus:

or, dropping the subject of operation,

G 2

and so on generally.
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Let there be any number of variables #2 , .
. ,

and let

„ d
,

d
,v*=^»^;+^^

2
+ ••

„ d
,

d
,V>= a?y,^+ a*

2̂

+"

and D,, D
7 ,

. . corresponding expressions when the . . operate only on some extra-

neous subject of differentiation, and not on x2 , .

.

so far as they appear explicitly in

the values of D„ D
7
, .

.

Then it will be found that

= V,Vi— Vji

DfcDyDj= VyVfcVi— V*,-Vi— VyVii— ViV/i+ V, +

V

jid ;

and so on for any number of Ds and Vs. There are special cases in which these ex-

pressions take a more symmetrical form. Thus, if the second condition of the system

p(/,*)=p(*,y), P(*,f)=P(*.i), P(i,i)=P(y,i)

be satisfied, the group Vy, Vh, Vji may be replaced by the group Vy, Va, Vji, in which

the suffixes are cyclically arranged. If the first and last are satisfied, the group may be

replaced by Va, Vh, Vy • If, besides, the first condition of the system

P{i(j, Jc)i)

=P {{k,i)j}

=P

be satisfied, the expression for may be written

ViV'jVi— ViVlcj—V,Vik— ViVji+ 2Viji,

or

ViVyVi

—

ViVjk— VJVki— VkVij+ZVkji,

according as the second, or the first and last conditions of the first system are satisfied.

And similarly, if the two last conditions of the second system are satisfied, the expression

may be written

ViV,-Vi—VkjVi—VikV
'

3—

V

jiVi+2 Vjik

ViVjVi VjkVi—ViiVj
— VyVkd- 2 Vjik •

If the accents in the symbols Vi, Vj, • • are understood to imply that the suffixes i, j, .

.

and not the Vs are to be combined, e. g.

(a, b, c, dXV'jVd
3

= (*Vj,i+ b(Vj2i+ Vjij+ Vi,-0+ c (

V

ja+V iji+

V

jp) T* ^V,-3

,
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then

(a, b, c, dyjDj, D
;)

3

=(aAc4lVj,Vi)
?-2(aMdXVj^Jy'jMy-(aAc,dXVj,ViXVp V*)+2{a,b,c,dX%^)3

,

which may be symbolically represented thus

:

(a, b, c, cZJDy, V;)
3= («, b, c, dX (V,- V,) 1 * )

(v; v;y (v,- v,) 2

I (v, vi)* (v; v;y (v,- vj

And generally,

(a, 5, D„ V,)"=(«,«,.. I ( . . V, Vj) 1

(,.v;v;)
!

(..v,v<)

*

*

Moreover, if

(..Vyv;)

3
(..v

7
-v;)

2
(..v,v,) .

.

( • • v; v;)» (..v;

v

;)*- 1 (..% v;r* .
.

( . . v, v,)

u= 2(1*’ .
.
)x*' x% .

.

Then, understanding that the order of multiplication must be preserved, as in the case

of two variables,

d d d d

V,-V>=2F{.. ,
2(as+l)e^s

~% 2“2
. a# .

.

Again, if

^11= *11^1 “l” /3U^2+ •• ^12 == a i2^1 T‘/^12^'2 • '

M2 j &21^ 1 I /^21'^
,

2 I
•• ^22 ®22^I “l

-
/^22*^ 2 • •

V'-U"^+U'*^+ "

V2=M2i^;+ M22^;+ ••

D2D, V2V1— |(ana21 +^11^22+ •• )^i+ (
a il/32i+/3iiZ322+ •)^2+ ••

|

|(
a i2a21

_
t~/^12a22

-
|

-
• )$

1

~1“
(
C6 12/^21 H- /^12^22 T" •

•

j

dx
x

A
<l.To

Then
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Now the coefficients of the #s are all comprised in the product

“21 “22 •
•

j
“n fin

fin P22 • • “12 P12 • •

• .

and the terms correspond line for line and column for column. If, therefore,

(a b .. Jx, x
x .. Vi ••)= {ax+bx^.. )y

+(a
1
x-\-b,x

l+ .. )y,

+ ...

we may write

_d_ d_

dx
1

dx2

and by a tolerably obvious extension of the symbolical notation used in other parts ot

this paper, we may write this expression thus

:

D 2D,=V2Vi-( «21 P22 • “11 fill • •

fill P22 • • “12 fi 12 • •

. . . .

And generally
V2V1—

V

2Vi-

DJW.D.W Vn Vn— 1
• • Vi

Vn Vn- 1
• • Vi

Vn Vn- 1
• • Vi

Lastly, the formulae for ss . . . -3——=— in the case of two variables may be directly ex-
dxn~f>dy1'

d
71

tended to the corresponding case of ss . .. - - -—— with many variables.
(JjJC

j
(X'Ju

2
• •
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Among the interesting collection of natural products contributed to the Paris Universal

Exhibition of 1855 by the British Colonies, was a gum presenting some remarkable

qualities. This substance was stated by the exhibitor to be a new species of gutta

percha, in consequence of its becoming plastic when masticated, and on this account it

attracted considerable attention. It had been contributed by Dr. Stephenson, of Man-

ning River, N.S.W., who had obtained it from a species of Ficus, known as F. rubiginosa.

The zealous Commissioner for New South Wales, Mr. (now Sir William) McArthur,

brought this gum under our notice with the view of obtaining some information respect-

ing its chemical properties.

A few preliminary experiments, which were made in Paris, at once showed us that

this substance had very little in common with gutta percha, and, moreover, its chemical

properties were found to be entirely different from those of that gum. Although our

experiments did not allow us to hold out hopes to Mr. McArthur of the gum becoming

a valuable article of exportation from the colony, they offered some inducement to us to

make a more rigorous investigation of it on purely scientific grounds. On communi-

cating this view to Mr. McArthur, he liberally placed at our disposal the remainder of

the specimen exhibited.

In pursuing subsequently the study of this subject, we discovered one of the proximate

constituents to be a Natural Acetic Ether of anew radical homologous to benzyl (C 14 H 7).

The peculiar interest which attaches to this class of compounds, induces us to bring

under the notice of the Society the results of our investigation.

As the resin under consideration has not, so far as we know, been described, it will

not be out of place to commence with an account of its physical characters ; we shall

next proceed to state the results of our investigation in respect of the chemical charac-

ters, first of the gum, then of its constituents. On account of the greater importance of

the new Acetic Ether, we shall reserve a description of it until the concluding part of

our paper, in order that we may place in immediate juxtaposition an account of the

derivatives by which we have been enabled to establish its formula and chemical

relations.

This gum or resin exhibits, on the first glance, great similarity in its general appear-

ance to “Gum Euphorbium,” occurring, like that substance, in irregular pieces, generally
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pierced with holes ;
some specimens also exhibiting a stalactitic formation. The holes

in the fragments of this resin are produced by a small beetle of the tribe “ Curculio,”

which apparently feeds upon, and lives in this resin, as it oozes in a semifluid state from

the branch of the tree. We had no means of ascertaining whether or not this insect

causes the secretion of the resin by puncturing the branches of the tree, in the same

manner as the Coccus ficus does for the purpose of depositing its ova. The colour of

the gum varies from a dirty yellow or red, almost to white. It is solid and brittle, but

some of the larger pieces exhibit, especially in the interior, a degree of toughness which

renders it difficult to powder. It is opake, the fracture being dull and wax-like.

At a temperature of about 30° C. (86° Fahr.) this resin becomes soft, when it resem-

bles gutta percha, being plastic without becoming sticky, provided it has been previously

wetted with water. In its natural condition this resin possesses neither taste nor odour

;

but when heated it evolves a wax-like odour, and on being masticated evinces a charac-

teristic taste.

In hot or cold water it is perfectly insoluble, but warm alcohol, ether, oil of turpen-

tine, and other solvents of resinous substances dissolve it with facility. Solutions of

caustic alkalies have no effect on it, even when aided by heat.

When left for some time with cold alcohol of ordinary strength, the greater part of the

resin is dissolved, whilst a white flocculent substance remains undissolved. By employ-

ing this solvent, we succeeded in separating several distinct classes of substances from the

Ficus resin. The constituent, readily soluble in cold alcohol, formed an amorphous re-

sinous substance, when separated from the solvent by means of distillation or precipitation

with water. The white insoluble part, when further treated with boiling alcohol, is in

part dissolved, particles of bark, sand, and other accidental impurities remaining undis-

solved. The alcoholic solution of the white substance deposits, on cooling, a white

crystalline mass, which by repeated crystallization may be obtained in beautiful scaly

crystals. From the residue, insoluble in boiling alcohol, bisulphide of carbon or chloro-

form extract a small quantity of caoutchouc.

A quantitative experiment by the above method yielded the following approximate

per-centage result :

—

Resinous substance, readily soluble in cold alcohol ... 73

White crystalline substances, insoluble in cold alcohol, but

soluble in warm alcohol 14

Caoutchouc, fragments of bark, sand, and loss . ... 1

3

The resinous substance, readily soluble in cold alcohol, which forms, according to this

analysis, by far the principal constituent of our resin, offered but little inducement for

chemical investigation. However, a number of experiments were made, which, although

unproductive in their results, may serve to characterize this substance, which possesses

peculiarities distinguishing it from other bodies of like origin. In order to identify it

hereafter, we propose to call this resin Sycoretin. At the same time wre must state that
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we were not successful, for reasons hereinafter mentioned, in obtaining this substance

perfectly pure.

Sycoretin.

Cold alcohol of moderate strength dissolves the principal part of the original resin,

forming a light brown solution, which on precipitation with water, or the separation of

the alcohol by means of distillation, furnishes the sycoretin. The alcoholic solution of

this resin is perfectly neutral, and scarcely any precipitate is caused in it on the addition

of an alcoholic solution of acetate of lead or acetate of copper. This behaviour indi-

cated at once that no acid compounds were present, and that this resin is perfectly

neutral. The minute precipitate which formed we ascertained to be tannate of lead,

the source of the tannic acid being probably the bark which contaminated the resin.

This resin was purified by redissolving it in alcohol, and in order to remove the small

amount of colour the solution was treated with animal charcoal, but this had no effect.

No better result was obtained when a small quantity of acetate of lead was introduced

in the solution, and a basic lead salt thrown down with ammonia. We afterwards found

that the colour could be gradually removed by repeated precipitation of the resin from

its alcoholic solution by means of water.

The decolorized resin was now redissolved in a just-sufficient quantity of alcohol, and

the solution left for some time in a cool place, when a small amount of crystalline sub-

stance was deposited, which was filtered off. By the addition of a little water a small

quantity of sycoretin was then thrown down, in order to carry down the last traces of

the less soluble crystalline compound, in case any were still present. After this treat-

ment the solution was again allowed to stand for some time, but no further precipitate

was formed. The clear solution was now partly precipitated with water, and the pre-

cipitate removed after it had subsided, heat being used to facilitate the subsidence of

the sycoretin by causing the precipitate to agglutinate into one mass. That part of the

resin remaining in solution was afterwards thrown down with water and collected sepa-

rately.

The two different’ lots of resin thus obtained had the same appearance ; both were

brittle, but only the last became sticky when masticated, and tasted like the original

resin. Both products were powdered and kept for some time in vacuo over sulphuric

acid, in order to remove all traces of any adhering water or alcohol.

The analysis of the first precipitated part (A) gave the following numbers :

—

0-2055 grm. of substance gave 0-5625 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-1870 grm. water.

The analysis of the portion last thrown down (B) gave the following :

—

0-1733 grm. of substance gave 0-4950 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-1550 grm. water.

The foregoing results give the following per-centages :

—

A.

74-65

10-11

MDCCCLX.

Carbon .

Hydrogen

H

B.

77-89

9-94
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It will be observed from the preceding numbers, that the resin, which has the property

of agglutinating on being masticated, is richer in carbon than that first thrown down by

water from their alcoholic solution. The peculiar characters of these substances did

not, however, permit of any formulae being determined for them.

Sycoretin is almost white ; it is very brittle. It melts in boiling water to a thick

liquid, floating on the surface, and when powdered it becomes so electric that it flies out

of the mortar. In water, dilute acids, alkaline solutions, or ammonia, it is insoluble ; but

it is readily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, oil of turpentine, &c.

In order to ascertain whether sycoretin was allied to that class of bodies called gluco-

sides (for example, jalapine), the following experiments were made :

—

Action of Sulphuric Acid on Sycoretin.

A portion of the sycoretin, prepared as stated above by fractional precipitation, was

added to concentrated sulphuric acid
;

it was readily dissolved, forming a fine deep

red solution, which gave off only a faint odour of sulphurous acid when kept for several

days. By exposure to the air, or on addition of water, a brownish precipitate deposited,

which differed from the original solution by its lesser solubility; the aqueous liquid con-

tained a trace of a sulpho-copulate acid, but no saccharine substance could be discovered.

Treated with a concentrated solution of potash, analogous results were obtained. These

experiments show that sycoretin cannot be classed with the glucosides; moreover, all

attempts to place this substance in connexion with some of the classified organic com-

pounds were unsuccessful, and we are therefore constrained to leave it for the present

among the so-called resins, under which term are comprised all sorts of bodies, acid and

neutral, which have nothing in common except some physical resemblance.

Action of Nitric Acid on Sycoretin.

It appears that the only products of the action of concentrated nitric acid are a pecu-

liar nitro-compound and a small quantity of oxalic acid, no picric acid being formed.

On submitting sycoretin to the action of nitric acid, the powdered resin was introduced

in small quantities into the acid at the ordinary temperature, and when the action had

somewhat subsided, the acid was boiled for some time, when every particle of resin dis-

appeared. The resulting yellow liquid was mixed with water, when a copious precipi-

tate of a pale yelloAV colour was formed. The precipitate was filtered off, and washed

with water. The filtrate, when freed from nitric acid by evaporation, gave an addi-

tional precipitate of the nitro-compound on admixture with water. The nitro-compound

has slightly acid properties, and is readily soluble in solutions of potash and ammonia.

Carbonate of potash also dissolves it, but there is no evolution of carbonic acid, even

when the solution is warmed. All the solutions in alkalies are dark yelloAvish brown,

and leave on evaporation an amorphous residue. Lead and other metallic salts give

coloured precipitates with its solution, but, as might be expected, no definite compounds
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could be procured in this way. The compound with potash, when heated on the

platinum-foil, melts, takes fire, pufis up, and burns with the vivacity of other nitro-

compounds.

Action of Heat on Sycoretin.

When heated in a retort, sycoretin melts below 100° C. (212° Fahr.), and, at a tem-

perature a few degrees higher, froths considerably, giving off water which retains the

peculiar odour perceptible on heating the original resin. On raising the temperature

much higher it becomes quiet, and begins to decompose, giving off at first a mobile

liquid, and towards the end a dark yellow tar-like substance, leaving only a small quan-

tity of charcoal behind. The distillate so obtained has a disagreeable smell, somewhat

like burnt india-rubber ; acetic acid being also present in considerable quantity.

Treated with a solution of carbonate of sodium the acetic acid is removed, a dark

brown oily liquid remaining, which possesses now a less disagreeable odour. This oily

liquid, submitted to a new distillation, gives at first a very fluid liquid, possessing in

every respect the properties of caoutchin, and then a thick oily liquid, which soon

becomes dark brown when exposed to the air.

Acetate of Sycoceryl.

W e assign this name, for reasons hereafter to be mentioned, to the crystallizable sub-

stance, which, as already mentioned, is obtained when the residue, left after the treat-

ment of the original resin with cold alcohol, is dissolved in boiling alcohol, and the

solution allowed to cool.

For the preparation of this substance the original resin is coarsely powdered and

extracted with cold alcohol, in order to remove, as far as possible, the sycoretin. The

undissolved residue is then exhausted with boiling alcohol. The several solutions thus

obtained are filtered and allowed to cool, when a white deposit is formed, which gene-

rally shows but little indication of crystallization. This white deposit is again dissolved

in a large quantity of boiling alcohol, and left in a quiet place to cool slowly, when a

more perfect crystallization is obtained.

Towards the latter period of the crystallization a substance is deposited of different

appearance, being of a more fiocculent nature, and altogether different from the crystals

first deposited. This substance is present only in a very small quantity, and its separa-

tion from the other crystallizable constituents of the resin is attended with great diffi-

culties. In order to effect this separation, the alcoholic solution is allowed to cool to

about 40° C. (104° Fahr.), and then the crystals which may have formed are separated by

straining off the liquor as quickly as possible through a piece of gauze. The mother-

liquor, on further cooling, will now deposit the fiocculent substance, contaminated how-

ever with the first substance. By repeating this operation a perfect separation of this

second substance may be effected.

The crystalline substance (acetate of sycoceryl), by repeated solution in and recrystal-

lization from hot alcohol, was obtained perfectly white and transparent and apparently

pure. An examination with the microscope, however, proved that another foreign

h 2
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body had deposited in smaller crystals on the faces of the supposed pure substance.

This new body proved to be much less soluble in different vehicles than our acetate of

sycoceryl, but being present only in a very small quantity, its separation caused us at

first very great perplexity, but finally we found the following method perfectly efficacious

for that purpose.

The dry crystals were placed in a flask, and a quantity of ether insufficient to dissolve

the whole substance was introduced, the temperature being maintained at about 30° C.

(86° Fahr.)
;
more ether was cautiously added from time to time until the larger crystals

had just disappeared, leaving the smaller ones of the new substance undissolved. The

separation of the two substances is not, however, perfect in a single operation ;
for when

the flask is allowed to cool, a small part of this parasitical body deposits. After distilling

the filtered etheric solution, the acetate of sycoceryl is obtained in a perfect state of

purity
; and by recrystallization from alcohol, ether or chloroform, it may be procured in

beautiful crystals.

Acetate of sycoceryl so obtained is perfectly colourless, and crystallizes from ether

in flat prisms, which generally appear as six-sided plates. When crystallized from

alcohol the crystals are thin and scaly like mica, and have the greatest resemblance to

cholesterin.

Acetate of sycoceryl is brittle, yet difficult to powder, on account of its becoming so

very electric when triturated. It melts at 118°—120° C. (244
0,4—248° Fahr.), and is

still fluid when cooled down to 80° C. (176° Fahr.). It solidifies at first to a transparent

mass, which, however, after a short time becomes opake and crystalline, especially if

scratched with a hard body. Heated considerably above its melting-point, it boils and

distils, almost without decomposition. The distillate is at first liquid, but solidifies

after some time, and becomes gradually crystalline. When not perfectly pure, or if the

heat is applied too rapidly, it gives out a rancid odour, in which that of acetic acid is

recognizable. Hot alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzol, acetone, oil of turpentine, and

concentrated acetic acid dissolve the acetate of sycoceryl with great facility. The

alcoholic solution is perfectly neutral, and gives no precipitate with alcoholic solutions

of the acetates of lead or copper.

Sulphuric acid dissolves it readily, forming a viscid colourless solution, which gets

gradually brown, and then gives off traces of sulphurous and acetic acids. When the

sulphuric solution is mixed with water, a substance is thrown down which is perfectly

hard at common temperatures, but melts below 100° C. (212° Fahr.), and is very diffi-

cultly soluble in alcohol, but readily so in chloroform and benzol.

Nitric acid when diluted has no effect, at ordinary temperatures, on acetate of syco-

ceryl ; but if warm, it evolves nitrous fumes, and produces a yellow resinous compound.

Fuming nitrous acid, however, dissolves it readily at ordinary temperatures, giving a

yellow solution from which water throws down a fiocculent amorphous yellow nitro-

compound.

Muriatic acid has no effect on acetate of sycoceryl.

Chlorine, bromine, and iodine in contact with this substance act upon it with violence,
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especially the two first-named reagents ; the products, however, procured in this manner

are only resin-like compounds not adapted for analysis.

If, however, a warm alcoholic solution of the acetate of sycoceryl is employed, and

the bromine or iodine also added in solution, and in small quantities at a time, the

colour of these two reagents disappears, and after cooling a new bromo- or iodo-com-

pound, as the case may be, is deposited in small crystals. The iodine compound is

yellow, the bromine compound colourless. The purification of these two promising

compounds, and their separation from the unaltered original substances, and another

resinous body formed at the same time, was unfortunately not possible with the limited

quantity of material which could be devoted to their preparation.

Solution of potash, even when boiled for a long time with the substance under con-

sideration, does not act upon it. If hydrate of potash, however, is melted with it a

decomposition takes place, and if the temperature is raised some hydrogen is given off.

The product of this reaction, treated with water, leaves behind a colourless amorphous

body, which could not be got in a crystalline state, or sufficiently pure for analysis.

The alkaline mother-liquor saturated with diluted sulphuric acid became slightly turbid,

and the presence of acetic acid was then perceptible. Soda-tartrate of copper gave no

reaction indicating the presence of sugar in the solution.

Thus far we did not succeed in producing any derivative which would throw light

upon the theoretical composition of our substance, and furnish us with the means of

ascertaining its rational formula.

A combustion gave the following numbers :

—

I. 02745 grm. of substance gave 0-7962 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-2527 grm. water.

II. 0-2649 grm. of substance gave 0-7681 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-2645 grm. water.

These numbers correspond to the following per-centages :

—

I. II.

Carbon .... 79-11 79-08

Hydrogen . . . 10-23 10-34

which agree with the empirical formula C20 H l6 O 2 ,
our substance being accordingly

isomeric with camphor, to which, however, it has no further resemblance.

This composition varies also widely from that of the crystalline substances procured

from analogous sources, and which have a great resemblance to our substance ; for

instance, the crystalline resins on the one hand, Chinese wax and waxes generally on

the other.

We have mentioned above, in speaking of the action of various reagents on our new

substance, the occurrence of acetic acid under two different circumstances
;
we did not

attach much importance to this fact at the time, because this acid occurs so frequently

among the products resulting from the breaking up of organic substances ;
we never-

theless repeated subsequently these experiments on a somewhat larger scale, with the

view, however, chiefly of studying the other products of decomposition which are formed.

In order to eliminate as much as possible the effect of temperature, we made use of that
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powerful reagent, the so-callecl
44 sodium-alcohol,” which is obtained by dissolving sodium

in absolute alcohol. Sodium-alcohol and potassium-alcohol are at ordinary tempe-

ratures generally equivalent in their reactions to the hydrates of those alkalies when in

a state of fusion, and hence present the advantage of effecting decompositions hr a more

simple manner, the effect of a high temperature not interfering with the final result, as

is sometimes the case when the fusing hydrated alkalies are employed.

Some experiments of this kind, performed with great care, convinced us that the

occurrence of acetic acid could not be attributed to the effect of empyreumatic decom-

position, but that it actually existed as an integral proximate constituent of our crystal-

lizable substance. This led us at once to suspect that our substance was in reality

an ether-like compound. This supposition was confirmed by the separation of a body

which might be considered as the hydrated oxide of a radical ;
moreover, we were ulti-

mately enabled to give the fullest confirmation to this theoretical speculation, by actually

reforming the original substance in a manner suggested by this view.

It should be stated that sodium-alcohol dissolves our substance with the greatest

facility, and even at a temperature of 30° C. (86° Fahr.) decomposition takes place, the

reaction being unaccompanied by the evolution of gas. On cooling, the solution con-

tinues liquid, although a large quantity of the substance may have been employed ; but

on addition of water, a white flocculent substance separates from the colourless alkaline

mother-liquor.

The flocculent substance is insoluble in water, but readily soluble in even cold alcohol.

When dissolved in a quantity of boiling alcohol, just sufficient to take it up, the solution

on cooling completely solidifies to a mass of beautiful silky crystals, quite different from

those of the original substance : this new derivative proved to be the new alcohol which

we propose to call Sycocerylic Alcohol.

The aqueous liquor from which the flocculent precipitate was separated remains

almost perfectly clear on saturation with a mineral acid ; on examination no other pro-

duct besides a volatile organic acid could be found in it. The existence of a volatile

acid with the odour of acetic acid, was rendered evident by saturating the alkaline

mother-liquor with phosphoric acid and distilling; the distillate was saturated with

carbonate of barium and evaporated to the crystallization point, when prismatic crystals,

of the characteristic form of acetate of barium, were obtained. A barium determination

gave the following result

—

2T525 grms. of substance, dried first over sulphuric acid, then at 200 C. (392°Fahe.),

gave 1-9593 sulphate of barium, corresponding to 53-52 per cent, barium.

The formula, C4H3 Ba04 ,
of anhydrous acetate of barium requires 53-73 per cent, of

barium.

Alcohol of Sycoceryl.

The preparation of this substance has been already detailed. In order to render it

pure, it is only necessary, after it has been precipitated from the solution of sodium

alcohol, to wash it well with water in order to remove all traces of fixed alkali ; then to

crystallize it a few times from warm alcohol. The crystals usually occur aggregated in
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spherical masses, like the mineral Wavellite; they are very thin, and have a great

resemblance to caffeine.

In several instances during the earlier stages of its purification, or when dilute alcohol

is employed for its solution, it was noticed that the substance did not deposit in crystals,

but the transparent liquid congealed to a jelly. This jelly, however, after some time

became crystalline, the crystallization commencing in several points of the mass, and

extending gradually throughout the whole; ultimately a crystallization was obtained

of the same appearance as occurs under other circumstances.

In the determination of the rational formula of this substance, we took cognizance of

the fact, that, besides acetic acid, it was the only other product obtained in the decom-

position of the original compound which we have denominated acetate of sycoceryl, and

the analysis of which led to the empirical formula C20 II lti 0 2 .

From the nature of this compound, we inferred that it contained the radical of acetic

acid in a similar state as acetic ether does
; that in fact we had to deal with a compound

containing acetic acid minus one atom of hydrogen and a radical. According to this

view the empirical formula C20 H l6 02 would have to be doubled, whereby we obtain

C40 H32 0 4 ;

and if we now deduct the elements

of acetic acid minus hydrogen .

we have Cs6 II29

for the radical of our new alcohol, whose formula would consequently be C36 II30 0 2 .

The analysis of the supposed alcohol obtained from acetate of sycoceryl gave the fol-

lowing results :

—

I. 0T6T8 grm. of preparation A gave 0-5103 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-1747 grm.

water.

II. 0-2547 grm. of preparation B gave 0-7G44 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-2568 grm.

water.

These numbers correspond to the following per-centages :

—

Analysis. Mean.

‘N

I. II.

c36 = 216 82-44 82-94 81-85 82-39

h3„
= 30 11-45 11-57 11-20 11-38

02 = 16 6-11

262 100-00

According to this formula our new alcohol would be homologous with benzylic alcohol

obtained from “ oil of bitter almonds.”

Alcohol of sycoceryl is perfectly insoluble in water, the fixed alkalies, and ammonia

;

but alcohol, especially when warm, also ether, benzol, chloroform, and naphtha, are good

solvents for it.

At a temperature of about 90° C. (194°Fahr.), sycocerylic alcohol melts to a liquid

heavier than water, and solidifies on cooling to a crystalline mass, especially if any

]=c.h,o4
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fragments of crystals have remained unfiised, because they become the foci of a new

crystallization. When, however, the heat is increased only a little beyond the fusion-

point, it remains perfectly transparent and amorphous. By contact with alcohol, this

glassy condition is changed to the normal crystalline structure. Heated considerably

above its melting-point, a portion distils unchanged, and there remains a brownish resi-

due in the retort.

Potassium brought in contact with this substance when in a state of fusion disengages

hydrogen, and becomes covered with a white crust ; but when heat is applied in order to

fuse the so-formed potassium-compound of the sycocerylic alcohol, the reaction becomes

so violent that the mass blackens and even catches fire.

Heated with hydrate of potash above the melting-point of the latter, it evolves hydro-

gen and becomes decomposed ; it appears that this reaction does not stop with the pro-

bable formation of an acid which unites with the potash, but goes further, for in the pro-

duct of this reaction we did not find the expected acid
;
but it is our intention to pursue

this subject if ever we are so fortunate as to procure a larger supply of material.

Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves readily sycocerylic alcohol with evolution of

heat, forming a brown liquid which remains unaltered for some time. The liquid Helds,

on addition of water, a resinous viscid substance which melts at the temperature of boil-

ing water, and is but very sparingly soluble in alcohol. Ether and chloroform dissolve

it with facility, and, on evaporating, merely leave the resinous product in its original

amorphous state. The aqueous liquor, saturated with carbonate of barium, gave no

indications of the presence of a conjugated sulphuric acid.

Chlorine, bromine, and iodine act readily on sycocerylic alcohol : if solutions of these

reagents are used, crystalline compounds are formed. The iodine compound is of a

yellow colour.

In one experiment we obtained, on acting with sodium-alcohol on acetate of syco-

ceryl, a substance which resembled the alcohol just described, and which gave, on burn-

ing, the following numbers :

—

I. 02 873 grm. of substance gave 0-8885 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-3042 grm. water.

II. 0-1887 grm. of substance gave 0-5843 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-2017 grm. water.

The per-centage derived from these results agrees nearly with the composition of the

ether of sycoceryl, C72 H58 04 ,
which might be formed under favourable conditions. This

formula would require the following numbers :

—

Analysis.

r

I.

C72 =432 85-376 84-81

H58
= 58 11-462 11-76

0 4 = 16 3-162

II.

84-5

11-87

506 100-000
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Action of Chloride of Phosphorus on Sycocerylic Alcohol.

For the purpose of preparing the chloride of sycoceryl, we employed pentachlori.de

of phosphorus and a solution of sycocerylic alcohol in benzol. At common tempera-

tures no reaction took place, but when the temperature was elevated to about 60° C.

(140° Fahr.), hydrochloric acid was given off, and the pentachloride gradually disap-

peared. After the disengagement of hydrochloric acid had ceased, the liquid was

removed from the remaining pentachloride and washed with water, and afterwards with

an alkaline solution. After the benzol had been got rid of by keeping the liquid for

some time in a warm place, a viscid residue was obtained, which was soluble with great

difficulty in alcohol, but easily soluble in ether or chloroform. These solutions, after

evaporation, deposited this substance again in its original sticky state. In the first

experiments, which were carried out only on a very small scale, a crystalline substance

was formed besides the amorphous greenish compound. This crystalline substance

differed in its properties from the original alcohol. It therefore seems probable that a

slight excess of pentachloride (or the phosphoric acid formed during the reaction)

destroys to a great extent the chloride of sycoceryl formed during the reaction
; or at

all events, phosphate of sycoceryl, which is produced simultaneously and predominates,

cannot be separated from the chloride. We are therefore at present unable to give a

description of the chloride of sycoceryl in its pure state.

Benzoate of Sycoceryl.

Chloride of benzoyl dissolves with the greatest facility a large quantity of sycocerylic

alcohol at common temperatures, but no hydrochloric acid is disengaged
;
probably,

therefore, no reaction takes place at ordinary temperatures, but if heat is applied the

liquid soon commences to give off hydrochloric acid. When the evolution of hydro-

chloric acid has ceased, the mixture is allowed to cool, when it solidifies to a fibrous

crystalline mass. Any excess of chloride of benzoyl is removed after the reaction by

throwing the mixture into a solution of bicarbonate of potassium, whereby a resinous

mass separates. The whole being kept warm for several hours, all the chloride of

benzoyl is decomposed. During this process a slight smell, somewhat like benzoate of

ethyl, is perceptible. The resinous mass, after removal from the saline liquors, is

washed several times with warm water ;
it is now free from benzoic acid and chloride

of benzoyl. On boiling the resinous mass with absolute alcohol, a trace of a yellowish

secondary product dissolves, leaving the principal quantity undissolved, which then

appears as a white crystalline mass.

The product thus obtained, on being boiled with a large quantity of ether, and the

solution allowed to cool, is procured in small crystals, which are soluble with difficulty

in ether. Absolute alcohol dissolves only a trace of this substance, and when boiled

with it deposits the dissolved part on cooling in minute spherical aggregations of crystals,

which under the microscope are seen to be prismatic.

mdccclx. i
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The best solvent for this compound is benzol, it being soluble in all proportions in

this liquid. On evaporating the solution, the substance is left behind in fine prismatic

crystals. Chloroform behaves like benzol
;
but the crystals obtained from this solvent

are much finer, and can be obtained of considerable size.

In order to ascertain the nature of the compound produced by the action of chloride

of benzoyl on sycocerylic alcohol, we decomposed it by means of sodium-alcohol, which

we found to be preferable to any other form of caustic alkali. Even with this reagent

the decomposition is effected only with difficulty
;
possibly on account of the new sub-

stance being only sparingly soluble, and also on account of the benzoate of sodium which

results not being much more soluble in the alcohol. However, after boiling for some

time, the benzoate of sycoceryl disappears. On addition of water a voluminous sub-

stance was separated, which proved to be the regenerated alcohol of sycoceryl.

The aqueous liquid saturated with an acid soon formed a crystalline precipitate, which,

on removal with ether, proved to be benzoic acid.

The foregoing experiments bear conclusive evidence that the alcohol of sycoceryl

behaves toward chloride of benzoyl in a manner perfectly analogous with that of other

members of the alcoholic group, that is to say, a benzoate of the ether radical being

formed.

After having shown that the substance separated by sodium-alcohol may be regarded

as the alcohol of the new radical sycoceryl, it became desirable to have a synthetic proof

of this theory ; and it occurred to us that if we could succeed in combining the syco-

cerylic alcohol again with the radical of othyl (acetyl), and thus reproduce the original

substance, which we have called acetate of sycoceryl, it would be the best possible con-

firmation of our views. In order to test this, we accordingly brought chloride of othyl

(acetyl) in contact with sycocerylic alcohol. At ordinary temperatures no action took

place ;
but when a little heat was applied the alcohol was dissolved, and the liquid com-

menced to boil, giving off copious fumes of hydrochloric acid. After the reaction had

ceased heat was again applied, and the whole subjected to the boiling temperature for

some time, in order to get rid of the excess of othyl. After cooling, the resulting pro-

duct was boiled with water, when a heavy oily body separated. The boiling with water

was continued for some time, until at last the oily liquid became perfectly solid and

beautifully crystalline
; indicating at once that a substance had been formed differing

from the original alcohol, which, it will be remembered, is fluid at the temperature of

boiling water.

This white crystalline substance was now dissolved in boiling alcohol, of which it

required a considerable quantity, and subsequently allowed to cool. When almost the

whole had dissolved a small quantity of a compound was left behind, which at last

melted, being evidently a new substance, the probable product of the action of a small

quantity of oxychloride of phosphorus which contaminated the chloride of othyl.

On cooling, the filtered liquid commenced to crystallize, yielding beautiful iridescent

flat prismatic crystals, which sparkled with the colours of the rainbow in the solution,
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like chlorate of potash does in the act of crystallizing. The crystallized substance pro-

duced in this experiment proved to be in every respect identical with the natural

acetate of sycoceryl, and thus gave the most direct confirmation to our theoretical views.

Having thus established the nature of the sycocerylic alcohol, it became desirable to

produce also the acid which would be homologous with benzoic acid, and would stand

in regard to this acid hi such a relation as palmitic acid does to the lower members of

the series to which it belongs. A small quantity of the alcohol was therefore boiled for

about six hours with dilute nitric acid. A feeble reaction was indicated by the slight

evolution of nitrous fumes, and after some time the sycocerylic alcohol became of a dark

yellow colour’, and presented a resinous aspect. After digesting for six hours, the re-

sinous product was removed, washed with water, and dried. This substance was readily

soluble in warm alcohol, and on cooling a white crystalline substance was deposited.

This crystalline substance had all the characters of an acid ; it was perfectly soluble

in an aqueous solution of potash or ammonia, and gave with an alcoholic solution of

acetate of lead a copious precipitate. Although this reaction showed that we had

obtained an acid which possesses all the properties that might be anticipated of an acid

corresponding to our alcohol, wre could not, with the very small quantity of substance at

our disposal, get enough of it in a pure state for analysis, on account of the yellow nitro-

compound (apparently the nitro-acid of the new acid) adhering with great obstinacy to

it, and accompanying it in all its compounds and solutions. In order to exclude the

formation of this secondary product, we tried the action of chromic acid on sycocerylic

alcohol
;
a small quantity of the alcohol was boiled with a moderately concentrated solu-

tion of chromic acid for about eight hours. The product so obtained was washed and

boiled with a dilute solution of potash, but after saturating this alkaline solution with

an acid, no precipitate was formed, and it was altogether impossible to detect any acid

;

therefore we must conclude that this acid was not formed by this treatment.

On one occasion, on repeating this experiment, we accidentally observed, among the

products of the action of chromic acid on sycocerylic alcohol, a crystalline body ; on

treating the mass with dilute alcohol, this product was procured in large fiat prisms,

resembling somewhat in appearance acetate of sycoceryl, but differing in its melting-

point, and was perfectly neutral. From the mode of formation, it might be inferred

that we had obtained the aldehyde (C36 H28 02)
corresponding to our alcohol, but the

minuteness of the quantity procured rendered it impossible to decide this point.

For the present we must content ourselves with the foregoing account of the com-

pounds of the radical sycoceryl, the very small amount of the substance at our disposal

being barely sufficient for the performance of those experiments which we have

described.

The great interest which naturally attaches to this new homologue of the benzyl-

alcohol series will be a sufficient inducement for us to take up this subject again, for the

purpose of studying its derivatives, should w7e be so fortunate as to obtain a further

supply of raw material.
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On reviewing the members of which benzylic alcohol of Cannizzaro is the type, and

with which our new alcohol must be classed, it will be perceived that there are still

many gaps to be filled up in their series.

Benzylic alcohol (Kresylic alcohol, Taurylic alcohol)

Cuminylic alcohol (Thymol and Carvacrol) . . .

c 14 h8 o 2

C16H10 0 2

C18 H 12 oj
C20 Hl4 Og

C22 H l6 0 2

Os4 ff 18 02

c26 h20 o 2

C28 HS2 o2

C30H24 02

C32 H26 ^2

C,, EL a O

lunknown.

Sycocerylic alcohol C36H30 O
28

2

•unknown.

On comparing the properties of our sycocerylic alcohol with those of benzylic alcohol,

very little resemblance will at first be traceable between them ; but when it is remem-

bered that there are not fewer than ten steps between benzylic and sycocerylic alcohol,

this difference of properties is easily accounted for ; more particularly if we take into

consideration a similar case in another homologous series, the links of which are more

fully known. The change in the properties of the acetic acid series, for example, by

each increment of increase of C2H2 ,
is quite as remarkable ; and when we compare acetic

acid on the one hand with palmitic acid on the other, the dissimilarity is not less remark-

able than if we compare sycocerylic alcohol, C36H3002 ,
with benzylic alcohol, CuH3 0 2.

In conclusion, we may mention that benzylic alcohol, and consequently also cuminylic

alcohol, are generally considered to be homologues of phenyl-alcohol (carbolic acid);

kresyl-alcohol would be isomeric with benzyl-alcohol, and carvacrol and thymol with

cuminylic alcohol. On comparing these substances we find that this view is not tenable,

and that there exist in reality at least two distinct series of isomeric compounds, the

types of which are benzylic alcohol on the one hand and phenylic alcohol on the other.

The crystalline substance which adhered to the acetate of sycoceryl, and which it will

be recollected was left in part undissolved when the acetate was dissolved out 'with

ether, can be obtained in only very small crystals. It is perfectly neutral, and we did

not succeed in obtaining any derivative from it calculated to throw light on its true

nature. The quantity was indeed extremely small, and we therefore content ourselves

with giving the ultimate analysis of it.

0T806 grm. substance gave 0-5070 grm. carbonic acid, and 0-2000 water.

These numbers give the following per-centage :—carbon 76*56, hydrogen 12"30.
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IV. On the Theory of Compound Colours,
and the Pelations of the Colours of the

Spectrum. By J. Clerk Maxwell, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in

Marischal College and University of Aberdeen. Communicated by Professor Stokes,

Sec. P.S.

^Received January 5,—Bead March 22, 1860.

§ I. Introduction.

According to Newton’s analysis of light*, every colour in nature is produced by the

mixture, in various proportions, of the different kinds of light into which white light is

divided by refraction. By means of a prism we may analyse any coloured light, and

determine the proportions in which the different homogeneous rays enter into it ; and

by means of a lens we may recombine these rays, and reproduce the original coloured

light.

Newton has also shownf how to combine the different rays of the spectrum so as to

form a single beam of light, and how to alter the proportions of the different colours so

as to exhibit the result of combining them in any arbitrary manner.

The number of different kinds of homogeneous light being infinite, and the propor-

tion in which each may be combined being also variable indefinitely, the results of such

combinations could not be appreciated by the eye, unless the chromatic effect of every

mixture, however complicated, could be expressed in some simpler form. Colours, as

seen by the human eye of the normal type, can all be reduced to a few classes, and

expressed by a few well-known names; and even those colours which have different

names have obvious relations among themselves. Every colour, except purple, is similar

to some colour of the spectrum £, although less intense ; and all purples may be com-

pounded of blue and red, and diluted with white to any required tint. Brown colours,

which at first sight seem different, are merely red, orange or yellow of feeble intensity,

more or less diluted with white.

It appears therefore that the result of any mixture of colours, however complicated,

may be defined by its relation to a certain small number of well-known colours.

Having selected our standard colours, and determined the relations of a given colour to

these, we have defined that colour completely as to its appearance. Any colour which

has the same relation to the standard colours, will be identical in appearance, though

its optical constitution, as revealed by the prism, may be very different.

* Optics, book i. part 2. prop. 7.

t Lectiones Optic®, part 2. § 1. p. 100 to 105 ;
and Optics, book i. part 2. prop. 11.

+ Optics, book i. part 2. prop. 4.
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We may express this by saying that two compound colours may be chromatically

identical, but optically different. The optical properties of light are those which have

reference to its origin and propagation through media, till it falls on the sensitive organ

of vision; the chromatical properties of light are those which have reference to its

power of exciting certain sensations of colour
,
perceived through the organ of vision.

The investigation of the chromatic relations of the rays of the spectrum must there-

fore be founded upon observations of the apparent identity of compound colours, as

seen by an eye either of the normal or of some abnormal type
; and the results to which

the investigation leads must he regarded as partaking of a physiological, as well as of a

physical character, and as indicating certain laws of sensation, depending on the consti-

tution of the organ of vision, which may be different in different individuals. We have

to determine the laws of the composition of colours in general, to reduce the number of

standard colours to the smallest possible, to discover, if we can, what they are. and to

ascertain the relation which the homogeneous light of different parts of the spectrum

bears to the standard colours.

§ II. History of the Theory of Compound Colours.

The foundation of the theory of the composition of colours was laid by Newton*.

He first shows that, by the mixture of homogeneal light, colours may be produced

which are “like to the colours of homogeneal light as to the appearance of colour, but

not as to the immutability of colour and constitution of light.” Bed and yellow give an

orange colour, which is chromatically similar to the orange of the spectrum, but optic-

ally different, because it is resolved into its component colours by a prism, while the

orange of the spectrum remains unchanged. When the colours to be mixed lie at a

distance from one another in the spectrum, the resultant appears paler than that inter-

mediate colour of the spectrum which it most resembles
; and when several are mixed,

the resultant may appear white. Newtonf is always careful, however, not to call any

mixture white, unless it agrees with common white light in its optical as well as its

chromatical properties, and is a mixture of all the homogeneal colours. The theory of

compound colours is first presented in a mathematical form in prop. 6, “ In a mixture

of primary colours
,
the quantity and quality of each being given

,
to blow the colour of

the compound.” lie divides the circumference of a circle into seven parts, proportional

to the seven musical intervals, in accordance with his opinion about the proportions of

the colours in the spectrum. At the centre of gravity of each of these arcs he places a

little circle, whose area is proportional to the number of rays of the corresponding

colour which enter into the given mixture. The position of the centre of gravity of all

these circles indicates the nature of the resultant colour. A radius drawn through it

points out that colour of the spectrum which it most resembles, and the distance from

the centre determines the fulness of its colour.

With respect to this construction, Newton says, “ This rule I conceive accurate enough

* Optics, book i. part 2. props. 4, 5, 6. t 7th and Sth Letters to Oldenburg.
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for practice, though not mathematically accurate.” He gives no reasons for the different

parts of his rule, but we shall find that his method of finding the centre of gravity of

the component colours is completely confirmed by my observations, and that it involves

mathematically the theory of three elements of colour; but that the disposition of the

colours on the circumference of a circle was only a provisional arrangement, and that

the true relations of the colours of the spectrum can only be determined by direct

observation.

Yoon* appears to have originated the theory, that the three elements of colour are

determined as much by the constitution of the sense of sight as by anything external to

us. He conceives that three different sensations may be excited by light, but that the

proportion in wdiich each of the three is excited depends on the nature of the light.

He conjectures that these primary sensations correspond to red, green, and violet. A
blue ray, .for example, though homogeneous in itself, he conceives capable of exciting

both the green and the violet sensation, and therefore he would cedi blue a compound

colour, though the colour of a simple kind of light. The quality of any colour depends,

according to this theory, on the ratios of the intensities of the three sensations which it

excites, and its brightness depends on the sum of these three intensities.

Sir David Brewster, in his paper entitled “ On a New Analysis of Solar Light, indi-

cating three Primary Colours, forming Coincident Spectra of equal length f,” regards the

actual colours of the spectrum as arising from the intermixture, in various proportions,

of three primary kinds of light, red, yellow, and blue, each of which is variable in inten-

sity, but uniform in colour, from one end of the spectrum to the other; so that every

colour in the spectrum is really compound, and might be shown to be so if we had the

means of separating its elements.

Sir David Brewster, in his researches, employed coloured media, which, according to

him, absorb the three elements of a single prismatic colour in different degrees, and

change their proportions, so as to alter the colour of the light, without altering its

refrangibility.

In this paper I shall not enter into the very important questions affecting the phy-

sical theory of light, which can only be settled by a careful inquiry into the phenomena

of absorption. The physiological facts, that we have a threefold sensation of colour,

and that the three elements of this sensation are affected in different proportions by light

of different refrangibilities, are equally true, whether we adopt the physical theory that

there are three kinds of light corresponding to these three colour-sensations, or whether

we regard light of definite refrangibility as an undulation of known length, and there-

fore variable only in intensity, but capable of producing different chemical actions on

different substances, of being absorbed in different degrees by different media, and of

exciting in different degrees the three different colour-sensations of the human eye.

* Young’s Lectures on Natural Philosophy, Kelland’s Edition, p. 315, or Quarto, 1807, yol. i. p. 441

see ako Young in Philosophical Transactions, 1801, or Works in Quarto, voL ii. p. 617.

t Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, yol. xii. p. 123.
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Sir David Brewster has given a diagram of three curves, in which the base-line repre-

sents the length of the spectrum, and the ordinates of the curves represent, by estima-

tion, the intensities of the three kinds of light at each point of the spectrum. I have

employed a diagram of the same kind to express the results arrived at in this paper, the

ordinates being made to represent the intensities of each of the three elements of colour,

as calculated from the experiments.

The most complete series of experiments on the mixture of the colours of the spec-

trum, is that of Professor Helmholtz* of Konigsberg. By using two slits at right

angles to one another, he formed two pure spectra, the fixed lines of which were seen

crossing one another when viewed in the ordinary way by means of a telescope. The

colours of these spectra were thus combined in every possible way, and the effect of the

combination of any two could be seen separately by drawing the eye back from the

eyepiece of the telescope, when the compound colour was seen by itself at the eye-hole.

The proportion of the components was altered by turning the combined slits round in

their own plane.

One result of these experiments was, that a colour, chromatically identical with

white, could be formed by combining yellow with indigo. M. Helmholtz was not then

able to produce white with any other pair of simple colours, and considered that three

simple colours were required in general to produce white, one from each of the three

portions into which the spectrum is divided by the yellow and indigo.

Professor Grassmannf showed that Newton’s theory of compound colours implies

that there are an infinite number of pairs of complementary colours in the spectrum,

and pointed out the means of finding them. He also showed how colours may be

represented by lines, and combined by the method of the parallelogram.

In a second memoir J, M. Helmholtz describes his method of ascertaining these pairs

of complementary colours. He formed a pure spectrum by means of a slit, a prism, and

a lens ; and in this spectrum he placed an apparatus having two parallel slits which

were capable of adjustment both in position and breadth, so as to let through any two

portions of the spectrum, in any proportions. Behind this slit, these rays were united

in an image of the prism, which was received on paper. By arranging the slits, the

colour of this image may be reduced to white, and made identical with that of paper

illuminated with white light. The wave-lengths of the component colours were then

measured by observing the angle of diffraction through a grating. It was found that

the colours from red to green-yellow (A= 2082) were complementary to colours ranging

from green-blue (X=1818) to violet, and that the colours between green-yellow and green-

blue have no homogeneous complementaries, but must be neutralized by mixtures of red

and violet.

M. Helmholtz also gives a provisional diagram of the curve formed by the spectrum on

Newton’s diagram, for which his experiments did not furnish him with the complete data.

* Poggendoefe’s Annalen, Band lxxxvii. (Philosophical Magazine, 1S52, December.)

t Poggexdoref’s Annalen, Band Ixxxix. (Philosophical Magazine, 1S54, April.) J Ibid. Band xciv.
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Accounts of experiments by myself on the mixture of artificial colours by rapid rota-

tion, may be found in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi.

pt. 2 (1855); in an appendix to Professor George Wilson’s work on Colour-Blindness;

in the Report of the British Association for 1856, p. 12; and in the Philosophical Maga-

zine, July 1857, p. 40. These experiments show that, for the normal eye, there are

three, and only three, elements of colour, and that in the colour-blind one of these is

absent. They also prove that chromatic observations may be made, both by normal

and abnormal eyes, with such accuracy, as to warrant the employment of the results in

the calculation of colour-equations, and in laying down colour-diagrams by Newton’s

rule.

The first instrument which I made (in 1852) to examine the mixtures of the colours

of the spectrum was similar to that which I now use, but smaller, and it had no con-

stant light for a term of comparison. The second was 6^- feet long, made in 1855, and

showed two combinations of colour side by side. I have now succeeded in making the

mixture much more perfect, and the comparisons more exact, by using white reflected

light, instead of the second compound colour. An apparatus in which the light passes

through the prisms, and is reflected back again in nearly the same path by a concave

mirror, was shown by me to the British Association in 1856. It has the advantage of

being portable, and need not be more than half the length of the other, in order to pro-

duce a spectrum of equal length. I am so well satisfied with the working of this form

of the instrument, that I intend to make use of it in obtaining equations from a greater

variety of observers than I could meet with when I was obliged to use the more bulky

instrument. It is difficult at first to get the observer to believe that the compound light

can ever be so adjusted as to appear to his eyes identical with the white light in contact

with it. He has to leam what adjustments are necessary to produce the requisite

alteration under all circumstances, and he must never be satisfied till the two parts of

the field are identical in colour and illumination. To do this thoroughly, implies not

merely good eyes, but a power of judging as to the exact nature of the difference

between two very pale and nearly identical tints, whether they differ in the amount of

red, green, or blue, or in brightness of illumination.

In the following paper I shall first lay down the mathematical theory of Newton’s

diagram, with its relation to Young’s theory of the colour-sensation. I shall then

describe the experimental method of mixing the colours of the spectrum, and deter-

mining the wave-lengths of the colours mixed. The results of my experiments will then

be given, and the chromatic relations of the spectrum exhibited in a system of colour-

equations, in Newton’s diagram, and in three curves of intensity, as in Brewster’s dia-

gram. The differences between the results of two observers will then be discussed,

showing on what they depend, and in what way such differences may affect the vision

of persons otherwise free from defects of sight.

MDCCCLX. K
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§ III. Mathematical Theory of Newton’s Diagram of Colours.

Newton’s diagram is a plane figure, designed to exhibit the relations of colours to

each other.

Every point in the diagram represents a colour, simple or compound, and we may

conceive the diagram itself so painted, that every colour is found at its corresponding

point. Any colour, differing only in quantity of illumination from one of the colours

of the diagram, is referred to it as a unit, and is measured by the ratio of the illumina-

tion of the given colour to that of the corresponding colour in the diagram. In this

way the quantity of a colour is estimated. The resultant of mixing any two colours of

the diagram is found by dividing the line joining them inversely as the quantity of each

;

then, if the sum of these quantities is unity, the resultant will have the illumination as

well as the colour of the point so found
;
but if the sum of the components is different

from unity, the quantity of the resultant will be measured by the sum of the components.

This method of determining the position of the resultant colour is mathematicallv

identical with that of finding the centre of gravity of two weights, and placing a weight

equal to their sum at the point so found. We shall therefore speak of the resultant

tint as the sum of its components placed at their centre of gravity.

By compounding this resultant tint with some other colour, we may find the position

of a mixture of three colours, at the centre of gravity of its components
; and by taking

these components in different proportions, we may obtain colours corresponding to every

part of the triangle of which they are the angular points. In this way, by taking any

three colours we should be able to construct a triangular portion of Newton’s diagram bv

painting it with mixtures of the three colours. Of course these mixtures must be made

to correspond with optical mixtures of light, not with mechanical mixtures of pigments.

Let us now take any colour belonging to a point of the diagram outside this triangle.

To make the centre of gravity of the three weights coincide with this point, one or more

of the weights must be made negative. This, though following from mathematical prin-

ciples, is not capable of direct physical interpretation, as we cannot exhibit a negative

colour.

The equation between the three selected colours, x, y, z, and the new colour u, may
in the first case be written

u—x+y+z, (1.)

x, y, z being the quantities of colour required to produce u. In the second case suppose

that z must be made negative,

u—x-\-y—z (2.)

As we cannot realize the term -2 asa negative colour, we transpose it to the other side

of the equation, which then becomes

u+z=x+y, ....'.
(3.)

which may be interpreted to mean, that the resultant tint, U-\-z, is identical with the

resultant, x-\-y. We thus find a mixture of the new colour with one of the selected

colours, which is chromatically equivalent to a mixture of the other two selected colours.
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When the equation takes the form

u—x—y—z , (4.)

txi'O of the components being negative, we must transpose them thus,

u+y+z=x , (5.)

which means that a mixture of certain proportions of the new colour and two of the three

selected, is chromatically equivalent to the third. We may thus in all cases find the

relation between any three colours and a fourth, and exhibit this relation in a form

capable of experimental verification ; and by proceeding in this way we may map out

the positions of all colours upon Newton’s diagram. Every colour in nature will then

be defined by the position of the corresponding colour in the diagram, and by the ratio

of its illumination to that of the colour in the diagram.

§ IV. Method of representing Colours by Straight Lines drawnfrom a Point.

To extend our ideas of the relations of colours, let us form a new geometrical concep-

tion by the aid of solid geometry.

Let us take as origin any point not in the plane of the diagram, and let us draw lines

through this point to the different points of the diagram
; then the direction of any of

these lines will depend upon the position of the point of the diagram through which it

passes, so that we may take this line as the representative of the corresponding colour

on the diagram.

In order to indicate the quantity of this colour, let it be produced beyond the plane

of the diagram in the same ratio as the given colour exceeds in illumination the colour

on the diagram. In this way every colour in nature will be represented by a line drawn

through the origin, whose direction indicates the quality of the colour, while its length

indicates its quantity.

Let us find the resultant of two colours by this method.

Let O be the origin and AB be a section of the plane

of the diagram by that of the paper. Let OP, OQ be

lines representing colours, A, B the corresponding points in the diagram
; then the

quantity of P will be and that of Q will be The resultant of these

will be represented in the diagram by the point C, where AC : CB :
: q :p, and the quantity

of the resultant will be p-\-q, so that if we produce OC to R, so that OR^^+^OC,
the line OR will represent the resultant of OP and OQ in direction and magnitude. It

is easy to prove, from this construction, that OR is the diagonal of the parallelogram of

which OP and OQ are two sides. It appears therefore that if colours are represented

in quantity and quality by the magnitude and direction of straight lines, the rule for the

composition of colours is identical with that for the composition of forces in mechanics.

This analogy has been well brought out by Professor Grassmann in Poggendorff’s

‘ Annalen,’ Bd. lxxxix.

e 2
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We may conceive an arrangement of actual colours in space founded upon this con-

struction. Suppose each of these radiating lines representing a given colour to be itself

illuminated with that colour, the brightness increasing from zero at the origin to unity,

where it cuts the plane of the diagram, and becoming continually more intense in pro-

portion to the distance from the origin. In this way every colour in nature may be

matched, both in quality and quantity, by some point in this coloured space.

If we take any three lines through the origin as axes, we may, by coordinates

parallel to these lines, express the position of any point in space. That point will cor-

respond to a colour which is the resultant of the three colours represented by the three

coordinates.

This system of coordinates is an illustration of the resolution of a colour into three

components. According to the theory of Young, the human eye is capable of three

distinct primitive sensations of colour, which, by their composition in various propor-

tions, produce the sensations of actual colour in all their varieties. Whether any kinds

of light have the power of exciting these primitive sensations separately, has not yet

been determined.

If colours corresponding to the three primitive sensations can be exhibited, then all

colours, whether produced by light, disease, or imagination, are compounded of these,

and have their places within the triangle formed by joining the three primaries. If the

colours of the pure spectrum, as laid down on the diagram, form a triangle, the colours

at the angles may correspond to the primitive sensations. If the curve of the spectrum

does not reach the angles of the circumscribing triangle, then no colour in the spec-

trum, and therefore no colour in nature, corresponds to any of the three primary sensa-

tions.

The only data at present existing for determining the primary colours, are derived

from the comparison of observations of colour-equations by colour-blind, and by normal

eyes. The colour-blind equations differ from the others by the non-existence of one of

the elements of colour, the relation of which to known colours can be ascertained. It

appears, from observations made for me by two colour-blind persons*, that the element-

ary sensation which they do not possess is a red approaching to crimson, lying beyond

both vermilion and carmine. These observations are confirmed by those of Mr. Pole,

and by others which I have obtained since. I have hopes of being able to procure a set

of colour-blind equations between the colours of the spectrum, which will indicate the

missing primary in a more exact manner.

The experiments which I am going to describe have for their object the determina-

tion of the position of the colours of the spectrum upon Newton’s diagram, from actual

observations of the mixtures of those colours. They were conducted in such a way,

that in every observation the judgment of the observer was exercised upon two parts of

an illuminated field, one of which was so adjusted as to be chromatically identical with

the other, which, during the whole series of observations, remained of one constant

* Transactions of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi. pt. 2. p. 2S6.
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intensity of white. In this way the effects of subjective colours were entirely got rid of,

and all the observations were of the same kind, and therefore may claim to be equally

accurate ; which is not the case when comparisons are made between bright colours of

different kinds.

The chart of the spectrum, deduced from these observations, exhibits the colours

arranged very exactly along two sides of a triangle, the extreme red and violet forming

doubtful portions of the thud side. This result greatly simplifies the theory of colour,

if it does not actually point out the three primary colours themselves.

§ V. Description of an Instrumentfor making definite Mixtures of the Colours of the

Spectrum.

The experimental method which I have used consists in forming a combination of

three colours belonging to different portions of the spectrum, the quantity of each being

so adjusted that the mixture shall be white, and equal in intensity to a given white.

Fig. 1, Plate I. represents the instrument for making the observations. It consists of

two tubes, or long boxes, of deal, of rectangular section, joined together at an angle of

about 100°.

The part AK is about 5 feet long, 7 inches broad, and 4 deep ; KN is about 2 feet

long, 5 inches broad, and 4 deep ; BD is a partition parallel to the side of the long box.

The whole of the inside of the instrument is painted black, and the only openings are at

the end AC, and at E. At the angle there is a lid, which is opened when the optical

parts have to be adjusted or cleaned.

At E is a fine vertical slit ; L is a 'lens ; at P there are two equilateral prisms. The

slit E, the lens L, and the prisms P are so adjusted, that when light is admitted at E a

pure spectrum is formed at AB, the extremity of the long box. A mirror at M is also

adjusted so as to reflect the light from E along the narrow compartment of the long box

to BC. See fig. 3.

At AB is placed the contrivance shown in fig. 2, Plate I. A'B' is a rectangular frame

of brass, having a rectangular aperture of 6 X 1 inches. On this frame are placed six

brass sliders, XYZ. Each of these carries a knife-edge of brass in the plane of the sur-

face of the frame.

These six moveable knife-edges form three slits, XYZ, whicn may be so adjusted as

to coincide with any three portions of the pure spectrum formed by light from E. The

intervals behind the sliders are closed by hinged shutters, which allow the sliders to

move without letting light pass between them.

The inner edge of the brass frame is graduated to twentieths of an inch, so that the

position of any slit can be read off. The breadth of the slit is ascertained by means of

a wedge-shaped piece of metal, G inches long, and tapering to a point from a breadth of

half an inch. This is gently inserted into each slit, and the breadth is determined by

the distance to which it enters, the divisions on the wedge corresponding to the 200th

of an inch difference in breadth, so that the unit of breadth is ’005 inch.
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Now suppose light to enter at E, to pass through the lens, and to be refracted by the

two prisms at P ; a pure spectrum, showing Frauxhofer’s lines, is formed at AB, but

only that part is allowed to pass which falls on the three slits XYZ. The rest is stopped

by the shutters. Suppose that the portion falling on X belongs to the red part of the

spectrum ;
then, of the white light entering at E, only the red will come through the

slit X. If we were to admit red light at X it would be refracted to E, by the principle

in Optics, that the course of any ray may be reversed. If, instead of red light, we were

to admit white light at X, still only red light would come to E ; for all other light would

be either more or less refracted, and would not reach the slit at E. Applying the eye

at the slit E, we should see the prism P uniformly illuminated with red light, of the kind

corresponding to the part of the spectrum which falls on the slit X when white light is

admitted at E.

Let the slit Y correspond to another portion of the spectrum, say the green ;
then, if

white light is admitted at Y, the prism, as seen by an eye at E, 'null be uniformly illu-

minated with green light
;
and if white light be admitted at X and Y simultaneously,

the colour seen at E will be a compound of red and green, the proportions depending

on the breadth of the slits and the intensity of the light which enters them. The third

slit, Z, enables us to combine any three kinds of light in any given proportions, so that

an eye at E shall see the face of the prism at P uniformly illuminated with the colour

resulting from the combination of the three. The position of these three rays in the

spectrum is found by admitting the light at E, and comparing the position of the slits

with the position of the principal fixed lines ; and the breadth of the slits is determined

by means of the wedge.

At the same time white light is admitted through BC to the mirror of black glass at

M, whence it is reflected to E, past the edge of the prism at P, so that the eye at E sees

through the lens a field consisting of two portions, separated by the edge of the prism

;

that on the left hand being compounded of three colours of the spectrum refracted by

the prism, while that on the right hand is white light reflected from the mirror. By

adjusting the slits properly, these two portions of the field may be made equal, both in

colour and brightness, so that the edge of the prism becomes almost invisible.

In making experiments, the instrument was placed on a table in a room moderately

lighted, with the end AB turned towards a large board covered with white paper, and

placed in the open air, so as to be uniformly illuminated by the sun. In this way the

three slits and the mirror M were all illuminated with white light of the same intensity,

and all were affected in the same ratio by any change of illumination ; so that if the

two halves of the field were rendered equal when the sun was under a cloud, they were

found nearly correct when the sun again appeared. No experiments, however, were

considered good unless the sun remained uniformly bright during the whole series of

experiments.

After each set of experiments light was admitted at E, and the position of the fixed

lines D and F of the spectrum was read off on the scale at AB. It was found that after
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the instrument had been some time in use these positions were invariable, showing that

the eye-hole, the prisms, and the scale might be considered as rigidly connected.

§ VI. Method of determining the Wave-length corresponding to any point of the Spectrum

on the Scale AB.

Two plane surfaces of glass were kept apart by two parallel strips of goldbeaters’ leaf,

so as to enclose a stratum of air of nearly uniform thickness. Light reflected from this

stratum of air was admitted at E, and the spectrum formed by it was examined at AB
by means of a lens. This spectrum consists of a large number of bright bands, sepa-

rated by dark spaces at nearly uniform intervals, these intervals, however, being con-

siderably larger as we approach the violet end of the spectrum.

The reason of these alternations of brightness is easily explained. By the theory of

Newton’s rings, the light reflected from a stratum of air consists of two parts, one of

which has traversed a path longer than that of the other, by an interval depending on

the thickness of the stratum and the angle of incidence. Whenever the interval of

retardation is an exact multiple of a wave-length, these two portions of light destroy

each other by interference ;
and when the interval is an odd number of half wave-lengths,

the resultant light is a maximum.

In the ordinary case of Newton’s rings, these alternations depend upon the varying

thickness of the stratum ; while in this case a pencil of rays of different wave-lengths,

but all experiencing the same retardation, is analysed into a spectrum, in which the rays

are arranged in order of their respective wave-lengths. Every ray whose wave-length

is an exact submultiple of the retardation will be destroyed by interference, and its

place will appear dark in the spectrum ; and there will be as many dark bands seen as

there are rays whose wave-lengths fulfil this condition.

If, then, we observe the positions of the dark bands on the scale AB, the wave-lengths

corresponding to these positions will be a series of submultiples of the retardation.

Let us call the first dark band visible on the red side of the spectrum zero, and let us

number them in order 1, 2, 3, &c. towards the violet end. Let N be the number of

undulations corresponding to the band zero which are contained in the retardation II

;

then if n be the number of any other band, N+w will be the number of the correspond-

ing wave-lengths in the retardation, or in symbols,

R=(N+n)k (6.)

Now observe the position of two of Fraunhofer’s fixed lines with respect to the dark

bands, and let n2 be their positions expressed in the number of bands, whole or

fractional, reckoning from zero. Let X,, L, be the wave-lengths of these fixed lines as

determined by Fraunhofer, then

R— (N -|-%
1
)a

1
=(N -\-n2)X

^2^2 ^ 1^1 (^2 Tip
_N= a2 nu

whence

(7-)

(8.)
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and E = 5i=2. XiXj (9.)A
1

A2

Having thus found N and B, we may find the wave-length corresponding to the dark

band n from the formula
R

(10.)X= N -\-ri

In my experiments the line D corresponded with the seventh dark hand, and F was

between the 15th and 16th, so that n2
= 15 -

7. Here then for D,

and for F,

whence we find

n,=7 X
1
=2175'i

.

w2
=15-7 ^2

= 1794j

m

N=34, E=89175.

Fraunhofer’s measure, (11 .)

(
12 .)

There were 22 bands visible, corresponding to 22 different positions on the scale AB.

as determined 4th August, 1859.

Baud. Scale.

Table I.

Band. Scale. Band. Scale.

n— 1 17 ii— 9 36 n— 16 57

2 19 10 39 17 61

3 21* 11 42 18 65

4 23i 12 45 19 69

5 26 13 48 20 73

6 28i 14 51 21 7 i

7 31 15 54 22 82

8 33i

Sixteen equidistant points on the scale were chosen for standard colours in the experi-

ments to be described. The following Table gives the reading on the scale AB. the

value of N+w, and the calculated wave-length for each of these:

—

Table II.

Scale. (N+ n)

.

Wave-length. Colour.

20 36-4 2450 Eed.

24 38-3 2328 Scarlet.

28 39-8 2240 Orange.

32 41-4 2154 Yellow.

36 42-9 2078 Yellow-green.

40 44-3 2013 Green.

44 45-7 1951 Green.

48 47-0 1879 Bluish green.

52 48-3 1846 Blue-green.

56 49-6 1797 Greenish blue.

60 50-8 1755 Blue.
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Table II. (continued.)

Scale. (N+»). Wave-length. Colour.

64 51-8 1721 Blue.

68 52-8 1688 Blue.

72 53-7 1660 Indigo.

76 54-7 1630 Indigo.

80 55-6 1604 Indigo.

Having thus selected sixteen distinct points of the spectrum on which to operate, and

determined their wave-lengths and apparent colours, I proceeded to ascertain the mathe-

matical relations between these colours in order to lay them down on Newton’s diagram.

For this purpose I selected three of these as points of reference, namely, those at 24, 44,

and 68 of the scale. I chose these points because they are well separated from each

other on the scale, and because the colour of the spectrum at these points does not

appear to the eye to vary very rapidly, either in hue or brightness, in passing from one

point to another. Hence a small error of position will not make so serious an alteration

of colour at these points, as if we had taken them at places of rapid variation ; and we

may regard the amount of the illumination produced by the light entering through the

slits in these positions as sensibly proportional to the breadth of the slits.

(24) corresponds to a bright scarlet about one-third of the distance from C to D;

(44) is a green very near the line E; and (68) is a blue about one-third of the distance

from F to G.

§ VII. Method of Observation.
% „

The instrument is turned with the end AB towards a board, covered with white paper,

and illuminated by sunlight. The operator sits at the end AB, to move the sliders, and

adjust the slits ;
and the observer sits at the end E, which is shaded from any bright

light. The operator then places the slits so that their centres correspond to the three

standard colours, and adjusts their breadths till the observer sees the prism illuminated

with pure white light of the same intensity with that reflected by the mirror M. In

order to do this, the observer must tell the operator what difference he observes in the

two halves of the illuminated field, and the operator must alter the breadth of the slits

accordingly, always keeping the centre of each slit at the proper point of the scale. The

observer may call for more or less red, blue or green ; and then the operator must

increase or diminish the width of the slits X, Y, and Z respectively. If the variable field

is darker or lighter than the constant field, the operator must widen or narrow all the

slits in the same proportion. When the variable part of the field is nearly adjusted, it

often happens that the constant white light from the mirror appears tinged with the

complementary colour. This is an indication of what is required to make the resem-

blance of the two parts of the field of Hew perfect. When no difference can be detected

between the two parts of the field, either in colour or in brightness, the observer must

look away for some time, to relieve the strain on the eye, and then look again. If the

eye thus refreshed still judges the two parts of the field to be equal, the observation

MDCCCLX. L
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may be considered complete, and the operator must measure the breadth of each slit by

means of the wedge, as before described, and write down the result as a colour-equation,

thus

—

Oct 18, J. 18-5(24)+27(44)+ 37(68)=W*. (13.)

This equation means that on the 18th of October the observer J. (myself) made an obser-

vation in which the breadth of the slit X was 18 ’5, as measured by the wedge, while its

centre was at the division (24) of the scale; that the breadths of Y and Z were 27 and

37, and their positions (44) and (68); and that the illumination produced by these slits

was exactly equal, in my estimation as an observer, to the constant white AY.

The position of the slit X was then shifted from (24) to (28), and when the proper

adjustments were made, I found a second colour-equation of this form

—

Oct. 18, J. 16(28)+21(44)+37(68)=W (14.)

Subtracting one equation from the other and remembering that the figures in brackets

are merely symbols of position, not of magnitude, we find

16(28)= 18-5(24)+ 6(44), (15.)

showing that (28) can be made up of (24) and (44), in the proportion of 18*5 to 6.

In this way, by combining each colour with two standard colours, we may produce a

white equal to the constant white. The red and yellow colours from (20) to (32) must

be combined with green and blue, the greens from (36) to (52) with red and blue, and

the blues from (56) to (80) with red and green.

The following is a specimen of an actual series of observations made in this way by

another observer (K.):

—

Table III.

Oct. 13, 1859. Observer (K).

(X). (T). (Z).

18i(24)+32i(44)+ 32 (68)=W*.
17i(24)+ 32i(44)+63 (80)=W.
18 (24)+ 32i(44)+ 35 (72)=W.

19 (24)+32 (44)+ 31i(68)=W*.

19 (24)+ 30i(44)+ 35 (64)=W.

20 (24)+23 (44)+ 39 (60)=W.
21 (24)+14 (44)+58 (56)=W.

22 (24)+62 (52)+ll (68)=W.

22 (24)+42 (48)+29|(68)=W.

19 (24)+31±(44)+33 (68)=W*.

16 (24)+28 (40)+ 32-1(68)=W.

6 (24)+27 (36)+32i(68)=W.

23 (32)+ll-i(44)+32i(68)=W.

17 (28)+26 (44)+32|(68)=W.

20 (24)+33i(44)+32A(68)=W*.

46 (20)+33 (44)+30 (68)=W.
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The equations marked with an asterisk (*) are those which involve the three standard

colours, and since every other equation must be compared with them, they must be often

repeated.

The following Table contains the means of four sets of observations by the same

observer (K):

—

Table IV. (K.)

44-3(20)+ 31-0(44) +27-7(68)=W.

16-

l(28)+25-6(44)+30-6§38)=W.

22-0(32)+ 12-l(44)+ 30-6(68)=W.

6-4(24)+25-2(36)+31-3(68)=W.

15 -3(24)+ 26-0(40)+ 30-7(68)=W.

19-

8(24)+ 35-0(46)+ 30-2(68)=W.

21

-

2(24)+ 41-4(48)+27 -0(68)=W.
22

-

0(24)+ 62-0(52) +13-0(68)=W.

21 -7(24)+ 10-4(44)+ 61-7(56)=W.

20-

5(24) +23-7(44)+ 40 -5(60)=W.
19-7(24)+ 30-3(44)+33-7(64)=W.

18-0(24)+ 31-2(44)+ 32-3(72)=W.

17-

5(24)+ 30-7(44)+ 44-0(76)=W.

18-

3(24)+33-2(44)+ 63-7(80)=W.

§ VIII. Determination of the Average Error in Observations of different kinds.

In order to estimate the degree of accuracy of these observations, I have taken the

differences between the values of the three standard colours as originally observed, and

their means as given by the above Table. The sum of all the errors of the red (24)

from the means, was 31-1. and the number of observations was 42, which gives the

average error -74.

The sum of errors in green (44) was 48-0, and the number of observations 31, giving

a mean error 1-55.

The sum of the errors in blue (68) was 46-9, and the number of observations 35,

giving a mean error 1-16.

It appears therefore that in the observations generally, the average error does not

exceed 1 -5
; and therefore the results, if confirmed by several observations, may safely

be trusted to that degree of accuracy.

The equation between the three standard colours was repeatedly observed, in order to

detect any alteration in the character of the light, or any other change of condition

which would prevent the observations from being comparable with one another ;
and also

because this equation is used in the reduction of all the others, and therefore requires

l 2
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to be carefully observed. There are twenty observations of this equation, the mean of

which gives

18-6(24)+31-4(44)+30-5(68)=W* (16.)

as the standard equation.

We may use the twenty observations of this equation as a means of determining the

relations between the errors in the different colours, and thus of estimating the accu-

racy of the observer in distinguishing colours.

The following Table gives the result of these operations, where R stands for (24),

G for (44), and B for (68):

—

Table V-

(R+G+B)= 2-67

Mean Errors in the Standard Equation.

\/ Gr-f-B2=l'67

<v/B
2+R2= l-26

s/R2+G 2=T33

x/R2+G2+B2=l-76

(R)= '54 (G—B)— -99 (G+B)=2-31

(G)=T22 (B— R)=-85 (B+R)=l-59

(B)=1T5 (R—G)= -86 (R+G)=l-57

The first column gives the mean difference between the observed value of each of the

colours and the mean of all the observations. The second column shows the average

error of the observed differences between the values of the standards, from the mean

value of those differences. The third column shows the average error of the sums of

two standards, from the mean of such sums. The fourth column gives the square root

of the sum of the squares of the quantities in the first column. I have also given

the average error of the sum of It, G and B, from its mean value, and the value of

X/R2+G2+B2
.

It appears from the first column that the red is more accurately observed than the

green and blue.

§ IX. Relative Accuracy in Observations of Colour and of Brightness.

If the errors in the different colours occurred perfectly independent of each other,

then the probable mean error in the sum or difference of any two colours would be the

square root of the sum of their squares, as given in the fourth column. It will be seen,

however, that the number in the second column is always less, and that in the third

always greater, than that in the fourth ; showing that the errors are not independent of

each other, but that positive errors in any colour coincide more often with positive than

with negative errors in another colour. Now the hue of the resultant depends on the

ratios of the components, while its brightness depends on their sum. Since, therefore,

the difference of two colours is always more accurately observed than their sum, varia-

tions of colour are more easily detected than variations in brightness, and the eye appears

to be a more accurate judge of the identity of colour of the two parts of the field than

of their equal illumination. The same conclusion may be drawn from the value of the
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mean error of the sum of the three standards, which is 2-67, while the square root of

the sum of the squares of the errors is 1-76.

§ X. Reduction of the Observations.

By eliminating W from the equations of page 71 by means of the standard equation,

we obtain equations involving each of the fourteen selected colours of the spectrum,

along with the three standard colours ; and by transposing the selected colour to one

side of the equation, we obtain its value in terms of the three standards. If any of the

terms of these equations are negative, the equation has no physical interpretation as it

stands, but by transposing the negative term to the other side it becomes positive, and

then the equation may be verified.

The following Table contains the values of the fourteen selected tints in terms of the

standards. To avoid repetition, the symbols of the standard colours are placed at the

head of each column.

Table VI.

Observer (K.). (24.) (44.) (68.)

44-3(20)= 18-6 + 0-4 + 2-8

16-1(28)= 18-6 + 5-8 - 0-1

22-0(32)= 18-6 + 19-3 - 0-1

25-2(36)= 12-2 + 31-4 - 0-8

26-0(40)= 3-3 + 31-4 - 0-2

35-0(46)=- 1-2 + 31-4 + 0-3

41-4(48)=- 2-6 + 31-4 + 3 -5

62-0(52) = - 3-4 + 31-4 + 17-5

61-7(56)=- 3-1 + 21-0 + 30-5

40-5(60)= - 1-9 + 7-7 + 30-5

33-7(64)=- 1-1 + 1*1 + 30-5

32-3(72)= + 0-6 + 0-2 + 30-5

44-0(76)= + 1-1 + 0-7 + 30-5

63-7(80)= + 0-3 - 1-8 + 30-5

From these equations we may lay down a chart of the spectrum on Newton s dia-

gram by the following method :—Take any three points, A, B, C, and let A represent

the standard colour (24), B (44), and C (68). Then, to find the position of any other

colour, say (20), divide AC in P so that (18-6)AP=(2-8)PC, and then divide BP in Q
so that (18-6+ 2-8)PQ=(0-4)QB. At the point Q the colour corresponding to (20)

must be placed. In this way the diagram of fig. 4. Plate I. has been constructed from

the observations of all the colours.
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§ XI. The Spectrum as laid down on Newton’s Diagram.

The curve on which these points lie has this striking feature, that two portions of it

are nearly, if not quite, straight lines. One of these portions extends from (24) to (46),

and the other from (48) to (64). The colour (20), and those beyond (64), are not far

from the line joining (24) and (68). The spectrum, therefore, as exhibited in Newton’s

diagram, forms two sides of a triangle, with doubtful fragments of the third side. Now
if three colours in Newton’s diagram lie in a straight line, the middle one is a compound

of the two others. Hence all the colours of the spectrum may be compounded of those

which lie at the angles of this triangle. These correspond to the following colours :

—

Table VII.

Scale. Wave-length.
Index

in water.

Wave-length
in water.

R Scarlet- . 24 2328 1-332 1-747

G Green . . 46} 1914 1-334 1-435

B Blue . - 64* 1717 1-339 1-282

All the other colours of the spectrum may be produced by combinations of these ; and

since all natural colours are compounded of the colours of the spectrum, they may be

compounded of these three primary colours. I have strong reason to believe that these

are the three primary colours corresponding to three modes of sensation in the organ of

vision, on which the whole system of colour, as seen by the normal eye, depends.

§ XII. Results found by a second Observer.

We may now consider the results of three series of observations made by myself (J.)

as observer, in order to determine the relation of one observer to another in the percep-

tion of colour. The standard colours are connected by the following equation, as deter-

mined by six observations :

—

18T(24)-j-27-5(44)+ 37(68)=W* (17.)

The average errors in these observations were

—

Table VIII.

R+G+B, -95

showing that in this case, also, the power of distinguishing colour is more to be depended

on than that of distinguishing degrees of illumination.

The average error in the other observations from the means was '64 for red, -76 for

green, and T02 for blue.

R, •28 g+b, •83 G--B, •83

G, •83 B +R, •42 B--R, •28

B, -16 R+ G, •95 R--G, •72
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Table IX.

Observations by J., October 1859.

(24 .) (44 .) (68 .)

44-3(20)= 18-1 - 2-5 + 2-3

16-0(28)= 18-1 + 6-2 - 0-7

21-5(32)= 18-1 + 25-2 - 0-7

19-3(36)= 8-1 + 27-5 - 0-3

20-7(40)= 2-1 +27-5 - 0-5

52-3(48)=- 1-4 +27-5 + 10-7

95-0(52)=- 2-4 +27-5 + 37-0

51-7(56)= - 2-2 + 4-8 + 37-0

37-2(60)= - 1-2 + 0-8 + 37-0

36-7(64)=- 0-2 + 0-8 + 37-0

35-0(72)=+ 0-6 - 0-2 + 37-0

40-0(76)=+ 0-9 + 0-5 + 37-0

51-0(80)=+ 1-1 + 0-5 + 37-0

§ XIII. Comparison of Results by Newton’s Diagram.

The relations of the colours, as given by these observations, are laid down in fig. 5,

Plate I. It appears from this diagram, that the positions of the colours lie nearly in a

straight line from (24) to (44), and from (48) to (60). The colours beyond (60) are

crowded together, as in the other diagram, and the observations are not yet sufficiently

accurate to distinguish their relative positions accurately. The colour (20) at the red

<-nd of the spectrum is further from the line joining (24) and (68) than in the other

diagram, but I have not obtained satisfactory observations of these extreme colours. It

will be observed that (32), (36), and (40) are placed further to the right in fig. 5 than in

fig. 4, showing that the second observer (J.) sees more green in these colours than the first

(K.), also that (48), (52), (56), and (60) are much further up in fig. 5, showing that to

the second observer they appear more blue and less green. These differences were well

seen in making an observation. When the instrument was adjusted to suit the first

observer (K.), then, if the selected colour were (32), (36), or (40), the second (J.), on

looking into the instrument, saw it too green; but if (48), (52), (56), or (60) were the

selected colour, then, if right to the first observer, it appeared too blue to the second.

If the instrument were adjusted to suit the second observer, then, in the first case, the

other saw red, and in the second green ; showing that there was a real difference in the

eyes of these two individuals, producing constant and measurable differences in the

apparent colour of objects.

v) XIV. Comparison by Curves of Intensity of the Primaries .

Figs. 6 and 7, Plate I., are intended to indicate the intensities of the three standard
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colours at different points of the spectrum. The curve marked (R) indicates the inten-

sity of the red or (24), (G) that of green or (44), and (B) that of blue or (68). The

curve marked (S) has its ordinates equal to the sum of the ordinates of the other three

curves. The intensities are found by dividing every colour-equation by the coefficient of

the colour on the left-hand side. Fig. 6 represents the results of observations by K,

and fig. 7 represents those of J. It will be observed that the ordinates in fig. 7 are

smaller between (48) and (56) than in fig. 6. This indicates the feeble intensity of

certain kinds of light as seen by the eyes of J, which made it impossible to get observa-

tions of the colour (52) at all without making the slit so wide as to include all between

(48) and (56).

This blindness of my eyes to the parts of the spectrum between the fixed lines E and

F appears to be confined to the region surrounding the axis of vision, as the field of

view, when adjusted for my eyes looking directly at the colour, is decidedly out of

adjustment when I view it by indirect vision, turning the axis of my eye towards some

other point. The prism then appears greener and brighter than the mirror, showing

that the parts of my eye at a distance from the axis are more sensitive to this blue-green

light than the parts close to the axis.

It is to be noticed that this insensibility is not to all light of a green or blue colour,

but to light of a definite refrangibility. If I had a species of colour-blindness rendering

me totally or partially insensible to that element of colour which most nearly corresponds

with the light in question, then the light from the mirror, as well as that from the

prism, would appear to me deficient in that colour, and I should still consider them

chromatically identical ; or if there were any difference, it would be the same for all

colours nearly the same in appearance, such as those just beyond the line F, which

appear to me quite bright.

We must also observe that the peculiarity is confined to a certain portion of the retina,

which is known to be of a yellow colour, and which is the seat of several ocular pheno-

mena observed by Purkinje and Wheatstone, and of the sheaf or brushes seen by

Haidinger in polarized light
;
and also that though, of the two observers whose results

are given here, one is much more affected with this peculiarity than the other, both are

less sensible to the light between E and F than to that on either side; and other

observers, whose results are not here given, confirm this.

§ XV. Explanation of the Differences between the two Observers.

I think, therefore, that the yellow spot at the foramen centrale of Soemmering will be

found to be the cause of this phenomenon, and that it absorbs the rays between E and F,

and would, if placed in the path of the incident light, produce a corresponding dark band

in the spectrum formed by a prism.

The reason why white light does not appear yellow in consequence, is that this absorb-

ing action is constant, and we reckon as white the mean of all the colours we are accus-

tomed to see. This may be proved by wearing spectacles of any strong colour for some
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time, when we shall find that we judge white objects to be white, in spite of the rays

which enter the eye being coloured.

Now ordinary white light is a mixture of all kinds of light, including that between E

and F, which is partially absorbed. If, therefore, we compound an artificial white con-

taining the absorbed ray as one of its three components, it will be much more altered

by the absorption than the ordinary light, which contains many rays of nearly the same

colour, which are not absorbed. On the other hand, if the artificial light do not contain

the absorbed ray, it will be less altered than the ordinary light which contains it.

Hence the greater the absorption the less green will those colours appear which are

near the absorbed part, such as (48), (52), (56), and the more green will the colours

appear which are not near it, such as (32), (36), (40). And these are the chief differences

between fig. 4 and fig. 5.

I first observed this peculiarity of my eyes when observing the spectrum formed by a

very long vertical slit. I saw an elongated dark spot running up and down in the blue,

as if confined in a groove, and following the motion of the eye as it moved up or down

the spectrum, but refusing to pass out of the blue into other colours. By increasing the

breadth of the spectrum, the dark portion was found to correspond to the foramen

centrale
,
and to be visible only when the eye is turned towards the blue-green between E

and F. The spot may be well seen by first looking at a yellow paper, and then at a blue

one, when the spot will be distinctly seen for a short time, but it soon disappears when

the eye gets accustomed to the blue*.

I have been the more careful in stating this peculiarity of my eyes, as I have reason

to believe that it affects most persons, especially those tvho can see Haidinger’s brushes

easily. Such persons, in comparing their vision with that of others, may be led to think

themselves affected with partial colour-blindness, whereas their colour-vision may be of

the ordinary kind, but the rays which reach their sense of sight may be more or less

altered in their proportions by passing through the media of the eye. The existence of

real, though partial colour-blindness will make itself apparent, in a series of observations,

by the discrepancy between the observed values and the means being greater in certain

colours than in others.

§ XVI. General Conclusions.

Neither of the observers whose results are given here show any indications of colour-

blindness, and when the differences arising from the absorption of the rays between

E and F are put out of account, they agree in proving that there are three colours in the

spectrom, red, green, and blue, by the mixtures of which colours chromatically identical

with the other colours of the spectrum may be produced. The exact position of the red

and blue is not yet ascertained
; that of the green is \ from E towards F.

The orange and yellow of the spectrum are chromatically equivalent to mixtures of

red and green. They are neither richer nor paler than the corresponding mixtures, and

the only difference is that the mixture may be resolved by a prism, whereas the colour

* See the Report of the British Association for 1856, p. 12.

MDCCCLX. M
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in the spectrum cannot be so resolved. This result seems to put an end to the preten-

sion of yellow to be considered a primary element of colour.

In the same way the colours from the primary green to blue are chromatically iden-

tical with mixtures of these ;
and the extreme ends of the spectrum are probably equi-

valent to mixtures of red and blue, but they are so feeble in illumination that experi-

ments on the same plan with the rest can give no result, but they must be examined by

some special method. When observations have been obtained from a greater number

of individuals, including those whose vision is dichromatic, the chart of the spectrum

may be laid down independently of accidental differences, and a more complete discus-

sion of the laws of the sensation of colour attempted.

POSTSCRIPT.

Eeceived May 8,—Eead May 24, 1860.

Since sending the above paper to the Royal Society, I have .obtained some observa-

tions of the colour of the spectrum by persons whose vision is “ dichromic," and who

are therefore said to be “ colour-blind.”

The instrument used in making these observations was similar in principle to that

formerly described, except that, in order to render it portable, the rays are reflected

back through the prisms, nearly in their original direction ; thus rendering one of the

limbs of the instrument unnecessary, and allowing the other to be shortened consider-

ably on account of the greater angular dispersion. The principle of reflecting light, so as

to pass twice through the same prism, was employed by me in an instrument for com-

bining colours made in 1856, and a reflecting instrument for observing the spectrum

has been constructed independently by M. Porro.

Light from a sheet of paper illuminated by sunlight is admitted at the slits X, Y. Z

(fig. 8, Plate II.), falls on the prisms P and P' (angles=45°), then on a concave silvered

glass, S, radius 34 inches. The light, after reflexion, passes again through the prisms

P' and P, and is reflected by a small mirror, e, to the slit E, where the eye is placed to

receive the light compounded of the colours corresponding to the positions and breadths

of the slits X, Y, and Z.

At the same time, another portion of the light from the illuminated paper enters the

instrument at BC, is reflected at the mirror M, passes through the lens L, is reflected at

the mirror M', passes close to the edge of the prism P, and is reflected along with the

coloured light at e, to the eye-slit at E.

In this way the compound colour is compared with a constant white light in optical

juxtaposition with it. The mirror M is made of silvered glass, that at M' is made of

glass roughened and blackened at the back, to reduce the intensity of the constant light

to a convenient value for the experiments.
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This instrument gives a spectrum in which the lines are very distinct, and the length

of the .spectrum from A to H is 3 - 6 inches. The outside measure of the box is 3 feet

6 inches, by 11 inches by 4 inches, and it can be carried about, and set up in any posi-

tion, without readjustment. It was made by Messrs. Smith and Ramage of Aberdeen.

In obtaining observations from colour-blind persons, two slits only are required to

produce a mixture chromatically equivalent to white ; and at one point of the spectrum

the colour of the pure rays appears identical with white. This point is near the line F,

a little on the less refrangible side. From this point to the more refrangible end of the

spectrum appears to them “ blue.” The colours on the less refrangible side appear to

them all of the same quality, but of different degrees of brightness
; and when any of

them are made sufficiently bright, they are called “yellow.” It is convenient to use the

term “ yellow ” in speaking of the colours from red to green inclusive, since it will be

found that a dichromic person in speaking of red, green, orange, and brown, refers to

different degrees of brightness or purity of a single colour, and not to different colours

perceived by him. This colour we may agree to call “ yellow,” though it is not pro-

bable that the sensation of it is like that of yellow as perceived by us.

Of the three standard colours which I formerly assumed, the red appears to them

“ yellow,” but so feeble that there is not enough in the whole red division of the spec-

trum to form an equivalent to make up the standard white. The green at E appears a

good “ yellow,” and the blue at f from F towards G appears a good “ blue.” I have

therefore taken these as standard colours for reducing dichromic observations. The three

standard colours will be referred to as (104), (88), and (68), these being the positions of

the red, green, and blue on the scale of the new instrument.

Mr. James Simpsox, formerly student of Natural Philosophy in my class, has furnished

me with thirty-three observations taken in good sunlight. Ten of these were between

the two standard colours, and give the following result :

—

33-7(88)+33T(68)=W (1.)

The mean errors of these observations were as follows :

—

Error of (88)= 2-5; of(68)= 2-3; of (88)+ (68)= 4-8

;

of (88)-(68)= l-3.

The fact that the mean error of the sum was so much greater than the mean error of

the difference, indicates that in this case, as in all others that I have examined, observa-

tions of equality of tint can be depended on much more than observations of equality of

illumination or brightness.

From six observations of my own, made at the same time, I have deduced the

“ trichromic ” equation

22 -6(104)+ 26(88) 4- 37-4(68)=W (2.)

If we suppose that the light which reached the organ of vision was the same in both

cases, we may combine these equations by subtraction, and so find

22-6(104)— 7-7(88)+ 4-3(68)= D,

m 2

(
3 .)
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where D is that colour, the absence of the sensation of which constitutes the defect of

the dichromic eye. The sensation which I have in addition to those of the dichromic

eye is therefore similar to the full red (104), but different from it, in that the red (104)

has 7-7 of green (88) in it which must be removed, and 4-3 of blue (68) substituted.

This agrees pretty well with the colour which Mr. Pole* describes as neutral to him.

though crimson to others. It must be remembered, however, that different persons of

ordinary vision require different proportions of the standard colours, probably owing to

differences in the absorptive powers of the media of the eye, and that the above equation

(2.), if observed by K, would have been

23(104)+ 32(88)+31(68)=W; (4.)

and the value of D, as deduced from these observers, would have been

23(104)— 1-7(88)— 1-1(68)=D, (5.)

in which the defective sensation is much nearer to the red of the spectrum. It is pro-

bably a colour to which the extreme red of the spectrum tends, and which differs from

the extreme red only in not containing that small proportion of “ yellow ” light which

renders it visible to the colour-blind.

From other observations by Mr. Simpsox the following results have been deduced :

—

Table a.

(99-2+ )=
(88).

33-7
(68).

1-9
(88). (68)

31-3(96)= 33-7 2-1 100(96)= 108 7

28 (92)= 33-7 1-4 100(92)= 120 5

33-7(88)= 33-7 0 100(88)= 100 0

54-7(84)= 33-7 6-1 100(84)= 61 11

71 (82)= 33-7 15-1 100(82)= 47 21

99 (80)= 33-7 33-1 100(80)= 34 33

70 (78)= 15-7 33-1 100(78)= 22 47

56 (76)= 5-7 33-1 100(76)= 10 59

36 (72)=- 0-3 33-1 100(72)= - 1 92

33-1(68)= 0 33-1 100(68)= 0 100

40 (64)= 0-2 331 100(64)= 0 83

55-5(60)= 1-7 331 100(60)=
o
D 60

(57-) =- 0-3 33-1

In the Table on the left side (99-2 -(-) means the whole of the spectrum beyond (99-2)

on the scale, and (57— )
means the whole beyond (57) on the scale. The position of

the fixed lines with reference to the scale was as follows :

—

A, 116; «, 112; B, 110 ; C, 106 ; U, 98-3; E, 88 ; F, 79 ; G, 61 ; H, 44.

The values of the standard colours in different parts of the spectrum are given on the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1859, Part I. p. 329.
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right side of the above Table, and are represented by the curves of fig. 9, Plate II., where

the left-hand curve represents the intensity of the “ yellow ” element, and the right-hand

curve that of the “ blue ” element of colour as it appears to the colour-blind.

The appearance of the spectrum to the colour-blind is as follows :

—

From A to E the colour is pure “ yellow ” very faint up to D, and reaching a maximum
between D and E. From E to one-third beyond F towards G the colour is mixed,

varying from “ yellow ” to “ blue,” and becoming neutral or “ white ” at a point near F„

In this part of the spectrum, the total intensity, as given by the dotted line, is decidedly

less than on either side of it, and near the line F, the retina close to the “ yellow spot
’

is less sensible to light than the parts further from the axis of the eye. This peculiarity

of the light near F is even more marked in the colour-blind than in the ordinary eye.

Beyond F the “blue” element comes to a maximum between F and G, and then dimi-

nishes towards H ; the spectrum from this maximum to the end being pure “blue."

In fig. 10, Plate II. these results are represented in a different manner. The point I),

corresponding to the sensation wanting in the colour-blind, is taken as the origin of coordi-

nates, the “ yellow ” element of colour is represented by distances measured horizontally

to the right from D, and the “ blue ” element by distances measured vertically from

the horizontal line through D. The numerals indicate the different colours of the

spectrum according to the scale shown in fig. 9, and the coordinates of each point indi-

cate the composition of the corresponding colour. The triangle of colours is reduced,

in the case of dichromic vision, to a straight line “ B ” “ Y,” and the proportions of

“blue” and “yellow” in each colour are indicated by the ratios in which this line is

cut by the line from D passing through the position of that colour.

The results given above were all obtained with the light of white paper, placed in

clear sunshine. I have obtained similar results, when the sun was hidden, by using the

light of uniformly illuminated clouds, but I do not consider these observations sufficiently

free from disturbing circumstances to be employed in calculation. It is easy, however,

by means of such observations, to verify the most remarkable phenomena of colour-

blindness, as for instance, that the colours from red to green appear to differ only in

brightness, and that the brightness may be made identical by changing the width of the

slit ; that the colour near F is a neutral tint, and that the eye in viewing it sees a dark

spot in the direction of the axis of vision
; that the colours beyond are all blue of

different intensities, and that any “ blue ” may be combined with any “ yellow ” in such

proportions as to form “ white.” These results I have verified by the observations of

another colour-blind gentleman, who did not obtain sunlight for his observations; and

as I have now the means of carrying the requisite apparatus easily, I hope to meet with

other colour-blind observers, and to obtain their observations under more favourable

circumstances.

On the Comparison of Colour-blind with ordinary Vision by means of Observations

with Coloured Papers.

In March 1859 I obtained a set of observations by Mr. Simpson, of the relations
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between six coloured papers as seen by him. The experiments were made with the

colour-top in the manner described in my paper in the Transactions of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi. pt. 2. p. 286 ; and the colour-equations were arranged

so as to be equated to zero, as in those given in the Philosophical Magazine, July 1857.

The colours were,—Vermilion (V), ultramarine (U), emerald-green (G), ivory-black

(B), snow-white (W), and pale chrome-yellow (Y). These six colours afford fifteen

colour-blind equations, since four colours enter into each equation. Fourteen of these

were observed by Mr. Simpson, and from these I deduced three equations, giving the

relation of the three standards (V), (U), (G) to the other colours, according to his kind

of vision. From these three equations I then deduced fifteen equations, admitting of

comparison with the observed equations, and necessarily consistent in themselves.

The comparison of these equations furnishes a test of the truth of the theory that the

colour-blind see by means of two colour-sensations, and that therefore every colour may

be expressed in terms of two given colours, just as in ordinary vision it may be expressed

in terms of three given colours. The one set of equations are each the result of a single

observation; the other set are deduced from three equations

theory, and the two sets agree to within an average error =2T.

Table b.

V. U. Gr. B.

in accordance with this

W. X.

1. Observed . . . 0 0 -100 + 45 +22 + 33 = 0.

Calculated . . 0 0 -100 + 37-5 +26-5 + 36 = 0.

2. Observed . . . 0 + 58 0 -69 -31 + 42 = 0.

Calculated . . 0 +58-3 0 -67-3 -32-7 +41-7= 0.

3. Observed . . . 0 + 32 -100 0 + 12 + 56 = 0.

Calculated . . 0 + 32-3 -100 0 + 8-3 + 59-4= 0.

4. Observed . . . 0 + 38 - 89 -11 0 + 62 = 0.

Calculated . . 0 + 40 - 85 -15 0 + 60 = 0.

5. Observed . . . 0 + 32 + 68 -60 -40 0 = 0.

Calculated . . 0 + 34 + 66 -63-5 -36-5 0 = 0.

6. Observed . . . -100 0 0 + 82 + 5 + 13 = 0.

Calculated . . -100 0 0 + 83-9 + 4-5 + 11-6= 0.

7. Observed . . . + 47 0 -100 0 +22 + 31 = 0.

Calculated . . + 44-7 0 -100 0 +24-5 + 30-8= 0.

8. Observed . . . -100 0 + 20 +77 0 + 3 = 0.

Calculated . . -100 0 + 17 + 77-5 0 + 5*5= 0.

9. Not observed.

Calculated . . + 96 0 - 31 -69 + 4 0 = 0.
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Table b (continued).

Y. U. G. B. W. Y.

10. Observed . . . - 70 +53 0 0 -30 + 47 = 0.

Calculated . . - 73-5 +53 0 0 -26-5 + 47 = 0.

11. Observed . . . -100 + 8 0 + 71 0 +21 = 0.

Calculated . . -100 + 8 0 + 74-5 0 +17-5= 0.

12. Observed . . . + 85 + 15 0 -88 -12 0 = 0.

Calculated . . + 86 +14 0 -88-5 -11-5 0 = 0.

13. Observed . . . - 20 + 39 - 80 0 0 + 61 = 0.

Calculated . . - 19 + 40 - 81 0 0 + 60 = 0.

14. Observed . . . - 66 + 30 + 70 0 -34 0 = 0.

Calculated . . - 70 +27 + 73 0 -30 0 = 0.

15. Observed . . . + 100 - 2 - 27 -71 0 0 = 0.

Calculated . . + 96 + 4 - 24 -76 0 0 = 0.

But, according to our theory, colour-blind vision is not only dichromic, but the two

elements of colour are identical with two of the three elements of colour as seen by the

ordinary eye ; so that it differs from ordinary vision only in not perceiving a particular

colour, the relation of which to known colours may be numerically defined. This colour

may be expressed under the form

«V+JU+cG=D, (16.)

where V, U, and G are the standard colours used in the experiments, and D is the

colour which is visible to the ordinary eye, but invisible to the colour-blind. If we

know the value of D, we may always change an ordinary colour-equation into a colour-

blind equation by subtracting from it nJ) (

n

being chosen so that one of the standard

colours is eliminated), and adding n of black.

In September 1856 I deduced, from thirty-six observations of my own, the chromatic

relations of the same set of six coloured papers. These observations, with a comparison

of them with the trichromic theory of vision, are to be found in the ‘ Philosophical

Magazine’ for July 1857. The relations of the six colours may be deduced from two

equations, of which the most convenient form is

V. U. G. B. W. Y.

+ 39-7 +26-6 +33-7 -22-7 -77-3 0 =0. . . . (17.)

-62-4 +18-6 -37-6 0 +45-7 +35-7=0. . .
. (18.)

The value of D, as deduced from a comparison of these equations with the colour-blind

equations, is

1-198V+0-078U— 0-276G=D (19.)

By making D the same thing as black (B), and eliminatingW and Y respectively from

the two ordinary colour-equations by means of D, we obtain three colour-blind equa-
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tions, calculated from the ordinary equations and consistent with them, supposing that

the colour (D) is black to the colour-blind.

The following Table is a comparison of the colour-blind equations deduced from

Mr. Simpson’s observations alone, with those deduced from my observations and the

value of D.
Table c.

Y. U. Gr

,

B. AV. T.

(15) Calculated . . +96 + 4 -24 -76 0 0

By (19) .... .
+93-9 + 6-1 -21-7 -78-3 0 0

(14) Calculated . . -70 +27 + 73 0 -30 0

By (17) and (19) . . -70 +27-2 -72-8 0 -30 0

(13) Calculated . . -19 + 40 -81 0 0 +60
By (18) and (19) . .

-13-6 + 38-5 -86-4 0 0 +61-5

The average error here is 1-9, smaller than the average error of the individual colour-

blind observations, showing that the theory of colour-blindness being the want of a cer-

tain colour-sensation which is one of the three ordinary colour-sensations, agrees with

observation to within the limits of error.

In fig. 11, Plate II. I have laid down the chromatic relations of these colours accord-

ing to Newton’s method. V (vermilion), U (ultramarine), and G (emerald -green) are

assumed as standard colours, and placed at the angles of an equilateral triangle. The

position ofW (white) and Y (pale chrome-yellow) with respect to these are laid down

from equations (17.) and (18.), deduced from my own observations. The positions of the

defective colour, of white, and of yellow, as deduced from Mr. Simpson’s equations

alone, are given at “ d,” “ w,” and li y” The positions of these points, as deduced from

a combination of these equations with my own, are given at “ D,” “ W,” and “ Y.

The difference of these positions from those of “ d,” “ w” and “y,” shows the amount

of discrepancy between observation and theory.

It will be observed that D is situated near V (vermilion), but that a line from D to

W cuts UV at C near to Y. D is therefore a red colour, not scarlet, but further from

yellow. It may be called crimson, and may be imitated by a mixture of 86 vermilion

and 14 ultramarine. This compound colour will be of the same hue as D ; but since C

lies between I) and AY, C must be regarded as D diluted with a certain amount of white ;

and therefore D must be imagined to be like C in hue, but without the intermixture of

white which is unavoidable in actual pigments, and which reduces the purity of the tint.

Lines drawn from D through “ W ” and “ Y,” the colour-blind positions of white and

yellow, pass through AY and Y, their positions in ordinary vision. The reason why they

do not coincide with AA
r and Y, is that the white and yellow papers are much brighter

than the colours corresponding to the points AV and Y of the triangle Y, U, G ; and

therefore lines from D, which represent them in intensity as well as in quality, must be

longer than DAY and DY in the proportion of their brightness.
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V. On the Effect of the presence of Metals and Metalloids upon the Electric Conducting

Power of Pure Copper. By A. Matthiessen, Ph.D., and M. Holzmann, Ph.D.

Communicated by Professor Wheatstone, F.R.S.

Received March 14,—Read April 26, 1860.

As the electric conducting power of copper varies so much according to different experi-

menters, we thought it would be of some interest to study the causes of these differences

;

and on comparing the values found for copper, we find that, taking silver =100, copper

conducts according to

Becqtjeeel* RiEssf LexzJ Davy§ Christie§ Harris§ Buff|| Pouillet^ Aendtsen**

95-3 67-2 73-4 91-2 66-0 100-0 95-4 73-0 98-7

The temperatures at which the above observations were made are only given in the

cases of Becqueeel, Lenz and Arndtsen, who compared copper at 0° C. with silver at

0° C. =100.

We prepared therefore pure copper,

—

1. By precipitating with sulphuretted hydrogen the purest commercial sulphate of

copper dissolved in water acidulated with sulphuric acid, dissolving the washed sulphide

in nitric acid, precipitating at a boiling temperature by carbonate of soda in excess, and

finally reducing the oxide of copper with pure hydrogen.

2. By precipitating sulphate of copper galvanoplastically by a very weak current.

We have also tested the galvanoplastic copper of commerce, and have found that its

conducting power is the same as that of the copper we prepared..

The method used for the determinations was the same as that described in the Philo-

sophical Magazine (February 1857). The diameters of the wires used were about 0-25

to 0*5 millim., and the lengths from 0-5 to 1-5 metre; and of each specimen of copper

or alloy two or three determinations were made with -wires of different diameters.

The following are the results obtained -with pure copper, compared with a hard drawn

silver wire =100 at 0° C. (all the wires were hard drawn):

—

Means.

93-00 at 18-6I. Copper purified by the above method (1)
a. 92-63 at 18-0

b. 93-36 at 19-2

II. Copper, galvanoplastic, not fused . .

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. Ser. 3. vol. xvii. p. 242.

t Poggexdorff’s Annalen, vol. xlv. p. 20.

§ G-melix, vol. i. p. 289.

IT Muller, Lehrbuch der Physik, p. 202.

MDCCCLX. N

fa. 93-81 at 19-7]

J b. 93-56 at 20-5j>93-46 at 20-2

|
c. 93-00 at 20-4J

J Ibid. p. 105.

||
Buff, Griindriss der Physik, 348.

** Poggkendorff’s Annalen, vol. cv. p. 1.
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III. Copper, galvanoplastic commercial, not fused . .< b.

U
IV. Copper No. 3, fused in a porcelain tube in hydrogenj^‘

V. Copper No. 3, fused, as will be presently described

The mean of the above twelve determinations gives 93*08 at 18°* 9 for the conducting

power of pure copper.

Peltier* and others have already observed that annealed copper wire conducts

better than hard drawn wire ;
and on repeating the experiments with hard drawn wires

from copper No. 2, and which were annealed in a current of pure hydrogen, we found

the following numbers :

—

I. Hard drawn .... 95*31 at 11-0

Annealed 97*83 at 1T0

II. Hard drawn .... 95*72 at 11*0

Annealed 98*02 at 11*0

which makes a difference in the conducting powers of hard drawn and annealed wires

of about 2*5 per cent. ; much greater, however, is the difference between hard drawn and

annealed silver wires, as the following experiments show :

—

0 Means.

92*24 at 18*07

93*01 at 18*o!>93*02 at 18*4

93*81 at 18*Jf
92*22 at 19*3

93*30 at 19*3

92*57 at 17*8

93*40 at 17*2

92*76 at 19*3

92*99 at 17*5

I. a. Hard drawn

b. Annealed

II. a. Hard drawn

b. Annealed

95*28 at 14*6

103*98 at 14*8

95*36 at 14*6

103*33 at 14*6

We will now proceed to describe what is the effect of the metalloids, and afterwards

of the metals, on the conducting power of copper.

1. Effect of Oxygen ( Suboxide of Copper).

Copper readily absorbs oxygen from the air when in a fused state ; and it is supposed

to be present as suboxide, which it retains very obstinately ; and in fact we may

lead hydrogen over fused copper, in a porcelain tube, for hours without completely

reducing the suboxide. It is also very difficult to prevent the oxygen being absorbed

during casting, &c. In order to prevent all these sources of error, we thought that in

making the alloys of copper by the following method, we might obviate them :

—

Fig. 1 shows the disposition of the apparatus. In the furnace-door communicating

with a closed muffle are two holes ; through the upper one passes a glass tube connected

* Ann. de Chim. et de Pkys. lvi. p. 371.
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with a carbonic acid gas apparatus, through the lower one passes a clay tobacco-pipe, to

the stem of which is joined the bottle evolving hydrogen. The hydrogen is washed with

Fig. 1.

potash, nitrate of silver, and concentrated sulphuric acid, and the carbonic acid gas with

bicarbonate of potash and strong sulphuric acid. The metal (about 8 grms. were taken

for each experiment) was placed in the bowl of the pipe, and so fused in a current of

hydrogen
; when fused, the hydrogen bubbled up through the melted metal

;
thus by

offering a fresh surface to the hydrogen, any suboxide that might be present was reduced ;

and when making the copper alloys complete mixture was effected. When the hydro-

gen had passed through for a certain length of time, the india-rubber tubing was dis-

connected from the sulphuric acid bottle, and the fused Tig. 2.

metal carefully sucked into the pipe-stem, forming, as

shown by fig. 2, a wire which might, if necessary, be

drawn finer. The carbonic acid gas was used to help

to drive the air out of the muffle, as well as in some experiments which will be pre-

sently detailed.

In order to test the method, copper No. 3 was fused in the pipe, and kept so for

about half an hour, when we found the conducting power

—

Mean.

92-99 at 17°-5.

In this manner we have been able to reduce the suboxide in the copper by degrees:

all the alloys made were fused in this manner, only substituting carbonic acid gas in

cases in which hydrogen could not be employed.

Ti e did not try to determine quantitatively the amount of suboxide present in the

copper, as we know of no method which will give results which can be depended upon*.

"W e shall only give the conducting power of copper that had been fused in contact with

* Dick (Phil. Mag. June 1858) could not obtain any good results by any of the known methods. All

the experiments which we have made agree with his, especially concerning the action of ammonia on copper.

N 2

a. 92-57 at 17*81

b. 93-40 at 17*2

/
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air. Thus copper, chemically purified, was fused with borax and chloride of sodium

(the flux not quite covering the surface of the melted copper). The conducting power

of this specimen was
O IVTAfl T1

(a. 69-44 at 24-21
'

Ilb. 69-38 at 23-5169-37 at 23-9

[c. 69-30 at 24-oj

This was then kept fused for several hours in a porcelain tube in a current of hydro-

gen ; it then conducted

—

II
fa.

'! b

87-20 at 18-8

b. 85-50 at 19

'8

I
•0J

Mean.

86-35 at 18-9

This was next treated in the above-described manner in the tobacco-pipe, first for half

an hour, and then for three hours, which caused the conducting powers to increase to

the following values :

—

(a. 80-32 at lf(n^
.

III. After half an hour<5. 91-07 at 17-sl89-57 at 17-4

[c. 88-40 at 17-4J

IV. After three hours .

a. 92-63 at 18-0

b. 93-36 at 19
'°}93-

•2J

00 at 18-6

Similar results were obtained with galvanoplastically precipitated copper, which had

been fused in contact with air under a small quantity of borax and chloride of sodium.

Means.

II. No. 1, fused in a tobacco-pipe for half an hour, as

above described

III. No. 1, fused one hour in pipe

IV. No. 1, fused for one hour and three-quarters in pipe

V. No. 1, fused for three hours in pipe

a. 73-20 at

b. 73-08 at

c. 73-69 at

a. 76-27 at

b. 75-55 at

c. 75-38 at

a. 83-14 at

b. 82-25 at

'a. 90-36 at

b. 91-00 at

a. 91-92 at

.b. 92-76 at

>-8|

'•0J

82-70 at 16-9

90-68 at 19-7

92-34 at 18-3

From the above experiments we see how difficult it is to reduce the whole of the sub-

oxide ; a fact, which explains the reason why no good determinations as to the amount

of oxygen present in copper have as yet been obtained.
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2.

Effect of Carbon.

According to Karsten*, copper takes up 0-2 per cent, of carbon; we could not, how-

ever, obtain wires containing more than 0*05 per cent. This small quantity causes the

conducting power to decrease considerably. Thus galvanoplastic copper in small pieces

was fused down with lamp-black, and gave, upon analysis, (P05 per cent, of carbonf

;

and for the conducting power wre found

Mean.

74-91 at 18-3

74-

29 at 18-11

75-

53 at 18-5J

3.

Effect of Phosphorus.

Phosphorus alters the properties of copper to a very great extent ; it becomes very

much harder, and its tenacity is greatly impaired. Of all the impurities, this has the

greatest reducing effect on the conducting power of copper.

Eed phosphorus was thrown on melted copper in a tobacco-pipe and re-fused. The

amount of phosphorus was determined as phosphate of magnesia.

I. Copper with 2-5 per cent, of phosphorus
a.

b.

7-37 at 17-01

7-11 at 18-Oi

Means.

7-24 at 17-5

II. Copper with 0-95 per cent, of phosphorus a. 23-43 at 22-3

b. 23-05 at 22-0
23-24 at 22-1

III. Copper with 0-13 per cent, of phosphorus'
a. 67-88 at 20-0

b. 67-46 at 20-0
67-67 at 20-0

4.

Effect of Sulphur
,
Selenium

,
and Tellurium.

Sulphide of copper does not appear to dissolve in copper, but merely to mix with it

mechanically. It makes the copper very brittle
; and although we succeeded in draw-

ing a wire which contained, according to the analysis, 0-18 per cent, of sulphur, the

values obtained for the conducting power did not agree at all with each other. The

mean of four determinations gave 88-58 at 190,
4.

Traces of selenium and tellurium make copper so rotten that we were unable to

draw it.

5.

Effect of Arsenic.

When arsenic is thrown upon melted copper the greater part of it is absorbed, whilst

a part volatilizes ; and on re-fusing the alloy formed, if a large quantity of arsenic has

been used, it has a dingy grey colour, and is very hard and brittle. We managed to

draw an alloy containing 5 -40 per cent, of arsenic to the diameter of 0-29 millim.
; and

* Sohweiggee’s Journal fur Chemie u. Physik, lxvi. p. 395.

t We repeated this experiment several times, but could not again make the alloy. In all probability,

therefore, the carbon found was only mechanically mixed with copper.
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had we had draw-plates with finer holes at our disposal, we might have drawn it much
finer,—a fact, which does not at all agree with the assertions lately made, that copper

with a small amount of arsenic cannot be drawn into fine wire. The arsenic was deter-

mined as arseniate of magnesia. The following values show that arsenic greatly reduces

the conducting power of copper :—

-

I. Copper with 5-40 per cent, of arsenic
6-17 at 16'7|

6T9 at 17*0

J

Means.

6-18 at 16-8

II. Copper with 2 '80 per cent, of arsenic

III. Copper with traces of arsenic . .

fa. 12-97 at 18-8~|

1 h. 13-38 at 19-4]
13-14 at 19-1

fa. 57-72 at 19-5

1&. 57-89 at 19-9
57-80 at 19-7

6. Effect of Heating in a current of Ammonia.

Several experimenters state, that when copper is heated in ammonia, the gas is decom-

posed and nitride of copper formed, a fact which Schrotter* disputes, and has been

proved totally incorrect by Dick. We repeated the experiment by heating a copper

wire, whose conducting power had been previously determined, for a quarter of an hour

in a current of dry ammonia
; when cold, the conducting power was found the same, and

the wire was as ductile as before. In all probability the reason why in the experiments

of previous observers the copper became brittle, was (as already suggested by Dick'i

that they used copper containing suboxide.

7. Effect of the Metals.

The electric conductivity of copper is not so much impaired by the presence of small

quantities of foreign metals as by that of the metalloids ; it is, however, very considerably

diminished by iron and tin.

The union of the copper with the other metals was effected in the manner before

described, which offers in this case the additional advantage, that, by the constant move-

ment caused by the hydrogen in the melted metals, the most intimate combination

results. The amount of the metals thus alloyed with the copper was determined by

analysis.

0 Means.

I. Copperf alloyed with 3*20 per cent, of zincj
.
j^' ^ ^ ^ ^

j-56-98 at 10-3

6-25 at 15*2

6-45 at 16-4

III. Copper with traces of zinc 1°.' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^)85-05 at 19-0
1 r

U. 84-43 at 20-0J

J76-35
at 15-8II. Copper with 1-60 per cent, of zinc

fa. 7

’U 7

* Gmelin, vol. iii. p. 416.

J All the metals employed were pure.

t All wires hard drawn.
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IV. Copper with TO 6 per cent, of iron

V. Copper with 0-48 per cent, of iron

VI. Copper with 4*90 per cent, of tin .

VII. Copper with 2-52 per cent, of tin .

VIII. Copper with 1-33 per cent, of tin .

IX. Copper with 2-45 per cent, of silver

X. Copper with 1-22 per cent, of silver

XI. Copper with 3-50 per cent, of gold

27-44 at 14-2

26-46 at 12-0

Means.

|26-95 at 13-1

34-40 at 11-0-1

34-72 at 11-4

/

34-56 at 11-2

19-35 at 14-2

19-60 at 14-6
19-47 at 14-4

32-49 at 17-0]

32-79 at 17-2

J

32-64 at 17-1

48-76 at 16-8

48-28 at 16-8

80-01 at 19-6

79-21 at 19-8

78-93 at 19-8

87-61 at 20-6

86-65 at 20-6

86-46 at 21-0

65-10 at 18-0

65-80 at 18-2

66-00 at 18-1

}
48-52 at 16-8

79-38 at 19-7

86-91 at 20-7

65-36 at 18-1

We could not draw a wire of pure copper with only traces of lead in it, for it makes

the copper to all appearance perfectly rotten; in Gmblin’s 4 Chemistry’ it is also stated

that copper wdiich contains even 0-1 per cent, of lead cannot either be drawn into line

wire or rolled into thin sheets. Now the copper smelters add a small quantity of lead

to their copper, to soften and render it more tough. The addition of lead is supposed

to reduce the suboxide of copper present; but, according to J. Napier’s* analysis, lead

was always found present where it had been added, and often in quantities equal to

the amount which had been put in. We have therefore made a few experiments in

this direction.

To copper fused in contact with air 0-1 per cent, of lead or tin was added, and the

alloy fused in the tobacco-pipe in a current of carbonic acid gas.

I. The copper employed conducted .

II. With addition of 0-1 per cent, of tin.

III. The same repeated

83-

44 at 13-01

84-

45 at 13-6

J

90-00 at 14-01

89-80 at 14-0

J

Means.

83-94 at 13-3

89-90 at 14-0

91-27 at 13-81

90-65 at 14-0

/

90-96 at 13 9

IV. With addition of 0-1 per cent, of lead
89-55 at 12-0i

89-42 at 13-8

J

89-48 at 12-9

* Philosophical Magazine, S. 4. vol. v. p. 488.
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The quantity of lead and tin remaining was so small that it was not possible to deter-

mine it quantitatively.

The experiments, however, tend to prove that on the addition of traces of lead, &c.

to copper containing suboxide, a relatively purer metal is obtained.

From the foregoing experiments, we may conclude that there is no alloy of copper

which conducts electricity letter lhan pure copper', and in conclusion, in order to be able

to compare their results with those of others, we would call the attention of experi-

menters

—

I. To the importance of stating whether the wires experimented with are hard drawn

or annealed, as it makes in some cases a very marked difference in the values obtained.

II. To the influence of temperature on the conducting power. We find in very few

cases the temperature stated at which the observations have been made.
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VI. On the Equation of Differences for an Equation of any Order
,
and in particular for

the Equations of the Orders Two, Three
,
Four

,
and Five. By Arthur Cayley,

Esq., F.B.S.

Received March 2,—Read March 29, 1860.

The term, equation of differences, denotes the equation for the squared differences of the

roots of a given equation
;
the equation of differences afforded a means of determining

the number of real roots, and also limits for the real roots, of a given numerical equa-

tion, and was upon this account long ago sought for by geometers. In the Philosophical

Transactions for 17G3, Waring gives, but without demonstration or indication of the

mode of obtaining it, the equation of differences for an equation of the fifth order want-

ing the second term : the result was probably obtained by the method of symmetric

functions. This method is employed in the ‘ Meditationes Algebraicse ’ (1782), where

the equation of differences is given for the equations of the third and fourth orders

wanting the second terms
;
and in p. 85 the before-mentioned result for the equation of

the fifth order wanting the second term, is reproduced. The formulae for obtaining by

this method the equation of differences, are fully developed by Lagrange in the 6 Traite

des Equations Numeriques ’ (1808); and he finds by means of them the equation of

differences for the equations of the orders two and three, and for the equation of the

fourth order wanting the second term ; and in Note III. he gives, after Waring, the

result for the equation of the fifth order wanting the second term. It occurred to me

that the equation of differences could be most easily calculated by the following method.

The coefficients of the equation of differences, qua functions of the differences of the

roots of the given equation, are leading coefficients of covariants, or (to use a shorter

expression) they are “ Seminvariants*/' that is, each of them is a function of the coeffi-

cients which is reduced to zero by one of the twro operators which reduce an invariant to

zero. In virtue of this property they can be calculated, when their values are known

for the particular case in which one of the coefficients of the given equation is zero. To

fix the ideas, let the given equation be (*XV ?
1)"=0; then, when the last coefficient or

constant term vanishes, the equation breaks up into v=0 and into an equation of the

degree (

n

— 1), which I call the reduced equation; the equation of differences will break

up into two equations, one of which is the equation of differences for the reduced equa-

tion, the other is the equation for the squares of the roots of the same reduced equation.

This hardly requires a proof ; let the roots of the given equation be a, /3, y, &c., those

of the equation of differences are (a— j6)
2

,
(u— yf, (a— o)

2

,
&c., ({3— yf, (ft-h)

2

,
(y—h) 2

,

&c. ; but in putting the constant term equal to zero, we in effect put one of the roots, say a,

* The term “ Seminvariant ” seems to me preferable to M. Brioschi’s term “ Peninvariant.”

MDCCCLX. 0
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equal to zero ; the roots of the equation of differences thus become (3
2

, y
2

,
S
2

,
&c.,

(f3— y)
2
,

(£}_S)2

,
(y—cJ)2

,,
See. The equation for the squares of the roots can be found without

the slightest difficulty; hence if the equation of differences for the reduced equation of

the order (n— 1) is known, we can, by combining it with the equation for the squares of

the roots, form the equation of differences for the given equation with the constant term

put equal to zero, and thence by the above-mentioned property of the Seminvariancy of

the coefficients, find the equation of differences for the given equation. The present

memoir shows the application of the process to equations of the orders two, three, four,

and five
:
part of the calculation for the equation of the fifth order was kindly performed

for me by the Rev. R. Harley. It is to be noticed that the best course is to apply the

method in the first instance to the forms (

a

,
b, ..Jv, 1)"=0, without numerical coeffi-

cients (or, as they may be termed, the denumerate forms), and to pass from the results

so obtained to those which belong to the forms
(
a

,
b

, ..Jv, 1)"=0, or standard forms.

The equation of differences, for («— /3)
2

,
&c., the coefficients of which are seminvariants.

naturally leads to the consideration of a more general equation having for its roots

(a— /3)
2 (x—yyf (x— fyj

2

, &c., the coefficients of which are covariants; and in fact,

when, as for equations of the orders two, three, and four, all the covariants are known,

such covariant equation can be at once formed from the equation of differences ; for

equations of the fifth order, however, where the covariants are not calculated beyond a

certain degree, only a few of the coefficients of the covariant equation can be thus at

once formed. At the conclusion of the memoir, I show how the equation of differences

for an equation of the order n can be obtained by the elimination of a single quantity

from two equations each of the order n— 1; and by applying to these two equations the

simplification which I have made in Bezout’s abridged method of elimination, I exhibit

the equation of differences for the given equation of the order n, in a compendious form

by means of a determinant; the first-mentioned method is, however, that which is

best adapted for the actual development of the equation of differences for the equation

of a given order.

The equations successively considered are

(a, b, c Jv, 1)
2=0,

(a, b
, c, d Jv, 1)

3=0,

(a, b, c, d, e 1)
4=0,

(a, b, c
,
d, e,fjv, 1)

5=0.

The equation of differences for the quadric, and that for the squares of the roots, are

considered to be known, and the other results are derived from them : it will be con-

venient to write down in the first instance the results for the quadric, the cubic, and the

quartic equations, and then explain the process of obtaining them.
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For the quadric equation,

Equation of differences is, 0=

a2 x
A A

( t
*

+ 1 -f 4 ac
-1 b

2
14 !)•

Equation for the squares of the roots is, 0=

(

a
2 X
A A -A

( >

+ 1

r i

+ 2 ac

-1 6
2

( 1

+ 1 c
2 14 I)2

-

For the cubic equation,

Equation of differences is, 0=

a4 x
A

a2 x
A A A

if i

+ 1

r „ 1

+ 6 ac

-2 b"

f 1

+ 9 aV
— 6 a52

c

+ 1

+ 27 a2
<7

2

— 18 a6c<7

+ 4 ac3

+ 4 b*d
— 1 6

2
c
2

14 I)3
-

Equation for the squares of the roots is, 0=

(

a2 x
A . A _ A A

i ^

+i
( 'i

+ 2 ac

-1 J
2

r „ 't

+ 1 c
2

— 2 bd

< i

+ 1 </
2 14 I)

3
-

o 2
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For the quartic equation,

Equation of differences is, 0=

a6 x
A

a4 X a2 X
A A A

/
~

\

(

A
s C y f ^ t t ( > r >1

+ 1 + 8 ac + 8 a3
e + 16 a4

ce -112 a4
e
2 — 192 area2 + 256 <rV

-3 b- — 2 arbd + 26 a4
dr + 56 a3bde + 216 a3

d'
2
e — 192 arbder

j

+ 22 a‘V — 6 a3
b
2
e + 24 a3

(?e + 72 a2b2
e
2 — 128 aVe2

— 16 ab2
c -30 a3bcd + 48 a3C(P — 120 drbcde + 144 a2cdre

+ 3 b
4 + 28 a3

c3 — 32 a2
b
2
ce — 54 drbd3 - 27 crd4

+ 8 arb3d - 25 a-b-d2 + 32 arc
3
e + 144 ab2ce3

— 24 arb2
c
2 — 54 arbc2d + 18 a2

c
2d2 — 6 ab2d2

e i

+ 8 ab 4
c + 17 arc

4 + 18 ab3de — 80 abc2de
j- 1 b° + 6 ab4

e — 6 ab2
c

'2
e + 18 abed3

+ 38 ab3cd + 42 alrcdr + 16 ac4
e

- 12 ab2
c
3 - 26 abc3d — 4 ac3d2

j

- 6 }jd + 4 ach — 27 b4
<r

+ 2 b
4
e
2 - 9 b

4(P + 18 b
3cde 1

+ 6 Pc-d - 4 b
sd 3

- 1 b
2
c
4 — 4 b

2
c
3e

+ 1 b
2crd

2 1

Equation for squares of the roots is,

(

a- x
A A A . -A .

'

A
i i

+ 1

r

+ 2 ac

-1 b
2

i

+ 2 ae
— 2 bd

+ 1 e
3

(

+ 2 ce

-1 d2

r v

+ 1 e
3

i)4
-

The multiplication of the equation of differences and the equation for the squares of

the roots of the quadric equation, gives the equation, 0=

w, in

where all the coefficients except the last are reduced to zero by the operator

and they are consequently (without any alteration) coefficients of the equation of differ-

ences of the cubic equation : the last coefficient is not reduced to zero by the operator,

and requires therefore to be completed by the adjunction of the terms in d (the series,

here and in every other case, is of course a finite one, the number of terms might easily be

calculated a priori). Let the value be L.+LgZ-fL/Z 2 ^- &c., we have L0=+4tfc
3— 1Z>V

;

and putting for shortness V'= -j- 27>d c ,
the operator which reduces this to zero is

we ought therefore to have

a 4 x
A

,

d2 x
A A

(

+ 1

r

+ 6 ac

-2 b2

r -i

+ 9 arc
*

— 6 ab2
c

+ 1 b
4

%
y+1

0= V'L0+ d

+
V'L,+ rZ

2

;

V'e2+ ..

2cL2 I
3cL3
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and consequently

L,= - Vl„, Ls
=-iv'L„ L,=-ivi„ &c„

giving

L;= — ^{(— 6+24=)18«5<?2— ib3
c) = — 18«#c+463

,

L2
= - yc { -54a2c+(36-36=)0 ab2

} = +27«2

,

L3= 0, &c.,

and consequently for the last coefficient the value above written down ; it will be pre-

sently seen how in more complicated cases the calculations should be arranged.

Again, multiplying together the equation of differences and the equation for the

squares of the roots of the cubic equation, we obtain an equation which it is not neces-

sary to write down, as it can be at once formed by putting e=0 in the equation of

differences for the quartic equation. And from the equation so obtained, by the—

adjunction of the terms in e, we find the equation of differences for the quartic equa-

tion, viz. each coefficient is of the form L0+L 1
c-|-L

:

,c
2+ &c., where L0 is known, and

such coefficient is reduced to zero by the operator

4«ck-f 3§d c-F2cc) d -j-(Zd e ;

or putting for shortness V'=4aB A+3ide -f-2cd d ,
the operator V'-\-d'd e . We have there-

fore

L,= — iv'L,, L2=-^V'L„ Lj= -Av'Ls ,
&c.

It is to be observed that the last coefficient of the equation of differences is the discri-

minant, and that the above method of calculating the coefficients of the equation of

differences, as applied to the last coefficient, is nothing else than the method of calcu-

lating the discriminant given in my Fourth Memoir on Qualities.

The multiplication of the equation of differences, and the equation for the squares of

the roots of the quartic equation, gives, in like manner, the equation of differences for

the quintic equation, except as to the terms involving f

;

and these are obtained as

above, viz. each coefficient is of the form L0 -f-

L

2
/‘2

-f- &c., where L0 is known;
such coefficient is reduced to zero by the operator

bcid 6
-\- 4§^c

-j- ocb d -\-2idb e
-\-dbf

or putting for shortness V'=5ad 4+ 4flB c+3od rf
+2dB e ,

the operator V'+edf. We have,

therefore,

L,=—Vl., L,= -4,V'L„ L,= —iv'L2,&c„

which give L,, L2 , &c. by means of L0 . For the calculation of V'L (where L is

any one of the coefficients L0 , L„ &c.), it is proper to separate the terms involving
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the different powers of e, and write L=M0-j-M^4-M2e
2 4- &c., V ,=V ,

'4-2<7d e, where

’V"=5ad
/,-jr4:bb c -\-3cb d . We have then

VL= V"M0+ e
|

V"M,+ e
2 V"M2+ &c.,

+2<ZM, I + 4<ZM 2 + 6rZM3 ,

or, what is the same thing,

]VL= V'M^ e
j

V"M2
+- ••

4- 4rZM2 I -J
- 4(ZM3 ;

and as an equation which should be satisfied identically, and which would therefore serve

as a verification,

V"M 0
4-2(ZMj= 0 ;

but as a verification was obtained by other means, the equations of this kind were not

used for the purpose. It may be interesting to give the actual calculation of one

of the coefficients, say of coefficient 0
2 (which, with coefficient 6. was calculated by

Mr. Harley).
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Calculation of coefficient 6'2 in equation of differences for the quintic equation

(a, b, c, d, e,fjy, 1)
5=0.

Calculation of L0 .

1

1

2ae -2bd + e
2 2ce —d2 e2

In eq. of diff. for quartic.Coeff. 8°. Coeff. 8’. coek r-.

a*e
4 + 512 — 112 = + 400

a
ibdei -384 — 512 + 56 — 840

a3
c
2
e
3 -256 + 256 -384 + 24 — 360

a3cd2
e
2 + 288 + 432 + 192 + 48 + 960

a3d4
e - 54 — 216 —270

a2
b
2ce3 + 288 + 144 - 32 + 400

arb'd'e2 — 12 + 384 - 72 — 25 + 275
a2bcde3 -160 + 256 -192 — 240 - 54 -390
a2bcd3

e + 36 — 288 -108 + 120 — 240
abd° + 54 + 54 + 108

d2c4d + 32 — 128 + 64 + 17 — 15

a2
c
3dre — 8 + 144 -f- 36 - 32 + 140

a2dd4 - 27 — 18 — 45
ab4

e
3 - 54 + 6 — 48

abzcde2 + 36 -288 + 36 + 38 -178
ab3d 3

e — 8 + 12 — 18 — 14

ab2
c
3d - 8 + 144 - 12 - 12 + 112

ab2
c
2d2

e + 2 . +160 - 6 + 84 + 6 + 246
ab2cd4 — 36 — 42 - 78
abc4de - 32 - 80 - 52 -164
abc3d3 + B + 18 + 26 + 52

ade + 16 + 8 + 24

add 2 — 4 — 4 — 8

bbde2 + 54 - 6 + 48

bV-e2 - 27 + 2 — 25

b
4cd2

e - 36 — 18 — 54

b
4d4 + 8 + 9 + 17

b3
c
3de + 8 + 18 + 12 + 38

b
3crd3 — 2 — 4 - 6 — 12

b
2de — 4 - 2 - 6

b2c*d2 + 1 + 1 + 2

L
0
=A+Bc+CV+De3+EC, suppose, then.

—B= — c= — D= —E=

a2d3 + 270 a
3cd2 —960 a

3bd + 840 a4 -400
a2bed3 +240 a2

b
2d2 -275 a3

c
2 + 360

arc'd2 — 1 40 a2bc2d +390 a2b2
c —400

ab3d 3 + 14 a2c* + 15 ab 4 + 48

ab2dd2 —246 ab3cd + 1 78

abc4d + 1 64 ab2
c
3 -112

ac6 — 24 bbd - 48

b*cd2 + 54
b3
c
3d — 38

b
2
c
b + 6

b
4
c
2 + 25
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Calculation of L,.

Terms of I,! f not involving e.

-/(V"B + 4rfC)
5udb + 4tidc + 3c5d 4d

-B -C

cPcd 3f + 1200 + 3240 — 3840 — + 600

crVdY + 210 + 960 -1100 + 70

crb(?d‘f -2460 -1680 + 2160 + 1560 -420
d2

c
4
df + 820 - 840 + 60 + 40

atfcd"
2/ + 1080 -1968 + 126 + 712 - 50

ab"c3df - 570 + 2624 -1476 — 448 + 130

abe'f
b

;

‘df
+ 60 — 576

+ 216
+ 492

- 192

— 24

+ 24

b
4

<?df

b'c*f

— 456

+ 120
+ 324
— 114

+ 100 — 32

+ 6

Terms of Ljf involving e\

-e/(V"C + 6AD)
5 adb 4 b^c 4~ 3c&d 6d

-D-C

itbd'ef -2750 -3840 + 5040 = — 1550

ede-def + 1950 -5760 + 2160 — 1650

a2b2cdef + 2670 + 3120 — 1650 -2400 + 1740

a~b(?ef — 1120 + 240 + 1170 + 290
ab4def — 1200 + 712 + 288 — 200
ab3

c
2
ef + 500 — 1344 + 534 - 310

b
h
cef + 200 — 144 4- 56 !

Terms of L, f involving e
1

.

5abb 45d f 3cbd 8d
— e

2/(V"I) + 8<7E) viz. ^
v

'

—D —

E

edde'f

a3
bcerf

+7/Vy

+ 4200 —3200 =
-4000 +2880 +2520
+ 960 -1600

+ 1000

+ 1400
— 640

Calculation of L2 .

L^A+Bc+Ce2
,
suppose, where

-4B= IIOHlw1

a3bd2 +775
cdc

2d + 825

arb
2cd — 870

a‘bc3 —145
abAd +100
ab3

c‘ +155
Vc - 28

a
4d — 500

a3bc -700
aW +320
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Terms of L2f2 not involving e.

—

/

2(V"|B+440
5 ad/, 3cbd 4d

-ic

cddrf
2

a3bcdf
2

+ 3875
-8700 + 6600 + 4650

—2000 =
—2800

+ 1875
— 250

a3
c
3/ 2

arb3
df

2

- 725

+ 2000 -3480
+ 2475

+ 1280
+ 1750
— 200

a?b"c
2f2

ab^cf
2

+ 2325 — 1740 — 2610 — 2025

- 700 + 1240 + 300 + 840

ab6f2 — 112 — 112

Terms of L,/2 involving e\

-ef2V"iC
5 abb 4 fjbc 3ed<z

viz. v "

-4C

a 4
ce/'

2

a3
b
2
ef

2

— 3500 —1500 =
+ 4800 -2800

-5000
+ 2000

Calculation of L3 (gives L3= 0).

L2= A-J-Be,

1

3B=

a*c + 1666|
a3

b
2 - 666|

Terms of La/3
.

.
46d c 3cdd

— 3B VIZ. ' v

-4B

a*bf
3 — 6666| +6666| = 0

And the required coefficient of 81
is

Lo+Li/+L2/2
-

All the coefficients were calculated in this manner, except the last coefficient, which
was deduced from the known value of the discriminant for the standard form. And we
have thus the complete expression of the equation of differences for the general quintic

equation under the denumerate form
(
a

,
b, <?, d , 1)

6=0, viz.

—

mdccclx. P
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Equation of differences for (a, b ,
c, d, e.f^v, 1)

5= 0 is

g
10

«8 X

6
s

!

f
!

fl

7

- -

P
A

6
5 P

«6 x fl
4 X «2 x

1

1

\

+ 1 + 10 ac + 10 a3
e + 50 a4

ce + 200 Pdf + 625 + 1750 Pcf2

- \ P
\

— 4 o?bd + 25 a4d 2 — 95 Per2 — 250 a5
6e/' — 950 Pdef

+ 39 «V — 20 azb
2
e — 120 Pbcf + 400 Pcdf + 40 Pez

— 30 aPc — 50 azbcd + 36 Pbde — 360 Pee2 — 130 Pbcef
+ 6 + 80 a3

c
3 + 124 a5

c
3
e + 260 Pd2

e - 700 PPf2

+ 16 a2
b
3d + 92 a5

crf
2 — 110 PPdf + 142 Pbde2

-81 d2b2
c- + 32 a4

6
3/ + 169 a4b2e- + 380 PbPf

+ 30 ab4
c — 98 Pb2

ce — 240 PbPf — 522 a4rr
- 4 6

6 — 44 PPd2 — 104 Pbcde + 240 PPdf
— 160 a'bcrd — 104 Pbd3 + 70 8 Pcdre

+ 95 «4
c
4 + 196 fir

4
e
3
e — 53 a d4

+ 18 a3
6
4
e + 118 PPd2 + 128 PPef

+ 1 1

6

Pb3cd + 150 az
bz
cf + 388 PPce2

— 104 PPc3 - 10 az
b
zde — 394 PPcdf

- 20 PPd — 180 PPc2
e — 378 az

b
2d2

e

+ 45 PPc2 + 20 Pb2
cd'

2 — 144 a3bczf
— 10 aPc — 220 azbczd — 480 PbPde
+ 1 P + 66 az

c
5 — 156 a3bcd3

- 24 PPf + 194 Pc4
e

+ 66 PPce + 52 Pc3d2

— 3 PPd2 + 66 PPdf
+ 192 PPc2d — 84 PPe2

— 66 PPc4 + 194 a2Pc2/
— 8 aPe + 330 PPcde
— 66 aPcd + 92 d2b3d2

+ 24 ab4
c
z — 152 a2b2c

3
e

+ 8 Pd + 174 PPerd2

- 3 Pc2 — 140 Pbc4d
+ 25 a2

e
6

— 70 aPcf
— 42 aPde
+ 32 aPPe
— 144 ab4cd2

+ 100 ab3
c
zd

— 18 aPc*

+ 8 Pf
— 2 Pee
+ 22 Pd2

— 16 Pc2d
+ 3 Pc4

r

1
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( [p, 1)
10=0, viz. the function in S- is

S’.

A
e-.

a
6.

A
9°.

A __

f 1 r if ^

j
-3750 <?ef- — 5000 cdcef2 -6250 a4

df 3 + 3125 a4/4

+ 1500 a4bdf2 + 1875 ci
Ad2

f- + 5000 a4df2 — 2500 dbef
+ 1500 a4bef + 1000 a

4def + 3750 a3be/ 3 — 3750 a3cdf3

+ 2500 a4
e
2/2 + 400 aV — 250 a3bdef2 + 2000 a3cdf

— 2150 a4cdef + 2000 a
3
b2
ef

2 — 2000 a3be3/ + 2250 a3d 2
ef

2

— 80 a*ce
3 — 250 a3

bcdf- — 3750 addef2 — 1600 a3de3f
+ 700 a4df + 1400 cdbcef + 3000 a3cdf2 + 256 a3d
+ 570 a4d2d — 1550 a

3bd2
ef + 200 a3cde2f + 2000 arb2df

- 40 a :i

b
2def — 840 a3bde3 + 320 a3ce4 - 50 arb2ef2

-2450 cdb-cf- + 1750 a
3cf2 — 450 a3d 3

ef + 2250 arbef3

- 118 — 1 650 a3
c
2def — 40 a3d2

e
3 —2050 arbedef

+ 290 a3bdef — 360 a3de3 — 1000 a
2
b3/3 + 160 arbeef

— 400 a3bcdf + 600 a3cd3f + 1950 a2b
2
cef

2 — 900 arbrPf
— 158 a3bede2 + 960 a3cd2

e
2 — 1150 a2b2cl2f2 + 1020 a2bd2ef

- 596 a3bd3
e — 270 a3

c?
4
e + 1170 arb2def — 192 arbde4

+ 80 a3
c
3
df - 200 crb3df- + 72 arb2

e
4 — 900 ardef2

— 308 flVr — 640 drb3
e
2f -2100 a2bc2df2 + 825 ardd2f2

+ 612 a3dd2
e — 2025 a2

b
2cf2 + 1380 a2bc2ef + 560 a2

c
2de2f- 102 a3cd i + 1740 drdcdef — 550 a2bcd2

ef — 128 arde4

+ 490 a2bf2 + 400 a2b2
ce3 — 504 a2bcde3 — 630 arcd3

ef
+ 180 arb3

cef + 70 arb
2df + 180 a2bdf + 1 44 arcd 2

e
3

+ 112 «wy + 275 a2
b2d2d + 138 a2bd3

e
2 + 108 a2

elf
+ 92 + 290 a2bc3ef + 675 arc

f

2 - 27 erd'd

+ 86 db2ddf — 420 a
2bc2d2f — 330 arddef -1600 ab3

cf
3

+ 388 d2b2dd — 390 arbdde2 - 224 a2
c
3
e
3 + 160 addef

+ 150 arb2cd 2
e — 240 arbcd3

e + 60 a2
c
2d3f — 36 ab3ef

+ 160 a2b2d4 + 108 a2bd5 + 434 a2
c
2d2

e
2 + 1 020 ab2

c
2
ef

2

— 48 a2bcf + 40 a2ddf — 198 arcd4
e + 560 ab2cdf2

— 504 arbdde — 15 aVe2 + 27 a2d 6 - 746 «+wey r
+ 106 arde + 140 a2c3d2

e - 240 ab4
ef

2 + 144 ab2
ceA

—
7 ardd 2 — 45 ardd4 + 1320 ab3cdf2 + 24 «6+/3e/

— 68 abh
ef + 840 ab4

cf
2 — 1230 ab3ce2f — 6 ab2d2

e
3

— 86 ab4
cdf - 200 ab'def 1 2 a5 3

<7
2e/ — 630 abddf2

— 178 ab4cd - 48 ab4
e
3 + 18 ab3de3 + 24 abddf

— 54 ah'dre — 310 ab3
(ref - 450 ab2

c
3f2 + 356 abc2d2

ef
+ 234 ab3dde — 50 ab3cd2f + 594 ab2ddef — 80 abdde3

+ 34 ab3
c
3f — 178 ab3cdd + 282 ab2de3 — 72 abedf

- 148 ab3cd3 — 14 ab3d3
e — 154 ab2cd3f + 18 abcd3

e
l

- 56 aSVe + 130 ab2
c
3
df — 114 ab2cd2d + 108 ae5/2

+ 112 ab2
c
3d

" + 112 aiW + 6 ab2d4
e — 72 addef

— 34 + 246 ab2
c
2d2

e — 72 abdef + 16 acV
+ 4 «c7 — 78 ab2cd4 + 24 abddf + 16 addf
+ 16 V'df - 24 abcf — 186 abddd — 4 ac3d2

e
2

+ 26 5V — 164 abdde + 116 abc2d 3
e + 256 65/3

- 6 6+y + 52 abc3d3 — 18 abed0 - 192 6
4
e<?/

s

— 30 b3cde + 24 ade + 36 ne’e2 - 128 6
4d2/2

+ 28 ^3 — 8 add2 — 24 ac4d2
e + 144 b

Adef
+ 8 b

4
c3e - 112 b

Ff2 + 4 add' - 27 6V
- 24 6V<*2 + 56 b°cef - 192 + 144 6Vrf/2

+ 8 b
3dd + 24 b°df + 216 b°ef — 6 b

3
c
2ef-

1 b‘d + 48 b
sdd + 72 6V/2 - 80 5WV/

- 32 6W/ - 120 b
4
cdef + 18 6

;We3

- 25 6Ve2 - 54 6
4
ce

3 + 16 Pdf
- 54 5W2

e + 32 b
4df - 4 6W

+ 17 6*dl + 18 b'd2d - 27 6V/2

+ 6 b
3cf + 18 b3c

3
ef + 18 Pddef

+ 38 b3c3de — 6 b3dd2f - 4 6Ve3

- 12 b
3
c
2d3 + 42 b

3
c
2dd - 4 b

2ddf
— 6 b

2de — 26 b3cd3
e + 1 6

2
c
2
rf

2
e
2

+ 2 b
2dd2 + 4 b

3d 5

— 9 b
2dd

+ 6 b
2dd2

e

- 1 b2dd4

p 2
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It may be remarked, that if cd is an imaginary7 cube root of unity, then the roots of

the equation (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l%v, 1)
5=0 are —1, cd, cd

2
,
— cd, —cd2

; the differences of the

roots are

— 1— cd, — Jl—cd2
,
—

1

~\~cd, — 1 +<y
2

,
cd— cy

2

,
2 ay

,
cd-\~cd

2

,
cd
2
-\~cd, 2 cd

2
,
— cd-\-cd

2

= co
2

,
cd

,
— 1 -{-cd, — l+ *y

2
,
u— cd

2

,
2cd

,
— 1 ,

— 1 ,
2 <y

2
.
— cd-\-cd

2
,

and the squares of the differences are

CD
,

CD
2

,
—

3

CD
,

3CD
2

,
— 3 ,

4«y
2

, 1 , 1 ,
4iy, — 3 ,

from which the equation of differences is found to be

(^_|_^_|_l)(^_3^-|-9)(^+4^+16)(^-2^+lX^+ 6^+9)=0;

or multiplying out, it is

(1, 6, 21, 46, 108, 546, 493, -1410, -567, -540, +1296%0, 1)
10=0

;

which is what the preceding expression of the equation of differences becomes upon

writing therein a~b—c—d—e—f—\. Moreover, upon passing (as will presently be

done) to the standard form, and then writing a=b=c=d—e~f=l, all the coefficients

(except the first coefficient, which is equal to unity) should become equal to zero ; these

two tests afford a complete verification of the result.

The following corrections have to be made in Waring’s result, as given by himself

and Lagrange (Waring, Phil. Trans. 1763):

—

Waring, Meditationes Algebraicse, p. 85 :•

—

for + 169 q
3
s read 4-196^ (in coefficient w5

).

Lagrange, Equations Numeriques, p. 108 :

—

for +1200 CE read +200 CE (in d)

for — 169 B3D read — 196 B3D (in e)

for — 25 B6 read + 25 Bs (in/)

for + 27 C4D2 read - 27 C4D2
(in k).

It may be noticed, that if in the coefficients of the several powers of 0 (as they are

written down in the columns, without regarding the power of a which multiplies the

entire column), we attend only to the terms independent of a, we have the series

1, -462

, +664

, +U8
, +8Vd, + 8bf &c.

-3b
6
c
2
,
- 2b6

ce

+22b
6d2

— 16&V^

+ 3b4c\

the law of the first terms of which, up to the term +15 8
,
is obvious ;

but the term +16s
,

which is the last term of this initial series, is also the first term of a terminal series, the

terms of which are deduced from the coefficients in the equation of differences for the
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quartic equation (a, b, c, d, e'Jv, 1)
4=0, viz. these coefficients are

as x &c.

+ 8a3
e

—2a2bd

+22a2
(f

— 16ab2
c

+ 354
;

and by wilting b, c, d
,
e,f in the place of «, b , c, d, e respectively, and multiplying by

b
2

,
we have the above-mentioned series,

+158
, +8b7d, &c.

-35V.

a6 X a X

+ 1 + 8dc

-3b
2

It is easy to see, a priori
,
in the case of an equation of any order, that this property

holds good.

Passing now to the standard forms,

—

For the quadric («, 5, 1)
2=0, the equation of differences is, 0=

W, 1 ).

For the cubic equation (a, b , c, d£v, 1)
3=0, the equation of differences is, 0=

W, I)
3

-

aA X
a

18 a2 x
A

81 X
-A

27 X
-A

r i

+ 1 O
(J4

Q
*C>

i—

H

r—

1

+1
( „ „

i

-1- 1 a~cr

— 2 ab2
c

+ 1 6
4

+ 1 a2d~

— 6 abed

+ 4 ac3

+ 4 b
3d

-3 b
2
c
2

a? x
A

4 x

r i

+ 1

1+ >—

<

•

ON

Q

—

A

For the quartic equation (a, b, c ,
d, e](v, 1)

4= 0, the equation of differences is, 0=

a6 X 48a4 x 8a2 x
A

32 X
A

16 x
A _

1152 X
. . A

256 x
A _

f
^

\

+ 1

f 1

-hi ac
-1 62

(

+ 1 a3
e

— 4 a2bd

+ 99 a2
c
3

-192 ab2
c

+ 96 6
4

< \

3 a4
ce

+ 13 a*d2

— 3 tdb2
e

— 90 a 3bcd

+ 189 a3
c
3

+ 64 a2
6
3
rf

-432 aW
+ 384 ab*c

-128 56

r \

- 7 oV
+ 36 a3bde

+ 54 a3
c
2
e

+ 288 a3
cd'2

- 192 a2b2ce
- 400 a2b2d2

— 1944 a2bc2d
+ 1377 «V
+ 96 a64

e

+ 3648 ab3cd
-2592 a6V
-1536 f/'d

+ 1152 6
4
e
2

( i— 1 a3ce2

+ 3 a3
rf

2
e

+ 1 a2b2
e
2

— 10 drbede
-12 a2bd3

+ 6 a2
c
s
e

+ 9 a2
c
2d 2

+ 4 ab3de
— 3 a&2

e
2
e

+ 56 ab2cd 2

-78 a3c3
rf

+ 27 ac5

— 32 6
4d2

+ 48 iW
-18 b

2
c
2

< i

+ 1 a3e3

- 12 a2bde2

— 18 a2
c
2
e
2

+ 54 arcd2
e

- 27 a2d4

+ 54- ab2
ce2

— 6 ab2d2
e

— 180 ab<?de

+ 108 abed 3

+ 81 ac4
e

- 54 ac3d 2

- 27 4V
+ 108 b3cde
— 64 b6d3

— 54 b
2
(?e

+ 36 b
2
c
2d 2
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S

For the quintic equation («, b
,

c, d, e,f£v, 1)
5=0, the equation of differences is,

gio
0

,J

9
8

0
r

A
0
5

A
8
5

6
4

A A

a8 X 100 cd X

'

r 1

50 a4 X 2500 a2 x 125 x
f 1

625 X
f V

2500 X

+ 1

'

r-H

r"<
+1

+ 1 a3
e

— 4 a~bd

+ 78 «V
— 150 «S2

c

+ 75 6
4

+ 1 a4
ee

+ 1 a4d2

— 1 aWe
— 1 0 cdhcd

+ 32 a3
c
3

+ 8 «263d
-81 «W
+ 75 «64

c

— 25

+ 16 afdf
— 19 a6«*

— 48

+ 72 a°bde

+ 496 oVe
+ 736 ffl

5
ce?

2

+ 32 e4
6
3/

— 980 a4
b
2
ce

— 880 «4
6
2d 2

— 6400 a4b<?d

+ 7600 flV

+ 450 a3
b
4
e

+ 11600 a3
b
3cd

— 20800 a3
b‘c

3

— 5000 <fbsd
+ 22500 a2

b
4
c
2

-12500 ab 6
c

f 3125 b
8

+ 1 a6/2

— 10 a°bef

+ 64 cfcdf
— 144 (fee2

+ 208 a3d2
e

— 44 a4
b2df

+ 169 a46V
— 192 cdbirf
— 416 edbede
— 832 a4bd 3

+ 1568 a4
c
3
e

+ 1888 a4<rd2

+ 300 a3
b
3
cf

— 100 a3b3de
— 3600 a3b2

cre

+ 800 a3
b
2cd2

— 17600 a3bc3d
+ 10560 a3

c
5

— 120 a2
6
5/

+ 3300 a2b
4
ce

— 300 a2
6
4d 2

+ 38400 flWc?
— 26400 arb2

c
4

— 1000 adde

+ 33000 abscd

+ 24000 ab4
c
3

+ 10000 b7d
— 3750 6

6
e
2

+ 7 <fcf
-

— 19 ahdef
+ 2 cr

5
e
3

— 13 a4bcef
— 7 a4

b~f‘

+ 71 cdbde2

+ 76 a4bd 2f— 522 aVf :

+ 96 a4
<rdf

+ 1416 ededre

— 212 edd4

+ 32 cdb3
ef

+ 970 (fb-ce2

— 394 a3b2cdf
— 1890 a3b-d-e

— 288 a3bc3f— 4800 a35+Ve
— 3120 efbed3

+ 3880 a3
c
4
e

+ 2080 a3c3<F

+ 165 arb4
df

— 525 ertfe2

+ 970 d-b3rf
+ 8250 arb3cde

+ 4600 i/W
— 7600 a2

b~c3e

+ 17400 crb-c'd2

-28000 a-bc4d
j

+ 10000 c2
c
6

— 875 aS+Z' i

— 2625 ab5de

+ 4000 ab4
<re i

-36000 ab4cd2

+ 50000 ab3
c
3d

— 18000 ab~c5

+ 250 b'f
— 625 b6ce

+ 13750 b6d°
— 20000 b

5<rd

+ 7500 b4
c
4
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0=( %0, 1)
10=0, viz. the function in S is

8
3
. 0

2
. 9. 6°.

-a
( i

1250 x 62500

x

62500

x

3125 x

— 3 <fef
2 — 4 a4

cef
2 - 1 a4

d

f

3 + 1 a 4/ 4

+ 12 a4bdf2 + 3 a4df2 + 2 a4ef2 — 20 a3bef l

+ 30 a4bdf + 4 a'def + 3 a3bcf3 — 120 a3cdf3

40 a4
c
2f2 + 4 «V — 1 cdbdef2 + 160 dee2/ 2

— 172 a4cdef + 4 a3b
2
ef

2 — 20 a3bef + 360 a3d 2
ef

2

— 16 a4
ce

3 — 2 cdbcdf2 — 30 a3c2
ef

2 — 640 a3de3f
+ 112 a4df + 28 a3bcef + 48 a3cd2/2 + 256 a3

e°

+ 228 aW — 62 a3bd2
ef + 8 a3cdef + 160 a2

(rdf
6

— 8 a3b2def - 84 a3
6rfe

3 + 32 a3
ce

4 — 10 arb2ef2

- 98 a3b2
cf

2 + 28 a3cf 2 — 36 a3d3
ef + 360 arbef3

— 59 a3
b
2
e
3 — 132 a3

c
2def - 8 a3d2

e
3 — 1640 a2bcdef 2

+ ll6 a3
bcref - 72 a3

c
2
e
3 - 2 a263/3 + 320 crbcef

— 320 a3bed2/ + 96 flW!/ + 39 a2b2
cef

2 - 1440 d-bdf2

— 31 6 a3bede + 384 a3crfV - 46 aW 2/ 2 + O 00 0 a- CC,

J

- 2384 a3bd3
e - 216 + 117 a2

b
2def — 1920 a2bde4

+ 128 a3
c
3df

- 1232 «W
- 4 a263^ 2 + 18 a2

b
2
e
4 — 1440 arc

3
ef

2

- 32 d2b3ef - 168 o26cV/2 + 2640 a2
c
2df2

+ 4896 a3c2d‘e - 81 aW/2 + 276 a2bc2ef + 4480 d1
c
2def

- 1632 a3cd4 + 348 a2b 2cdef — 220 arbedref — 2560 arc2
e
4

+ 49 orb 4/2 + 200 a
2
b
2
ce3 — 504 a?bcde3 — 10080 cecddef

+ 180 a2
b3
cef + 28 aWdsf + 144 a2bd4f + 5760 a2cd 2

e
3

+ 224 a2
b3df + 275 arb

2d2
e
2 + 276 a‘bd3

e
2 + 3456 a2df

— 2160 d2d 4
e
2+ 460 artfde2 + ll6 1rb<?ef + 108 a2

c
4f2

4- 344 a2
b
2
c
2
df — 336 a2bc2df — 264 a?c

3def - 640 «63c/3

+ 3880 a*bW — 780 a2bc2de3 — 448 «Ve3 + 320 ab3def 2

+ 3000 a2
b
2cd 2

e — 960 arbcd3
e + 96 a2

c
2d3f — 180 ab3e3f

+ 6400 a2
b2d4 + 864 a

2
5rf

5 + 1736 aWV + 4080 ab2
c
2
ef

2

- 384 a2bc4f + 64 a*cW — 1584 a2cd4
e + 4480 ab2cdf2

-20160 d2bc3de — 60 d2
c
4
e
2 + 432 «2^ -14920 ab2cdef

+ 8480 are’e + 1120 «We - 12 ft6
4e/- + 7200 ab2

ce
4

- 1120 a2c'd 1 - 720 «w + 264 «63ccy 2 + 960 ab2d3
ef

— 170 abh
ef + 84 ab4

cf
2 - 615 ab3

ce'f - 600 ab2d2
e
3

— 860 ab'cdf - 100 atfdef - 12 «53d 2e/ -10080 abc3df2

- 4450 aVce" - 60 ab4
e
3 + 45 ab3de3 + 960 abc3

erf
- 2700 ab 4d2

e - 310 aVeef - 180 ab2cf2 + 28480 abc2d2
ef

+ 23400 — 100 ab3cdf + 1188 ab2
c
2def — 16000 abc2de’

+ 680 ab3
c
3
f — 890 ab3cde2 + 1410 ah2

c
:
e' -11520 abed

/

-29600 ab3ed3 - 140 ab3d3
e - 616 ab2

c<Pf + 7200 abcd3
e
2

-11200 ab2
c
4
e + 520 ab2

c
3
df — 1 1 40 ab2cd2

e
2 + 3456 acf2

+ 44800 ab2
c
3d2 + 1120 ab2

c
3e + 120 ab2d4

e -11520 ac4
def

-27200 ab&d + 4920 aSWe — 288 abc4

ef + 6400 ac4
e
3

+ 6400 Ac7 -3120 ab2cd4 + 192 «6c3
rf

2/ + 5120 ac3df
+ 400 tfdf - 192 a5 cy -3720 abc3de2 - 3200 acW
+ 1625 -6560 abc*de + 4640 abc2d3

e + 256 b/3

- 300 bh
cy + 4160 abc3d 3 — 1 440 abed 5 - 1920 b

4
cef

2

— 7500 b°cde + 1920 ac6
e + 1440 «c5

e
2 - 2560 b

4df2

+ 14000 b
bd3 -1280 ac3d 2 — 1920 ac4d2

e + 7200 b
4def

+ 4000 JVe — 28 ///
2 + 640 <W - 3375 b

4
e
4

-24000 5W + 140 b*cef - 96 }/df2 + 5760 b
3
c
2df2

+ 16000 b3e4d + 120 + 270 b
5
e
2f — 600 b

3
c
2ef- 4000 6V + 600 JW

- 320
— 625 iVe2

-2700 6
4cJ2

e

+ 1700 6V 4

+ 120 b3
c
4f

+ 3800 b3
c
zde

-2400 b3c
2d3

-1200 b
2
c
h
e

+ 800 bW

+ 72 i
4
e
2/2

- 600 b
4
cdef

- 675 i+e3

+ 320 b
4d3f

+ 450 b
4d2

e
i

+ 180 b
3
c3ef

- 120 b
3
c
2d 2f

+ 2100 b3
c
2de2

-2600 b
3cd3

e

+ 800 b3d b

- 900 b
2
c
4
e
2

+ 1200 b
2
c
3d 2

e

- 400 b2
c
2d4

- 1 6000 b3cd2
ef

+ 9000 b3cde3

+ 6400 b3
d'f

- 4000 6-W
- 2160 b2cf 2

+ 7200 bVdef
- 4000 b2c3e3

- 3200 b
2
c
2df

+ 2000 b
2
c
2d2

e
2

if. i)
1 *
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The coefficients in the preceding equations of differences are functions of the semin-

variants of the quantics to which they belong
;
for instance, in the case of the quartic,

the coefficient of 0
4,

is

3 .
8a2 {a2{ae— 45d+3c2)+96(ac— b

2

)

2
},

that of 6
2
is

32 {— 1 3a?(ace— ad2— b
2
e+2bed— c

3

)+

1

§a\ac—

b

2){ae— kbd+ 3c2

)+ 1 2 8(ac—

b

2

f }

,

and so for the other coefficients ; and by replacing each seminvariant by the covariant

to which it belongs, we pass from the solution of the original problem of finding the

equation for 0=(a— (3)
2

,
to that of the problem of finding the equation for

(“-A*
(x—uy)\x— /3y)

2

The results are as follows

For the quadric (a, b
,
c$x, y)

2

,
the equation in 0 is, 0=
(U2

, 4D5p, 1),

where U is the quadric, the discriminant.

For the cubic
(a ,

b
,

c, d^jx?, y)

3
,
the equation in 6 is, 0=

(U4
, 18U2H, 81H2

,
27 UJ6, l}3

,

where U is the cubic, H the Hessian, the discriminant.

For the quartic (a, b, c, d, e$x, y)\ the equation in 6 is, 0=
( U6

,

*

48U4H,

8U2(UT+96H2

),

* 32(-13U 3J+16U2HI+128H3

), jfr l)
6
,

16(— 7U2I2—288UHJ+ 384H2
I),

1152(—3UIJ+2HI2

),

256( I3 — 27J2
),

where U is the quartic, H the Hessian, I and J the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant

respectively.

For the quintic (a, b, c, d, e,f\x, y)

h

,
the equation in 0, as far as it can be expressed

in terms of known covariants, is, 0=

U8
,

*

100U 6(Tab. No. 15),

50U 4[U 2(Tab. No. 14)-p75(Tab. No. 15)
2

],

O.i)'

3125 Hiscriminant(=Tab. No. 26) ;

where the Tables referred to are those in my Second Memoir on Quantics.
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The form of the preceding results may be modified by writing 0=S-i-U 2
;
we have

thus the equations for

thus for example, in the case of the cubic («, b
, c, djx, yf ,

the equation for 3[=«2
(«— /3)

2(x— yiff\ is

0=(1, 18H, 81H2
, 27 DU2^, l)

3
.

This equation may be written

(^+9H) 2^+27DU2=0;

or putting v=\/§, we have

vJ+9H«+UN/—27D= 0,

an equation the roots of which are

a{ct—fi)(x—yij), a(fi—y)(x—ay), a(y—a)(x—(3y),

and which leads to the formula, given in my Fifth Memoir on Quantics, for the solution

of a cubic equation. But this decomposition of the equation in S- is peculiar to the

cubic.

The equation of differences for an equation of any order may be found by the follow-

ing entirely distinct method. Let the proposed equation l)'
l=0, be for shortness

represented by <pv= 0, and let x, y be any two distinct roots; we have not only

p#=0, <py— 0, but also <px-\-<py= 0,
——— =0. Writing 0=(x—y)2

,
s—x-\-y ,

we have
x y

x=Us+V~0)> y=Us—Vb
values which are to be substituted for x, y in the equations

„ <px+vy= o,

We have thus two equations rational in s and 6, and the elimination between them of

the quantity s leads to the required equation in 6. But it is proper to modify the form

of the system
;
in fact the two equations are, as regards s, the first of them of the degree n,

the second of the degree n— 1 ; but if we write

K»+w)-fe±4^~M =o. *£?= o.

then each of the equations will be of the same degree n— 1 in s.

For instance, let <pv=(a, b
,
c, (T$y

,
l)

3

,
then x=^(s-\-

ti
yO), y=%(s-\-

/s/j)); the equations

<px+<py= 0, £=®=0, are

s
3«

-f- 3s
2
2£+ 3s(4c+ ad)+ 8d+ §bd= 0,

3s
2«+3.s4^+ 12c-\-ad =0;

and multiplying the first equation by 3 and the second by — s, adding and dividing by 2,

we have an equation

s
23£+.s(12c+4«0)+ \1d-\- 9&J=0.

QMDCCCLX.
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The second equation and this equation may be written

(3a, 12b 12c+a0js, 1)
2=0,

(3b, 12c+4a0, 12d+mjs, 1)
2=0,

and the elimination of s from these equations gives the required equation in 0. The

result may be obtained under either of the two forms,

{a2
0
2 -\-(15ac—27b2)0—36(bd—c2

)} {a
2
0-{- 3 (ac~b2

)}+ 3{2ab0-\-3(ad—bc)} 2=O
and

{4a2
0
2 -j-(24ac— 27b2)0— 36(bd—

c

2

)} {a
20-\-12(ac—

b

2

)} + 3{ ab6-\-5(ad—bc)}'2=. 0.

the expansions of which respectively coincide with the before-mentioned result.

In the case of the quartic equation <pv=(a, b, c, d~Jv, 1)
4=0, we have

s
4«+4s325+6s2

(
4cJr a0)-{-4s(8d-\-8b0)-\-18e-{-24c0-\-a0

2
=.5,

4s
3
a-\-Qs

2
4b-\-4s (12c-\-a0)-\- 32d-\-8b6 =0,

from which we derive another cubic equation ;
and the two cubic equations are

(4a, 24b
, 48c+ 4a0, 32d+ 8bd Js, 1)

3=0,

(4b, 24c+lOa0, 48d+44bd, 32e + 48c0+2a02
Js, 1)

3=0,

from which, if s be eliminated, we have the equation in 0.

Similarly, for the quintic equation <pv=(a, b, c, d, e,f\v, l)
5= 0, we have

s
ba+ 5s426+10s3

(
4c+«4)+10s2

(
8^+6^)+5s(16c+24^+a42)+32/+80^+ 10^=0.

5s
4«+10s346+10s2(12c+«4)-|- 5s (32d+8b0)+ (8Oe+4Ocd+a02

) =0.

from which we derive another quartic equation ; the two equations are

(5a, 40b
,

120c+ lOa0, 160cZ-f- 4050 , 80c+ 4Oc0 + aff^s, 1)
4=0,

(5 b, 4Oc+2Oa0, 120rf+130W, 16Oc+28Oc0+12a42

, 80/+200^+255^, 1)
4=0.

from which, if s be eliminated, we have the equation in 0.

But to apply Bezout’s method to the two equations each of the order n— 1, which

result from the equation of the nth order <py= (*Jv, 1)”=0. The process is as follows :

—

Suppose, in general, that s is to be eliminated from the two equations

Fs=0, Gs=0,

each of the order n— 1 ; it is only necessary to form the expression

FsGs'— Fs'Gs

s— s
1

which will be a function of s, s' of the form

( «0.0, ®0, 1
* ' 1) (s 5

ly
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where the coefficients are such that ah m—

a

m> ( ; and by equating to zero the determinant

formed with these coefficients, we have the result of the elimination.

In the present case, wilting for a moment <p^(s-{-^/l))=A, (p±(s—\/l))= B, and in like

manner <p^(s'+>s/^)=A', ', we have

t? / » I \ s(A— B) „ A—

B

Fs'=»(A ,+B,)-^A_JS
i
Gs'=A

’ b'

vs VS ’

and therefore

FsGs'— Fs'Gs=

n

(A+ B) (A'- BO - (A- B) (A'+ B') {s- s') (A- B) (
A'- B'

VS
or reducing and dividing by s— s',

FsGs'-Fs'Gs= 2n
AB'-A'B

,

(A-B)A'-B'
S— S'

-- VS(s— s'

)

1
®

Hence, substituting for A, B, A', B' these values, we have the expression

2n + ' V*)-ti(s- ^)?W+ S6
)

(s-s') VS

U>i(s+ V6) — <pi(s— VS)){f\{s'+ VS)—^(s'— VS)}+
which is of the form

( «
0) o, a0>1 . . a

0> n_ 2J_s, l)
n \s ,l)n 2

1,0

^n— 2,0

;md equating to zero the determinant formed with the coefficients, we have an equation

in 0 which is the equation of differences of the given equation <pv= 0. For instance, if

the given equation is <pv=(a, b, c, (T$y, 1)
3= 0, then we have

\/ %b-\-ci\/6, \.c-\-^b\/0-\-ci0
, 8<^-bl2c\X0-\~^b0-\-o,0\/0^s, l)

3

=(A, B, C, T>X*, l) 3
,

8<p£(s—\/J)=(a, (
lb—a.\/~0, ic—kbi/H-yad, 8d—12c\/?+6^— a0y/JX&, l)

;i

=(A', B', C', D'Xs, l)
3

;

and the function in s, s' is

3(AB' -A'B>V2

+ 3(AC' -A'C)ss'(s+sl

)

+ (AD'-A'DX^+ss'+s'2

)

-f9(BC'-B'C>s'

+ 3(BD'-B'D)(5+6‘')

,+3(CD'-C'D)

+y(A— A', B-B', C-C', D-D'Js, 1)
3(A-A', B-B', C-G, D-D'Js', 1)\

Q 2

6

vs
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which is equal to

'—3a2 sV2

— 12ab ss
/(s+s')

+(—12ac—a2
0)(s?-\-ss'-\-s

12

)

+ (36«c— 7252+ 9a2
6)sd

+(24a^-725c+12^)(a+s')

_
-\-96bd— 144c2

+(— 48«c+7252
)0— 3a2

6
2

.

+4(3as2+12&s+12c+<20)(3«s'2+12&s,+12c+«0)

;

or reducing and dividing by 32, this is

{9{ac —b2
) -\- 3a2

6} ss'

+ [9(ad— bc)-{-6abd}(s-\-s')

+36(6(Z—

c

2

)+(— 15«c+27#2)0— a2
6
2
,

the terms in s
2
,

s'
2 disappearing, as they should do. Writing this under the form

( 9(ac—

b

2
)-\-3a

2
Q, 9(ad-bc)-\-§abd *$s, l)^, 1)

|

9(ad— bc)-\-6abd, 3§(bd—

c

2 )+(—!§ac-\-27b
2)Q—

a

2
6
2

j

and equating the determinant to zero, we have the required equation in i)

:

the form is

precisely that which is obtained by the ordinary process of applying Bezout’s method to

the two equations

(3a, 12b, 12c+ ati%s, 1)
2=0,

(3b, 12c+4^, 12<Z+«$>,1)2=0,

being in fact the before-mentioned equation

(«
243+(15«c— 27b2)6— 3§(bd—c2

)^(a
2Q-\-3(ac—b2)^-\-3(2abQ-\-3(ad—bc)'y=9.

But, as already remarked, this elimination process is less convenient for the complete

development of the result, than the method first explained in the present memoir.
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§ 1 -

The molecular changes produced by the electric current, or discharge, in certain com*

pound bodies through which it is transmitted, furnish some of the most interesting-

examples of the action of a decomposing force that have been discovered in later times.

The discharge of the Leyden jar, through fine wires or thin metallic leaves, exhibited

long ago the heating power of the current, and the interesting experiments of the Dutch

chemists afterwards showed that the disruptive discharge has the power of splitting up

compound bodies into their constituent parts. The great invention of the pile of Volta.

by furnishing an abundant supply of electricity of moderate tension, led subsequently to

the important discovery of the polar decomposition of water and of other compound

bodies. In the case of gases, it has been known, since the time of Priestley and

Cavendish, that the spark discharge has the apparently antagonistic properties of

causing decomposition in some cases and combination in others. Finally, in our own

day, Schonbein made the fine observation that a new substance (ozone), alike remark-

able for the activity of its properties and for the facility with which it is destroyed, is

formed by the action of the spark on pure oxygen gas, in the electrolysis of water, and

in certain cases of slow oxidation.

Our object in the present communication is to continue the investigation, already

begun by one of us*, of the properties of ozone, by subjecting it under varied conditions

to a series of careful volumetric experiments. We hoped, in this way, to throw some

new light on the relations of this singular body to oxygen, by determining whether any,

and what, change of volume occurs in its formation. Our expectations in this respect

have not been disappointed. We have ascertained that when oxygen changes into

ozone, a great condensation takes place ; so great indeed, that it is almost incompatible

with the existence of ozone as an allotropic form of oxygen in the gaseous state. This

investigation has naturally extended itself to an examination of the effects produced by

the electrical discharge upon other gases, simple as well as compound ; and although,

from its great extent, this part of the inquiry has as yet been only partially entered into.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1856, p. 1.
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some of the results already obtained are of considerable interest, and will be referred to

in the present communication. «*

Before proceeding further, we must draw attention to the difference of action which,

in many cases, we have found to exist between the spark, or spark discharge, and the

glow, or silent discharge. When the former terms are employed in this paper, they

indicate a succession of brilliant sparks between two fine platinum wires, usually at the

distance of 20 millims. (0-8 inch) from each other, and hermetically sealed into the

tube containing the gas under observation. This form of discharge was obtained by

connecting the free end of one of the platinum wires with an insulating stand, provided

with a brass ball which was brought within a short distance of the prime conductor of

an electrical machine in high order, while the free end of the other platinum wire was in

connexion with the ground. The silent discharge presented no visible character except

a faint glow, not visible by daylight, at each metallic point, and was obtained by con-

necting the first platinum wire, not with the insulator, but directly with the prime

conductor. To avoid the mixture of the “brush” with the silent discharge, it was

necessary to establish the connexion firmly both with the conductor and with the earth

wire
;
and, in some cases, where a full effect was required, the machine had to be turned

very slowly.

The electrical machine employed was a small plate one (18 inches in diameter),

screwed down firmly to the floor of the apartment, opposite to an open fire. On the

prolongation of the axis of the plate, a wheel, 6 inches in diameter, was fixed, from

which a belt passed to an iron wheel, 40 inches in diameter, revoking in a wooden

frame, which was also fastened to the floor. By this arrangement, the machine could

be easily made to turn at the rate of 350 revolutions per minute. To maintain a regular

and powerful stream of electricity at this rapid rate of motion, it was found necessary,

in addition to the ordinary cushions, to hold with the hand against the plate a rubber

covered with amalgam. When in ordinary working order, the machine gave above 600

sparks per minute, and in decomposing water produced in the same time 0-0002 cub.

cent, of the mixed gases*.

The ordinary forms of eudiometrical apparatus were found to be wholly inapplicable

to this inquiry. We failed in discovering, by their means, whether even a change of

volume occurs, when ozone is produced from oxygen. To increase the difficulty, the

experiments could not be carried on in presence of mercury or water, as the former is

immediately attacked by ozone
;
and the latter not only destroys it rapidly by contact,

but introduces a disturbing cause, in the form of aqueous vapour, exceeding in general

the whole effect to be measured. In the apparatus now to be described these difficulties

were overcome, and very minute changes of volume determined with certainty.

In Plate III. figs. 1 and 2, the vessel in which the oxygen was contained is represented

of different forms. It consists of a cylindrical tube ab, haring two fine platinum wires

hermetically sealed in opposite sides, and terminating in a capillary tube cde, of the

* Reports of the British Association for 1855, Trans, of Sect. p. 46.
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form represented in the figure. The liquid in the limbs d, e is hydrated sulphuric acid

(HO, S03), and it is by the changes in the level of this liquid that the alteration in the

volume of the gas in cibc is determined. In order to make the necessary corrections for

changes of temperature and pressure, during the interval between two observations, a

vessel filled with dry air, of the same form and size as that employed in the experiment,

was read along with it ; the reservoirs of both vessels being immersed in a large calori-

meter, as shown in fig. 3. To the first of these vessels, we usually gave the name of

primary vessel, and to the second that of auxiliary vessel. In order to correct for any

slight difference in the size of the vessels, or in the diameters of the capillary tubes,

simultaneous readings of both were made at different temperatures, and a coefficient

thus determined, by means of which the indications of the two vessels could be after-

wards accurately compared. When the reservoirs were large, the corrections so to be

applied were frequently less than the errors of observation.

The extreme delicacy of this apparatus will be evident from the following consider-

ations. If we take the case of a vessel with a large reservoir (fig. 1), the changes in

volume of the contained gas, supposing the temperature to remain constant, will be

nearly proportional to the changes of pressure indicated by a barometer filled with

sulphuric acid. As the height of such a barometer, at the mean pressure of the

atmosphere, would be about 5500 millims., an alteration of 1 millim. in the difference

of levels of the acid in the siphon tube
(
de

,
fig. 1

)
would correspond to a change of volume

of about 5
-
^0 0th of the entire gas ; but, as it was easy to read to 0-5 millim., or even to

0-25 millim., the apparatus in this form enabled us to estimate a change of volume

not exceeding one-half, or even one-fourth of that quantity. With a smaller reservoir

(fig. 2 ), the indications of the apparatus were, it is true, not quite so delicate, and a

careful set of comparative readings with the auxiliary vessel was always required ; but

even here, a change of volume, amounting to not more than -ginroth °f the whole,

could be determined with certainty.

The absolute change of volume of the gas, corresponding to a given change in the

levels of the acid in the siphon tube (corrected in the first instance by the aid of the

auxiliary vessel), was estimated in two ways
;

first, by observing the change of level pro-

duced by raising or lowering the temperature of the water in the calorimeter through a

small number of degrees ; and secondly, by accurately determining, at the end of the

experiment, the capacity of the reservoir and that of the capillary tube.

The form of apparatus now described can only be employed when the entire change

of volume of the gas does not amount, in the course of the experiment, to more than

about one-tenth of the whole. When large changes of volume occur, the free end of

the siphon tube must be hermetically sealed, so as to include a certain quantity of air,

from whose subsequent change of volume that of the gas in the reservoir can be readily

calculated. This modification of the apparatus we have found to be very convenient

in experiments upon the action of the spark and silent discharge on the compound

gases.
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The oxygen gas employed in the following experiments was prepared from fused

chlorate of potash, and, to purify and dry it, was passed through two U-tubes; the first

containing fragments of marble moistened with a strong solution of caustic potash, the

second, fragments of glass moistened with sulphuric acid. The potash tube was some-

times suppressed. In order to remove every trace of nitrogen, the whole apparatus was

placed in connexion with a good air-pump, and a vacuum produced to the extent of at

least half an inch, while the gas was still being evolved from the fused chlorate (fig. 4).

When the process of exhaustion was discontinued, the gas soon filled the apparatus, and

was expelled through the mercury at the lower end of the long gauge. The operation

of exhausting and refilling the vessel was performed three times hr every experiment.

Supposing the connexions of the apparatus to have been perfectly air-tight, the nitrogen

remaining, after this triple exhaustion, could not have amounted to more than ^^th of

the whole. This degree of accuracy was not, it is true, realized in practice, but the

oxygen gas, prepared in this way, did not contain i booth of its volume of nitrogen.

The connexion with the air-pump at a having been broken (the gas still continuing to

pass freely over), the end of the tube was softened in a lamp and bent downwards at an

obtuse angle, so as to allow it to dip into sulphuric acid contained in a small dish, as

shown in fig. 5. The current of gas was now arrested, by removing gradually the lamps

from the chlorate of potash, so as to allow the apparatus to cool slowly. When the

acid had ascended a short way in a c
,
the vessel was sealed hermetically at £, and, after

the acid had ascended to about the point c, the vessel was removed, and placed in the

upright position represented in figs. 1 and 2. It was sometimes necessary to expel a

bubble or two of gas, in order that the column of acid in the siphon tube might be in a

convenient position when the vessel was placed in the calorimeter.

Previous to filling the vessels, they were always cleaned by means of boiling nitric

acid, and subsequent washing with distilled water. They were afterwards carefully

dried. To the success of several of the following experiments, this precaution was

indispensable.

An auxiliary vessel having been filled in the same manner, either with air or with

oxygen, the two vessels were placed in the calorimeter (fig. 3), and the difference of the

levels of the acid in each carefully read. In our earlier experiments we generally used

a cathetometer for this purpose, but latterly we found it more convenient and sufficiently

accurate to apply to the limbs of the siphon tubes a scale divided into millimetres.

From the rapidity indeed with which the readings were thus made, the results were

found to be fully as trustworthy as those obtained with the cathetometer. Alien quan-

titative determinations were required, the temperature of the water in the calorimeter

and the height of the barometer were carefully noted.

After the levels were read, the free ends of the siphon tubes in both vessels were

hermetically sealed. The primary vessel was then removed from the calorimeter and

placed in connexion with the electrical machine, to be exposed to the action either of
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the spark or silent discharge. When this operation was finished, the vessel was replaced

in the calorimeter, the siphon tubes were opened, and the levels of the acid in the two

vessels again read.

In order to examine the effects of heat, the reservoir of the vessel was placed in a sort

of air-bath, formed by suspending a long copper cylinder above a Leslie’s gas-burner,

the siphon tube being outside the cylinder, fig. 6. In this way a temperature of 300° C.,

which was sufficient to destroy in a short time all the ozone reactions, was readily

obtained. This temperature was estimated without difficulty, by observing the amount

of compression of the air in the outer leg of the siphon tube. Our apparatus, with a

slight modification, might, in fact, be employed as a thermometer for all temperatures

below that at which glass begins to soften.

It will probably tend to perspicuity, if we state, before going further, some of the

general results of our experiments on the action of the electrical discharge on pure

oxygen.

I. When the silent discharge is passed through pure and dry oxygen
,
a contraction takes

place. This contraction proceeds
,
at first rapidly

,
hut afterwards more slowly

,
till it

attains a limit
,
which

,
in one of our experiments

,
amounted to ffih of the original volume

of the gas.

II. If a few electrical sparks he passed through the gas in this contracted state
,
it

expands till it recovers about three-fourths of the contraction ; hut, however long the sparks

are passed, the gas never recovers its original volume.

III. When electrical sparks are passed through pure and dry oxygen, it contracts, hut

to a much smaller extent than ivhen acted on hy the silent discharge. The oxygen is, in

fact, brought to the same volume as when electrical sparks are passed through the same gas ,

previously contracted hy the silent discharge.

IV. When oxygen, contracted either by the silent discharge or by sparks, is exposed for

a short time to the temperature of 270° C., it is restored to its original volume, and, on

opening the vessel, the ozone reactions are found to have disappeared.

The following experiments, taken from a large number which gave similar results,

mil serve to illustrate the foregoing statements.

a. In a vessel, whose reservoir had a capacity of 5 cub. cent., sparks were passed for

ten minutes, and produced a contraction of 5'9 millims., as measured by the change of

levels of the acid in the siphon tube. By heating the vessel afterwards to 300° C., the

levels were restored to within 0T millim. of their original position.

With the silent discharge in the same vessel, a contraction of 39-5 millims. (corre-

sponding to about one-thirtieth of the volume of the gas) was obtained in ten minutes.

Of this contraction heat restored 38-7 millims. This slight difference of 0-8 millim. is

probably due to distortion of the vessel produced by heat.

Again, the silent discharge gave in ten minutes a contraction of 37'6 millims., of which

sparks, subsequently passed for seven minutes, destroyed 29*7 millims., leaving 7 '9 millims.

undestroyed.

MDCCCLX. R
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(3. In another vessel, having a reservoir of the capacity of 0-8 cub. cent., active sparks

gave, in fifteen minutes, 4 millims. of contraction. After fifteen minutes more of sparks

there was no additional contraction.

The silent discharge was now passed for fifteen minutes, and increased the contrac-

tion to 20 millims. ; in fifteen minutes more, the entire contraction was 31 millims.

Four strong sparks reduced this to 22 -5 millims., six or seven more to 16 millims.,

seven more to 11 millims., and sparks, continued for ten minutes, left 4 millims. of

permanent contraction.

y. In a third vessel, of about the same capacity as the last, sparks gave a final con-

traction of 7 -5 millims .

;

while the silent discharge, pushed to its limit, increased the

contraction to 90 millims., corresponding to about one-twelfth of the entire volume of

the gas. This contraction was almost exactly destroyed by heat.

Before leaving this part of the subject, we should mention that, when a full contrac-

tion is obtained by means of the silent discharge, it will be found very slowly to dimi-

nish from day to day. We have not ascertained whether, at the end of a very long period

of time, the original volume of the gas would be recovered. At 100° C., the contraction

diminishes much more rapidly than at ordinary temperatures. Thus it appears that the

state produced by the electrical discharge is not permanent, even at common tempera-

tures, and that it becomes more unstable as the temperature rises, till at 270° C. it is

rapidly destroyed

We next proceeded to examine the volumetric changes which occur when oxygen,

contracted by the electrical discharge, is brought into contact with other bodies.

The first body we tried was mercury ,
the physical changes produced on which by ozone

are known to be very remarkable. When a capsule containing this metal is broken in

a tube of oxygen gas through which the silent discharge has been passed, the mercury

instantly loses its mobility, and, if gently shaken, covers the interior of the tube with a

brilliant mirror. As the action continues, the mirrored surface breaks up, and the coat-

ing becomes converted into a blackish semipulverulent substance. Unless the tube be

very violently shaken, the ozone reactions will not be entirely destroyed, until the mer-

cury has been for some hours in contact with the gas.

To determine the volumetric changes, a thin capsule, filled with pure mercury and

hermetically sealed, was placed in a vessel with a large reservoir of the usual form

(fig. 1'), which was afterwards filled with dry oxygen. After the levels had been read,

the silent discharge was passed until a considerable contraction was obtained. The

corrections for changes of temperature and pressure were, as in other cases, furnished

by an auxiliary vessel. The free end of the siphon tube having been sealed, the pri-

mary vessel was removed from the calorimeter, and the capsule broken by a sudden jerk.

The breaking of the capsule, in this and other experiments, was greatly facilitated by

introducing into the vessel a small piece of thick glass tube, which fell on the capsule

when the vessel was shaken (fig. 1', Jc).

§3.
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Viewing ozone as an allotropic form of oxygen, in the gaseous state, we expected that

when mercury came into contact with it, a contraction would take place, equal to the

volume of the ozone which entered into combination with the metal. This anticipation

has not been realized. After the rupture of the capsule, the vessel was immediately

replaced in the calorimeter and the levels read. Not the slightest diminution of volume

was observed in any one of a large number of experiments ; on the contrary, an increase,

corresponding to a change of 1 millim. in the levels, generally occurred. On allowing

the vessels to remain in the calorimeter, and reading the position of the acid in the

siphon tubes from time to time, the gas was found to expand steadily, but slowly, for

some hours, till from two-thirds to five-sixths of the contraction produced by the dis-

charge was recovered. If the vessel was opened at any time while this expansion was

going on, the ozone reactions were always manifest
;
but, when the expansion was at an

end, the ozone reactions had also ceased.

If the mercury, instead of being allowed tranquilly to act upon the gas, was violently

agitated after breaking the capsule, a much smaller portion of the contraction was

restored ; in some cases not more than one-sixth.

Metallic silver
,
in the state both of leaf and of filings, gave similar results. The sur-

face of the silver was partially blackened, about three-fourths of the original contraction

was recovered, and the whole operation much more quickly terminated.

As the above reactions were evidently complex, the mercury and silver partly entering

into combination with the gas, while the compounds formed appeared to exercise a cata-

lytic action, we endeavoured to find an elementary body which would instantly destroy

the ozone reactions, and at the same time be without action on dry oxygen. After some

trials, we found that iodine possessed the required properties. We first ascertained that

its vapour, although visible at common temperatures, has no appreciable tension. When
a small capsule, containing pure and dry iodine, was broken in a vessel of the usual form

filled with oxygen, the levels of the acid in the siphon tube were not altered. So slight

also is the affinity of iodine for oxygen, that, on heating the reservoir so as to volatilize

a considerable portion of the iodine, and afterwards allowing it to cool, the volume of

the gas underwent no change. On the other hand, if ozone be present, the iodine is

immediately attacked, a greyish-yellow compound is formed, and all ozone reactions are

instantly destroyed.

The experiment already described with mercury was now repeated, substituting iodine

for that metal. On breaking the capsule, the levels of the acid scarcely changed 1 mil-

lim., although the original contraction amounted to 50 millims. No subsequent expan-

sion took place, and, on opening the vessel, the ozone reactions had entirely disappeared.

On the allotropic hypothesis, these experiments, and particularly the last, lead to the

conclusion that ozone must have a density at least fifty times as great as that of oxygen.

This conclusion is indeed unavoidable from the experiments just described, unless it is

assumed that at the same moment that one portion of the ozone combines with the

iodine, another portion changes back into oxygen, and that these quantities are so

r 2
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related to one another, that the expansion due to the one is exactly equal to the con-

traction arising from the other. Such a supposition can, however, not be considered

probable.

§ 4 .

In order to subject this remarkable property of ozone to a further examination, two

additional series of experiments were undertaken, to a description of which we now

proceed.

In the first series, a primary and an auxiliary vessel with large reservoirs were filled

with pure and dry oxygen, small capsules hermetically sealed, and containing portions

of the same solution of iodide of potassium, having been previously placed in each. The

silent discharge was passed through the primary vessel so as to produce a considerable

contraction, amounting in different experiments to from 40 millims. to 80 millims. The

levels of the acid in the siphon tubes of both vessels having been carefully read while

the vessels were in the calorimeter, the ends were sealed, and the vessels shaken so as to

break the capsules in both. In the primary vessel, the iodide of potassium solution

became instantly coloured dark brown from the iodine set free, while that in the auxi-

liary vessel did not change. On replacing the vessels in the calorimeter, and opening

the ends of the siphon tubes, the change in the levels indicated a considerable expan-

sion in both. In the auxiliary vessel, this expansion was due to the tension of the

vapour of the solution of iodide of potassium alone ; in the primary vessel, the expan-

sion ought to have been less than this, on account of the absorption of ozone, if the

volume of that body were capable of measurement.

In the following Table, which contains the results of five very careful experiments

made in this way, the first column gives the amount of contraction produced by the

silent discharge in the primary vessel, previous to the breaking of the capsules; the

second, the temperature ; the third and fourth, the respective expansions in the primary

and auxiliary vessels
;
and the fifth, the differences of the numbers in the third and

fourth columns :

—

I.

mm.
81-5 11-0 C.

mm.
68-5

mm.

70-0

mm.
— 1-5

II. 62-2 13-5 C. 79-5 80-0 -0-5

III. 72-2 8-7 C. 50-7 52-0 -1-3

IV. 63-5 12*2 C. 71-5 73-0 -1-5

V. 45-5 16-2 C. 87-0 89-2 9.0— ^

The capacity of the vessels employed in these experiments was about 30 cub.

the primary and its auxiliary were found, in each experiment, by careful comparative

observations, to work accurately together. The solution of iodide of potassium was

purposely employed of different strengths in the several experiments. In I. it contained

4"ioth part of iodide of potassium
;

in II. ^^jth ; in III. ^rd ; and in IV. and V. ^th.

In the two last the solution was slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid, in the others

it was neutral. The capsules contained each about 07 grin, of these solutions.
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The agreement in the results of these experiments, made with solutions of iodide of

potassium so widely differing, is very remarkable. We ought also to observe that direct

experiments, performed with great care, showed that the iodine set free by the ozone in

the primary vessel did not affect the tension of the vapour of the solution.

Taking the mean of the above numbers, the density of ozone, as compared with that

of oxygen, must be expressed, on the allotropic hypothesis, by about the number 60

;

in other words, ozone must be a gas only about six times lighter than the metal lithium.

If the small differences in the fifth column be due, wholly or in part, to accidental

causes, which is far from improbable, a still higher number must, on the same hypo-

thesis, be taken to express the density of ozone.

In the last series of experiments, the amount of iodine set free in the solution of

iodide of potassium was determined by analysis, and the weight of oxygen deduced

therefrom compared with the weight of oxygen, calculated from the volumetric change

which had occurred in the formation of the ozone.

We shall describe these experiments with some detail, particularly as the methods

employed will be found applicable to other cases of gas analysis, where small changes

in a given volume of gas have to be estimated.

Before filling it with oxygen, a sealed capsule containing a solution of iodide of potas-

sium was introduced into the primary vessel, while the auxiliary contained the dry gas

only. The silent discharge was passed through the former, and the contraction care-

fully observed. The capsule was then broken, and the solution agitated in the primary

vessel for a few seconds. The siphon tube was next cut off, and the liquid carefully

washed out and analysed by means of a weak solution of sulphurous' acid, the exact

strength of which had been immediately before determined by observing the amount

required to decolorize a solution containing a known weight of iodine.

In some of the experiments the solution of iodide of potassium was slightly acidu-

lated, in the others it was neutral. In the latter case it was acidulated before being

analysed. The results were the same, whether the solution was taken in the neutral

or in the acid state. For, although oxygen gas acts upon an acid solution of iodide of

potassium, the action requires time, and the contact in this case was only continued for

a few seconds*.

The formula by which we calculated the results of these experiments may be thus

investigated.

Let f, ^-(fig. 1) be the mean level of the acid in the legs of the siphon tube
;

d, e the

levels at any time, t being the temperature, and II the barometric pressure corrected for

* Baumert has objected on this ground to some of the experiments in a former communication made by

one of us to the Society. We have found that, in the circumstances in which those experiments were per-

formed, about one-twentieth of the effect was due to this cause
;
but as the oxygen acting on the solution

of iodide of potassium set free its equivalent of iodine, the equality of the numbers given in that paper could

not be disturbed by this action. We have, since that time, by additional experiments, fully confirmed the

statement that no water is produced in the destruction of electrolytic ozone by heat.
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temperature. Let also ge=fd=x, and let H be the length of a tube similar to the

siphon tube, and whose capacity is equal to that of the reservoir and of the siphon tube

tof Let a be the height of a barometer containing the liquid in the siphon tube, p
the pressure of the gas in the vessel, and V the volume of the gas reduced to 0° C. and

760 millims.

Then, evidently, y l+*t
* H +x

But

hence
v(i+«0

n
(
H+ *)(i +f)

is a constant quantity. Taking the logarithmic differential, we have

8V
.

ufit SIT fix

0=-
i ut n h + x

2fix 2xfi

a

a a2

, 2x
1 +

a

x
Now ~=yy is multiplied by a quantity rarely exceeding To this degree of

approximation, then, at least,

SV
,

ufit fiU
^ (2

,
1^

Y "*"!+«/ n +

If V
/5
H

; ,
x, represent for the auxiliary vessel the quantities corresponding to V, H. a

in the primary, we have, since SV^O,

ufit sn v /2
,

i \

TWT-iT=&-h+H
(> (2 -)

If H
;
=H, i. e. if the primary and auxiliary vessels be of similar dimensions, we have at

once, from (1.) and (2.),

(3.)

If the vessels be not similar, let

then instead of (3.) we have

(4.)

Formula (3.) or (4.) gives the change of volume in the gas, as deduced from the observed

change in the levels in the siphon tube.

For the estimation of the portion of the gas (^V) taken up as ozone by the solution

of iodide of potassium, let C be the capacity of the primary vessel to /‘in litres, s the

number of measures of sulphurous acid required to decolorize the solution when washed

out of the vessel, S the number required to decolorize 1 grm. of iodine. Then we have.
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evidently, as a sufficient approximation,
Is

S/V 15-8 S

V ~ l*4367Cjo
'

(i+«076O

If we suppose ozone to be allotropic oxygen, with a relative density e : 1, then of

SV
oxygen contracts to -L- on being changed into ozone. Hence, on this hypothesis,

ZjV_ _e_

SV—e-l'

In order to verify this method, two similar vessels were filled with pure oxygen, one

containing a capsule filled with a neutral solution of iodide of potassium, the other a

capsule filled with an acidulated solution of the same salt, and of precisely the same

strength. The neutral solution was also introduced into the siphon tubes of both

vessels. After breaking the capsules, the levels were read, and the vessels set aside for

some days ; at the end of which time it was found that a portion of oxygen gas had

been absorbed in the primary vessel which contained the acid solution, while no change

had occurred in the other. The levels were now read again, and the solution in the

primary vessel analysed.

The weight of the oxygen absorbed, as calculated by the foregoing formulae from the

volumetric change, was 0-0002188 grm., while its weight deduced from the analysis was

0-0002181 grm. The close agreement between these numbers shows that the method

is susceptible of considerable accuracy.

The following Table contains the results of six experiments made in the manner above

described. The primary and auxiliary vessels were carefully constructed of similar dimen-

sions, and were found, on trial, to work accurately together, so that formula (3.) was di-

rectly applicable.

I. II. III. IV. y. VI.
mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

2*r 31-5 - 3-0 -18-5 -48-5 51-0 39-0

2(*,+fy). 31-0 18-0 - 2-25 - 6-5 - 9-75 - 8-25

2x. 4-0 38-5 - 0-5 16-5 72-5 65-0

2(x-\-lx). -78-0 - 2-75 -55-25 - 5-0 -39-0 -27-5

C. 0-0338 0-0306 0-0288 0-0279 0-0269 0-0346

s. 9-1 5-4 5-7 5-1 4-5 4-5

grm. grm. grm. grm. grm. grm.

I. 0-0268 0-0684 0-0442 0-0674 0-0446 0-0621

S. 22-6 47-95 30-85 49-5 36-8 44-43
mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

n. 777-0 772-5 763-0 751-0 747-2 751-0

t. ll°-0 C. 13° -45 C. 9°-l C. 9°-8 C. 14°-0 C. 14°-7C.

i

H'
0-000025 0-000024 0-000025 0-000026 0-000027 0-000036

2,V

8V*
0-932 0-938 0-947 0-927 0-952 0-933
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On comparing these experiments with the foregoing, it will be observed that they do

not give exactly the same result. Interpreted as they stand, they indicate a density for

ozone, if we may use the expression, more than infinite, inasmuch as the quantity of

oxygen deduced from the analysis is less than that corresponding to the contraction

observed. But, although every precaution was taken to avoid all sources of uncertainty,

it is not improbable that this difference between the amount of oxygen deduced from

the contraction and from the analysis may arise from a slight defect in some of the data,

particularly as it would only involve an error of the order of fcm oth of the entire gas.

Taking the mean result of the three series of experiments as they stand, it gives, on

the allotropic hypothesis, almost exactly an infinite density for ozone.

§ 5 .

The commonly received statement, that the whole of a given volume of dry oxygen

gas can be converted into ozone by the passage of electrical sparks, is erroneous. In

repeated trials, with tubes of different forms and sizes, we found that not more than one-

twelfth of the oxygen could, under the most favourable circumstances, be converted into

ozone, even by the silent discharge, and a much smaller proportion by the action of sparks.

But if the ozone is removed as fast as it is produced, the conversion may be carried on

indefinitely. An apparatus was constructed of the form shown in fig. 7. At «, b two

fine platinum wires were hermetically sealed into the glass ; at c there was a solution of

iodide of potassium, and de was filled with fragments of fused chloride of calcium which

allowed the ozone to pass freely, but arrested the vapour of the solution ; so that while

the discharge always took place in pure and dry oxygen, the ozone was gradually

absorbed. The volumetric change was measured by the readings of the sulphuric acid

in the siphon tube fg sealed at g. The experiment was continued till five-twelfths of

the oxygen (whose entire volume was about 12 cub. cent.) was absorbed, and the action

was still going on. It was not considered necessary to persevere further, as the labour

of turning the machine was very great. To produce the effect just mentioned, the

discharge from the machine in excellent order had to be passed through the tube for

twenty-four hours.

When the electrical discharge is passed through rarefied oxygen, the phenomena are

apparently the same as with the gas at the common pressure of the atmosphere. We
filled a vessel with oxygen and exhausted it till the pressure was equal to 1 inch of

mercury, in the hope that in this rarefied state a larger portion of the oxygen might be

converted into ozone than under greater pressures, but this did not prove to be the

case. We intend on a future occasion to pursue this part of the inquiry, and to

examine particularly the effects of the electrical discharge on oxygen in different states

of rarefaction and condensation.

Ozone, obtained by electrolysis, gave results nearly similar to those already described.

As the volume of the oxygen gas from which the ozone was derived could not, in the

case of electrolytic ozone, be observed directly, it was estimated indirectly by placing
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three vessels in line and passing the same stream of electrolytic oxygen through them

all. By heating the first and last vessels to 300° C., and observing the expansion pro-

duced in each, it- was easy to calculate the expansion which would have occurred in the

middle vessel, if it had been exposed to similar treatment. This expansion was assumed

to be equal to the contraction which occurs when ozone is produced from oxygen by

means of the electrical discharge. Finally, the actual amount of ozone in the middle

vessel was determined by introducing a solution of iodide of potassium, and ascertaining

by analysis the amount of iodine set free. The individual experiments with electrolytic

ozone did not agree so well with one another as those performed with ozone prepared

by the discharge. This arose partly from the very small quantity of ozone in electro-

lytic oxygen, but chiefly from the irregularity in that quantity at different times, even

when the current was passing very steadily, which made it difficult to ascertain with

certainty the expansion due to the ozone in the middle vessel. Our earlier results,

indeed, gave a measurable volume for ozone, and as a first approximation we obtained the

number 4 as expressing its density *. But, by multiplying our experiments, and taking

all possible precautions to ensure accuracy, we found that electrolytic ozone, like that

produced by the discharge, has no appreciable volume.

Ozone is not condensed at common pressures by the cold produced by a mixture of

solid carbonic acid and ether. A stream of electrolytic oxygen, passed very slowly, first

through a L -tube surrounded by snow and salt, and next through a spiral tube immersed

in the carbonic acid and ether bath (— 76° C.), underwent no change. The ozone

reactions, as the gas issued from the tube, after exposure to this low temperature, were

as strong as before it entered the bath.

§ 6 .

Hydrogen, prepared with care by the action of dilute sulphuric acid recently boiled

on zinc, and purified by passing through three U-tubes containing corrosive sublimate

in solution, hydrate of potash, and sulphuric acid, respectively, and finally, in order to

remove the last trace of oxygen, through a tube filled with metallic copper heated to

redness, was found not to be altered in volume, either by the sparks or by the silent

discharge. It appears to be a much better conductor of electricity than oxygen.

A* ith Nitrogen
,
prepared in the usual way by depriving atmospheric air of its oxygen

by means of heated copper, the results were also negative.

Among the compound gases, Carbonic Acid is rapidly decomposed by the spark, slowly

by the silent discharge
; in both cases expansion takes place.

Cyanogen is at once decomposed by the spark with deposition of carbon (1) ; but pre-

sents so great a resistance to the passage of electricity, that the action of the silent dis-

charge could not be ascertained with certainty.

Protoxide of Nitrogen is readily attacked by the spark, with the formation of hypo-

nitric acid, whose characteristic red colour is distinctly seen. The primary result of the

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. viii. p. 408, and vol. ix. p. GOG.

SMDCCCLX.
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spark action is expansion, but on allowing the gas to stand, it gradually contracts, in

consequence of the absorption of the hyponitric acid gas by the sulphuric acid in the

siphon tube. It is impossible to determine the precise amount of the first expansion,

as a certain amount of absorption occurs at the same time
;
but, in one imperfect trial,

the ratio between the expansion and the subsequent contraction was nearly that of 1 : 2.

This corresponds to the conversion of 8 vols. of protoxide of nitrogen into 4 vols. of

hyponitric acid gas and 6 vols. of nitrogen. The silent discharge appears to produce

the same result as the spark, but as the action is slower, the absorption interferes with

any attempt to determine accurately the primary expansion.

Deutoxide of Nitrogen presents the interesting example of a compound gas, which,

under the influence both of the spark and silent discharge, undergoes, like oxygen, a

diminution of volume. This is independent of the subsequent absorption of the hypo-

nitric acid formed. This gas is remarkable for the facility with which it is decomposed

by both forms of discharge. The passage of sparks for two minutes, through a tube

containing about 5 cub. cent., produced a contraction of the gas to nine-tenths of its

original volume, followed after some time by a contraction not quite double of the former,

from the absorption of the hyponitric acid gas. On continuing to pass sparks till the

decomposition was finished, and waiting till the hyponitric acid gas was completely

absorbed, the residue amounted to a little more than one-fourth of the original gas.

This residue consisted of a mixture of 11 vols. nitrogen and 1 vol. oxygen. It is evident

that the final result is a little complicated, but there can be little doubt that the action

of the spark is to convert 8 vols. of deutoxide of nitrogen into 4 vols. of hyponitric acid

gas, and 2 vols. of nitrogen. This decomposition may be due to the immediate action

of the discharge
; or the deutoxide of nitrogen may, in the first instance, be resolved

into equal volumes of nitrogen and oxygen, the latter combining as it is formed with

undecomposecl deutoxide.

Carbonic Oxide has given results of great interest, the investigation of which has already

occupied a considerable time, although it is not yet completed. The principal facts

have, however, been already ascertained, and as they present some remarkable analogies

to those already described in the case of oxygen, we shall briefly allude to them here,

reserving the complete investigation for a future communication.

The carbonic oxide was prepared by heating oxalic acid with an excess of sulphuric

acid, and absorbing the carbonic acid by means of a strong solution of hydrate of potash.

The gas, as it escaped from the end of the apparatus, did not produce the slightest

turbidity in lime or baryta water, and was completely absorbed by an ammoniacal solu-

tion of the subchloride of copper.

On exposing this gas to the action of the silent discharge, a steady contraction took

place, and the surface of the positive platina wire became covered with a continuous

deposit of a bronze colour. After some time, a trace, but only a trace, of the same

deposit appeared at the point of the negative wire. If, after a contraction of 50

millims. or 60 millims. of the siphon tube had been obtained, a few electrical sparks
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were passed through the gas, the greater part of the contraction was, as in the case of

oxygen, destroyed. Heat acted in the same direction, but did not restore the gas

altogether to its original volume.

On continuing to pass the silent discharge, the gas continued to contract, and the

deposit to increase on the positive wire. Portions of the same deposit were also scattered

about the sides of the tube, being probably thrown off from the same wire. The expe-

riment was in some cases continued till the gas had contracted to about one-third of its

original volume. To effect this contraction, the machine had to be worked for sixty

hours. The residual gas consisted of carbonic acid, oxygen, and undecomposed carbonic

oxide. A similar deposit was obtained when the discharge took place between gold

instead of platinum wires. This deposit appeared to be soluble in water. Its quantity

was so small that direct analysis was altogether impossible. Its composition may, how-

ever, be determined by fixing with precision the ratio of the volumes of the carbonic

acid and oxygen produced. We have succeeded in devising a method by which this

analysis may be effected even with less than 0’5 cub. cent, of the mixed gases, but this

part of the investigation is still unfinished.

Atmospheric Air is the only gaseous mixture which we have exposed to the action of

the silent discharge. Like pure oxygen, it undergoes a diminution of volume ; but the

operation is more quickly terminated and the contraction is less than with that gas

alone. If, after the passage of the discharge, the vessel be set aside for some hours, the

contraction will be found to augment ; and if the gaseous mixture be now again exposed

to the action of the discharge, a further contraction will take place. On the other

hand, heat destroys a portion only of the contraction at first produced. All these

facts are easily explained from the simultaneous formation of ozone and one of the

higher oxides of nitrogen, and the marked influence of the latter, when formed, in

arresting the formation of the former. To the same cause we have succeeded in

referring an apparently anomalous state of oxygen, produced by passing a stream of

strong electrical sparks, for some minutes, through that gas containing a trace of nitrogen.

The oxygen becomes by this treatment incapable of contracting or of changing into

ozone under the action of the silent discharge, and only recovers its usual condition by

exposure to heat or by standing for some hours. If the nitrogen amounts to not more

than -gijoth of the entire volume, this condition cannot be produced more than two or

three times. At first we supposed it to be a new (passive) state of oxygen, but we have

now no hesitation in referring it to the presence of a trace of hyponitric acid gas pro-

duced by the electrical sparks.

§ 7 .

It is perhaps premature to attempt a positive explanation of the facts now described

regarding ozone. The foregoing investigation into its volumetric relations has, for the

moment, rather increased than diminished the difficulty of determining the true nature

of that body. To reconcile the experimental results with the view that ozone is oxygen
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in an allotropic form, it is necessary to assume that its density immensely exceeds that

of any known gas or vapour ;
being, as we have seen, according to the first and second

series of experiments (§§ 3 and 4), from fifty to sixty times that of oxygen, and accord-

ing to the third series (§4) absolutely infinite. Even the former results would make

it only six times less dense than the metal lithium, and would place it rather in the

class of solid or liquid bodies than of gaseous. The question may then be fairly pro-

posed,—Can this singular body, at common temperatures, be actually a solid or liquid

substance, whose particles, in an extremely fine state of subdivision, are suspended in

the oxygen with which it is always mixed \ This question will scarcely, we think, admit

of an affirmative answer. Not only does ozone, mixed as usual with oxygen, pass through

several U-tubes containing fragments of pumice moistened with sulphuric acid, but it

exhibits its characteristic reactions when left for many hours in tubes of this kind.

Besides, there is not the slightest cloud visible in a tube filled with oxygen, even when

one-twelfth of the gas has been converted into ozone, nor does any deposit appear after

long standing.

Ozone may be formed under conditions which exclude the possibility of its containing,

as a constituent, any element except oxygen, or the elements of oxygen, if that body

should hereafter be shown to be compound. As has been before stated, our experiments

may be reconciled with the allotropic view and an ordinary density, but still one greater

than that of oxygen, if we assume that when ozone comes into contact with such sub-

stances as iodine, or solutions of iodide of potassium, one portion of it, retaining the

gaseous form, is changed back into common oxygen, while the remainder enters into

combination ; and that these are so related to one another, that the expansion due to

the former is exactly equal to the contraction arising from the latter. AVe do not. how-

ever, consider this supposition to be by any means probable, nor can it be easily recon-

ciled with the results (§ 3) obtained when mercury acts on ozone.

If we consider the conditions under which ozone is formed, we shall find them to be

different from those which produce allotropic modifications in other cases. Such

elements, for example, as phosphorus or sulphur, are modified by the action of heat,

and not by the electrical discharge. It is true, at the same time, that the destruction

of ozone, or, on the allotropic view, its reconversion into oxygen, by exposure to a tem-

perature of 270° C., is apparently analogous to that action of heat whereby common
phosphorus is converted into the red variety.

Without rejecting the allotropic constitution of ozone, although the results of our

volumetric experiments are certainly difficult to reconcile with it, it may not be miin-

structive to consider whether the facts already known admit of a different explanation.

As ozone is formed from pure and dry oxygen by the electrical discharge, if it is not an

allotropic form of oxygen, the latter must be either a mechanical mixture of two or more

gases, or it must be a compound gas. It is perhaps scarcely necessary to consider the

former hypothesis, according to which, oxygen, in its ordinary state, would be a mecha-

nical mixture, as atmospheric air is a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen. The contraction,
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which occurs when the electrical discharge is passed through oxygen, is at first sight

indeed favourable to such a supposition, inasmuch as the combination of gases is usually

accompanied either by a diminution, or no change of volume. But we have not been

able to discover, in its other reactions, any facts which countenance this otherwise

improbable 'view of the constitution of oxygen gas.

Finally, it remains to be considered, whether in the formation of ozone, oxygen does

not undergo a more profound molecular change than is involved in an allotropic modifi-

cation, whether, in short, this supposed element may not be actually decomposed. If,

for the moment, we confine our attention to the phenomena which present themselves

when the electrical discharge is passed through oxygen, this attractive hypothesis will

be found to furnish a simple and plausible explanation of them all. It will be observed,

at once, that the conditions under which ozone is formed from oxygen by the electrical

discharge, are precisely those under which other gases, known to be compound, are

decomposed. The electrical current is one of very high intensity, and therefore very

favourable to decomposition : when passed in the form of the silent discharge, a large

contraction takes place in the volume of the gas, which is partially destroyed by a few

electrical sparks, and wholly by heat. With nitrogen and hydrogen no similar effects

are observed, the volume of these gases being quite unaffected by either form of

discharge.

The behaviour of carbonic oxide, when exposed to the action of the silent and spark

discharge, corresponds remarkably to that of oxygen ; the latter form of discharge, while

producing itself only a limited contraction in carbonic oxide, destroying a part of the

contraction produced by the former. Again, when deutoxide of nitrogen is exposed to

the action of the same agents, an immediate contraction takes place without any solid

or liquid product being formed, showing that in certain cases of gaseous decompositions,

the resulting gases occupy a smaller volume than the original compound.

If we assume that oxygen is resolved by the electrical discharge into a new compound

(ozone), containing the same constituents as the oxygen itself, but in a different propor-

tion, and into one of the constituents themselves, in the same manner as carbonic acid

is resolved into carbonic oxide and oxygen, or nitric oxide into hyponitric acid and

nitrogen, the results of our experiments will admit of an easy explanation. One of the

simplest suppositions we can make for this purpose is, that two volumes of oxygen con-

sist of one volume of U and one volume of V, united without condensation (U and 'S'

being the supposed constituents of oxygen), and that one volume of ozone consists of two

volumes of U and one volume of V; and further, that by the action of heat, iodine, &c.,

ozone is resolved into U and oxygen.

The appearance of ozone at the positive pole in the electrolysis of water, and its

formation by the agency of so active a body as ordinary phosphorus, do not seem

unfavourable to its being the result of decomposition. But the same observation will

not apply to its production by the action of acids on such bodies as the peroxide of

barium. We certainly should not have expected to see a body derived from the decom-
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position of oxygen produced under the latter circumstances, and, although the facts

connected with its production in these cases have not been studied with precision, yet

there appears to be no doubt that ozone is actually formed.

We must in conclusion add, that the few attempts wre have made to isolate either of

the supposed constituents of oxygen have failed.

We are still continuing to prosecute this inquiry, and hope on a future occasion to

lay before the Society the results of further experiments which are now in progress.

Note
,
added July 12, 1860.

It having been suggested that a certain amomit of the contraction produced by the

passage of the electrical discharge through tubes containing oxygen might arise from

the action on that gas of the platinum wires, or of finely divided platinum, which, as in

Mr. Gassiot’s experiment, might be thrown off by the action of the discharge, we have

made the following experiment, in order to ascertain whether such an action could have

occurred in the conditions under which we operated. Before describing the experiment,

it may be proper to state, that in the passage of the discharge of the electrical machine,

there is no visible separation of metallic platinum, as in that of the discharge from the

induction coil, nor other evidence of the wires being acted on ;
on the contrary, both the

wires and tube retain their original appearance after having been frequently exposed to

the alternate action of the discharge and of heat.

A vessel, of the form represented in the annexed figure, was filled

with pure and dry oxygen. It differs from the tubes usually employed

only by having the lower end of the reservoir drawn out into a capil-

lary tube a b. The platinum wires were inserted as usual, and an

auxiliary vessel of the same size and form was filled with dry air.

After determining the comparative range of the two vessels, their reser-

voirs were exposed, in the apparatus before described, to a tempera-

ture of 300° C., in order to bring them as exactly as possible into the

same condition. When they had cooled, the levels of the acid in the

siphon tubes were again read, and the silent discharge was afterwards

passed through the primary vessel till a contraction of twenty-seven

millims. was obtained in its siphon tube. The extremity of the capil-

lary tube of the reservoir was next cut off at a ,
and the end of the

siphon tube d, which had the form represented in the figure, was

dipped under sulphuric acid. The open end at a was now connected

with an apparatus, which supplied a slow stream of carefully dried air,

and this was allowed to pass till the ozone and oxygen originally con-

tained in the tube were entirely displaced by the dry air. It is obvious

that by this arrangement the ozone was removed, while the platinum

wires and the inner surface of the tube were left in precisely the same

state as after the passage of the discharge. The tube was next sealed off at c, by the
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application of the point of a tine blowpipe flame, the current having been arrested, so

as to leave the usual column of sulphuric acid in the siphon tube. In sealing it, care

was taken not to allow the air in e to become heated. The vessel was again placed,

along with the auxiliary, in the calorimeter, and the levels read. The ends of the siphon

tubes having been first sealed, the reservoirs were exposed to 300° C. An expansion

should have taken place in the primary vessel, if the platinum had retained oxygen

capable of being disengaged at 300° C. ; but this was not found to be the case. The

change of level in its sulphuric acid siphon (corrected by the auxiliary) did not amount

to 02 millim., a degree of accuracy rarely attainable in these experiments.
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VIII. On the Mathematical Theory of Sound. By the Rev. S. Earnshaw, M.A.,

Sheffield. Communicated by Professor W. H. Miller, F.R.S.

Beceived November 20, 1858,—Bead January 6, 1859*.

Lv making certain investigations on the properties of the sound-wave, transmitted

through a small horizontal tube of uniform bore, I found reason for thinking that the

equation

§=f(I) • 0-)

must always be satisfied ; F being a function of a form to be determined. Differen-

tiating this equation with regard to t, we find

dft
[

\dx)^ dx2 ’
(
2 .)

which by means of the arbitrary function F can be made to coincide, not only with the

ordinary dynamical equation of sound, but with any dynamical equation in which the

in terms of ~r-dx
ratio of and can be expressed

Equation (1.) is a partial first integral of (2.), and by means of it we shall be able to

obtain a final integral of (2.), which will be shown to be the general integral of (2.) for

wave-motion, propagated in one direction only in such a tube as we have supposed, by

its satisfying all the conditions of such wave-motion.

It will be convenient to begin wfith the simplest case of sound,—that in'which the

development of heat and cold is neglected.

I. AVAYE-MOTION AYHEN CHANGE OF TEMPEBATTJBE IS NEGLECTED.

1. The equations for this case of motion are, the dynamical equation

(dy\ 2
dfy__ dfy

\dx) dC (
Jj
dx2 ’

and the equation of continuity,

dV__t0
;

dx §

(3.)

(
4 .)

o
0 , p0 are the equilibrium density and pressure at any point of the fluid ;

o, p the same

for a particle in motion ; x the equilibrium distance of the same particle from a fixed

plane cutting the tube at right angles ; and t is the time when the same particle, being

in motion, is at the distance y from the same plane
;

/x is the constant which connects

and^> by Boyle’s law p=y^.
* Subsequently recast and abridged by the author, but without introducing new matter.

MDCCCLX. T
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On comparing (3.) with (2.), we find ^-F'

—

+VV 5 or - for brevity, wilting a for

we have

and

F'(a
)
=+ ^fi,

«

F(a)= C+\/jtA log
£(«).

But as ^=F(a) from (1.), it follows that

dy=
d
£-d,-+

d

{t
.dt

=udx-\-'F(a).dt,

which being integrated in the usual manner, substituting at the same time for F(a) its

value, gives

y— ax+(C+\/ lo'g,a)tf+p(a)
]

^

0-ax±\/(At-\-x<p'(cc) J

Between these equations, if we eliminate «, we have then the integral of equation (3.).

2. From equation (4.) we see that ; and if we represent by u the velocity of the

particle whose place is y ,
we find

u=j
t
=C±s/yJ logsa,

=C+x/^log £^^ ;

w— C

and g>=£0a
^ •

3. To determine the arbitrary constant C, we observe that §=§„ and u=C are always

simultaneous equations. But the former belongs to the confines of the wave, where in

fact u= 0 ;
and therefore C=0. Hence for a wave transmitted through a medium which

is itself at rest beyond the limits of the wave, we have these equations*:

—

£=£</ ^ (6.)

y=ca'±*/yJ \og
6
ci.t+cp(a)

] ^
0— ax+\/yjt+a<p'(a) J

* If x and a be eliminated between tlie equations (7.) and u—+ n logi a, we shall obtain the equation

«=/{y— («+ vV)*},

which was first obtained, though in a very different manner from that employed in this paper, by M. Poisson,

and printed in the Journal of the Polytechnique School, tome vii. It seems not to have occurred to him,

however, that by means of this equation he might effect another integration of the equations of fluid motion,

and thns discover the relation between p and u, whereby his solution would have been completed.

Several of the properties of wave-motion, depending on the gradual change of type, which are included

in this equation of M. Poisson’s, were first brought forward and discussed by Professor Stokes in the

Philosophical Magazine for November 1848, and by the Astronomer Royal in June 1849. In the latter
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We have now to express these results in terms of the original genesis of the

motion. Let us suppose the motion generated by a piston pushed forwards in the tube

in a given manner. Let the piston at the time T (having the same origin as t) be at

the distance Y from the plane of reference, and moving forwards with the velocity U

;

and by R denote the density of the air in contact with the piston at that moment. For

all particles in contact with the piston #=0 (we suppose the piston to commence its

motion at the origin of x). Then since at the time T the particles in contact with the

piston are within the limits of the wave, equations (6.) and (7.) must be satisfied;

_u

Y=±\/M°g£
«'-T+£(«')]

0 = +\Zy,T-\-cc'<p'(ci') J

In these equations a'= ^, and at present we have not sufficiently connected the two

systems of equations (7.) and (8.). We shall further connect them by assuming R=£,
which gives cc'=u; the effect of which assumption is to limit the meaning of T, Y, U
as follows :

—

T is the time of genesis of the density g which at the time t has been trans-

mitted to the place denoted by y ;

Y is the place where the density g was generated ;

U is the velocity of the piston when g was generated by it.

We may now write a for and then eliminate a, <p(a), and between the four

equations (7.), (8.). By this means we obtain

y=Y+(V+</p)(t—T) (9.)

x=+~yj^7i{t—t) (io.)

_U _u_

g=go^^=s(fi
f ^ (11 -)

5. By these equations the state of a wave at any moment is connected with its genesis

;

and they contain in fact the complete solution of the problem of every kind of motion,

in a tube, which can be generated by a piston.

6. From (11.) it appears that u—U ; that is, that the particle-velocity generated by

the piston is transmitted through the medium without suffering any alteration. The

same equation (11.) shows that between the density and the velocity there is an inva-

riable relation, which is independent of the law of original genesis of the motion
; so

that in the same wave, or in different waves, wherever there is the same density, there

will also be the same velocity.

7. One of the most obvious facts on looking at the equations just found is, that for

the same genesis there are two values of x
,
two of y ,

and two of g. The signification of

Number of the Magazine it also appears that Professor De Morgan had discovered and communicated to

the Astronomer Eoyal two particular forms of the function F
;
without perceiving, however, that a slight

generalization of his results would put him in the way to the integral expressed by the equations (5.).
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this is, that a single disturbance generates two waves; and (11.) shows that for one of

them is greater
,
and for the other less than p

0 . Equation (10.) shows that thev are

propagated in contrary directions on opposite sides of the piston, and are therefore not

parts of the same wave.

8. In the genesis of the wave we have supposed the piston pushed forwards, that is.

in the direction of -\-x. Hence for the wave generated on that side of the piston we

must, as appears from (10.), take the lower sign, which in (11.) gives § greater than e
0 .

This wave we call the positive wave, and the wave of condensation. For the wave gene-

rated on the other side of the piston we must take the upper sign, which gives e less

than g>0 ;
and this wave we call the negative wave, and the wave of rarefaction.

9. As it will be useful to have a definition of these two waves, which shall be hide-

pendent of their position with regard to the generating piston, we may state that in

general,

—

a positive wave is one in which the motions of the particles are in the direction of

wave-transmission : and

a negative wave is one in which the motions of the particles are in a direction

opposite to that of wave transmission.

10. If £>, and g>2 be the densities of the air in contact with the piston before and

behind at any moment, and ifp l
andy?2 be the corresponding pressures ; then from (11.)

we have
— _JL

and ?2=?0e 'V,

and

which may be thus expressed in words :—if a piston move in a tube, filled with air, in

any manner whatever, the densities of the air in contact with it at its front and back

are such that the equilibrium density is a mean proportional between them. And since

p— go. we have
1̂ 2
=

']$>> which furnishes us with a similar property for the pressures on

the piston.

JL u_

11. Since p^—p^v- and p2=p^ it follows that the resistance to the motion of the

piston (calling S its area) is

(ih
—p 2)s= (g r^)_p0s.

Hence in different gases, ifp0 be the same in all, those will offer the greatest resistance

to the piston for which g is the least.

It will be convenient from this point to consider the two kinds of waves separately.

1. The Wave of Condensation.

12. The equations for this wave are

y=Y+(v^+UX*-T)
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13. Now with respect to the genesis of this wave, we have seen that U must satisfy

dy dY
the same conditions as u, and Y as y. But u—-gy, therefore 11=^™: and again, as

one of the equations of the general integral (7.) was obtained from the other by dif-

ferentiation with regard to a, it follows that both a and U must vary continuously
; and

dJJ
that must not pass through infinity

;
in other words, if the velocity of the piston

vary it must vary continuously. Neither Y nor U must be discontinuous with regard

to T. Hence there must be no discontinuity of pressure within the limits of the wave

at its genesis : and if discontinuity should afterwards occur in the wave during its trans-

mission, our equations will cease to be applicable for that part of the wave where the

discontinuity has occurred. For the wave in any one position may be supposed to

generate its next position
;
and a piston or diaphragm may at any time be supposed to

act the part of the generating wave. What is necessary for the diaphragm to observe as

a law of genesis must be necessary for the wave considered as the generator of its next

position ;
and therefore the part of the wave (if any) where discontinuity occurs will

be beyond the reach of our equations.

14. It has been shown that the density g>, which at the time t is at the distance y from

the plane of reference, was generated at the time T when its distance from the same

plane was Y. Hence it has been transmitted through the space y—Y in the time t— T,

and consequently the velocity of its transmission (as appears from the first equation of

(
12 -)) is

x/^+ U.

15. The wave as a whole is included between two points of it for each of which U= 0,

and consequently for each of those points the velocity of transmission is Hence

the wave as a whole is transmitted with this uniform velocity. But all the parts of the

wave, with the exception of its front and rear, are transmitted with velocities greater

than this,—with velocities dependent on their respective densities. Hence every part

of the wave, with the exception of its rear, is perpetually gaining on the front, and the

result is a constant change of type ,—the more condensed parts hurrying towards the

front, with velocities greater as their densities are greater. This cannot go on perpe-

tually without its happening at length that a hove (or tendency to a discontinuity of

pressure) will be formed in front
; which will force its way, in violation of our equations,

faster than at the rate of sjy, feet per second ;
and consequently in experiments, made

on sound at long distances from the origin of the sound-wave, we should expect the

actual velocity observed to be greater than \//a, especially if the sound be a violent one,

generated with extreme force (see art. 17).

16. We have seen that the velocity of transmission of the density is \//A-j-U. Now
the velocity of the particles where the density is g is u, which we have shown to be equal

to U. In a certain sense we may consider the velocity u to be a wind-velocity in that

part of the medium, and then we have an indefinitely small disturbance at that point

transmitted in that wind with the velocity \/g, imposed upon the wind. In other
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words, transmission-velocity is superimposed on particle-velocity, and in this sense

transmission-velocity is everywhere the same, and equal to y/ A wave passes by

every particle with this velocity, whatever be the particular and varying density of the

medium where the particle is situated.

17. Since a wave’s front cannot move faster than with the velocity y/y,, if the gene-

rating piston move faster than with this velocity, it will generate a bore
; and from this

we infer that a bore always moves with a velocity greater than y/

p

; for wherever a bore

may be situated at any time
,
we may suppose it to be just generated by a piston. If

we write y/(m for U, we find p= [Jjo= = $p0 . Consequently if the piston press upon

the resisting air with a pressure exceeding s atmospheres, a bore will be instantly formed.

I have defined a bore to be a tendency to discontinuity of pressure ;
and it has been

shown that as a wave progresses such a tendency necessarily arises. As, however, dis-

continuity of pressure is a physical impossibility, it is certain Nature has a way of avoid-

ing its actual occurrence. To examine in what way she does this, let us suppose a discon-

tinuity to have actually occurred at the point A, in a wave which is moving forwards.

Imagine a film of fluid at A forming a section at right angles to the tube. Then on

the back of this film there is a certain pressure which is discontinuous with respect to

the pressure on its front. To restore continuity of pressure, the film at A 'will rush for-

ward with a sudden increase of velocity, the pressure in the front of the film not being

sufficient to preserve continuity of velocity. In so doing the film will play the part

of a piston generating a bit of wave in front, and a small regressive wave behind. The

result will be
?
a prolongation of the wave’s front, thereby increasing the original length

of the wave, and producing simultaneously a feeble regressive wave of a negative

character.

Now all this supposes the discontinuity to have actually occurred, which, as has been

said, is a physical impossibility. For actual occurrence we must therefore substitute a

tendency to occur, and modify the preceding reasoning thus :

—

Nature so contrives, that as the discontinuity is in its initial stage of beginning to

take place, its actual occurrence is prevented by a gradual (not sudden
)
prolongation of

the wave’s front, and by the constant casting off, from its front in a retrogressive direc-

tion, of a long continuous wave of a negative character, which will be of greater or less

intensity according as the tendency to discontinuity is more or less intense in the

original wave.

The casting off of this long wave will probably manifest itself audibly as a continuous

hiss or rushing sound.

Hence a sound-wave, from the moment that a tendency to discontinuity begins in its

front, has the property of constantly prolonging itself in front, and by this means its

front travels faster than at the rate y/g,. Those sounds also will travel most rapidly

whose genesis was most violent
; and gentlest sounds travel with velocities not much

differing from y/f. I should expect, therefore, that in circumstances where the human
voice can be heard at a sufficiently great distance, the command to fire a gun, if instantly
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obeyed, and the report of the gun, might be heard at a long distance in an inverse order

;

i. e. first the report of the gun, and then the word “ fire"*.” In a slight degree, therefore,

the experimental velocity of sound will depend on its intensity, and the violence of its

genesis. I consider this article as tending to account for the discrepancy between the

calculated and observed velocities of sound (which most experimentalists have remarked

and wondered at), when allowance is made (as will be done in a future part of this paper)

for change of temperature.

18. It seems reasonable to suppose that the audible character of a wave is in some

way dependent on its type ; and consequently, if this be the case, the sound undergoes

a perpetual modification as the distance of transmission increases. One modification of

the sound-wave is, as we have seen, the formation of a bore in front
;
but there is another

which cannot but have some influence on its audible properties, as it corresponds to a

remarkable change of type; and this takes place when the greater densities begin to

overtake the less.

Now when one degree of density overtakes another, the values of y corresponding to

those two densities are equal ; and hence at the time t the equation

y^Y+^+UXi-T) (12.)

will give two equal values of y for two consecutive values of T. Hence differentiating it

with regard to T, remembering that t is constant, or the same for both, as is also y, we have

o=u-(Vm-U)+(<-t)^,
or

*=T+io <13->

dT

The right-hand member of this equation is of course a continuous expression, and there-

fore its least or minimum value will be the value of t when the modification of type, of

which we are speaking, first begins to take place ;
and because of the continuity of (13.),

this modification once begun will gradually spread itself over the fore-part of the wave.

Now t will be a minimum when

~^-dT2
'

From this equation we may find T, the time of genesis of that part of the wave where

this modification begins. Then (13.) will give t, the actual time when the modification

begins; and (12.) will give the place in the tube where it begins.

19. It is perhaps impossible to say what is the audible characteristic corresponding to

the wave-modification just investigated
; but whatever it be, we perceive from (13.) that

those sound-waves soonest begin to be affected by it for which ^ is largest
; i. e. those

* See Supplement to Appendix of Parry’s Voyage in 1819-20, Art. “ Abstract of Experiments to deter-

mine the Velocity of Sound.”
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whose genesis is most violent. And we may also consider it as proved that those

sounds will retain their original characteristics the longest which are the most gently

generated.

It is also quite evident from (13.) if the same cause generate sound-waves in different

tubes filled with different gases, the wave will be soonest affected by the above modifi-

cation in that tube which contains the gas for which (Jj is least.

We come now to speak of

2. The Wave of Earefaction.

20. We shall obtain the equations for this kind of wave by wilting —U for +17 in

the equations of art. 12, which is equivalent to supposing a negative wave generated

on the -\-y side of the piston. Hence the equations of a negative wave are

y=Y+(^-U)(i-T),
U_

x—'s/yi T),

u_

£=£o« v;:
-

21. Reasoning in the same manner as in art. 14, it appears that the velocity with

which the density p is transmitted is

v^-u.
From this it appears that, speaking generally, the velocity of transmission of every part

of a negative wave is less than of every part of a positive wrave. The exceptions to this

statement are the front and rear, which in both kinds of waves move with the same

velocity \/ because for those points U=0. It is evident also that the most rarefied

parts of a wave will be transmitted the most slowly, and will consequently drop con-

tinually towards the rear. Hence in this species of wave, as in the former, a constant

change of type takes place ; and in the end also a negative or rarefied lore will be formed

in the rear of the wave.

By a process of reasoning analogous to that of art. 17, wre infer that a negative

sound-wave, from the moment that a tendency to discontinuity begins in its rear, has

the property of constantly shortening its rear, and by this means its real' travels faster

than at the rate \/y

;

and also as it progresses it is constantly casting off from its rear

in a regressive direction a long continuous wave of a negative character. Art. 18 also

admits of easy modification to this kind of wave.

22. The velocity of transmission of a negative wave being +V— U, and the last term

of this expression admitting of arbitrary increase, it is evident that 'U=\/rgJ is a critical

value, and that the part of the wave corresponding to that value of U is stationary.

The corresponding value of p is y-

Every part of the wave where the density exceeds this travels forwards
; but the parts

where the density is less than this are regressive ;
hence a wave, as a whole, in which

§
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begins at «
0 ,
and after twice passing through - ends at g>0 ,

will have two stationary points

in its type, viz. those where Between these points the wave will be stationary

though constantly changing type ; beyond them progressive.

23.

But instead of supposing the piston to generate such a wave as this, let us sup-

pose it to begin from the velocity zero, and according to any proposed law (continuous

of course) increase its velocity till it becomes infinite
; and let us consider the state of

the medium at this moment.

Denote by A and B the places of the piston where its velocity became respectively

p and infinite. Then whatever was the law of motion from A to B, and whether AB
be great or small, provided it remains of finite length, the density at A will remain

unchanged and equal to y? and the velocity of every particle as it passes by A will be

equal to sj

[

Jj - The mass of air also which will rush through the section of the tube at

A will be -̂ °
; and this, be it observed, cannot be made either more or less by causing

the piston to move in a different manner from A to B. It is also equally independent

of the law of the piston’s motion before it reached A. Hence the mass of air that flows

through the section at A is altogether independent of the law of the piston’s motion

throughout its whole course.

24.

Now let us inquire what quantity of air rushes through any other section of the

tube. In every part where there is motion the same relation between density and velo-

u

city obtains, Hz. ®=g>
02 ; and consequently the quantity which rushes through any

section is at the rate of

S§0m A per second.

It is obvious this admits of a maximum value, which in the usual manner we find to be

s?o ^

P

£

at which value u= \/y, and §=—

25.

Hence one part of the tube cannot supply air to another part faster than at this

rate ; and consequently the greatest possible mass of air passes through the section at A

:

and it may be stated as a general property of motion through a tube, that a gas cannot

be conveyed through a tube faster than at the rate of -—- cubic feet per second of gas

of the density g0 .

Hence the escaping powers of different gases through equal tubes are proportional to

the velocities with which they respectively transmit sound.

2G. Since this result is independent of the law of velocity of the air, both before and

after passing the section A, we are entitled to say that air cannot rush through a pipe

S 4/
of finite length, even into a vacuum, faster than at the rate of -—- cubic feet per

MDCCCLX. u
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second. The length of the pipe seems to be a matter of perfect indifference, and may

be nothing more than a hole through a partition of finite thickness.

27. Since one part of a tube cannot supply ah’ to, nor convey ah away from, another

part, A, faster than at the maximum rate, it is easy to see that if the pipe be supposed

of finite length, which conveys air into a vacuum, the velocity in every part of the

pipe will soon be the same throughout, and equal to \/)a, and density everywhere equal

to —

•

6

From this it would appear that the rate of discharge into a vacuum, which has

generally been supposed to be that which is due to the height of the homogeneous

atmosphere, is in reality that which is due to the ^~r2
J
th part only

; that is, to little

more than the fifteenth part of it; but this requires correction for change of tem-

perature.

28. If the generating piston move forward and then backward, so as to generate a

positive wave followed continuously by a negative wave, they will not separate
; for, as

we have seen, they are each transmitted, as wholes, at the same rate \/(a. But the main

body of the positive wave will gradually advance in the type towards its front, and that

of the negative wave fall back towards its rear
;
and consequently for the purposes of

audibility the central part of the compound wave, between the front of the positive and

the rear of the negative wave, will become so attenuated that it may be considered of little

audible effect, after the waves have been in existence a sufficient length of time to allow

the formation of bores. The compound wave will therefore have a tendency to produce

the audible effect of two separate waves, separated by an interval of space nearly equal

to its whole length. If therefore the length of such a compound wave be sufficiently

great, it will ultimately produce two distinct sounds separated by a very brief interval of

time.

29. If the generating piston move backward and then forward, so as to generate a

negative wave followed continuously by a positive wave, the positive and negative bores

will destroy each other as rapidly as they are formed. This, however, supposes the

positive and negative portions of the original compound wave to be equal. If one

exceed the other in quantity of motion, the result will be a little modified. A compound

wave of the kind supposed in this article will therefore be entirely devoid of bores, and

the sound corresponding to it will be free from that harshness which is probably the

audible character of a bore.

30. If there be a continuous succession of positive and negative waves, constituting

one long compound wave, such a wave will produce a continuous even sound, called a

musical note, probably owing its sweetness in some degree to the property just men-

tioned
; and as every negative portion is succeeded by a positive portion, and every posi-

tive by a negative, the length of each portion will remain unchangeable, whatever be the

distance through which the compound wave travels. Hence the pitch of a musical note

cannot change by distance of transmission.
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31. Suppose a portion of the tube to be filled with air of a different kind from that

which fills the first part. Let fl0 g0 f be the quantities for this air which correspond to

j)0
o
0

iM of the former ; and to prevent the two airs or gases from mixing, let them be

supposed to be separated by an impenetrable film without weight and inertia. Then as

there is equilibrium in the tube before the wave is generated, we have

i?o=iV

Let now a wave be generated in the first medium and transmitted towards the second

;

then when it has reached the common boundary of the media, the velocities of the

particles in contact with the film on both sides will always be equal. Let U' be this

velocity at any moment, and U the velocity which the film would have had at that

moment, if the second medium had been the same as the first. Then U— U' is the

velocity lost by the particles of the first medium by the resistance due to their contact

with the film. In other words, this velocity has been impressed on the particles of the

first medium by the resistance of the film, in the reflex direction. This gives rise to a

reflex wave in the first medium, which we may consider superimposed on the wind of

the original wave. And consequently if p be the pressure at the film due to the original

wave, the pressure when this reflex wave has been superimposed, i. e. the actual pressure

U-U' 2U-U' U

at the film, is =pz vV
,
which =p0 s

VY
, p>—p^.

But if we now turn to the other side of the film, the velocity U' has been impressed

upon the particles of the second medium in contact with the film ; and hence the pressure

of those particles on the film
U' U'

=p'yt=p
0i^

;

and consequently, as the pressures on the two sides are equal, we have

U' 2U-U'
p! v/

fj.

Hence the velocities of the particles at the film, for the incident
, reflected and refracted

waves, are respectively proportional to

vV+x/f i \/(Jj—s/uJ, and 2\/fl.

There is nothing new in these formulae, except that they are here deduced without

supposing the motions small.

II. WAVE MOTION WHEN CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE IS NOT NEGLECTED.

32. The heat developed by that change of temperature which is produced by the

sudden alteration of density due to the passage of a wave, is probably taken account of

by using the following equation as that which connects pressure and density,
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Jc being the ratio of the specific heat of the gas under a constant pressure, to its specific

heat under a constant volume. The dynamical equation takes for this case the following

form to be used instead of that in art. 1,

(dy\ k+l (Py__
7, &y

\dx) ’d&—KP'd&'

This equation being integrated as explained in art. 1, gives

_ k-

1

0 =ctx+«y]cpa, 2 t-\-u(p'{cc)

(14.)

33.

From these we obtain

u.
dV .rx2^~ C+ k- 1

a

k-l
2

For the same reasons as before we shall suppose u—0 and g=g0
to be simultaneous

equations ;
which gives

i

2 v/kfi

± k-l ’

and

k- 1

(l\ 2 _1 — —

W + 2 Vkp'
(15.)

This equation gives the relation between density and velocity
;
from which that between

pressure and velocity is easily found.

34.

The general integral (14.) may be expressed in terms of the original genesis pre-

cisely in the same manner as was employed in art. 4 ; and the result is

,=Y+(^D+ytf
»)(f-T) (16.)

k +

1

x— 1+2 u) (^~T) (!"•)

U= U, and^=p0 (f) (18.)

These equations, with (15.), are those from which the properties of the motion are to

be deduced. The degree of modification of former results required by these formulae

will be in most cases sufficiently evident, and need not therefore to be particularly

pointed out.

35.

The result of art. 10 takes the following form

—

k— 1 k— 1 k— 1

e~+s7= 2s7 ;
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and that of art. 11 the following

—

r 2k
i

(i)|
-

i)s)S=sP|(npi u)~-(1-^L u)‘-j.

36. From (16.) it appears that the velocity of transmission of the front and rear of

either a positive or negative wave is \/kp

;

but the velocity of transmission of that part

of the wave of which the density is g>, is, for a positive wave,

and for a negative wave,

s/V-^U.
£ _j_ 1

The part of these expressions to which the bore is due is the term — U ;
and as k is

known to be greater than unity, this is greater than U ; and consequently change of

temperature hastens the formation of a bore, and also renders the property of art. 16

inapplicable here.

37. As in the case of a negative wave the equation (15.) involves a negative term, it

is manifestly possible for the piston, in generating a negative wave, to move so quickly

as to leave a vacuum behind it. The least velocity with which this can happen is

2 \Zkjx

T-i
’

which for common air is about 5722 feet per second. But it is necessary to notice, that

in this and similar extreme results, we are hardly justified in supposing k to be constant

up to such high velocities.

38.

The expression Sgu is a maximum (see art. 24) when

u— 2 X^kfx,

T+T’

which in the case of common air is equal to about 904 feet per second ; and the corre-

sponding density is 2

t=(khy-'e»-’
2

or, for common air, about -£
0 .

Hence no gas can rush through a pipe faster than at the rate of

Ar+1

^(m)‘" s

cubic feet per second.

39.

The change of temperature due to the transmission of a wave through an elastic

medium has been taken account of, by assuming a law different from that of Boyle, to

connect pressure with density (art. 32).

If we generalize the law by assuming

§o\
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the dynamical equation takes the form

i

l

2
y 1 . / dy\ d^y

If now we assume

(F'«)2=——

?

v ' So

the integral of the dynamical equation will be

f
V

—

+ (
CiFa)#-h/a ;

|

#= +F'u.t—f'u,

with a=y, and w=C+Fa==C+F^y^*

40. These equations are true of any motion which can be generated by a piston

moving subject to the laws of continuity. See art. 13. The last shows that the rela-

tion between velocity and density is independent of the law of genesis of the motion.

The medium may be, as a whole, in motion with the uniform velocity C+F(l), and the

motion of the particles caused by the motion of a piston will be superimposed on this.

For convenience we shall suppose the medium as a whole at rest, and C+F(1)= 0.

If there be a point, or any number of points, within that part of the medium which

is in motion for which p= p
0 ,

for all such points a=l, and the equation

*=+F(l).«-/(l),

which is always true for all such points, shows that at those points x changes its value

at the rate of F'(l) feet per second, i. e. the front of the wave travels at the rate of

feet per second,

which is constant, and depends not at all on the law of genesis, but only on the assumed

relation between pressure and density, and not on the general value of even that, but

only on its limiting value when §=§0 . Now many different forms of the function <p may

give the same limiting value ;
and consequently all the media corresponding to these

various forms of <p will transmit a wave, as a whole, with the same velocity. Hence if

the relation between pressure and density be given, the wave-velocity may be instantly

deduced from the expression f m
So

,
or from its equal,

f#.
W.’

using the subscript 0 to signify that after the differentiation has been performed p
0

is to

be written for g>.

41. Since w=C+F^y^, by differentiation we obtain

du 1 /dp\

I
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And if c denote the velocity of transmission of the density §, then we have

c=c±F(i)+fF (i)=“+(!)
i;

consequently

dc 1 d / 2
dp\i

dq dq\@ dq)

' Now the former of these equations shows that unless the term be constant, the

property of the superposition of wave-transmission on particle-velocity, proved in art. 1G,

does not hold good. But if it be constant, then -

y which is the general relation

between pressure and density when that principle of superposition holds good. Hence,

as mentioned in art. 36, the development of heat puts an end to this property in all

known gases.

43.

In the case of negative waves we may institute a method of reasoning similar to

that employed in arts. 23 et seq., and arrive at analogous results. We shall also find

that, taking c= —

u

for this case, the maximum value of SfW will occur in that

section of the tube where c— 0; from which it follows that at that section

which is always possible and finite. Hence may be determined the limit to the quantity

of a gas that can pass through a pipe in a given time, even into a vacuum.

44.

The expression in art. 42 for shows that c is in general a function of §, so that

in general there will be a constant change of type. In one case, however, there will be

no change of type. This will take place when ^-=0, that is when is constant.

Assume for this case

This equation expresses the nature of the medium which is distinguished by the pro-

perty, that it transmits waves without change of type. And if we pass from this to the

dynamical equation, we find

dqj B ddy

dt2 q
2 dx2

Now it has been usual to reduce the equation (3.) to this form for the purposes of

approximation
; but the process appears to be allowable only so far as the equation

g
J>=A.—

—

may be taken to be a physical approximation to Boyle’s law To me it

does not seem to be an allowable approximation
;
and consequently I do not consider

the solution of the dynamical equation, which has been obtained by this means, to be
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applicable to the problem of sound at all. Many analytically approximate forms might

be invented and used for Boyle’s law, and each would have its peculiar physical attri-

butive effects on the sound-wave; and we might thus, by adopting first one and then

another of these analytically approximate laws, invent ad libitum an inexhaustible list

of properties of the sound-wave which have no real existence where Boyle’s law is

strictly true. From which therefore it would seem to be a necessary consequence, that

an equation between^? and must not only be analytically but also physically approxi-

mative, in order that the results deduced from it may be accepted as real approximations

to the true laws of nature.

du dc
45. By means of the expressions for and we may not only discover the proper-

ties of motion in a tube without having recourse to the usual equations, when the rela-

tion between £ and p is known, but we may also solve many inverse problems.

Also, if the tube be filled with a medium of such a nature that the relation between

p and § changes continuously from point to point, or is different in different parts, yet

if has the same value everywhere, waves will travel through the tube with a

uniform velocity.

If the nature of the medium should vary slowly and continuously, the velocity of the

wave-transmission would be known, from the equations given above, by integration.

46. If, through the partial radiation of heat, or from any other cause, the dynamical

equation should take the form

<^y_p(dp_

dt2 J \dx

we must integrate it as before by assuming

dy\ <Py

dt ) dx2
'

which gives

(FV) 2=/(a ,
F«).

This equation being integrated will furnish the form of

proposed dynamical equation will be

F; and then the integral of the

J'y=os#+(C-FF«)#-j-ftft.

l_ar=+F'u.t—Q'ct,

which does not present any new difficulty.
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IX. On the Lines of the Solar Spectrum.

By Sir David Brewster, K.E. ,
L.C.L., F.B.S. L. & L., and Lr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.

Received January 26,—Read February 23, 1860.

In a paper published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1833,

Sir David Brewster stated that by various means he had examined the lines of the

solar spectrum, and those produced by the intervention of nitrous acid gas, and had

delineated them on a scale four times greater than that employed in the beautiful map
of Fraunhofer. Some portions also, which were more particularly studied, had been

drawn on a scale twelve times greater. “Fraunhofer,” he continued, “has laid down

in his map 354 lines, but in the delineations which I have executed, the spectrum is

divided into more than 2000 visible and easily recognized portions, separated from each

other by lines more or less marked, according as we use the simple solar spectrum, or

the solar and gaseous spectrum combined, or the gaseous spectrum itself, in which any

breadth can be given to the dark spaces.” None of these drawings, however, were

published at the time. Frequent observations were continued during the years 1837,

1838, and 1841
;
and now, after a lapse of many years, the various delineations, having-

been collated and arranged by Dr. Gladstone, form the principal diagrams in the Plate

accompanying this paper.

Fig. 1 of Plate IV. represents the lines observed when the sun was at a considerable

altitude above the horizon, and its light was examined by means of a good prism

and telescope. The spectrum is delineated on so large a scale that it was necessary

to divide it into two portions, the upper diagram representing the part between the

least refrangible end and the line designated F 7, the lower diagram the part between

F 7 and the most refrangible end. On a comparison with Fraunhofer’s large map *,

the principal lines and features will be easily recognized
;
but it will be seen that

every portion of the spectrum contains lines wanting in the earlier drawing, and that

parts which Fraunhofer has marked by one line are resolved into groups of bright

spaces alternating with dark lines. The figure of the spectrum extends at the more

refrangible or violet end to about the same distance as that of the Bavarian philosopher,

but it exhibits a considerable extension at the red or less refrangible end. The

principal lines are indicated by those letters, A, «, B, C, &c., which were assigned to

them by him, and the larger intermediate lines are marked by numbers, 1, 2, 3, &c.,

beginning afresh on the more refrangible side of each letter ; so that any one of these

may be expressed by a combination of a letter and numeral ;
as, for instance, C 6, a

# In his “ Bestimmung des Brechuugs- und Farbenzerstreuungs-Vermogens verschiedener Grlasarten.”

MDCCCLX. X
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remarkable line in the orange, of which much will be said hereafter. The extreme

violet is lettered, both in this and in a map to be subsequently described, by that con-

tinuation of the alphabet which has been adopted by M. Becquerel *. It was necessaiy

to indicate in some similar manner the newly published, though not newly discovered,

lines at the red end of the spectrum ; and as the alphabet has not been appropriated by

M. Becquerel beyond P, and it is not likely that further research will largely extend

the spectrum in that direction, it was thought safe to take the end of the alphabet, and

denoting the first strongly-marked fine before A by Z, to work backwards into those

slightly refrangible rays, which have been as yet unresolved by human vision. Some of

the dark spaces of the spectrum are of an appreciable breadth, in which case they are

represented as bands ; and where the observation of a line was indistinct or uncertain, it

is marked by an interrupted instead of a continuous line.

The light less refrangible than A is red but extremely faint, so faint indeed, that few

observers of the spectrum have perhaps ever seen it; and the only drawing hitherto

published of lines in it, appears to be in a map of the solar spectrum by M. Matthiessen

of Altonaf . He represents a few lines which, on comparison with fig. 1, may be iden-

tified as the band anterior to Y, Y itself, and the band Y 1. In order to map the lines

and bands in this portion of the prismatic image, Sir David Brewster was obliged to

take extraordinary precautions. The telescope was lined with black velvet, in order to

exclude any reflected light ; a low power was employed
; the slit was made about the

8th or 10th of an inch wide, and the eye of the observer was washed with water to

cleanse the fluid that lubricates the cornea J. The most prominent line in this space is

that marked Y.

The red space between A and B is marked by Fraunhofer merely by a bundle of

lines midway between the two, and designated a. It is indeed difficult to resolve the

light that extends from A to a
,
but between a and B lines and bands are easily per-

ceptible. This space is delineated not only in fig. 1, but on a larger scale in fig. 2, while

fig. 3 is a still more magnified view of the bundle of lines that constitute a. The

succession of pale thin bands between A and a 1, represented in fig. 2, were only

distinctly seen on one occasion ; and to the drawing Sir David Brewster appends the

remark, “their exact places and breadths require to be better fixed.” They usually

present themselves to the observer as two or three broader bands, filling up nearly the

whole space. The series of bands marked by faint lines between a 3 and B, is a peculiar

feature of this part of the spectrum.

Between B and C little can be detected with certainty beyond the four lines previously

observed by Fraunhofer. The orange space between C and D is far richer ; but imme-

diately beyond the double line D is a yellow space of considerable breadth marked by

only one, and that a faint line, and this is the most luminous portion of the whole

spectrum.

* Bibl. Univ. de Geneve, xl.

J See Coraptes Rendus, 1850, tom. xxx. p. 579.

f Referred to in Compt. Rend. xix. p. 112.
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The green space between E and F was made the object of special study, and a sepa-

rate map of it on a scale twelve times that employed by Fraunhofer is given in fig. 4,

while fig. 5 represents, on a still larger scale, the lines included within what is ordinarily

denominated the triple line b.

The blue space between F and G is that of which the delineations appear the least

trustworthy
; indeed there is some discrepancy among the drawings of the lines between

F18 and F27. The violet space from G to H is probably deserving of greater con-

fidence. The sparse lines beyond H seem to extend to the further limit of Becquerel’s

group L, which, with the group I, is faintly indicated.

In the summer of 1858 Dr. Gladstone examined the two extremities of the solar

spectrum where Fraunhofer’s map is manifestly deficient
;
and as these are the portions

where there is least light, he made his observations on very bright days about midsummer,

and at noon, consequently when the sun was at about its highest in the latitude of

London. The instrument of the Rev. Baden Powell, described and figured in the

British Association Report for 1839, was employed, and a good prism of flint-glass

having an angle of 45°. The light of the sun was reflected from the quicksilvered

mirror of a heliostat
; and a blue cobalt glass was placed in front of the eyepiece of the

telescope. This latter precaution is necessary in order to intercept, or greatly reduce

in brilliancy, the orange, yellow, and green rays
;
for although the telescope takes only

a part of the prismatic image into the field of view at a time, it will still happen that,

however pure the glass of the prism may be, and however carefully cross-lights are pre-

vented, some of the middle rays will be irregularly dispersed, and will mix with the red

or lavender
; and when the sun is shining brightly into the instrument, these rays will

be in sufficient quantity to render it a matter of great importance that they should be

stopped by cobalt glass. The results of these observations are given in fig. 6, which is

on the same scale as Fraunhofer’s spectrum, or one-fourth of that adopted in fig. 1.

From this map it is evident that the appearance of lines and bands between A and B
is not confined to periods of the day, or latitudes, where the sun is at no great height

above the horizon, although none, except the group «, are delineated in the Munich

diagram. It will presently be seen, however, that they become much more visible when

the sun’s light traverses a larger portion of our atmosphere. Light was perceived by

Dr. Gladstone for a considerable space anterior to A, but no lines were distinguishable

in it, on account probably of the inferiority of his apparatus to that employed by Sir

David Brewster, whose drawings also had not been seen or heard of by him when he

made these observations.

On comparing this map in its delineation of the rays beyond FI with the drawings of

M. Becquerel* and Professor Stokes f, it will be at once evident that it contains the

lines marked by them as far as it extends, besides many finer ones. Yet the three

maps represent three different phenomena: that of Becquerel the lines and spaces

where there is no chemical action ; that of Professor Stokes the lines and spaces where

* Bibliotheque Univ. de Geneve, xl. t Philosophical Transactions, 1852.

X 2
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no fluorescence is produced in bisulphate of quinine, or similar bodies
;
while this repre-

sents those where there is no effect on the organ of vision. Professor Stokes mentions

in a note to his paper, that he had “ succeeded, by a particular arrangement, in seeing so

far into the ‘ lavender ’ rays as to make out the groups of fixed lines m. n. p by means

of light received directly into the eye, and even to perceive light beyond that.” The

m, n of his drawing answer to the M and N of M. Becquerel’s map, and his p is nearly

coincident with its termination. The figure of M. Matthiessex extends at least as far

as the fluorescent spectrum of Professor Stokes, but it does not clearly appear how it

has been obtained.

Professor Piazzi Smyth, during his recent astronomical experiment on the Peak of

Teneriffe, had an opportunity of analysing the light of the sun when seen through a

smaller amount of atmosphere than has fallen to the lot of any other investigator. He
has incorporated such observations made near noon-day in the account of his experi-

ment *, but unfortunately his apparatus was imperfect. His statements amount to this

:

that “ comparing a high sun-spectrum at the sea-level with a similar one at Alta Vista

10,702 feet high, both observed direct, it was found that while in the former the

spectrum terminated immediately beyond H, and the two bars of H were nebulous, in

the latter the spectrum extended beyond H to three times the distance of its bars

asunder: the two said bars also lost all their nebulosity, being clearly resolved into

their component lines
;
many fine clear lines were seen between them, and many

appeared nebulously in the space beyond.” He gives other good reasons also for the

conclusion that “ we may assume that there is a much greater amount of the more

refrangible rays in the sun’s light in the upper, than in the low*er regions of the atmo-

sphere.” To his drawings of the spectrum at evening, reference will be hereafter made.

Absorption by the Atmosphere.

The absorbent power exercised by the earth’s atmosphere on the more refrangible

rays already alluded to, is extremely evident when the sun is shining through a long

reach of air, as at his rising or setting. Everyone has remarked that under such

circumstances the luminary acquires a more or less red colour. This is due to the

total absorption of the lavender and violet rays, the greater or less absorption of the

blue and green, and the diminution of the yellow and perhaps the orange rays, whilst

the red pass apparently unimpeded through the deepening atmosphere, and from the

absence of the dazzling yellow, reveal themselves with their characteristic lines to the

eye even when unshielded by any coloured medium. This is also the case, to a certain

extent, when the sun at any altitude shines through mist or smoke ;
and the same result

may be at any time obtained by placing in the path of the rays a vessel of water with

which a few drops of milk have been mixed.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that, though the risible spectrum becomes shorter as the

* Philosophical Transactions, 185S, pp. 503 to 507.
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sun sinks, there is no real contraction of its several parts, the distance between the fixed

lines measuring precisely the same at different hours.

The red sun is often attended with a blue sky ; the diffused light, in fact, always

exhibits portions of the spectrum which are wanting in the direct rays. This may give

rise to a singular phenomenon. There is a green glass coloured by means of copper and

iron which has the power of absorbing the whole of the red and orange rays, but allow-

ing others to penetrate. If the landscape be viewed through this, all the ordinary

objects are seen with tolerable distinctness, though of a greenish or bluish colour, but

anything purely red is extinguished ; and it has happened to Dr. Gladstone, on

examining the western sky near sunset with such a glass, that he has seen the various

configurations of the clouds and of the horizon perfectly, whilst the sun itself was so

little visible that its presence would not have been detected, unless it had been specially

sought for. No black space is produced in this experiment ;
for of course that portion

of the sky immediately between the solar disk and the spectator is sending diffused light

like the parts adjacent.

Atmospheric Lines.

Beyond this absorption of the more refrangible rays, another and more remarkable

phenomenon presents itself when the sun descends towards the horizon and shines

through a rapidly increasing depth of air. Certain lines which before were little

if at all visible, become black and well-defined, and dark bands appear even in what

were formerly the most luminous parts of the spectrum. This has been observed both

at sunrise and sunset ; and it is not necessary that the luminary should be just on the

horizon, or that the absorption of the more refrangible rays should be very complete

;

indeed these atmospheric lines have been seen when H and k were easily distinguishable,

and light was perceptible far beyond. Fig. 7 is a map of these lines and bands, com-

piled from the independent drawings of the two authors, which agree very closely. In

calling them “ atmospheric,” nothing more is meant to be expressed by the term than

the mere fact that these lines or bands become much more visible as the sun’s rays pass

through an increasing amount of atmosphere. Sir David Brewster first observed them,

and gave a verbal description of them in the paper already referred to *, but his more

exact and extended observations were made subsequently. In the least refrangible part

of the spectrum wrhich was first observed by him, the bands X3, Yl, Y 3, and Z 1 become

very dark as the sun sets, and assume the appearance of broad black bands, supporting

on each side the finer lines Y and Z. A becomes very wide even when the sun is at a

considerable altitude, its aspect being that represented in fig. 8, which is on the same

scale as fig. 3 ; and gradually the lighter portions on each side of the black line become

quite dark, and the series of lines before it are converted into a dark band, so that it

presents the appearance of two black spaces divided by a narrow luminous space
;
but as

the sun sets this light also disappears, and it becomes one uniform expanse of darkness.

The group a becomes much deeper in shade, but not uniformly so, for the bright spaces

between the bands are not absorbed. In general the shaded parts between A and B
* Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions, vol. xii. pp. 529, 530.
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become rather less luminous as the sun descends ; but the greatest effect is observable in

the narrow band a 8, the nearest to B, the appearance of which at that time is repre-

sented in fig. 9, where the scale is double that of fig. 2. C and most of the lines between

it and C6 are deepened; and the last-mentioned line is particularly noticeable, as it begins

to intensify when the sun is at a considerable altitude ; indeed in Great Britain it is

very evident during winter at any hour of the day. When the sun is about to set. or

when it is just rising, it is one of the most strongly marked lines in the whole spectrum

C 15 increases to a black band, C 16 becomes more evident than before, and the double

line D is very strongly developed ; D 1 deepens in shade
;
and at about D 2 commences

a band, marked by the Greek letter § in the diagram (fig. 7), which is one of the most

characteristic features of the prismatic image of light that has passed through a Ions

space of air. It is discernible in the diffuse light of a dull day at any hour
; it is that

which Professor W. A. Miller observed manifesting itself on the occasion of a thunder

shower*; and it becomes evident in the direct solar rays when the luminary is several

degrees above the horizon : from its occurrence in a most luminous part of the ordinan

spectrum, and from its great breadth, it intercepts a large amount of light, even at that

time
; and when the sun is just setting, it becomes a broad space of almost total darkness.

It appears to cover a larger amount of the image in the direction of E, as it deepens in

shade. It is succeeded by other bands, s and £, and by a line The latter becomes

very prominent, and from its vicinity to the comparatively faint line E, which is not per-

ceptibly deepened by the atmosphere, has sometimes been mistaken for E itself. Beyond

b there are several remarkable bands, especially those designated in the map by the leu >

i and z. F itself seems to become nebulous; and between it and G appear seven baud'.

/,, (jj, v, |, o, T, gu the representation of the six last given in the map is on the authority

of one single observation and drawing by Sir David Brewster. It is but rarely that

this part of the spectrum can be seen at sunset ; and the portion beyond G is so seldom

visible, and when seen is so faint, that no atmospheric lines or bands have been descried

in it.

Allusion has already been made to the fact that the band § is easily recognizable m
diffused light

;
and this is more or less true, as might be expected, of the other bands

and lines. Indeed the western sky after sunset affords a favourable opportunity for

studying those in the more luminous parts of the spectrum. If the sky be red. C. C6.

D, and b generally appear as four very black bands ; if it be yellow, they are not so weli

defined. The various colours of the clouds also afford a great variety of appearance, but

not so much in the character of the dark spaces, as of the luminous image which they

intersect. There seems to be a difference in the visibility of these bands at different

times, which is not readily accounted for; thus on October 29, 1837, at Allerly. near

Melrose, at the instant of sunset the luminous sky gave a spectrum in which C 6, though

distinctly seen, was not black, nor was D, nor b, while the line B was very broad and

deep. For thirty-seven minutes after sunset this black B was discernible; but even

then, and indeed until the twilight had gone, the forementioned bands, usually so

# Philosophical Magazine, August, ISIS, p. So.
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prominent, clid not appear either black or wide. On October 31, again, the atmo-

spheric lines were not so dark as usual, while the rays beyond C 10 had evidently

suffered a considerable absorption. On neither of these occasions was there much

colour in the sky; but that the phenomena did not depend on either the absence or

presence of humidity in the atmosphere, is evident from the fact that on the earlier date

there was a keen frost, while on the later day the weather was wet, the thermometer

being 38° F. at the time of observation. That moisture, however, has some influence

in the production of these bands, is shown by the effect of a fog on the solar radiations

;

thus on November 20, 1858, at 10 o’clock a.m., at London, the sun loomed red through

a mist, and a prismatic analysis of its light showed a and B with extreme distinctness,

and the characteristic C 6, b, and r,.

When the sun’s rays traverse a mixture of milk and water, though they are dispersed

and absorbed to a large extent, especially at the more refrangible end of the spectrum,

these atmospheric lines are in no way exhibited
;
a proof, if additional proof be needed,

that they are not owing to the mere reduction of the light.

It is a most beautiful and striking sight to observe the gradual appearance of these

characteristic lines as the sun descends towards the horizon. Professor Piazzi Smyth

remarked it
;
and from his elevated position on the Peak, he had the peculiar advantage

of observing the sun when it had sunk beneath the astronomical horizon, even to the

depth of 1°T. In his drawings* it is curious to trace the gradual darkening of a and B,

and the intermediate lines, of what he calls the “ growing ” line beyond C, and of the

dark band that follows D. In the drawing made by him when the sun was at an altitude

of — 1°T, the bands between C 6 and b appear to occupy a still larger space than in the

diagram compiled from the observations in Scotland and England. This, of course, is

in accordance with wrhat might have been anticipated.

Measurements.

The following are the refractive indices of the principal lines of the spectrum, atmo-

spheric or otherwise, as determined for the flint-glass of which the prism employed by

Dr. Gladstone is composed :

—

A . . . . . . 1-6069 F . 1-6292

a ... . . . 1-6087 G . 1-6404

B . . . . . . 1-6104 G 33 . . . . . 1-6464

C . . . . . . 1-6122 H . 1-6501

C 6 . . . . . . 1-6139 K . 1-6513

D . . . . . . 1-6162 I . 1-6548

End of § . . . 1-6192 L . 1-6567

End of £ . . . . 1-6219 2nd of group M . . 1-6589

E . . . . . . 1-6234 5th of group M . . 1-6614

b ... . . . 1-6249 1st of group N . . 1-6642

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858, Plate XXXV.
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It may be well to state that the angular measurements from which these numbers

were calculated, showed a proportion between the different lines almost identical with

that represented in the drawings of Sir David Brewster, and also in the map of

M. Matti-iiessen of Altona,

Light reflectedfrom the Moon.

As the light of the moon is only that of the sun reflected from her surface, it might

be anticipated that it would exhibit the same fixed lines
;
and so indeed it does. The

authors of this paper, like other observers*, have remarked this. Sir David Brewster

saw distinctly the lines in the lunar spectrum from B to near H, and placed it on

record that they were exactly the same as those in the solar spectrum. Dr. Glad-

stone observed the same, but with him the prismatic image appeared to terminate

at the less refrangible end, just on the C side of B, and at the more refrangible end ir

seemed to be suddenly cut off by the line H
; but whether this was precisely the case

could not be determined by measurement, as there was not sufficient fight in the field

of view at the extremities of the spectrum to see the cross-wires of the telescope.

When the moon sank towards the horizon, the more refrangible rays were found to be

partially absorbed, while the fines C and D became very strongly marked ; C 6 made its

appearance in its proper position—as determined by angular measurement—and the

band b came distinctly into view.

It is worthy of remark, that there is nothing in the reflecting surface of the moon, or

in her atmosphere (if she have any), which produces fresh bands of absorption in the

solar fight, at least as far as prismatic analysis has yet revealed.

Many observers have remarked that there are parts of the prismatic image which give

rise to different sensations of colour according to their intensity. Thus in the spectrum

of direct sunlight a broad space appears yellow, while in that of diffused light the same

colour is sometimes restricted perhaps to the narrow bright band between D and D 2. the

adjoining rays appearing orange on the one side, and green on the other. Striking illus-

trations of this were obtained during the examinations of the spectrum afforded by moon-

light. Sir David Brewster saw the green space extending a little beyond F ;
Dr. Glad-

stone found the portion between G and H, which is usually violet, to be strictly analo-

gous in colour to those “ lavender ” rays beyond H, which he was then studying ;
and

another party, to whom he showed the lunar spectrum, remarked at once the abnormal

colour of these rays, but designated them “grey,” and that without knowing that

Sir John Hersciiel had applied the same term to the almost invisible extreme rays of

the solar image. In like manner, Sir David Brewster on one occasion in describing a

spectrum of the western sky after sunset, adds the note,—“ There is a slight tinge of

blue close to F, but the general colour beyond it is violet.”

* For Fraunhofer’s observations see Gilbert’s Ann. vol. lxxiv. p. 375,
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lanes produced by Absorbent Media.

In the paper already referred to *, Sir David Brewster described the remarkable

series of dark lines and bands which make their appearance in the spectrum when
nitrous acid gas is interposed between the prism and the source of light, whether that

be the sun or a burning lamp. He mentions also the circumstance that heating the gas

produces the same increase in the number and breadth of these lines as an increased

thickness of the gaseous stratum itself does. From his drawings made about that time,

fig. 10 is compiled. It is on half the scale of fig. 1, and the principal lines of the solar

spectrum are inserted, with a view of identifying the position of the nitrous bands.

These bands are numbered in the figure, beginning not with 1 but with 10, so that any

future observer publishing a map with those lines in the orange and red spaces, which

require a greater thickness of gas, or a higher temperature to develope them, may

continue the numbers also in the same backward direction.

Almost immediately after the publication of this etfect of nitrous acid fumes on light,

Professor W. H. Miller, of Cambridge, announced the discovery of different series of

lines caused in the spectrum by the interposition of bromine and iodine vapour, and

euchlorine gasf. These lines differ wholly from the preceding. Subsequently Professor

W. A. Miller, of King’s College, investigated the subject, and published$ not merely a

description, but coloured drawings also of the lines and bands of absorption produced by

iodine, bromine, chlorous acid, nitrous acid, and perchloride of manganese. His delinea-

tion of the nitrous bands does not profess to be very accurate, and differs considerably

in detail from the much fuller drawings that are united together in fig. 10, partly per-

haps because he employed a sufficiently dense stratum of gas to bring out lines in the

red, and to intercept nearly the whole of the violet rays.

It was observed by Sir David Brewster in the same paper§, that a solution of oxalate

of chromium and potash has the remarkable property of giving rise to a sharp and narrow

black band in the prismatic image. This band coincides with the bright space between

the solar bands a 6 and a 7. Analogous absorption bands have been remarked when light

has been transmitted through solutions of other salts ; for instance, blue compounds of

cobalt, salts of the protoxide and of the peroxide of uranium, permanganate of potash,

and salts of didymium, beside such substances as chlorophyll, alizarine, and purpurine||.

Origin of Lines.

The origin of these fixed lines and bands in the solar spectrum is a question still

unresolved. It may be conceived

—

* Phil. Trans. Edinb. vol. xii. p. 522. f Phil. Mag. 1834. J Ibid. August, 1845, p. 81.

§ P. 525. See also Philosophical Transactions, 1835, p. 92.

||
See the papers of Sir John Hebschel, Phil. Trans. Edinb. ix.

;
of Sir David Bbewstee, Phil. Trans.

Edinb. xii. p 538 ;
of Professor Stokes, Philosophical Transactions, 1852, pp. 487, 517, 522, 558, and Quart.

Journ. Chem. Soc. 1859, p. 219; and of Dr. Gladstone, Quart. Journ. Chem. Soc. 1857, pp. 79 and 219,

and Phil. Mag. Dec. 1857.
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1st. That the light when emitted from the photosphere itself is deficient in these rays.

This was evidently the idea of Fraunhofer.

2nd. That they are due to absorption by the sun’s atmosphere.

3rd. That they are due to absorption by the earth’s atmosphere.

Or it is conceivable that some of these lines and bands have one origin and some

another, though it seems more natural to refer them all to one cause.

The first supposition, that they are originally wanting in the light itself, scarcely

admits of a positive proof.

If the second supposition, that they (or some of them) are due to the sun’s atmosphere,

be true, it may be expected that the light which comes through a minimum amount of

such atmosphere would present less appearance of these lines than that which has

traversed a longer portion. During the eclipse of the sun in March 1858, Dr. Glad-

stone made preparations for determining whether the light coming merely from the thin

edge of his disk would be different in this respect from the ordinary sunlight, but unfor-

tunately clouds prevented the experiment being carried out on that occasion*. How-

ever, by other contrivances, each of the authors came independently to the conclusion

that there is no perceptible difference in this respect between the light from the edge

and that from the centre of the solar disk.

That the earth’s atmosphere has much to do with the manifestation of these lines is

beyond all question, and the analogy of such gases as nitrous acid, or bromine vapour,

suggests the idea that they may originate wholly in the air that encircles our globe. Nor

does the observation that an increased depth of air affects some lines greatly, and others

little, if at all, militate against the supposition that they are all due to the same

absorbent medium ; for such a band as No. 44 of the nitrous acid spectrum (fig. 10) will

appear much the same whether a thin or a thick stratum of the gas has been interposed,

while the band No. 10 will only make its appearance when the stratum is deep. Again,

a thin stratum of a uranium salt in solution show's a dark hand in the greenisli-blue

space, and on increasing the thickness this dark band remains almost the same in width,

while four new bands make their appearance in the blue portion, and the Volet is

absorbed. This question, however, appears susceptible of an experimentum cruris.

Were we to take any artificial light, and examine it by a prism through a sufficient

length of air, we ought to see the fixed lines developing themselves, if they be due to

the atmosphere, or entirely absent, if otherwise. This wras tried by Dr. Gladstone.

The lighthouse at Beachy Head exhibits thirty oil-lamps on a triangular stage, each

furnished with a large parabolic silvered reflector. The light of ten of these lamps at

once is thus thrown into one beam, which as the apparatus revolves swreeps the horizon,

and is visible about as far as any artificial light in existence. On the nights of August

* After this communication had been sent to the Society, Dr. Gladstone was made acquainted with the

fact that the same idea had occurred previously to Professor Eoebes, and that he had determined by the

annular eclipse of May 15, 1836, that the light from the edge of the solar disk is identical in this respect

with ordinary sunlight.—Phil. Mag. vol. ix. p. 522.
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31 and September 1, 1859, it was seen from Shoreham and Worthing, at the distance of

twenty-five and twenty-seven miles respectively, and across the sea, like a star of the

second magnitude, but of an orange colour. On examining it by the prism and tele-

scope, it was resolved into a thread of light of a pale yellow colour, shading off into red

at one end and into green at the other, while absorbent glasses showed that the spec-

trum did not extend either way beyond C and F. No lines were detected. The result

therefore is unfavourable to the above supposition; for though twenty-seven miles of

atmosphere, even at its densest, could not be expected to produce what are described

above as “ atmospheric fines,” D and b might reasonably have been looked for
;
yet on

account of the faintness of the fight, and the difficulty of distinguishing with certainty a

minute break in a flickering luminous thread, no great reliance should be placed on this

negative result. The stars promise the best means of solution, since their fight traverses

precisely the same terrestrial atmosphere as that of the sun does. Fraunhofer saw, as

was antecedently probable, some new fines of absorption in the spectra of certain fixed

stars, while he recognized the line D in Pollux and Procyon, and the fines D and b in

Capella and Betalgeus. Yet he did not observe these familiar fines in the spectra

of Sirius and Castor ; but it may be fairly open to doubt whether this did not arise from

the extreme difficulties attending the observation. The experiments of the present

authors in this direction, though they have had the use of powerful telescopes, have not

led to any definite conclusions as to these fines, but they have both noted other remarkable

phenomena of absorption, especially on examining the spectra of the coloured stars*.

The origin of the fixed fines of the solar spectrum must therefore still be considered

an undecided question f.

Luminous Bands in Artificial Lights.

While the spectra of some artificial fights exhibit all the coloured rays gradually

shading one into the other, those of some other fights consist of a series of luminous

bands separated by dark spaces
; and one of the most remarkable facts is this, that these

luminous bands sometimes coincide with the dark fines of the solar spectrum. Thus the

intense yellow fight of the soda-flame is well known to have the same refrangibility as

D ; and this ray is prominent also, according to W. A. Miller, in the flames of lime,

strontia, baryta, zinc, iron, and platinum, and, according to Angstrom, in the electric

flames of every metal examined by him. But the most remarkable case occurs when

carbon or sulphur is burnt in nitre. The brilliant light, when analysed by a prism,

exhibits a spectrum about as long as that of the sun at noon day, but marked by

bright fines, among which three are particularly prominent, respectively violet, yellow,

and red in colour. The violet ray is not quite so refrangible as the solar H, but the

yellow is coincident with D, and the red with A, while between the red and yellow

* For Sir D. Beewsteb’s observations see his ‘ Optics,’ Ed. 1853, p. 94.

t Wherever they originate it is possible that they may be phenomena of interference, as Sir David Bbew-

stee has observed analogous lines and bands in portions of decomposed glass consisting of numerous films.
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appear at times fainter lines, one of which coincides with B, and a bundle sometimes

appears in about the position of a.

Fig. 11 represents a series of lines, principally orange, that appear in the spectrum of

a spirit-lamp flame, on the wick of which nitrate of strontia has been placed. It is

from a drawing by Sir David Brewster, and its position in the spectrum is indicated bv

the ordinary letters. The yellow line coincident with D is very prominent.

P.S. Much additional light has been thrown on these luminous bands, and then

relation to the dark lines of the solar spectrum, by the recent labours of continental

observers.
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X. On the Electric Conducting Power of Alloys. By A. Matthiessen, Ph.I).

Communicated by Professor Wheatstone.

Eeceived November 17,—Eead December 22, 1859.

The method employed for the following determinations is described in the Philosophical

Magazine (February 1857). The precautions taken were the following:

—

1. Almost all the wires were determined in naphtha (rock-oil), and the temperature

observed.

2. They were all soldered to two thick copper wires, whose resistances were known

and brought into the calculations.

3. Two separate wires of each alloy, of different diameters, were generally pressed or

drawn (as it was thought possible that in pressing out the wires they might contain

alloys of different compositions, as, for instance, when the amalgams are pressed, we find

that at first almost pure mercury comes out of the small hole), and two determinations

were made with wires cut from the first, and a third from the second wire.

4. The higher bismuth alloys were pressed in very fine wires, about 0 -2 millim.

diameter, in order to obtain concordant results*.

5. The diameters of the wires were measured at each end, and generally also in the

middle
;
pieces of the wire, after the resistance had been determined, being bent at the

ends, so that they were at right angles to each other, and to the intermediate portion of

the wire, in order that the diameter might be measured in two directions, which are

also at right angles with each other, by laying the wire with its two ends vertical in

succession. The brittle wires were broken in short lengths, a number of them measured,

and the mean taken of the values so found.

6. A number of normal wires of different lengths were used, so that when the resist-

ances were great, equally accurate results could be obtained.

7. Those bismuth-alloys which expand on cooling, so much that the liquid metals

break through the crust and form globules on the surface, were recast in small pieces,

so that one whole piece was used for pressing the wire ; for it is very possible that the

globules which form on the surface have a different composition from the part which

first solidifies.

All the wires which were not pressed were hard drawn, and they were compared with

a hard drawn pure silver wire, whose conducting power, taken at 0°f, =100.

To save space only the mean of the three determinations will be given ; the bismuth-tin

series, however, is given in full, and serves as a fair specimen of the accuracy of the

experiments; and when no concordant results could be obtained, a mark
(+ )

will be

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858. t All the temperatures are in the Centigrade scale.
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put to the alloy, and the value for its conducting power is the mean of several deter-

minations. A greater accuracy than that which has been obtained could not be expected,

on account of the great difficulty of pressing or drawing a wire perfectly round and of

a homogeneous composition. Those alloys which were drawn into wire will be under-

lined, and when the whole series was drawn, it will be mentioned in a foot note.

Table I.

Bismuth-Tin Series.

Alloy.

Conducting
power,

I. wire.

Tempera-
ture.

Conducting
power,
II. wire.

Tempera-
ture.

Conducting
power,

III. wire.

Tempera-
ture.

Mean

Conducting
power.

ot

Tempera-
j

ture.

Bi,,on Sn 1*08 25-0 1-08 25-2 1-07 25-3 1-08 25-2

B *90 Sn 0-420 27-0 0-414 27-2 0-421 27-2 0-418 27-1

B'eo Sn 0-262 26-2 0-267 26-4 0-262 26-4 0-264 26-3

Bi
44 Sn 0-246 26-7 0-244 26-9 0-244 26-9 0-245 26-8

Bbo Sn 0-256 23-6 0-253 23-8 0-256 24-8 0"255 24-1

Biw Sn 0-352 24-4 0-357 24-8 0-360 24-8 0-356 24-7

Bi
6

Sn 0-513 29-6 0-515 29-8 0-510 29-7 0-513 29-7

Bi„ Sn 0-630 29-4 0-629 29-6 0-637 29-8 0-632 29-6

Bi
2

Sn 1-03 30-0 1-02 29-9 1-06 29-9 1-04 29-4

Bi Sn 2-22 28-3 2-23 28-5 2-28 28-7 2-24 28-5

Bi Sn
2

3-93 25-6 3-97 25-7 3-97 25-8 3-96 25*7

Bi Sn4
5-84 23-0 5-85 24-2 5-83 24-4 5-84 23-8

Bi Sn
6

7*02 27-8 7-12 28-0 6-99 28-0 7*04 27-9

Bi Sn8 7-79 24-8 7-82 24-8 7-84 25-0 7-82 24-9

Bi Sn44
10-22 24-0 10-43 24-4 10-57 24-3 10-41 24*2

Determinations made with pressed and drawn lead wires gave exactly the same values.

The following alloys, viz. the two last silver-lead, the two last silver-tin, the two last

gold-tin, and all the gold- and silver-copper alloys, were made in the manner which will

be described in a paper “On the Conducting Powers of Copper,” &c., by Dr. M. Holz-

majstn and myself.

The alloys used for the determinations were those whose specific gravities have been

determined*; and the metals composing them may be classed under two heads, viz.

—

Class A. Those metals which, when alloyed with one another, conduct electricity in

the ratio of their relative volumes.

Class B. Those metals which, when alloyed with one of the metals belonging to

Class A, or with one another, do not conduct electricity in the ratio of their relative

volumes, but always in a lower degree than the mean of their volumes.

To Class A. belong lead, tin, zinc, and cadmium.

To Class B. belong bismuth, mercury, antimony, platinum, palladium, iron, alumi-

nium, gold, copper, silver, and in all probability most of the other metals.

I shall now say a few words

—

1. On the conducting power of the metals employed.

2. On the conducting power of the alloys made of the metals of Class A. with one

another.

* On the Specific Gravity of Alloys in this volume, p. 177.
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3. On that of alloys made of the metals of Class A. with those of Class B.

4. On that of alloys made of the metals of Class B. with each other.

5. General conclusions.

1. On the Conducting Power of the Metals employed.

They have all been redetermined, and the values found the same as those given in

my paper “On the Electric Conducting Power of the Metals*,” with the exception ot

gold (see Appendix at the end of this paper) and copper (“ On the Electric Conducting

Power of Copper,” &c.). These values are given in Table II.

Table II.

Specific gravities

used for the

calculation of

the result.

Metal. Conducting power. Equivalent used.

10-468 Silver 100 at 0 108

8-921 f
19-265

Copper 93-16 at 19-4

Gold 72-88 at 21-3 197
Aluminium 33-76 at 19-6

7-1481; Zinc 27-39 at 17*6 32-6

8-655 Cadmium 22-10 at 18-8 56-0

Iron§ 14-14 at 20*4

Palladium 12-64 at 17-2

7-294 Tin 11-45 at 21-0 58

Platinum 10-53 at 20-7

11-376 Lead 7*77 at 19-3 103-7

6-713 Antimony 4-29 at 18-7 122-3

13-573 Mercury 1-63 at 22-8 100
9-822 Bismuth 1-19 at 13-8 208

2 . On the Conducting Power of the Alloys made of Metals belonging to Class A. with

one another.

The mean of the three determinations found for the conducting power of these alloys

is given in Table III., and also then’ calculated conducting powers, supposing that the

conducting powers of the metals employed take part in that of the alloy in the ratio of

their relative volumes II.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858.

t Taken from Gmelin’s ‘ Chemistry,’ as no concordant results could be obtained.

X Prepared by distilling zinc which contained no arsenic. Three determinations, the pieces being re-

[7-144 15°-5l

fused between each, gave 7-150 l4°-4 mean 17-148 at 15°.

[7-149 15°-0j

§ The iron used in making the alloys was precipitated galvano-plastically by a very weak current from a

solution of pure protosulphate of iron.

II
P——

,
where P= conducting power of the alloy.

v and v'= the volumes of the two metals used.

c and c'= their respective conducting powers.

Z 2
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Table III.

Lead-Tin Series.

Volume
per cent.

Mean of Calculated conducting power from the

Alloy.
Conducting

power. Temperature. Volume. Diff.

Pb
6
Sn

Pb
87*31 8-13 18*6 8-22 -0-09

Pb
4
Sn — 82-09 8-28 9-1 8-43 — 0-15

Pb9 Sn 69-63 8-71 16-0 8-89 -0-18
Pb Sn 53-41 9-29 15-0 9-48 -0-19
Pb Sn

2
36-43 10-15 15-9 10-11 + 0-04

Pb Sn4
22-28 10-57 16-2 10-63 -0-06

Pb Sn
6

16-04 10-78 18-6 10-86 -0-08

Tin-Cadmium Series.

Sn
K
Cd

Sn
88-06 12-72 22-1 12-72

Sn4 Cd 83-10 13-23 22-3 13-25 — 0-02

Sn2
Cd 71-08 14-44 20-2 14-53 -0-09

Sn Cd 55-14 16-14 20-9 16-23 -0-09

Sn Cd., 38-06 18-36 19-6 18-05 + 0-31

Sn Cd4
23-50 19-62 20-3 19-60 + 0-02

Sn Cd
6

17-00 20-42 20-5 20-29 + 0-13

Tin-Zinc Series.

Sn
6
Zn

Sn

91-28 12*66 21-3 12-84 -0-18
Sn

4
Zn 87-46 13-32 20-0 13-45 -0-14

Sn
2
Zn 77-71 15-28 20-0 15-00 + 0-28

Sn Zn 63-56 17-35 19-9 17-26 + 0-09

Sn Zn
2

46-58 19-67 21-1 19-96 -0-29
Sn Zn4 30-36 22-28 20-1 22-55 -0-17

Cadmium-Zinc Series.

Cd
c
Zn

Cd
89-49 22-48 19-4 22-65 -0-17

Cd4 Zn 85-02 22-86 20-3 22-90 — 0-10

Cd
2
Zn 73-94 23-45 21-3 23-48 -0-03

Cd Zn 58-66 23-87 22-3 24-29 — 0-42

Cd Zn
2

41-50 24-13 22-2 25-19 -1-06

Cd Zn4
26-19 25-15 20-3 26-00 -0-85

Cd Zn
s

19-12 25-86 20-0 26-38 -0-52

Lead-Cadmium Series.

Pb
6
Cd

Pb
89*43 8-38 21-9 9-29 -0-91

Pb
4
Cd 84-93 8-99 23-0 9-93 -0-94

Pb
2
Cd 73-81 10-20 18-5 11-52 — 1-32

Pb Cd 58-49 12-61 21-8 13-72 — Ml
Pb Cd

2
41-33 14-63 21-2 16-18 — 1-55

Pb Cd4
26-05 17-70 20-7 18-37 — 0-67

Pb Cd
6

19-02 18-98 21-4 19 38 —0-40
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Although the values found for some of the alloys of cadmium-zinc and lead-cadmium

do not agree exactly with their calculated conducting powers, yet we see from their

curves which are drawn on Plate V.*, that they do not vary much from straight lines,

and we shall see further on that we cannot group them with either of the other classes.

3. On the Conducting Power of Alloys madefrom the Metals belonging to Class A.

with those of Class B.

The values found for the alloys of this class are given in Table IV., together with

their calculated conducting powers.

Table IV.

Bismuth-Lead Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of
Calculated con-

ducting power from
the volume.

j

Conducting power. Temperature.

Bi
]fi0 Pb

Bi

99-73 0-904 25-8 1-208

Bi,.,, Pb 99-66 0-610 23-8 1-213

BiJ~ Pb 99-57 0-428 24-8 1-218

Bio, Pb 99-50 0-310 25-6 1-223

Bi^ Pb 99-39 0-291 25-0 1-23

Bi^ Pb 99-11 0-270 21-3 1-25

Biv. Pb 98-59 0-261 22-9 1-28

Bi.,
4
Pb 98-24 0-257 24-1 1-31

BL, Pb 97-89 0-271 24-0 1-33

Bi, , Pb 37-01 0-289 23-9 1-39

Bij., Pb 96-54 0-303 23-5 1-42

Bi.,, Pb 95-87 0-313 21-3 1-46

Big Pb 94-89 0-357 22-6 1-53

Bi° Pb 93-31 0-405 21-5 1-63

Bi" Pb 90-28 0-521 20 0 1-83

Bi" Pb 82-29 0-859 19-9 2-35

Bi Pb 69-91 1-41 19-2 3-17

Bi Pb, 53-74 2-09 22-2 4-23

Bi Pb‘ 36-74 2-87 22-5 5-35

Bi Pb" 27-91 3-47 21-3 5-93

Bi Pb
8

22-50 4-02 21-7 6-29

Bi Pb
1(l

18-85 4-35 20-9 6-53

Bi Pb.,, 8-83 5-55 24-4 7-19

Bi Pb* 2-27 7-03 24-0 7-62

Antimony-Lead Series.

Sb2 Pb
Sb

80-00 2-86 24-2 4-99

Sb Pb 66-67 3-31 26-3 5-45

Sb Pb, 50-00 3-93 23-4 6-03

Sb Pb4
33-33 4-72 24-1 6-61

Sb Pb
6

25-00 5-52 26-1 6-90

Sb Pb
10

16-66 6-03 25-4 7-19

Sb Pb„
0 9-09 6-64 25-5 7-45

Sb Pb50 3-85 7-09 23-7 7-64

* The dots on the lines indicate the points at which the experiments were tried.
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Table IV. (continued.)

Lead-Gold Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of Calculated con-

ducting power from
the volume.Conducting power. Temperature.

Pb
20
Au

Pb
94 69 5*84 25-4 11*23

Pb
10
Au 89-91 4*31 23*0 14*34

Pb
8
A u 87*70 3*76 26*1 15*78

Pb
f
Au 84*25 2-83 19-7 18*03

Pb
4
Au 78-10 3-01 22*3 22*04

Pb., Au
2

64-07 3-59 16*8 31*18

Lead-Silver Series.

PK Ag
Pb

97-69 7-91 25*3 9-81

Pb‘20 Ag 94*64 8*06 24*3 12-71

Pb
8

Ag 87-60 8*49 26*6 19*20

Pb
4 Ag 77-94 8*98 26*1 28*11

Pb
2

Ag 63*86 10*68 15*6 41*10

Pb Ag 46*90 11*69 16-5 56*73

Pb Ago 30*64 15*63 13*9 71-74

Pb and Ag* 1-39 47-62 23*8 98-72

Pb and Ag* 0*89 67-13 23-4 99-18

Bismuth-Tin Series.

Bi
2fl0

Sn
Bi

99-81 1*08 25*2 1*21

Bi
90 Sn 99-58 0*418 27-1 1*23

B'eo Sn 99-38 0*264 26*3 1*25

Bi^ Sn 99-15 0*245 26*8 1*28

98-76 0*255 24*1 1*32

96*38 0*356 24*7 1*56

Bi
(

. Sn 94-11 0*513 29*7 1-79

Bi
4

Sn 91*42 0*632 29-6 2*07

Bi, Sn 84*19 1*04 29-9 2*81

Bi Sn 72*70 2*24 28*5 3*99

Bi Sn
2

57*19 3*96 25*7 5*59

Bi Sn
4

40*05 5*84 23*8 7*35

Bi Sn
6

30*81 7-04 27-9 8*29

Bi Sn
8

25*04 7-82 24*9 8*89

Bi S"44 5*73 10*41 24*2 10*86

Antimony-Tin Series.

Sb Sn4

Sb
36*42 6*07 20*7 8*S4

Sb Sn f 27-63 6*56 20*4 9-47

Sb Sn
10+ 18*64 7-21 22*4 10*12

10*28 7*70 27-4 10*71

Sb Sn
40

5*42 8*49 27*0 11*06

Sb Sn
100

2*24 9-62 25*7 11*29

Sb Sn
200

1*13 9-98 27-9 11*37

* These two alloys were analysed
;
the silver in them was determined
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Table IV. (continued.)

Tin-Gold Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of Calculated con-

ducting power
from the volume.Conducting power. Temperature.

® n
ioo Au

Sn.

98-73 11-11 23-6 12-23

® n
30

Au..: 95-89 9-97 23-8 13-98

Srijg Au 93-33 9-18 24-2 15-55

Sn
i2

Au 90-32 7-76 19-8 17-40

Sn
8

Au 86-15 6-13 19-2 19-96

Sn
6

Au 82-35 4-98 21-7 22-30

Sn
5

Au 79-54 4-28 21-3 24-03

Sn
4

Au 75-67 5-12 22-3 26-41

Sn
3

Au 70-00 8-86 21-0 29-90

Sn2 Au.... 60-87 14-27 18-1 35-51

Sn Au 43-75 8-88 15-9 46-03

Sn An, 28-00 5-18 15-0 55-72

Sn and Au * 2-11 13-12 21-4 71-58

Sn and Au * M7 19-59 18-8 72-16

Tin-Silver Series.

®n 180
Ag

Sn
99-28 11-37 21-9 12-08

Sn50 Ag 97-47 11-46 20-3 13-69

®n36 Ag 96-52 11-46 20-3 14-53

Sn24
Ag 94-87 11-57 20-3 15-99

Snig Ag 93-28 11-56 20-1 17*40

Sn
12

Ag 90-25 11-53 20-1 20-09

Sn
6

Ag 82-23 12-23 23-3 27-19

Sn
4

Ag 75-51 12-58 19-8 33-14

Sn, Ag 60-66 14-35 20-6 46-29

Sn and Agt 2-01 23-95 20-6 98-22

Sn and Ag f 0-93 35-71 20-7 99-17

Here we find some curious results, viz. that some alloys conduct less than either of

the metals composing them; and on looking at Plate VI. on which the curves

of the conducting powers of the alloys belonging to this class are represented, we see

how rapidly the conducting power decreases on the one side of the curve with small

per-centages of the other metal ; and if we follow it to the other side, we find how little

the conducting power of the metal of Class A. is affected by large per-centages of the

metal of Class B. To this fact I shall return when I come to the general conclusions.

The lead and tin alloys, with a large proportion of antimony, could not be made into

wire, on account of their extreme brittleness and hardness. The alloys of lead with a

large proportion of gold were so excessively hard, brittle and infusible, that they could

* The gold in these alloys was determined.

t The amount of silver in these alloys was determined.

+ On the same Plate, in order to show the decrement of the conducting power of the bismuth alloys,

parts of the bismuth-lead and bismuth-tin curves are drawn on a scale in which silver is taken as 1000.
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not be pressed; even gold alloyed with 0-25 per cent, of lead could not be drawn; it

appears to be perfectly rotten. Most of the gold-lead alloys which were determined

were much more brittle than glass. The gold-tin alloys, although just fusible enough

to press, were yet excessively brittle. Silver with lead and tin could only be pressed

or drawn within certain limits ; and where no wires could be obtained, that portion

of the curve is denoted by dotted lines. Nearly all the gold alloys, especially those rich

in gold, were made with gold which had been precipitated by algaroth powder. Ac.

(see Appendix).

In Table V. are given some experiments made with certain commercial metals

alloyed with pure tin or lead. The values are the mean of two determinations
; and

from the values found we see that they all belong to Class B, as they all conduct

than the calculated values.

Table V.

Mean of

Conducting power. Temperature.

Hg Sn 3-78 22-0

Pb alloyed with 10 per cent. Pd 6-22 24*5

Sn alloyed with 10 per cent. Pd 9-06 24-2

Pb alloyed with 10 per cent. Pt 5-18 21-4

Sn alloyed with 10 per cent. Pt 9-37 21-1

Sn alloyed with 2-5 per cent. Fe* ... 9-71 20-5

Zn alloyed with 10 per cent. A1 24-02 24-5

4, On the Conducting Power of Alloys made of the Metals of Class B. with one another.

The values found for these alloys are given in Table VI., and then- curves on

Plate V.

Table VI.

Bismuth-Gold Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of Calculated con-
ducting power

from the volume.Conducting power. Temperature.

Bbo Al'

Bi

99-47 1-01 2-4-0 1-57
Pi Au 98-81 0-998 21-6 2-04
Bi

20
Au 97-64 1-09 19-9 2-88

Bi
s
Au 94-31 1-25 21-9 5-27

Bi
4 Au 89 23 1-42 22*6 8-92

Bi
2
Au 80-55 1-82 13-7 15-14

Bi Au 67-43 2-95 14-3 24-55

The iron in this alloy was determined
;
the numbers placed by the side of the metals denote the per-

centage by weight.
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Table VI. (continued.)

Bismuth-Silver Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of Calculated con-

ducting power
from the volume.Conducting power. Temperature.

Bi

^200 Ag 99-76 1-12 21-3 1-43

Bi
o0 Ag 99-04 1-11 21-4 2-14

j

B *24 Ag 98-01 1-14 21-4 3-16

B
'l2

As 96-10 1-32 19-9 5-05

Bh Ag 92-49 1-65 21-6 8-61

Bl
4 Ag 89-15 1-78 20-3 11-92

Bi
2

Ag 80-42 2-45 20-1 20-54

;
Bi Ag 67-23 3-30 21-4 33-56
Bi Ag2

50-64 4-66 22-4 49-95
Bi Ag4 33-91 8-08 20-3 66-49
Bi and Ag* ... 2-33 47-87 22-9 97-70

* The amount of silver was determined.

Gold-Copper Series.

Au and Cu
Au

97-72 46*66 19-1 73-34

Au and Cu 95-67 33-01 19-4 73-75

Au and Cu 91-54 22-45 17-9 74-58

Au and Cu 83-83 1 5-35 20-3 76-16

Au and Cu 73-15 12-66 19-6 78-32

Au and Cu 53-20 11-45 17-8 82-37

Au and Cu 38-05 12-49 20-1 85-44

Au and Cu 31-07 14-00 17-1 86-91

Au and Cu 19-36 19-86 16-9 89-23

Au and Cu 11-43 28-74 19-5 90-84

Au and Cu 9-06 33-16 17-0 91-32

Au and Cu 3-53 53-18 18-0 92-44

Au and Cu 1-64 65-36 18-1 92-82

All hard drawn
;
the amount of gold was determined.

Gold-Silver Series.

Au
S4

A g

Au
98-81 59-09 25-1 73-25

Au 36
Ag 98-23 53-24 25-7 73-41

A »36 Ag 97-27 48-86 25-9 73-67

Au
16
Ag 94-07 38-12 26-4 74-54

Au
8
Ag 88-80 28-58 26-6 75-96

Au
6
Ag 85-61 24-99 21-5 76-83

Au
4
Ag 79-86 20-91 21-0 78-38

Au
2
Ag 66-47 16-20 20-2 82-01

Au Ag 49-78 14-59 22-2 86-52

Au Ag2
33-14 16-30 19-9 91*03

Au Ag4
19-86 20-94 21-2 94-62

Au Age 14-18 25-29 19-9 96-16

Au Ag8
11-02 29-87 19-5 97-02

Au Ag
16

5-84 41-19 20-5 98-42

AU Aggg 2-68 56-54 23-8 99-27

AU Aggg 1-74 60-63 21-9 99-58

Au Ag84
1-17 73-85 22-1 99-68

All hard drawn, not analysed.

2 AMDCCCLX.
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Table VI. (continued.)

Copper-Silver Series.

Alloy. Volume per cent.

Mean of Calculated con-
ducting power

from the volume.Conducting power. Temperature.

Cu and Ag
Cu

98-96 86-91 20-7 93-23

Cu and Ag 97*94 79-38 19-7 93-30

Cu and Ag... 94-84 75-64 20-0 93-51

Cu and Ag 89-83 69-92 21-1 93-86

Cu and Ag... 78-33 67-82 18-8 94-64

Cu and Ag 67-45 67-90 19-0 95-38

Cu and Ag 63-29 68-16 22-2 95-67

Cu and Ag 45-37 67-43 19-0 96-89

Cu and Ag 38-87 64-94 19-6 97*34

Cu and Ag 28-21 63-71 17-2 98-07

Cu and Ag 17-84 63-71 17-0 98-74

Cu and Ag 13-15 67-44 17-5 99-10

Cu and Ag 6-12 74-48 16-8 99-58

Cu and Ag 3-23 78-23 17-1 99-78

Cu and Ag 2-01 83-87 17-0 99-86

All hard drawn, and the silver determined.

Of the bismuth-gold alloys very few could be determined, as bismuth makes gold

exceedingly brittle. Gold could not be drawn with 0*25 per cent, of bismuth. With silver-

bismuth, however, better results were obtained. The bismuth-antimony alloys were deter-

mined, but as no concordant results were obtained, they will not be given ;
the curve,

however, appeared to be similar to those of this class.

On looking at the gold-silver alloys, we find that

Au Ag conducts 14-59

;

Au2 Ag and Ag2 Au conduct respectively 16-20 and 16-30
;

Au4 Ag and Ag4 Au conduct respectively 20-91 and 20-94;

Au 6 Ag and Ag6 Au conduct respectively 24-99 and 25-29
;

and from these points the difference becomes greater as we approach the pure metals.

197
But as 1 equivalent of gold=y<p7^= 10-226 volumes, and 1 equivalent of silver

108
==^0^^= 10-317 volumes, we may regard the alloy Au Ag as being composed of 1 vo-

lume of gold+ 1 volume of silver; and within the above limits we may add to the alloy

Au Ag equal amounts of gold or silver and obtain the same conducting power, showing

that gold and silver within these limits, when alloyed with one another, have the same

conducting power. The same remarks hold good for some gold and copper alloys.

The curves of the alloys of this class show that there is a rapid decrement on both

sides, of which I shall speak shortly.
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5. General Conclusions.

The question now arises, What are alloys \ Are they chemical combinations, or a solu-

tion of one metal in another, or mechanical mixtures \ And to what is the rapid decre-

ment in the conducting power in many cases due \

To the first of these questions I think we may answer, that most alloys are merely a

solution of the one metal in the other ; that only in a few cases we may assume chemical

combinations, for example, in some of the gold-tin and gold-lead alloys
;
and we may

regard as mechanical mixtures some of the silver-copper and bismuth-zinc alloys. The

reasons of the foregoing assumptions are the following :

—

1. That if we had to deal with chemical combinations, we should not find in the con-

ducting power of alloys that regularity in the curves which certainly exists
;

for on

looking at those belonging to the different classes, we see at a glance that each class of

alloys has a curve of a distinct and separate form. Thus for the first, we have nearly a

straight line ; for the second, the conducting power always decreases rapidly on the side

of the metal belonging to Class B, and then turning, goes almost in a straight line to the

side of the metal belonging to Class A. For the third group, we find a rapid decrement

on both sides of the curve, and the turning-points united by almost a straight line.

If we now examine the part of the curve where the rapid decrement takes place, we

find that in the lead and tin alloys it generally requires twice as much of the former as

it does of the latter to reduce a metal belonging to Class B. to a certain conducting

power; for instance, to reduce that of silver to 67, it would require 0*9 vol. per cent, of

lead, or about 0*5 vol. per cent, of tin; to reduce it to 47*6, there would be required 1*4

vol. per cent, of lead, or about 0*7 vol. per cent, of tin*. Again, to reduce bismuth to

0*261, there is required 1*4 vol. per cent, of lead, or 0*62 vol per cent, of tin; and to

reduce it to the minimum point of the curve, which is, when alloyed with lead, 0*255,

and 0*245 when alloyed with tin, it requires 1*76 vol. per cent, of lead and 0*85 vol.

per cent, of tin.

2. AVe cannot explain the reason of the decrement of the conducting powers by

assuming that the turning-points of the curves are chemical combinations, for it is not

at all probable that there are such as contain only 0*6 per cent, of tin and 99*4 per cent,

of bismuth; or 2 per cent, of lead and 98 per cent, of bismuth; or 2*6 per cent, of tin

and 9*74 per cent, of silver, &c.

3. That the alloys, at these turning-points, have their calculated specific gravities f.

On Plate V. we find the curves of the alloys belonging to the third class : now here

we might be inclined to think that we had to do with chemical combinations. But if

we consider, taking the gold-silver curve as a type, that the conducting power of silver

is greatly reduced by small per-centages of any metal, and that the same may be said of

gold, and if we suppose that this decrement has taken place, and join the two turning-

points to which the metals have been reduced, we shall have the gold-silver curve. Take,

* These values were read off from the curves.

t See the specific gravities of lead-bismuth and tin-bismuth alloys in this volume, pp. 162, 165, 166.

2 a 2
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for instance, the gold-tin and the silver-tin curves, and connect the two turning-points,

and we shall find that the curve so made is exactly similar to that of the gold-silver.

Again, look at that of the silver-bismuth, and compare it in the same manner with the

tin-silver and tin-bismuth curves, and we obtain similar results.

The gold-bismuth and silver-bismuth curves are exactly similar
; the alloys of gold and

bismuth conducting less than those of silver and bismuth, as would be expected, as silver

is a better conductor than gold.

From the similarity of the curves of alloys, where we may assume, from their chemical

behaviour, that we have only a solution of one metal in another, we may always draw

approximatively the curve of the alloys of any two metals, if we know to which class

they belong. Thus before a single copper-gold alloy had been determined, the curve

was almost correctly drawn, and agreed with that which was afterwards found by expe-

riment.

That some alloys are chemical combinations may be deduced from the following

facts :

—

1. At the turning-points of the curve we generally find the alloys contract or expand.

2. There is no regular form of curve (see those of gold-tin, gold-lead, and silver-

copper), so that it cannot be a priori even approximatively represented.

3. At the turning-points the alloys contain large per-centages of each metal.

4. At the turning-points of the curves the alloys are different from each other in

appearance (crystalline form, &c.).

Now let us for a moment examine the gold-tin curve, it being the only nearly com-

plete one of this class, and starting from the tin side of it, we find a slow decrement in the

conducting power to the alloy Sn5 Au ; then a slow increment to Sn2 Au, and from this

point a slow decrement to Sn Au2 . For reasons before given, no alloys could be deter-

mined between SnAu2 and that containing 2 -

7 per cent, of tin, from which point the

curve goes in a straight line to pure gold. Starting again from the tin side of the curve,

we may regard the alloys down to Sn5 Au as a solution of a chemical combination in a

metal ; from Sn 5 Au to Sn 2 Au, and from Sn2 Au to Sn Au2,
as a solution of two chemical

combinations in each other, as all of these points are connected with each other by

straight lines; and from Sn Au2 to the alloy containing 2 "7 per cent, of tin, as a solution

of a chemical combination in an alloy, and from this point to pure gold as a solution of

a small quantity of tin in gold.

Now these turning-points contain, first, Sn
5
Au, 60 per cent.; second, Sn2 Au. 37 per-

cent.; and third, SnAu2 , 13 per cent, of tin, which may very well be considered to be

chemical combinations. On looking at their specific gravities, we find that Sn5
Au has

almost its calculated one, whereas Sn 2 Au expands, and Sn Au2 contracts more than any

other of the gold-tin alloys experimented with.

In their general appearance we see that Sn Au2 and Sn2 Au are not at all crystalline,

and have a very glassy fracture
; but Sn

5 Au is exceedingly crystalline, and always shows,

on being broken, the cleavage plane of a crystal from one end of the piece to the other.
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For the above reasons I think there can be no doubt that the irregularity of the gold-tin

curve is due to chemical combination, and that the same may be said of the gold-lead

curve.

That some alloys are mechanical mixtures, we know from facts determined by other

experimenters; thus, when we fuse 17"73 parts of bismuth and 16T2 parts of zinc toge-

ther, we find two layers, the upper one consisting of 13-40 parts of zinc, and the lower

one 19-40 parts of bismuth alloyed with traces of zinc*; now had we stirred the two

metals well together, and cooled rapidly the alloy so obtained, it might be considered as

a mechanical mixture.

Again, according to LEVOLf, if we fuse silver and copper together, and allow the

alloy to remain quietly in the fused state, we find, on analysing the mass, that different

parts contain different per-centages of metal : he found this to be the case with all

alloys, excepting that containing 28-11 per cent, of copper, which corresponds to the

formula Ag3 Cu4 .

Levol regards all alloys of silver and copper as mixtures of Ag3 Cu4 ,
and either

silver or copper; if this were the case, we should have expected to find from that

point to pure silver or copper, straight lines ; but on examining that curve, starting from

the copper side of it, we first see that a rapid decrement takes place, caused by the

copper being alloyed with a small quantity of silver. From that alloy containing 90 vols.

per cent, to that of 35 vols. per cent, of copper, we have a straight line, and we may
regard the intermediate alloys as mixtures or solutions of these two alloys

; from the

alloy containing 35 vols. per cent, to that with 28 vols. per cent, of copper, we may have

a mixture or solution of those alloys : now this last point is the minimum point of the

curve, and corresponds almost to Levol’s Ag3 Cu4 ,
being an alloy containing 25 per cent,

by weight of copper. This, as well as the other lowest points of the curves, must not

be considered as actually the lowest, but only as the lowest point found
; for in this case

we should expect that the alloy containing 28 per cent, of copper would be lower; and

from this point to pure silver the alloys may be mixtures, or perhaps solutions of that

alloy and silver containing a small quantity of copper. Now it would appear as if at about

the point which represents the alloy containing 35 vols. per cent, of copper, there was

also one of constant composition, otherwise we should have expected a straight line from

the alloy containing 28 vols. per cent, to that containing 90 vols. per cent, of copper.

Of course, from this one curve, we can hardly deduce any conclusions, as we have in

all probability to deal with mixtures of chemical compounds, with solutions of the one

metal in the other, &c. It only shows that, by the determination of the conducting

powers of the alloys, we are able to tell where these are constant or chemical combina-

tions
;
and when the curves are irregular, we may safely conclude that we have to do

with chemical combinations or mechanical mixtures.

That the first group of alloys, their curves being nearly straight lines, are not mix-

* FomaxET, Ann. de Cliim. et de Pliys., vol. liv. p. 247.

f Joum. de Pharm., vol. xvii. p. 111.
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tures but solutions of one metal in the other, may be deduced from the fact of their

fusing-points being generally lower than the mean of that of the volumes taken.

Secondly. To what is the rapid decrement of the conducting power due \

The only answer which I can at present give to this question, is that most of the

other physical properties of the metal are altered in a like manner; for on 1 king at

the alloys made with the metals of Class A. with one another, we see that most of their

other physical properties are not at all altered; for amongst them, for instance, we find

no brittle ones; they appear, in fact, to take an equal share of the properties of the

metals composing them. But now let us examine the alloys of the second class, and

we immediately discover great differences ;
alloy gold, the most ductile of all mc-rals.

with small per-centages of tin, lead, or zinc, and it becomes as brittle as glass. Again,

alloy silver with small per-centages of the above metals, and its properties are much

altered. Silver, which, when pure, is one of the easiest metals to draw, when alloyed

with more than 3 per cent, of tin and 2 per cent, of lead, becomes so brittle, and its

tenacity so much impaired, that it cannot be drawn. I do not mean to say it is imp >-

sible to do so, but it was tried several times without success. On the other hand, we

do not find any marked differences in the ductility, hardness, &c. of tin or lead win

alloyed with silver; we may add 10, nay even 20 per cent, of silver to them, and ting

remain ductile, and may be pressed into wire without any trouble. Of course . with lead

and tin alloyed with small quantities of gold, the case is somewhat different, as we haw

here chemical combinations coming into play; nevertheless, we may add to them 6 per

cent, of gold without altering their ductility, See. to any great extent. Bismuth alloyed

with lead or tin becomes more brittle, and in wire its tenacity is impaired; but tin and

lead alloyed with large per-centages of bismuth, always retain a considerable amount c f

ductility, See.

Again, take the alloys of the third class. Although amongst the gold-silver and the

gold-copper alloys we find no brittle ones, yet we know how hard gold, silver, and copin r

become when we alloy them with small quantities of other metals, and that they lose

more in proportion of their ductility, &c., by the addition of small than of large quan-

tities of strange metal.

From these facts, we need not be surprised at the rapid decrement of the conducting

powers of the metals belonging to Class B, when alloyed with any other metal ; lor

when we find most of their other physical properties more or less greatly altered In

traces of foreign metals, might we not also have expected this result ? For where tu

see no marked change in most of the other physical properties ol alloys, as in the first

class and in the second, on the one side of the curve, there we have nearly their calcu-

lated conducting powers.

It would be very interesting to determine quantitatively some of the other physical

properties of the alloys, to see whether in them these properties will deen ase in the

same marked manner as the conducting powers, when a metal belonging to C lass B. is

alloyed with any other metal. I intend therefore to commence, especially with this
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view, with the conducting power for heat, in order to see if the classification of the

metals and alloys given in this paper will hold good for any of the other physical pro-

perties, as well as in the hope of finding out the cause of the behaviour of the metals of

Class B. w’hen alloyed with traces of any other. On looking at the specific gravity of

alloys*, we find that they cannot be classified as above, but in all probability the above

classification will hold good for their tenacity, hardness, conducting power for heat, &e.

APPENDIX.

On the Electric Conducting Power of Pure Gold.

The values given for the conducting power of pure gold, in my paper “ On the Elec-

tric Conducting Power of the Metals f,” is not quite correct, as the gold from some

cause cannot have been chemically pure ;
although prepared with the greatest care by

Dr. Meyboom, yet the wire-drawer in all probability fused it in a crucible which had

been previously used
;
and as only 3 to 4 grms. were purified, a very small amount of

impurity would account for the difference which I have lately found. At the time the

values appeared very low, compared with those of other experimenters, but it was then

thought that the higher ones were due to traces of silver. Experiments, however, have

proved, on the contrary, that most of the gold-silver, gold-copper, &c. alloys conduct

electricity worse than pure gold ;
and that, in fact, only those which contain less than

2 per cent, gold in gold-silver alloys, and about 3 per cent, gold in gold-copper alloys,

conduct better than pure gold.

Thus chemically-pure gold, prepared by dissolving gold from the refiners in nitro-

hydrochloric acid, precipitating with algaroth powder, washing alternately with nitric

and hydrochloric acids, redissolving in nitrohydrochloric acid, precipitating by sul-

phurous acid, washing alternately with nitric and hydrochloric acids, and fusing in a

muffle with nitrate of potash, gave, compared with a hard drawn silver wire =100 at 0°C.,

I. II. III. Mean.

73-57 at 19°-0 72-10 at 19°-1 72-37 at 19°-8 72-68 at 19°-3.

Another specimen, prepared in the same manner, gave

I. II. III.

72-80 at 23°-0 73-42 at 23°-8 73-02 at 23°-l

Mean.

73-08 at 23°-3.

A third specimen, prepared by dissolving gold containing silver in nitrohydrochloric

acid, evaporating to dryness with excess of hydrochloric acid, dissolving in about 500

times its weight of waterJ and precipitating with protosulphate of iron, washing out all

* See specific gravities of tin-bismuth and lead-bismuth alloys in this volume, pp. 162, 165, 166.

t Philosophical Transactions, 1858.

+ If is of the greatest importance, in purifying gold containing silver by this method, that the solution

should be made very dilute, so that the chloride of silver dissolved in the chloride of gold may be precipi-

tated before the addition of the protosulphate of iron
;
otherwise the chloride of silver would fall with the
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the iron with boiling hydrochloric acid, and fusing with nitrate of potash and a little

borax, gave

—

I. II. Wean.

73-

63 at 13°-5 72-90 at 14°-2 73-27 at 13°-8.

A fourth specimen, prepared exactly as the thud, gave

—

I. II. Mean.

74-

20 at 14°-8 73-78 at 15°-5 73-99 at 15°1.

The so-called proof-gold of the refiners gave

—

I. H. HI.

65-57 at 23°-l 64-25 at 23°-l 65-92 at 23°-l*.

In conclusion, I give a list of the determinations of gold as found by other experi-

menters, silver taken =100 :

—

RiEssf. LenzI. Ed. Becqtieeel J. HABBisf. H. Divit. CHEisnEf.

59 58-5 64-9 66-6 67 73

Matthiessex.

55-19 and 73-26 at 17°-8.

On looking over these values, we find that all, except that of Christie, are too low.

and the gold-silver alloys which correspond to these numbers are the alloys which con-

tain

99-4 per cent, gold and 0-6 per cent, silver, conducting 59,

99-7 per cent, gold and 0-3 per cent, silver, conducting 66.

Now the proof-gold of the refiners often contains as much as 0 -

5 per cent, silver, and

the value 66 found for it would be that of the alloy 99-7 per cent, gold and 0-3 per cent,

silver.

Of course the value given in my paper “ On the Thermo-electric Series,’ for the

thermo-electric number of pure gold, cannot be correct, as I used the same gold for

those determinations and for those of the conducting power.

I am much indebted to Dr. M. Holzmaxn for the excellent manner in which he has

carried out the greater part of the foregoing determinations.

gold, and be reduced during the process of fusion. The following experiments prove this to be the case

:

they were carried out in every respect in the same manner, and with the same care as those above, the only

difference being in the concentration of the solution.

Thus gold containing silver was dissolved in nitrohydrcchloric acid, evaporated to dryness with excess of

hydrochloric acid, dissolved in a small quantity of water and precipitated by a concentrated solution of

protosulphate of iron, washed alternately by boiling nitric and hydrochloric acids, redissolved in nitrohydro-

chloric acid, reprecipitated by protosulphate of iron, washed alternately with nitric and hydrocliloric acids

and fused with nitrate of potash, and then gave

66-57 at 22°-0.

Another specimen, prepared by precipitating a concentrated solution of gold by protosulphate of iron,

washing, &c., redissolving and precipitating by sulphurous acid, washing, &c., gave

—

1. 67-87 at 22°-3. II. 67-78 at 22°-3.

* For all the above determinations, hard-dr-awn wires were used.

f Gmelix, vol. i. p. 289. X Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. iii. 17, 212.
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XI. On the Specific Gravity of Alloys. By A. Matthiessen, Ph.I).

Communicated by Professor Wheatstone.

Beceived November 17,—Bead December 22, 1859.

Before commencing a research on the law of the conducting power for electricity of

alloys, it was considered necessary to determine their specific gravities; to ascertain

whether they expand or contract, so as to be able to account for differences which

might be obtained in then conducting powers.

The metals used for the alloys were those which were easily obtained in a pure state

in large quantities, and were purified as follows :

—

1. Antimony.—By Liebig’s process.

2. Tin .—Commercial metal dissolved in nitric acid, and the binoxide reduced by

charcoal.

3. Cadmium.—Commercial metal dissolved in hydrochloric acid and precipitated by

sulphuretted hydrogen
; the sulphide dissolved in hydrochloric acid and precipitated by

carbonate of soda
; the carbonate heated, a part of the oxide reduced by hydrogen, and

the rest distilled with charcoal.

4. Bismuth .—Commercial metal dissolved in nitric acid, precipitated by water and

reduced by charcoal.

5. Silver .—Reduced from the pure chloride by fusion with carbonate of soda. The

greater part of the silver used for making the alloys was procured in a state of purity

from Messrs. Johnson and Matthey.

6. Lead .—Commercial acetate recrystallized three times and heated.

7. Mercury .—Commercial metal treated with nitric acid, and allowed to stand with

it about a month, being at intervals well-shaken.

8. Gold.—Prepared by precipitating chloride of gold by algaroth powder, See., and

also by precipitation of the chloride of gold by protosulphate of iron*, &c. Some of

the gold employed was procured pure from Messrs. Johnson and Matthey.

The quantity of each alloy made was about 20 grms. ; the two metals were weighed

out accurately in proper proportions, and fused together in a porcelain crucible
; a jet

of gas being allowed to play in the same from above to prevent the oxidation of the

metals. The alloys were cast in a wooden mould, a porcelain slab (previously blackened

by holding it over a gas flame to prevent the adhering of the metal) forming the bottom.

They were always re-fused and re-cast, at least three times, before the first determination

was made, then re-fused before they were determined a second time, and again before

* See Appendix at the end of my paper “ On the Electric Conducting Power of Alloys,” in this

volume, p. 175.

MDCCCLX. 2 B
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the third determination
;
often being re-cast several times, as the castings did not always

succeed. To prevent as much as possible the formation of internal cavities from crystal-

lization, the alloys were cast very thin, the thickness of the casting being in most cases

about 3 to 4 millims.

The method employed for taking the specific gravities, was that of hanging the alloys

by a very fine platinum wire in distilled water, which had been boiled to free it from

air, and allowed to cool in vacuo. This method gave better results than that of weigh-

ing the metal or alloy in a bottle filled with water, on account of the difficulty of per-

fectly drying the bottle when full, and obtaining the same weight twice following.

The amalgams which were liquid, and those not sufficiently hard to hang by the pla-

tinum wire, were weighed in a glass tube to which a platinum wire was soldered.

The weight of the tube alone in air and water was determined at the temperature at

which the experiments were made, and therefore, in calculating the specific gravities,

these values had only to be subtracted from those found.

The balance used was one of Liebiech’s, which turns to the OT mgr. when loaded with

100 grms. in each pan
;
and when the alloy was weighed in water, it turned to the

0-2 mgr. The air adhering to the alloy, when weighed in water, was removed by a soft

brush, the alloy being brushed until its weight became constant.

In calculating the specific gravities, the weight of the water displaced was corrected

for the temperature, so that the unit is in all cases distilled water at 0° C. A similar

correction could not be made for the temperature of the alloys, as their coefficients of

expansion are not known. All the weighings were reduced to a vacuum, and a correc-

tion was made for that part of the platinum wire which dipped in the water. The

length of wire dipping in was about 60 millims., which weighed 8 mgrs. ; these would lose

in water about O’35 mgr. Supposing, as is really the case, that sometimes 10 millims.

more or less dipped in, the error made would be about 0-06 mgr. ; but as the 0'3 mgr.

only make an error, if not brought into calculation, in most cases of about 0*001 per cent,

of the specific gravity found, the error made in this way may be overlooked.

The equivalents used for calculating the quantities of metal required for the alloys

were

—

Antimony *
. .... 122*3 Silver . . . 108

Tin .... .... 58 Lead .... . . . 103-7

Cadmium . .... 56 Mercury . . . .
•

. 100

Bismuth . .... 208 Gold .... . . . 197

Table I. gives the specific gravities of the pure metals employed, and the temperatur

(T.) in the Centigrade scale : the values given are the results of three consecutive deter-

minations. On account of the number of alloys experimented with, it was considered

as well, in order to save space, only to give the mean of the three determinations ;
and

* Dexter, Poggendorff’s ‘Annalen,’ vol. c. p. 563. This is the latest determination, and the one

adopted by Bunsen in his recent paper. Liebig’s ‘ Annalen,’ vol. cvi. p. 1.
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where they did not agree amongst themselves to 0-1 per cent, of the value, a + will be

placed by the alloy, and the value there given is the mean of a number of experiments

(generally six or more)*'.

Table I.

Specific gravity found.

Metal.
1st Deter-

mination.
T.

2nd Deter-
mination
re-fused.

T.
3rd Deter-

mination
re-fused.

T.

Mean of

Determined by

Spec. grav. T.

Antimony ... 6-715 13-6 6-713 14-4 6-710 15-0 6-713 14-3 A. Matthiessen.

Tin 7*293 11-5 7-295 12-8 7-294 14-0 7-294 12-8 A. Matthiessen.

Cadmium 8-655 10-0 8-657 10-2 8-654 11-2 8-655 10-5 A. Matthiessen.

Bismuth 9-823 12-0 9-824 12-4 9-823 12-4 9*823 12-3 Dr. M. Holzmann.
Silver f 10-468 13-2 Dr. M. Holzmann.
Lead 11-374 13-0 11-380 16-5 11-376 11-0 11-376 13-5 Dr. M. Holzmann.
Mercury 13-575 14-0 13-569 14-7 13-574 14-8 13-573 14-5 Dr. M. Holzmann.
Gold 19-261 10-0 19-269 15-5 19-264 12-8 19-265 12-8 A. Matthiessen.

Table II. gives the mean of the three determinations made with the alloys, the mean

of the temperatures (T.), and the specific gravity calculated from the first of the follow-

ing formulee :

—

A + Aj /As + Vi^a
“V+ y;-V V+ Y, ) (1 -)

where

ns+ n
x
s

x

n+ n
x

5

s= As 4- AjSj

A + A! ’

S=the specific gravity of the alloy,

V and Vj= the volumes of the metals, taking

n and w^the numbers of the equivalents of the metals, and

A and A,= their respective weights.

s and 5,— their specific gravities.

(
2 -)

(
3 .)

* Those alloys which are underlined have been made twice, as it was supposed these must have an error

in the weighing out of the metals, as they do not agree with the calculated values. The values, however,

were found to be correct.

t No concordant results could be obtained with this metal. Experiments were made with it after having

been fused under borax, chloride of sodium, charcoal, in hydrogen. The above value is the mean of a

number of determinations which varied between 10421 and 10 -511.

Some specimens of not quite pure silver were lent me by Mr. Ph. Worsley, who prepared them as

follows :

—

The silver was made as hot as possible, and well-stirred with a stick of charcoal before pouring. The
mould was a steel one, forming a bar of about 25 millims. square and about 300 millims. high. The bar

weighed about 2\ kilogrammes. The top of it, when cold, showed a funnel-shaped depression, and the

soundest part of it was about two-thirds down, and from this different pieces were cut, which gave very good

results. The values obtained were 10 -

504, 160-
7 ;

10 505, 170-
2 ;

10‘502, 190-
2. A second bar gave similar

numbers
;
they were 10-500, 24°-5

;
10-496, 24°-8

;
10-492, 25o>

0.

2 B 2
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The specific gravity of an alloy is calculated from the above formulae, under the sup-

position that the specific gravity of the metals employed take part of that of the alloy

in the ratio of their relative volumes (1.), equivalents (2.), or weights (3.). Of these

formulae only the first is for all cases correct, supposing the alloy neither contracts

nor expands ;
the second only when the volumes and equivalents of the metals employed

are in the same ratio with each other, as in the case of gold, silver, &c. ; and the third

only when the specific gravities of the two metals are equal. The two last methods of

calculation are here mentioned, as several chemists have calculated their results from

these formulae.

Table II.

Antimony-Tin Series (determined by Mr. C. Loxg).

Alloy.

Mean of
Calculated specific

gravity, from
volume.

Ratio of volumes.

F+V,»
V

Specific gravity

found. T.

Sb
6
Sn 6-739 16-2 6-752 1-0019

Sb
4
Sn 6-747 13-4 6-770 1-0034

Sb0 Sn 6-781 13-5 6-817 1-0053

SbSn 6-844 13-8 6-889 1-0066

Sb Sn., 6-929 13-8 6-984 1-0079

SbSn 4
7-023 15-8 7-082 1-0084

Sb Sn
6

7-100 10-6 7-133 1-0046

SbSn
]0+ 7-140 19-0 7-186 1-0065

SbSn20
7-208 18-5 7-234 1-0036

Sb Sn 40
7-276 19-4 7-262 0-9981

Sb Sn
10C)

7-279 20-0 7-281 1-0003

Sb Sn 20o
7-284 20-2 7-287 1-0004

Antimony-Bismuth Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmaxx).

Sb
2
Bi 7-864 9-4 7-856 0-9989

Sb Bi 8-392 11-0 8-385 0-9991

Sb Bio 8-886 14-0 8-888 1-0002

Sb Bi
4

9*277 12-1 9-272 0-9995

Sb Bi
6

9-435 9-4 9-433 0-9998

Antimony-Lead Series (determined by A. Matthiessex).

Sb Pb 8-201 13-7 8-268 1-0082

Sb Pb
2 8-989 11-7 9-945 1-0062

SbPb
4 9-811 14-3 9-822 1-0011

SbPb
6

10-144 15-4 10-211 1-0066

Sb Pb
10

10-586 19*3 10-599 1-0012

Sb Pb
20+ 10-930 19-9 10-952 1-0020

Sb Pb,
0 11-194 20-5 11-196 1-0002

* Where v— volume of the alloy found, and V+ V,= volumes of the metals composing it.
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Table II. (continued.)

Tin-Cadmium Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Alloy.

Mean

Specific gravity

found.

of

T.

Calculated specific

gravity, from
volume.

Ratio of volumes,

v+v,
V

Sn
6 Cd 7-434 12-7 7-456 1-0029

Sn
4 Cd 7-489 15-0 7-524 3-0047

Sn
2
Cd 7-690 12-9 7-687 0-9996

Sn Cd 7-904 13-2 7-905 0-9999
Sn Cd

2
8-139 11-1 8-137 0-9998

Sn Cd 8-336 14-5 8-335 0-9999
Sn Cd

6
8-432 15-0 8-424 0-9990

Tin-Bismuth Series (determined by Mr. M. Carty).

Sn^ Bi 7-438 19-9 7-438 1-0000

Sn
8

Bi 7-943 20-0 7-925 0-9977
Sn

g
Bi 8-112 14-2 8-071 0-9949

Sn
4

Bi ..., 8-339 13-9 8-305 0-9959
Sn 9 Bi 8-772 12-6 8-738 0-9961

Sn Bi 9-178 15-9 9-132 0-9950

Sn Bi,, 9*435 15-0 9-423 0-9987

Sn Bi
4

9-614 12-7 9*606 0-9991

Sn Big 9-675 15-2 9-674 0-9999
Sn Bi

]0 9-737 19-8 9-731 0-9994

Sn Bi,0 9-774 23-0 9-792 1-0019

Sn Bi^ 9*803 22-8 9-801 0-9998

Sn Bi
60

9-811 19-0 9-807 0-9996

Sn Bi^ 9-814 19-5 9-812 0-9998

Sn Bi
200

9-815 18-1 9-818 1-0003

Tin-Silver Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

Sn^Agd- 7-421 18-6 7-404 0-9977
Sn

10
Ag 7-551 18-8 7-507 0-9941

Sni*Ag+ 7-666 18-4 7-603 0-9918

Sn
6
Ag+ 7-963 19-3 7*858 0-9868

Sn
4
Ag+ 8-223 16-3 8-071 0-9815

Sn
2
Ag 8-828 13-8 8-543 0-9677

Sn Ag 9-507 12-9 9 086 0-9558

Sn Ag
2

9-953 14-8 9-585 0-9630

Tin-Lead Series (determined by Mr. C. Long).

Sn
6
Pb 7-927 15-2 7-948 1-0027

Sn
4 Pb 8-188 16-0 8-203 1-0018

Sn
2
Pb 8-779 17-2 8-781 1-0002

Sn Pb 9-460 15-5 9-474 1-0015

Sn Pb9 10-080 14-8 10-136 1-0055

Sn Pb
4

10-590 14-3 10-645 1-0052

Sn Pbg 10-815 15-6 10-857 1-0039

Tin-Mercury Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

Sn
2
Hg 9-362 9-9 9-282 0-9914

Sn Hg 10-369 14-2 10-313 0-9946 :

Sn Hg
2

11-456 11-3 11-373 0-9927
.
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Table II. (continued.)

Tin-Gold Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

Alloy.

Mean of
Calculated specific

gravity, from
volume.

Katio of volumes,

A+T
V

Specific gravity

found.
T.

7-441 22-9 7-446 1-0007

7-801 22-8 7-786 0-981

Sn
lg
Au 8-118 22-4 8-092 0-9968

Sn
12
Au 8-470 23-1 8-452 0-9979

Sn
8

Au 8-931 25-6 8-951 1-0023

Sn
6

Au 9-405 23-7 9-407 1-0002

Sn
5

Au 9-715 22-4 9-743 1-0029

Sn
4

Au 10-168 23-7 10-206 1-0037

Sn
3

Au 10-794 23-6 10-885 1-0084

Sn., Au 11-833 14-6 11-978 1-0022

Sn Au 14-244 14-2 14-028 0-9848

Sn Au2
16-367 15-4 15-913 0-9722

Cadmium-Bismuth Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Cd
6
Bi 9-079 13-1 9-067 0-9987

Cd
4
Bi 9-195 15-5 9-181 0-9985

Cd
2
Bi 9'388 15-0 9-380 0-9991

Cd Bi 9-554 13-4 9-550 0-9996

Cd Bi
2

9-669 14-8 9-668 0-9999

Cd Bi
4

9-737 14-7 9-740 1-0003

Cd Bi
6

9-766 15-4 9-766 1-0000

Cadmium-Lead Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

Cd
6
Pb 9-160 13-7 9-173 1-0014

Cd
4
Pb 9-353 12-0 9-364 1-0012

Cd
2
Pb 9-755 14-7 9*780 1-0026

Cd Pb 10-246 n -7 10-246 1-0000

Cd Pb., 10-656 13-4 10-663 1-0006

Cd Pb' 10-950 9-2 10-966 1-0015

Cd Pb
6

11-044 14-8 11-088 1-0039

Bismuth-Silver Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

B^oo Ag 9-802 23-5 9-825 1-0023

Bi
so Ag... 9-813 23-6 9-829 1-0016

Bl
24 Ag 9-820 23-3 9*836 1-0016

Bl
12
Ag 9-836 21-8 9*848 1-0012

Ag 9-859 21-0 9-871 1-0012

Bi
4 Ag 9-899 15-2 9-893 0-9994

B>2 Ag 9-966 14-9 9-949 0-9983

Bi Ag 10-068 15-6 10-034 0-9966

Bi Ag2
10-197 13-2 10-141 0-9945

Bi Ag4
10-323 15-1 10-249 0-9928
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Table II. (continued.)

Bismuth-Lead Series (determined by Mr. M. Carty).

Alloy.

!

1

Mean

Specific gravity

found.

of

T.

Calculated specific

gravity, from
volume.

Ratio of volumes,
v+v,

V

BhoPb 9-844 21-7 9-845 1-0001
Bi.,4 Pb 9-845 21-6 9-850 1-0005
Bi

20
Pb 9-850 21-3 9-856 1-0006

Bi,.,Pb 9-887 20-6 9-877 0-9990
Bi

10
Pb 9-893 19-5 9-887 0-9994

Bi
8 Pb 9-934 21-1 9‘902 0-9968

Bi
6
Pb 9-973 15-0 9-927 0-9953

Bi4 Pb 10-048 10-7 9-974 0-9927
Bi

2
Pb 10-235 12-5 10-098 0-9866

Bi Pb 10-538 14-0 10-290 0-9765
Bi Pb., 10-956 14-9 10-541 0-9621
Bi Pb

4
11-141 12-7 10-805 0-9698

Bi Pbg 11-161 14-8 10-942 0-9803
Bi Pb

3
11-188 20-8 11-026 0-9855

Bi Pb
10

11-196 20-2 11-083 0-9899
Bi Pb.,4 11-280 22-5 11-238 0-9963
Bi Pb,,,,, 11-331 23-0 11-340 1-0008

Bismuth-Gold Series (determined by Dr. M. Holzmann).

Bi^Au 9-872 21-0 9-873 1-0001
Bijg Au 9-942 21-2 9-935 0-9993
B>20 Au 10-076 18-7 10-046 0-9970
Big Au 10-452 21-4 10-360 0-9912
Bi

4
Au 11-025 23-0 10-840 0-9833

Bi., Au 12-067 16-0 11-659 0-9662
Bi Au . 13-403 16-5 12-898 0-9631
Bi Au

2
14-844 16-0 14-462 0-9743

Silver-Lead Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Ag.
2
Pb 10-800 13-5 10-746 0-9950

Ag Pb 10-925 13-8 10-894 0-9971
Ag Pb2 11-054 12-5 11-048 0-9995
Ag Pb

4
11-144 18-2 11-175 1-0028

Ag Pbg 11-196 21-0 11-263 1-0060
Ag Pb

20 11-285 22-2 11-327 1-0037
Ag Pbso 11-334 20-6 11-355 1-0018

Silver-Gold Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Ag*Au 11-760 13-1 11-715 0-9961
Ag

4 Au 12-257 14-7 12-215 0-9965
Ag

2
Au 13-432 14-3 13-383 0-9963

Ag Au 14-870 13-0 14-847 0-9984
Ag Au

2 16-354 13-0 16-315 0-9976
Ag Au

4 17-540 12-3 17-493 0-9973
Ag Au

6 18-041 13-1 17-998 0-9976
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Table II. (continued.)

Lead-Mercury Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Mean of
Calculated specific Ratio of volumes.

Alloy.
Specific gravity

found. T.

gravity, from
volume.

v+v,
V

Pb., Hg

11-

979

12-

484

15-9

15-7

15-5

12-008 1-0024

Pb Hg 12-358 0-9899

0-9937Pb Hg., 12-815 12-734

Lead-Gold Series (determined by A. Matthiessen).

Pb.,0 Au 11-841 23-3 11-794 0-9961

Pb 10 Au 12-274 19-4 12-171 0-9916

Pb
g
Au 12-445 21-6 12-346 0-9920

Pb
6
Au 12-737 21-3 12-618 0-9906

Pb
4 Au 13-306 22-1 13103 0-9840

Pb., Au 14-466 14-3 14-210 0-9823

Pb" Au 15-603 14-5 15-546 0-9963

Pb Au9 17-013 14-3 16-832 0-9894

From Table II., which gives in the fourth column the ratio of the sum of the volumes

of the two metals to the volume of the alloy, it appears that the alloys of antimony are

generally greater in volume than the aggregate of the constituent metals (expand),

while those of bismuth, silver, gold, and mercury, generally are less (contract); and we

find that the maximum expansion or contraction generally takes place about that point

when the alloy contains equal volumes of each metal.

The gold-tin and gold-lead alloys are all very brittle, except those very rich in lead or

tin :—Sn Au2 to Sn3 Au are not at all crystalline, and have a glassy fracture ; Sn4 Au
begins to show a crystalline structure, and has a crystalline fracture ; Sn5

Au to Sn ]00 Au
are exceedingly crystalline

; and Sn5 Au to Sn 12 Au all show a fracture like the cleavage

plane of a crystal. The gold-lead alloys appear all to be crystalline, that is, their sur-

face is very much so, but their fracture is glassy. The following alloys expand greatly

on cooling, so much so, that the liquid metal breaks through the crust, forming large

or small globules, viz. all those of bismuth-antimony, bismuth-gold, and bismuth-lead,

which were experimented on
;
those of bismuth-tin, from Bi210 Sn to Bi2 Sn, the rest of

the series very slightly; and bismuth-lead, viz. Bi30 Pb to Bi4 Pb (Bi2 Pb slightly), the

rest apparently not at all. Of the bismuth-cadmium series, Bi Cd6 and Bi Cd4 expand

very slightly, the rest not at all. No concordant results could be obtained with any

zinc-tin or zinc-cadmium alloys, on account of their very crystalline structure.

In conclusion, my best thanks are due to Dr. M. Holzmann, Mr. C. Long, and

Mr. M. Carty for their assistance in carrying out the foregoing determinations.
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XII. The Bakerian Lecture.—Experimental Researches to determine the Density of

Steam at different Temperatures, and to determine the Law of Expansion of Super-

heated Steam. By William Fairbairn, Esq . ,
F.R.S., and Thomas Tate, Esq.

Received March 23,—Read May 10, 1860.

The object of these researches is to determine by direct experiment the law of the

density and expansion of steam and other condensable vapours at all temperatures.

Dumas determined with great accuracy the density of steam at 212°, but at this tempe-

rature only. Gay-Lussac and other physicists since his time have deduced the density

of steam at different temperatures from a theoretical formula, which assumes that steam

follows the same law of expansion and contraction as a perfectly elastic fluid.

The law which determines the relation between temperature, volume, and pressure, in

the case of a perfect gas is expressed by the equation

YP = + T
V,P

1
”"s+ T1

’ (
1 -)

where V is the volume of the gas at P pressure and T temperature
; V, the volume at l

3
!

pressure and T, temperature ; s= a constant, the value of which, according to Regnault’s

experiments, is for ah’ 459. Now, assuming that steam follows the gaseous laws, we

have, according to the experiments of Dumas, V,= 1669, the volume of steam raised

from a unit of water at the temperature of 212°, and at the pressure of 14’71bs. per

square inch. Making these substitutions in equation (1.), we get for the volume of

steam from a unit of water at any other temperature T and pressure P,

459 -L T
V=1669xl4-7^p

= 36-5
459+T

P (2.)

Prom this well-known formula all the tables of the density of steam have hitherto

been deduced, on which calculations of the duty of steam-engines have been founded.

Although experimentalists have for some time questioned the truth of this theoretical

formula, yet up to the present time no reliable direct experiments have been made to test

its truth. More recently, Dr. Joule and Professor Thomson announced as the result of

the application of the dynamical theory of heat, that for temperatures above 212° Fahr.

there would prove to be a considerable deviation from the gaseous laws in the case of

steam. In 1855, Professor Ranking gave a theoretical formula for the density of steam

confirmatory of Professor Thomson’s views. About the same time, and without any

knowledge of Professor Rankine’s formula, Mr. Tate made some experiments with the

mdccclx. 2 c
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vapour of ether, which led him to conclude that at pressures somewhat above the atmo-

spheric, the vapour of this substance does not follow the gaseous laws. Although these

experiments were conducted on a scale too limited for deriving exact quantitative results,

they enabled him to test the precision and delicacy of the saturation-gauge
,
which forms

the leading feature of the method on which the following experiments were conducted.

As yet, therefore, the results derived from the dynamical theory of heat require to be

verified by direct experiments.

The general features of our method of ascertaining the density of steam consist in

vaporizing a known weight of water in a large glass globe with a stem, of known capa-

city and devoid of air, and observing the exact temperature at which the whole of the

water is just vaporized. Then, knowing the weight, volume, and temperature of the

steam, its specific gravity may be calculated. In order to pursue this method with

safety and with the requisite amount of accuracy, the following peculiarities of construc-

tion of the apparatus were adopted :

—

First. In order to secure the thin globe from bursting, and at the same time to have

it uniformly heated, it is placed in a strong closed copper steam-bath, having a thermo-

meter and pressure-gauge attached, and a strong glass tube, closed at its exterior extre-

mity, passing through a stuffing-box for receiving the stem of the globe. By this

arrangement the glass globe is secured from bursting ; for whatever may be the elasticity

of the steam, the internal pressure in the globe is always exactly balanced by the external

pressure in the steam-bath.

Second. When a given weight of water is vaporized in a closed vessel, devoid of air,

the steam is said to be in a state of saturation so long as any portion of liquid remains

in the vessel
;
but after all the water is vaporized, heat being still applied, the steam

becomes superheated, or heated beyond the temperature just requisite for vaporizing all

the water
; by way of distinction, we shall call this point the maximum temperature of

saturation. Now since we have to find by observation the temperatime of the steam

exactly at the point when the whole of the water is vaporized, the determination of this,

with sufficient accuracy and delicacy, has hitherto formed the great practical difficulty

attending experimental researches on the density of vapours. We have overcome this

difficulty by using what may be called a saturation gauge
,
the form of which varies

according to circumstances, but the principle on which it is constructed may be illus-

trated as follows :

—

Imagine two globes, A, B, fig. 1, connected by a bent tube con-

taining mercury and immersed in a large bath of liquid, to secure

uniformity of temperature. Suppose these globes devoid of air, but

containing weighed portions of water, say 20 grains in A and 30 in

B. If heat be now applied to the liquid-bath so as to increase the

temperature of the globes, this weighed portion of water will gra-

dually pass into steam, and the elastic force in each globe will increase in a ratio corre-

sponding with the temperature, but without in the least affecting the uniformity of level
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of the mercury columns a and b, because the pressure on each side will be the same.

But after the whole of the water in the globe A has been evaporated, this equality of

pressure no longer exists, and the column a will rise. The pressure in B increases in

the ratio for saturated steam, whilst that in A increases in the much smaller ratio of

superheated steam, and hence the difference of level of the columns. The instant at

which the columns begin to rise on one side and to fall on the other, is the point at which

the whole of the water in A is converted into steam, and the temperature then noted is

the maximum temperature of saturation. The following theoretical Table gives, approxi-

mately, the rise of the mercury column at several temperatures :

—

Increments of pressure for 1° Fahr.

lba. o for expansion. for vaporization. Difference.

At 4 and 152 0-012 0-222 0-21

At 7 and 176 0-022 0-32 0-30

At 15 and 213 0-044 0-60 0-56

At 20 and 228 0-060 0-80 0-74

At 61 and 295 0-16 2-00 1-84

At 74 and 308 0-20 2-22 2-02

In Plate VII. fig. 1 is an elevation, fig. 2 a section, and fig. 3 a plan of the apparatus

employed in these researches for pressures varying from 15 to 70 lbs. on the square inch,

or from one to five atmospheres. A is the glass globe for the reception of the weighed

portion of water, drawn out into a stem about 32 inches long. The average size of the

globes was 5^- inches in diameter, or 75 cubic inches capacity ; the stems were about

f to inches bore. B B is the copper boiler or steam-bath in which the globe was

heated uniformly throughout. The copper bath is prolonged by a strong glass tube, o o,

1^ inch in diameter, and hermetically sealed at the bottom : this tube is fixed to the

boiler by a stuffing-box, ss
,
its upper part being trumpet-mouthed to prevent its being

forced down by pressure
; the joint in the stuffing-box was made by a thick ring of

vulcanized india-rubber, which, with the temperatures employed in this apparatus,

answered its purpose perfectly. To heat this outer tube uniformly, which, from being

exposed to pressure as well as temperature, was exceedingly liable to explode, an outer

oil-bath, C C, was used, made of blown glass, 20 inches long, and resting in a sand-bath,

l 1. This bath was supported on the tripod m m m. The copper bath was heated by

a spiral coil of jets of gas, E E, and the oil-bath by a large and powerful wire-gauze

lamp, h h, protected from draughts by a simple ring of sheet iron, k k. The tempera-

ture thus obtained and distributed uniformly throughout the glass tube and steam-bath

by convection, was measured by the thermometer u in the oil, and the thermometer t in

the steam, exposed naked, and fixed by the stuffing-box v. Opposite to the -thermometer,

t
,
is the stopcock, y?, by which the steam is, if necessary, blown off ; and on the top of the

boiler is a gauge, G, of the Schaeffer construction, for roughly indicating the pressure in

the boiler. The two mercury columns, the outer in the tube o o, and the inner in the

globe stem i i, separating the vapour and water in the steam-bath from that in the

2 c 2
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globe, form the saturation-gauge to which reference has been made. So long as the

steam in the globe A remains in a state of saturation, the inner column remains stationary,

at a point a little above the level of the outer column, so as to balance the column of

water in the steam-bath. But when, in raising the temperature, the whole of the water

in A is evaporated, the steam becomes superheated, and then the pressure in A no

longer balances the pressure in the steam-bath B, and the inner column of mercury

rises and the outer one falls, the difference of level forming a measure of the expansion

of the steam. It was found a matter of the greatest importance that the observer should

not in these experiments trust to the unaided eye to determine the point at which the

columns began to diverge, but that a careful series of measurements of the difference of

level should be made, not only near the saturation point, but also at various tempera-

tures of superheating ; thus affording data for determining the law of expansion near

the saturation point, and for estimating the maximum temperature of saturation from a

point at which any error arising from the cohesion between the water and the glass, or

from the retention of portions of water in the steam itself, might be eliminated. For

reasons hereafter assigned, it was also found advisable to take these readings of the

levels of the columns rather in a descending than in an ascending series of temperatures.

To read the column levels with rapidity and facility, seeing that they could not be

approached within six or eight inches, a simple form of cathetometer was devised, suffi-

ciently accurate for the purpose, and much more convenient than the complicated

French instrument sometimes employed for this purpose. This cathetometer is shown in

elevation, in Plate VIII. fig. 2 ; a is a heavy iron base resting on three levelling screws

;

into this is screwed firmly the planed iron stem c c, and adjusted by the levelling screws

in a vertical position ; on the stem slides a brass block, b
,
carrying a small telescope, 1 1.

with sight wires, and fixed by a thumb-screw behind. Fig. 3 shows a part of the stem,

c c, with the graduation into inches and tenths, the block b and vernier v moving with

the telescope, by which the levels of the columns were read off to hundredths of an

inch. In Plate VII. fig. 1, ff shows the position of the cathetometer in the experiments,

on its iron base or pedestal, g.

The steps in the process for determining the specific gravity of steam by this appa-

ratus were as follows :

—

A glass globule, of a size to contain as nearly as might be the required quantity of

water for vaporization, was selected from a series similar in form to those shown in

fig. 6, Plate VIII. In order to avoid the collision produced by the bursting of a sealed

globule of water, as in Gay-Lussac’s method, these globules had open stems, and after

being filled with water were immersed hot in a cup of mercury (fig. 7), so that in cooling

the mercury should rise and fill in part the capillary stem. The weight (u\) of the cup.

mercury and globule, all perfectly dry, was first ascertained by means of a delicate

balance ; the globule being then filled with water, the stem plunged in the mercury, and

the surface of the mercury being dried, the weight (w2)
of the whole was determined.

In this state the cup of mercury was transferred, and the globule passed into the large
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globe, in which a Torricellian vacuum had been formed. Here the weight of water

introduced ~w~w2—

w

r

To form the Torricellian vacuum, the globe, filled with warm dry mercury, was heated

upon a sand-bath until the mercury boiled ; the stem was then filled with dry mercury

and the globe inverted, with its stem inserted in a basin of mercury. The globule was

then introduced into the stem, and allowed to ascend through the mercury column into

the globe. In order to transfer the globe from the basin to its place in the steam-bath,

a cap, k (Plate VIII. figs. 4 & 5), filled with mercury, was suspended from the stem by

an india-rubber strap, a platinum wire being placed between the cap and globe-stem to

ensure free passage for the mercury. The cover of the boiler, B B (Plate VII.), being

then taken off, and the outer tube, o o, partially filled with dry mercury, the globe was

raised and inserted into its place, resting on a tripod in the boiler, as shown in the dia-

gram. The cover wTas then fixed with a flax and red-lead joint, and the cock p con-

nected with a single barrel air-pump
;
exhaustion was effected so that the columns in

the globe-stem and outer tube came nearly to a level ; the air-pump was removed, and a

portion of water allowed to enter through the cock. The gas-lights were then kindled,

and until the water reached the boiling-point, the columns were maintained in position

by the air-pump. The object of this, it will be seen, was to prevent any water passing

round from the boiler to the globe. After boiling for a time the cock p was closed,

and the process of vaporization went on simultaneously in the bath and globe, the tem-

perature being kept sufficiently high in the oil-bath C C to maintain the water in the

outer tube in a state of ebullition.

When all the parts of the globe have attained the same temperature as the steam in

the bath, the mercury in the stem of the globe will stand a little above the mercury in

the outer tube C C, the difference, a b, balancing the column of water, b c, and pos-

sibly the pressure of any air left in the steam-bath. The temperature of the baths is

slowly and uniformly increased until the temperature of the vapour in the globe is con-

siderably above the maximum temperature of saturation : after having been maintained

for a considerable period at this temperature, the levels of the columns were observed

;

then, the temperature being allowed to sink some degrees, the operation was repeated,

and the temperature again reduced until the columns became stationary, indicating

saturated steam in the globe as well as the bath. The readings of a series of file marks

on the globe-stem were taken at the same time, by which the capacity of the globe in

each position of the mercury column could be calculated. All the elements were thus

ascertained for calculating the density of the steam.

Let w be put for the weight of distilled water, at a temperature of 39°T Faiir., filling

the globe to the point at which the mercury columns stood at the maximum tempera-

ture of saturation
; let w be the weight of water vaporized ; v = the specific volume of

the steam, or the number of times the volume of steam exceeds the volume of the water

from which it is raised ; then
w

' w‘ (
3 .)
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By at once superheating the steam in the globe and then slowly reducing the tempe-

rature until the maximum temperature of saturation is reached, we secure the following

advantages :—The cohesion of the water to the surface of glass being once overcome,

that force of cohesion, it may be presumed, cannot be regained until the glass again

becomes wet, which can only occur on condensation, that is, by the reduction of the

temperature below that which corresponds to the maximum temperature of ^saturation.

Moreover the observation of the columns at different temperatures of superheating, not

only supplies us with data for determining the law of expansion of the superheated

steam, but also data of verification or correction, as the case may be, of the point of

maximum saturation determined by direct observation.

The results of the experiments show, first ,
that the density of saturated steam at all

temperatures, above as well as below 212°, is invariably greater than that which is

derived from the gaseous laws ; second
,
that the law of expansion of a perfectly elastic

fluid does not hold strictly true for superheated steam. At the maximum temperature

of saturation, and for some degrees above it, the rate of expansion of the steam greatly

exceeds that of a perfect gas.

Section I.

—

Experiments at Pressures varyingfrom fifteen to seventy pounds per

square inch.

In these experiments the thermometers were, it will be seen, exposed naked in the

steam of the copper boiler, and this method offered the great advantage of rapidity in

the indications of change of temperature round the globe, and enabled the observers, by

constant and vigilant attention to the regulation of the supply of gas, to keep the

temperature in the copper bath as nearly as possible uniform. But the thermometers,

from exposure to pressure, require a correction. For this purpose the following expe-

riments were obtained with simple water pressure.

Experiment 1 .—Thermometer A.

Pounds pressure per square inch. Temperature indicated. Rise from pressure.

0 48-2

20 48-8 0-6

40 49-1 0-9

60 49-5 1-3

Here the mean rise is 0
o,022 for each pound of pressure above the atmosphere.

Experiment 2.

—

Thermometer B.

Pounds pressure per square inch. Temperature indicated. Rise from pressure.

0 198-0

50 198-9

Here the rise is 0°-018 per pound pressure per square inch.

0-9
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In the Tables of the experiments the temperatures are given as registered. In the

summaries they are given reduced for pressure in the proportions above stated. No
correction has been made to reduce the temperatures from the mercurial to the air-

thermometer.

Capacity of Globes.

First. Globe A.-—Water introduced =18009 grains at 63° Fahr. This corrected

to B9°T= 18033 grains. Hence the capacity at the several file marks,—

•

Graduation : First file mark .

Second file mark

Third file mark

.

Fourth file mark

Fifth file mark .

= 18033 grains.

= 18159-2 grains.

= 18285-4 grains.

= 18411-6 grains.

= 18537-8 grains.

Second. Globe B.—Water introduced

39°T= 17663 grains.

Graduation : First file mark .

Second file mark .

Third file mark

Fourth file mark .

Fifth file mark .

= 17642 grains at 62°-5. Corrected to

= 17663 grains.

= 18420-4 grains.

= 18672-9 grains.

= 18925-3 grains.

= 19177-7 grains.

Third. Globe C.—Capacity taken with mercury equivalent to 18025 grains of water

at 62° Fahr. Corrected to 39°-l= 18046 grains.

Graduation : First file mark .

Second file mark

Third file mark

.

Fourth file mark

Fifth file mark .

Sixth file mark .

Seventh file mark

= 18046 grains.

= 18298-4 grains.

= 18550-8 grains.

= 18803-2 grains.

= 18929-4 grains.

= 19055-6 grains.

= 19181-8 grains.

The following Tables give the results of the- experiments between the ordinary atmo-

spheric pressure and 60 lbs. per square inch. The first Table gives the observed results

in full in each case, and the second gives a summary in which the column levels at the

same temperature are averaged and corrections made for pressure in the thermometer

bulb, expansion of mercury, &c.

Time .—The time between each reading is given as an indication of the reliability of

the determinations of the column levels ;
changes of temperature could be made with

great rapidity in the steam-bath, even without blowing off any steam, by lowering the

gas-lights
; but it required ten to fifteen minutes before the temperature of the glass

globe had become uniform with the surrounding steam, and the columns had become

stationary under the new temperature. When this was found to have taken place, a
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series of readings was taken at intervals of three to five minutes, to obtain a reliable

average, and the temperature again reduced.

Thermometers.—It was found necessary to maintain the temperature of the oil-bath

considerably higher than that in the steam-bath, in order to make up for the radiation

from the exposed portion of the tube and for the great retardation to the passage of the

heat offered by the thick outer glass tube. The rule followed was to sustain such a

temperature as would cause a gentle ebullition in the glass tube, trusting to the rapid

convection of the water to secure a uniform temperature. Xo appreciable error could

arise from this source from the smallness of the volume of steam in the globe-stem, and

it was found in practice that a deposition of moisture almost immediately followed any

cessation of the ebullition in the outer tube.

For another reason the necessity of a higher temperature in the oil-bath became a

source of serious difficulty. The difference between the temperature of the water and

oil required to be constantly increased as the temperature and pressure became higher,

because the radiation increased in a higher ratio than could be prevented by the use of

flannel coats, and a point was at last reached at which the unequal expansion of the

thick glass tube on its cooler and warmer side, combined with the great pressure in its

interior, caused a rupture attended by a dangerous explosion of great violence. Twice

with glass tubes, which should have borne a pressure of 500 lbs., and each time under a

pressure of only about 70 lbs. per square inch, an explosion occurred. In each case the

fracture began in the bottom or closed end of the tube (unfortunately thickened by the

glass-blower), as was evidenced by the boiler being lifted vertically from its seating,

although the entire disruption of the tube immediately followed in the course of the

explosion.

Temperature reduced for pressure.—This column is calculated from the observed

temperatures according to the ratio arrived at in the experiments with water pressure.

The thermometers were made expressly for these experiments at the Kew Observatory,

and the graduation was accurate within the limits of errors of observation.

Capacity
,
in grains of water.—This column has been calculated from the readings on

the cathetometer of the graduation marks, taken during each experiment. The capacity

of the globe it is evident decreased as the inner column rose.

Difference of level has been corrected to 32°Fahr., at which temperature one atmo-

sphere of pressure is assumed to be equivalent to 29-9218 inches of mercury.

Pressure of saturated steam
,
calculated from the experiments of M. Regxault.—This

is evidently the pressure of the steam in the steam-bath
;
and if we deduct from this

the column of mercury in the globe-stem which this pressure balances, we arrive at

the pressure of the superheated steam in the glass globe, given in the next column.

Specific volume of the steam
,
obtained by dividing the capacity of the globe at each

temperature by the quantity of water introduced.

In these experiments we were ably assisted by Mr. W. C. Uxwix
;
and we have much

pleasure in stating that to his untiring zeal and superior skill in manipulation we are

indebted for many important results.
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Experiment 1.—Globe C. Thermometer A. March 8, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =20T26 grains.

j

Time.
Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

1

h m inches. inches. inches.

2 25 253 264 29-44 19-66 9-78

2 30 253 29-45 19-69 9-76

2 40 253 29-45 19-62 9-83

2 45 253 29-47 19-64 9-83

2 50 253 29-45 19-66 9-79
2 55 253 29*48 19-69 9-79

3 18 251 262 28-13 20-24 7-89
1 3 22 251 28-10 20-26 7-84

!

3 26 251 28-00 20-18 7-82

3 30 251 28-16 20-15 8-01

!
3 37 251 264 28-17 20-16 8-01

3 42 251 28-19 20-13 8-06

4 0 249 260 26-72 20-63 6-09

4 12 249 26-58 20-68 5-90
4 17 249 26-59 20-63 5-96
4 21 249 259 26-72 20-54 6-18

4 25 249 26-60 20-53 6-07

4 30 249 26-58 20-59 5-99

4 55 246 258 24-62 21-24 3-38

5 3 246 24-70 21-16 3-54 Steam began to condense in globe-stem

5 20 246 264 24-61 21-24 3-37 at 5h 10m .

5 23 246 24-77 21-19 3-58

5 26 246 24-75 21-22 3-53

5 32 244 280 23-71 21-57 2-14

5 38 244 23-62 21-60 2-02

5 42 244 23-46 21-60 1-86

5 46 244 23-58 21-52 2-06

5 50 244 282 23-70 21-53 2-17

6 10 243 282 23-36 21-67 1-69

6 12 243 23-30 21-69 1-61

6 15 243 23-30 21-68 1-62

6 17 243 23-38 21-64 1-74

1 6 20 243 23-31 21-65 1-66

6 26 242 280 23-20 21-69 1-51

6 30 242 23-14 21-70 1-44

6 35 242 23-10 21-72 1-38

6 40 242 22-97 21-75 1-22

6 45 242 23-11 21-68 1-43

6 50 242 268 23-16 21-68 1-48

6 55 240 268 22-99 21-72 1-27

7 0 240 22-99 21-72 1-24 Condensation visible in globe-stem.

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

240
inches.

22-99
inches.

1-26 2 239-79 18938-2
inches.

1-24

inches.

49-43 49-43 943-12

242 23-11 1-41 6 241-76 18929-8 1-38 0-14 52-53 52-39 942-72

243 23-33 1-67 5 242-75 18922-4 1-64 0-40 53-47 53-07 942-32

244 23-62 2-05 6 243-74 1 8908-9 2-01 0-77 54-43 53-66 941-67

246 24-69 3-48 5 245-72 18857-4 3-41 2-17 56-38 54-21 939-11

249 26-63 6-03 6 248-69 18771-4 5-90 4-66 59-42 54-76 934-86

251 28-12 7-93 6 250-67 18681-3 7-76 6-52 61-52 55-00 930-41

253 29-46 9-80 6 252-65 18609-8 9-59 8-35 63-68 55-33 926-91

MDCCCLX. 2 D
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Experiment 2.—Globe B. Thermometer A. March 3, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =21T93 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

4 20 254 290 29-42 20-52 8-90

4 25 254 290 29-54 20-36 9-18

4 30 254 290 29-54 20-32 9*22

4 37 254 290 29-27 20-47 8-80

4 45 254 290 29-56 20-34 9-22

4 55 251 284 27-78 21-11

5 3 251 284 27-53 21-14 6-39

5 13 251 284 27*58 21-03 6-55

5 15 251 284 27-50 21-16 6-34

5 18 251 285 27-55 21-07 6-48

5 25 251 285 27-32 21-19 6-13

5 30 251 285 27-54 21-03 6-51

6 0 248 273 25-41 21-80 3-61

6 5 248 25-40 21-81 3-59

6 10 248 25-61 21-66 3-95

6 17 248 25-26 21-87 3-39

6 20 248 266 25-61 21-54 4-07

6 35 245 278 23-94 22-13 1-81

6 45 245 24-02 22-08 1-97

6 50 245 23-98 22*06 1-92 No water visible in globe-stem.

7 5 245 24-04 22-04 2-00

7 17 245 24-12 22-13 1'99

7 22, 245 262 23-98 22-02 1-96

7 32 243 23-73 22-14 1-59

7 35 243 23-69 22-12 1-57

7 42 243 23-74 22-12 1-62 No water visible iu stem.

7 50 243 254 23-74 22-10 1-64

7 57 241 23-57 22-11 1-46

8 5 241 23-57 22-13 1-44

8 20 244 23-81 22-12 1-69

8 25 244 23-86 22-12 1-74
|

8 30 245 260 24-10 22-06 2-04

8 35 245 24-11 22-06 2-05

8 50 246 260 24-60 21-84 2-76

9 0 246 24-59 21-87 2-72

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise

of column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure

of steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam iu

globe,

corrected

for the ex-

pansion of

glass.

241
inches.

23-57
inches.

1-45 2 240-78 19200-3
inches.

1-42
inches.

50-98 50-98 90S-03

243 23-70 1-57 5 242-74 19198-8 1-54 0-12 53-47 53*35 907-98

244 23-83 1-71 2 243-72 19186-6 1-67 0-25 54-43 54-18 907-41

245 24-04 1-97 8 244-71 19177-0 1-93 0-51 55-40 54-89 906-94

246 24-59 2-74 2 245-70 19147-9 2-69 1-27 56-38 55-11 905-59

248 25-62 3-89 5 247-70 19097-8 3-81 2-39 58-41 56-02 903-25

251 27-54 6-44 7 250-67 18998-9 6-31 499 61-52 56-53 898-61

254 29-46 9-06 5 253-63 18893-2 8-87 7'45 64-69 57"24 893-64



Experiment 3.—Globe C. Thermometer A. December 8, 1858.

Weight of water introduced =21T75.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.
columns.

h m inches. inches. inches.

12 0

10-03
Lamps lighted.

1 5 212 30-33 20-30 Steam blowing off.

1 40 211-6 226 24-75 22-72 2-03 Steam-cock shut.

3 50 252 256 29-52 21-10 8-42 The differences in the cathetometer

3 55 252 256 29-50 21-16 8-34 readings arise from the oscillation of

4 0 252 255 29-65 21-14 8-51 the columns, which had to be read

consecutively and not contempora-

neously
;

partly perhaps from the
4 7 253 256 30-13 20-93 9-20 obscuring of the real level in the

4 18 253 265 30-16 21-00 9-16 outer tube by steam bubbles. These

4 22 253 265 30-15 21-00 9-15 differences, however, are not great.

4 37 251 262 28-94 21-36 7-58

4 42 251 262 28-92 21-42 7-50

4 50 250 260 28-50 21-68 6-82

5 0 250 263 28-53 21-68 6-85

5 10 249 262 27-98 21-73 6-25

5 30 248 255 27-57 21-85 5-72

5 50 247 268 27-09 21-99 5-10

6 10
*

246 275 26-68 22-14 4-54

6 25 245 272 26-43 22-25 4-18

6 35 244 260 26-05 22-35 3-70

6 40 244 257 26-22 22-32 3-90

6 50 244 260 26-18 22-32 3-86

7 40 244 265 26-20 22-31 3-89

7 55 242 268 25-58 22-48 3-10

8 0 242 268 25-56 22-50 3-06

8 10 240 271 25-16 22-62 2-54

8 20 242 271 25*56 22-52 3-04

8 35 244 273 26-13 22-32 3-81

8 45 246 274 27-01 22-15 4-86

9 10 250 274 28-54 21-54 7-00

9 30 252 277 29-79 21-12 8-67

10 0 246 276 26-66 22-15 4-51

10 8 245 274 26-42 22-22 4-20

10 11 245 274 26-45 22-22 4-23

10 20 247 27-10 21-99 5-11
j

10 23 247 27-13 22 02 5-11

10 30 244 276 26-14 22-34 3-80

10 34 244 26-18 22-33 3-85

10 50 243 25-94 22-45 3-49

11 0 243 25-90 22-35 3-55

11 10 240 25*28 22-56 2-72

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity
of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°1.

Difference

of level

of columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

240
inches.

25-22
inches.

2-63 2 239-79 18856-6
inches.

2-58
inches.

49-43 49-43 892-54
242 25-56 3-07 3 241-77 18840-5 3-01 0-43 52-53 52-10 891-74
243 25-92 3-34 2 242-76 18823-5 3 '28 0-70 53-47 52-77 890-92
244 26-16 3-83 7 243-75 18812-1 3-76 1-18 54-43 53-25 890-40
245 26-43 4-19 2 244-74 18798-9 4-11 1-53 55-40 53-87 889-86
246 26-78 4-64 3 245-73 18780-1 4-55 1-97 56-38 54-41 888-98
247 27-11 5-11 3 246-72 18762-4 5-01 2-43 57-36 54-93 888-14
250 28-52 6-89 3 247-69 18686-7 6-75 4-17 60-52 56-35 884-60
252 29-61 8-48 4 251-66 18628-1 8-30 5-72 62-65 56-91 881-83
253 30-15 9-17 3 252-65 18599-1 8-98 6-40 * 63-68 57*28 880-46

2 d 2



Experiment 4.—Globe B. Thermometer A. March 11, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 25-35 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

2 5 264 294 29-43 19-86 9*57 A more abundant command of heat was

2 10 264 29-34 19-90 9-44 obtained in this than in preceding
(

2 15 264 29-41 19-83 9-58 experiments.

2 20 264 29-33 19-86 9-47

2 25 264 285 29-37 19-81 9'o6

2 40 264 29-30 19-86 9.44

2 45 264 291 29-34 19-86 9-48

2 51 261 294 27-30 20-65

3 2 261 26-90 20-71 6-19

3 5 261 27-02 20-66 6-36

3 8 261 26-98 20-70 6-28

3 14 261 26-95 20-71 6-24

3 17 261 26-89 20-71 6-18

3 22 261 26-94 20-71 6-23

3 27 261 26-90 20-71 6-19

3 35 261 286 26-91 20-71 6-20
•

4 0 259 25-57 21-18 4-39 Interrupted for a short time.

4 35 259 25-67 21-10 4-57

4 43 259 290 25-50 21-12 4-38

4 55 259 25-54 21-18 4-36

4 58 259 25-54 21-14 4-40

5 3 259 25-52 21-11 4-41

5 16 257 290 24-16 21-54 2-62

5 20 257 24-16 21-55 2-61

5 25 257 24-25 21-51 2-74

5 30 257 24-16 21-54 2-62

5 35 257 24-16 21-53 2-63

5 40 257 300 24-16 21-51 2-63

5 50 255 23-35 21-76 1-59

6 0 255 23-32 21-71 1-61

6 5 255 23-35 21-71 1-64

6 10 255 23-36 21-70 1-66

6 20 253 23-14 21-79 1-35

6 23 253 23-14 21-79 1-35 1

6 27 253 23-14 21-80 1-34

6 30 253 23-17 21-79 1-38

6 35 251 23-16 21-78 1-38

6 40 251 23-12 21-77 1-35

6 45 251 23-14 21-79 1-35

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water
at 39°1.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam iu

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

251
inches.

23-14
inches.

1-36 3 250-66 19206-4
inches.

1-34
inches.

61-52 61-52 759-44

253 23-15 1-36 4 252-64 19206-4 1-34 63-86 63-86 759-44

255 23-34 1-62 4 254-62 19196-4 1-60 0-26 65-89 65-63 759-06
.

257 24-17 2-64 6 256-60 19154-1 2-59 1-25 68-17 66-92 / 5/ *45

259 25-56 4-42 ' 6 258-58 19082-5 4-32 2-98 70*52 67-54 754-62

261 26-93 6-23 8 260-54 19012-3 6-10 4-76 72-90 68-14 751-87 1

264 29-37 9-52 7 263-51 18878-0 9*30 7-96 76-64 68-68 746-70



ON THE DENSITY OF STEAM AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES. 197

Experiment 5.—Globe C. Thermometer A. December 10, 1858.

Weight of water in globe 29T45 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m
O O inches. inches. inches.

1 ° Lamps lighted.

5 2d 273-2 300 32-22 20-18 12 04
6 8 268 290 28-87 21-32 7-55

6 14 268 289 28*55 21-41 7-14
!

6 20 268 288 28-86 21-34 7-52
i

6 43 264 286 26-60 22-10 4-50

6 35 262 284 26-04 22-29 3-75

7 0 262 284 26-11 22-27 3-84 J

7 8 260 283

7 15 260 285 25-48 22-44 3-04
i

7 25 260 288 25-55 22-42 3-13
:

7 42 256 293 24-77 22-68 2-09

7 55 256 293 24-51 22-62 1-89

9 0 273-2 315 32-31 20-08 12 23

9 7 270 315 29*73 20-99 8-74

9 12 268 315 28-41 21-39 7-02

9 16 266 315 27-56 - 21-72 5-84

9 22 264 310 26-51 22-06 4-45

9 26 262 308 25-82 22-27 3-55

9 33 260 • 25-40 22-40 3-00

9 38 260 25-67 22-32 3-55 .

9 58 264 26-80 21-95 4-85

10 10 266 300 27-80 21-55 6-25

10 15 266 27-64 21-62 6-02

10 30 268 297 28-86 21-22 7-64
j

10 35 268 28-86 21-29 7-57

11 7 273-2 310 32-35 19-94 12-41
|

Summary of Column Determinations.

Mercurial

thermo-

meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempera-
ture,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity
of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise

of column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure

of steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

256
inches.

24-64
inches.

1-99 2 255-61 18876-0
inches.

1-95

inches.

67-03 67-03 649-24

260 25-52 3-18 4 259-56 18834-4 3-12 1-17 71-71 70-54 647*82

262 25-99 3-71 3 261-53 18814-1 3-63 1-68 74-09 72-41 647-65

264 26-63 4-60 3 263-50 18781-9 4-50 2-55 76-64 74-09 646-08

268 28-73 7-40 6 267*45 18666-3 7-23 5-28 81-84 75-56 642-12

270 29-73 8-74 1 269-41 18612-6 8-54 6-59 84-53 77-94 640-28

273-2 32-29 12-23 3 272-56 18475-1 11-95 10-00 89-01 79-01 635-59



Experiment 6.—Globe C. Thermometer A. March 12, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =29 ‘95 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer, Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

2 25 279 310 31-60 17'45 14-15 Lamps lighted at llh 30E .

2 30 279 31-59 17-40 14-19

2 32 279 31-60 17-35 14-25

2 35 279 31-62 17-46 14-16

2 37 279 31-64 17-36 14-28

2 50 275 294 28-34 18-75 9-59

3 5 275 28-29 18-71 9-58

3 8 275 28-33 18-70 9-63

3 15 275 28-36 18-68 9-6 8

3 16 275 28-34 18-73 9-61

3 19 275 28-35 18-68 9-67

3 22 275 28-40 18-69 9-71

3 30 271 290 24-71 19-96 4-75

3 35 271 24-67 19-95 4-72

3 45 271 24-78 19-78 5-00 No moisture could be detected in stem.

3 50 271 24-78 19-78 5-00

3 55 271 24-91 19-78 5-13

4 4 271 24-74 19-83 4-91 •

4 15 267 22-38 20-52 1-86

4 18 267 22-30 20-57 1-73

4 21 267 22-38 20-52 1-86

4 24. 267 22-37 20-50 1-87

4 25 266 22-28 20-53 1-75

4 26 266 22-26 20-56 1-70

4 27 266 22-26 20-53 1-73

4 29 266 22-26 20-51 1-75

4 35 265 22-11 20-58 1-53

4 36 265 22-18 20-55 1-63

4 37 265 22-16 20-54 1-62

4 39 263 22-02 20-58 1-44 Condensation became apparent in the

4 40 263 stem at this temperature.

4 43 263 22-10 20-60 1-50

4 45 263 22-03 20-57 1-46

4 47
1

263 22-01 20-57 1-44

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°1.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam iu

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

1

263
inches.

22-04
inches.

1-46 4 262-52 18979
inches.

1-43
inches.

75-37 75-37 635-30

265 22-16 1-60 3 264-49 18974 1-56 013 77-94 77-81 635-13
,

266 22-26 1-73 4 265-47 18970 1-69 0-26 79-24 78-98 635-00
,

267 22-36 1-83 4 266-46 18966 1-79 0-36 80-54 80-18 634-87

268 22-77 2-37 2 267-45 18948 2-32 0-89 81-84 80-95 634-28

271 24*76 4-95 6 270-40 18853 4-83 3-40 85-92 82-52 631-15

275 28-34 9-64 7 274-34 18657 9-41 7-98 91-62 83-64 624-62

279 31-61 14-19 5 278-27 18489 13-84 12-41 97-61 85-20 619-03
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Experiment 7.—Globe B. Thermometer A. March 15, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =3T730 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

I

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

2 20 279 320 31-64 20-16 11-48 Lamps lighted at 12 o’clock.

2 30 279 31-63 20-14 11 49
2 33 279 31-74 20-16 11-58

2 33 279 31-70 20-14 11-56

2 37 279 31-58 20-14 11-44 '

2 50 275 300 28-18 21-40 6-78

2 54 275 28-38 21-33 7-05

2 57 275 28-20 21-43 6-77

3 0 275 28-30 21-38 6-92

3 7 275 300 28-26 21-38 6-88

3 15 275 28-36 21-41 6-95
j

3 25 273 26-38 22-02 4-36

3 30 273 26-30 22-02 4-28

3 35 273 26-45 22-00 4-45

3 38 273 26-36 22-01 4-35

3 40 273 26-40 22-01 4-39
'

3 41 273 26-38 22-02 4-36

3 42 273 26-41 22-02 4-39

3 50 271 301 24-89 22-47 2-42

3 56 271 25-04 22-48 2-56

4 0 271 24-99 22-45 2-54 .

4 3 271 25-09 22-44 2-65

4 4 271 25-06 22-46 2-60

4 6 271 24-95 22-50 2-45

4 10 271 25-08 22-46 2-62

4 55 267 310 23-93 22-79 1-14

4 56 267 23-95 22-79 1-16

4 57 267 23-98 22-77 1-21

4 58 267 23-95 22-79 1-16

5 0 265 23-81 22-80 1-01

5 3 265 23-89 22-78 1-11

5 5 265 23-95 22-78 1-W
5 7 265 23-89 22-75 1-14

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Tempera-
ture,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°.

Rise

of column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure

of steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

265
inches.

23-89
inches.

1-11 4 264-49 19168-5
inches.

1-09

inches.

77-94 77-94 605-65

267 23-95 1-19 4 266-46 19165-5 1-16 0-07 80-54 80-47 605-55

271 25-01 2-55 7 270-40 19111-2 2-50 1-41 85-92 84-51 603-90

273 26-38 4-37 7 272-36 19041-1 4-26 3-17 88-71 85-54 601-71

275 28-26 6-93 7 274-34 18934-5 6-76 5-67 91-62 85-95 598-34

279 31-65 11-51 5 278-27 18731-2 11-23 10-14 97-605 87-465 591-95
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Experiment 8.—Globe A. Thermometer B. October 11. 1859.

Weight of water introduced =31 *58 grains.

Time.

i

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of Remarks.

1

In steam. In oil. Inner column.
~ .

|
columns.

Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

4 30 282 301 22-72 12-32 10-40 Premature.

4 33 282 301 22-74 12-30 10-44 Premature.

4 37 282 301 22-68 12-30 10-38 Globe-stem dry.

4 43 282 300 22-66 12-35 10-31

4 53 278 300 19-00 13-70 5-30

5 0 278 297 19-01 13-67 5-34

5 5 278 297 18-91 13-60 5-31

5 10 278 297 18-90 13-63 5-27

5 15 278 297 18-85 13-62 5-23 On sinking to 276°. moisture became
visible in stem at 5h 2om . the tempera-

5 55 278 307 19-00 13-70 5-30
ture was therefore raised again.

5 58 278 18-85 13-70 5-15

I 6 0
1

278 304 18-85 13-74 5-11

6 8 276 17-47 14-16 3-31 A trace of moisture perceptible.

6 15 276 17-45 14-17 3-28

6 17 276 308 17-40 14-21 3-19

6 19 276 17-50 14-17 3-33

6 23 276 17-40 14-11 3-29 Moisture still preserved.

6 33 274 16-66 14-34 2-32

6 35 274 16-60 14-34 2-26

6 40 274 16-80 14-35 2-45

6 45 274 16-70 14-28 2-42

6 50 274 16-70 14-33 2-37

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity,

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°i.

Difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

• globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific 1

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

inches. inches. inches. inches.

274 16-69 2-36 5 273-48 18406-7 2-31 90-35 90-35 5S4-44
;

276 17-44 3-28 5 275-46 18372-9 3-20 0-89 93-29 92-40 583-37
|

278 18-92 5-25 8 277-43 18306-1 5-13 2-82 96-30 93-4S 581-26
!

282 22-67 10-34 2 281-38 18118-1 10-09 7*78 102-56 94-78 574-00
|
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Experiment 9.—Globe A. Thermometer B. October 14, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 34-01 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. 1 inches. inches.

4 15 289 318 24-13 12-12 12-01 Lamps lighted at 2 o’clock. Water

4 17 289 24-30 12-10 12-20 boiling at 3 o’clock.

4 20 289 24-22 12-12 12-10

4 25 289 24-29 12-12 12-17 1

4 27 289 24-20 12-07 12-13 1

4 30 289 316 24-26 12-06 12-20

4 47 285 314 20-70 13-63 7-07

4 49 285 20-75 13-64 7-H
4 51 285 20-65 13-63 7-02

4 53 285 20-65 13-60 7-05

4 56 285 20-66 13-60 7-06

5 0 285 315 20-72 13-64 7-08

5 5 283 18-82 14-24 4-58

5 10 283 18-85 14-22 4-63

5 14 283 18-84 14-25 4-59

5 17 283 18-90 . 14-25 4-65

5 19 283 18-90 14-26 4-64

5 21 283 18-86 14-29 4-57

5 30 278 16-65 15-10 1-55

5 33 278 16-64 15-10 1-54

5 35 278 16-66 15-09 1-57

5 40 274 16-44 15-11 1-33

5 42 274 16-50 15-13 1-37

5 45 ' 274 16-45 15-10 1-35

5 50 274 16-43
|

15-05 1-38

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity,

of globe,

in grains

of water at

39°T.

Difference

of level

of columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

inches. inches. inches. inches.

289 24-23 12-13 6 288-25 18040-1 11-78 10-45 114-24 103-79 531-96

285 20-69 7-06 6 284-32 18235-4 6-86 5-53 107-44 101-91 537-68

283 18-86 4-61 6 282-34 18319-7 4-48 3-15 104-14 100-99 540-17

278 16-65 1-55 3 277'43 18415-4 1-51 0-18 96-30 96-12 542-91

274 16-45 1-36 4 273-48 18423-8 1-33 90-35 90-35 543-17

2 EMDCCCLX
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Experiment 10.—Globe B. Thermometer A. December 14. 1858.

Weight of water introduced =37‘58 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

12 45 285 316 19-50

2 15 285 304 30-20 22-63 7*57

2 20 285 307 30-73 22*42 8-31 Probably erroneous.

2 30 285 330 30-20 22-64 7"56

2 40 285 325 29-53 23-01 6-52

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number of

determi-

nations

averaged.

Temperature,
corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water
at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column from
point of

maximum
descent.

Max. desc.

285°

inches.

24-33 ?

29-98

inches.

2-50?

7-21 4 284/16

18930
18872

inches.

2"45 ?

7-04

inches.

4-59

After obtaining these determinations, and whilst the experiment was incomplete, the

oil-bath cracked at the bottom and stayed further progress. In consequence of haring

these vessels so deep, difficulty was found in getting them blown, and we had to be con-

tent with such as could be obtained. These were very thick at the bottom, where the

heat was greatest and danger most to be apprehended, and in consequence at the higher

pressures they became a fertile source of annoyance.

Pressure of saturated

steam,

in inches of mercury.

Pressure of steam
in globe,

in inches of mercury.

Specific volume of steam
in globe, corrected for

expansion of glass.

107-17 102-58

514-98

503-60



Experiment 11.—Globe B. Thermometer A. March 19, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 38*745 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inehes. inches. inches.

2 25 291 320 31-04 19-40 11-64 Lamps lighted at ll h 45m .

2 28 291 31-02 19-42 11-60

2 30 291 30-97 19-44 11-53

2 40 287 26-85 20-78 6-07

2 45 287 27-00 20-85 6-15

2 53 287 26-72 20-78 5-94

3 0 287 26-74 20-77 5-97

3 20 285 320 24-90 21-34 3-56

3 25 285 24-80 21-33 3-47

3 30 285 24-85 21-34 3-51

3 35 285 24-85 21-37 3-48

3 50 284 24-20 21*59 2-6l

3 55 284 24-15 21-56 2-59

4 0 284 24-19 21-56 2-63

4 4 284 24-13 21-58 2-55

4 10 284 24-20 21-52 2-68

4 17 283 23-74 21-70 2-04

4 30 283 23-80 21-66 2-14

4 34 283 23-75 21-65 2-10

4 40 283 23-79 21-64 2-15

4 50 282 23-46 21-75 1-71

4 57 282 23-46 21-72 1-74

5 3 282 23-50 21-76 1-74

5 8 281 316 23-10 21-79 1-31

5 13 281 23-37 21-71 1-66

5 20 281 23-41 21-74 1-67

5 23 281 23-38 21-76 1-62

5 30 279 23-29 21-79 1-50

5 35 279 23-16 21-79 1-37

5 40 279 23-30 21-82 1-48

5 45 275 23-00 21-83 W7
5 43 275 23-05 21-87 1-18

5 50 275 23-00 21-85 1-15

5 55 275 23-00 21-86 1-14

6 0 275 22-93 21-91 1-02

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempera-
ture,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity,

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T

Difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°.

Rise

of column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure

of steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

275
inches.

23-00
inches.

1-14 5 274-34 19214-0
inches.

1-11

inches.

91-62 91-62 497*25

279 23-25 1-45 3 278-27 19201-2 1-42 0-31 97*61 97*30 496-91

281 23-31 1 -56 4 280-24 19197-9 1-53 0-42 100-73 100-31 496-83

282 23-47 1-73 3 281-22 19189-9 1*69 0-58 102-31 101-73 496-63

283 23-77 2-1

1

4 282-20 19174-7 2-06 0-95 103-91 102-96 496-24

284 24-17 2-61 5 283 18 19154-2 2-55 1-44 105-53 104-09 495-71

285 24-88 3-51 4 284-16 19117*8 3-42 2-31 107*17 104-86 494*81

287 26-82 6-03 4 286-13 19018-4 5-98 4-87 110-53 105-66 49M2
291 31-01 11-59 3 290-05 18771*9 11-30 10-29 117*47 107-18 485-91

2 e 2



Experiment 12.—Globe B. Thermometer A. March 24, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =41 - 87 7 grains.

Time.
Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

3 36 295 325 30-94 20-84 10-10 Lamps lighted at 12 o'clock

3 40 295 31-02 20-81 10-21

3 45 295 31-03 20-77 10-26

3 48 295 30-91 20-84 10-07

3 51 295 30-91 20-89 10-02

3 54 295 30-96 20-87 10-09

4 35 295 320 31-02 20-81 10-21

4 0 291 320 27-00 22-22 4-78

4 8 291 27-03 22-23 4-80

4 50 291 26-95 22-20 4-75

4 55 291 27-03 22-22 4-81

4 57 291 27-00 22-17 4-83

5 5 290 26-40 22-43 3-97

5 10 290 26-42 22-44 3-98

5 12 290 26-40 22-39 4-01

5 25 287 25-00 22-84 2 16 1

5 26 287 25-04 22-87 2-17 |

5 28 287 24-89 22-90 1-99

5 30 287 25-00 22-83 2-17

5 35 285 24-55 22-89 1-66

5 40 285 24-62 22-93 1-69

5 42 285 24-66 22-98 1-68

5 43 285 24-67 23-01 1-66

5 45 285 24-58 23-02 1-56

5 50 283 24-39 23-07 1-32

5 53 283 24-43 23-10 1-33

5 55 283 24-50 23-06 1-44
1

5 57 283 24-51 23-06 1-45

6 0 281 24-36 23-09 1-27

6 3 281 24-38 23-11 1-27

6 5 281 24-33 23-11 1*22

6 36 293 29*56 21-40 8-16

6 38 293 29-62 21-43 8-19

6 40 293 29-51 21-40 8-11

6 45 293 29-52 21-41 8-11

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

•

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level

of columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of
]

steam in

globe,

corrected 1

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

inches. inches. inches. inches.

281 24-36 1-26 3 280-24 19150-0 1-23 100-73 100-73 458-30

283 24-46 1-39 4 282-20 191449 1-36 0-13 103-91 103-78 458-44

285 24-61 1 -65 5 284-16 19137-2 l-b2 0-39 107-17 106-78 458-25

287 24-98 2-12 4 286-13 19118-1 2-08 0-85 110-53 109-6S 457-79

290 26-40 3-98 3 289-07 19045-1 3-S8 2-65 115-70 113-05 456-10

291 27-00 4-79 6 290-05 19014-2 4*67 3-44 117-47 114-03 455-34

293 29-55 8-14 4 292-02 18872-3 7-94 6-71 121-11 114-40 451-95
}

295 30-97 10-14 6 293-97 18780-3 9-88 8-65 124-75 116-10 449-72
;
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Experiment 13.—Globe A. Thermometer B. October 19, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =42 680 grains.

Time.

Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

1 33 302 339 23-27 12-86 10-41

1 35 302 23-22 12-86 10-36

1 37 302 23-26 12-86 10-40

1 42 302 336 23-25 12-83 10-42

1 53 299 329 19-97 13-91 6-06

1 5/ 299 19-98 13-85 6-13

2 0 299 19-93 13-84 6-09

2 5 299 330 19-96 13-85 6-11

2 8 299 19-89 13-83 6-06 1

2 10 299 19-94 13-85 6-09

2 20 297 17-94 14-27 3-67

2 25 297 18-00 14-27 3-73

2 27 297 327 17-90 14-25 3-65

2 30 297 18-03 14-23 3-80

2 35 297 17-95 14-24 3-71

2 43 293 16-44 14-72 1-72

2 47 293 16-44 14-69 1-75

2 49 293 16-43 14-73 1-70

2 51 293 16-47 14-72 1-75

2 58 289 16-39 14-80 1-59

3 0 289 16-36 14-82 1-54

3 5 289 16-40 14-82 1-58

3 10 289 16-39 14-76 1-63

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermo-
meter,

Fahr.

Catheto-

meter,

inner

column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Tempe-
rature,

corrected

for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column
from

point of

maximum
descent.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion of

glass.

o

289
inches.

16-39
inches.

1-59 4 288-25 18433-8
inches.

1-55
inches.

114-24 114-24 433-12

293 16-44 1-73 4 292-19 18431-8 1-68 0-13 121-40 121-27 433-08

297 17-96 3-71 5 296-13 18364-7 3-60 2-05 128-92 126-87 431-50

299 19-94 6-09 6 298-09 18268-3 5-91 4-36 132-80 128-44 429*28
302 23-25 10-40 4 301-03 18097*1 10-09 8-54 138-78 130-24 425-41
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Experiment 14.—Globe A. Thermometer A. April 6, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 41-069 grains.

Time.
Thermometer. Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.

Remarks.

In steam. In oil. Inner column. Outer column.

h m inches. inches. inches.

2 10 297 348 31-88 19-40 12-48 Premature.

2 15 297 31-78 19-38 12-40 Premature.

2 18 297 31 50 19-40 12-10

2 20 297 31-64 19-38 12-26

2 22 297 31-60 19-38 12-22

2 24 297 31-79 19-30 12-49

2 28 297 31-50 19-35 12-15

2 30 297 31-38 19-50 11-88

2 45 297 31-25 19-59 11-66

Summary of Column Determinations.

Thermometer,
Fahr.

Cathetometer,

inner column.

Difference

of level of

columns.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Temperature,
corrected for

pressure.

Capacity

of globe, in

grains of

water at

39°T.

Difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°.

Rise of

column from
point of
maximum
descent

O
inches.

23-30
inches. O

18414
inches.

1-5

inches.

297 31-52 12-11 7 295-93 18011-2 11-79 10-29

This experiment was arrested whilst incomplete by the breaking of the thermometer.

Pressure of saturated

steam, in inches of

mercury.

Pressure of steam in

globe, in inches of

mercury.

Specific volume of steam
in globe, corrected for

expansion of glass.

449-62

439-85128-40 118-11

Reduction of the preceding Experiments.

The inner column of mercury having attained its maximum point of descent, remains

stationary so long as vaporization is going on in both vessels, and then the temperature

at which the first decided indication of ascent of the inner column is observed, obviously

gives us the maximum temperature of saturation. Thus, for example, in Experiment 2,

we should at once fix this temperature at, or nearly at, 2440- Tl
;
for at this temperature

the inner column of mercury stands about half an inch above the level corresponding to

saturation pressure, the differences of level at less temperatures being too small to war-

rant us in taking them as indications of superheating. But as slight oscillations in this

column, arising from accidental changes of temperature or from other causes, might lead

us to infer that the steam had arrived at its maximum temperature of saturation before

it had actually attained this point, we considered that there would be less chance of
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error, if this point were in all cases determined by a reduction taken from observations

made at a point of temperature somewhat above that of saturation.

For small ranges of temperature, we may presume that the relation expressed by

equation (1) will apply within small limits of error to superheated steam. Let t
x

be the specific volume, pressure, and temperature, respectively, of a given weight of

steam when superheated ; then we find

V,_pa
=

—

12), (4.)

where the constant a=74 - 8 nearly. Moreover, let T\ be the maximum temperature of

saturation of the steam, and its corresponding specific volume, then, from equation

(1), we get

(5.)

and hence

p.=^f+^(T,-y (6.)

Now having given from the Tables of the experiments the values of V2,p2 ,
t2 ,

and taking

V, as the specific volume at the maximum descent of the mercury, the value of T, may

be assumed with a near approach to accuracy from the indications in the experiments

;

then, if the value of P, deduced from this assumption coincide with the pressure of

saturated steam at that temperature, the maximum temperature of saturation has been

rightly assumed. If not, the value of Tj deduced from the value of P, given by the

equation may be taken for a second approximation, and so on till the value of P, does

coincide with the pressure of saturated steam deduced from the experiments of

M. Kegnault.

The following Table gives the temperature of saturation thus deduced from the pre-

ceding experimental Tables, the two highest temperatures of superheating being in most

cases assumed as the data for calculation. In one or two cases, where the lower of these

two temperatures is manifestly within the limits of imperfect expansion, the reduction

from the higher temperature alone has been retained.

The point thus determined (strictly speaking) is the temperature of maximum satura-

tion of the steam, assuming that at this point it retains all its watery vapour in an

aeriform state. This ideal point of temperature, it must be observed, will always be a

trifle higher than the actual point. As the coefficient a is always small as compared

with Vj, the value of P„ in equation (6.), is not much affected by any possible variations

of value which may be given to this coefficient.
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Table of Results, deduced from the preceding determinations of the maximum tempe-

rature of saturation and specific volume of steam, at pressures of from 15 to 70 lbs.

per square inch.

Number
of

Exper.

Maximum temperature
of saturation,

Fahrenheit.

Pressure of steam,

in inches of mercury.

Specific volume of

tlie steam.

Maximum tempera-
ture of saturation,

Centigrade.

Pressure of steam.
;

in millimetres

of mercury.

1. 242-89 1

242-92
J

o

242-90
53-60

]

53-6.3
53-61 943-12

O

117-16 1361-7

2. 244-90
]

244-74
J

244-82
55-60

]

55-44
55*52 908-03 118-23 1410-1

Oo. 245-42]

245-02
J

245-22
56-08]
55-70

55-89 892-54 118-45 1419-6

4. 255-37
255-62

> 255-50
66-70

66-97
J

• 66-84 759-44 124-16 1697-7

5. 263-20 ]

263-09
> 263-14

76-26

76-13
j

> 76-20 649-24 128-41 1935-4

6. 267-35]

267-08
J

. 267-21
81-71

81-36
> 81-53 635-30 130-67 2070-8

7. 269-24]

269-16
j

. 269-20
84-36

84-25
. 84-20 605-65 131-77 2138-9

8. 274-76 92-23 584-44 134-86 2342-6

9. 273-30 90-08 543-17 134-05 2287-9

10. 279-42 99-60 514-98 137*45 2529-8

11. 282-55]
282-61

. 282-58
104-48

104-60
. 104-54 497-25 139-21 2655-2

12.

13.

287-49]
287-00

292-53

. 287’25
112-82

112-75

122-25

. 112-78 458-30

433-12

141-80

144-74

2864-6

3105-1

14. 288-25 114-25 449-62 142-36 2901-9

Section II.—Experiments at Pressures less than that of the Atmosphere.

As there would be a difficulty in maintaining the copper steam-bath perfectly air-

tight when the elasticity of the steam is considerably less than that of the atmosphere,

the construction of the apparatus was modified in the following manner :

—

The extremity of the stem of the glass globe, passing through the outer tube, had its

extremity inserted in a deep mercury-bath, the surface of which was exposed to the

pressure of the atmosphere. The elevation of the column of mercury in the globe-stem

above the level of the mercury in the bath being taken at different temperatures, and

the corresponding elevation of the mercury in the barometer being observed, the differ-

ence of these two columns at once gives the elasticity of the vapour in the globe for the

corresponding temperature. The maximum temperature of saturation, in this case,

takes place at that point where the column of mercury, measuring the elasticity of the

vapour in the globe, begins to deviate from the column of pressure measuring the elasti-

city of saturated steam.

Plate VIII. fig. 1 is a section of the copper boiler and apparatus arranged for the low-

pressure experiments. B is the copper boiler, with its cover removed and supported on

the strong tripod as before
; o o the outer glass tube 1^ inch diameter and 32 inches

long, fixed as before in the stuffing-box s, but in these experiments open at the bottom.
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and after the insertion of the globe A, closed by an india-rubber cork. C C is the large

mercury-bath for heating the glass tube, with its lamp h, and shade of sheet iron Ic

:

the globe A rests on a tripod, n, in the copper bath, and its stem passing down through

the outer tube, is open at bottom in the mercury-bath. To transfer this globe from

its place over the basin in which it has been inverted, to form the Torricellian vacuum

to the boiler, the cap of india-rubber (fig. 9) is placed over the end. A small block of

wood, x, fixed by a wedge, slides over the outer tube and carries a double-pointed screw,

by which the level of the mercury in the bottom bath could be read off by the cathe-

tometer, the length of the screw being added to the height taken from the upper point.

A frame of wood carried the two thermometers t and t' placed above and below the

globe in the copper bath. The boiler was heated by gas-jets, E, as before. The

difficulty arising from the retardation of the passage of heat through the outer glass

tube, already alluded to, was found in an increased degree in these experiments, owing

to the small surface exposed to the heat of the mercury-bath. After the fracture of two

or three tubes, which from their large size were very imperfectly annealed, an iron

tube, p, was cemented to the lower part of the glass, and entirely removed the difficulty.

It enabled a violent ebullition to be maintained in the glass tube, if necessary, at more

than twenty degrees lower temperature in the mercury than before.

The globes were filled with mercury, inverted, and the water introduced as before.

Capacity of Globe G.

Water introduced =18425 grains at 50° Faiir., this reduced to 39°T =18427 grains.

Graduation : First file mark

Second file mark .

Third file mark .

Fourth file mark .

Fifth file mark .

The utmost care was taken throughout the experiments to prevent the admission of

air or any other influence likely to affect the accuracy of the results.

= 18427-0 grains.

= 18553-2 grains,

= 18679-4 grains.

= 18805-6 grains.

= 18931-8 grains.

2 FMDC'CCLX.
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Experiment 1.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 16, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 2-215 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of
columns.

B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fahr. Fahr. Fahr. 0 inches. inches. inches.

4 35 170 170 227 29*28 4-37 24-91

4 40 170 170 222 29-28 4-37 24-91

4 43 170 170 222 29-28 4-37 24-91

4 45 170 170 226 29-28 4-37 24-91

5 20 140 140 227 29-54 4-37 25-1

7

5 25 140 140 228 29-53 4-37 25-16

5 28 140 140 228 29-56 4-37 25-19

5 30 140 140 228 29-56 4-37 25-19

5 50 136 136 224 29-64 4-34 25-30

5 53 136 136 224 29-71 4-34 25-37

5 55 136 136 225 29-67 4-34 25-33

6 5 133 133 226 30-04 4-34 25-70

6 10 133 133 226 30-06 4-34 25-72

6 15 132 132 228 30-23 4-34 25-89

6 17 132 132 230 30-22 4-34 25-88

6 19 132 132 230 30-22 4-34 25-88

The barometer reading during this experiment (corrected to 32°) was 30T5.

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempe-
rature,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T

Difference

of level

of columns,
in inches.

Difference

of level

of columns,
corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Elastic

force of

steam in

globe, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion
of glass.

132 3 30-22 18289 25-88 25-42 4-72

-

4-72 S265-3
133 2 30-05 18297 25-71 25-27 4-87 4-85 8269*2
136 3 29-67 18310 25-33 24-90 5-24 5-25 8275-3
140 4 29-55 18313 25-18 24-75 5-39 5*83 8278-4

170 4 29-28 18322 24-91 24-48 5-66 12-16 8284-4
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Experiment 2.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 11, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 3‘455 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer.
Difference

of level of

columns.

•

B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fair. Fabr. 0 Falir. inches. inches. inches.

11 25 190 190 265 26-42 4-77 21-65

11 30 190 190 263 26-42 4-77 21-65

11 35 190 190 267 26-42 4-77 21-65

11 37 190 190 266 26-42 4-77 21-65

11 40 190 190 266 26-41 4-77 21-64

11 55 180 180 270 26-59 4-77 21-82

12 0 180 180 268 26-59 4-77 21-82

12 5 180 180 268 26-59 4-77 21-82

12 20 170 170 276 26-76 4-80 21-96

12 25 170 170 274 26-75 4-80 21-95

12 27 170 170 274 26-76 4-80 21-96

12 30 170 170 270 26-76 4-80 21-96

12 47 160 160 284 26-92 4-80 22-12

12 57 160 160 284 26-92 4-80 22-12

1 15 150 150 280 28-05 4-80 23-25

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempe-
rature,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe, in

inches of

mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion
of glass.

150 1 28-05 1 8364-4 23-25 22-91 7-53 7*52 5321-9

160 2 26-92 18402-5 22-12 21-79 8-65 9*6

1

5333-5

170 4 26-76 18407-9 21-96 21-63 8-81 12-16 5336-1

180 3 26-59 18413-5 21-82 21-49 8-95 15-26 5338-1

190 5 26-42 18420-7 21-65 21-33 9-11 18-99 5341-2

The barometer read from 30-44 to 30-45 during this experiment,

2 f 2
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Experiment 3.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 7, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 3-76 gi’ains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Falir. 0 Falir. 0 Fahr. inches. inches. inches.

1 5 209-9 264 24-26 4-83 19-43

1 20 209-9 209-9 258 24-22 4-83 19-39

1 25 209-9 209-9 260 24-22 4-83 19-39

1 30 206 206-5 268 24-36 4-83 19-53

1 40 206 206-5 271 24-26 4-83 19-43

1 45 206 206-5 24-27 4-83 19-44

1 48 206 206-5 272 24-26 4-83 19-43

1 50 206 206-5 272 24-26 4-83 19-43

2 10 198 198-4 265 24-39 4-82 19-57

2 15 198 198-5 265 24-38 4-82 19-56

2 20 198 198-4 266 24-38 4-83 19*55

2 25 198 198-4 270 24-38 4-82 19-56

2 41 190 190-5 270 24-50 4-82 19-68

2 45 190 190-5 266 24-51 4-82 19-69

2 49 190 190-5 270 24-47 4-82 19-65

3 2 180 180-4 268 24-67 4-82 19-85

3 8 180 180-4 268 24-67 4-82 19-85

3 11 180 180-4 268 24-67 4-82 19-85

3 25 170 170-4 273 24-84 4-82 20-02

3 30 170 170-4 268 24-82 4-82 20-00

3 33 170 170-4 269 24-82 4-82 20-00

3 50 1 60 160-1 270 25-03 4-82 20-21

3 55 160 160-1 270 25-00 4-82 20-18

4 0 160 160-1 260 25-00 4-82 20-18

4 17 155 155-1 280 25-93 4-82 21-11

4 25 155 155-1 285 25-95 4-82 21-13

4 27 155 155-1 280 25-93 4-82 21-11

4 30 155 155-1 280 25-90 4-82 21-08

4 35 155 155-1 280 25-94 4-82 21-12

4 41 155 155-1 280 25-95 4-82 21-13

4 52 157 157-2 280 25-53 4-82 20-71

4 55 157 157-2 280 25-52 4-82 20-70

5 0 157 157-2 280 25-53 4-82 20-71

5 7 159 159-3 280 25-18 4-82 20-36

5 10 159 159-4 280 25-19 4-82 20-3/

5 15 159 159-4 275 25-18 4-82 20-36

5 25 160 160 276 25-07 4-82 20-25
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Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempera-
ture,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion

of glass.

155-0 6 25-93 18447-2 21-11 20-86 8-52 8-51 4911-9
157-1 3 25-53 18460-7 20-71 20-46 8-93 8-96 4915-7
159-2 3 25-18 18472-4 20-36 20-12 9-28 9-42 4918-7
160-0 4 25-02 18477-9 20-20 19-97 9-32 9-61 4920-2
170-2 3 24-82 18484-5 20-00 19-76 9-61 12-21 4922-6
180-2 3 24-67 18489*6 19-85 19-60 9-77 15-31 4924-9
190-2 3 24-49 18495-8 19-67 19-42 9-94 19-06 4927-0

198-2 4 24-38 18499-3 19*56 19-31 10-04 22-59 4928-4
206-2 5 24-28 18502-7 19-45 19-20 10-14 26-67 4930-0

209-9 2 24-22 18504-7 19-39 19-14 10-21 28-69 4930-7

The barometer read from 29-34 to 29-40 during this experiment.

Experiment 4.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 12, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =4-985 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fahr.
0

Fahr.
0 Fahr. 0

inches. inches. inches.

1 0 211 211 280 21-54 4-45 17-09

1 211 211 285 21-54 4-45 17-09

1 25 190 190 285 21-96 4-45 17-51

1 30 190 190 285 21-96 4-45 17-51

At this point progress was stayed by the cracking of the outer tube.

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempe-
rature,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Mean
difference

of level

of columns,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level

of columns,
corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion
of glass.

1

170 18529 17-90 17-98 12-16 12-16 3722-6

190 2 21-96 18516 17-51 17-26 12-88 18-99 3720-9
211 2 21-54 18508 17-09 16-84 13-30 29-41 3720-3

The barometer (corrected to 32° Fahr.) read during this experiment 30-14 inches.
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Experiment 5—Globe G. Thermometers B ancl C. Xovember 14. 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 5-000 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer.
Difference

of level of
columns.B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fahr. 0
Fahr. 0 Fahr.

0 inches. inches. inches.

4 40 200 200 225 21*87 4*38

4 45 200 200 226 21*82 4*38

4 50 200 200 222 21*60 4*38 17-22

5 0 200 200 224 21*60 4*38 1722
5 3 200 200 224 21*60 4*38 17-22

5 22 180 180 226 22*00 4*38 17-62

5 25 180 180 225 21*99 4*38 17-61

5 27 180 180 225 21*98 4*38 17-60

5 30 180 180 225 21*98 4*38 17-60

5 40 170 170 226 22*57 4*38 18*19

5 45 170 170 224 22*61 4*38 18*23

5 48 170 170 225 22*59 4*38 18*21

5 50 170 170 225 22*58 4*38 18*20

5 53 170 170 226 22*58 4*38 18*20

6 5 168 168 227 23*11 4*38 18*73

6 8 168 168 227 23*12 4*38 18*74

6 10 168 168 227 23*18 4*38 18*80

6 13 168 168 227 23*15 4*38 18*77

6 15 168 168 23*18 4*38 18*80

6 18 168 168 23*15 4*38 18*77

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempe-
rature,

Fahr.

Humber
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at39°T.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion
of glass.

168 6 23*15 18529*0 18*77 18*45 11*61 11*61 3711*3

170 5 22*60 18547*5 18*21 17-91 12*15 12*16 3715*1

180 4 21*99 18557-9 17-61 17-29 12*77 15*26 3717-6

200 3 21*69 18581*0 17-22 16*88 13*18 23*45 3723-3

The barometer (corrected to 32° Fahe.) read during this experiment 30-06 inches.
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Experiment 6.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 17, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =2 ,215+ 5‘20= 5 ,41 5 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.
B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fahr.
0 Fahr. 0

Fahr. 0 inches. inches. inches.

11 18 200 200 222 20-50 4-35 16-15

11 21 200 200 226 20-51 4-35 16-16

11 25 200 200 226 20-50 4-35 16-15

11 27 200 200 226 20-50 4-35 16-15

11 30 200 • 200 226 20-49 4-35 16-14

11 45 180 180 228 20-89 4-35 16-54

11 48 180 180 226 20-90 4-35 16-55

11 50 180 180 226 20-91 4-35 16-56

11 53 180 180 226 20-91 4-35 1 6-56

11 55 180 180 228 20-90 4-35 16-55

12 10 174 174 228 21-31 4-35 16-96

12 13 174 174 228 21-31 4-35 16-96

12 16 174 174 227 21-35 4-35 17-00

12 19 174 174 226 21-33 4-35 16-98

12 24 174 174 229 21-41 4-35 17-06

12 30 174 174 230 21-35 4-35 17-00

12 44 169 169 226 22-71 4-33 18-38

12 48 169 169 225 22-70 4-33 18-37

12 52 169 169 225 22-72 4-33 18-39

12 55 169 169 225 22-76 4-33 18-43

12 58 169 169 225 22-70 4-33 18-37

1 0 169 169 228 22-76 4-33 18-43

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempe-
rature,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water
at 39°T,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level

of columns,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level

of columns,

corrected

to 39°-l,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

niches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

-for ex-

pansion

of glass.

169 .6 22*72 18542-1 18-39 18-13 11-88 11-88 3429-4

174 6 21-34 18588-5 16-99 16-73 13-28 13-33 3438-1

180 5 20-90 18605-8 16-55 16-29 13-72 15-26 3441-8

200 5 20-50 18622-4 16-15 15-87 14-14 23-45 3445-2

The barometer (corrected to 32°) read 30-01 inches.
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Experiment 7.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 8. 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 3-76+ 2*378= 6T33 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

li m Fahr. 0
Fahr. 0 Fahr. 0 inches. inches. inches.

12 35 209-5 209-5 262 17*75 4-88 12-87

12 41 209-5 209-5 265 17-75 4-.88 12-87

1 0 190 190 263 18-30 4-88 13-42

1 5 190 190 268 18-27 4-88 13-39

1 12 190 190 268 18-27 4-88 13-39

1 22 186 186 268 18-42 4-88 13-54

1 30 186 186 260 18-42 4-88 13-54

1 40 182 182 262 18-66 4-88 13-78

1 4<6 182 182 260 18-66 4-88 13-78

I 50 182 182 260 18-66 4-88 13-7S

2 10 178 178 270 19-70 4-88 14-82

2 15 178 178 270 19-61 4-8S 14-73

2 20 178 178 270 19-68 4-88 14-80

2 27 178 178 260 19-72 4-88 14-S4

2 40 181 181 265 18-95 4-SS 14-07

2 45 181 181 265 18-97 4-88 14-09

2 50 181 181 263 18-90 4-88 14-02

3 0 182 182 265 GO CD 4-88 13*88

3 10 183 183 263 18-77 4-88 13-89

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempera-
ture,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations

averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°T.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of
steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion

of glass.

178 4 19-68 18644-5 14-80 14-61 14-80 14-66 3044-8

181 3 18-94 18672-2 14-06 13-85 1 5-58 15-60 3049-6

182 4 18-68 18680-7 13-88 13-67 15-82 15-90 3051-0

186 2 18-42 18689-3 13-54 13-33 16-01 17-44 3052-6

190 3 18-27 18694-3 13-40 13-20 16-14 18-99 3053*5
209-5 2 17-75 18712-4 12-87 12-65 16-67 28-57 3057-1
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Experiment 8.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C. November 15, 1859.

Weight of water introduced = 5-00+2T5= 7T5 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of

columns.B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

h m Fahr. 0 Fahr. Fahr. n inches. inches. inches.

11 45 211 211 226 15-85 4-47 11-38

11 51 211 211 228 15-85 4-47 11-38

1 1 55 211 211 226 15-82 4-47 11-35

11 58 211 211 227 15-80 4-47 11-33

12 0 211 211 227 15-80 4-47 11-33

12 15 191 191 224 16-40 4-47 11-93

12 20 191 191 223 16-41 4-47 11-94

12 25 191 191 228 16-39 4-47 11-92

12 28 191 191 228 16-41 4-47 11-94

12 30 191 191 228 16-41 4-47 11-94

12 40 186 186 225 17-35 4-47 12-88

12 45 186 186 227 17-35 4-47 12-88

12 48 186 186 227 17-30 « 4-47 12-83

12 52 186 186 225 17-25 4-47 12-78

12 55 186 186 228 17-30 4-47 12-83

12 57 186 186 228 17-23 4-47 12-76

6 0 186 186 227 17-26 4-47 12-79

1 10 181 181 227 19-28 4-46 14-82

1 15 181 181 226 19-16 4-46 14-70

1 18 181 181 226 19-18 4-46 14-72

1 20 181 181 226 19-18 4-46 14-72

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempera-
ture,

Fahr.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity

of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°-l.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure of

steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion
of glass.

O

181 4 19-20 18660-7 14-74 14-52 15-61 15-60 2614-2

186 7 17-29 18727-0 12-82 12-62 17-51 17-44 2623-4

191 5 16*40 18756-5 11-93 11-75 18-38 19-43 2627-8

211 5 15-82 18775-7 11-35* 11-16 18-97 29-42 2631-2

The barometer read 30 T 3 inches.

2 GrMDCCCLX,
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Experiment 9.—Globe G. Thermometers B and C'. November 15, 1859.

Weight of water introduced =7T5+T648= 8-798 grains.

Time.

Thermometers in water-bath.
Thermometer
in mercury.

Cathetometer. Difference

of level of
columns.B. C. Globe-stem. Mercury-bath.

li m Fahr.
0

Fahr. 0 Fahr. 0 inches. inches. inches.

4 57 211 211 227 11-56 4-47 7*09

5 0 211 211 227 1 1*55 4-47 7-08

5 4 211 211 227 11-55 4-47 7-08

5 6 211 211 227 1 1-55 4-47 7-08

5 17 201 201 227 11-90 4-47 7-43

5 25 201 201 229 11-95 4-47 7-48

5 28 201 201 229 11-95 4-47 7-48

5 30 201 201 231 11-94 4-47 7*47

5 33 201 201 230 11-94 4-47 7*47

5 45 196 196 230 12-79 4-47 8-32

5 50 196 196 228 12-80 4-47 8-33

5 53 196 196 230 12-82 4-47 8-35

5 55 196 196 230 12-79 4-47 8-32

6 15 191 191 230 15-16 4-47 10-69

6 22 191 191 228 15-14 4-47 10-67

6 25 191 191 228 14-95 4-47 10-48

6 27 191 191 227 15-10 4-47 10-63

6 30 191 191 227 15-10 4-47 10-63

Summary of Column Determinations.

Tempera-
ture,

Fain-.

Number
of deter-

minations
averaged.

Mean
level of

column in

globe-

stem,

in inches.

Capacity
of globe,

in grains

of water

at 39°1.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,

in inches.

Mean
difference

of level of

columns,
corrected

to 32°,

in inches.

Pressure

of steam in

globe,

in inches

of mercury.

Pressure of

saturated

steam, in

inches of

mercury.

Specific

volume of

steam in

globe,

corrected

for ex-

pansion

of glass.

191 5 15-09 18799-8 10-63 10-47 19*69 19*40 2140-6

196 4 12-80 18876-8 8-33 8-20 21-96 21-57 2149-5

201 5 11-94 18906-4 7-46 7*34 22*82 23-94 2152-9

211 4 11-55 18917*1 7-08 6-96 23-26 29*33 2154-5
|

The barometer read from 30T6 inches to 30*23 inches during this experiment.

Reduced by the same formulas as before, we obtain the following general Table of

Results of the experiments below the atmospheric pressure.
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Table of Results reduced from preceding Experiments.

Number
of experi-

ment.

Maximum temperature

of saturation,

Fahrenheit,

Pressure, in inches

of mercury.
Specific volume

of steam.

Maximum tempe-
rature of saturation,

Centigrade.

Pressure,

in millimetres

of mercury.

inches.

1. 1 36-85 )

136-70
j

136-77
5-36]

5-34
j

5-35 8275-3 58-20 135-9

2. 155-381
155-28

155-33
8-641

8-61
J

8-62 5333-5 68-51 218-9

3. 159-351 9-45

1

159*35 >159*36 9-45 /9'45 4920-2 70-75 240-0

159-40 9-46

4. 170-88
5

]

170-96
j

170-92
12-46

1

12-48
J

12-47 3722-6 77-18 316-7

5. 171-521

171-44
j

. 171-48
12-63]

12-60
12-61 3715-1 77-49 320-3

6. 174-92 13 62 3438-1 79-40 346-0

7. 182-26

182-34
j

182-30
16-01 1

16-02
J

16-01 3051-0 83-50 406-7

8. 188-30 18-36 2623-4 86-83 466-4

9. 198-78 22-88 2149*5 92-65 581-1

Section III.

—

Generalization of Results.

As we purpose to extend these experiments to steam of very high pressure, and to

institute a distinct series of experiments on the law of expansion of superheated steam,

any elaborate generalizations of the results of the present series of experiments would

be premature. In the mean time, however, we give the following general summary of

results.

On the Relation of Specific Volume and Pressure of Saturated Steam.

Let V be the specific volume of a given weight of saturated steam, at the pressure P,

measured by a column of mercury in inches ; then

and

V=25-62
49513

i P + 72 (7-)*

p= 49513

Y— 25-62
•72

(
8 -)

The following Table shows that formula (7.) represents with considerable accuracy

the results of our experiments, and also that they are for the most part perfectly con-

sistent with one another.

These formulse, expressed in French millimetres instead of English inches, would be

Y=

P=

25'62-f
1257605

P + 1829

1257605

Y—2562
-18-29

(10.)

(11 .)

2 G 2
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Table showing the relation of Density, Pressure, and Temperature of Saturated Steam.

Number
of

experiment.

Pressure, in

inches of

mercury.
P.

Maximum
temperature
of saturation.

t.

Specific

volume from
experiment.

V.

Specific

volume from
formula (7.).

V.

Proportional

error of

formula (7.).
,

5-35 136-77 8275-3 8183 1
9 u

2. 8-62 155-33 5333-5 5326 l_
7 6 2

3. 9-45 159-36 4920-2 4900 1
246

4. 12-47 170-92 3722-6 3766

5. 12-61 171-48 3715-1 3740 + Ti9

6. 13-62 174-92 3438-1 OOCO + V6

7. 16-01 182-30 3051-0 2985 1
4 6

8. 18-36 188-30 2623-4 2620 +Tb
9. 22-88 198-78 2149-5 2124 1

90

1'. 53-61 242-90 943-1 937 1
1 5 7

2'. 55-52 244-82 908-0 906 ToT
3'. 55-89 245-22 892-5 OOGO + TIT
4'. 66-84 255-50 759-4 Oi 00 1

7 5 9

5'. 76-20 263-14 649-2 669 +^2
6'. 81-53 267-21 635-3 628 1

9 1

7'. 84-20 269-20 605-7 608 J I—T 304

8'. 92-23 274-76 584-4 562 1
2ir

9'. 90-08 273-30 543-2 545 + 2TT
10'. 99-60 279-42 515-0 519 +rb
11'. 104-54 282-58 497-2 496 1

4 9T
12'. 112-78 287-25 458-3 461 +ih
13'. 122-25 292-53 433-1 428 !_

t- 6

14'. 114-25 288-25 449-6 456 + tV

On the Law of Expansion of Superheated Steam.

Adopting the notation already employed, and putting r for the rate or coefficient of

expansion of an elastic fluid at t
l
temperature, we And

^2P'2 i

1 v^,
r

£
i + 0

’

where - represents the rate of expansion at zero of temperature.

p=-^, so that at 212° the rate of expansion r= 01

0

=

,

( 9 -)

In the case of air

and so on to other

cases.

This formula is strictly true for all perfectly elastic fluids such as air ; and if the

intervals (t2
— t,) and (p2—p i) are small, it will give, with a near approach to truth, the

rate of expansion of any imperfectly elastic fluid, such as superheated steam.
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The following Table gives the value of the coefficient of expansion of superheated

steam taken at different intervals of temperature from the maximum temperature of

saturation.

Table showing the Coefficient of Expansion of Superheated Steam.

Number of Maximum Temperatures between Coefficient of Coefficient

experiment. temperature which the expansion expansion of of expansion

of saturation. is taken. steam. of air.

1. 13(j-77 140 , 170 dr*
1

innr

2. 155-33 160 , 190 5 5 6
i

-6TTT

3. 159-36 (
159-36, 170-2 1

15 0
1

6 1 8

i 170-2 ,
209-9 6~24

1

6 2ir

5. 171-48
|

171-48, 180 1

2 0 0 6 3TT

180 ,
200 1

6 0 4
1

6 3 9

6. 174-92
|

174-92, 180 _i_
T9TT

_L_
6 34

180 , 200 _i_
6 37 ^d-nr

r 182-3 , 186 vh)
i

7. 182-30 <
6 4 1

l 186 ,
209-5 _i_

6 3 0 T45
8. 188-30

191 ,
211 _1_

6 0 4
lWO

1'. 242-9 243 , 249
5 l 7

1

VO 2

r 257 , 259 1 1

4'. 255-5 ^
264

3 9 2

L 257 , IToU Tiff

r 268 , 271 _i_ i

6'. 267-21 i
2 10 7 a f

271 , 279 1

64 0 Tao

r 271 , 273 i l

7'. 269-2 l
2 3 £ Ta o

273 , 279 _L_ 1

5 5 1 7 3 3

f 283 ,
285 -A i

9'. 279-42 1
2 9 8 74 2

l 285 , 289 1

5 3 3 tTt

f 297 , 299 i
-An-

13'. 292-53
(

2 8 1 7 5 6

299 , 302
viv Tn"tT

The results recorded in this Table distinctly show that, for temperatures within about

ten degrees from the maximum temperature of saturation, the rate of expansion greatly

exceeds that of air, whereas at higher temperatures from this point the rate of expansion

approaches that of air
;
thus, for example, in Experiment 6, between the temperatures

of 1T40, 92 and 180°, the coefficient of expansion is y+j, that is, about three times that

of air; whereas between the temperatures of 180° and 200° the coefficient of expansion

is very nearly the same as that of air, and so on in other cases. At temperatures

somewhat removed from the maximum temperature of saturation, the coefficient of

expansion in the high-pressure experiments is decidedly greater than that of air,

whereas in the low-pressure experiments it does not greatly differ from that of air.

The mean of s, in the latter case =^-(453+406+ 467+424+457+444+ 413)= 438.

whilst for air this constant is 459.
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Hence it appears that, as the steam becomes more and more superheated, the coefficient

of expansion approaches that of a perfect gas, but that at and near to the maximum

temperature of saturation the coefficient of expansion greatly exceeds that of a perfect

gas.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE VII.

Represents the apparatus for the experiments on the density of steam detailed in

Section I.

Fig. 1. Elevation showing the general arrangement of the apparatus, the copper

boiler B, gauge G, thermometer t, oil-bath C, inner and outer tubes forming

the saturation-gauge o, i, cathetometer ff.
Fig. 2. A corresponding vertical section, and

Fig. 3. A plan.

PLATE VIII.

Represents the apparatus for the experiments in Section II., shown in a vertical

section : B copper boiler, t, t' thermometers, A the globe of glass containing

the weighed portion of water, C the lower mercury-bath, x double-pointed

pin for reading the lower mercury level, h lamp, and e, e gas-jets.

Represents the cathetometer with its vernier and telescope.

Represents the vernier and thumbscrew of the cathetometer seen on the other

side.

The glass globe, after the formation of the Torricellian vacuum, arranged with

its cap k, supported by an india-rubber band for insertion in the boiler for

one of the experiments at the higher pressures.

A section of the cap and globe-stem of fig. 4, showing the platinum wire. Ac.

Different-sized globules for containing weighed portions of water.

Cup and filled globule ready for transference to the glass globe.

Bottom of the globe-stem arranged for a transference to the boiler for a low-

pressure experiment ; the india-rubber cap c is removed during the experi-

ment.

PLATE IX.

A diagram in which the relation of temperature and specific volume of steam is

represented in a curve, the ordinates of which represent the increments of temperature,

and the abscissae the increments of specific volume : the marks ( x )
indicate points deter-

mined experimentally, and the three curves the relations of specific volume and tempe-

rature as given by the common formula derived from the gaseous laws, by Mr. Rankine's

formula, and by formula (7.), page 219, of this paper derived from our experiments.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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XIII. On a new Method ofApproximation applicable toElliptic and Ultra-elliptic Functions.

By Charles W. Merrifjeld. Communicated by the Rev. H. Moseley, F.R.S.

Received March 26,—Read May 24, 1860.

The difficulty of finding approximate values of elliptic functions of the third kind has

led me to consider a general method of approximation, which I believe to be new, at

least in its application to the evaluation of integrals of irrational functions.

It depends on the known principle that the geometric mean between two quantities

is also a geometric mean between their arithmetic and harmonic means. If we take

any two positive quantities, we may approximate to their geometric means as follows :

—

Take the arithmetic and harmonic means of the two quantities, then again take the

arithmetic and harmonic means of those means, and so on: the successive means will

approximate with great rapidity to the geometric mean.

To judge of the convergence of the method, I give, in the first two columns of the

following little Table, the arithmetic and harmonic means thus derived from the numbers

1 and 2 (which is the most unfavourable case that need present itself). The third

column contains the difference of the first two, within which lies the error of either.

3 4 1

2 3 6

17 24 1

12 17 204

577 816 1

408 577 235416

665857 941664 1

470832 665857 313506783024'

Either of the fourth pair would thus give the square root of 2, correct to eleven places

of decimals.

This method finds its application in evaluating the integral \fx.yf(px.dx, where fx
and <px are rational functions of x which both increase or decrease regularly, and have

no singular values, within the limits of integration. If we find successive means, as

above described, say A, and H r ,
between fx and fx.tpx, then it is clear that, since

fx\/<px always lies between A, and II,, so §fx.\/(px.dx must lie between
j
A, . dx and

JH, . dx. Now Ax and H, are each the product offx and a rational function of <px, and

are therefore themselves rational functions of x. They are therefore always integrable.

It is not to be denied that the application of this method to the functions which call
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for its use is cumbrous ;
but there is no other way of treating them which is not open

to the same complaint, for, in reality, they are exceedingly complex of themselves.

The following are the first three terms of the arithmetic means, with the correspond-

ing harmonic means written under them, derived from x and y :

—

x2 + 6xy -f ?/
2x+y

2 ’

2xy

4{x + ?y)

4xy(x + y)

x2 + 6xy + y
2

’’

x4+ 28x3y+ 70x
2
y
2+ 2 8xy3 + y

4

8 [x3+ 73?y + 7xy
1 + y

3
)

8xy[p? + 7riy+7xy^+y3 )

x+ y' x*+ 6xy + y
2 ’ x4 + 28x3y+ 70x2

y
2+ 28xy3+yl

It is convenient to use the arithmetic in preference to the harmonic series for inte-

gration, as the divisor contains one binomial factor less,

may be resolved into the following form :

—

The third arithmetic mean

x+y xy1

2 x + y

1 (2+ \/2)xy 1 (2— ri 2)xy

Note that

and that

2 x+ (3 + 2 V 2)y
2 x+ (3 — 2 V2)y

(2+V^y=2(8+2^)=izf75=pZ^j?

log(3+2>/2)= 0-76555 13706 75726.

If a further approximation be thought necessary, it is possible to resolve into partial

fractions the fourth arithmetic mean ; but if we go beyond this we shall have to solve a

reciprocal equation of the eighth degree with all its roots real. The fourth arithmetic

mean will have for its divisor

1 6 (x~\-y)(x
2+ Qxy -\-y

2

)
(x

i

-f- 2 8x
3

y+ 70x~if+ 2 8xy3+
iy

1

):

the roots of the biquadratic factor, with their signs changed, are

7+4^2+ ri(80+56x/2) and 7+4^2- ri(80±56.v/2):

their approximate values are

25-27414 23690 882

2-23982 88088 434

0-44646 26921 718

0-03956 61298 966

The difference between any (say the nth) pair of means of the series has always (x~ ij)

to the power of 2” for its numerator, and the product of the denominators for its deno-

minator. The logarithm of the error is therefore always much less than

2 n log (x-y)- (2*- 1 )
log (x+y)

-n log 2

.

I shall now indicate the mode of applying this method to the general form of an

it • n i- fT+Nsin2
<p d<p r 7

elliptic function, l . . • 2 . , .
==== \ua<p.

1 ’J i + nsin 2
<p v'l — c

2 sin2 <p
J r

It is obvious that the nearer the ratio x
: y is to unity, the less number of terms shall

we require to obtain a given degree of accuracy. I11 elliptic functions which involve a
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radical of the form \/l— c
2 sin2

<p, this ratio may always be brought within the limits of12 .. 1
- and

y ;
for, if c sin <p should exceed we may put the radical under one of the forms

cos<p \/l-\-(l— c
2

)
tan2

<p or \/l-c2v l+pz tan2
<p, and one or other of these new

radicals will always be less than^/2. I should have remarked that c never exceeds

unity.

We may take u as a geometrical mean between v and v(l— c
2
sin2

p), where

1 + Nsin2
<p

c
2 + N 1

1

(1 +n sin2 <p)(l — c
2 sin2 <p) c

2+ n 1 — c
2 sin2

<p

n—N 1

c2+ n 1 + n sin2 $

We can put x—\ and y= 1— c
2
sin

2
<p, or vice ve7'sa, as may be convenient. Making

either substitution, and reducing to partial fractions the mean which we select for inte-

gration, we have to multiply each fraction by the second value of v, which doubles the

number of fractions, and the index of their denominators
;
but on again decomposing

the fractions, and grouping them by their denominators, we reduce them to two more

than those into which we had previously decomposed the mean. The two extra frac-

tions will, of course, have 1 -\-n sin
2 and 1— c

2
sin

2
<p for their denominators. If we stop

at the third arithmetic mean we shall thus have five partial fractions to integrate, and

for the third harmonic mean, six. I do not actually exhibit the work or its results,

because my doing so would not save labour to any one. Not only would the resulting for-

mula be complicated with constants more easily managed in an arithmetical form, but it

will seldom happen in practice that it will be worth while to reduce the elliptic function

to the normal form given above. I have, however, done enough to show that my method

is capable of approximately reducing any form, containing a function under the radical

of the square root, to a small series of terms involving, at highest, logarithms or inverse

tangents in their integrals. Moreover the approximation is so rapid, that, in the case

of an elliptic integral of the third kind and of logarithmic form, nothing would be

gained by having recourse to the interpolation of the only possible table, that of the

double integral i . „ .
=== f —

c

2
sin

2
$. e?0

2
. The third pair of means will give

six or more places of figures correct, and the fourth arithmetic mean is capable of giving

twelve places.

With respect to the actual integration of the partial fractions ultimately obtained,

there is no difficulty. It will easily be seen that each partial fraction will be of the

form
y Tj/sin2

<p

‘ in^egra'l °f ^is with regard to <p is

x/T+^
tan

~ I

( ^l+P-tan <p}.

If \-\-p is negative (= — g
2

,
suppose), this integral takes the form

iwl^l
2q

&e\l — ytanpj

2 IIMDCCCLX.
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It is obvious that we may approximate in the same way to the values of ultra-elliptic

integrals
;
but the process will be more lengthy, on account of the greater complexity

of these functions.

In the case of higher radicals than the square root, so far as concerns a first approxi-

mation only, it is clear that, if we insert several means between two integrable functions,

any given geometric mean will be intermediate in value to the corresponding arithmetic

and harmonic means
;
but, inasmuch as the process affords no indication of what the

second step is to be, it does not seem to have any useful application to such functions.

But it brings all elliptic and ultra-elliptic functions within practical reach of the

numerical computer.

ADDENDUM.

Received March 29,—Read May 21, I860.

I have thought it advisable, upon reconsideration, to give the approximate formula

fe f r

? 1 + N sin2 <p

0 . + n sin2
<p v7

! —

c

2 sin2 <p

derived from the third mean of the arithmetic series :

—

,
1 N + c2 1

+ 8 Vi^^T=? tan

1

!

1 1 I n—N

„ + 2 + v/2ca 4 2-^,
4 4 J

|-\/l +n

. ^ .lN + ic
9 /, 1 »\

I

2

tail
-

’ tan <p

N +
I 4

\/2

“^4
2 —v/

2
71 ~j <

1—-~v V ) *tan~M (
1-

2— \/2 *

Y tstan £

1 also observe that com. log
2 + v/

2 — O.QQ9-93123 06918 42

loo-
2-n/2 _ q .9-16567 93211 66.

The application of this formula, in the shape given above, requires that l+ » be

positive, and that c sin <2> shall not exceed sin 45°.
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Ifwe equate n to N, we obtain for the approximate value of I (1— c
2
sin

2
<p)—hl<p, or ~F(c<p),

Jo

l (1— 1cT* tan_1{(l—c*)*tanp}+^l— "tan-'l^l— ^c2

y tan^j

+ i{ 1-^ c2}- tan- 1

{(
1-W? c^tan,}

I now apply the numerical values <p= * t, c= sin 45°, which, as has already appeared,

lead to the most unfavourable case for approximation. For all the inverse

tangents become = ^tt, and, by reducing the last two terms to a single radical, we

easily obtain

F(sin 45°, F) =F{I+i sin 45°+ 1
sin 60°+ \f

=^x 1*18034 09494 53=1-85407 52150.

This exceeds the exact value given by Legendre, 1-85407 46773, by 0-00000 05377.

The logarithm of the factor of is 0-07200 74743, of which the error is 0-00000 01290,

in excess.

It follows from this that the necessary error of the process, where the third mean of

the arithmetic series is used, will never be more than a unit in the seventh place, and it

is evident that this error will always be in excess. By an arbitrary correction, of which

the amount may be easily guessed in any given case, the seventh place may always be

made accurate.

2 h 2



.
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XIV. On Quaternary Cubics. By the Rev. George Salmon, D.D., M.R.I.A.

Communicated by A. Cayley, Esq.

Received June 14,—Read June 21, 1S60.

In the following memoir I propose to make an attempt at an enumeration of the

invariants, covariants, and contravariants of a quaternary cubic, that is to say, of a

homogeneous function of the third order in four variables, which geometrically repre-

sents a surface of the third order. This memoir, then, will be in continuation of Mr.

Cayley’s memoirs on Quantics, wherein a similar analysis is very completely performed

for binary quantics as far as the fifth order, and for ternary quantics as far as the third

order.

In consequence of the great length of the formulae when the general equation is used,

I wrork with Mr. Sylvester’s canonical form

U= ax?+ by
3
-j- cz

3

-f- du
3
-j- ev

3

,

where the variables are connected by the relation

x-\-y-\-z-\-uJrv= 0.

It will be found that the discussion of this form leads to some results resembling those

obtained for binary quantics of the fifth order ; the one quantic being canonically

expressed as the sum of five third powers, the other as the sum of three fifth powers.

Mr. Sylvester has calculated the Hessian of a cubic expressed in the form given

above, but in order to obtain with facility new covariants, it is desirable that we should

also be in possession of a contravariant. We should then be able to substitute differ-

ential symbols for the contragredient variables, and should thus have an operating

symbol by the help of which we could derive new covariants from those known already.

Let, then, a, /3, y, g be contragredient variables ; let us suppose that when the

original function U is expressed in terms of four independent variables, we have got

any contravariant in a, (3, y, 5 ; and let us consider what this will become when the

function U is expressed in terms of five variables connected by a linear relation. Now
the contravariant in question expresses geometrically the condition that the plane

ux-l-f3y-]-yz-j-bu-\-sv should possess a certain connexion with the surface represented

by U. This plane, expressed in terms of four variables, is

(a— g).r+(/3—
g)y+ (y— i)z+ (b—s)u;

and it is apparent that the contravariant in terms of five letters is derived from that

expressed in terms of four letters, by substituting a— g, (3— g, y— g, b—g respectively for
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a. (3, y, b. Every contravariant, then, in five letters will be a function of the differences

between a, (3, y, a.

It is easy to show now that «, (3, y, o, a are cogredient with -f-,
~ respect-

ively. We know, in fact, that when U is expressed in terms of four letters, we may sub-

stitute in any contravariant, for «, /3, y, S,
d d d d

dx
1

dy ’ dz
5

du
When, then, U is transformed

into a function of five letters, we must substitute for d-,
7-

+

4- 775 which (in virtue of
a# dX UV U.X

the relation connecting x, y, z
,

w) is equal to -jL—lL; and similarly for &c. But

these are the very transformations by which the contravariant in four letters is expressed

in terms of five.

It is equally easy to show that in a covariant we may substitute for x. y. z. u. r,

d d d d d

du dp dy 58 ’ Te

Let us commence by applying these principles to calculate the discriminant and reci-

procant of a quaternary quadric when expressed in the form

ax2+ by-+ cz
2+ du2+ ev

2
.

These functions are known when the quadric is expressed in the general form

ax2+ by
24 cz

2

-f du
2

-\-2lyz-\- 2mzx+ 2nxy+

2

pxu+ 2qyu+2rzu.

In this case the discriminant is

—

(No. 1.)

abed-~(adl2
-\-bdm2+ edn2

-f- bep
2
-f caq

2 -\-abr2

)

+ 2 (alqr-\- bmpr+enpq+ dhnn

)

4 l
2

p
2
-\-m

2

q
2
-\-n

2r2—2mnqr—2nlrp—

2

lmj)q.

The reciprocant (’which is also called the bordered Hessian, since it is obtained by bor-

dering with contragredient variables the determinant which expresses the Hessian) is

—

(No. 2.)

u2(bcd—br2—cq2—dl2
-\-2lqr)

4 f3
2(cda— cqf—dm2— ar24 2pmr)

4y
2{dab— dn2— aq2— bqf+ 2nqp)

4 b
2
(abc— al

2—bm2— cn24 2him)

4 2/3y(— adl-\- aqr4 dmn+ Ip
2—nrp— mpq)

4- 2y«( —bdm-\-bp>r 4- dln-\-mq
2—nqr— Ipq)

-\-2ci(3(-~ cdn-{- cpq-\-dlm-{-nr2—mqr—lrj))

4-2ub(-bcp-\-bmr4- enq4-l
2p—nIr— Imq)

4- 2f3b(— caq4 air 4-enp4m2

q
—

—

hn

p

)

4-2yo(— dbr-\-alq4-bmp+n2r—mnq —nip).
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Let us now examine what the latter function becomes when the given quantic is in

the form
ax1+ by2+ cz

2+ did -\-ev
2

.

Eliminating v by the help of the relation connecting x, y ,
z, u, v, the coefficients of

x2

, y
2
,
z
2
,
u2 become a-\-e

,
b-j-e

,
c-\-e, d-\-e respectively, while every other coefficient

becomes e. Substituting these values in No. 2, the contravariant is

a2
{bcd-\-{bc-\-cd-\-db)e}

+ (3
2
{cda-\-{da-\-cic-\-cd)e}

+ y
2

{ dab+ (ab -f- bd -{- da)e }

-f d
2
{abc-{-{bc-\-ca-\-ab)e}

— 2s { ad(3y-\-bdyo6-\-cdct[3-\-bccih -f- oafth -}- abyh }

.

Lastly, write in the form just found a— e, (3— g, y— s, b—s for a, /3, y, 5, and it becomes

bcd{u— if+ cda(if3— z)
2+ dab(y—zf+ abc(b— zf -j- bce{a — ^)

2

-f cae((3— c$)
2

+abe{y— l)
2+ ade((

3

— y)
2+ bde{a— yf -f-cde{a— j3)

2

,

or, as it may be written, (No. 2 bis)

2cde(a— (3)
2

.

I have given this work at length, in order fully to illustrate the process employed in

other cases. The discriminant may be obtained either by substituting in No. 1, «+c,

b-\-e
,
c-j-e, d-\-e for a

,
b , c, d

,
or by substituting in No. 2 bis, differential symbols for

a, /3, y, 8, e, and operating on U. In either case we get

—

(No. 1 bis)

bcde+ cdea+ deab -f eabc-\-abcd ,

or
2abed.

If the given quadric had been given as a function in its most general form of five

variables connected by the relation x-\-y-\-z-\-u-f-v, its discriminant would have been got

by taking the bordered Llessian of the quadric (the variables being considered as inde-

pendent), and then writing a=[3=y=h= z= l. And in general it is evident that any

invariant of a function of n variables connected by the relation

ux 4~ j3y -j
- yz~\~bii—\-zv -j-&c. 0,

is a contravariant of the same form considered as a function of n independent variables,

a, (3, y, &c. being the contragredient variables.

The reciprocant and discriminant are the only functions concomitant to a quadric.

Let us proceed, then, to the quaternary cubic

U

=

ax* -f- by
3
-f- cz

3+du3

-f- ev
3

.

Its Hessian is the discriminant of any polar quadric,

axx' 2

-f byy'
2+ czz'

2
-\- duv!'

2+rvd 2
.
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therefore, by No. 1 bis, is immediately, as Mr. Sylvester has also proved.

bcdeyzuv-\-cdeazuvx-\-deabuvxy-4-eabcvxyz-\-abcdxyzu.

or

labcdxyzu.

We also get immediately from No. 2 bis a mixed concomitant, viz. the bordered Hes-

sian, which may be written
• '2cdezuv(a—fiy.

If in this last we substitute differentials for a, (3, &c. and operate on U. we get the

Hessian. If we operate on the Hessian, we get a covariant of the fifth order, to which

I shall afterwards refer as O,
O

=

abcdeZabafy^z.

The reciprocant of the given quantic being, as is known, of the form 64S3=T2

. pre-

sents us with two other contravariants, S and T, the consideration of which is very fertile

in results. If the quantic were to reduce itself to the form

ax3+ by3

-f- cz
3+ du3

,

it is easy to s,ee that the reciprocant reduces to

6 4(abcda/3y^)
3— { 25V<Z2a6— 2

!

tab(fd2a3
/3

3

}
2

.

From this, then, we can readily anticipate the form of S in the general case, which, how-

ever, I have verified independently. It is of the fourth order in the variables and in

the letters, and is

S=2abcd(u— s)(/3— e)(y— g)(S— g)

;

that is to say,

bcde(a— (3)(ct— y)(a— S)(a

—

e)-\-cdea(/3— a)(f

3

—
y)(f3

— £)(/3— g)

-\-deab(y— «)(y

—

(3)(y
— h)(y— z)-\-eabc{^— u)(b— (3)(5— y)(5

—

z)

+ abcd(z— a)(s— (3)(g— y)(s— ^ ).

From this we can derive several other concomitant functions. For instance, operating

on this with U, we expect to get a contravariant of the first degree in the variables, and

the fifth in the coefficients, but this will be found to vanish identically. Operating with

S on the Hessian, we get the simplest invariant of the cubic, to which I shall refer as

Invariant A,
A= 2b

2c2d2
e
2—2abcdeHabc.

Symbolically A is (1235)(1246)(1347)(2348)(5678)
2

.

Again operating with S on U 2

,
we get the simplest covariant quadric which is of the

sixth order in the coefficients, and is

abcde{ax3+ by
1

-f cz
2
-j- did+ ev2

)

.

Symbolically this covariant is expressed (1234)(1235)(1456)(2456). Again operating

with this on S, we get a contravariant quadric of the tenth order in the coefficients
;
and
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again operating with this last on U, we obtain a covariant of the first order in the

variables and the eleventh in the coefficients. But it being sufficiently obvious that new

invariants, covariants, and contravariants can be formed ad libitum by the process

already explained of combining a covariant and contravariant already found, I consider

it needless to enter into further detail as to the steps by which particular covariants are

obtained, and proceed to form into tables the most important results.

I write, for brevity,

a+b+c+d+e—p,

ab-\-ae Jrad-\-ae-\-bc-\-bd-\-be Jrcd-\-ceJrde=q ,

cde+ bde+ bee+ bed+ ade+ ace+ acd+ abe+ cibd+ abe= r
,

bede+ edea -\-deab-\-eabc-\- abed— s,

abcde=t.

I commence with the invariants of the cubic, which appear to be all reducible to the

five following fundamental invariants of the 8th, 16th, 24th, 32nd, and 40th orders

respectively :

—

A=s2—irt.

B =fp.

C=t4
s.

D=fq.

E =t°.

Whence also C2—AE=4t
9
r.

Since any invariant must be a symmetric function of a, b
,
c, d, e, it can be expressed

in terms ofp, q,
r, s, t

,
and therefore in terms of A, B, C, D, E. We can form, however,

precisely as in the case of binary quintics, skew invariants which cannot be expressed

rationally in terms of the five fundamental invariants, but whose squares can be expressed

as rational functions of these quantities. The simplest invariant of this kind is of the

hundredth degree in the coefficients, and for the canonical form is £
18 multiplied by the

product of all the differences between any two of the quantities a
,
b

,
c, d, e. The

following is the expression for the square of this invariant F in terms of the simpler

invariants :

—

256F2= 800000 E5+240000 E4DA- 640000 E4CB+ 36000 E4CA2- 128000 E4B2A

+ 3600 E4BA3— 27 E4A5+576000 E3D 2B+13200 E3D 2A2+272000 ET)C2

+ 131200 ET)CBA+2520 E3DCA3- 409600 E3DB 3+8960 E3DB2A2-72 E3DBA4

+ 30400 E3C3A+ 115200 E3C2B2+5520 E3C2BA2+108 E3C2A4-10240 E3CB3A
-96 E3CB2A3+ 65536 E3B 5-2048 E3B4A2+16 E3B 3A4-230400 E2D 3C

+ 40960 E2D 3AB— 64 ET) 3A3-62240 E2D2C2A+261120 E2D 2CB2

+ 5696 E2D 2CBA2- 90240 E2DC3B-9216 E2D 2B3A+16 E2D2BhA3-5256 E2DC3A2

MDCCCLX. 2 I
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+ 29824 E2DC2B2A+216 E2DC2BA3- 49152 E2DC'B 4-1280 E2DCB 3A2-864 E2C 5

-9552 E2C4BA— 162 E2C4A3+192 E2C3B2A2+1024E2C3B3-5120E2C2B4A
-48 E2C2B3A3+ 27648 ED 5-6912 ED 4B2+4608 ED4CA-34816 ED 3

C’
2B

+ 128 ED 3C2A2— 1152 ED3CB2A+16272 ED 2C4-6272 ED2C3BA+7680ED2C2B3

+2952 EDC5A— 32 ED 2C2B2A2-1920 EDC4B2-216 EDC4BA2+140S EDC 3B3A

+ 432 EC6B+108 EC6A2-96 EC5B2A+256 EC4B4+48 EC4B3A2-512 D 4C3

-64 D 3C4A+128 D 3C3B 2+576 D2C5B+16D2C4B2A+72 DC' 6BA-128 DC 5B 3

-216 DC7— 27 C8A— 16 C6B3A.

I next proceed to show how the discriminant of the surface is expressed in terms of

the fundamental invariants A, B, C, D. And it will throw some light on the investiga-

tion if I first give the solution of the corresponding problem for a ternary cubic expressed

in the form
ax3+ bif+ cz

3+ did, where i’+?/+~+ »=0.

The following is a Table of the principal concomitants of this form :

—

Aronhold’s invariants

:

S= abcd,

T= adb
2
c
2+ Irc'd

2+ c
2d2a2+ dda

2
b
2— 2abed(ah+ ac+ad+ be+ cd+ db).

The Hessian

:

H

=

bedyzu+ edazux+ dabuxy+ abexyz.

It is obvious that the points xy, zu ; xz, yu ;
xu, yz are pairs of corresponding points on

the Hessian. The evectant of S, which Mr. Cayley calls the Pippian, is

bcd(a— (3)(a— y)(«— §)+ctZrt((3— «)(/3— y)(/3— S) -j-dab(y— a)(y—

j

3)(y— §)

-\-abc(h— «)((5— <3)(c$— y),

from which form it can easily be deduced that the lines joining corresponding points

on the Hessian touch the curve represented by this evectant, as do also the two lines

into which the polar conic of any point on the Hessian breaks up.

The first evectant of T (called by Mr. Cayley the Quippian) is

2c2d%a-b)(cc-p) 3- 2d2abc(2a- (3- y)(2/3- y- «)(2y

—

cs- j3) ;

and the second evectant of T, that is to say the Reciprocant, is

2c2
<P(a

—

f3)
6— 2'2d2bc(a— j3)

3
(a— y)

3

+2aM{(«— y)(/3—X)—(«—&)(y—/3)}{(a—i)(y—£)—(a—0)(&— y)}

{(a— f5)(b— y)— (a— y)(/3— J)}.

To return now to the problem of finding the discriminant of this plane cubic. This

is obtained by eliminating the variables between the three polar conics got by differen-

tiating the equation with regard to x, y, z respectively ;
viz.

ax2— did, by2— did, cz
2—did.
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Each of these breaks up into factors : choosing any set of these factors, the resultant of

the four factors comes out easily in the form of the determinant

\/«+\/d', cl
, \/ cl

\/ d, \/ b-\-\/ cl
, \/d

\/ cl, \/d , \/c -}-sj cl ;

that is to say,

\Zbcd-\-\/cda Jr \/dab-\-\/abc.

5Ye are then to multiply together the eight results obtained by giving all possible

variations of signs to the radicals, and the product will evidently be the same as the

result of clearing of radicals the equation

s/bcd -\-\/cda-\-\/dab+\/abc— 0

;

that is to say,

{ b
2
(fd

2+cW -f d
2a2

b
2+ - 2abcdiab+ cic+ad+bc+cd+ db) }

2= 6 4a3
b

3
c
3
cl

3

,

or T2=64S3
.

Evidently then, by precisely the same process, the discriminant of the surface

ax3+ bif -{- cz
3+ did+ cv

3

is the result of clearing of radicals the equation

\/bcde-\-\/cclea-\-\/cleab -\-\/eabc -f\/abed— 0;

and on performing the operation the result is found to be

{A2-64B} 2=16384{D+2AC}

;

where A, B, C, D are the fundamental invariants described above.

It is evident, in like manner, that if it be required to find the result of elimination

between three ternary quadrics, since we can write these functions in the form

a x2Jrbif -\-cz
2 + did

,

a! x1+ b';f + c'z
2 + cl'id

,

al'x
1

-f- V'tf -j- c"z
2+ cl"u

2
,

we can reduce these to the form

ccx
2

- [3

y

2=yM=bld

;

that therefore, as before, the eliminant can be expressed as the result of clearing of

radicals an equation of the form

\/ ybu-f-\Xccf3h-\-\/cc[3y—0,

and therefore, as Mr. Sylvester first pointed out, the eliminant is of the form

T2=G4S.

But in this case S is not a perfect cube, as it turns out in the problem of finding the

2 i 2
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discriminant of a cubic. In fact, in this case S is the product of the four determinants

of the system

a
,

b, c
,

d

a!

,

V
,

c'
,

d!

a", b", d"

and therefore its vanishing expresses the condition that some one of the quadrics of the

system ?,U+
l

M/U'd-t'U" shall be a perfect square; or geometrically, it expresses the con-

dition that it shall be possible, through the intersection of two conics of the system, to

draw a conic having double contact with the third. In this case the Jacobian of the

system breaks up into a right line and conic.

But we cannot, in like manner, conclude that the result of elimination between four

quaternary quadrics is expressible as the result of clearing of radicals the sum of five

square roots, because the quadrics cannot in general be expressed as four functions each

of the form
ax2+ by2+ cz

2
-\- du2+ ev

2
.

We proceed now, from the consideration of the invariants of a quaternary cubic, to

that of its covariants. To the number of these, however, there is, as far as I am

aware, no limit, and I must therefore confine myself to enumerating some of the simplest

and most important. Of covariants of the first order in the variables, the following may

be regarded as the four fundamental forms. The simplest, L, of the eleventh order in

the coefficients,

L

=

a2
b
2
c
2d2

e
2

{ax+ by -f cz -f du ff- ev }

;

of the nineteenth order in the coefficients,

L'

=

a3
b
3
c
3d3

e
3

{ bcdex-\-cdeay+ deabz+ eabcu -f- abedv }

;

of the twenty-seventh order,

L"

=

aj'lf&dhd { a
2x+ b~y -f- c

2
z -f d

2u+ e
2
v )

.

There is no covariant of the first order in the variables and 35th in the coefficients

which may not be expressed in terms of the preceding three and the fundamental

invariants
; but we have a fourth of the 43rd order, viz.

L"'

=

a8
b
8
c
8d8

e
8
{

a

3x -\-b
3
y-\-c

8z^- d3u+ e
3
v

}

.

Every other covariant can be expressed in terms of these four. The resultant of these

four covariants, that is to say, the condition that they shall represent four planes meet-

ing in a point, is the invariant F of the 100th degree already noticed. The cubic itself

can be expressed as a function of L, I/, L", L'" having invariant coefficients, which expres-

sion M. TIermite calls the form-type of the function. I have not thought it worth while

to undertake the labour of finding the actual values of the coefficients of the function

so transformed.

The simplest linear contravariant is of the 13th degree, that of the 5th vanishing, as
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before mentioned. It is

abcde2(a—b)(a—j3){(«-+- b)c2d2
e
2— abcde{cd+ de+ ec) }

.

The coefficient of a in this is

abcde {A 5b
2
<fd

2
e
2

-f 5abcdeibcd+ bee -j- bed4- ede) }

,

A being the simplest invariant.

The next linear contravariant is of the 21st degree,

a4
J

4cW2(a—0)(a-/3).

The next is of the 29th degree,

o5
b

5
c
5d5

e
52cde(a~b)(a~(3),

and so on.

The simplest covariant quadric is of the 6th degree,

abcde(cix
2+ by2+ cz

2+ du2

-f- ev
2
),

The next of the 14th degree,

a2Vl
c
2d2

e
2
'Zab(cd ec)xy,

which may also be written

a2
b
2
(dd

2
e
2
1,(bcde— abed— abce—abde— acde)x2

.

The next of the 22nd degree, may most simply be written

+ b
2
if+cV

+

dV+ eV).

That of the 30th is

a6
b
6
c
6d6

e
6
(xr -fy

1+

s

2+ id+ v
2

),

and so on.

The contravariant quadrics are

—

10th order;

18th order;

The covariant cubics are

—

9th order;

17th order;

«W<7V2(«-/3)2
.

a3
b
3
c
3d3

e'
i'Zcde(ci— (3)

2
,
&c.

'lcde[a-\-b)abcde zuv

a3
b
3
c
3d3

e
3

(
a3x3+ b

3

if+ c
3
z
3+ d2u3+ e

2
v
3
).

This last covariant is important, because we can immediately deduce from it, that the

operation

performed on any invariant or covariant of the cubic

ax3

-f by
3+ cz

3+ du3+ ev
3

gives rise to a new invariant or covariant of the cubic, and of the degree sixteen higher in

the coefficients. It is on this account that I think it enough to write down two cova-

riants of each degree in the variables.
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The simplest contravariant of the third order is the evectant of the invariant A.

which is of the seventh order in the coefficients. It is

2cW(«-5)(«-/3) 3-2a^V(2«-/3-7)(2/3-y-«)(27-« /3).

The next is of the fifteenth,

l,a
2
b
2
c
2d2

e
2(bcde)(o— b)(a

—

y)(a— o)(v— i).

After the Hessian, the simplest covariant quartic is

a2
b
2
c
2d2

e
2

(
«V

+

b
2
if+ &zi+ d2u4+ e

2
v
4
).

We have already mentioned the simplest contravariant quartic, viz.

S= Hbcde(u— /3)(«— y)(a— §)(«— s).

The reciprocant of the cubic is 64S3=T2

,
where T is the contravariant sextic,

T=2cW(a- /3)
5- 22bcd2

e\<x- j3)
3
(«- y)

3

-\-22abcde2
{(u— y)((3

— &)— (a— &)(y— /3)} { («— &)(y—p)—(a— /3)(&— y)}

{(a— /3)(§— y)— («— y)(/3
—

I have already mentioned the covariant quintic

<t>—cibcde1{abx2

y
2
z
),

which, however, may be replaced by

abcde(a2xb+ b
2
if+cV+ dhd+ eV),

the two differing only by the product of the original cubic and the simplest covariant

quadric.

The simplest covariant of the fifteenth order in the coefficients and fifth in the vari-

ables, is what may be called the canon izant ci
3
b
3
c
3d3

e
3
xyzuv, since it represents the five

planes of the canonical form.

The only covariant of higher order which we shall notice is that of the ninth order,

which we shall call the covariant 0, viz. the determinant,

d%U d 2u d2U d2U dll

dx^ dxdy dxaz dxdw dx

d*U d2U d*U d°~U dll

dydx dr/ dydz dydw dy

d 2U d 2U d2U d*U dH
dzdx dzdrf dz2 ’

dzdu) dz

d°~U d2U d 2U d*\J dH
dwdx dwdy dwdy dw2

’

dw

dU dH dR dH
clx dy

’

dz
’

dw

The importance of this covariant consists in this, that the twenty-seven right lines on

the cubic are determined as the intersection with the given cubic of the surface of the

ninth order, 0=4110, where O is the covariant of the fifth order just mentioned.

This can be verified with little labour by taking the general equation of a surface passing
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through the line xy and examining the terms in 0, H, and O, which do not contain x

or y. I have already noticed * that the existence of these twenty-seven right lines may

be deduced as a particular case of the following theorem, that on a surface of the nth

degree there is a locus of points at each of which it is possible to draw a line to meet

the surface in four consecutive points, this locus being the intersection of the given

surface with a surface of the degree 11/?— 24. I gave the equation of this surface, but

in a very inconvenient formf. But I have now to add a simpler form of the general

equation of this surface, viz.

0=4H(<£+«¥),

where 0, H, O have the meaning already explained \ a is a numerical multiplier

/tn— 2)(n— 3)\
(-— 1 0 j, and ^ is a covariant obtained as follows:—Let 0 when expanded be

A
then

(SMf) + &c. +2A'§^ + &c.,

'1/=,
!
AJ?+B|?+ &c - + 2a ’ U;

that is to say, 4P
-

is the result of squaring the bordered Hessian, introducing differential

symbols instead of the contravariant variables, and operating with the result on U. In

the case of the cubic “L
-

evidently vanishes.

* Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. iv. p. 258,

t Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. i. p, 336.
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XY. On Isoprene and Caoutchine. By C. Gbeville Williams.

Beceived June 4,—Bead June 21, 1860.

The products of the destructive distillation of caoutchouc have been studied by several

chemists. The results at present obtained are, however, quite irreconcileable. Gregory *

appears to have been the first to direct attention to them, but it is evident that even

at the time of writing his ‘ Handbook of Organic Chemistry ’ he was far from con-

sidering the true nature of the products as having been ascertained ;
for, at p. 346, he

says, “ When exposed to heat, caoutchouc first melts, and then distils, yielding a mixture

of several oily liquids, all of which, as well as pure caoutchouc itself, are carbo-hydrogens.

Some of these oils boil at 90°, others at 680° Fahr.
;
and at intermediate points

I found that one highly rectified oil which boiled at 96°, and had the composition of

olefiant gas, when acted on by sulphuric acid, yielded an oil which boiled at 428°, and

had the same composition. But most of these oils have the composition of oil of

turpentine, C3 H4

,
or C 10 H 8

. One of them, called caoutchine
,
gives with chlorine an oil,

C 10 H 8
-j-Cl.” Now the above statement contains undoubtedly the best account that

could be given in so short a space, of the results that had been obtained up to the time

of publication of the work alluded to, but the account is somewhat confused, because

the various observers all differ immensely in their results. The expressions C5 H4 and

C 10 H 8

,
as used by Gregory, merely indicate arithmetical relations, and were not to be

received as definite formuke ; for, in the first place, C 5 TI 4
is, according to our present

views, an impossible formula f, and in the next, caoutchine is C20 H lS

,
not C 10 H 8

. No

chemist up to the present time has proved a hydrocarbon of the formula C 10 H 8

(
= 4 volumes of vapour) to exist among the products of the distillation of caoutchouc.

Such a formula, if proved, would be interesting, because turpentine being the starting-

point for Kopp’s empirical formula for boiling-points, any substance having exactly half

the number of atoms of carbon and hydrogen, with the same vapour-volume, would

serve as the point of departure of numerous speculations upon boiling-points generally.

The results of M. Bouchardat J are curious, and not easy to understand. He obtains

olefiants and eupione, but no bodies of the formula n(C5 H 4

), while Himly§ obtains

bodies of the latter formula and no olefiants. The annexed Table contains the results

of the three chemists alluded to.

* Arm. der Ckem. und Pkarm. vol. xvi. p. 61. f C=6, H=l, 0=8.

X Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. xxvii. p. 30. § Ibid. p. 40.

2 KMDCCCLX.
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i Name of observer. Fluid found. Boiling-point.

Density.

Liquid. Vapour.

Gregory
Bouchardat
Bouchardat
Bouchardat
Himly
Himly
Bouchardat

Cn Hn

C 8 H 8

Caoutchene (Cn Hn
)

Eupione (?)

C 5 H 4
(?)

Caoutchine (C 20 H 1G

)
Heveene (Cn H") ...

O

36
below 0

14-5

51

30—40
171

above 315

0*654

0*630 at 4°

0*650

0*690 at 15°

0*842

0*921 at 21°
4*461

Results so contradictory would almost lead one to suppose that, like castor oil.

caoutchouc yielded different products according to the temperature, but in that case

the distillate obtained in a carefully conducted experiment should contain bodies

belonging to the olefiants and the terebenes; this, however, is not the case. The

weight of evidence appearing to prove olefiants to be the principal products, I had some

hopes that caoutchouc, if carefully distilled, would yield hydrocarbons from which I

might obtain certain at present unknown hydriodic ethers and their derivatives, in

accordance with reactions first imagined by M. Berthelot, thus :

—

Cn Hn + HI = (Cn Hn+1
) + I

V

--
v 1 V y 1

Olefiant plus Iodide of alcohol

hydriodic acid. radical.

But I soon found that caoutchouc, when carefully distilled in iron vessels, yielded no

olefiant whatever. This is, moreover, in perfect accordance with experiments made by

me some years ago*, in which I showed that caoutchouc, like many other oils, deco-

lorized the same quantity of bromine as oil of turpentine. A repetition of this experi-

ment, made with great precaution to ensure success, will be found further on.

The distillation was conducted with care in an iron alembic, the lowest temperature

being used consistent with the distillation of oils. In fact I even stopped the distilla-

tion before the whole of the last oil, heveene, came over, in order to ensure the decom-

position taking place in the simplest manner. The crude distillate was very foetid,

and contained traces of volatile bases derived from the decomposition of a minute trace

of vegetable caseine in the caoutchouc. The bases were removed by agitation of the oil

with dilute sulphuric acid
;
the latter was then got rid of by washing with water, which,

in its turn, was subsequently removed by digestion with sticks of potash. The fluid thus

prepared was easily separated by fractional distillation into two portions, one boiling

between 37° and 44° C., and the other between 170° and ISO0
. The fractional separa-

tion of the hydrocarbons in the crude distillate affords a very instructive example of the

extraordinary extent to which boiling-points are lowered by successive rectifications.

In the first rectification the product was very small, below 11G°C. The greater part

* “On a Process for estimating the Equivalents of some Eluid Hydrocarbons by means of Bromine,"

Chemical Gazette, 1853.
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distilled between 116° and 193°. Only one-half came over below 204°. In the second

rectification a large fraction was obtained between 40° and 50°, then scarcely any distilled

until between 170° and 180°, which latter fraction was very large. At 171° the thermo-

meter was often perfectly steady while an ounce distilled over, the entire contents of

the retort not being much more than one and a half ounce. The lower fraction oscil-

lated between 36° and 44°, the variability in its boiling-point being principally due to

the presence of oxygen ; for, by careful and repeated rectifications over sodium, it may

be made to distil almost entirely between 37° and 38°. This fluid lies at the boundary

line between gases and liquids : it is scarcely possible to wet the hand with it ; and if

poured from a moderate height in small drops, it is volatilized before reaching the floor.

A very pretty way of observing the influence of small pressures upon its physical con-

dition, consists in passing a few drops into a mercurial eudiometer standing vertically.

The warmth of the hand applied to the top of the instrument is sufficient to convert it

into vapour ; but if the position of the eudiometer be then altered so as to stand almost

horizontally, the increase of pressure is sufficient to condense the gas into a liquid,

and, on the other hand, it is instantly vaporized again on restoring the eudiometer to its

original position.

This hydrocarbon possesses a property which, even more than its extreme volatility,

renders it troublesome to the analyst. Unlike very volatile fluids in general, it lines

with a slight film of carbon the bulbs in which it is contained during combustion.

It is true that the amount thus left is very small, but it is sufficient to render an exact

determination of the carbon difficult. It being of course necessary to have all the

apparatus, oxide of copper, &c. as cold as possible, it was also not easy to keep the

hydrogen as low as could be desired. The substance used in the first three analyses

boiled between 37° and 38°, and was prepared from caoutchouc. The fourth and fifth

analyses were made on a product from gutta percha. No. IV. boiled between 42° and

43°, and No. V. between 43° and 44°.

I. 0T848grm. yielded 0-5985 carbonic acid and 0T998 water.

II. 0T770grm. yielded 0-5696 carbonic acid and 0T963 water.

III. 0-2076 grm. yielded 0-6689 carbonic acid and 0-2264 water.

IV. 0-1730 grm. yielded 0-5570 carbonic acid and 0-1898 water.

V. 0-1362 grm. yielded 0-4398 carbonic acid and 0-1504 water.

Or, in per-centages :

—

Experiment.
^

Mean. Calculation.

Carbon

r
I.

. 88-3

ii. m.
87-8 87-9

IV. V.’

87-8 88-1 88-0

r~

C 10 60 88-2

Hydrogen . 12-0 12-0 12-1 12-2 12-3 12-1 H 8 8 11-8

leading to the empirical relation

n(C 5 H4
).

68 100-0

2 k 2
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Although the boilirfg-point indicated the value of n to be not greater than 2, it is

plain that the fluid might possibly have a higher formula. The atomic weight was

therefore determined from the density of the vapour, assuming it to possess the usual

condensation to four volumes.

The following were the numbers obtained :

—

Weight of

fluid.

Temperature
of vapour.

Difference

of level,

in millims.

Pressing column
of water reduced
to millimetres

of mercury.

Atmospheric
pressure, in

millimetres.

Observed
volume,
in cubic

centimetres.

Density of
vapour.

0-0882
O

43 126 25 764 36-7 2-47

0-0848 58 124 25 765 37-8 2-40

0-0882 61 119 24 764 38-6 2-46

0-0964 64 99-1 31 764-4 41-0 2-45

0-0882 68 113 24 764 39-4 2-43

The formula C 10 H8 requires

10 volumes Carbon-vapour . . . 0-8290 . 10= 8-2900

16 volumes Hydrogen 0-0692 . 16= 1-1072

9-3972
= 2-3493

4

Mean of experiments. Theory, C 10 EL=4 volumes.

2-44
' 2-3493

The values condensed into the above Table are not intended to represent the influence

of temperature upon the density. They are cited to show unmistakeably the formula

of the hydrocarbon. It will be seen at a glance that all the determinations except the

second are higher than is consistent with perfect accuracy. This is dependent upon the

extreme tendency of the fluid to undergo oxidation, and thus, to a greater or less extent,

lose its volatility. It was some time before the full extent of this tendency was ascer-

tained and precautions taken to prevent it, and in the meantime the densities came out

too high. It was found, however, that if distilled over sodium only a few minutes before

determining the volume of the vapour, the result obtained was sufficiently accurate

for the purpose required. The second of the experiments in the above Table was

made with this precaution, and the resulting number was only 0-05 in excess of the

calculation.

I have given the substance thus examined the name of isoprcne. It would have

been more grateful to me to have retained one of the names given by the previous

observers, if that course had been possible
;
but Himly has not named the fluid dis-

covered by him boiling between 33° and 44c
,
and the term caoutchene having been

applied by Bouciiardat to a fluid boiling at 140,
5, I could not adopt it; moreover, it is

too like caoutchine.

The specific gravity of the fluid at 20° C. was found to be 0-6823.

It will be seen that none of the hydrocarbons examined by Gregory, Himly, or
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Bouchardat can be identified with that jnst described ; and although the formula}

Cs H4 and C 10 H 8 have often been vaguely applied to the numerous isomers of turpentine,

yet none of the hydrocarbons obtained by the above chemists have been shown to con-

tain C 10W for four volumes of vapour. The hydrocarbon discovered by Couerbe* in

the fluid obtained by the powerful compression of resin gas, although of the same com-

position, differs too much in density (0-709) and boiling-point (50°) to be considered as

identical.

Action of Atmospheric Oxygen on Isoprene.

If isoprene be left in a partly filled bottle for some months, it gradually loses its

fluidity, and at last even becomes quite viscid
; at the same time it is found to have

acquired powerful bleaching properties. It readily decolorizes sulphate of indigo, and,

under certain circumstances, converts sulphide of lead into sulphate. It is, in fact,

ozonized.

Schoabeia was the first to show that oil of turpentine absorbed ozone when kept for

a long time, and I subsequently observed several cases where ozone was capable of exist-

ing in contact until organic and inorganic matters without exerting any material action

on them so long as the temperature was kept down. In these instances, immediately

the heat rose beyond a certain point, the substance in contact with the ozone underwent

oxidation. Thus, if a slip of lead test-paper be exposed to the vapours of sulphide of

hydrogen until the paper has acquired a deep brown colour, and a drop of an ozonized

oil be placed on it, no change ensues at ordinary temperatures ; but if the paper moist-

ened with the oil be warmed until the latter begins to volatilize, the sulphide is imme-

diately oxidized and bleached.

But the most remarkable phenomenon perhaps yet known in connexion with the

ozonization of essential oils, takes place on submitting ozonized isoprene to distillation.

If the temperature be kept as low as is compatible with the volatilization of the

unaltered portion of the oil, a colourless limpid fluid distils over, having the composition

and boiling-point of pure isoprene. As the operation proceeds the fluid thickens,

causing the temperature to rise somewhat suddenly. The ozone at this point instantly

begins to act with energy, a cloudy vapour rises, accompanied by an intensely sharp

odour, and the contents of the retort instantly solidify to a pure white, spongy, elastic

mass, having, when successfully prepared, but slight tendency to adhere to the fingers.

When pure, it is opake ;
but if allowed to become exposed to the air, especially when

warm, it becomes transparent, first on the edges, and subsequently throughout the whole

mass. When burnt, it exhales the peculiar odour hitherto considered characteristic of

caoutchouc itself. It is not easy to prepare or to preserve this substance of definite

composition. If the heat be allowed to rise too rapidly during its formation, it becomes

decomposed
; and if not heated sufficiently, a portion of the original hydrocarbon obsti-

nately adheres, in spite of its extreme volatility when separate. However prepared, its

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. vol. Ixix. p. 184. Journ. Pratt. Chem. vol. xviii. p. 165. Gmelin’s Hand-

book, yoI. x. p. 411. Cay. Soc. Transl.
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composition is that of isoprene plus oxygen. If sufficient care be taken, the oxidation is

perfectly definite. A specimen prepared with every precaution, and immediately analysed,

afforded, on combustion with oxide of copper and oxygen gas. the annexed numbers :

—

0-1796 grm. gave 0-5186 carbonic acid and 0-1732 water.

Converting these values into per-centages, we have

—

Experiment. Calculation.

Carbon . ,. . 78-8 C 10 60 78-95

Hydrogen . 10-7 H s 8 10-52

Oxygen . ., . 10-5 0 8 10-53

100-0 76 100-00

The above values at once indicate

C'° H8 O

as the formula for the substance; the agreement of the numbers resulting from the

analysis with those of calculation appearing to show conclusively the perfectly definite

nature of the reaction.

As regards the true formula of this substance, there is reason to suppose that the

expression C 10 H 8 O does not correspond to four volumes of vapour ;
but as it is not vola-

tile without decomposition, and as its properties forbid any hope of its yielding com-

pounds from which the true equivalent might be deduced, I am at present compelled

to rest satisfied with obtaining the simplest arithmetical relation between the elements.

The above-described substance is, it is believed, unique in its characters, whether we

regard its composition as the directly formed oxide of a hydrocarbon, or the mode of its

production by the influence of ozone.

On Caoutcliine.

The formula derived by M. Himly from his experiments upon the oil boiling between

171° and 173° was perfectly correct. The following numbers resulting from my analyses

merely, therefore, confirm the old ones.

Nos. II. and III. were made on two samples of caoutcliine from gutta percha. No. II

boiled between 170° and 173°, and No. III. between 173° and 177°. Owing to the

large quantity of carbon deposited in the bulbs, I was obliged to burn the fluid in open

tubes, and use oxygen in excess at the termination of each analysis.

I. 0-1808 grm. yielded 0-5828 carbonic acid and 0-1932 water.

II. 0-1992 grm. yielded 0-6462 carbonic acid and 0-2214 water.

III. 0-1974 grm. yielded 0-6362 carbonic acid and 0-2098 water.

The above numbers, converted into per-centages, yield the following values, which are

placed parallel with the theoretical formula and the previous results of M. Himly :

—
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Experiment.
vV

Calculation.
A

Carbon

<

i. ii.

. 87-9 88-5
III.

87-9
Mean.
88-1

Himly.
88-44

r

02° 120 88-2

Hydrogen . 11-9 12-1 11-8 11-9 11-56 H 16 16 11-8

136 1004)

I re-determined the vapour-density by Gay-Lussac’s process with the following

result :

—

Temperature of vapour ...... . . . 192°

Weight of substance . . . 0-1530 gramme.

Difference of level .

Oil column reduced to millimetres of mercury . . 22-0 millimetres.

Atmospheric pressure

Observed volume ........
Density . . . 4-647

The formula C20 H 16
requires

—

20 volumes of Carbon-vapour 0-8290.20= 16-5800

32 volumes of Hydrogen .... 0-0692.32= 2-2144

944— 4-6986
4

Experiment. Himly. Calculation= 4 volumes.

4-647 4-461 4-6986

In consequence of the high temperature at which the experiment was made, it became

necessary to introduce into the formula a correction for the elastic force of the vapour

of mercury.

On the Relation between the first and second Hydrocarbons produced

by distillation of Caoutchouc.

We are now, for the first time, in a position to understand the true connexion between

the two hydrocarbons which have been described. The relation between them is the

same as that between amylene and paramylene, and, as in the case of those bodies, the

second is twice as heavy in the state of vapour as the first.

The boiling-points of these bodies show very strongly the limited power of empirical

formulae, even when (like those of Kopp and Gerhardt) founded on the accurate obser-

vation of a vast number of bodies. Thus, amylene, C20 H20
,
containing four atoms of

hydrogen more than caoutchine, should boil, according to Gerhardt’s law, 15x2= 30°

lower than that body, whereas the boiling-point is only 11° lower. Again, amylene,

containing two atoms of hydrogen more than isoprene, should boil 15° lower, whereas it

boils 2° higher.
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The reduplication of a formula has not the same relative influence upon the boiling-

point of amylene that it has upon that of isoprene ; thus

—

Paramylene, C20 H20

,
boils at 16 0‘

Amylene, C 10 H 10

,
boils at 39'

Difference . . .121

Caoutchine, C20 H 16

,
boils at 171°

Isoprene, C 10 H 3

,
boils at 37°

Difference . . .134

Oil of turpentine boils at 160°, and is taken as the pivot round which the boiling-

points of hydrocarbons should arrange themselves at distances proportioned to the num-

ber of atoms of carbon and hydrogen in them formulae
;
yet caoutchine. which not only

has the same formula, but gives almost identical reactions, boils at 171°. eleven degrees

higher, and very near that of carvene, which is 173°.

Comparative experiments on the Action of Bromine on Caoutchine and Oil of Turpentine.

M. Himly had observed that chlorine and bromine act upon caoutchine, and that

the products when distilled over a base afforded an oil containing less hydrogen than

caoutchine. He did not examine the nature of the reaction more closely.

I mentioned at the commencement of this paper that I had several years ago made

an experiment on the mutual action of bromine and caoutchine, which led me to believe

the latter to belong, not to the olefiant, but to the vast group of hydrocarbons isomeric

with oil of turpentine. But that experiment having been made with the bromine and

hydrocarbon undiluted, and, moreover, the caoutchine not having been prepared by

myself, I considered it necessary to repeat it with several precautions not then observed.

The action of bromine upon the terebenes is peculiar, one atom, or four-volume equi-

valent, always requiring exactly four atoms of bromine to produce a colourless fluid. If

the hydrocarbon and the bromine be diluted, the former with alcohol, the latter with

water, the experiment may be made with considerable precision. For the purpose of

comparing the isomers, I prepared some freshly dried and rectified turpentine and

caoutchine. They were diluted with sufficient alcohol for each of the resulting fluids

to contain exactly ten per cent, of hydrocarbon. The bromine employed was in the

state of a weak solution in water, twenty cubic centimetres containing 0-2527 of bromine.

A small flask containing twenty cubic centimetres with the stopper hi its place, was

employed each time to measure the bromine water, which was transferred to a large

stoppered flask, every precaution being taken to prevent loss. The diluted hydrocarbon

was then gradually dropped into the bromine water from a Schusters alkalimeter con-

taining a weighed quantity. Considerable agitation was applied after each addition.

When the bromine water was nearly decolorized, the liquid was added very cautiously,

and an interval of about half a minute allowed to elapse between each addition. When
the fluid had become perfectly colourless, the alkalimeter was reweighed. The follow-

ing numbers were obtained in eight experiments made in the manner described:

—
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Quantity of Bromine water used in each experiment 20 cub. cents.

Turpentine experiments. Caoutchine experiments.

Difference in weight Oil of turpentine Difference in weight Caoutchine required

Number. of the alkalimeter required to decolorize Number. of the alkalimeter to decolorize 20 cub.

before and after 20 cub. cents, of before and after cents, of bromine
the experiment. bromine water. experiment. water.

grm. grm. grm. grm.

1 . 1-070 0-1070 I- 1-119 0-1119

II. 1-137 0-1137 II. 1-088 0-1088

III. 1-066 0-1066 III. 1-083 0-1083

IV. 1-024 0-1024 IV. 1-074 0-1074

Mean of turpentine experiments. Mean of caoutchine experiments,

0-1074 0-1091

The identity of behaviour of caoutchine and oil of turpentine becomes very evident

from the above experiments. The mean of the caoutchine results is nevertheless some-

what higher than that of the turpentine series ; I ascribe this to caoutchine being, to a

very slight degree, more sluggish in its action than oil of turpentine.

On the Action of Bromine on Isoprene.

I was exceedingly desirous of making experiments with weighed quantities of isoprene

and bromine, in order to compare it with caoutchine. With this intent I made a solu-

tion of it in alcohol, the strength being the same as the turpentine and caoutchine solu-

tions. But it was impossible to obtain the wished-for results, owing to the manner in

which the isoprene volatilized from the solution while pouring it into the bromine water.

Isoprene combines explosively with bromine, even in presence of seventy or eighty

times its volume of water. When the vessel containing the bromine at the bottom and

the isoprene on the surface is shaken, union takes place with a loud noise and consider-

able evolution of heat. A fine mobile bromine compound is the result. When coho-

bated with excess of hydrate of potash, the greater portion is entirely decomposed,

yielding a black mass, the distillate having the same odour as that evolved under similar

circumstances by the higher olefiant, but accompanied by a substance so irritating to

the eyes as to render it very distressing to manipulate. On placing about one ounce in

a flask, and adding a fragment of hydrate of potash to neutralize it, an explosion took

place, the fluid being thrown in my face and causing the most intense pain in the eyes.

For several days no person could enter the laboratory without incurring great pain,

accompanied by profuse lacrymation. My substance having in this unfortunate manner

been lost, I am compelled to defer a more minute investigation of it.

On the Conversion of Caoutchine into Cymole and Paraeymole-.

In Gerhardt’s classification of organic bodies, oil of turpentine is made to belong to

the cymenic series
; and it is even stated that Deville, by passing turpentine and carbonic

acid through a tube heated to dull redness, obtained an oil which appeared to contain,

MDCCCLX, 2 L
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C20 H 14

; carbonic oxide, water, and empyreumatic products being fonned simultaneously.

Disregarding the empyreumatic bodies, the following equation may be considered to

explain the nature of the reaction :

—

C20 H 16 + C2 04 = C20 H 14 + 2HO + 2CO

4 yoIs. oil of 4 vols. carbonic 4 vols. 4 vols. 4 yoIs. carbonic

turpentine. acid. cymole. water. oxide.

Some experiments made by me a considerable time ago with oil of turpentine, led me
to conceive the idea of converting it into cymole, or an isomer, by the alternate action of

bromine and a highly electro-positive metal, and the identity in certain cases of the

reactions of oil of turpentine and caoutchine rendered it probable that a similar product

would be yielded with the latter. Experiment has completely confirmed this suppo-

sition.

If to a quantity of bromine and water in a stoppered flask caoutchine be gradually

added, and the flask be shaken after each addition, a sharp hissing sound is heard, and

combination takes place with great energy and considerable rise of temperature ; at the

same time a heavy oil, red at first but finally colourless, sinks to the bottom. The pro-

duct when cold is as viscid as treacle. Its characters do not offer any great guarantee

for purity
;
and the production of liydrobromic acid at the same time, indicates that

while one portion of the halogen combines with the caoutchine, another seizes the most

easily removeable of its atoms of hydrogen, and yields the acid which is found dissolved

in the water.

I examined the reaction which takes place with turpentine under these circumstances

some years ago, but at that time I was not fully alive to the true explanation, because I

had not treated the resulting oil with alcoholic potash or sodium. The analyses I then

made indicated the formula of the oil from turpentine to be C20 H 15 Br, 2Br, 2 HO.

One equivalent of liydrobromic acid was always found in the watery fluid. Assuming

this to be correct, as I have no doubt it is, we have

C20 H l6+4Br+2HO=C20 H 15 Br, 2Br, 2HO+HBr.

Every four equivalents of bromine yield, therefore, one equivalent of liydrobromic

acid; and in an experiment where 33-2 parts of bromine were employed, S -2 of hydro-

bromic acid were found in the aqueous fluid. If the above equation be correct, 8’4

should have been obtained.

The oil produced as above from caoutchine, when heated, yields torrents of hydro-

bromic acid, and an oil distils over containing less bromine and hydrogen. When
coliobated with sodium in excess, a very fragrant and perfectly colourless hydrocarbon

was produced, distilling between 171° and 200°. It was received in four portions

:

«, between 171° and 177°; b, 177° to 181°; c, 181° to 186°; and <7, 186° to 200°. A
yellowish oil remained behind at this point ; it required a very much higher tempera-

ture for distillation, and on cooling deposited a few very minute crystals.

Caoutchine and turpentine behave in a precisely similar manner with the above
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reagents; and it is worthy of observation that the resulting hydrocarbon has the same

peculiar odour, from whichever source it is prepared *.

In the following analyses, I. was made on a product from turpentine, II. was fraction

b
,
and III. was fraction cl. Fraction a was rejected, as it appeared to contain traces of

the original hydrocarbon, regenerated in the same manner I have shown to take place

with brominized heptylene and octylene.

I. 0-1550 grm. gave 0-5070 carbonic acid and 0-1466 water.

II. 0-1918 grm. gave 0-6292 carbonic acid and 0-1790 water.

III. 0-2100 grm. gave 0-6892 carbonic acid and 0-1968 water.

Or, per cent.,

—

Experiment. Mean. Calculation.

Carbon . 89-2 89-5 89-5 89-4 C20 120 89-6

Hydrogen 10-5 10-4 10-4 10-4 H 14 14 10-4

134 100-0

The above numbers completely correspond with the formula

C20 H 14

,

which is evidently that of cymole. Moreover the density of the fluid, 0-8664 at 20°,

was almost the same as that given by Gerhardt, namely, 0-8610 at 14°.

I could have wished to give equations expressive of the entire decompositions which

take place, and it would be easy to do so were I to disregard, or consider as merely

accidental, the substances formed at the same time. When the brominized oil is

distilled, before or after treatment until alcoholic potash, nearly fifty per cent, of loss is

incurred. The retort contains a black carbonaceous mass, occupying two-thirds of its

capacity. A similar phenomenon occurs in the treatment with sodium ; and at the

same time, as I have said, a certain portion of caoutchine or turpentine, as the case may

be, is regenerated.

The yellow oil of high boiling-point previously alluded to, exists in very small quan-

tity among the products formed by the action of sodium on brominized caoutchine ;

probably not more than one-tenth of the distillate boils above 200° C., whereas the

yellow oil boils only a little below 300° C. The quantity in my possession was far too

small to allow of a determination of this point. In composition, however, it agreed

with that of cymole.

0-2224 grm. gave 0-7312 carbonic acid and 0-2022 water.

Experiment. Calculation.

Carbon . .,
89-7 C20 120 89-6

Hydrogen . 10-1 H 14 14 10-4

134 100-0

* Since writing the above, I have compared the cymole from caoutchine, and that from oil of turpentine,

with a specimen of the same hydrocarbon, prepared with great care from oil of cumin by My friend Mr,

Chuech
;
the odour in each case was absolutely identical.

2 l 2
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The crystalline substance was in exceedingly minute quantity. It is far from impos-

sible that it may be the radical thymyle formed from its hydruret cymole by the action

of the bromine. As it would have the composition C40 H26=2C20 H 13

,
the probability is

that it would be a crystalline solid. This also would account for the low hydrogen arid

the high carbon.

The exceedingly high boiling-point of the yellow oil is such strong evidence of its

being a polymeric condition of cymole, that I have provisionally named it paracymole.

Conversion of the Cymole from Turpentine and Caoutchine into Insolinic Acid.

Although the experiments detailed left little doubt upon my mind of the identity of

the cymole from turpentine and caoutchine with that from cumin oil, still the number

of isomeric bodies continually being discovered is so great, that it is highly desirable to

make a crucial experiment whenever possible. The exceedingly characteristic proper-

ties of insolinic acid rendered it peculiarly suitable in the present instance. Dr. Hof-

mann has shown it to be a product of the oxidation of cuminic acid and cymole under

the influence of chromic acid. The quantity of cymole in my possession was so small

(about two drachms), that there would have been little hope of success had the reaction

been less definite. On cohobating it with eight parts of sulphuric acid, eight of bichro-

mate of potash, and twelve of water, for a few minutes, white flocks became appa-

rent
;
they continually increased until their bulk equalled that of the cymole employed.

The crude acid was dissolved in ammonia and, after filtration, precipitated by hydro-

chloric acid. It was washed, first with warm water, then with boiling alcohol, and,

finally, with ether. Thus purified it was quite colourless. It was then dissolved in

ammonia, and the solution evaporated until crystals of the acid salt began to form.

The solution, rendered faintly alkaline by the cautious addition of ammonia, was pre-

cipitated by nitrate of silver, care being taken to keep it slightly alkaline to prevent the

separation of any insolinic acid. The salt, after drying at 100° until it ceased to lose

weight, was ignited, during which operation it evolved the peculiar aromatic odour so

characteristic of all the insolinates when heated strongly. In this manner I prepared

three specimens,

—

a, from turpentine
; h, from caoutchouc ; and c, from gutta percha.

I. O' 3454 grin, of a gave 0T892 metallic silver.

II. 02462 grm. of h gave 0T348 metallic silver.

III. 0-2514 grm. of c gave 0-2540 carbonic acid and 0-0422 water.

Experiment. Mean. Calculation.
A.

<

i. ii.
i

in.
(

—

Carbon . 27-6 27-6 C 1S 108 27-4

Hydrogen . 1-9 1-9 H 6 6 1-5

Oxygen . . O 3 64 16-3

Silver 54-8 54-8 54-8 Ag2 216 54-8

394 100-0
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Corresponding sufficiently with the formula

C 18 (H6 Ag2 0 8

).

I intend to try the alternate action of bromine and sodium upon other isomers

of turpentine, with a view to their conversion into cymole, or hydrocarbons isomeric

with it.

On the Action ofSulphuric Acid on Ccioutchine.

On adding slowly caoutchine to sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1-845) in great excess, the

latter becomes warm and the greater part of the hydrocarbon dissolves, traces of sul-

phurous acid being at the same time evolved. On the addition of water, the greater

part of the caoutchine rises in an altered state to the surface
;

it is in the form of a thick

adhesive fluid of the consistency of molasses. On saturating the acid solution with

chalk, a very small quantity of the lime-salt of a conjugate sulphuric acid was obtained.

It is excessively soluble in water, and deposits small granular crystals from a concen-

trated solution. Dried at 200° C. it gave the annexed results on analysis.

0-2594 grm. gave 0-0736 of sulphate of calcium; or, in per-centages,

—

Experiment. Calculation.

Carbon C20 120 51-1

Hydrogen H 15 15 6-4

Calcium . 8-3 Ca 20 8-5

Sulphur . S2 32 13-6

Oxygen . . o6 48 20-4

235 100-0

From the agreement of the theoretical with the experimental numbers, the formula

C20 H 15 Ca S2 O 6

is evidently that of the substance in question.

On the Composition of Caoutchouc.

The only analyses of caoutchouc which I have seen, are those of Faraday and the

late Dr. Ure. That of the latter chemist is obviously incorrect, as he obtained 90 per

cent, of carbon and only 9T of hydrogen, a result incompatible with the phenomena
which take place under the influence of heat.

Faraday’s analysis, made in the year 1826, is probably almost exactly the true com-

position of a pure caoutchouc. It gave carbon 87 "2 and hydrogen 12-8 per cent

These numbers would require to be slightly modified, in consequence of the atomic

weight of carbon, as now received, having a somewhat different value to that which was

admitted at the time of the analysis. I analysed two small specimens which had formed
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in phials of the juice, with the annexed results. They were dried at 100°. The first

specimen was dark brown, the second pale straw-coloured and almost transparent.

I. 0*2010 grm. gave 0*6346 carbonic acid and 0*2230 water.

II. 0T972 grm. gave 0*6252 carbonic acid and 0*2134 water.

III. 0*5958 grm. gave 0*0054 of brilliantly white ash.

Or, per cent.,

—

Experiment. Faeaday.

Carbon 86*1 86*5 87*2

Hydrogen 12*3 12*0 12*8

Ash 0*9

Nitrogen, oxygen, and loss 0*7

100*0

My specimens were probably less pure than that analysed by Faeaday.

I am anxious to call attention to the fact that the atomic constitution of caoutchouc

appears to bear some simple relation to the hydrocarbons resulting from its decompo-

sition by heat. The composition of caoutchouc coincides with that of isoprene and

caoutchine, as found by analysis, to a degree which is remarkable when we consider that

caoutchouc, in addition to being non-crystalline, is scarcely capable of purification by

chemical means. Additional evidence may be found in the smallness of the residue

which is left on submitting caoutchouc to heat. The following results of the analyses

will show the amount of confidence which may be placed in this idea.

Isoprene.

Mean.

Carbon . . 88*0

Hydrogen . 12*1

Caoutchiue.

/

Mean. Faeaday.

88*1 87*2

12*0 12*8

Caoutchouc.
A

\

C. G. W *

86*9 87*3

12*4 12*1

The following Table contains a summary of the physical properties of isoprene and

caoutchine. *

Table of the Physical Properties of Isoprene and Caoutchine.

Vapour- density.

Name. Formula. Boiling-point. Specific gravity. I

Experiment. Calculation.

Isoprene C 10 H8
O

37 0*6823 at 20 2*44 2*349

Caoutchine C a0 H 16
171 0*8420 4*65 4*699

It will be seen from what has been said upon the composition of the above bodies,

that they may equally be obtained from caoutchouc or gutta percha. When the latter

substance is submitted to careful distillation, the phenomena are essentially the same as

with the former. The distillate contains a small quantity of water, which, instead of

* Ash deducted.
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being alkaline, as with caoutchouc, is powerfully acid. The acid is volatile, and appears

to belong to one of the lower members of the series Cn Hn O 4
. On neutralizing the acid

fluid with potash or soda, the odour of a volatile base becomes very perceptible.

The oily distillate, as with caoutchouc, consists principally of the thick uninviting

fluid called by Bouchardat ‘ heveene.’ I have not as yet minutely examined it, but I

believe it to bear a polymeric relation to caoutchine.

The amount of isoprene in the crude distillate is very small, probably not more than

five per cent., and, as will readily be supposed with so volatile a fluid, much is lost in the

subsequent purification. It is this circumstance which has prevented me from examining

it so closely as could be desired.

The caoutchine constitutes about twenty per cent, of the distillate
; it was sensibly less

pure than that procured from caoutchouc, and more rectifications over sodium were

necessary before it was obtained in a sufficiently pure state for analysis. This partly

arises from the tenacious manner in which the volatile acids above alluded to adhere to

it, and render treatment with alkalies essential previous to rectification. It is also

accompanied by what we are too much accustomed to vaguely term empyreumatic pro-

ducts. These are of a readily oxidizable nature, and may be got rid of by rectification

two or three times over hydrate of potash.

The following is a brief summary of the results of the above investigation :

—

1. The isolation of isoprene, C 10 TI 3

,
the existence of which among the products of the

destructive distillation of caoutchouc had not been proved.

2. The production of an apparently definite oxide of the hydrocarbon C 10 H 8

,
by the

agency of ozone spontaneously generated.

3. The determination of the polymeric relation between isoprene and caoutchine.

4. The conversion of turpentine and caoutchine into the hyclruret of thymyle or

cymole.

5. The production of paracymole.

6. The determination of the products of the destructive distillation of gutta percha.



.
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XYI. On the Relation between Boiling-point and Composition in Organic Compounds.

By Hermann Kopp, M.B. ,
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University of Giessen. Communicated by Dr. A. W. Hofmann.

Received March 20,—Read May 3, 1860.

The researches which I beg, in the following pages, to submit to the Royal Society,

embody the results obtained in the further development of an observation which I made

a considerable number of years ago, and which, since that time, I had to defend against

the objections of others, both by experimental inquiries of my own, and by the collection

and discussion of facts elicited in the investigations of other observers. As far back as

1841*

I pointed out that in analogous compounds the same difference of composition

frequently involves the same difference in boiling-points. The assertion of the existence

of this law-like relation between the chemical composition of substances and one of

their most important physical properties, when first enunciated, met rather with the

opposition than with the assent of chemists. In Germany especially it was contested

by Schroder in his memoir “On the Molecular Volume of Chemical Compounds f.”

These objections led me to collect additional evidence J in favour of my views, and to

show more particularly that in very extensive series of compounds (alcohols Cn Hn+2 0 2 ;

acids Cn Hn 0 4 ; compound ethers Cn Hn 0 4 ,
&c.) an elementary difference #C2 H 2 is

attended by a difference of rX 19° C. in the boiling-points, and how this fact is intimately

connected with other regularities exhibited by the boiling-points of organic compounds.

Almost at the same period Schroder § convinced himself that the relation I had pointed

out obtains in most cases. He collected himself a considerable number of illustrations

of the regularities I had traced, and showed that the relation in question is rendered

more especially conspicuous if the compounds be expressed by formulae representing

equal vapour-volumes of the several substances. Some of the views, however, which

were peculiar to Schroder have not gained the approbation of chemists. This physicist

was inclined to consider the boiling-point of a substance as the most essential criterion

of its proximate constituents, as the most trustworthy indicator of its molecular consti-

tution. His views were chiefly based upon the assumption that the elementary difference

C2 H 2 ,
when occurring in alcohols Cn Hn+2 0 2 ,

involved a difference of boiling-points

other than that occasioned by the same elementary difference obtaining in acids Cn Hn 0 4 ,

* Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. slix. pp. 71 and 169.

t IJeber die Molecular-Volume der Chemiaclieu Verbindungen, 1843.

X Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. 1. p. 128.

§ TIeber die Siedbitze der Cbemiscben Verbindungen, 1844.

2 MMDCCCLX.
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and that the isomeric compound ethers differed from one another in their boiling-points.

An extensive series of boiling-point determinations* which I made of these isomeric

ethers, proved that the latter assumption is not founded on facts. The exertions made by

Schroder, Gerhardt, Lowig and others, in the hope of recognizing the influence of the

constituent elements on the boiling-point of a compound, have also essentially remained

without result f.

In France the existence of the relations between composition and boiling-point which

I had observed, has been contested by I. Pierre J, who determined the boiling-points of

many organic compounds, while engaged in an inquiry regarding their expansion. In

England, lastly, W. A. Miller § has likewise called attention to the discrepancies

between the boiling-points observed by Pierre and those calculated on the supposed

existence of the relations which I had indicated. I was, however, enabled
||

to remove

these apparent discrepancies by the first results obtained in a long series of experimental

observations of my own, in which, at intervals and as material and opportunities pre-

sented themselves, I have continued up to the present day.

The existence of the relations between composition and boiling-point, such as it

results from my original observations, has, notwithstanding these objections, been gene-

rally acknowledged. In many cases the recognition of these relations furnished im-

portant arguments in discussions regarding the true molecular value of organic com-

pounds. Chemists have observed a vast number of new illustrations, and for several

series, in which the individual terms differ from each other by a constant elementary

difference, the corresponding difference of boiling-point has been carefully determined •[.

Nevertheless, these relations, the important means of control which they afford in expe-

rimental inquiries, and the assistance which they are frequently capable of lending in

the determination of the true chemical character of a new compound, have scarcely been

sufficiently appreciated.

The rapid progress of organic chemistry has greatly expanded the material available

for the discussion of boiling-points, and up to the latest date the stream of experimental

inquiry, whilst confirming or correcting former observations, has furnished a rich supply

of additional important facts. The time has arrived when a survey of the territory safely

acquired may be taken, and when from the boundary lines reached we may fix the

directions in which we have next to advance.

A collection of my researches on this subject in a connected form, permitting this

survey, and showing the results which may be expected from their application, I now

beg leave to submit to the Royal Society, hoping that their attention may not be with-

# Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. lv. p. 166.

t In reviewing Schroder's memoir on this subject, I have pointed out the reasons which render the

general solution of this problem almost hopeless.—

P

ogg. Ann. vol lxxxi. p. 371.

+ These soutenue a la Eaculte des Sciences a Paris (Annuaire de Chimie, par Millox et Eeiset, 1846).

§ Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. i. p. 363.
||

Ibid. vol. iii. p. 104.

IF The careful manner in which A. H. Church (Phil. Mag. [4] ix. 256) has determined the difference of

the boiling-points for the series of hydrocarbons CQ Hn-6, deserves especially to be mentioned.
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held from a field where our knowledge, emanating from earlier observations, but

expanded and consolidated more than ever before by recent experimental evidence, has

already gained a solid foundation.

It is especially with regard to organic compounds that constant relations between

boiling-point and composition have been demonstrated. It often occurs that in the case

of analogous compounds the same difference in the boiling-points corresponds to the

same difference in the chemical formulae, or that the differences in boiling-points and

those in composition are proportional. In different series of analogous compounds the

same differences of boiling-point may correspond to the same differences of composition,

but this does not obtain in all series. The regularities exhibited by the boiling-points

of organic compounds, and more especially the observation of the same difference of

boiling-point corresponding to the same difference of composition, are limited to certain

groups. In other groups, the same difference in the formulae involves another difference

in the boiling-points.

Among the earliest recognized regularities, comprising at the same time the largest

number of compounds, are the following:—An alcohol Cn Hn+2 0 2 ,
which contains

;rC2 H 2
more or less than another, boils at a temperature #Xl9° higher or lower.

An acid Cn Hn 0 4 ,
boils at a temperature 40° higher than the alcohol Cn Hn+2 02 ,

the

oxidation of which may give rise to the acid. A compound ether Cn Hn 04 ,
boils at a tem-

perature 82° lower than the acid Cn Hn 0 4 isomeric with it. If we start from the boil-

ing-point of ethyl-alcohol =78°, these three propositions enable us to calculate the

boiling-points of a large number of organic substances, alcohols, acids, and compound

ethers, represented by the above general formulae, as given in the following Table :

—

Table I.

Calculated boiling-points.

Alcohols CnHn + 2 0,. Acids CnH n 04 . Compound ethers CnHn 04 .

c
2
h

4 o2

O

59 c 2
h

2
O,

O

99
C4 H4 o4 36c, H, 0 2 78 C; H

4
O

t
118

C H 0, 97
116

C P H. 0. 137
156

C
0
H„ 0, 55

CL H, r O" a h o, C
8
H

8
O

t
74

c 10 h 12 02
135 C 10 H 10 0, 175 c

i0
H

10 04 93

c 12
H

I4 o 2
154 c 12 h 12 04

194 c 12
h

12
o4 112

c,
,
H 0 173

192
c,. H,. 0 213 C

,

H O 131

^16 ^13 ^2 C l8
H

ie 0 4
232 c 16 Hi6 o4

150

c n. o. 211 c„ h 18
o

4
251 cw h 18

0
4

169

C
2 „
H

22 o2
230 C 2 „

H
20 o4

270 C 20
H

20
0

4
188

c 22 h 21 02
249 C22

h
22 04

289 C22
H

22
0

4
207

(' n o. 268 C 24
H

24 °4 308 C
24
H24°4 — 226

C 26 H2*°2 287 C 26
h

2C
o

4
327 O

26 TI 26 04
245

C23
H

30
O

2
306 C 28

H
23
0

4
346 C

28
H

28 °4 264

C
30
H

32
O

2
325 (.3 'I O, 365 c

3
„h

3u
o

4
283

C 32
H

34
0

2
344 C 32

H
32 O4

384 cb h32
o

4
......... 302

The degree of accuracy with which the numbers of this Table represent the boiling-

points of the several substances, may be gathered from a comparison of these numbers

2 m 2
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with the results of observation, due attention being paid at the same time to the marked

discrepancies exhibited by the several results of observation obtained in determining the

boiling-point of one and the same substance.

In the following Tables I give the calculated boiling-points of a number of compounds

side by side with the results of several observers :

—

Table II.

Alcohols CnHn+202- Calculated. Observed boiling-point.

Methyl-alcohol c
2
h

4
o

2

c4
h

6
o

2

c6
h

8
o

2

C
3
H

10
o

2

C 10
H

12
O

2

c 12
hu o2

C 14
H

16 o2

c32
h

3j
o

2

59

78

97
116

135

154

173
344

/Kane, 60°; Delffs, 60°*5
; Kopp, 65°; Pierre, 66°;

\ Dumas and Peligot, 66 =
*5.

/ Dumas and Boullay,76°; Gay-Lussac, Pierre, Kopp,

\ Delffs, Andrews, 78°.

Chancel, 96°.

Wurtz, 109°.

/ Pasteur, 127°— 129°; Cahours, Pierre, Kopp, Delffs,

\ 132°; Rieckher, 135°.

Faget, 148°—154°.

Stadeler, 177°—177°'5.

Favre and Silbermann, 366°?.

Ethyl-alcohol

Propyl-alcohol

Butyl-alcohol

Amyl-alcohol

Caproyl-alcohol

CEnanthy 1-alcohol

Cetyl-alcohol

Table III.

Acids Cn Hn 0 4 ' Calculated. Observed boiling-point.

Formic acid C„ H„ 0,

O

99
Liebig, 99°; Bineau, Favre and Silbermann, 100°;

i

Kopp, 105°.

’Delffs, 116°; Kopp, 117°; Sebille-Auger, 119°;

Dumas, 120°.

’Dumas, Malaguti and Leblanc, about 140°; Lim-
pricht, Kopp, 142°.

Kopp, Delffs, 156°; Pierre, 163°; Pelouze and
Gelis, about 164°.

Dumas and Stas, Delffs, 175°; Kopp. 176°.

Brazier and Gossleth,Vurtz. 198°; Fehline, 202°

—

209°.

Stadeler, 218°.

Fehling. 236°; Perrot, 238°.

Acetic acid C t
H, 0, 118

1

J

Propionic acid C
f
. H, O, 137

1

Butvric acid c« H, o. 156

1

Valeric acid C,
0
H

n 0. 175
1

Caproic acid C,
,
H,

, 0, 194 i

GEnanthylic acid

Caprylic acid

c 14
hu 04

C, r H 1B 0,

213
232

1

Pelargonic acid C H O. 251 Perrot, 255°; Cahours, 260°.
18 18 4
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Table IV.

Compound ethers Cn Hn 04 .

Formate of Methyl .

Acetate of Methyl
Formate of Ethyl ....

Acetate of Ethyl

Butyrate of Methyl .

Acetate of Propyl

Formate of Butyl

Propionate of Ethyl .

Valerate of Methyl .

Butyrate of Ethyl ....

Acetate of Butyl

Formate of Amyl
Valerate of Ethyl
Butyrate of Propyl S>

Acetate of Amyl J
Caproate of Ethyl 1

Propionate of Amyl ... j

Butyrate of Amyl
Valerate of Amyl 1

Acetate of Capryl j

Pelargonate of Ethyl ... 1

Caproate of Amyl j

Laurostearate of Ethyl ...

c4
h

4
o

4

c
6
h

6
o

4

C
3
H

a
o

4

c
i0
H

10 04

C
12
H

!2

cu h14
o4

C16 04

c„h
13
o

4

c 20
H

20 o 4

p TT QV' 22
n

22

C
2S
H

2S
0

4

Calculated.

36

55

74

93

112

131

150

169

188

207

264

Observed boiling-point.

Kopp, Andrews, 33°
; Liebig, 36°—38°.

f Andrews, 55°; Kopp, 56°; Dumas and Peligot, 58°.

[Liebig, Delfts, 53°; Kopp, 55°; Lowig, 56°.

Dumas and Boullay, Pierre, Kopp, Delffs, 74°.

fFavre and Silbermann, Delffs, 93°; Kopp, 95°; Pierre,

J
Berthelot, about 90°. [102°.

|

Wurtz, about 100°.

(_Kopp, 96°—98°; Limpricht and Uslar, 101°.

f Kopp, 114°— 115°.

J Pelouze, 110°; Delffs, 113°; Kopp, 115°; Pierre, 119°.

|
Wurtz, 114°.

I Delffs, 114°; Kopp, about 116°.

f Delffs, 132°; Otto, Kopp, Berthelot, 133°—134°.

< Berthelot, about 130°.

(Cahours, 125°; Kopp, Delffs, 133°.

fLerch, 120°; Fehling, 162°.

[Wrightson, about 155°.

Delffs, 173°—176°.

f Kopp, 188°; Balard, about 196°.

[
Dachauer, 191°—192°; Bouis, 193°.

f Cahours, 2l6°—218°; Delfts, 224°.

[Brazier and Gossleth, 211°.

Gorgey, 264°
; Delffs, 269°*

There can be no doubt that if the boiling-points of other alcohols, acids, and ethers

belonging to these series were correctly observed, they also would agree within a few

degrees with those obtained by calculation.

The boiling-points given in Table I. are closely connected with those of other mon-

atomic alcohols with two equivalents of oxygen, of other monobasic acids with four

equivalents of oxygen, and of the ethers generated by these acids and alcohols. It is

frequently observed that a compound of this kind, which, when compared with an analo-

gous body of Table I., contains xxC more or less, boils at a temperature a’X 14°‘5

higher or low’er, or (what amounts to the same thing) that it boils at a temperature

xx 5° lower or higher, accordingly as it contains #xH more or less.

Benzoic acid, C 14 H6 0 4 ,
for example, contains 8C more than the acid C6 H6 0 4 ,

the

boiling-point of which is stated in Table I. at 137°. Consequently the boiling-point

of benzoic acid will be 137+ 8 X 14°'5= 253. It contains 8H less than the acid C 14 Hu 0 4 ,

for the boiling-point of which the Table gives 213, and its boiling-point by calculation

win be 213+ 8 x 5=253.

Ally1-alcohol, C6H 6 0 2 ,
contains 2C more than ethyl-alcohol, C4 H6 02 ,

which boils at

78°; the calculated boiling-point of allyl-alcohol accordingly is 78+ 2 X 14’5= 107 ;
or

it may be compared to the alcohol C5 H8 0 2 ,
the boiling-point of which is 97° (see

Table I.), when the boiling-point of allyl-alcohol, which contains 2H less, will be

found by calculation =107
(
= 97+ 2x5).

The following synopsis shows in how large a number of alcohols Cn Hm 02 ,
of acids

and ethers Cn Hm 0 4 ,
the boiling-points obey this simple rule. In perusing this Table,
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it must be borne in mind that the observations of boiling-points comprised in the higher

ranges of the thermometer are frequently less accurate.

Table V.

Alcohols CnHm 02
. Calculated. Observed boiling-point.

Allyl-aleohol C
6
H

e 02 107 Cahours and Hofmann, 103'.

Phenyl-alcohol c 12
h

6 0 2
194 Laurent, 187'— 188°; Kopp, 188'.

Benzyl-alcohol CM H 6
o

2
213 Cannizzaro, 204'; Kopp, 207'.

Thymyl-alcohol c
2
„h

14
o

2
270 Kraut, 243°.

Styryl-alcohol c
is
H

10 °2 261 Wolff, 250°; E. Kopp, 2543
.

Table VI.

Acids Cn Hm 04 . Calculated.

Angelic acid C 10
H

S 04 185
Pyroterebic acid c 12

h
10
o

4
204

Benzoic acid c
14
h

6
o

4
253

Terebenthilic acid c
16
h

10
o

4
262

Cinnamic acid c
18
h

8
o

4
301

Toluic acid c
16
h

8
o

4
272

Observed boiling-point.

Meyer and Zenner, 190°; Reinsch, 191°.

Rabourdin, 200°; Chautard, 210 3
.

Kopp, 250°.

Personne, 250°.

Dumas and Peligot, 293 3
; E. Kopp, 300'—304 3

.

Strecker and Moller, 266°.

Table VII.

Compound ethers CnHm 04 . Calculated. Observed boiling-point.

Acetate of Allyl C in R, O, 103 Cahours and Hofmann, 98°—100°; Zinin, 105°.

Cahours and Hofmann, 140°; Berthelot, about 145°.Butyrate of Allyl C, ,
H.., O, 141

Valerate of Allyl C H " O. 160 Cahours and Hofmann, 162 3
.

Acetate of Phenyl Scrugham, 188°.

Dumas and Peligot, Kopp, 199°.

Delffs, 207°; Dumas and Boullay, 209°; Kopp, 213';

Cannizzaro, 210°.

Benzoate of Methyl l ^16 ^8 Gj 190 {
Benzoate of Ethyl }c

18
H

10 o4 209
|Acetate of Benzyl

Toluate of Ethyl C H O, 228

266

Noad, 228°.

Cuminate of Ethyl
^20 12 4

}c
24
h

18 04

Gerhardt and Cahours, 240 3
.

Rieckher, 252°—254°; Kopp, 26l°.

Cahours, 275°—280°.
Berthelot and Luca, 230 3

; Zinin, 242°.

Benzoate of Amyl
CEnanthylate of Phenyl
Benzoate of Allyl 1

C
2 6
H

18
0

4
285

Cinnamate of Methyl 1
C 20
H

10 04 238
| E. Kopp, 241°.

Marchand, 260°
; E. Kopp, 262°

; H. Kopp, 266°.

Cannizzaro, 345°.

Cinnamate of Ethyl C H O, 257
Benzoate of Benzyl

22 12 4

H.- O. 344
Caprylate of Phenyl

28 12 4

304 Cahours, about 300°.^28 20 4

In all the series of analogous combinations quoted in the previous Tables, a compound

containing in its formula x C2 H2 more than another is found to boil at a temperature

XX 19° higher. The same regularity obtains in other series of analogous compounds,

but by no means in all. A few other groups may also be mentioned here, in which the

observed boiling-points exhibit the above regularity, at all events within the limits of

uncertainty usual in boiling-point determinations. The column containing the boiling-

points calculated by means of the given rule is headed by the word “ assumed.”
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Table VIII.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

Trichloracetate of Methyl C
6

Cl, H
3
0

4
145 Laurent, 145°.

Trichloracetate of Ethyl C
8

Cl, h
5
o4

164 Leblanc, 164°.

Nitrobenzoate of Methyl c 16 h7 no8 279 Chancel, 279°.

Nitrobenzoate of Ethyl c 13
h

9
no

8 298 E. Kopp, 296°; Chancel, 298°.

Xanthate of Methyl ca
H

s
o

2 s4
180 Chancel, 179°.

Xanthate of Ethyl c 10
h

10
o

2 s4 199 Debus, 200°.

Nitrate of Methyl C2
h

3
no

6
66 Dumas and Peligot, 86°.

Nitrate of Ethyl c4
h

5
no

6
85 Millon, 85°; Kopp, 86°.

Nitrate of Butyl cs
h

9
no

6
123 Wurtz, about 130°.

Nitrate of Amyl c10
hu no6

142 Rieckher, 137°; Hofmann, 148°.

Chloride of Acetyl c4
h

3
02 C 1 56 Gerhardt, 55°; Kopp, 55°— 56°.

Chloride of Propionvl C
6
h

5 02 C1 75 Bechamp, about 80°.

Chloride of Butyryl c3
h

7 02
Cl 94 Gerhardt, 95°.

Chloride of Valeryl c 10
h

9 02 C1 113 Bechamp, 115°—120°.

Dichloride of Ethylene c4 h4 Cl, 85 Dumas, 85°—86°
; Pierre, 85°.

; Dichloride of Propylene Ce H 6
Cl, 104 Reynolds, 100°—103°; Cahours, 104°.

Dichloride of Butvlene C8
H

a
Cl, 123 Kopp, 122°; Kolbe, 123°.

Dichloride of CEnanthylene c;hu ci; 180 Limpricht, 187°.

Anisol (Phenate of Methyl) c 14
h

8 o, 153 Cahours, 152°.

Phenetol (Phenate of Ethyl) C 18 H 10 02
172 Cahours, 172°; Baly, 175°.

Phenamylol ( Phenate of Amyl)... c 22
h

16
o

2
229 Cahours, 224°—225°.

Chloride of Benzoyl c 14
h

5 02 C1
196 Malaguti, 195°; Cahours, 196°; Kopp, 198°.

Chloride of Toluyl c 16
h

7 02
C1 215 Cahours, 214°—216°.

Hydride of Benzoyl c
14
h, o

2
179 Kopp, 179°.

Hydride of Cumyl c;;h;
2
o; 236 Gerhardt and Cahours, 220°

; Kopp, 237°.

A few other series will be mentioned in a subsequent part of this paper. Since, as

I have already remarked, the regularity in question is not altogether general, it may

often be doubtful whether it exists or not when the observations of the boiling-points

present considerable discrepancies and uncertainties in several terms of an homologous

series. As an example, the following series may be quoted :

—

Table IX.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

Cyanide of Methyl c 4 h3
n

O

79 Kopp, 72°; Dumas, 77°; Buckton and Hofmann, 77°—78°.

Cyanide of Ethyl c 6
h

5 n 98 Kolbe, Meyer, 88°; Grimm, Limpricht, 98°.

Cyanide of Propyl C
8
h

7
n 117 Dumas, Malaguti and Leblanc, 118°'5

Cyanide of Butyl C in
H, N 136 Schlieper, 125°; Guckelberger, 125°— 128°.

Cyanide of Amyl C 12 Hn N 155 Frankland and Kolbe, 146°; Wurtz, 155°.

The comparison of the boiling-points of the corresponding terms in the several series

of homologous substances given in the preceding Tables, exhibits several other con-

stant differences in the boiling-points for certain differences in the formulae. In addition
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to those hitherto noticed, the following also deserve to be mentioned, since they are like-

wise observed in other compounds.

The foregoing Tables afford many illustrations of the facts, that the boiling-point of an

acid lies 63° higher than that of the methyl-ether, 44° higher than that of the ethyl-ether,

and 13° lower than that of the amyl-ether of the same acid. These regularities appear

to obtain in the case of acids other than those quoted. The boiling-point of monochlor-

acetic acid (185°—188°, R. Hoffmann) has been found about 44° higher than that of

the monochloracetate of ethyl (143
0-
5, Willm). Starting from the boiling-point of tri-

chloracetate of methyl (145°, Laurent), or from that of tric-hloracetate of ethyl (164'',

Leblanc), the boiling-point of trichloracetic acid is found by calculation to be 2 0S°.

Dumas found it between 195° and 200°. From the boiling-point of monobromacetic

acid, 208°, observed by Perkin and Duppa, that of the corresponding methyl-ether may

be calculated at 145°, that of the ethyl-ether at 164°, and that of the amyl-ether at 221°.

The results of observation are 144°, 159°, 207°. They are not, however, entirely to be

relied upon, since the ethers of monobromacetic acid, and especially those possessing

higher boiling-points, are partially decomposed by ebullition.

In a few substances other than acids, the substitution of C4 H 5 for H is occasionally

attended by a decrease of 44° in the boiling-point ; that of C2 H 3
for H by a decrease of

63°. Ordinary (ethyl) ether, C8 H 10 O2 ,
boils at 34°, i. e. 44° lower than ethyl-alcohol.

C4 H 6 0 2 ; methyl-amyl-ether, C 12 H 14 02 , at 72° (Williamson), i. e. 63° lower than amyl-

alcohol, C 10 H 12 02 . If any doubt remained as to the expediency of representing ordinary

ether by the formula C8 H 10 02=(C4H5)(C4H5)0 2 ,
instead of the formula C4 H5 O. this

observation might be of some importance
;
but the comparison of the boiling-points of

alcohols and of so-called simple and mixed ethers, shows that the aforesaid regularity is

not general, a circumstance arising from the fact of the elementary difference C2 H 2 . in

the series of ethers Cn Hn+2 0 2 ,
involving a difference of boiling-points other than that

corresponding to the elementary difference C2H2
in the series of alcohols Cn Hn+2 0 2 .

The preceding Tables contain a great number of illustrations of the facts, that many

compounds containing benzoyl (C 14 H 5 0 2 )
or benzyl (C 14 H.) boil at a temperature 78°

higher than the corresponding compounds of valeryl (C 10 H9
O 2 )

or of amyl (C10Hn ).

The benzoyl- and benzyl-compounds, when compared with the compounds of valeryl and

amyl, contain 4C more and 4H less. They boil mostly, in accordance with the rules

given (page 261), at a temperature (4x 14°*5)+(4x 5°) — 7S° higher.

In addition to the compounds, the boiling-points of which have already been given,

the following exhibit the same regularity. [The mixed acetone A is the one obtained

by the distillation of a mixture of an acetate and benzoate ;
the acetone B is that

formed by distilling an acetate and valerate. Hydride of benzyl is identical with toluol,

chloride of benzyl with monochlorinated toluol.]
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Table X.

Observed boiling-point.

Hydride of Benzoyl cu h6
o

2
Kopp, 179°.

Hydride of Valeryl Cio Hio 02
Kopp, 93°; Limpricht, 96°; Chancel, about 110°.

Chloride of Benzoyl c 14
h

5
o

2
ci Malaguti, 195°; Cahours, 196°; Kopp, 198°.

Chloride of Valeryl C 10
H

9 02
Cl Bechamp, 115°— 120°.

Mixed Acetone A C16
H

s 02
Friedel, 198°.

Mixed Acetone B c12
h

12
o

2
Williamson, 120°.

Hydride of Benzyl CM H3
Church, 104°; Deville, 108°; Gerhardt, 114°.

Hydride of Amyl c 10
h

13
Frankland, 30°.

Chloride of Benzyl Cu h7
Cl Cannizzaro, 175°—176°.

Chloride of Amyl C 10
HU C1 Balard, Kopp, 101°; Pierre, Cahours, 102°.

This regularity does not, however, obtain in a general manner, as will be apparent

by comparing the boiling-points of cyanide ofphenyl (benzonitrile, Fehltng, Kopp, 191°;

Lmpricht, 192°) and of cyanide of butyl (valeronitrile, Schlieper, 125°; Guckelberger,

from 125° to 128°), or the boiling-points of toluidine (Muspratt and Hofmann, 198°)

and of amylamine (Brazier and Gossleth, 93°; Wurtz, 95°).

The boiling-points of the terms of several series which have been previously mentioned

frequently almost coincide, a circumstance which furnishes a valuable means of controlling

boiling-point observations. If, for example, in a series of methyl-ethers, corresponding

to various monobasic acids with four equivalents of oxygen, and in the chlorides of the

radicals contained in the same acids, the boiling-points be found so near to each other

as is shown in the following Table,

—

Table XI.

e Observed boiling-point.

Acetate of Methyl C
6
h

6 0 4
Andrews, 55°; Kopp, 56°; Dumas and Peligot, 58°.

Chloride of Acetyl c4
h

3 0 2
C1 Gerhardt, 55°; Kopp, 55°—56°.

Propionate of Methyl C
8
H

8
o

4
Calculated, 74°.

Chloride of Propionyl C
e

Il
5 02

C1 Bechamp, about 80°*

Butyrate of Methyl C 10
H

10
O4

Favre and Silbermann, Delffs, 93°; Kopp, 95°; Pierre, 102°.

Chloride of Butyryl C
3
H, 0

2
C1 Gerhardt, 95°.

Valerate of Methyl C 12
H

12 04
Kopp, 114°— 115°.

Chloride of Valeryl c10
h

9
o

2
ci Bechamp, 115°—120°.

Benzoate of Methyl C 1G
h

8
o

4
Dumas and Peligot, Kopp, 199°.

Chloride of Benzoyl c 14
h

5
0

2
Cl Malaguti, 195u ; Cahours, 196°; Kopp, 198°.

Toluate of Methyl Cia H 10 0 4
Calculated, 209°.

Chloride of Toluyl C 1G
H

7 0 2
C1 Cahours, 214°—216°.

we are justified in expecting that new determinations will furnish also a more perfect

coincidence of the boiling-points of the following pairs of substances :

—

MDCCCLX. 2 N
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Table XII.

Boiling-point.

Pelargonate of Methyl
Chloride of Pelargonyl

Nitrobenzoate of Methyl ...

Chloride of Nitrobenzoyl ...

Cuminate of Methyl
Chloride of Cumyl

Cinnamate of Methyl
Chloride of Cinnamyl

c 20
h

20 o4

c13
h

17 02
ci

c 16
h

7
(N0

4)04

C 14
H

4
(N0

4) 02
Cl

C22
H

14 04

C2„
Hu O a

Cl

C
2
„H

10
O4

c
18
h

7 0 2 C1

I

Calculated, 188°.

Cahours, 220°.

Chancel, 279°.

Cahours, 26o°—268°.

Calculated, 247°.

Cahours, 258°—260°.

E. Kopp, 241°.

Cahours, 262°.

It is evident from the preceding Tables that phenyl-alcohol, acetate, cenanthylate. and

caprylate of phenyl boil at a temperature 116° higher than the corresponding ethyl-com-

pounds (phenyl contains 8C more than ethyl, 8 X 140,
5= 116°). The same difference is not

observed in all corresponding phenyl- and ethyl-compounds, yet it occurs in cases other

than those already mentioned, or which may be readily inferred from the regularities pre-

viously alluded to. Thus the boiling-point of iodide of phenyl (Scrugham, 190°) is like-

wise about 116° higher than that of iodide of ethyl (Pierre, 70°; Andrews, 71°; Fraxr-

land, 72°). It deserves also to be noticed that the boiling-points of acetate of phenyl

(Scrugham, 188°) and of iodide of phenyl (Scrugham, 190°) are as near to each other as

those of acetate of ethyl (74°) and of iodide of ethyl (70°—72°); and that the same

difference is observed between the boiling-points of iodide of phenyl (190°) and of iodide

of ethyl (70°—72°) as between those of chloride of phenyl (Scrugham, 136°) and of

chloride of ethyl (Pierre, 11°; Thenard, 12°).

The compounds of allyl contain 2 C more in their formulae than the corresponding

ethyl-compounds. The difference in the boiling-points 2xl4°-5= 29° occurs not only

in the compounds already quoted (the alcohols, acetates, butyrates, valerates, benzoates),

but also approximately at least in the cyanates (cyanate of ethyl 60°, according to Wurtz ;

cyanate of allyl 82°, according to Caiiours and Hofmann) ; in the iodides (iodide of ethyl

70°, according to Pierre; 72°, according to Frankland; iodide of allyl 101°, according

to Berthelot and Luca); in the ethyl-ethers (ordinary ethyl-ether, Cs
H 10 O 2 ,

34°; allyl-

ethyl-ether, CI0 H 10 O2 ,
62°-5, according to Berthelot and Luca); and even in the alde-

hydes (acetic aldehyde, C4 Ii 4 0 2 ,
20°, according to Kopp ;

22°, according to Liebig and

to Pierre
; acrolein, C6 II, 02 ,

about 52°, according to Bedtenbacher). But in the case

also of corresponding ethyl and allyl compounds, the difference in the boiling-points is

by no means altogether constant, as is apparent from a comparison of the boiling-points

of sulphocyanide of ethyl (146°, according to Caiiours) and of sulphocyanide of allyl

(143°, according to Dumas and Pelouze; 148°, according to Will; 151°, according to

Kopp).

If, on comparing the parallel terms of different series of compounds, we do not quite

generally meet with the same difference in the boiling-points corresponding to the same
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difference in composition, this fact arises from the circumstance that the same difference

in the formulae by no means involves the same difference of boiling-point in all series of

homologous substances. For the series of the monatomic alcohols with two equivalents

of oxygen, of the monobasic acids with four equivalents of oxygen, of the ethers to which

both classes give rise, as well as for a few other series of homologous substances (see

Table VIII.), the elementary difference x C2 H 2 seems to involve a difference of boil-

ing-point .rx 19°
; but there are other series of homologous bodies in which the same

elementary difference is positively attended by another, greater or smaller, difference of

boiling-point.

This difference is greater, for example, in the series of hydrocarbons Cn Hn _ e ,
in which

it amounts to about 24°.

Table XIII.

Benzol

Toluol

Xylol

Cumol
Cymol

c„ h
8

Cu H,
C„ H

10

c18
h

12

^20 «u

Kopp, 80°; Mansfield, Church, 81°; Faraday, Mitscherlich, 86°.

Church, 104°; Deville, 108°; Noad, 110°; Gerhardt, 114°.

Church, 126°; Cahours, 129°.

Abel, Church, 148°; Gerhardt and Cahours, 151°.

Mansfield, Church, 171°
; Gerhardt and Cahours, 175°

;
Kopp, 178°.

Nearly equally great is the difference in the isolated alcohol radicals CnHn+2 .

Table XIV.

C ^2
Hu :—Propyl, 68° (Williams) ; ethyl-butyl, 62° (Wurtz).

Cu H 1S
:— Methyl-caproyl, 82° (Wurtz); ethyl-amyl, 88° (Wurtz).

C
16
H h :—

B

utyl, 106° (Wurtz)
; 108°(Kolbe); 109° (Kopp).

C
la
H

20
:— Butyl-amyl, 132° (Wurtz).

C
20
H

23
:—Amyl, 155° (Frankland)

;
158° (Wurtz); butyl-caproyl, 155° (Wurtz).

C
24
H

28
:—Caproyl (Brazier and Gossleth, Williams), 202°.

In the acetones and aldehydes Cn Hn 0 2 ,
the difference in the boiling-points corre-

sponding to the elementary difference C2 H2 is likewise greater than 19°; the boiling-

points of several of the terms of these series are, however, but very imperfectly known.

Those of the acetones seem to have been the more accurately determined.

Table XV.

Diff. Diff.

2 C
2
H

a ...

2 C
a
H

a ...

6C
a
H

a ...

C
9
H

6
O

a ...

Ci0
H

10
O

a ...

Cu Hu Oa ...

C
a6
H

26 Oa ...

Acetone
Propione

Butyrone
CEnanthylone

Liebig, Dumas, Kopp, 56°

Limpricht and Uslar, 110°; Friedel, 111°

Chancel, about 144°; Friedel, about 145°

Uslar and Seekamp, 264°

2 X 22
2 x 22

6x20

The boiling-points of the so-called simple and mixed ethers Cn Hn+2 0 2 also differ by

more than 19° for C2 H2 . But in this series also the boiling-points of but few terms

have been accurately observed. The available data, some of which will claim our atten-

tion hereafter, are the following :

—

2 n 2
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Table XVI.

C4
H

6 02
:—Methyl-ether, Berthelot, —21°.

C 0
H

8 03
:—Methyl-ethyl-ether, Williamson, 11°.

C
8
H 10 02

:—Ethyl-ether, Dumas and Boullay, Kopp, 34°
;
Andrews, Delffs, 35 3

.

C 12
H

l4
0

2
:—Methyl-amyl-ether, Williamson, 72°; ethyl-butyl-ether, Wurtz, 78'—80°.

C14
Hia 0 2

:—Ethyl-amyl-ether, Williamson, 112°; Guthrie, 111°—113°.

C ie
H18 02

:—Butyl-ether, Wurtz, 100°—104°?

C20
H22

O
2

:—Amyl-ether, Gaultier, 170°; W'urtz, 170°—175°; Rieckher, 175°—183'.

Still greater (amounting to about 30°) is the difference in the boiling-points corre-

sponding to the elementary difference C2 H2 in the chlorides, bromides, and iodides of

the alcohol radicals, Cn Hn+1 . The boiling-points of the methyl, ethyl, butyl, and amyl

compounds are known with tolerable certainty.

Table XVII.

Diff.

C
2
H

3
Cl

C
4
H, Cl

c
8
H

0
Cl

C
10
H n Cl

c
2
h

3
Br ...

c4
h

5
Br ...

C
8
H

0
Br ...

CM H X1
Br ...

C
2
h

3
I

c
4
h

5
I ......

C
8
h

9
I

C
10

I

Diff.

C
2
H.

2C
2
H

C
2
H.

C
2
H

2 C
2
H.

c
2
h;

C
2
H,

2 C
2
H.

c, h:

Berthelot, — 20°

Pierre, +11°
Wurtz (70°—75°), 73°

Pierre, Cahours, 102°.

Pierre, 13°

Pierre, 41°

Wurtz, 89°

Pierre, 119°

Andrews, 42°; Pierre, 44°

Pierre, 70°; Andrews, 71°; Frankland, 72°

31

.2x31

. 29

28
.2x24

30

27
.2 X 25

28

Similar remarks apply to the sulphides (Cn Hn+ ,)2 S2 :

Table XVIII.

Diff. Diff.

2 C
2
H

6C
2
H

2

C, H,. S, Regnault. 41°
2x25
6x21

C H in S, Pierre, 91°

p IT C
20
n

22 °2 Balard, 21 6°

Also to the Mercaptans (Cn Hn+1 )
H S2 .

2C
2
H

2

C H„ S, Liebig, 36°

C, H, n S, Humann, 88°
c

2
h

2 c 10
h

12
s

2
Krutzsch, 117°; Kopp, 120°

2x26
29-32

On the contrary, the difference in the boiling-points is less than 19° in the anhydrous

acids (anhydrides) Cn IIn_ 2 O fi
.
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Table XIX.

Diff. Anhydrous.
-

Diff.

2C
3
H

3

2 C
3
H

2

2 C
2
H

a

6 C
2
H

a

C* H
5 0,

tbs H 10 0 6

c
i6
H

14
0

6

C2o H i 3
O

s

C52
H

30 o 6

Acetic acid

Propionic acid

Butyric acid

Valeric acid

Caprvlic acid

Gerhardt, Kopp, 138°

Limpricht and Uslar, l65°...

Gerhardt, about 190°

Chiozza, about 215°

Chiozza, about 290°

2 X 13*5

2 X 12-5

2 x 12*5

6x12-5

In the ethers of the acids Cn Hn_ 2 0 8 , homologous to oxalic acid, the difference in

boiling-point corresponding to the elementary difference C2 H 2 seems to be about 14°;

this number, however, is somewhat uncertain, as boiling-points rather differing from one

another have in some cases been observed for isomeric ethers. Isomeric with the latter,

or belonging to the same series, are those ethers derived from the glycols Cn Hn+2 0 4
by

the action of two equivalents of an acid Cn Hn 04 . All the data respecting the boiling-

points of these ethers, Cn Hn_ 2 0 8 ,
are collected in the following Table :

—

Table XX.

c
3
h

3
0

8 ...

C 12
H

10
O

9

^
C 14

H
13
O

a

C i6
Hn°a

\

c 13
h

16 o 3

|
4^20 His •••

cm hm o,

|
C 23

H
26
O

a ...

Oxalate of Methyl
Oxalate of Ethyl

Succinate of Methyl
Diacetate of Ethyl-glycol

Diacetate of Propyl-glycol

Succinate of Ethvl

Diacetate of Butvl-glycol

Butyro-acetate of Ethyl-glycol ...

Diacetate of Amyl-glycol

Valer-acetate of Ethyl-glycol ...

Dibutyrate of Ethyl-glycol

Suberate of Ethyl

Oxalate of Amyl
Sebate of Methyl
Di valerate of Ethyl-glycol

Sebate of Ethyl

Dumas and Peligot, 1 6 1°
; Delffs, 164°.

Kopp, 185°; Delffs, 186°.

Fehling, 198°.

Wurtz, 186°— 187°.

Wurtz, 186°.

D’Arcet, Fehling, 214°; Kopp, 217°.

Wurtz, about 20Q D
.

Simpson, 2C8°—215°.
Wurtz, above 200°.

Louren90 , about 230°.

Wurtz, 239°—241°.

Laurent, 260°.

Cahours, 260°; Balard, 262°.

Carlet, 285°.

Lourenc^o, about 255°.

Carlet, 308°.

The difference is also less than 19° in the carbonates, the sulphocyanides, the borates

of the alcohol radicals Cn Hn+1 ,
and in the bromides of the diatomic radicals Cn Hn .

Diff

C
3
H,

3 C
2
H

3

Table XXI.

a n u C
10
H

10
O

s

I

* ^2 f T4 Q
9 p U 1 ''is

n
l8
u

06 '-'o **•> p r_T Q'-'oo 1J oo '-'(1

H
3

H,
NS

a

NS,
B u NS,

op ti 3 C
2
H

3
O, B 0 3

1
3 C, H, O, BO,
3 C

10
H u O, B 0

3

9 C,

h
4

H.
C. H„

B p
a

Br
a

Br,

Ettling, Cahours, 125°

Wurtz, 190°

Medlock, 224°; Bruce, 226°

Pierre, 133°; Cahours, 132°

Cahours, 146°

Henry, 195°—210°; Medlock, 197°

Ebelmen and Bouquet, 72°

Ebelmen and Bouquet, 119°; Bowman, 121°

Ebelmen and Bouquet, 270°— 275°

Regnault, 129°; Pierre, 133°; Cahours, 130

Reynolds, 143°; Cahours, 145°

Wurtz, about 158°; Cahours, 160°

Diff.

4x 16

2x 18

14

3X17

3x 16

9x 17

15

15
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There can be no doubt that in different series of homologous compounds the difference

of boiling-point corresponding to the elementary difference x C2 H2 may vary
; that

frequently it is found to be xx 19°, but sometimes more, sometimes less. As to these

inequalities of differences, they are sure to be governed by a more general law. which

will probably be recognized when a sufficient number of boiling-points shall have been

determined under a pressure different from the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere

;

for it cannot by any means be taken for granted that two substances will exhibit the

same difference of boiling-point, whatever may be the pressure. Let S and S, be the

boiling-points of two liquids under the ordinary pressure, and s and s
l
the boiling-points

under another pressure. Then the assumption of S— S,=s— Si would involve the infer-

ence S— s=Sj

—

i. e. that the boiling-points must undergo precisely the same change

for the same change of pressure. But this conclusion, the so-called law of Daltox, is

by no means correct ;
and it may be legitimately held that the homologous substances

which under the ordinary pressure do not exhibit the most frequently observed difference

of boiling-point (19°) for the elementary difference C2 H2 ,
would certainly show that

difference under a different pressure.

Sufficient data are still wanting for the appreciation of the mode in which differences

in boiling-points are affected by changes of pressure. But the extent of these alterations

may in a measure be inferred from the fact that the difference in boiling-points of

alcohol and ether, which, under the ordinary pressure, amounts to about 44°, from what

is known with respect to the vapour-tension of these two substances at different tempera-

tures, would, under the pressure of half an atmosphere, be above 45°, and below 40°

under a pressure of three atmospheres.

From the observations at present at our disposal, it may be affirmed as a general rule,

that in homologous compounds belonging to the same series, the differences in boiling-

points are proportional to the differences of the formula. Exceptions obtain only in

cases in which terms of a particular group are rather difficult to prepare, or when the

substances boil at a very high temperature, at which the observations now at our com-

mand are for the most part uncertain. Again, it may be affirmed that the difference

in boiling-points corresponding to the elementary difference C3 IL, is in a great many

series =19°; in some series more, in some series less.

There are a few quite exceptional cases in which the higher terms of a homologous

series boil at a lower temperature than the inferior terms. A case in point exists accord-

ing to Wurtz in the glycols.

Table XXII.

Ethyl-glycol

Propyl-glycol

Butyl-glycol

Amyl-glycol

C, H
c
0

4

C
c
H

s 04

H
10
O

4

C
10
H

ia
O

4

197—197*5; Atkinson, 193°.

188—189
183—184
177
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The ethers which arise from the combination of these bodies with acids Cn Hn 0 4 ,

exhibit on the other hand boiling-points rising with the increasing number of carbon-

atoms. And this remark applies not only to those ethers of the glycols which contain

two molecules of an acid-radical (compare Table XX.), but also to those in which only

one of the two basic hydrogen equivalents of ethyl-glycol is replaced by an acid-radical.

Table XXIII.

C
3
H

s 06

C„ ti
12
o

e

Cu Hh O.

Monoacetate of Ethyl-glycol

Monobutyrate of Ethyl-glycol

Monovalerate of Ethyl-glycol

Atkinson, 182°.

Louren^o, about 220°.

Louren^o, about 240°.

One more example of a compound exhibiting a boiling-point lower than that of its

lower homologue is offered by the cyanurates of methyl and ethyl. According toWuRTz’s

earlier experiments, cyanurate of methyl, C 12H9
N30 6 ,

boils at 295°; according to a later

observation, at 274°; cyanurate of ethyl, C 18 H ls N3 06 ,
according to the earlier observa-

tion, at 276°; according to the later, at 253°. The boiling-points of the cyanic ethers,

on the other hand, rise with the increase of the number of carbon-atoms
;
cyanate of

methyl, C4H3 N 02 (boiling-point 40°, Wurtz), and cyanate of ethyl, C6 H3 N 02
(boiling-

point 60°, Wurtz), exhibit the difference of boiling-points usual in this kind of ethers.

Isomeric compounds belonging to the same type, and possessing the same chemical

character, have the same boiling-point. This seems to follow from the boiling-points,

such as have been observed for isomeric ethers Cn Hn 0 4 (Table IV.); for ethers Cn Hn_ 8 0 4

and Cn Hn_, 0 04 (Table VII.); and for so-called simple and mixed radicals Cn Iin+2

(Table XIV.). Boiling-points, which at any rate very nearly approach each other, have

also been observed for the isomeric ethers Cn Hn+2 0 2 (see Table XVI.). For the isomeric

ethers Cn Hn_ 2 0 8, observation has hitherto yielded boiling-points which sometimes agree,

sometimes differ. As yet no sufficient grounds exist for attributing different boiling-

points to isomeric compounds of the same type and the same chemical character. It

may sometimes be difficult experimentally to prove the identity of the boiling-point of

two such compounds as an ethyl-ether and the isomeric methyl-compound. The methyl-

compounds have in general so great a tendency to boil irregularly, and at temperatures

anomalously raised, that quiet ebullition permitting the observation of the correct boil-

ing-point is often scarcely to be attained.

Isomeric compounds belonging to the same type, but possessing a different chemical

character, have different boiling-points. This is evident, e. g., from a comparison of

the acids and ethers Cn Hn 0 4 (Tables III. and IV.)
;
of the acids and ethers Cn Hn_ 2 0 4,

Cn Hn_ 8 0 4, or Cn H n_ 10 O, (Tables VI. and VII.); of the alcohols and ethers Cn Hn+2 02

(Tables II. and XVI.)
;
of the mercaptans and the sulphur-compounds isomeric with

them Cn FIn+2 S2 (Table XVIII.).

Isomeric compounds belonging to different types have different boiling-points. Allyl-
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alcohol, C6H 6 0 2 ,
boils (Cahoues and Hofmann) at 103°. (From Table Y. this boiling-

point was calculated at. 107°.) Acetone, C6 H 6 02 ,
isomeric with the former, boils at 56°

(Liebig, Dumas, Kopp).

In cases like the last, the determination of the boiling-point of a compound, together

with an examination of the substances with which the compound is serially allied in

boiling-point, may be of great assistance in fixing its character, the type to which it

belongs, and the series of homologous bodies of which it is a term. The examples just

quoted of the fact that isomeric substances of different series possess different boiling-

points, may here again serve as illustrations. The boiling-point of the so-called eugenic

acid (Beuning, 248°; Williams, 251°) shows that this substance, although represented

by the formula C20 Ii 12 0 4 ,
cannot possibly be homologous to benzoic acid, C 14 H 6 0 4 (boil-

ing-point observed by Kopp, 250°; calculated, Table VI., 253°). This result might be

inferred with the greatest probability from the boiling-point of the two substances, even

if cuminic acid, isomeric with eugenic acid, and the homologue of benzoic acid, were not

known. On the other hand, when the boiling-points of eugenic acid and of hydride of

salicyl, C 14H0 O 4
(boiling-point 196°, Pieia), are considered, it becomes extremely probable

that these two bodies are homologous. (To the difference in composition. C6H 6=3C2H 2
.

corresponds in this case the difference in boiling-points 250— 196= 54= 3 x IS0
.)

The boiling-points of polymeric compounds are also different, and may serve to deter-

mine the formula representing a substance.

Among the isomeric compounds, in the narrower sense of the word, acids and ethers

(of the common formula Cn Hn 04 ,
for example), or alcohols and ethers (of the common

formula Cn FIn+2 02 ,
e. g.), exhibit in all their bearings an essentially different character.

Less striking is the difference of chemical character in the various volatile bases ; and it

is only since the last ten years that distinctive features have been traced in several

classes of these bases, which have accordingly been subdivided into primary, secondary,

and tertiary monamines. The basic character possessed by all these substances has

induced many to compare their boiling-points also, without duly considering to which

of the several classes they might belong. But in this case, again, a comparison of boil-

ing-points is admissible only for such bases as belong to one and the same of the above-

mentioned classes. The same formula, C10 H 13 N, represents amylamine, propyl-ethyl-

amine, and methyl-diethylamine
; but of these three bases, only the first can be com-

pared, as to boiling-point, with methylamine and ethylamine as a true homologue. The

three isomeric bases above mentioned have indeed different boiling-points, just as ethyl-

alcohol and methyl-ether, isomeric compounds (both C4 H6 0 2), have different boiling-

points. We may, however, expect that methyl-propylamine and diethylamine, both

isomeric bases of the same chemical character (both secondary monamines), will have

the same boiling-point, just as in the case of the isomeric ethers of the same chemical

character, propionate of methyl and acetate of ethyl.

Homologous bases of the common formula CnHn_ s N appear to exhibit, at least

approximately, for a difference in the formulas =x C2
Id2 a difference in boiling-points
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=^Xl9°. The temperatures of ebullition quoted in the following Tables under the

head “ assumed,” thus calculated, pretty nearly coincide with the results of observation.

Primary monamines

:

Table XXIV.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

C r, H7 n ... Aniline 179 Hofmann, 182°; Kopp, 185°.

C„H, N ... Toluidine 198 Muspratt and Hofmann, 198°.

'-'is *hi N Xylidine 217 Church, 213°—214°.
c 13

H
I3
N ... Cumidine 236 Nicholson, 225°.

C 20
H

15
N ... Cymidine 255 Barlow, about 250°.

Secondary monamines

:

Table. XXV.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

cm h, N ... Methyl-aniline 185 Hofmann, 192°.

Hofmann, 204°.

Morley and Abel, 21 7°.

C IS
HU N ... Ethyl-aniline 204

c“h“n ... Ethyl-toluidine 223
C20

H* N ... 242
C,

2
H . N ... Amyl-aniline 261 Hofmann, 258°.

Tertiary monamines

:

Table XXVI.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

c 10
h

5 n ... Pyridine
O

115 Anderson, 115°.

c 12
H

7 n ... Picoline 134 Anderson, 135°.

c 14
H

9 n ... Lutidine 153 Anderson, 154°; Williams, 160°—165°.

c
l6
Hu N ... Collidine 172 Anderson, 179°; Williams, 179°—182°.

C, H, N ... 191

c;x5
n ... Diethyl-aniline 210 Hofmann, 213°'5.

c 22
h

1t
n ... Diethyl-toluidine 229 Morley and Abel, 229°.

C H ir N ... 248

cIXn ... Ethyl-amyl-aniline 267 Hofmann, 262°.

The isomeric bases Cn Hn_ 5 N, belonging to different classes, have different boiling-

points. The discrepancies are by no means great in the case of the isomeric terms of

the primary and secondary monamines, but considerable enough in the case of the

tertiary monamines compared with the two previous classes, so that the bases belonging

to the third class may be distinctly recognized. Dimethylaniline may be expected to

exhibit the same boiling-point as collidine, isomeric with it, and likewise a tertiary

monamine.

The relation mentioned (page 261), viz. that for certain classes of alcohols, acids and

ethers, a boiling-point #xl40,5 higher or lower corresponds to xC more or less in the

formula, is in general not observed on comparing the bases of the first and second class

;

but the boiling-points of a large number of tertiary monamines, such as they are calcu-

lated from the (assumed) boiling-points of the last Table, coincide tolerably well with

the results of observation.

2 oMDCCCLX.
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Table XXVII.

Calculated. Observed boiling-point.

C 12 H13
N ... Methyl-piperidine 10 I Cahours, 117 3

.

c 14
H

15
N ... Ethyl-piperidine 123 Cahours, 128°.

C 20
H

21
N ... Amyl-piperidine 180 Cahours, 1 86°.

c 15
H

l9
N ... Methyl-ethyl-amylamine 132 Hofmann, 1353

.

C
1S
H

21
N ... Diethyl-amylamine 151 Hofmann, 154°.

c30
h

33
n ... Triamylamine 265 Hofmann, 2573

.

Accordingly in the last two series also the difference in boiling-point (19°) seems, at

all events approximately, to correspond to the elementary difference C2 H 2 . We meet,

however, with an exception in the boiling-point of trimethylamine, C6H 9
X, a base

likewise belonging to the tertiary monamines, which, according to Winkles, lies between

4° and 5°*.

The general formula Cn Hn+3 N represents volatile bases of the three classes. What
is known with regard to the boiling-points of the tertiary monamines has already been

stated. With respect to the secondary, Hofmann’s determination of the boiling-

points of diethylamine, C8 Hn N, = 57°*5, of diamylamine, C20 H23 X, = about 170°, also

exhibits for the difference of composition #C2 H2 ,
a difference in boiling-points of 19°

(170— 57= 6x19°). The difference is greater for the primary bases Cn Hn+3 X; the

boiling-points assumed in the following Table are based on the supposition that it

equals 25°.

Table XXVIII.

Assumed. Observed boiling-point.

c2 h5 n ... Methvlamine
O- 6 Wurtz, about 0°.

cl h7 N ... Ethylamine + 19 Wurtz, 19°.

c r Hi N ... 44

c* H..N ... Butylamine 69 Wurtz, 6S°—70 3
.

c10 H„N ... Amylamine 94 Brazier and Gossleth, 93°; Wurtz, 95°.

C„ H., N ... 119

c,, H..N ... 144
- '

c,„ hIIn ... Caprvlamine 169 Squire, 164°; Cahours, 172°—175°.

In the case of the bases Cn Hn+3 N, it does not appear that the isomeric terms belong-

ing to the classes of secondary and tertiary monamines can be distinguished by means

* The trimethylamine used by M. Winkles, in determining the boiling-point, had been prepared from

the brine of salted herrings. Whilst Professor Kopp’s paper was passing through the press, I had an

opportunity of determining the boiling-point of perfectly pure trimethylamine, prepared by the action of

potassa on iodide of tetramethylammonium. This determination, made with about 10 grms. of base, gave

the boiling-point 9° -

3. The ebullition of trimethylamine exhibits the irregularity so frequently observed in

methyl-compounds. When the liquid ceases to boil freely, the thermometer is observed to indicate as much

as 14° and even 15°, but the mercury falls again suddenly to 9°'3, when ebullition recommences. It deserves

to be noticed, that trimethylphosphine exhibits a similarly discrepant boiling-point. The boiling-poiut ol

trimethylphosphine was found between 40° and 42°, that of triethylphospliine being 127 0, 5.—A. W. H.
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of their boiling-points
; but the boiling-points of the primary monamines greatly differ

from those of the isomeric bases of the two previous classes.

Constant relations then between the boiling-points and the formulae of the volatile

organic compounds may be said to have been most positively established by the pre-

ceding statements. Their existence cannot be called in question on account of their

not always being manifested exactly in the same manner. Such uniformity would obtain

if in all homologous series the difference in boiling-points corresponding to the difference

of composition C2 H2 were equally great
; if, as a general rule, on comparing two corre-

sponding pairs of compounds the same difference in composition were found to involve

the same difference in boiling-point. The fact of these relations obtaining in a less

general and simple manner renders their perception, as also their use in determining

the formulae of chemical compounds, more difficult, but does not set them aside, any

more than the existence of a relation between chemical composition and crystalline

form could be denied, on account of its not always manifesting itself in the simplest

form, or the assistance be doubted, which the study of crystalline form often renders in

establishing the formula of a substance, because compounds of altogether different

atomic constitution may possess the same form, or compounds of analogous constitution,

even containing so-called isomorphous elements, are observed to crystallize in forms

altogether different.

Relations between boiling-point and composition have been more especially proved

in organic compounds
; very many of them, being volatile at comparatively low tempe-

ratures, admit of their boiling-point being accurately determined. It is, however, in the

nature of the case that they should not be limited to the domain of organic chemistry.

Nevertheless relations of this description have not hitherto been comprehensively proved

to exist in inorganic bodies. Tribromide of arsenic, As Br3 (boiling-point 220°), and

trichloride of arsenic, As Cl3 (133°), exhibit nearly the same difference as oxybromide of

phosphorus, P0 2 Br3 (195°), and oxychloride of phosphorus, P0 2 Cl3 (110°), and also nearly

the same as the following organic compounds (exhibiting a similar difference in their

formulae), bromoform, C2 H Br3 (152°), and chloroform, C2 H Cl3 (62°). In these cases the

substitution of 3 Br for 3 Cl is attended by an elevation of the boiling-point amounting

to from 85° to 90°= 3 x 28 to 3 x 30. But the substitution of x Br for x Cl by no means

involves invariably an elevation of the boiling-point of from x 28° to x 30°. Although

earlier observations had pointed to these simple relations, and raised the hope that a

knowledge of the differences in the boiling-points of corresponding bromine and chlo-

rine compounds would be available for ascertaining how many equivalents of bromine in

a substance are substituted for chlorine in another, yet the determination of the boiling-

points of a very large number of corresponding bromine and chlorine compounds has

unmistakeably shown that so simple a relation does not obtain, and cannot therefore

throw any light upon the formulae of such substances.

The recognition then of definite relations between composition and boiling-point is

for the present chiefly limited to organic compounds. For the majority of these com-
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pounds, and indeed for the more important ones, this relation assumes the form of a

simple law, which, more especially for the monatomic alcohols Cn Hm 02 . for the mono-

basic acids Cn Hm 04 ,
and for the compound ethers Cn Hm 04 ,

generated by the union

of the two previous classes, is proved in the most general manner ; so much so. indeed,

that in many cases the determination of the boiling-point furnishes most material

assistance in fixing the true character and position of a compound. And it deserves

more especially to be noticed, that the simplest and most comprehensive relations have

been recognized for those classes of organic compounds which have been longest known

and most accurately investigated ; and that even for those classes, the generality and

simplicity of the relation, on account of numerous boiling-points incorrectly observed at

an earlier date, appeared in the commencement doubtful, and could be more fully

acknowledged only after a considerable number of new determinations. Thus we are

justified in hoping that in other classes also of compounds in which simple and com-

prehensive relations have not hitherto been traced, these relations will become per-

ceptible as soon as the verification of the boiling-points of terms already known, and

the examination of new terms, shall have laid a broader foundation for our conclusions.
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§ 1. INTEODUCTOBY BEMAEKS.

Few strata have been more extensively worked than the superficial sands, clays, gravels,

and brick-earth belonging to the Drift or Pleistocene series, and a great number of cave-

deposits belonging to the same period have also been carefully explored
; nevertheless

it is only in a few exceptional cases that the remains of man or of his works have been

recorded as occurring in association with the mammalian and other organic remains so

often found in such situations, and even these few exceptions have generally been viewed

with doubt or else entirely rejected. The conclusion, in fact, that man did not exist

until after the latest of our geological changes and until after the dying out of the great

extinct mammals, had become almost a point of established belieff . Although resting

mainly upon negative evidence and preconceived opinion, this prevalent belief was

strengthened by the failure of the many ill-observed and dubious cases which had, from

time to time, been brought forward. Owing to these circumstances there is little doubt

that cases really meriting inquiry have been neglected or overlooked. To name only a

few highly probable instances :

—

In 1833, Dr. SchmerlingJ of Liege discovered in some caves in the valley of the

Meuse, and at elevations of about 200 feet above the river, some bones of man
associated with others of recent and extinct mammals: and he further subsequently

* Subsequently revised by the author, but without altering the essential facts, or extending the con-

clusions, of the original paper.

t Still the doctrine of the co-existence of man and of the great extinct pachyderms had been for some

years partly accepted and taught by a few scientific men both in England and on the Continent.

X Eecherches sur les Ossemens fossiles decouverts dans les Cavemes de la Province de Liege. Liege,

1833-36, vol. i. p. 52-66, and vol. ii. p. 176-179.

MDCCCLX. 2 P
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recorded the occurrence, under the same conditions, both of worked flints and of worked

bones. Amongst the human remains were two skulls, one of which, found at a depth

of 5 feet in the cave-earth, “ was surrounded on all sides by teeth of Rhinoceros, Horse,

Hyaena, and Bear the other was lying at the bottom of the deposit by the side of a

tooth of an Elephant. The human bones, like those of the extinct animals, were mostly

broken and fragmentary. They were all of the same colour and mixed together indis-

criminately ;
and, according to Dr. Schmerling, there were no traces of the ground

having, in those places, been artificially disturbed.

Several remarkable instances have been recorded in Germany, whilst in France the

subject has from time to time found zealous inquirers*, and some important cases are

still undergoing investigation.

About thirty years ago the Rev. Mr. M'Enery, a Roman Catholic clergyman residing

near Torquay, diligently explored the large and extensive cavern known as Kent’s Hole,

one mile east of Torquay. In the red loam, under the stalagmite floor, he found the

bones of the Mammoth
,
Tichorhine Rhinoceros, Cave Bear, Cave Hyaena, Horse, Ac.

;

whilst he also noticed, that, besides the remains of man with charred wood, and coarse

pottery found scattered on the surface of the stalagmite, there also occurred in this red

loam under it (though he himself seems to have doubted how far in true association with

the remains of the extinct animals) worked flints of rude forms, and which he supposed

to have been used as arrow-heads and knives. It was his intention to have published

an account of his observations, with plates of the organic remains, and he had already,

in conjunction with the late Dr. Buckland, had seventeen quarto plates engraved, when

his untimely death deprived science of the result of his valuable researches. For

many years it was supposed that Mr. M cEnery’s MSS. were lost. A large portion of

them, together with the plates, have been, however, recently recovered and published f.

furnishing, although incomplete, an important addition to the history of cave-remains.

On one of his plates (T, figs. 11, 12) are drawings of two flint-implements of larger size

than the others, and approaching closely in form to the common Abbeville type (Plate XII.

fig. 1), but the particulars concerning them are unfortunately missing. Mr. McEnery's

observations were shortly afterwards confirmed by an able and experienced geologist

Mr. Godwin-Austen, who described the cave in his paper on the “ Geology of South

Devon,” published in 1840$. In 1847 the Torquay Natural History Society determined

on a further examination of the cavern, with the special object of determining the exact

* The number of alleged cases in the South of France is not inconsiderable. For full information upon

many of these and on caverns in general, I beg to refer to the work of the indefatigable and veteran geologist,

M. Maecel de Sekees, ‘ Essai sur les Cavernes a Ossemens et sur les causes qui les y out accuinulcs.’

Paris, 1838. See also the valuable paper on Caves ( Grottes

)

by M. Desnotees in C. D'Oebigny’s ‘ Dic-

tionnaire d’Histoire Naturelle,’ where the question is discussed at length and with much ability. Of three

alternatives this author suggests, he is disposed to adopt for the present the one which refers the association

of the bones of man and of the extinct mammals to disturbances and mixture of the beds subsequent to

their original separate deposition.

t Cavern Eesearches by the Eev. Mr. McEneey, edited by E. Vivian, Esq. London, 1S59.

J Transactions of the Geological Society, 2nd ser. vol. vi. p. 111.
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position of these flint-implements. After taking every care to avoid error, the con-

clusion these gentlemen arrived at was, that, although it appeared to them that the

cave had been inhabited by man at a comparatively recent period, his remains of this

latter date were distinct and confined to near the surface or to the upper part of the

stalagmite, whilst certain flint arrow-heads of an anterior period were certainly found in

the red loam, containing the bones of extinct animals, which underlies the stalagmite.

Such instances might be multiplied, but this at present is not my object. I now wish

to draw attention to the particular and remarkable case which has led to this communi-

cation, and to give the geological evidence bearing upon the question.

In the year 1841, M. Boucher de Perthes, of Abbeville, an antiquary distinguished

by his varied researches, his large and valuable collections, and by an indefatigable zeal

and perseverance, discovered *, in some sand with mammalian remains from the village of

Menchecourt, near Abbeville (Plan A, Plate X.), a flint rudely fashioned into a cutting

instrument, somewhat resembling the old flint weapons known by the name of celts,

yet having a peculiar type of its own ; shortly afterwards two other specimens (each

above 8 inches long) were brought to him, and subsequently a considerable number have

been, from time to time, obtained from the same locality. In 1844 some excavations

near the hospital of Abbeville exposed a fresh section of the drift. Following up the

work, M. de Perthes discovered, at various depths of from 9 to 16 feet, in a bed of sand

and gravel, from which he obtained specimens of the teeth of the j

E

lephas primigenius
,

several flints more or less wTorked ; and on the 7th of August the workmen found at a

depth of 14 feet 4 inches a still more perfect specimen, 6f inches long by 2f broad,

—

a fact he had certified by an official “ proces-verbal” (p. 263). At the end of 1844

similar discoveries were made at Moulin Quignon
;
and at a later period M. de Perthes

obtained specimens of the same character from Mautort, Mareuil, Drucat, and St. Riquier,

in the neighbourhood of Abbeville ; while at Abbeville itself some excavations at the

Champ de Mars furnished a much larger number of specimens. An account of these

discoveries and of his general investigations was published by M. Boucher de Perthes

in 1847, in a work entitled ‘ Antiquites Celtiques et Antediluviennesf,’ in which he

announced his belief that the flint-implements occurred in beds of undisturbed sand and

gravel in true association with the bones of extinct animals. This work abounds in

illustrations ;
and sections of the beds, drawn by Dr. Bavin, a most competent geologist,

are given to show the position in which the flint-implements were found ;
while the

evidence regarding this singular occurrence of worked flints was conscientiously discussed

by the author, who concluded that they were the work of man, and that they were

entombed, together with the remains of the great mammafs, by the Deluge.

In 1854, Dr. BigollotJ of Amiens, whose attention had been directed to the subject

* The possibility of such discoveries is stated by M. B. de Peetiies to have occurred to him as early as

1826, and he broached the question in his work ‘ Sur la Creation’ (Antiq. Celt, et Anted, vol. ii. p. 359-61).

t The work was originally published in 1846, under the title of “ De l’lndustrie primitive.” A second

volume of the “Antiquites” was published in 1857. Paris: Treuttel et "Wurtz.

J Memoire sur des Instruments en Silex trouves a St. Acheul pres d’Amiens. Amiens, 1855.

2 p 2
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by M. de Perthes’ discoveries, ascertained that similar flint-implements were often found

in a bed of gravel at St. Acheul near that city. He, also, after careful inquiry, expressed

his conviction that the ground was undisturbed, and that these works of man were con-

temporaneous with the remains of the associated extinct animals. His paper contains

an interesting account of the pits, with careful sections and good drawings of the worked

flints, and the geological questions are more fully discussed.

These observations did not, however, attract the attention they deserved, and. with

few exceptions, the discovery of M. Boucher de Perthes remained unknown to. or was

considered inconclusive by, antiquaries and geologists both in France and England.

The question was in this state when attention was again directed to it by the eminent

palaeontologist Dr. Falconer*, and received especially a fresh impulse by his discpvery

of flint-implements associated with the bones of extinct animals in Brixham Cave.—then in

course of exploration at his instigation under the auspices of the Royal Society,—a fact

announced by Mr. Pengelly to the British Association in 1858. As the report on this

important inquiry has not yet been presented to the Royal Society, I now merely mention

this fact, to instance the weight such evidence, so carefully worked out, had in modifying

previously received and generally entertained views, and in inciting further research.

It was not, however, until I had myself witnessed the conditions under which these

flint-implements had been found at Brixham, that I became fully impressed with the

validity of the doubts thrown upon the previously prevailing opinions with respect to

such remains in caves. At the same time, although I now felt more satisfied, from the

strength of the concurrent testimony and from my own observation, that these works of

man did actually occur in true association with the remains of extinct mammalia iu

ground not artificially disturbed, still a doubt was left on my mind as to their contem-

poraneity. For let us suppose, first, a cave into which the bones of the extinct animals

were introduced and imbedded in the red clay or loam ; secondly, that the mass was

then sealed up, as it were, by a layer of stalagmite ; thirdly, that man afterwards

frequented the cave, strewing the stalagmitic floor with his works. If, then, from any

natural cause,—such for example as earthquake movements, the influx of a body of

water, or any other cause tending to disturb the cave,—the stalagmite floor became

broken up and the whole ground moved afresh, we might have the remains of the two

periods commingled and covered up in process of time by a fresh coating of stalagmite.

I would not offer this as a sufficient explanation in many casesf ; but that it is a possible

* Dr. Ealconeu’s important researches in Sicily during the v,inter of 1S5S-59 still further stimulated

inquiry. In a communication made to the Geological Society on the 4th of May 1S59, an account is given

of the “ Grotta di Maccagnone” near Palermo, in -which, besides an abundance of the remains of the

Hippopotamus and Elephant
,
mixed with recent species of Helix

,
Dr. Faicoxeb announced the discovery,

in portions of the same hone breccia, of small flint-implements resembling in form the obsidian knives

from Mexico and the flint knives found in the old barrows of this country.—Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.

vol. xvi. p. 99.

t For another explanation see Mr. Babbage’s “ Observations on the Discovery in various Localities of

the Bemains of Human Art mixed with the Bones of Extinct Baces of Animals,” Proceedings of the Boyal

Society, May 1859, vol. x. p. 59.
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case, is evident from the fact that in some caves pieces of a broken stalagmite floor are

actually mixed up with bones of the animals in the loam or clay under a second and

newer floor of stalagmite

*

.

To clear up my doubts, I resolved to take an early opportunity of examining an open

section I had long intended to visit in consequence of its interest in a purely geological

point of view, but now more particularly attractive in connexion with the important

question raised by M. Boucher de Perthes. This section, which is exposed in digging

for sand and loam at Menchecourt near Abbeville, is noted for its fossil remains of

Elephant, Ehinocen'os
,
&c., which are there found associated not only with many land

and freshivater shells
,
but also with several species of marine shells. It has been described

both by M. Ravinf and M. Buteux $, in their excellent memoirs on the Geology of

the Department. In a note to his description, M. Buteux adds that M. Boucher de

Perthes had discovered hatchets and other implements in flint in the same beds, but

that “ this discovery may be classed with others of the same sort the exactitude of which

has been contested,” &c.,—a verdict generally concurred in at the time§.

The subsequent publication of Dr. Rigollot’s interesting memoir again led to further

discussion and inquiry by several eminent French geologists, especially M. Hebert and

M. Buteux, who now frankly stated the facts relating to the discovery, but without

indorsing them with the sanction of their authority or expressing any decided opinion ||.

There could not have been more fitting and able geologists than these, my colleagues

of the French Geological Society, to conduct any such inquiry, and I might well have

left the matter entirely in their hands had they pursued the investigation further. The

subject, however, seemed neglected, and no further steps, that I am aware of, were being

taken to investigate it.

In the autumn of 1858 Dr. Falconer, in passing through Abbeville, examined

M. Boucher de Perthes’ collection, and satisfied that the flints (the Haches) were really

worked by man, and bore all the impress of age, and that M. De Perthes had probably

taken a correct view of their geological position, he wrote me a letter describing the

great interest of the collection, and urging me warmly to visit the district, and to see the

sections described by M. De Perthes. Feeling the desirability, in a question of this

importance, of having the testimony of several competent witnesses, I proposed a visit,

last Easter, to Abbeville and Amiens to some fellow members of the Geological Society,

with the intention of drawing up a joint report on the subject. Owing, however, to an

* This occurs, amongst other places, in some of the caves near Liege. Op. cit. vol. i. pp. 19, 29, 35.

t “ Memoire Geologique sur le Bassin d’Amiens,” in the Memoires de la Societe Royale d’Emulation

d’ Abbeville, 1834 et 1835, p. 197.

X Esquisse Geologique du Departement de la Somme, p. 76. Amiens, 1849.

§ The non-acceptance of the same fact by M. le Viscomte d’Abchiac, in his elaborate and most valuable

‘ Histoire des Progres de la Geologic,’ vol. ii. p. 166, and by Dr. Mantell, in his paper ‘ On the Remains

of Man and Works of Art imbedded in Rocks and Strata,’ 1851, shows how unsatisfactory the evidence was

at that time considered.

||
Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de France, 2nd ser. vol. xii. p. 112 and 254. Mdm. Soc. Imperiale

d’Emulation d’Abbeville for 1857, p. 570.
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.

unavoidably short notice, I had to start alone, although I was afterwards joined by my
friend Mr. John Evans, F.S.A. *

Thus the inquiry had not the advantage of all the co-operation for which I had hoped :

nor was I more fortunate in Paris, for my friends there, upon whom I called in the hope

that they might join me, were absent in the country. On my arrival at Abbeville.

M. Boucher de Perthes at once accompanied me to the several localities he had described,

opened his interesting collection for examination at my leisure, and placed me in full

possession of all the facts bearing upon his discoveries. To M. Marcotte. Curator of

the excellent local Museum of Abbeville, I am indebted for information on many points

respecting the organic remains and the recent fauna of the district. To some members

of the engineers “des Ponts et Chaussees” I have to express my obligations for the

various levels taken through the instrumentality of M. Boucher de Perthes. At

Amiens I was most kindly assisted in the furtherance of this investigation by M. Charles

Pinsard, a Member of the “ Societe des Antiquaires de Picardie," who liberally placed

at my disposal a small but special collection of teeth and bones he had found at

St. Acheul, and obligingly undertook the determination of several levels which were not

given on the Ordnance Maps of that district. See Appendix (F).

§ 2. SECTIONS AT ABBEVILLE AND AMIENS.

Abbeville and Amiens are both situated in the valley of the Somme, the first at a

distance of about fourteen miles, and the second of forty-one miles, from the sea. The

surrounding district consists of gently undulating elevated plains of chalk, capped here

and there by outliers of tertiary strata, and elsewhere partly bare and partly covered by

a few feet of fine light red or yellow loam and clay, in places mixed with angular frag-

ments of flints. The river valleys are narrow, often exhibit on their flanks thick deposits

of loam and gravel, while the middle is usually a flat level of marsh and peat f overlying

gravel. The loam, brick-earth, or loess forms a very marked feature in this usually

bare chalk district, being principally accumulated in thick irregular and local masses

on the sides and flanks of the valleys. This is especially the case for some distance

both above and below Amiens, as well as up the greater number of the lateral valleys.

It extends to various elevations. A bed of gravel also spreads over some of the lower

hills flanking the valley of the Somme. For full particulars of the geology of the district.

I beg, however, to refer to the works before quoted of M. Buteux and Dr. Bavin.

The fall of the Somme valleyJ is very gradual, its elevation at Abbeville above the level

of mean tide of the sea at St. Valery being 18 feet, at Amiens 60 feet. Between these

towns the mean width of the valley, which varies but little, is rather less than a mile.

The hills rise gradually to heights generally of from 200 to 400 feet, and nowhere

* Mr. Evans also has given (June 1S59) to the Society of Antiquaries, an account of our visit to

Abbeville and Amiens, discussing the subject from an antiquarian point of view. Kis paper is in course oi

publication in the ‘ Archseologia,’ vol. xxxviii.

t The silt and peat in the valley of the Somme varies in thickness from 10 to 30, or even nearly 40 teet.

t The mean level of the river is about S feet below that of the valley at Abbeville.
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exceed 600 to 650 feet above the sea-level, and that more in the interior of the depart-

ment*. The pits in which the flint-implements have hitherto been observed are all in

or near the main valley of the Somme (Map, Plate X.).

Abbeville .—According to M. Boucher de Perthes, the principal localities where flint-

implements have been found are—the village of Menchecourt, a suburb at the foot of the

hill on the N.W. side of Abbeville,—the town of Abbeville,—the rising ground on the

S.E. side of the town on which is situated the Champ de Mars, the Moulin Quignon,

and the suburb of St. Gilles—and Mautortf on the W. (Plan A, Plate X.).

Menchecourt has been long celebrated for its mammalian remains, of which a large

collection was made by M. Baillon. Many of these specimens were examined and

described by Cuvier J. The chalk hills rise immediately above the village to the height

of 214 feet. They are capped to the depth of a few feet by drift loam and clays : the

upper part of their slope is bare, and the lower part is covered by the deposit we have

to describe, and this passes under the recent peat and silt deposits of the valley. One

of the largest of the Menchecourt pits is that of M. Dufour, towards the further end of

the village, and on the right hand side in proceeding from Abbeville. An extensive

section of the upper beds is here exhibited. The lower beds (those below level of ground

in figs. 1, 2), of which cl is worked during the winter, I had opened out by trenches.

The one in fig. 2, which afforded the evidence of most interest, was excavated near the

entrance of the pit where the upper beds are thin. The variation in the thickness of

the strata is shown by another section I took at M. Deliquiere’s pit (fig. 1), situated on

about the same level, and at the further end of the village.

* The heights of the hills on the small outline Map in Plate X., are taken from the admirable maps of the

“Departement de la Guerre;” I have, however, changed the datum-line from the level of mean tide at

Havre to the same level at St. "Valery at the mouth of the Somme, which is 7 feet higher, and reduced the

heights to English feet. I have adopted the same datum-line in the plans and sections.

t It is only lately that I have had the opportunity of visiting this locality, which is \\ mile W. of Abbe-

ville, and on the opposite side of the Somme. There are two pits at Mautort where Hint-implements have

been found, one, a shallow one, no longer worked, in the valley near the church, and another one on the

side of the hill on the road leading to Moyenville, and at a height probably about equal to that of Moulin

Quignon, or about 90 feet above the valley. The section, which was badly exposed on the two occasions

when I was there, consists probably of— ft.

1. Brown sandy clay and a few angular fragments of flint 6

2. Sub-angular ochreous and ferruginous flint-gravel 4

3. White and yellow sand, irregular 3

4. Coarse light sandy, chalky, and marly flint gravel ;—no bones : flint-implements said to be

met with at a depth of 6 to 8 feet ;—reposing upon an irregular surface of chalk 12 ?

The flint-implements here are remarkable for their bright white colour. The bed of gravel ceases at this

elevation, but the hill rises to a height of 252 feet, showing chalk with a slight covering of red clay and flints.

I also visited Drueat and St. Riquier. Near the former place there is a bed 30 feet thick of sand and gravel,

but we could hear of no flint-implements or fossil bones. Nor were we more successful at St. Riquier, but

our visit there was too short. (See Antiq. Celt, et Anted, vol. ii. p. 118 to 122.)— Sept. 1860.

X Recherches sur les Ossemens Fossiles, edit, of 1821, vol. i. p. 110
;
vol. ii. p. 50, 111

;
vol. iv. p. 96,
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Ia id ofground
in the pits.

Sections in the 'pits at JKenchecourt near Abbeville* .

N.W. Pig- 1- S.E.

KE.
Pig. 2.

S.W.

The ground, in M. Dufour’s pit, which is on the level of the village road, is 24 feet above the highest

tides of the Somme at Abbeville and 42 feet above the mean level of the sea at St. Talerv.

Fig. 1.

ft in.

a. Surface soil,—(and made ground, a') 0 S

i. Brown clay mixed with siliceous sand, in which is imbedded a greater or lesser

number of fragments of flints, mostly sharply angular, and weathered white. It

is unstratified and very irregular in structure and thickness, its base forming a

very indented line on c. It follows the slope of the ground. At places (more

usually towards the base) it is mixed up with a mass of chalk rubble and flints, b
1

:

sometimes the two form more distinct beds, b always being the upper one 4 10

c. Light buff-coloured, fine and uniform loam (loess), with a few very thin seams and

patches of small gravel, flint fragments, and of chalk grit and rubble. Tery

calcareous
;
a few small calcareous concretions. Bedding just apparent (Sable a

plaguer of the workmen). Base wavy. land-shells, hones, n.nA. flint-implements 15 0

d. Pine white sharp siliceous sand, with fine chalk debris and a few scattered large

sub-angular flints and subordinate beds of light-coloured clay or marl, d'. (Sable

aigre.) Freshwater shells often numerous and perfect, but very fragile
;
6ome

marine shells
;
hones common, chiefly on the gravel at base

:
flint-implements ... 7 0

e. White and ochreous sub-angular flint-gravel and large flints but little worn, with

some tertiary flint-pebbles, and chalk pebbles t, in sand same as <7; shells and

hones as in d, but with a larger proportion of manne shells, (also worked flints r),

are found in the interstices between the flints 0 S

f. Light-coloured very fine sandy marl, with a few large unworn flints here and there

;

in places it is indurated and very hard. (Sable gras.) Shells, chiefly land species 4 6

32 S

g. Ochreous sub-angular gravel, just reached in section Xo. 1 :—stopped by water.

Pig. 2.

ft. in.

1 0

4 0

6 0

2 0

1 0

3 0

17 0

* All the woodcut sections are on one vertical scale, viz. 1 inch =12 feet.

j~ I found also two very small sub-angular and rolled fragments of some old crystalline rocks.
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The gravelly clay b becomes more persistent and thicker as it slopes down into the

valley. The loam c, on the contrary, is cut off gradually by b
,
and thins out : its maxi-

mum thickness is from 25 to 28 feet. The sand d varies from 2 to 8 feet, and is thickest

about the middle of the pit. The gravel e is of a nearly uniform thickness of \ to 1 foot
;

it apparently does not range up to the chalk, which, at the end of M. Bufoue’s pit, has

been met with directly under the sand d. Of the marlf I examined but few sections,

as the diggings do not go deeper than e : it appears to be rather local. The gravel g
was reached only in the trench opened in pit fig. 1. On the opposite side of the road

to pit fig. 2, a well was dug through 25 feet of gravel and sand, but no exact particulars

of it were kept. A few yards beyond this the gravel passes under the great mass of silt

and peat filling the valley of the Somme. In the other direction (?'. e. up the hill) the

chalk comes to the surface at the distance of a few yards beyond and above the pits

;

but wdiether it forms a cliff against which the pleistocene beds abut, or whether it

passes by a rapid slope under them, there is no evidence to show.

I have given a general theoretical section of the Menchecourt deposit across M. Du-

foue’s pit*, showing its relation to the valley and to the later deposits, in Section 1.

Plate X. (See also Appendix G.)

Organic Remains.—None have been found in the upper clay and rubble, Ig V

;

nor

could I find or hear of any worked flints having ever been met with in them.

The loam c contains a few mammalian remains f. The only specimens, however,

that I have collected, or at present know of, are the teeth of Horse and bones of rumi-

nants and of Elephant, all much decomposed. Some flint-implements are recorded

from this bed. I found in it shells belonging to the few following land species

-

Clausiha nigricans
,
Mat. ? Helix luspida

,
Linn.

Helix arbustorum
,
Linn. 1 Pupa muscorum

,
Linn.

Of these the Helix and Pupa are common, and the Clausilia very rare. For a list of the

extraneous microscopic fossils of this and the other beds, see Appendix (E).

It is, however, to the sands and gravels d and e
,
which may be considered as one bed,

that the greatest interest attaches, on account of the flint-implements which are found in

them, and of the abundance of mammalian remains, with land, freshwater, and marine

shells. The bones mostly occur in or on the seam of flint-gravel, e: they are often

entire, but the bulk are in fragments. The land and freshwater shells are most abundant

in the sand d

;

while the marine shells are more common in the gravel e. although a

few are scattered through d. The following list of organic remains is taken from the

* See also the section and description of this pit in Antiq. Celt, et Anted, vol. i. p. 232-5.

t In the accounts hitherto published of the organic remains from Menchecourt, no mention is made of

those from this bed, or rather no distinction is made between those which come out of this bed and those

irom the strata beneath it. It is possible that some of the mammalia enumerated from d and e may also

have been found in c, or may even be peculiar to one or the other, although there is no doubt that the great

majority of the specimens are from these lower beds.

MDCCCLX. 2 Q
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works of M. Ravin and M. Buteux, with the exception of

Mollusca a marked with an asterisk.

Bos primigenius

,

Boj

.

Cervus Somonensis, Cuv.

tarandus prisons, Cuv.

Land.

Cyclostoma elegans, Drap.

Helix arbustorum

,

Drap.

cartliusicina

,

Drap.

(II. cantiana, Mont.)

cristallina, Drap.
(Zonites, Miill.)

hispida, Drap.

nemoralis, Drap.

pulchella

,

Drap.

—— rotundata

,

Drap.

striata, Drap.

(II. caperata, Mont.)

Pupa marginata, Drap.

(P. muscorum, Linn.)

Sucdnea amphibia, Drap.
(/S', putris, Linn.)

* oblonga

,

Drap.

*Zua lubrica, Miill.

Mammalia.

Elephns primigenius, Blum.

Eguus (E. fossilis, Owen).

Felis (F. spelcea, Owen).

Testacea.

Freshwater.

Cyclas palustris

,

Drap.

(Pisidiv/m amnicuni, Mull.)

cornea, Linn.

*Cyrena consobrina, Caill.

Limncea auricularia, Mich-

minuta

,

Lam.
(Limneus truncatulus, Miill.)

ovata

,

Drap.
(L. pereger, Miill.)

palustris, Drap.

peregra, Drap.

stagnalis

,

Lam.

Planorbis marginatus, Drap.

carinatus, Drap.

*

corneus, Linn.

*

albus, Miill.

*

vortex, Linn.

Paludina impura

,

Lam.
(Bithinia tentaculata, Linn.)

Valvata piscinalis, Lam.

planorbis, Drap.

(V. cristata, Miill.)

few additional species of

Hyoena spelcea

,

Cuv.

Rhinoceros tichorhinus, C’uv.

Ursus spekeus, Blum.

Marine.

Cardium edule
,
Lam.

*Ostrea (one fragment).

Tellina solidula, Lam.

Buccinum undatum, Lam.

*FllSUS 1 (one imperfect specimen)

*Littonna littorea, Linn.

*Xassa reticulata. Linn.

Purpura lapillus, Lam.

I cannot say positively whether the single specimen of Cyrena, which is perfectly well

characterized and marked by its striated teeth, came out of the gravel e or the sand d.

I however picked it up myself, though it was thrown by the men out of the trench of

which I was superintending the opening. A tooth of Arvicola, a small fish tooth, and

opercula of Bithinia, were found under the same circumstances. Also an unperforated

Coscinopora globularis, and a Marginulina, from the Chalk. On some of the Hints in c

are serpula-like markings.

The search for Hint-implements was not so successful as I could have wished. As the

a In this list of Mollusca I have retained the original names of M. Casimik Picard (Bavin, op. cit.

p. 199). In the other lists I have given the names adopted by Forbes and Hanley; here I have only

introduced the latter as synonyms. In the Mammalia I follow generally the last lists of M. Buteux.
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men were digging the gravel (e, fig. 2) I saw them find, enveloped in the sandy matrix

(a portion of which was agglutinated on the specimens), three thin sharp-edged flint-flakes,

3 to 6 inches long. They were pronounced by M. de Perthes to be flint-knives, and they

certainly differ from ordinary flint splinters or flakes, in that, in each case, the obtuse

angle is truncated, as though to flatten the fragment and remove an unnecessary edge*.

Although I cannot accept such specimens as sufficient proof, and it would have been

satisfactory to have found some of the so-called flint hatchets in situ
,
I feel there is,

without that direct evidence, enough moral and collateral testimony to form an opinion

on the subject of M. de Perthes’ views, supported especially as the case is by the

occurrence of flint-implements elsewhere in the neighbourhood of Abbeville, and by the

subsequent more easily verified discoveries at Amiens.

According to M. Boucher de Perthes, confirmed by the statements of the men, the flint-

implements
(
Haches

)
are most commonly in the lower part of the sand d and in the gravel e.

In the underlying marl, f, I found the few following shells, together with traces of

plants
(
Chara stems'?) and one very minute bone, but no flint-implements.

Cyclcis ? Limneus pereger, Mull. Trochus ? (very young).

Helix hispida
,
Linn. Planorbis albus

,
Mull. Valvata piscinalis, Lam.

nemoralis, Drap. Pupa. Zua ?

pulchella, Miill. Bissoa ?

Returning back through Abbeville, and ascending the gently sloping ground on the

east of the town, Moulin Quignon is shortly reached, where, at a height of 106 feet

above the mean level of the sea at St. Valery, is a bed of gravel showing this section.

Gravel pit adjoining the Moulin Quignon
,
near Abbeville.

ft.
__

Eig. 3.

a. Surface soil 1

b. Brown sandy clay, gravel, and sharp flint frag-

ments (partly removed) 2

e. Yellow, ochreous, and ferruginous gravel of

sub-angular fragments of flints, and of flints

but little broken—some of large size, a few

Tertiary flint-pebbles, and some small sub-

angular blocks of Tertiary sandstone (one,

however, 2 feet long)
;
the whole in a matrix

of clay and siliceous sand of like colours,

or greenish (c"), occasionally forming thin

irregular beds by itself (c')- No shells-,

some flint-implements
;
a few bones of ruminants and teeth of JElephas primigenius .. .8 to 12 feet.

Chalk.

* A further examination of these specimens shows them to be so closely similar to such implements found

in barrows and in peat beds, in association with admitted human works, that I am now disposed to believe

in their artificial make (see fig. 7, Plate XIV.). The flint-workers of Suffolk produce this form of flint-flakes

by a single sharp blow applied in a particular way to a lump of flint. A flake is thereby knocked off, which

at the end which receives the blow shows a conchoidal protuberance at one side of the flat inner surface

;

while the outer side presents two slightly inclined planes, with their obtuse angle replaced by a small facet.

This is precisely the case in these fossil flakes. Such flakes always present, as mentioned by the learned

author ol the Descriptive Catalogue (p. 7), with reference to the flint-knives, cutters, or scrapers in the

2 Q 2
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There is a pit of similar gravel at St. Gilles, on ground 17 feet lower and distant about

half a mile to the southward. At neither of these pits did we ourselves find any flint-

implements, nor had the men any ; but here again they affirmed they often found them,

chiefly in the lower and middle part of the undisturbed gravel, together with large bones.

Between the Moulin Quignon and the walls of Abbeville, there were formerly some

gravel pits, in which a large number of worked flints were discovered ; but the pits are

now levelled, and the ground occupied as a “ Champ de Mars.” The town itself in

part stands upon a bed of drift gravel and sand. In some excavations (now closed)

between the Hospital and the ramparts, M. Boucher de Perthes also found remains of

the Mammoth together with severalflint-implements* *
(
ante

, p. 279).

I examined one deep excavation (fig. 4) now in progress on the X.W. side of the

town. It exhibits thick beds of gravel spread out horizontally, with some interstra-

tified seams of loam and sand, in which latter I found a few fragments of land and

freshwater shells. The level of the ground here is rather lower than at the adjacent

Menchecourt pits (see Sect. 2, Plate X.).

Section in the moat outside the town waits at the Porte Mercade, 1859.

ft. in.

a!

.

Made ground 6 0

h. Angular flint-gravel in brown and ochreous sandy

clay (corresponds with h of figs. 1 and 2) 5 0

c. Loam (loess), with thin seams of grit and gravel 6 6

d. Light-coloured sand and patches of gravel
;
frag-

ments of shells (Limneus and Helix) ... 1 8

e. Sub-angular ochreous and white flint-gravel. Teeth

of E/ephas priniigenius (one milk tooth). Ee-

poses upon an irregular surface of chalk ... 2 to 4 0

Several flint-implements, generally deeply stained,

have been found heref.

Amiens .—On the verge of the hills, and at a distance of three-fourths of a mile S.E.

from the railway station, are situated the very interesting and extensive pits of St. Aclieul

(Plan B, Plate X.). According to the measurements of M. Pixsard, the mean height

of the ground here is 149 feet above the mean tide level at St. Valery, and 89 feet above

the Somme valley, towards which it slightly inclines, till as it approaches the valley

the ground falls by a more rapid and sudden slope, while southward it stretches with a

gently undulating and gradually rising surface for many miles. The site of the pits is

collection of the Eoyal Irish Academy, “more or less of an obtusely triangular figure in its section.” In

all respect the specimens he describes and those I have seen in the British Museum, agree with the Abbeville

specimens. M. de Perthes has a number of similar specimens from the pits at Menchecourt (fig. 3, Plate

XII.), Moulin Quignon, and Mautort, and Dr. Eigollot figures one from St. Aclieul.—September 1S60.

* See Antiq. Celt, et Anted, vol. i. p. 247 to 264, for particulars and careful sections of these excavations,

t When last there, a broken specimen, now in my possession, was discovered in the lower part of c,

within a few inches of the gravel e, the sand d being, at that spot, almost wanting.—July 1860.
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not, however, commanded by any immediate high ground, but, on the contrary, possesses

an open and unobstructed view for some distance around, and is then separated, by a

slight depression, from the higher hills to the southward. The pits are of considerable

extent, and have been long worked for brick-earth, sand, and gravel. The total thickness

of all the beds, which repose upon a very irregular and eroded surface of chalk, varies

from about 20 to 30 feet. The worked flints are found chiefly in the lower bed of

gravel, more particularly in the lower part of it or near the chalk, where also the greater

number of bones are found, but this is by no means a general rule. A considerable

number of teeth and bones are also met with in the sand and marl above the gravel.

The upper brick-earth (b
l and A) has been very generally removed, so that it is only

in a few places that the entire series of beds is seen, as for example, by the well in

T. Freville’s pit (fig. 5), near the Cagny road, at which spot they are not only more

complete but more regular than usual. Further on in the same pit (fig. 6) the brick-

earth has been removed, and the lower beds are more irregular. At Warean’s pit, at

the further extremity of the field, is another section complete from the surface to the

chalk (fig. 7). These three sections show the variations in the structure of the lower

beds (

c

and d). In conjunction with figs. 10 and 11 (p. 299), they likewise well exhibit

the variations in the beds, b*.

Sections in the pits at St. Acheiil : side nearest the Cagny road.

W. Eig. 5. E. W. Eig. 6 E.

(
1

b
\

2

3

(

4

e

d

Eig 5. Eig. 6.

ft. in. ft. in.

Cl, vSiirfnr'P Rnil 0 8 c.O rC

b. 1. Brown loam, slightly calcareous, with a few sharp flint fragments 2 10

2. Ditto lighter coloured, finer, and more calcareous 5 0

3. Ditto darker
;
not calcareous, and mixed with more or fewer angular frag-

ments of flints, passing in places into a complete gravel 2 0 1 6

4. Ditto coarser and darker
;
in places calcareous

;
traces of carbonaceous

2 4 4 2

No organic remains have beenfound in the above beds.

* See also the sections and ground plan of the pit by Dr. Bigollot, op. cit. pp. 33-36, pi. 3—5.
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Pig. 5. Pig. 6

ft. in. ft. in.

c. White siliceous sand and light-coloured marl, mixed -with fine chalk grit
;
a few large

sub-angular flints, and an occasional sandstone block
;
irregular patches of flint-

gravel
;
bedding waved and contorted

;
here and there layers with diagonal seams :

a few ochreous bands
;
portions concreted. Land and freshwater shells common

:

some mammalian remains
;
(flint-implements ?) 4 10

d. Coarse sub-angular flint-gravel in a base of white siliceous sand with chalk grit

;

occasionally coloured ochreous and ferruginous in irregular layers
;
a few black

layers. Some large and whole flints, and some fragments angular, especially many

small ones. Much fine chalk debris, pebbles, and small blocks rolled but not

rounded. Numerous sub-angular pieces and blocks, small and large, of Tertiary

(lower Eocene) sandstone
;
Tertiary flint-pebbles abundant

;
occasional specimens

of Tertiary pudding-stone, and a few chalk (Lnoceramus, Pecten, Belemnites,

Echini, Foraminifera, &c.) and Tertiary fossils (Venericardia planicosta, Xumrnu-

lites and other Foraminifera'), are dispersed through this gravel. Subordinate

seams of sand. Bedding in places level and in other places contorted, especially the

upper surface. Mammalian remains and flint-implements dispersed throughout,

but chiefly in the lower part. Shells, mostly in fragments (Felix, Limneus,

Pisidium, Papa), in some of the seams of interstratifiedsand* * 5 0 6 0

22 8 19

Section at St. Acheul : side of thefleld

adjoining the Monastery

.

The blocks of sandstone are very numerous and large, especially in the pits nearest the

high road, some measuring as much as 3 to 4 feet in length, and weighing 4 to 1 tonf.

In the east of the field the sand c thins out, and is

replaced by the gravel d J, as shown in section fig. 7,

where a good many remains of the Elephant have

been found, and but few flint-implements. The beds

here and throughout the field, although varying in

thickness, have the same general composition as

described in figs. 5 and 6. (d1

is a local sand seam.)

One chief object in visiting the pits was to discover

for myself, if possible, flint-implements in situ
,

or,

failing in that, to be able to certify to their discovery

N.W. Pig. 7. s.E.

4
V.

/

* In this gravel there are also found some small round white

bodies, many with a hole through them. They were noticed by

Dr. Eigollot (op. cit. p. 16), who suggested that they might be d-

beads made of hard chalk. They are not rare. I doubt, how-
(j,

ever, their being in any way artificial, for their globular form is

natural, they being a common chalk fossil, the Coscinopora glo-

hularis, D’Orb. This is a small globular sponge or foraminifer,

of which the top is often more or less open or perforated. They are abundant on many parts of our chalk

coast, especially at Newhaven, where I have found them on tire shore, some whole and some perforated,

precisely like those in the gravel of St. Acheul (now the Orhitolina concava of Paekeh and Jones, 1S60).

t There was one found which, judging from the number of door-steps (about IS) and paving stones

(about 100) it furnished, must have weighed 4 or 5 tons.

J In one pit, nearly in the centre of the field, the sand was 16 feet thick, and the gravel almost wanting-
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by the workmen. The long fresh faces of gravel afford, together with the digging for

gravel in daily operation, ready and convenient sections for observation. On my first

visit, notwithstanding a careful personal search, I found neither bones nor worked flints.

I, however, obtained a number of the latter from the men, some of which were dug out

whilst I was there ;
and in the overlying sand I found numerous land and freshwater

shells, consisting of the following species :

—

IAmneus palustris
,
Linn.

pereger, Mull.

truncatulus, Miill.

Planorbis albus
,
Miill.

marghiatus, Drap.

spirorbis, Linn.

vortex
,
Linn.

Pupa muscorum
,
Linn.

Succinea putris, Linn.

„ (var. Pfeifferi).

Valvata piscinalis, Lam.

Zonites radiatulus ,
Aid. X

Cyclas cornea
,
Linn.

Pisidium amnicum, Miill.

Ancylus fluviatilis, Miill. X

Bithinia tentaculata
,
Linn.

Helix nemoralis, Drap.

hispida
,
Linn.

rotundata (Buteux).

Remains of the following species of Mammalia have also been found at these pits :

—

Bos (primigeniusX
)

Elephas antiguus
,
Falc*. Equits fossilis, Owen.

Cervus. primigenius, Blum.

Entire bones are comparatively rare in these pits, but fragments, more or less worn, are

tolerably common. A portion, however, 4 feet long, of the tusk of an Elephant was

recently met with ;
but it is more common to find it in small pieces, easily recognized by

their ivory structure. Teeth of the Horse in a perfect and unimpaired condition are also

far from rare, whilst entire teeth of the Elephas primigenius are not unfrequently found.

The greater number of the bones are soft, light, and friable, and without any addition

to their own earthy constituents ; and having lost their animal matter, they mostly

adhere strongly to the tongue. Some, however, have received an additional portion of

carbonate of lime, whereby their weight is considerably increased. The enamel of the

teeth is generally but little changed. Some of the fossils are more or less bleached

;

others are coloured by the peroxide of iron present in some layers of the gravel.

I had, however, hardly reached Abbeville when I received a telegraphic message from

M. PiNSARD, to inform me that a worked flint had been discovered in situ, and left for

my inspection. I immediately returned, accompanied this time by Mr. Evans f. As

this was, I believe, the first flint-implement examined in situ at these pits by any

geologists, I feel it necessary to describe it at some length. It was lying flat in the gravel,

at a depth of 17 feet from the original surface J, and 6^ feet from the chalk. One

side slightly projected. The gravel around was undisturbed, and presented its usual

perpendicular face. I carefully examined the specimen, and saw no reason to doubt

* Dr. Ealconee lias just informed me of his determination of this species, and of some other interesting

facts connected with the fossil bones at Amiens. I have, with his permission, given an extract of his letter

in the Appendix (B).—November 1860.

t M. Pixsard was also present, together with MM. Dufottr and Garnier, the President and Secretary

of the “ Societe des Antiquaires de Picardie.”

X Six feet of the brick-earth at top had been removed. The bottom of the pit was 2 feet above the chalk.
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that it was in its natural position, for the gravel is generally so loose, that a blow

with a pick disturbs and brings it down for some way around ; and the matrix is too

little adhesive to admit of its being built up again as before with the same materials.

At this spot the matrix of the gravel consisted of the usual chalky sand ; the seam was

continuous, the fragments of flint were in their ordinary position, and the cohesion of

them and of the worked flint in the face of the gravel was exactly of the same strength.

I found also afterwards, on taking out the flint, that it was the thinnest side which pro-

jected, the other side being less finished and much thicker.—a position therefore the

reverse of that which would have been adopted had it been pushed in ; if it had been,

the hole made by the ingress of the thicker edge would have left the projecting thinner

edge unsecured, whereas the matrix was close up to it all around, and neither harder,

looser, nor differing in texture or colour from the adjacent portion of the gravel. When
also I removed this implement *, I found that the sand, in all its minute indentations,

corresponded exactly with the matrix of that particular seam of the gravel. I carefully

examined the ground above, and could detect no trace of any artificial disturbance.

Each bed followed its natural course above the place where the flint-implement was

imbedded, and the lines of division of the upper brown gravel and clay, of the light-

coloured sands, and of the lower gravel, were continuous and unbroken. The section

at this spot was as under

—

feet.

f Brick-earth (removed) 6

b. Brown sandy clay and gravel 14

l Brown sandy clay, reposing upon an irregular surface of c 24

c. While chalky sand with freshwater shells, thinning out at one end of the section 3

d. Coarse gravel, in which, at a depth of 4 feet, theflint-implement was imbedded S4

In another and deeper part of the pit, the workmen on the same day turned out,

amongst the dug gravel, two more perfect specimens of flint-implements, from depths

respectively of 20 and 24 feet beneath the original surface. Portions of the white calca-

reous matrix still adhered to these implements, and they were partly stained ochreous,

like one portion of the gravel with which they were in contact. This part of the pit was.

like the other, perfectly undisturbed. The bed of sand over the gravel was, however,

more developed and more argillaceous, and I found in it, immediately above the place

where the flints were lying, many perfect specimens of the fragile Limneus . Succinea,

Plcmorbis, and Helix. The workmen brought us some ten or twelve more flint-imple-

ments recently discovered. They all affirmed these flintsf to be found low down in the

gravel and in unbroken ground
(
terrain merge). When the pits are in full work, a day

rarely passes without some of these objects being met with. The number is in fact one

* This implement is rougher and more imperfect than the generality of the specimens
;

still it exhibits

evident traces of working, especially on one side and at the point. It is an unfinished implement,

resembling in that respect several I have since seen.

t Now commonly known to them by the name of “ Haches.” The children sometimes call them “Langues

de Chat.” I may observe that our visit, both at Abbeville and Amiens, was entirely unforeseen and unex-

pected, and very little value was then placed on either flint-implements or fossils.
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of the surprising features of the case. Dr. Rigollot mentions that between August and

December 1854, above 400 of such specimens were found at St. Acheul, and that, from

the time he began collecting, 150 had been brought to him* . They are not found

together or in heaps, but separately and at greater or less intervals. The bulk of them

show very little appearance of wear. Many are as sharp and fresh-looking as though

they had but recently come from the hands of the workman. I have, however, some

which are distinctly worn
;
and a few specimens which had been broken before they

were entombed, as shown by the colour and staining of the fractured surface, in parti-

cular exhibit a blunting of the broken edges. Some are unfinished, and some retain

portions of the outer original chalky crust, wherever it suited the form of the implement.

They are said by Dr. Rigollot never to be found either in the upper brown clay or

gravel, b f.

We afterwards visited several neighbouring gravel pits, with a view to determine the

relation which the beds at St. Acheul bore to the other drift beds of the district. At

St. Roch, on the south-west of Amiens, and 1J mile distant from St. Acheul, is a large

gravel pit, celebrated for the number of its mammalian remains^. It is situated on the

lower part of the hill, sloping down to the valley. The gravel consists, like that at

St. Acheul,—except that it has fewer ferruginous or ochreous seams and sandstone

blocks, and more chalk debris,—of a mass of loosely packed white and light-coloured

sub-angular flints, tertiary flint-pebbles and sandstones, sand, and chalk rubble, from

20 to 28 feet deep, overlaid by 3 to 8 feet of brick-earth. The following is the list of

mammalian remains from this locality :

—

Bos primigenius
,
Boj . Elephas primigenius ,

Blum. Hippopotamus §

.

Cervus somonensis
,
Cuv. Equus (E

.

fossilis ,
Owen). Rhinoceros ticliorliinus

,
Cuv.

Elephas antiquus
,
Falc.

We found no shells in any part of this pit. Dr. Rigollot states that some few flint-

implements have been met with
;
but we discovered none, nor could we hear of any

having been recently found. The level of the ground is lower than that at St. Acheul,

extending from about 45 to 60 feet above the Somme; and the gravel does not range

up the hill, but abuts against it, and is commanded by the chalk hills, as the sand at

* Op. cit. p. 15. On my first visit we brought away from the pits about 26 specimens
;
on a second

visit 38 ;
on a third visit 32 ;

and on a fourth visit 14. It must not, however, be supposed that they are

easily found. They require a long and careful search.

t I have since had reason to question this point, but the evidence is contradictory.

X There is a collection of the fossil bones from this pit in the Museum at the Botanic Garden. They are

mostly more blanched and decomposed than those at St. Acheul, and are generally very friable, though many
of the specimens are perfect in shape and well preserved. Teeth of the Elephas primigenius and of the

Rhinoceros tichorhinus are common. See Butetjx, op. cit. p. 71, and Bigollot, op. cit. p. 35.

§ On my second visit to this pit we obtained from one of the workmen four fine and well-preserved tusk

teeth of the Hippopotamus ,—a genus not previously noted from this place. The Elephas antiquus has also

just been noted by Dr. Falconeb.—

N

ovember 1860.

MDCCCLX. 2 R
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Menchecourt. In proceeding to St. Acheul, at a short distance eastward, and nearly on

the same level, is a bed of 15 to 20 feet of clay and sand. A little way higher up the

hill the chalk comes to the surface, or is merely covered by 2 or 3 feet of brick-earth.

The beds at St. Eoch and St. Acheul, whatever may have been the case originally, are

not now continuous. Still they trend one towards the other round the base of the hill,

having been traced along part of the railway cutting.

Xote.—I again -visited Abbeville and Amiens in June 1859 with some other Members of the Geological

Society. On this occasion my friend Mr. J. W. Floweb succeeded, after some search, in disinterring with

his own hands a fine and large flint-implement at a depth of 22 feet from the original surface of the ground,

—an important and conclusive fact to which we all bore witness. An account of this discovery has been

communicated to the Geological Society. (Quart. Journ. vol. xvi. p. 190.)

Shortly afterwards Sir Chakles Lyell visited the pits, and expressed an opinion confirmative of the

antiquity of the flints at the Meeting of the British Association at Aberdeen (see Eeport of the Pro-

ceedings). He was followed by M Gatidey of Paris, who spent several days at Amiens for the purpose of

exploring the pits, and witnessed the finding of nine flint-implements. The result of his observations he

communicated to the Institute of France in October 1859 (see the Comptes Bendus of the 3rd Oct.).

M. Geoege Pouchet, of Eouen, deputed by the municipality of Eouen to visit the pits, published a report,

in which he described his having seen and extracted a worked flint in situ, and fully confirming M. Boecheb

de Pebthes’ discovery (Actes du Mus. d’Hist. Xat. de Eouen, 1860, p. 33). M. Desxoyebs and M. Hebebt

have also made a further examination of this singular locality, respecting which M. Hebebt has given some

additional explanation to the Geological Society of France (Bull. vol. xvii. p. 103).—April I860.

§ 3. NATXJBE AXD VALUE OF THE EVIDEXCE.

Questions have been raised,—1st, as to whether the so-called flint-implements have

really been fashioned by the hand of man ; 2ndly, whether they can be of recent

manufacture
;

3rdly, whether they could have got into their present position subse-

quently to the formation of the beds in which they are found, or whether they truly

belong to the same period.

1 Under ordinary circumstances I should hardly have deemed it necessary to touch,

in a geological paper, upon some of the following points, if satisfied myself with the

evidence usually deemed conclusive in like cases. In a question, however, of this im-

portance, a few remarks, which to many will, I fear, appear supererogatory, seem required

to meet the various objections that have been raised.

It is essential, as a preliminary step, to recollect that the argument does not rest

upon the evidence of skill, but upon the evidence of design. The skill being rude (for

the flints are only chipped into form and in no degree ground down) is not always

evident at first sight, and hence the existence of design has been sometimes denied.

Flints from the chalk hills of the district itself readily supplied the material of which

the flint-implements are formed. The exterior of all chalk flints invariably presents

a white earthy crust, from which small fossils frequently project, while the interior of

the flint is black or dusky, but clear and semi-transparent. The fracture is conchoidal

or splintery ; and there is no tendency to break in one direction rather than in
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another*. It may happen that a shattered flint (by whatever natural cause produced)

should give flakes or splinters closely resembling simple forms produced by one or two

blows applied artificially. But here the coincidence must cease ; for it is obvious that

blows applied by hazard and resulting from natural causes, as in a melee of gravel,

would necessarily multiply their direction of strike in proportion as the blows themselves

were multiplied, and consequently the shape of the flint would tend, up to a certain

point, to become more and more irregular ; whereas, on the contrary, blows applied by

design, and with a given object in view, would tend to give to the flint more and more

finish, form, and evident art. So with respect to the flints in the gravel the more broken

the more irregular, whereas, on the contrary, with the flint-implements the more they

are chipped and broken the clearer is the design. In many lance-head shaped speci-

mens both sides show two plane surfaces meeting at an obtuse angle, each plane formed

by ten to twelve parallel chips, and in these and all cases every blow or chip has distinct

reference to the ulterior form (see figs. 5 and 8, Plates XIII. & XIV.).

With regard to the possibility of the flint-implements resulting from natural wear,

I have already mentioned that in many of the specimens the outer coat of the flint is

frequently adapted and left, when possible or convenient, in the finished instrument (see

fig. 4, Plate XIII.), and such original surfaces show so little trace of wear that small

delicate fossils, so often found projecting on them, still remain untouched. If the flint

had been so extensively fashioned by wear, how could one portion, and always a pro-

minent part, have remained unworn, while other portions have been so largely abraded f 1

Besides, the tendency of wear, if sufficiently long continued, is ultimately to reduce the

flints to the rounded form of pebbles, a condition of things incompatible with the reten-

tion of the sharp points and cutting edges of these implements.

But it is not so much upon the improbability of the chances of natural causes pro-

ducing such forms, as upon the unity of character and evident object in the design, that

the argument of artificial make is the strongest. Even if some natural cause did tend to

produce deceptive forms, it would be, as before mentioned, according to some one given

simple type, such as the flint knives or single flakes
;
but in these implements we find

three principal types J,—one, lance-shaped (fig. 8); a second, almond-shaped (fig. 5);

and a third smaller form, a flattened ovoid (fig. 1), (Plate XII. to XIV.). In length they

vary from 2 to 11 inches, a medium size being the most general. These forms are con-

stant, and each type presents a nearly constant relation between the length and breadth

of the specimens. In A there is a sharp point, with a central, and often high, midrib

on either side
;
in B we find a rounded cutting end, the sides flatter, and the midrib is

less marked. In both forms one end is generally large and blunt, and the side-edges

sharp ; and advantage is taken, at the blunt end, of the original outer surface and form

* Or as the gun-flint makers observe, “ flint has no grain.” It has not in fact the slightest cleavage.

t Where they have undergone wear in the gravel, they, like the ordinary flints, have their edges blunted

and are irregularly broken, and they are not unfrequently truncated at the point.

X Besides some minor ones, as flint-flakes, and the leaf-shaped implements of Mautort (figs. 2, 3, Plate XII.).

2 r 2
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of the flint. In C the whole flint is worked ; the cutting edge extends all round, and

the midrib is not so distinct, or is rounded off. Now, it is to be observed that these

cutting edges are always on one plane, and that they were produced by blows applied at

the edge—the occasional splintering caused by the blow being generally apparent ;—and

that the sides are equilateral. This regularity of structure surely implies design, the

application of forethought, and an intelligent purpose. One object is apparent through-

out, that of giving to a hard durable substance a shape either sharp-pointed or cutting.

Nothing surely but the human hand could have directed a series of blows not only parallel

one with the other on each surface, but also carefully directed along and maintained on

one given plane, and resulting in producing a symmetrical form. Under natural con-

ditions of fracture, the greater number of blows would, on ordinary chances, fall on the

broadest surfaces of these flints, and no sharp point and angle could be permanently

maintained, still less gradually elaborated.

In considering this point I have confined myself to the one set of implements termed

“ Haches” by M. Boucher de Perthes*. On many of the other forms noticed by that

gentleman there might reasonably be more difference of opinion. It suffices for our

purpose, in treating of the geological question, that we have one set of implements

showing art and design.

Lastly, all these flint-implements exhibit a peculiar and distinct type and a general

agreement in finish and shape. They are not copied from any other form, nor do any

others exactly resemble themf.

2. On the second point various considerations present themselves. If, however, the

question can be settled upon the single character of the effects of weathering on the spe-

cimens our end will be attained ; at the same time other objections will incidentally be

disposed of. Some chalk flints when broken retain then- clear dark surfaces compara-

tively unaltered for ages
;
others, on the contrary, weather white in the course of a few

years J. When, however, the flints are imbedded in gravel, the alteration depends more

upon the nature of the matrix. The broken flints there retain, in some parts, their black

surfaces fresh and unchanged, but with a more marked vitreous lustre than in freshly

broken flint ; while in other parts of the same bed they are stained more or less deeply

by the nature of the matrix in which they are imbedded. Thus in siliceous and chalky

sand, flints will remain unaltered
;
in some marls and clays they become opaque, white,

and bright as porcelain ; in ochreous sand, especially if argillaceous, they stain yellow,

whilst in ferruginous sands and clays they assume a brown colour. This staining is so

* Op. cit. vol. i. p. 347-77.

t The ordinary so-called stone celt is squarer and more chisel-shaped, and is generally more or less

ground. The flint flakes or knives found at Menchecourt, and one figured by Dr. Eiqollot from St. Acheul,

seem, however, identical with the more recent specimens. Dor fuller information connected with these

various points, see Mr. Evans’s interesting letter in Appendix (A), and his paper before referred to.

+ In the old part (11th century) of the Tower of London and in the old Norwich and other churches,

the flints still show a dark surface hut little altered by long exposure.
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strong and permanent, that no subsequent exposure will remove it. In studying the

drift deposits, I have found it a convenient test whereby to trace one set of flints from

the gravel of one period to that of another, when the general appearance of the two

gravels has been so much alike, that, but for the presence of these derived portions, it

would be difficult to separate them. Now in looking over M. Boucher de Perthes’ fine

collection, you are at once struck with the fact, that the flint-implements from each

locality present a colouring in perfect accordance with the lithological character of the

bed of which they had formed part, indicating, I believe, not only a real derivation from

such beds, but also a sojourn therein of equal duration to that of the naturally broken

flints occurring in or forming part of the same beds. Some of those from the sand d

of Menchecourt are not discoloured
;
others, however, exhibit a more or less white por-

celanic coating. This depends probably upon the occasional presence in the sand d of

white clayey and marly seams (d'). Those from the ochreous gravel of Moulin Quignon

are, on the contrary, stained of a bright yellow or ferruginous colour. The same varia-

tions exist at St. Acheul ; some of the flint-implements still retaining their fresh black

surfaces, whilst others are weathered white or ochreous, according to the character of the

particular seam of gravel in which they are met with, the unaltered ones being the most

frequent, as the white gravel is in the largest proportion.

In the next place, these flint-implements, not being ground or polished, present a

rough surface, often with many small hollows and angles in which the matrix can lodge

;

and in all the specimens from the different localities, which still retained portions of the

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

matrix, either in such cavities or adhering to the surface, the material was invariably in

accordance with that of the bed from which they were reported to have come.

Further, many of the worked flints, especially those at St. Acheul, are coated, more
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or less, on their chipped or made surfaces, by a film of deposited carbonate of lime (fig. 8);

some also are marked with superficial dendritic impressions (fig. 9).—both features

only to be produced by considerable time, and both common on the flints composing the

mass of the gravel itself. The preceding figures represent portions (j), twice enlarged,

of two specimens from St. Acheul on which these characters are exhibited*.

That we may often pass a considerable time in examining a section of drift gravel

known to contain mammalian bones, and yet not succeed in discovering any. must have

been experienced by all who have worked at beds of this age. In such cases the specimens

are necessarily obtained from the workmen, whose opportunities are constant. I have

been, time after time, to the well-known pits at Grays Thurrock, which have supplied so

rich a series of mammalian remains to our museums, and never found a single specimen

by my own search. At Ilford and Erith I have, on the contrary, readily procured an

abundance of small specimens with my own hands. Again, the large gravel pit adjoin-

ing the Croydon Station, was extensively worked for several years before the fragment

of a bone was found, and then the men found only a few rare pieces of the tooth and tusk

of the Elephant. When, therefore, the remains are not abundant, the evidence of their

really occurring in the position assigned to them must depend, hi great measure, upon

the honesty and veracity of the men, and on the concordance and condition of the fossils.

I have rarely, on such occasions, had cause to doubt the former, nor, after a little expe-

rience, have I had much difficulty in deciding with regard to the latter. The workmen

with whom I came into contact in France seemed to me as generally equally deserving

of confidence. Their testimony was given freely, and was concurrent at each locality,

and equally so in comparing the different localities between which there was little or no

communication. Now all the workmen to whom I spoke, both at Abbeville and Amiens,

were unanimous in assuring me that the flint-implements were found in the undisturbed

gravel indiscriminately with the fossil bones. Not only did the workmen all agree on this

point, but the foremen and proprietors of the pits bore testimony to the same fact.—

a

fact which to a certain extent I can now corroborate from my own experienced

.

3. Finally, we have to consider whether it is possible for the flint-implements to have

been introduced into their present position within some comparatively recent period, or

whether they are contemporaneous with the accumulation of the gravel ; and further,

whether the remains of the large extinct mammals could have been derived from some

older beds, and therefore be of anterior date to the flint-implements.

These implements might have got imbedded in the gravel,—1st, by artificial excava-

tions ; 2ndly, by rents in the ground. To anybody accustomed to the examination of

* Many of these considerations will he found alluded to by M. Boucher he Peethes, as well as by

Dr. Eigollot. Dr. L. Douchet of Amiens aptly observes that these incrustations “ sout pour nous ce quo

la patine est pour la medaille la preuve ou le signe impossible il nier de leur antique origine” (Antiq.

Celt, et Anted, vol. ii. p. 431).

t That we have to regret attempts at, as well as successful instances of, deception, must be admitted

;

but that such are the exception to the general rule I am, from long experience, fully satisfied.
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drift deposits, there is little difficulty in distinguishing between the fresh and uniform

appearance of undisturbed beds, and the mixed and confused make of made ground,

independently of the occurrence of any charred materials, pottery, &c., and of bones in

a comparatively fresh condition. The lines of original stratification once broken cannot

be so restored as not to show the break of continuity. In the St. Acheul pits, the several

divisions of the gravelly clay, b (figs. 5, 6, 7, 10, 11), and the two of the underlying

sands and gravel, c, cl, each present distinct divisional lines and differences in colour.

Now these lines and this bedding continue uninterruptedly over the portion of the

lower gravel where the flint-implements are found. There is no break, no disturbance,

and the small delicate fossils in the sand c remain uninjured, except at such places where

the ground has been dug for brick-earth or otherwise excavated, and then the disturb-

ance is sufficiently apparent. At St. Acheul part of the field was occupied for several

centuries as a Gallo-Roman burying ground. Bnt the old sepultures rarely extend

deeper than the brick-earth and gravel, b. Some fine specimens of stone coffins (of the

hard and sandy lower chalk) remain on the ground, the surrounding brick-earth having

been excavated. Of the w'ooden coffins nothing but the ironwork remains. Roman
coins, and fragments of old pottery are found on or near the surface, and the new

ground is, in places, strewed with human bones. The following sections in F. Freville’s

pits, show how distinct the line is between the disturbed and undisturbed ground.

Sections in the pits near the high road at St. Acheul..

Fig, 10. Fig. 11,
N. S. W. E.

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

ft. in. ft. in.

a. Surface soil ;—a . Made ground and graves (7^- feet and 9| feet) with human hones 0 6 0 6

h. Brown sandy clay and angular gravel
;
the lower hed (h ») is almost wanting 6 0 6 6

c. Whitish sandy marl with yellow seams : few shells : contorted lamination 6 0 5 6

d. White gravel, irregular and contorted. For details of the composition of these beds, see description

of figs. 5 and 6, pp. 289, 290. There are more hones and teeth, and fewer flint-implements, here than in

the pits nearer the Cagny road.

At Menchecourt I found the ground disturbed in one spot to a depth of 6 feet, but

everywhere else it was undisturbed beyond a depth of 1 to 2 feet. In no case did I
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find the white sand d (figs. 1, 2, p. 284), in wThich the flint-implements are chiefly found,

in any way disturbed. The depths noted on some of the specimens in M. de Perthes'

collection, such as 4, 5, 6, and 7 metres, sufficiently remove them from the probability

of ordinary superficial disturbing causes. »

Rents may have arisen from desiccation of the surface or from earthquake movements.

In the former case, such gaps would necessarily be filled up from the sides or from the

surface, and a vertical seam of matter, differing more or less from the beds it cut through,

would be traceable from the surface down to the flint-implements, but there is not the

slightest appearance of such a state of things in these pits. The same objection would

apply to openings produced by earthquake movements, though to a lesser extent, as

such might have closed up again and not remained open until filled up. Still, with

gaps in such loose materials, and on the assumption that the flint-implements them-

selves fell into such gaps, other stones, dirt, and parts of the walls must inevitably have

also fallen down and shown traces of the presence of materials foreign to the several

beds
;

this is not the case. Also the fine lamination common in the bed of sand (c)

forms continuous and unbroken lines. Besides, as irreconcileable with any contingency

which would have led to the introduction of the flint-implements from the ground above,

the flint-implements are dispersed singly and irregularly, are limited to the one lower

series, and lie apparently flat in the gravel, and not edgeways or downwards. The speci-

men extracted by myself was certainly, and the one found by Mr. Flower was apparently,

in that position. In a certain proportion of the specimens from St. Acheul, I have also

observed that the two sides of the flint-implements present a different appearance, being

stained and coloured differently ; sometimes one side is fresh and dark, the other white

and with dendritic markings
;
others are white on one side and brown on the other

;

others again have a calcareous film on one side only. These appearances may arise from

the specimens having lain between differently coloured seams of the gravel, or from the

percolation of water lodging on one surface more than on the other ; but in no case

could it have arisen had they been edgeways or endways hi the gravel. In such posi-

tions one end, portion, or segment might be stained or marked differently to the other

end or another portion, but the two flat sides could not possibly have been immersed

each in a different medium, in the way indicated by their present condition.

The remaining question, whether the fossil bones may have been derived from an

older deposit, presents a contingency requiring especial notice. That such a case is

possible, is evident from the circumstance of fossils and debris of various Tertiary

strata being found in the gravel. Still there are, I think, valid objections to this sup-

position. 1. The fragments of bones, although constantly found with their sharp angles

worn and blunted, never assume a rounded pebble-form, or exhibit an extent of wear

materially differing from or exceeding that to which the flint-implements themselves

have been subjected ;
while, as a general rule, the entire bones and the teeth are either

not rolled at all, or are so slightly so, as rarely to be in any way injured by attrition.

If the bones were really derived from an older bed, then consequently they would
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in general be worn as much as any other materials derived from such a source,—a wear

necessarily in excess of that of the newer portion of the gravel,—whereas, on the contrary,

the bones are amongst the least worn substances in it*. 2. Neither do the bones or teeth

show any mineral character, nor is there any substance adhering to them, different to that

which would be imparted by the matrix in which they are now imbedded. Nor, if they

had only been originally subjected to their actual extent of mineral change, would they

have been in a better condition to resist destruction by subsequent exposure and wear

than they are now. The teeth of the Elephant are mostly much decomposed, and tend,

without great care, to fall to pieces on exposure. Many of the bones are also very

friable, the greater number being porous and free from any foreign matter. 3. No
older beds, that could have furnished such mammalian remains, are known to exist in

the district f. 4. The delicate and friable shells, found associated with the bones at

St. Acheul and Menchecourt, and that could not possibly have withstood any transfer,

are such as are associated with similar remains elsewhere in France and in England,

where we have no reason to doubt the contemporaneity of the two sets of organisms.

5. At St. Acheul part of the lower jaw with the teeth, and considerable lengths (4 and

5 feet) of the tusk, of E. primigenius have been found. At Menchecourt the bones of

the leg, lying in them natural position, and nearly the whole skeleton of a Bliinoceros
,

were found entire £,—the first being an improbable, and the second an impossible con-

tingency, had the remains of the animal been washed out or removed from some older

deposit. 6. Lastly, the extinct mammalia are of species which occur, both in England

and France, only in the latest geological deposits, whereas if these remains were here

extraneous, we should expect to find some species peculiar to deposits of anterior date.

An objection has also been taken on the score of the large number of flint-implements

discovered at St. Acheul. But this is confounding two distinct propositions. To sub-

stantiate the discovery of a fact, it is not necessary to be prepared with an explanation

of all the phenomena connected with it. In this light it, no doubt, presents a difficulty,

which, however, it is to be hoped that future research will clear up § . I may mention in

* The wear which will hardly affect a flint-fragment will reduce a calcareous stone to a pebble-form. The

local gravel of an oolitic district is usually composed of smooth flat pebbles, whilst if flint-fragments are

present, as is common, they are angular or subangular. Extraneous fossils, as in the Crag, necessarily

present, in general, the maximum of wear, besides showing more or less lithological dissimilarity.

t It is quite possible, at the same time, that here, as elsewhere, older gravel beds may have furnished

some of the materials of this gravel. In fact I should judge such to be the case, from the circumstance of

many of the flints found in the white chalky beds being of a brown colour and all the edges rounded, show-

ing therefore a mineral condition incompatible with their present position, and a large amount of wear.

+ On this essential point I give the evidence of a late distinguished naturalist of Abbeville. Appendix (C)

.

§ To show, however, how abundant flint-instruments must have been at periods when the use of metals

was in its infancy or unknown—at Cantin, near Douay, there were found, in 1824, 600 ancient flint flakes

or knives amassed together in one heap (Mem. Soc. d’Emul. d’Abbeville for 1836-37, p. 257) ;
and the

eminent antiquary, M. "Wobsaae, of Copenhagen, in a letter written with reference to this subject, mentions

that he and a friend “ collected, in the course of a few weeks, more than a thousand rude flint-implements ”

on the borders' and islands of the small lake of Maribo. (The Athenaeum for 31 December, 1859, p. 889.)

—November, 1860.

2 sMDCCCLX.
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the meantime that, although these flints are so numerous in one pit at St. Acheul, they

are scarcer in the other pits in the same field ; that at Menchecourt they are rare, still

rarer at St. Gilles, more common again at the Champ de Mars; whilst at the large

gravel pits* of St. Koch, Boves, and Montiers near Amiens, where the St. Acheul disco-

veries were perfectly well known, and search has been frequently made, I could neither

find, nor procure from the men, any flint-implements. See Appendix (D.)

§ 4. GEOLOGICAL COXSIDEEATIOXS.

I should not wish, until after fuller study of the district, to enter on the question

regarding the mode of formation of the above-described deposits of Abbeville and Amiens,

beyond pointing out, that, at the former place, the evidence of the lower beds of Menche-

court having been deposited partly in fresh water, and partly in salt or brackish water,

seems sufficiently clear and distinct. Apart from the latter condition, the St. Acheul

sands (c), as well as the lower gravel (d) containing the flint-implements, may also be

attributed to a like accumulation under fresh water. The upper beds (b) in both cases

are, I believe, of entirely different origin, and belong to a class of phenomena of far

wider extent and generality. At the same time, while postponing the more theoretical

questions, the one concerning the relative age of the deposits can, to a certain extent,

be considered independently upon the evidence of the organic remains and of correla-

tion ; and certain general conclusions may be ventured upon.

It is probable that subsequently to that phase of the Glacial period marked by the

Boulder Clay, the area of dry land became more extended, and on it there lived the

Elephas primigmius and E. antiquits, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Hyaena spelcea, with species

of Beer, Horse, and other animals, mostly of extinct, but some of species not to be distin-

guished from the recent ; whilst the waters of both sea and land were tenanted almost

exclusively by shells of recent species still common in this and adjacent countries. The

remains of this old surface we find in deposits, which everywhere contain a similar group

of organic remains, and occur mostly in old valleys or at moderate elevations. They are

never overlaid by other fossiliferous deposits, and I believe them all to belong to a state

of things which immediately preceded the present order. One feature of these deposits

is, that although closely related to the present configuration of the surface, yet they are

always more or less independent of it. They are often near present lines of drainage,

yet could not, as a whole, possibly have been formed under their operation. The

deposits described in the preceding pages are, there is little doubt, of this age, and they

have many analogues in France and England. The Menchecourt beds bear a very close

resemblance (the marine characters apart) to those of Fisherton f near Salisbury The

deposit of St. Acheul is like, in many respects, the Ilford and the Brentford beds, whilst

that of Moulin Quignon and St. Gilles closely resembles the gravel beds at Croydon.

Wandsworth Common, and some other places near London.

* All on a lower level than St. Acheul, but with like mammalian remains,—showing like wear.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xi. p. 102.

1 Also of Orton, near Peterborough, where marine remains do occur.
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The gravels of Moulin Quignon and St. Acheul are placed respectively 88 and 89 feet

above the valley of the Somme, are not commanded by any higher ground immediately

adjacent, and are out of reach of all running water, or of any possible interference from

agents in present action. At Menchecourt and St. Roch, on the contrary, the beds are

placed against the side of the chalk hills, and slope from a height of about 60 feet down

to the valley. Still these lower-level deposits are, although not to the same degree, quite

beyond the agency of present river action, and are independent of recent changes.

It is probable that the various beds, although on these different levels, belong to the

same general period, and may be nearly synchronous. Had I, however, been asked to

decide upon physical evidence alone, I might have been disposed to consider the gravels

on the low hills of Moulin Quignon and St. Acheul as a stage anterior to those of Menche-

court and St. Koch ; but although I throw out the suggestion for the purpose of directing

attention to the point, as one not to be overlooked, it is one which could not be decided

without further evidence, and which I should hesitate at present to adopt. It is suffi-

cient, for the object we have under immediate consideration, to substantiate the views

expressed by M. Boucher de Perthes relative to the existence of the works of man

associated with the remains of extinct animals in ground which has never been artifi-

cially disturbed, and belonging to strata of the Pleistocene period, irrespective of slight

differences of age amongst the beds themselves, if any such really exist.

It may be instructive to inquire on what grounds this discovery and other analogous

cases have been so long considered inadmissible as scientific facts. I have already

noticed some criticisms called forth by M. Boucher de Perthes’ work. One great cause

of its neglect must have arisen, I conceive, from the injustice which the plates do to the

objects described. The sketches of the implements are mere outlines of greatly reduced

size, so that it is really often difficult to detect any definite shape or form even in those

which belong to his group of hatchets. This, without a knowledge of the objects and

of the localities, must have led, both in France and this country, to their being con-

sidered by many as merely chance forms of flints. It was probably this circumstance

which caused Dr. Mantell *, from his not having seen the original specimens, to rank

these discoveries as amongst the many cases of mistaken observation and determination.

While admitting the value of his antiquarian labours, Dr. Mantell considered that

M. de Perthes had not made himself sufficiently acquainted with geological phenomena,

and observed “ that the so-called works of art, figured and described by M. Boucher de

Perthes, are nothing more than accidental forms of pebbles and stones, similar to those

that occur in strata of immense antiquity, and which never can have been fashioned by

the hand of man.”

In the case of the occurrence of flint-implements in Kent’s Hole, as discovered by

the Rev. Mr. M cEnery, attested by Mr. Godwin-Austen, and by Mr. Vivianf and the

Torquay Natural History Society, I do not see the grounds on which the evidence was

* Opus cit. p. 4. f Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. iii. p. 353.

2 s 2
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.

objected to, except that the fact was considered impossible and the chances of error

great. It was not, I believe, controverted upon any specific grounds.

With regard to the remarkable case of the Liege caverns, Dr. Schmeeling being a

proficient comparative anatomist, his opinion necessarily attracted considerable atten-

tion, and a report on his work was presented to the “Academie des Sciences” by

M. Geoffroy St.-Hilaire*. Dr. Schmerling considered that the one sufficiently per-

fect skull found with the bones of the extinct animals was of a low order, and suggested

that it resembled rather the skull of an Ethiopian than that of an European : he further

expressed an opinion, that the human bones, together with the flint- and bone-imple-

ments discovered in these caves, belonged to a race of antediluvian menfi . M. Geoffroy

St.-Hilaire, than whom there could not have been a better judge, looking apparently

at the question from this point of view only, came, no doubt justly, to the conclusion

that these presumed fossil skulls presented no greater deviation from the present type

than might be found in many varieties of the Caucasian race now living. Whence it

being inferred that the two skulls were those of existing man, and therefore, though

ancient, not of Pleistocene date, Dr. Schmerling’s opinion failed to obtain acceptance.

But it seems to me that it was judging the question on what in law term is called “ a

false issue;” for the main question was not whether we here had an extinct species of

man, but whether these skulls, being those of man, were actually in true association

with the remains of extinct animals. It does not follow, nor did M. Schmerling insist,

that because the animals were extinct, any race of man occurring with them must also

be of an extinct species.

I notice these few cases to show that it may in some instances be necessary to revise

the opinions which have been passed on these and many other more or less probable

cases, and that we may have to reconsider much of the evidence afresh.

§ 5. PAETICTJLAES EEGAEDING HOXNE.

On my return from France, my attention was directed by Mr. Evans to another case

of a very remarkable character, described, so far back as the first year in this century,

in a paper of great value for the independent and corroborative evidence it affords, and

for the bold and suggestive views of the author. Although known to antiquaries,

its geological bearings had escaped notice. It relates to a discovery made, and com-

municated to the Society of Antiquaries, by Mr. John Frere, F.K.S., F.S.A.^. under

* Comptes Eendus, vol. xvii. p. 13, 1838. t Op. eit. vol. ii. p. 17S-9.

X Specimens of the TIoxne flint-implements have been preserved in the British Museum, and in the

collection of the Society of Antiquaries. They closely resemble the French specimens. There is also in

the British Museum another single specimen, singularly like some of the sharper-pointed specimens from

Amiens. Eespecting this specimen, I am indebted to Mr. Franks for the following particulars :
—“ Cata-

logue of Sloane Collection, No. 216—A British weapon found, with Elephant’s tooth, opposite to Black

Mary’s near Grayes Inn Lane.—Conyers. It is a large black flint shaped into the figure of a spear’s

point—K.” N.B. K probably means that this object was formerly in Kemp’s Collection (before 1715).
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the title of “ Account of Flint Weapons discovered at Hoxne in Suffolk*,” The author

stated that these weapons were found “ in great numbers at a depth of about 12 feet,”

in a “stratified” gravelly soil underlying a layer of sand, containing shells and “some

extraordinary bones, particularly a jaw-bone of enormous size of some unknown animal,

with the teeth remaining in it.” He also observed that the flint-weapons were so

abundant, that they were used to fill in the ruts of the adjoining road. Mr. Frere’s

further observations show that he was of opinion that the ground was undisturbed, and

that the strata had been partially denuded ; and he considered that the specimens must

be of very great antiquity,—possibly “ even beyond that of thepresent world” Excellent

plates of two flint-implements, singularly like the lance-shaped specimens from Amiens,

accompany the paper.

I lost no time in visiting Hoxne, a pretty village five miles eastward of Diss (Map,

Plate XI.). The old brick-pit is about half a mile south of the village, on the road to Eye,

adjoining the park and on the property of Sir Edward Kerrison. It is still worked,

but the section is necessarily in some degree altered from what it was in Mr. Frere’s

time. (For section of pit, see Plate XI. sect. 2.) The present diggings show:

—

Section in S.W. corner of Hoxne brick-field, 1859.

feet.

1 to 2

Fig. 12.

a. Surface soil, traces of sand and gravel. .

.

b. Brown and greyish clay, not calcareous,

—used for brick-earth
;
with an irre-

gular central carbonaceous or peaty

seam. Two flint-implements are

marked in the position assigned to

them by the workmen, by whom they

were found last winterf 10 to 12

c. Yellow sub-angular flint-gravel, with a

certain proportion of small chalk peb-

bles, and a few pebbles of siliceous

sandstone, quartz, and other old rocks.

Bones of Mammalia. The matrix of

this bed, in places, consists of clay

like b. It thins out to the westward } to 1

d. Bluish and grey calcareous clay, in places very peaty
;
lower part with seams or partings

of sand. Wood and vegetable remains. Land and freshwater shells. Bones of Mammalia. .

.

W.

Mint-imple-
ments.

Base of pit.

feet.

3 to 4
e. Gravel like c, but smaller, more worn, and with more chalk pebbles 1 to 2^-

f. Calcareous grey clay, more or less peaty, with freshwater shells (I had a boring made in this

bed to a depth of 17 feet, but no bottom was reached).

I was fortunate in meeting -with an old man who had worked in the pit since 1801,

Archseologia, vol. xiii. p. 204, 1800. The original paper is as short as it is interesting,

t On my first visit I found no organic remains in this bed. The remains of the Bos (primi/jenins ?)
have since been found in it by the Rev. Mr. Gunn. And I have part of the socket of the tusk of an Ele-
phant from the gravel c. These have been obligingly determined by Mr. Quekett (Nov. 1860).
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On showing him a small ovoid flint-implement from Abbeville, he stated that many

similar stones were formerly met with here, but that they were larger and more pointed *.

Such specimens were now rare
;
only two had been found, at a depth of 7 and 1 0 feet

from the surface in the clay (b), in the course of the preceding winter, and they had not

been kept. ^However, after a short search in a rubbish heap, the men recovered one

specimen^. Both in the gravel c and in the clay d bones of mammalia are still not

unfrequently met with. I obtained a fragment of a rib of a Deer and part of the tooth of

a Horse, and I afterwards saw, in the collection of Mr. T. Amtot J of Diss. the astragalus

of an Elephant, which from the matrix in its interstices evidently came from the bluish

calcareous clay d. Pieces of wood, some of considerable size, are found in this latter

bed. Amongst them may be recognized species of Oak, Yew, and Fir ;
together with

small seed-vessels. In the lower part of this bed are thin seams or partings of sand full

of shells, perfect but very friable, of the following recent land and freshwater species^1 :

—

Cyclas cornea
,
Linn.'?

Pisidium cimnicum
,
Mull.

U7iio (fragmentary).

Bitliinia tentaculata
,
Linn.

Helix nitidula
,
Drap. ?

kisjnda, Linn.?

Limneus palustris
,
Linn.

truncatulus, Linn. ?

PlanorUs albus. Mull. ?

spirorbis ,
Linn.

Succinea patris
,
Linn.

Yalvata piscinalis. Mull.

According to Mr. Frere, the Flint-implements were discovered in gravelly soil under-

lying sand with shells and bones, and overlying a peaty clay. This would seem in some,

but not in all respects, to agree with either c or e of the present section. Both overlie

peaty clays ||. The men, however, say that it is not in those beds, but higher up (in b)

* The men here call them “ fighting stones.”

t On a subsequent visit with Mr. Evans we were more successful. We had a trench dug, on the east of

the field, to the depth of 11 feet, and in examining the ground as it was thrown out by the men, Mr. Evans

discovered in the bed of gravel, Xo. 4, a flint-implement perfect except the point, which had been broken

off by the pick of the, workmen and could not be recovered. This trench, which was of further import-

ance as proving the superposition of these beds to the Boulder Clay, gave the following section :

—

ft. in.
‘

1. Ochreous sand and gravel, passing down into white sand 4 9

2. Seams of fine white and ochreous gravel 1 3

3. Light grey sandy clay 0 S

4. Coarse yellow gravel in which theflint-implement was found 1 0

5. Grey and brown clay with abundance of Bitliinia 2 4.

6. Boulder Clay 1 0

+ I am much indebted to this gentleman’s kind assistance and co-operation on my several visits to these pits.

§ The late Mr. John Brown, of Stanway, aided me in this collection. Most of the shells are so fragile

and difficult to obtain perfect that several species have not yet been well determined.

||
My first impression was in favour of c : still there is an objection to placing them in gravel; for why.

in that case, should they have been picked out to mend the roads with ? The gravel itself would have been

used as it was. It would rather seem from this that they were flints found accidentally in a bed of clay or

sand, which was worked as such, and the flints picked out and thrown on one side. It is, however, possible

that c may have been more argillaceous and overlaid by a local bed of sand (Xo. 3 of Mr. Frere) with shells

and bones, for beds of this character are liable to considerable changes, both in thickness and composition,

within very short distances (Oct. 1860).

> 10 feet.
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that they now find the flint-implements*. The gravel e is below all the beds worked.

I had an excavation made in it, but without success ;
nor was my search in the other

beds more successful on my first visit.

The Flint-implements I have seen in the collection of Mr. Amyot and elsewhere, as

well as those figured by Mr. Frere, possess the same general characters, being rude,

lance-shaped, and closely resembling one form from Amiens, only they are generally

rather more slender and elongate (fig. 6, Plate XIV.).

The general evidence of this case certainly wants the completeness which the French

deposits afford, but still there is every reason to believe it to be an analogous case.

Unfortunately, the old part of the pit is now worked out and overgrown, but it is to be

hoped that a full and efficient exploration of this interesting spot may some day be made.

Mr. Evans and I had several trenches dug, but much more is yet required. In one on

the south side of the field, the brick-earth
(
b
)
was only 4 feet thick, and was overlaid

by 3 to 4 feet of ochreous drift sand and gravel, and underlaid by 2-| feet of small gravel

(composed in great part of small chalk pebbles) resting upon a grey clay. The other

trench, on the east side, exhibited a bed of yellow sand with a few flints, 3-| feet thick,

passing into ochreous gravel 1 foot, and under it a seam of grey clay 1 foot thick, and

then another bed of gravel, at the top of which we were stopped by water. At a

distance of 150 yards from this spot, and on the other side of the small stream, is a pit

in which the Boulder Clay is dug and where no other beds are exposed.

This Boulder Clay caps all the hills around and forms a low table-land, through which

the small valleys are cut. Its very uneven base rests on white and yellow sands and

gravel (5). In places, however, thick beds of ochreous and ferruginous subangular flint-

gravel, with subordinate beds of sand, form low hills subtending the main plateau along

the valley of the Waveney. This gravel (2) is newer than the Boulder Clay against

which it usually slopes off, running, in thin patches, up some of the lateral valleys

(see Plate XI. sect. 3).

The top of the freshwater deposit of Hoxne reaches within 6 or 8 feet of the summit

of the hill, of which it forms an unbroken and uniform part. The adjacent hills are of

about the same height, and there is no ground above a few feet higher for some miles

around. No existing drainage, nor any possible with this configuration of surface, could

have formed these clay and gravel beds, at the relative level they now occupy j\

The presence and abundance of perfect shells of Valvcita and Bithinia
,
and the quan-

tity of vegetable matter, render it probable that these beds were accumulated by a slow

stream, or in a small marshy lake or mere, into which land shells, the remains of land

* Other specimens have since been found in the lower part of b, and one in the gravel (probably c). 1860.

t Since writing the above, I have had the pit, and the intermediate ground to the Waveney, levelled.

The top of the pit proves to be 42 feet above the adjacent brook, 53 feet above the Waveney, and 112 feet

above the sea. With Sir Edwaed Kerrison’s courteous permission, we also had several trenches dug in

the park to trace the extension of the Freshwater Deposit. The results of these operations are embodied in

the plans and sections, Plate XI. Altogether there have been sixteen trenches and borings made in and
around the pit.—October 1860.
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animals, and drifted wood were carried down. The materials of this freshwater deposit

are mainly such as would be produced and sorted by the slow wearing away of the

Boulder Clay. The clays and marls, and the associated flint-gravels, with the pebbles

of chalk, of quartz, and of hard sandstone, are materials just such as the artificial washing

of the adjacent boulder clay now produces in the same field—a pure calcareous clay on

the one hand, and a heap of rough gravel of flints, and older rock pebbles, on the other.

The level of the Boulder Clay in the adjacent field is lower than the brick-pit, whilst

elsewhere around it rises higher. The irregular patches of sand and gravel on the top

of the whole are not of local origin, but belong, I believe, to the general superficial

drift of the district. A portion of the freshwater deposit has suffered denudation.—

a

denudation evidently of the date of that which formed the small valley running down

by Hoxne to the Waveney, and connected with the general valley system of the district.

This Hoxne section furnishes us with an important clue to the relative age of these

several flint-implement-bearing deposits. As far as we can now judge, it is clearly newer

than the Boulder Clay, and is probably older than some portion of the superficial sands

and gravels. Probably of the same age, and much resembling the Hoxne deposit in

many of its details *, are the deposits at Mundesley, Copford, Lexden, and others in the

South of England. They were all formed before the country had assumed exactly its

present form of surface,—before all its variety of hill and dale had been fashioned to

their present shape. Even should the exact position of the worked flints at Hoxne prove

to be above all the bone-bearing beds, and not in them, still that they are contem-

poraneous with an old condition of surface, and that over the whole is spread a drift

concomitant with a modification of that surface, and giving the stamp to some of the

present minor features of the country, is in either case, a very remarkable fact.

§ 6. GEXEBAL COXCLTTSIOXS.

From the foregoing considerations I cannot do otherwise, concerning the material facts,

than come to the conclusions, agreeing essentially with M. Boucher de Perthes and

Dr. PiGOLLOTf, that

—

1st. The flint-implements are the result of design and the work of man.

2ndly. That they are found in beds of gravel, sand, and clay which have never been

artificially disturbed.

3rdly. That they occur associated with the remains of land, freshwater, and marine

Testacea, of species now living and most of them yet common in the same neighbour-

hood, and also with the remains of various Mammalia,—a few of species now living, but

more of extinct forms.

* In company with Mr. Evans, I have since found a similar freshwater deposit at Athelington, in the

same valley as, and live miles S.S.E. from, Hoxne. The deposit, although small, is interesting from the

circumstance of the Boulder Clay being seen to pass under it, and from its being overlaid by S feet of

ochreous gravel and sand.—September 1S60.

f On the theoretical questions I differ materially from these gentlemen. I consider the Diluvial theory,

as interpreted by them, to be inadmissible.
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And further, 4thly. That the period at which their entombment took place was sub-

sequent to the Boulder Clay period, and to that extent post-glacial ; and also that it

was amongst the latest in geological time,—one apparently immediately anterior to the

surface assuming its present form, so far as it regards some of the minor features.

It is true that no remains of Man himself have yet been found,—that is still to be

desired
; but if it be admitted that the flint-implements are his work, the negative point

becomes an argument of less value.

Whilst abstaining from any general hypothesis in explanation of the phenomena,

there is, however, one point to which I must refer before concluding, although I cannot,

at present, venture beyond a few generalities respecting it. It might be supposed that

in assigning to Man an appearance at such a period, it would of necessity imply his

existence during long ages beyond all exact calculations ; for we have been apt to place

even the latest of our geological changes at a remote, and, to us, unknown distance.

The reasons on which such a view has been held have been, mainly,—the great lapse

of time considered requisite for the dying out of so many species of great Mammals,

—

the circumstance that many of the smaller valleys have been excavated since they lived,

—the presumed non-existence of Man himself,—and the great extent of the later and

more modern accumulations. But we have in this part of Europe no succession of

strata to record a gradual dying out of the species, but much, on the contrary, which

points to an abrupt end, and evidence only of relative and not of actual time ;
while

the recent valley-deposits, although often indicating considerable age, show rates of

growth, which, though variable, appear, on the whole, to have been comparatively rapid.

The evidence, in fact, as it at present stands, does not seem to me to necessitate the

carrying of man back in past time, so much as the bringing forward of the extinct

animals towards our own time; my own previous opinion, founded upon an independent

study of the superficial drift or Pleistocene deposits, having likewise been certainly in

favour of the latter view. There are numerous phenomena, which I can only consider

as evidence of a sudden change, and of a rapid and transitory action and modification

of the surface, at a comparatively recent geological period—a period which, if the

foregoing facts are truly interpreted, would seem nevertheless to have been marked,

before its end, by the presence of Man, on a land clothed with a vegetation apparently

very similar to. that now flourishing in like latitudes, and whose waters were inhabited

by Testacea also of forms now living; while on the surface of that land there lived

Mammalia, of which some species are yet the associates of man, although accompanied
by others, many of them of gigantic size, and of forms now extinct.

2 TMDCCCLX.
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APPENDIX.

(A.) Letter from John Evans, Esq., F.S.A., F.G.S., to the author, on the Form and

Nature of the Flint-implements. Dated,—Nash Mills, Hemel Hempsted, May 25, 1859.

My dear Sir,—In accordance with your wish I send you a few notes upon the flint-

implements, or weapons discovered in the beds of drift which we lately visited together

in the neighbourhood of Abbeville and Amiens, regarding them from an antiquarian

rather than a geological point of -view.

What appears to me of most importance, is to point out wherein these implements

from the drift resemble or differ from those in some degree analogous with them, which

are so frequently found in this country and on the Continent, and are usually considered

to be the work of the primitive, or as for convenience sake I will call them, the Celtic

inhabitants of this part of Europe.

The resemblances and differences may consist in material, form, or workmanship, and

on each of these points I will say a few words.

1st. As to the material from which they are formed,—the flints derived from the chalk.

This is the same as has been so extensively employed for the manufacture of weapons

and implements by uncivilized man in all ages and in all countries where flints are to

be found
;
the hardness of the stone and the readiness with which it may be fractured

in such a manner as to produce a cutting edge, giving it a preference over all other

stones, and in some instances having caused it to be sought for at a distance, when not

found upon the spot, for the purpose of converting it into knives, axes, or arrow-heads.

There is, however, this to be observed about the weapons or implements from the drift,

that though they are found in a country abounding in flint, the stones from which they

were formed do not appear to have been so carefully selected, nor to have been as free

from flaws and imperfections as those employed for a similar purpose by the Celtic

tribes. These latter also not unfrequently used other stones, as greenstone*, syenite,

porphyry, quartz, jade and serpentine, as materials for weapons or tools, but those from

the drift are, as far as has hitherto been ascertained, exclusively of flint.

2. As to form, there is for the most part a marked difference between the worked

flints from the drift and those of the ordinary Stone period. The former may, for my
present purpose, all be grouped under three heads :

—

1. Flint flakes, apparently intended for arrow-heads or knives.

2. Pointed weapons, analogous to lance or spear heads.

3. Oval or almond-shaped implements presenting a cutting edge all round.

It is in the first-named class of implements only that there is any close analogy with

those not unfrequently found with other remains of human art, which are considered to

belong in this country to a period but slightly prehistoric. Wherever flint is used as a

material for the formation of tools or weapons, many of the flakes or splinters arising

from the chipping of the flint, will of necessity present sharp cutting edges, and are

certain in consequence to be utilized. These flakes seem peculiarly well adapted for

points of darts or arrows, or for cutting purposes, and for such have been used in all

ages. But the very simplicity of their form prevents those fabricated at the earliest period

* Arch. Assoc. Journal, vol. ix. p. 65.
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from being distinguishable from those of a later date ;
and as they are often produced

even by a single blow, it is at all times difficult to discern those formed by the hand of

man from those resulting from the accidental fracture of a flint by natural causes. For

this reason, mere flakes of flint, however analogous to those we know to have been made

by human art, can only be regarded as affording doubtful evidence of man’s existence,

unless found in sufficient quantities to prove design in their formation. The flint flakes

you found in the sand at Menchecourt are in my opinion the work of man, as are also

those found in some of the ossiferous caverns both in England and on the Continent ;

but granting them to be so, there is little or nothing in their form to distinguish them

from those with which we are already acquainted.

The case is different with the implements of the second class—those resembling spear

or lance heads in form. Of these there are two varieties
;
the one rounded at the point,

its outline presenting a sort of parabolic curve ;
the other acutely pointed, with the

sides curved slightly inwards. The edges of both kinds are to a certain extent made
sharp, but not so much so as the points, and altogether they appear better adapted for

piercing than for cutting. Both shapes are usually truncated at the base, and at that

end frequently show the original form of the flint. It is of course impossible to say for

what purpose they were intended ; but they may have been attached to the end of poles

so as to form spears or darts, or used without any handle for grubbing in the ground,

or as wedges for splitting wood. I know of no analogous form among the Celtic imple-

ments
; some of the rudely chipped arrow-heads found in Ireland and elsewhere present

the nearest approach to it, but are far smaller in size, the weapons from the drift being

usually from 5 to 6 inches in length. The ordinary form of stone celt is, as you are

aware, intended for cutting at its broad end, the narrow end being inserted in the socket

of the handle
; these, on the contrary, cut or pierce at the narrow end, while the broad

end appears intended to rest against a stop or bracket, or to be held in the hand.

The third class, implements with a cutting edge all round, have also no correspond-

ence with the usual forms. Their prevailing shape is an oval, more or less pointed at

one end, and equally convex on both sides. They vary in length from 2 to 8 inches, but

are usually from 4 to 6 inches long. There is also considerable variety in their form,

probably owing to defects in the flints from which they were fashioned ; and in fact the

two classes into which, for convenience sake, I have divided these rudely-formed instru-

ments, as distinct from the flint flakes, may be said to run one into the other ; it being
hard to determine to which of them some of the weapons are to be referred. Such of
the Celtic implements as have a cutting edge all round, are more triangular in their form
and are of very rare occurrence

; those of the oval-shape, on the contrary, appear to be
equally common in the drift with those of the spear head character, the oval form pre-
dominating near Abbeville, and the spear heads being most abundant at St. Acheul.
The use for which they were intended is by no means apparent. They may, however,
have been used as axes, or those of the smaller size possibly as sling-stones propelled
either from the ordinary sling or the end of a cleft stick.

3. In point of workmanship, the implements of the two classes last described differ
fiom those of the ordinary Stone period in several particulars. The majority of the
latter show traces of having been ground and polished, wholly or in part ; those from

2 t 2
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the drift, on the contrary, have merely been roughly chipped out of the flint, and in no

case ground. When from any cause the former have been left as originally chipped

out, it will be found in most instances that the chipping process has been executed with

much greater nicety, and the chips or splinters removed have been much smaller than

those from the weapons found in the drift. Rude as the ordinary stone implements

may appear, they seem to point to a higher degree of civilization than those I am now
considering. Who the people were that formed them, at what period they lived, and in

what manner these their memorial stones became imbedded in the mass of drift in which

they are now discovered, must, I am afraid, ever remain a matter for conjecture. But

that these weapons and implements form as much an integral part of the deposit in

which they are found as any other of its constituent flints or pebbles, I for one am con-

vinced. The undisturbed state of the beds of sand and gravel, the incrustations upon

some of the worked flints (identical with that upon the other flints in the same bed, a

really antique patina), the concurrent testimony of the workmen, the similarity of the

discoveries at Abbeville and Amiens, thirty miles apart, the assurances of M. Boucher

de Perthes, both verbal and printed, and lastly, our own observations, all convinced me
that they were not at any subsequent period buried in the gravel, but were entombed in

it with the remains of the Elephant, Rhinoceros, and other extinct mammalia, at the

time when the agent was still in force by which these beds of drift were deposited.

Had any doubts remained upon my mind, the discovery of identical weapons at Hoxne
in Suffolk, in conjunction with similar remains of extinct mammals and in analogous

drift, recorded moreover in the ‘ Archaeologia ’ sixty years ago by an antiquary unfet-

tered by geological theories, would have sufficed to have removed them. There appear

to have been one or two other similar discoveries in England, and more would probably

have been recorded, had not the rudeness of the workmanship of the weapons been

such that they would hardly attract the eye of an ordinary observer, while those scien-

tific persons who have been engaged in the investigation of the drift, have been more

on the alert for fossil organisms than for traces of the hand of man. These diluvial beds

will, however, now form a point of union on which both the geologist and the antiquary

may prosecute their inquiries together
;
and on this neutral territory between Palaeon-

tology and Archaeology a wide field is opened for investigation, which must eventually

lead to a great extension of our knowledge of the history of primeval Man.

Believe me, my dear Sir, ever yours sincerely,

John Evans.

(B.) Extract from letter of Dr. IT. Falconer, F.R.S., F.G.S. &c., to the author,

descriptive of the result of his recent examination of the remains of the great extinct

Pachyderms in the several collections at Amiens. Dated Lyons, 21st October, 1S60.

“ 1. In M. Garnier’s private collection I saw two well-marked examples of molars of

Elephas antiquus ; the one a magnificent specimen of the last true molar, lower jaw left,

composed of fourteen collines to the crown, all more or less worn. The characters are

so pronounced that I would have selected it as a typical illustration of the species for a

drawing. The specimen was stated by M. Garnier to be from St. Roch. There was

one peculiarity about it deserving consideration, that tested by ‘ Vliappement a la langue;'
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it was highly absorbent, i. e. cleared out of its gelatine. It was in several pieces, but

the outer layer of cement was entire, and the specimen as a whole bore no indications of

having been rolled along with gravel.

“ 2. In the same collection, a very fine first true molar, upper jaw, also of Elephas anti-

quus, composed of the eight anterior collines
;
the talon and two front ridges worn, the

rest intact. The crown completely denuded of the shell of enamel, and may have been

rolled ;
mineral condition highly absorbent . This specimen, M. Garniek informed me,

came out of the same deposit as ‘ les haches,’ i. e. St. Acheul.

“ 3. Museum of the Jardin des Plantes. A very fine series of molars and other

remains of Elephas primigenius, from the gravel of St. Roch. In mineral condition

wholly different from No. 1, i. e. the enamel glistening and pearly like that of a modern

tooth
;
plenty of gelatine, and no great 4 happement a la langueJ They are reputed to

be from the gravel deposit of St. Roch. The surface white, as if out of chalk rubble.

“ 4. Among these were two superb last lower molars of Elephas primigenius, one of

them perfectly entire, and a model specimen for an illustration. The outer shell of

cement of these specimens, although in the fossil state, a soft tender material, which

readily yields to ‘frottement ’ when rolled with gravel, was perfectly entire, just as if it

had been imbedded in a tranquil lacustrine deposit. At the Jardin des Plantes I saw

not a trace of Elephas antiquus
,
either from. St. Roch or St. Acheul.

“ The other principal remains in the same collection were of JRhinoceros tichorhinus
,

lower jaws and molars, upper and lower
; not a trace did I see either of Mhinoceros hemi-

tcechus nor of Hippopotamus major ; and if I remember right, the tusks which you had
of the latter form, adhered strongly to the tongue.”

(C.) Extract from letter of M. Baillon to Dr. Ravin (op. cit.) in Mem. Soc. Roy.

d’Emulation d’Abbeville for 1834-35, p. 197.

“ On commence a trouver des ossemens a 10 ou 12 pieds de profondeur dans les

sables de Menehecourt; mais on en trouve une bien plus grande quantite a 18 et 20
pieds. II y a de ces ossemens qui furent brises avant d’etre enfouis et d’autres dont les

angles sont arrondis sans doute parce qu’ils ont ete roules par les eaux ; mais ils ne sont

pas enterres aussi profondement que ceux qui sont demeures intacts. Ceux-la sont

deposes au fond de la sabliere : ils y sont entiers, sans brisure ni frottement, et il est

probable qu’ils etaient encore articules quand ils ont ete reconverts. J’y ai trouve tout
un membre posterieur de rhinoceros dont les os etaient encore dans leur situation rela-

tive ordinaire: ils ont du etre joints par des ligamens et meme entoures de muscles a
lepoque le leur enfouissement. Le squelette entier du meme animal gisait a peu de
distance.”

(D.) Extracts from letter of M. Boucher de Perthes, President Soc. d’Emul. Imp.
d Abbeville, to the author, on his request for a rough approximate estimate of the number
of Flint-implements (Haches) found near Abbeville. Dated November 1860.

“ II m est bien difficile de vous dire combien j’ai trouve de haches Mes reponses
sur le nombre des haches de chaque localite ne sont que des indications.”
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“ Les haches bien caracterisees ont toujours ete rares a Menchecourt
;
je n'en ai pas

trouve moi-meme plus d’une douzaine, et les ouvriers ne m’en ont pas apporte plus d'une

quarantaine, peut-etre moins. Si vous admettez que ces ouvriers ont porte ailleurs une

trentaine d’autres haches, vous arrivez a presqu’une centaine recueillie en 20 ans.

“ A St. Gilles elles sont encore plus rares; j’en ai trouve une vingtaine de roulees et

tres grossieres, mais de bien faites pas plus que 10 a 12 ; les ouvriers peut-etre en ont

ils recueilli autant.

“ A Moulin Quignon on en a trouve accidentellement quelques douzaine s
;
puis on

est reste des mois, des annees, sans en trouver une seule: je ne pai'le pas des roulees et

tres grossieres, on en trouve toujours. J’estime de 150 a 200 haches bien taillees celles

qui y ont ete recueillies
;
dont une trentaine par moi, dont il n’y a que 7 a 8 de bien

taillees; la plupart des autres ont ete trouvees devant moi: quand je n’etais pas la les

ouvriers ne les voyaient pas, ou ne les ramassaient pas, et apres le travail je les recueil-

lais dans la tranchee ou dans les tas de silex amonceles sur les bords.

“ Quand plus tard on fit les travaux du Champ de Mars une vaste partie du

banc diluvium fut mis a decouvert : la on trouva des haches par centaines—400 a 500.

peut-etre plus.

(E.) I am indebted to Mr. Rupert Jones and Mr. Parker for an examination of the

sands and clays of the Abbeville and Amiens deposits, in order to determine whether

they contained microscopic entomostraca or foraminifera. With the exception of one

doubtful specimen, they found no recent forms, but the list of derived specimens is

interesting.

Amiens.

c. Sand. St. Aclieul.

Hotalia Clementiana, d’Orb.

Cytherellci ovata, Ecemer.

Hotalia ammonoides, var., Reuss.

Candona, sp. (recent ?)

d. Gravel. St. Acheul.

Hotalia Clementiana, d’Orb.

Hulimina variabilis, d’Orb.

Cytlieridea Muelleri, Munst.

Cythere scrobiculata F, Munst.

Holystomella crispa, Linn.

J
Chalk.

j
Tertiary?

j
Chalk.

|

Tertiary.

Abbeville.

c. Loam. Menchecourt.

Hotalia Corderiana, d’Orb. -i

Hotalia Clementiana, d’Orb. I Chalk.

Hotalia umbilicata, d’Orb. J

Hotalia ammonoides, var. Reuss. Tertiary

d. Sand. Menchecourt.

Hotalia Clementiana, d’Orb. 'I

Hotalia ATicheliniana, d’Orb.

Hotalia umbilicata, d’Orb. )- Chalk.

Hulimina variabilis, d’Orb.

Cristellaria rotulata, Lamarck. J

Hotalia Heccarii, Linn. Tertiary

From the Foraminifera and Entomostraca above enumerated, it appears that the sands, Ac. referred to,

were mainly derived from the chalk, and received additional materials from some tertiarv beds.

(a—f). 6 Foraminifera from chalk (11 occurrences)

(pc—y). 3 Foraminifera from tertiary sources (1 occurrences)

(1). 1 Entomostracon from chalk (1 occurrence)

(i—Hi)- 3 Entomostraca from tertiary sources (3 occurrences)

f Chalk 12 occurrences.

\ Tertiary 7 occurrences.

(In some of the clays and gravels of Hoxuo I have also seen derived or extraneous Foraminifera, but they

yet require working out.—J. P.)
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(F.) Levels around Abbeville referred to in the paper. As the metres are there

reduced to English feet, I here give the copy of the original document, for which I am
obliged, through M. Boucher de Perthes, to the Engineers “ des Ponts et Chaussees.”

Designation des Carri&res.

Plus hautes
eaux de
retenues

artificielles

de la

Somme
en 1857.

Hautes
eaux extra-

ordinaires

de la

Somme
en 1841.

Maries
extraordi-

naires de
vives eaux
au port de
St. Valery.

Niveau
de la

k St. Valery
sur

Somme.

moyen
Mer

—
'i

au Havre.

Carriere de cailloux a, l’extre- 1 m . , , , „
... , j c Terrain nature! au sommet de la Carriere

mite, cote gauche, du fau- t
. . . , . , . , . ,

,

V,ni1„„ AlW 1

Partle mvelee du terrain exploite

Carriere de cailloux de la ) m . , , , , n
. j i • * i Ti/r Terrain naturel au sommet de la Carriere

porte du bois pres le Mou- ^-r>

^ -p.
r

J

Tartie nivelee du terrain exploite

Sommet de la butte du Moulin Quignon
Carriere de sable de Menche- 1 m . , , , , , ~

court appartenant aux S» £
er
f
am na^ aa son

?
met de la C

f

arnere
1
;

Dufour et Coulombel ... J
Fartle mvelee du terraln exPloite et en eulture •

'

Tertre sur lequel est place le moulin de l’argilliere (Menchecourt)

m&tres.

21-95

19-95

27-15

25-15

31-11

12-97

7-77

51-49

metres.

21-41

19-41

26-61

24-61

30-57

12-43

7-23

50-95

metres.

2055
18 55

25-75

23-75

29 71

11-57

6-37

5009

metres.

27-02
25-02

32-22

30-22

36-18

18-04

12-84

56-56

metres.

2916
27-16

34-36
32-36

38-32

20-18

14-98

58-70

Sablieres* appartenant au Sr Papillon situees a Mautort a gauche de la route J
Pe ce^re de cette carriere se trouve k 6 metres

imperiale No. 25 a l’entree de cede qui conduit a Gamaclies
au dessus du niveau de la mer au Havre. (It

r ^
l

18 ^'50 metres more to the top oi the pit.)

Le niveau moyen de la Somme est a 6T0 metres au dessus du niveau de la mer au Havre.
Le niveau de la vallee pres la station du chemin de fer a Abbeville est a 7'60 metres au dessus du niveau de la mer au Havre.

Levels around St. Acheul, from a ground plan obligingly furnished by M. Pinsard.

Valley of the Somme near La Neuville

metres.

20*42

English feet.

67 \

These heights areThe railway at La Neuville 25-33 83
Midway between La Neuville and St. Acheul 3716 122

above the mean

High road, suburb of Amiens, at iunction with the Cagny road 3209 105
tide at Havre.

High road, in front of the Monastery of St. Acheul 44-57 146
To reduce them

Mean surface at T. and E. Ereville’s pits 47-50 156
to the mean

High road, opposite by-road leading to the Cagny road 4215 138
tide at St. Va-

Cagny road, end of the preceding by-road 51-64 169
lery, deduct

On the Cagny road, 273 yards south-east of last point 56-88 187
217

2'14 metres, or

The highest point of the hill, 5 furlongs south of the pits, on the road to Cottenchy . .

.

66-10
/

7 feet.

(G.) M. Boucher he Perthes has found that the silt and peat beds of the valley at

Abbeville contain near the surface mediaeval remains; lower Roman remains ; and, beneath
all, Celtic remains (op. cit. p. 182 to 206). A trench at La Portelette showed

—

ft. in.

1. Made ground and alluvial soil 10
2. Calcareous tufa, with traces of plants and bones (a small statuette and Roman coins ?) 6 6
3. Bluish gray clayey sand, with ground flint and jade Implements, worked bones, and h. in.

bones of Beaver, Bear, Boar, Deer, &c 10
®

4. Peat, enclosing Celtic sepultures, coarse pottery, and rude bone and flint-implements 10
5. Muddy sand and over flint gravel, reposing upon an irregular surface of chalk 3 ?

At a short distance from Porte Mercade the silt and peat with mediaeval coins and Roman remains are
20 feet thick, and overlie 2 feet of muddy sand, containing a mass of rude flint-implements and coarse pottery.

Section by M. Pinsard of a boring in the valley of the Somme at Amiens.
1. Vegetable soil and silt, with bones of Deer, &c 7 6j
2 ' Peat

;••• 8 8 [31 feet.
3. Gravel, very similar to that of St. Roch and St. Acheul (newer, on my view.—J. P.) 14 10 J

This level was taken in error for one I wished to have of the pit where the flint-implements have been
lately found, on the slope of the hill on the road to Moyenville (see “ Pits,” Section 1, Plate X.).
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Explanation of Plates.

PLATE X.

A, 13. Plans of the districts immediately around Abbeville and Amiens, showing the

extent of the flint-implement-bearing deposits, and of the recent valley-deposits. The

topographical part is copied from the French Ordnance Maps.

Outline map of part of the valley of the Somme, with some principal heights.

1, 3. Theoretical sections across the valley of the Somme at Abbeville and Amiens,

showing the relative position and proportion of the beds, their relation to the present

valley, and their level above the sea. (The gravel under the peat belongs to bed Xo. 1.)

2. Theoretical section through Abbeville parallel with the valley of the Somme.

PLATE XI.

Map of the district around Hoxne, showing the position and probable extent (the

cross lines) of the flint implement-bearing deposit The ground plan copied from

Ordnance Map.

1. Levels of the ground from the river Waveney* to the road by the side of Hoxne

brick-field. The levels of this and the following section were taken by Mr. Alger of

Diss.

2. Actual section across the Hoxne brick-field, showing the extent of the working, the

relative position of the strata, and the relation of the deposit to the surrounding surface.

3. Theoretical section, showing the relation of the Hoxne deposit to the other strata

of the district, and its conformity with the present surface.

PLATES XII. to XIV.

Specimens of the principal forms of Flint-implements : a, front flew ; b , side view.

"Fig. 1. St. Gilles, in ochreous gravel; depth uncertain;

colour,—light opake yellow.

Fig. 2. Mautort, 1S47
;
in marly gravel ; depth uncertain

;

colour,—dull opake white ; reverse side, flat, simple

fracture.

Fig. 3. Menchecourt ; in sand (marl seam) d ? ; depth

26 feet ; outer surface decomposed to a porcelain white.

Fig. 7. Menchecourt, 11th April, 1859 ; in gravel e (fig. 2) ;

depth 14 feet ;
original black colour of the flint

unaltered ;
found by the author.

* The north end of this section is carried too far east on the Map. It should he direct along the road

from 33 to A.

From the neighbourhood

of Abbeville,—1, 2 and 3

from the collection of*

M. Boucher de Perthes.
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"Fig. 4. Found in the gravel d (sect. 6, p. 289), April 1860 ;

depth about 24 feet ; a small flint, with a thick white

crust, a large portion of which remains, chipped at one

end only ; colour unaltered.

Fig. 5. Found in the gravel d (section, p. 292, near spot

where Mr. Flower and the author found their speci-

mens), June 1859; depth about 20 feet; black flint,

original colour unaltered ;
vitreous lustre.

Fig. 8. Found in the gravel d
,
April 1859; depth uncer-

tain ; one side clear and but little altered, the other

side slightly stained yellow, and partially coated with

a film of carbonate of lime.

From Hoxne ..... Fig. 6. Found in the brick-earth b, 1852 ; depth uncertain

;

from the collection of Mr. Amyott ;
surface but little

altered ; more vitreous than in a freshly broken flint.

Note .—On Plate XI., beds No. 2, section 3, are represented too thick, whilst the line of base of the

Boulder Clay (4) should be more irregular and higher.

From St. Acheul, Amiens.

2 uMDCCCLX.
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XVIII. On the Formulae investigated by Dr. Brinkley for the general Term in the Deve-

lopment of Lagrange’s Expression for the Summation of Series and for successive

Integrations. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart., F.B.S. &c.

Eeceived April 26,—Eead June 14, 1860.

*

In the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1807, Dr. Brinkley has investigated the

general value of the coefficient of any term in the development of the function
,

and his result is remarkable for the mode of its expression in terms of the successive

differences of the powers of zero, or of the numbers comprised in the general expression

Am0". Since that time, in my paper published in the Transactions of the Society for

1815, “ On the Development of Exponential Functions,” I have exhibited other, and

much more simple as well as more easily calculable expressions for the same coefficient,

by means of the same useful and valuable differences, and in that and other subsequent

memoirs, have extended their application to a variety of interesting inquiries in the

theory of differences and series. It is singular, however, that up to the present time it

has never been shown that the formulae of Dr. Brinkley, and my own, though affording

in all cases coincident numerical results, are analytically reconcileable with each other

;

nor indeed is it at all easy to see either from the course of his investigation, which

turns upon an intricate application of the combinatory analysis, or from the nature of

the formula itself, how it is possible to pass from the one form of expression to the other

so as to show their identity. This is what I now propose.

Referring to my “Collection of Examples in the Calculus of Finite Differences*,”

will be found the following relation, which enables us to pass from the differences of

any one power of zero, as 0*, to those of any other, as 0’+
“, viz.

—

{log (1+ &)}
n
.f(&)§*—x(x— l)....(x—w-}-l)./(A)(E

-
",

or changing x into x-\-n
,

{log (l+ A)} n
.f(A)0’

;+n=(x+l)(x+2)....(x+n).f(A)0*.

As this equation is general so long as negative indices of A do not occur, we may

change /(A) into
A)

yo and it becomes

/(A)0-+-=(*+ 1). . .
.
(x+n)

.

0",

provided always that contains no negative powers of A. In this for /(A) sub-

* Camb. 1820, p. 70. Ex. 6.

2 u 2
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stitute Ai+n
,
and we have

+ i Q
x+n lz±£ a4 - X O'- ^—] A‘ V n 0X •

[*]
A

ilog(l+A)J
U -

[*]
^ V u ,

denoting by [x] the continued product 1.2

—

x, by \_x-\-n\, 1.2.3 ...(x-\-n). and by y
the combination of operations expressed by

| (iq-A) ?
^hat to saD niaking

/ A A3 A4 \ ->

V0'= (l_¥+-_T+ &c.)

X
l O AQ.'Qd ’2 12 1 24

so that if we put i= 0, we shall also have

^WO*. and^=^ (A.,
[a?]

v "
’ [x+ n\ [a?]

t
This premised, putting A* for the coefficient of if in

^ j
, Dr. Brinkley s general

formula for is as follows :

—

a __ n + 2 .w+ 3....ra + a? 1 A0X+1
,

— n + 3 ,...n-\-x 1 A2^^ 2

A*—~'n ’

1.2 (a?— 1) I’l.2...(af+1) +w * w+ i
•

1 12 ... .(a?- 2)
'172 *

1 .2 (x+2)~*CC ">

or in our abbreviated notation,

. 1 [_x-\-n\ A0X + 1

1 [x H- n] A2CH t

2

„

x l.(ra+l) \n— l].[a?— 1] [a?+ 1] 1.2.(h + 2) [n— l][a?— 2] [a.’ + 2]

~
C- ‘

which, in consequence of the equation (A.), will be transformed to

A,= — [a? + n]

[n— 1] . [a?]
[
[x— 1 ]

' [n + 1]

Now we have

' .2.3...*V-^.
TA2]

.S.4....(«+ l)v
i-&c.}0'. .

&c.;

and therefore, putting S„ for the sum of the n first terms of this series.

(i T-?\v+n o / i \«+i f lA+ n] ^ — »+i [x-\-n\ 1 _„+a i c 1

and consequently

whence it appears that

A.-( ^ [»-!].[«] '(iv) {

d-vr'-s.,,
O'.

Dr. Brinkley’s expression is therefore now divested of its form in which successive

different powers of 0 T occur, and reduced to one in which, according to the spirit of the

algorithm adopted in my system, successive powers of A, or of* some functions of A
* Philosophical Transactions, 1807. p. 125.

(B.
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(as V) only occur, applied all to one and the same power, 0X
; and it only remains

to develope the function of V we have arrived at in powers of A, bearing in mind that

V=l+N|3

+ &c., or l-V=A{-!+!-£+
&C.J-

Now as regards the term h-~ vy— ,
it is obvious that it will take when developed the

V
form Ax+n

. (a+j3A+yA2+ &c.}, and therefore, that when differentiated n—1 times

successively with respect to A, it will have the form A*+1 {a
,+/3'A+y'A2+ &c.}, so

that, when applied as an operative symbol to 0*, the result will be =0. This term

then may be simply struck out, and we have only to consider the development in A of

(

d \- x - s,+1 -0.

dv) V

Now this is equal to

/ d \
n_1

(1 / ^
(x+ n)(x+ n— 1)

-U) •iv- |J+" i+
1.2

V-

=-U*
)

-v-o+o+o ±
».[•] ]

u
’

1
0"

all the terms of which vanish except the first, x being > — 1, and the whole reduces

(

d ^ i r»-n •—
j

• — 0% or to
(
— !)”• 0*. And we therefore obtain, finally,

A,=tV=0':
' [*] V

1
f
log(l + A) l» 0 ,r

1.2 x'\ A
J

' u
’

which is identical with that given in my paper above mentioned, equation (6), or in the

“ Examples,” p. 82.

J. F. W. Herschel.
Collingivood, April 20, 1860.

Note by A. Cayley, M.A., F.R.S.

l

The above formula (B.), substituting therein for A r the value — V 0*, becomes

or, as this may be written,

V~”0*:
[x+ n] 1

2— &c. jo*;
I [1] [>— !](»+!)

V ~r [2][«— 2](n+ 2)

or, inserting a first term which vanishes except in the case x=0, and which is required

in order that the formula may hold good for this particular value,

1 1 ” ’ 1 V 2— &c.|

0

C

;
V -n

QJ— f V7 0—

.

[>— 1] |[0] \x]n ’[!][*— !](«+!)
V-

[2] \_x— 2](ra + 2)

where the series on the right-hand side need only be continued up to the term contain-

ing V^O®, since the subsequent terms vanish.
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Now V"”0*, or
(j

0O. (f+A))
*s e(lua^ to Mxcoef. if in

^ ,
and so V ?0*, or

(log(f+ A))

?Q>
’
is e(lual t0W X coe£ ^ in (~T^)

e‘-l
Hence, putting R=——

,

the last-mentioned formula will be true if, as regards the

term which contains t\ we have

I^T] 1 [0] [>] »
R°“

[1] [a?- 1] (n+ 1)

5,1+ [2] \x- 2] (»+ 2)
R-“= R2—&cI

the series on the right-hand side being continued up to the term in R*. This formula

e
4—

1

is, in fact, true if R, instead of being restricted to denote —— ,
denotes any function

whatever of the form Y+ bt+ctf+&c., and it is true not only for the term in if, but for

all the powers of t not higher than if. And, moreover, R~” may denote any positive or

negative integral or fractional power of R. In fact, the formula (assuming for a moment

the truth of it) shows that the expansion of any power whatever of a series of the form

in question, can be obtained by means of the expansions of the successive positive

integer powers of the same series : the existence of such a formula (at least for negative

powers) was indicated by Eisenstein, Crelle
,

t. xxxix. p. 181 (1850), and the formula

itself, in a slightly different form, was obtained in a very simple manner by Professor

Sylvester in his paper, “ Development of an idea of Eisenstein,” Quart. Math. Journ.

t, i. p. 199 (1855); the demonstration was in fact as follows, viz. writing

R"=(l+K-l)»=l+j(R-l)+^^(K-l)!+&c.:

if we attend only to the terms involving powers of t not higher than if, the series on the

right-hand side need only be continued up to the term involving (R— 1)*, and the right

side being thus converted into a rational and integral function of R, it may be developed

in a series of powers of R (the highest power being of course R*), and the coefficients of

the several powers are finite series which admit of summation ;
this gives the required

formula. But there is an easier method; the process shows that the series on the right-

hand side, continued as above up to the term involving if, is, as regards n, a rational and

integral function of the degree x ; and by Lagrange’s interpolation formula, any rational

and integral function of n of the degree x, can be at once expressed in terms of the

values corresponding to (u'+l) particular values of n. The investigation will be as fol-

lows :—Let R denote a series of the form 1 -\-ht-\-ctf-\-8cc., and let R” denote the develop-

ment of the nth power of R, continued up to the term containing if
,
the terms involving

higher powers of t being rejected. R°, R 1

,
R2

,
&c., and generally Rs

,
will in like man-

ner denote the developments of these powers up to the term involving if, or what is the

same thing, they will be the values of R“, corresponding to n— 0, 1, 2 ,..s. By what

precedes Rre

is a rational and integral function of n of the degree x, and it can therefore

be expressed in terms of the values R°, R 1

,
R2

,
...R-", which correspond to w=0, 1, 2, .x.
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Let s have any one of the last-mentioned values, then the expression

n.n— l.n—2...n—x 1

n—s s.s— — 1.— 2...— [sc— s)

which, as regards n, is a rational and integral function of the degree x (the factor n—s,

which occurs in the numerator and in the denominator being of course omitted), vanishes

for each of the values n— 0, 1, 2,..x, except only for the value n=s
,
in which case it

becomes equal to unity. The required formula is thus seen to be

T>n ,. T fn.n-l.n-2...»-a? 1 p/ln m-s s.s-1...2.1.-l.-2...-(a;-s)
J»

where the summation extends to the several values s=0, 1, 2 . .. x; or, what is the same

thing, it is

(~y~8

P»1^ n-s 1.2...s.l.2...(#— s) .j

’

or changing the sign of n, it is

-p_„ ^
fn.n+ l.n+ 2.,n+ x

or, as this may be written,

n + s
- -j y— rA

1.2...S.1 ,2...x—
s J

’

R- .[*+ »] v I
(-)«_]£+»] yl R

}
[s] [x— s](ra+ s)

or substituting for s the values 0, 1,2,.. x, the formula is

R-”— [^+ w
] J 1 Ro

1 RiJ I R2 1-
[n i] | [o] [*]»

K
[1] [*-l] (»+ [2] [x 2] (n+ 2)

K "}

continued up to the term involving R*, which is the theorem in question.



--
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XIX. On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion.—Part III. On the Changes of Tem-

perature experienced by bodies moving through Air. By Professor W. Thomson,

A M., LL.l)., F.B.8. Ac., and J. P. Joule, LL.I)., F.JR.8. Ac.

Received June 21,—Read June 21, 1860.

This interesting branch of our researches has been prosecuted by us from time to time

since 1856. In the spring of that year we commenced our experiments by trying the

effect of whirling thermometers in the air. This process had been confidently recom-

mended as a means of obtaining the temperature of the atmosphere, but we were sure

that the plan was not absolutely correct, and one of us had, as early as 1847, explained

the phenomena of “ shooting stars ” by the heat developed by bodies rushing into our

atmosphere. In our early experiments we whirled a thermometer by means of a string,

alternately quickly and slowly, and it was found that the thermometer was invariably

higher after quick than after slow whirling, in some cases the difference amounting to

as much as a degree Fahrenheit. We also succeeded in exhibiting the same pheno-

menon by whirling a thermo-electric junction. In 1857 we resumed the subject, using

an apparatus consisting of a wheel worked by hand, communicating rapid rotation to

an axle, at the extremity of which an arm carrying a thermometer, with its bulb out-

wards, was fixed. The distance between the centre of the axle and the thermometer

bulb was 39 inches. The thermometers made use of were filled with ether or chloro-

form, and had, the smaller 275, and the larger 330 divisions to the degree C. The

lengths of the cylindrical bulbs were and ly% inch, their diameters ‘26 and -48 of

an inch respectively. The method of experimenting was to revolve the thermometer

bulb at a certain velocity until we knew by experience that it had obtained the full

thermal effect, then to stop it as suddenly as possible and observe the temperature.

Alternately with these observations others were made to ascertain the temperature

after a slow velocity, the effect due to which wTas calculated from the other observations,

on the hypothesis that it varied with the square of the velocity. In all cases the results

in the Tables are means of several experiments.

2 xMDCCCLX.
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Series I.—Bulb ‘26 inch diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

I

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

Velocitv due
to 1- C.

46-9 and 24 0-082 6-018
O

0-1 148-8

51-5 and 24 0-098 0-018 0-116 151-2

68-1 and 24 0-151 0-018 0-169 l6o-6

72*7 and 24 0-191 0-018 0-209 159
78-7 and 24 0-228 0-018 0-246 158-6

84*8 and 24 0-251 0-018 0-269 163-5

103-7 and 24 0-333 0-018 0-351 175
1.30-2 and 24 0-531 0-018 0-549 175-7

133-2 and 24 0-607 0-018 0-625 168-5

145-4 and 24 0-676 0-018 0-694 174-6

Series II.—Bulb -48 inch diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

j

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

Velocitv due
to 1°' C.

36-3 and 18 6-039 6-015 6-054 156-2

66-6 and 1

8

0-112 0-015 0-127 186-9

84-8 and 18 0-158 0-015 0-173 203-9

125-6 and 18 0-427 0-015 0-442 189

In the following experiments, made in the spring of 1859, thermo-electric junctions

of copper and iron wire were whirled, and the effect measured by a Thomson's reflecting

galvanometer. The arrangement will be understood from the adjoining sketch, where

a is the axle of the whirling appa-

ratus. b a block of wood placed on

the end of the axle
; to this is at-

tached c c', a copper tube, y^ths of an

inch in diameter, with a hole in its

side, d e is a copper wire, which,

entering the hole passes along the

axis of the tube, from which it is in-

sulated by non-conducting material.

df is an iron wire soldered at d to

the copper wire, (j g are thick cop-

per wires, communicating at their

remote ends with the galvanometer.

They apply to the tube and wire with

a springing force, perfect contact

being maintained by keeping the touching surfaces clean, and lubricated with oil. A
thin piece of wood, not drawn in the sketch, was attached to the block of wood. It

was made to extend to within 1, 2, or 3 feet off d
,
according as the velocity was to be
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slow or quick. The wires being tied to it, were prevented from twisting out of their

proper position. The distance of d from the axis of revolution was generally 44 inches.

The thermal value of the indications of the galvanometer was repeatedly ascertained by

direct observations of the effect of heating the junctions.

The following Tables comprise the results of those experiments in which

the junction was placed at right angles to the direction of its motion.
-=>

Series III.—Junction of wires two^1 °f an in°h in diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

Velocity due
to 1° C.

53-6 and 21 6-21 6-037 6-247 108

77'8 and 17*5 0-258 0-025 0-283 146-3

105 and 18 0-373 0-026 0-399 166-2

126-4 and 44-8 0-320 0-058 0-378 205-6

146 and 25 0-673 0-030 0-703 174-1

159 -3 and 34 0-866 0-041 0-907 167-3

180 and 48 0-671 0-051 0*722 211
186-6 and 48-3 0-967 0-071 1-038 181-3

221 and 47 1-393 0-050 1-443 184
300-5 and 105-8 2-364 0-333 2-697 183
315-6 and 73 3-572 0-202 3-774 162-5

326-5 and 66-2 4-133 0-172 4-305 157-3

372-5 and 66-4 5-21 0-170 5-380 160-6

Series IY.

—

Junction of wires ^th of an inch in diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

j

Velocity due
to 1°C. !

29 and 17-5 6-022 6-012 6-034 157-2

46-2 and 15-5 0-157 0-026 0-183 108
73-7 and 16*75 0-281 0-024 0*305 133-5

90 and 17 0-363 0-013 0-376 146-8

139-1 and 26 0-6l 0-021 0-631 175-1

155-6 and 26 0-878 0-024 0-902 163-9
246-4 and 31 1-482 0-023 1-505 200-8

262-6 and 35 2-087 0-045 2-132 179-8

Series Y.—Junction of wires of an inch in diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

,

in feet per second.

Difference of
thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

Velocity due
to P C.

64-03 and 33-96 6-127 6-049 0-176 152-6

91-48 and 41-17 0-204 0-073 0-277 173-8
1 34*9 and 51 0-67 0-112 0-782 152-5
160-73 and 47-34 0-685 0-097 0-782 181-8

177-9 and 48-25 0-863 0-100 0-963 181-3

208 and 44 1-469 0-071 1-540 168

2x2
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Series VI.—Junction of wires of an inch, in diameter.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Estimated effect

of low velocity.

Thermal effect

of high velocity.

Velocitv doe
to 1

-
C.

93-1 and 39 6-198 6-042 6-240 190
109-6 and 52-4 0-239 0-072 0-311 196-5

133-96 and 58-3 0-432 0-100 0-532 183
163-7 and 55-2 0-654 0-084 0-738 190-5

From the above Tables it is manifest that the thermal effect increases nearly with the

square of the velocity
; it is, however, a little greater at low velocities than accords with

this law. Taking, therefore, the means of the foregoing results, and rejecting all those

obtained from a velocity under 100 feet per second, we obtain the following sum-

mary :

—

Material of the
Diameter.

Velocity due
whirled cylinder. to 1° Cent.

Glass . . . . . . 0-26 173-45

Glass . . . . 0-48 189

Copper-iron . . . 0-01 177-54

Copper-iron . . . 0-025 179-9

Copper-iron . . . 0-057 170-9

Copper-iron . . . 0-115 190

Mean .... . . 180-13

It may be inferred from the above that the thermal effect is independent of the kind

of material whirled, provided its surface is smooth ; and that it is likewise independent

of the diameter of the cylinder moving in a direction perpendicular to its length.

In the next experiments we whirled the junctions parallel to the direction of ; -

motion.

Series VII.

Diameter
of wire.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

high velocity.

Velocity

due to

1° C.

Means.

•057 <

•115

'

123-4 and 45-2

186-7 and 54-2

126-5 and 39"6

206-6 and 44
100-5 and 44-8

182-7 and 50

6-415

1-160

0-

59

1-

518

0-

215

1-

053

0-064

0-107

0-058

0-072

0-053

0-085

6-479

1-267

0-

648

1-

59
0-268

1-138

178-3

165-9

157-1

164
194-1

171-3

J
172-1

j
160-55

\
182-7

J

The general mean of the velocities due to 1° Cent, is therefore 171 ’78, which is not

notably different from the result obtained when the wire was placed at right angles to

the direction of motion. The absence of any considerable effect arising from the shape

of the body whirled, was also shown by the following results obtained with a junction

of flattened wires a quarter of an inch broad and one-thirtieth of an inch thick.
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Series VIII.

Position ofjunction.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due
to P C.

Mean.

Flat side against

the air
]

Thinedge against'

the air
J

85-8 and 40
156-5 and 52
164-4 and 48

182-4 and 54-3

0-165

0-683

0-736

0-811

0-046

0-085

0-074

0-074

0-211

0-768

0-810

0-885

186-6

178-61

182-6
j

193-9

180-6

The general mean of all the foregoing results is 179T5 feet per 1° Cent. The

phenomena hitherto observed seemed to point to the effect of stopping air as a cause,

since 145 feet per second is the velocity of air equivalent to the quantity of heat

required to raise its substance, under constant pressure, by 1° Cent, temperature ;
and

it was reasonable to infer that a portion of the effect was lost by radiation. The follow-

ing experiments, made with a junction of fine wires covered loosely with cotton-wool

or tow, enabled us to eliminate all effects but those due to stopped air. Their results

will be found to agree closely with theory.

Series IX.

Velocities in the Difference Estimated Thermal
Velocity due

to 1° C.
Position of junction. alternate experiments, of thermal effect of low effect of high Mean.

in feet per second. effect. velocity. velocity.

91-3 and 34 0-25 6-04 6-29 169-6

Cotton-wool closely 112 and 26 0-447 0-025 0-472 162-8
1

tied about the junction^ 135-8 and 40-6 1-37 0-14 1-51 110-5 >>148-76

of fine wires 140*3 and 24 0-823 0-024

0-

847

1-

273

152-4

167*6 and 43-5 1-188 0-085 148-5 J

r 94-1 and 35 0-494 0-079 0-573 124 1
Junction of fine wires 95*7 and 25-3 0-426 0-032 0-458 141-1

placed in a small wicker
basket filled with cotton-*'

105-5 and 27*6

113-5 and 33

0-33

0-409

0-026

0-038

0-356

0-447

168-

3

169-

5
>>144-53

wool or tow 116-8 and 33 0-639 0-055 0-694 140-1

116-8 and 47*4 0-739 0-145 0-884 124-2 J

When the junction was placed in the basket, without any cotton-wool or tow, a

velocity of 1GOT ft. per second was required to give 1°. N.B. The basket was so open

that its orifices amounted to half the entire area.

In several of our experiments with very slow velocities there appeared to be a greater

evolution of heat than could be due to the stopping of air. This circumstance induced

us to try various modifications of the surface of the whirled body. In the first instance

we covered the bulb of the thermometer used in the second series of experiments with

five folds of writing-paper, and then obtained the following results :

—
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Series X.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due to l
c
C..

or Vjo, on the hypothesis

that V,o= —

—

1
V#

36-3 and 18 0-045 0-015 0-060 148-2
51-5 and 18 0-115 0-015 0-130 142-8
72-6 and 18 0-146 0-015 0-161 180-9
118 and 18 0-385 0-015 0-400 186-6

It will be seen from the last column that the effect at slow velocities was greater than

that which might have been anticipated. We were thus led to try the effect of a

further increase of what we may call “ fluid

friction.” In the next series the bulb was

wrapped with fine iron wire.
( wir:

Series XI.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C..

or Vjo, on the hypothesis

that V,o= —

—

•Jt

15-36 and 7*68 0-022
o

0-008 0-030 88-8

23-04 and 15-36 0-069 0-03 0-099 73-2

30-71 and 15-36 0-118 0-03 0-148 79-8

46-08 and 15-36 0-177 0-03 0-207 101-3

69-12 and 15-36 0-267 0-03 0-297 126-8

111-34 and 15-36 0-530 0-03 0-560 148-8

126-72 and 15-36 0-598 0-03 0-628 160

153-55 and 15-36 0-850 + 0-03 0-880 + 163.4-

In the next experiments the bulb was wrapped

with a spiral of fine brass wire.

Series XII.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due to 1
C
C..

or Vjo, on the hypothesis

that Vjo= -L

.

7*68 and 1-92 0-006 0-002 0-008 S6-3

15-36 and 7*68 0-033 0-008 0-041 75-8

23-04 and 15-36 0-070 0-041 0-111 69-1

30-71 and 15*36 0-105 0-041 0-146 80-3

46-08 and 19-2 0-120 0-075 0-195 104-4

76-8 and 23-04 0-203 0-111 0-314 137-1

1 115-18 and 23-04 0-570 0-111 0-681 139'5
1

148-78 and 76-8 0-488 0-314 0-802 166-2

The last columns of the above Tables clearly indicate that at slow velocities a source
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of heat exists besides that from stopped air. It is also evident that, as the velocity

increases, this thermal cause decreases
;

for at a velocity of 150 feet per second the

thermal effect is such as would be due to the influence of stopped air alone.

In prosecuting still further this part of our subject we made the following arrange-

ment. A disc of mill-board, 32 inches in diameter, was fixed to the end of the axis of

the whirling apparatus. An ether thermometer, whose bulb was one-fourth of an inch

in diameter, was tied by its stem to the face of the disc, so that the bulb was 15 inches

distant from the axis of revolution, and 1 inch from the margin of the disc. In the

following Table the first five experiments were made with the above arrangement, but

in the last two a thermo-electric junction of thin copper and iron wires, tied closely to

the mill-board, was substituted for the ether thermometer.

Series XIII.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C.,

or V jo, on the hypothesis

that V,o=
1

*lt

O O O

3*lo and *o 0-029 0-005 0-034 17-1

7-85 and 3*15 0-027 0-034 0-061 31-7

15-7 and 7*85 0-052 0-061 0-113 46-6

31-4 and 15*7 0-022 0-113 0-135 85-5

Thermo-
g3 .3 anfJ^

electric /
g0 .2 anf) 25

junction J

0-106 0-120 0-226 133-3

0-286 0-116 0-402 142-3

The surface of the mill-board disc being rather rough, it was judged desirable to

make similar experiments with a disc of sheet zinc. This was perfectly smooth,

36^- inches in diameter. The thermometer bulb was fixed at 17T inches distance from

the axis.

Series XIV.

Velocities in the

alternate experiments)

in feet per second.

Difference

of thermal
effect.

Estimated
effect of low

velocity.

Thermal
effect of high

velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C.,

or Vjo, on the hypothesis

that Vio=
1

V*

1-71 and -57 6-024 0-010 0-034 9-2

3-42 and 1*71 0-017 0-034 0-051 15-1

8-55 and 3-42 0-027 0-051 0-078 30-7

17"! and 8*55 0-023 0-078 0-101 53-8

34-2 and 17*1 0-046 0-102 0-148 88-8

57-28 and 17*1 0-070 0-102 0-172 138-3

The last columns of the two foregoing Tables clearly show the inapplicability of the

law of the increase of temperature with the square of the velocity, at low velocities. The

thermal effect appears even to increase at a slower rate than simply with the velocity.

This phenomenon may, we think, be ascribed to the internal fluid friction of the particles
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of air among themselves, which Professor Stokes has proved to exist, by his researches

on the motion of pendulums. We may easily apprehend that in such experiments as

our last, the entire face of the disc is covered with a film of air, which revolves along

with it at very slow velocities. As the velocity increases there will still be a film of air

adhering to the disc, but with the difference that it will be constantly replaced by fresh

stopped air, the thermal effect of which will ultimately be the only recognizable pheno-

menon.

A very interesting and important branch of our subject was to inquire into the

thermal phenomena which take place at the surface of a sphere passing rapidly through

air. Some of our experiments on this subject have been made by blowing air from a

large bellows against a ball
;
others by whirling a ball or sphere in the air by means of

the apparatus already described. We shall commence by describing the latter, in some

of which a thermo-electric junction was employed, and in others an ether thermometer.

Series XV.—Wooden ball 2 inches in diameter, with a thermo-electric junction

of fine copper and iron wires made even with the surface.

Position of the junction in respect

to the direction of motion.

Velocities in alternate

experiments.

Difference of

thermal effect.

r 75-6 and 23-1 0-269

In front, or anterior < 118-4 and 23-1 0-517

l 141*5 and 39-5 0-745

f
74 and 28*5 -0-146

At the side, or equatorial. ..< 115 and 26*3 0-283

1 120 and 40 0-020

r 71-5 and 25 0-093

In the rear, or posterior ...^ 112-4 and 19*3 0-414

L 113-7 and 42 0-280

In the above experiments differential results for the several pairs of velocities are

alone given, so that, although one of the quantities has a negative sign, there is no proof

of actual cooling effect. In the next experiments we whirled a thin glass globe.

3-58 inches in diameter, placed at a distance of 38 inches from the axle of the apparatus.

The small bulb of an ether thermometer was kept in contact with the glass.
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Series XVI.

Position of the bulb of the

thermometer in respect to the

direction of motion.

Velocities in the alternate

experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Thermal effect

due to

low velocity.

Thermal effect

due to

high velocity.

r 3-84 and 1-92 0-002 0-001
0

0-003

7-68 and 3-84 0-007 0-003 0-010

15-36 and 7-68 0-143 0-010 0-153
In front of the globe <!

23-04 and 15-36 0-106 0-153 0-259

38-4 and 15-36 0-133 0-153 0-286

l.
57*5 and 15-36 0-211 0-153 0-364

3-84 and 1-92 0-029 0-007 0-036

7*68 and 3-84 0-109 0-036 0-145

15-36 and 7-68 0-138 0-145 0-283
At the side of the globe ...<^ 23-04 and 7*68 0-181 0-145 0-326

38-4 and 23-04 0-000 0-326 0-326

57-5 and 23-04 0-087 0-326 0-413

r-

'

3-84 and 1-92 0-011 0-004 0-015

7’68 and 3-84 0-024 0-015 0-039

15-36 and 7*68 0-147 0-039 0-186

In the rear of the globe ...<; 23-04 and 15-36 0-076 0-186 0-262

38-4 and 15-36 0-062 0-186 0-248

57"5 and 15*36 0-091 0-186 0-277

70-92 and 15-36 0-204 0-186 0-390

In the next experiments, a 12-inch globe, such as is used in schools, was fixed at a

distance of 3 feet from the axis of the revolving apparatus. The ether thermometer

was generally employed, as in the last series, but for the highest velocity a thermo-

electric junction of thin wires placed close to the globe registered the thermal effect.

Series XVII.

Measurer of heat, and its position

in respect to the direction of

the motion.

Velocities in the alternate

experiments,

in feet per second.

Difference of

thermal effect.

Thermal effect

due to

low velocity.

Thermal effect

due to

high velocity.

r r 3-72 and 1-24 0-019 0-009 estimd . 0-028
.2 Ether thermometer ...< 7-44 and 3-72 0-008 0-028 0-036

1 14-88 and 7'44 0-028 0-036 0-064

< hermo-electric junction 39-68 and 7*44 0-200 0-036 0-236

is r r 3-72 and 1-24 0-007 0-003 estim cl
. 0-010

Ether thermometer ...< 7-44 and 3-72 0-013 0-010 0-023

1 14-88 and 7‘44 0-024 0-023 0-047

c

r

W ^Thermo-electric junction 39-37 and 7‘44 0-170 0-023 0-193

0 r r 3-72 and 1-24 0-024 0-012 estinid. 0-036

Ether thermometer ..A 7*44 and 3-72 0-022 0-036 0-058

ll l 14-88 and 7‘44 0-046 0-058 0-104

c2 Thermo-electric
j
unction 37-2 and 7'44 0-140 0-058 0-198

In the experiments in which air was blown against a sphere, we made use of a large

organ-bellows, from which a constant stream of air could be kept up at velocities

dependent upon the weights laid on. In our first trials, the air issued from a circular

mdccclx. 2 Y
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aperture 2-| inches in diameter, and the ball was placed, at half an inch distance, in

front of the aperture. We shall, as before, call that point of the ball which was nearest

the wind, the Anterior Pole ; the most sheltered point, the Posterior Pole ; and the

intermediate part, the Equator. The balls were furnished with thermo-electric junctions

of thin copper and iron wires, made flat with the surface, the junctions being in each

case 90° apart from one another.

Series XVIII.—^-inch Wooden Ball.

Velocity of air. 0 c

68 ft. per sec. ... Equator 0114 colder than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0'067 colder than E ,uator.

Velocity of air.

1-2 ...

3'6 ...

7-2 ...

14-4 ...

28'8 ...

36 ...

48 ...

57-6 ...

73 ...

105 ...

Series XIX.—1-inch Wooden Ball.

o

Equator 0'088 warmer than Anterior Pole.

Equator 0 -129 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0'03 warmer than Equator.

Equator 0'160 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0'022 warmer than Equator.

Equator 0T20 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole O'OIS colder than Equator.

Equator 0 056 warmer than Anterior Pole .. Posterior Pole O'OIS colder than Equator.

Equator 0'008 colder than Anterior Pole.

Equator 0'035 colder than Anterior Pole.

Equator 0'056 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0 090 colder than Equator.

Equator 0'245 colder than Anterior Pole.

Equator 0'380 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0 -232 colder than Equator.

In our next series, one junction was placed within the bellows, and the other in con-

tact with the different parts of the 1-inch ball. All the results will be seen to indicate,

as might have been anticipated, that the junction within the bellows was warmer than

any part of the ball.

Series XX.

Velocity of air.
Pressure of air in the bellows,

in inches of water.

Cold of Anterior Pole,

in respect to

the inner junction.

Cold of Equator,

in respect to

the inner junction.

Cold of Posterior Pole,
j

in respect to

the inner junction.
|

2-4 0-003 estimated 6-098 0-065 6-028
3-6 0'006 estimated 0-094 0-065 0-028

7-2 0-025 estimated 0-083 0-103 0-060

14-4 0-105 estimated 0-110 0-089 0-109

28*8 0-42 estimated 0-102 0-112

73 2-7 estimated 0-1S8 0-309 0-300

105 5-6 measured 0-195 0-360

A further modification of the experiments was made by placing a glass tube 3 feet

long and of 1^-inch interior diameter, within the aperture, so that two-thirds of the tube

was inside, and one-third outside of the bellows. A ball furnished with junctions 90°

distant from each other was placed within the tube.
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Series XXI.—Wooden Ball, 1 inch diameter.
Velocity of air. 0 0

1'8
. . . Equator 0045 warmer than Anterior Pole . . . Posterior Pole 0 052 warmer than Equator.

2’7 ... Equator 0’056 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole O’052 warmer than Equator.

5’4 ... Equator 0 -074 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0035 warmer than Equator.

10'8 ... Equator 0'052 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0 017 warmer than Equator.

21 -6 ... Equator 0’037 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0008 colder than Equator.

43 -2 ... Equator O’Oll warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0 013 colder than Equator.

54 ... Equator 0’019 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0 014 colder than Equator.

62 Posterior Pole 0'023 colder than Equator.

83 -8 Posterior Pole 0041 colder than Equator.

108 . . . Equator O'OOl colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0’086 colder than Equator.

Series XXII.—Wooden Ball, \ inch diameter.
Velocity of air. 0 „

1’8 ... Equator 0'048 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole O’050 warmer than Equator.

5'4 ... Equator 0030 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0047 warmer than Equator.

10’8 ... Equator 0’023 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0031 warmer than Equator.

21'6 ... Equator 0008 warmer than Anterior Pole ... Posterior Pole 0’012 warmer than Equator.

43’2 ... Equator 0’006 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0’009 warmer than Equator.

54 ... Equator 0 019 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0 006 colder than Equator.

62 ... Equator 0’026 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0’014 colder than Equator.

83'8 . . . Equator 0’040 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0'031 colder than Equator.

108 ... Equator 0’068 colder than Anterior Pole Posterior Pole 0 050 colder than Equator.

The general result is that at slow velocities of air there is a gradual increase of tem-

perature from the anterior to the posterior pole, but the reverse at high velocities. We
observed a great effect for slow velocities at the commencement of an experiment,

which gradually declined on continued blowing. This phenomenon was apparently

owing to circumstances in connexion with the temperature of the orifice and of the

bellows.

The causes of the thermal effects on the surface of balls slowly pass-

ing through air are very complicated, as they arise from the effects of

stopped air, fluid friction, and varied pressures. In order, if possible,

to throw some light on these, we made the following observations :

—

1st. That when the 12-inch globe passed through the air at the velo-

city of about 12 feet per second or under, the air at the equatorial part

moved in the reverse direction. We did not observe the velocity, if it

existed, at which this phenomenon ceased to take place *.

2nd. An ivory ball, 1*7 inch diameter, had holes drilled from points

of the surface 90° asunder, which holes met at the centre of the ball.

Into the lower one (see adjoining figure) a bent glass tube, partly filled

with water, was cemented ; in the other, at c, a porous wooden plug

was placed. It was then found that when c was made the anterior

pole in a blast from the bellows, a pressure was experienced able to

* See ‘ Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ June 18, 1857, p. 558.
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produce a difference of level in the tubes b and d equal to 2 *5 inches. hen c was put

in the equatorial position, there was, on the contrary, a suction equal to 1*2 inch. When
c was made the posterior pole there was also a suction, equal, however, to only 0-1 inch.

Having tied a thick fold of silk over the orifice d, we tried the same thing in a strong

breeze of wind, when we found that on making c the anterior pole, we had a pressure

amounting to 0-6 of an inch ; on making c equatorial, a suction of 0-3

;

and on making

c the posterior pole, a suction of (M)5 inch.

We have not hitherto been able to detect any change in the thermal effect, owing to

the whistling sound of wire or other bodies rapidly whirled. We think it possible that

this vibratory action decreases the resistance and the evolution of heat. Some of the

sounds produced are interesting and worthy of further investigation. When a small

piece of paper was attached to the revoking wire, we obtained a continuous succession

of loud cracks similar to those of a whip.

But although this and other parts of our subject remain to be cleared up, we believe

that it will be found that at all high velocities the thermal effect arises entirely from

stopped air, and thus is independent of the shape and mass of the body, and of the

temperature and density of the atmosphere. From some experiments described in the

‘Proceedings of the Royal Society’ of June 19, 1856, p. 183, we inferred that a body

placed in a stream of air moving with a velocity of 1780 feet per second, was raised

137° C. above the temperature of that stream. This gives 152 feet per second as the

velocity due to 1°, while our direct results, given in the present paper, indicate 179.

It must be obvious that a thermometer placed in the wind registers the temperature

of the air, plus the greater portion, but not the whole, of the temperature due to the

vis viva of its motion. In a place perfectly sheltered from the wind, the temperature of

a thermometer immersed in the air will be that of the wind, plus the whole temperature

due to the vis viva of the moving air. In accordance with this we have found that a

thermometer placed in a sheltered situation, such as on the top of a wall opposite the

wind, indicates a higher temperature than when it is exposed to the blast. A minute

examination of these phenomena cannot fail to interest the meteorologist.
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XX. Reduction and Discussion of the Deviations of the Compass observed on board of all

the Iron-built Ships, and a selection of the Wood-built Steam-ships in Her Majesty's

Navy, and the Iron Steam-ship ‘ Great Eastern ; being a Report to the Hydrographer

of the Admiralty. By Frederick J. Evans, Esq., Master R.N., Superintendent of

the Compass Department of Her Majesty s Navy. Communicated by Captain Wash-

ington, R.N., F.R.S., by command of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty.

Received May 5,—Read June 21, I860.

SlR, London, April 18, 1860.

In compliance with the general instructions I received from you on my appointment, to

observe carefully the working of the Mariner’s Compass in the ships of Her Majesty’s

Navy, and especially in iron vessels, both for the security of their navigation and the aid

of science, I now beg leave to submit for your consideration the following Report

treating on these points, and in which is embodied an analysis of the magnetic character

of all the iron-built ships in Her Majesty’s Navy, as also of several of the wood-built

steam-ships.

In directing attention to this analysis, as given in a series of Tables, it is necessary to

advert to the observations on which it is based, as resulting from a general system

pursued in the Royal Navy.

On the foundation of the Compass Department in 1843, a periodical examination of

the disturbance caused by the iron on the compass in each ship,—or the deviation of

the compass as it is now familiarly known to seamen,—was directed to be made by the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty ; the records of this examination are duly pre-

served in the Hydrographic Office, and have been employed in this investigation.

The compass specially selected at this period (and since retained with a few modifi-

cations) for the navigation of Her Majesty’s ships, and with which all observations for

the deviation are made, and to which the steering or binnacle compasses of the ship

are referred, is well known as the “Admiralty Standard*.” This compass is solidly

fixed in the middle line of the ship, within the limits of the qnarter-deck
;
generally at

a distance from the stern varying from one-fifth to one-tenth of the vessel’s length, and

raised sufficiently high from the deck to secure bearings of terrestrial objects above the

gunwales or bulwarks, which ensures a height varying from about 4 feet 6 inches to

6 feet 6 inches ; an essential condition of its arrangement being that it is kept as free

from the immediate vicinity of iron as the nature and equipment of the vessel will

permit.

The details of all the essential parts of the Admiralty Standard compass, including

* A brief description of this compass, and the chief points in its construction, is appended.

MDCCCLX. 2 Z
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the cards and needles, are uniform throughout; the intensities of the latter being

remarkably so, and also permanent over long periods of time : the observations made

with this compass are therefore strictly comparable, and it will be understood that the

results given in this Report, except when specified to the contrary, and the inferences

arising therefrom, must be considered as applying to a compass in the various details of

position and structure just described.

The analysis of the deviations of the compass in iron-built vessels, embraces forty-two

ships of the Royal Navy ; and including the wood-built screw and paddle-wheel steam-

vessels, as also the deviations observed in various parts of the steam ship Great Eastern

during her experimental trip to Portland in the autumn of 1859, has involved a com-

putation of nearly two hundred and fifty Tables.

In order to render the analysis complete as a standard of reference, there is appended

certain statistical information relating to each vessel, including tonnage, and exact posi-

tion and height of standard compass : these details will be found necessary in a critical

examination of the magnetic characteristics of ships in general.

In the analysis of the Deviation Tables, I have employed Mr. Archibald Smith’s

formula for computing the magnetic coefficients, as deduced from Poissox's General

Equations given in the Supplement to the “Practical Rules for ascertaining and

applying the Deviations of the Compass caused by the Iron in a Ship,” furnished to Her

Majesty’s Ships; and also in the Philosophical Transactions for 1846.

In this formula the deviation (§) of the compass on board ship, reckoned positive

when the north point of the needle deviates to the east, is given by the following

expression :

—

c$=A+B sin £'+C cos £+D sin 2£'+E cos 2£,

A, D, E being constants depending only on the amount, quality, and arrangement or

position of the iron in the ship
; B and C depending on these, and also on the magnetic

dip and horizontal intensity; and the azimuth (by disturbed compass) of the ship’s

head, reckoned from the magnetic north to the east.

This formula is only approximate; but is sufficiently correct when the deviation does

not exceed about 20°. The accurate formula involves calculations too laborious to be

applied to ordinary cases.

Without entering on the nature and action of the magnetic forces which cause the

deviation of the compass on board ship,—to be found in the works to which I have

alluded, as also in the introduction to Dr. Scoresbt’s late Voyage round the World

for magnetical research, edited by Mr. Archibald Smith,—further than to attach a

physical meaning to the coefficients for practical elucidation, it is necessary to premise

that the investigations of the Astronomer Royal* are in accord with the general terms

* “ Account of Experiments on Iron-built ships, instituted for the purpose of discovering a correction for

the deviation of the Compass produced by the Iron of the ships,” Philosophical Transactions, Part 1. 1S39.

“ Discussion of the observed Deviations of the Compass in several ships, "Wood-built and Iron-built : with

a General Table for facilitating the examination of Compass Deviations,” by G-. 13. Amv, Esq., Astronomer

Eoyal, Philosophical Transactions for 1856.
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of this formula ;
observing, that in those investigations the coefficients A and E are

eliminated by the assumption that the soft iron is symmetrically distributed on each

side of the fore-and-aft line of the ship.

The meaning of the several coefficients is as follows :

—

A is a constant deviation, real or apparent ; . + if easterly deviation is in excess,

— if westerly; when real, it arises from the induction of the horizontal force of the

earth on masses of soft iron unsymmetrically distributed
; when only apparent, as in

nearly every case recorded, it is considered due to prism, or index error of the compass

on board, or of the compass employed on shore in obtaining reciprocal bearings, as also

local disturbance of the latter ; and, when the deviation has been observed by the bear-

ing of a distant object, that the latter has been imperfectly determined.

B and C are due to the combined effects of the permanent magnetism of the hard

iron ;
the deviation produced by which varies inversely as the horizontal force at the

place, and that induced by the vertical part of the earth’s force on the soft iron in the

ship, the deviation produced by which varies as the tangent of the dip. This deviation

has been termed “ polar-magnet ” by the Astronomer Royal, and “ semicircular ” by

Mr. A. Smith, from the nature and appearance of the curve when graphically delineated.

B represents that part of the combined attraction acting in a fore-and-aft direction

;

-f- if before the compass, — if abaft it ; that is, the north end of the needle is attracted

to the bow in the former case, and to the stern in the latter.

C is that portion of the combined attraction acting in an athwart-ship direction

;

+ if the north end of the needle is drawn to the starboard side, — if drawn to the port

side of the ship.

D and E, known as the permanent coefficients, from their (theoretically considered)

unchanging value in all magnetic latitudes, are due to the horizontal induction of the

soft iron in the ship, and produce a “ quadrantal ” deviation ;
the term multiplied by

D having its four maxima at the intercardinal points, and that by E at the cardinal

points.

The values of D are considered by theory to arise from masses acting in a fore-and-aft,

or transverse direction
; + from those before or abaft, — from those on either side.

E is in general so small as to be practically unimportant.

Tables of Magnetic Elements of various Ships in Her Majesty s Navy
,
Iron and Wood-

built.

The results of the analysis of the Tables of Compass Deviation are thus arranged :

—

Table I. The iron-built vessels arranged according to tonnage : this analysis includes

every Deviation Table of such vessels recorded in the Admiralty.

Table II. includes the floating batteries; one iron-built, and the others wood-built

plated with iron.

Table III. A selection from the wood-built screw steam-vessels, embracing those of

large, medium, and small dimensions.

2 z 2
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Table IV. A selection from the wood-built paddle-wheel steam-vessels, embracing

vessels of various dimensions.

The selected examples of Tables II. and III. must be understood as adopted to represent

the general types of their classes : the examples in these Tables, of deviations observed

on Foreign stations, are selected from the evident skill and care that has been bestowed

on the observations, and from their perfect illustration of the general nature of the mag-

netic change in wood-built steam-ships.

Table V. The magnetic coefficients of the steam-ship Great Eastern, as observed in

various parts of the vessel by myself, conjointly with Mr. Ruxdell, the Secretary to the

Liverpool Compass Committee.

The general tabular arrangement it is considered requires little further explanation

than the titles of the various columns convey. The column “ Ship’s force to head ''

is

the natural sine of the corresponding value of the coefficient B, and is in fact the pro-

portion of the ship’s force to head, to the earth’s horizontal force. The column “ Ship's

force to starboard ” is the natural sine of the corresponding value of the coefficient C,

and is the proportion of the ship’s force to the starboard side, to the earth’s horizontal

force.

The resultant of B and C is the ship’s force, and is in its direction and amount

[\/B2+C2

J the equivalent of the “ true starboard angle ” (measured from the bow round

by the starboard side to the bow again), or “ neutral position ;

” and of the 44 modulus’
-

of

polar-magnet deviation in Mr. Aiey’s paper in the Philosophical Transactions for 1856.

It will be observed that in the results obtained from Deviations observed on Foreign

stations (noted in italics), the total force of the ship is given in two lines, the upper

line being the proportion of the ship’s force to the horizontal force of the earth at the

place, the lower line being the proportion of the ship’s force to the horizontal force in

England, so as to allow a comparison to be made of the absolute force of the ship at

various stations.

For convenience, LOGO has been adopted to represent the value of the earth's hori-

zontal magnetic force at the several English ports where Her Majesty’s ships are usually

swung, viz. Greenhithe, Sheerness, Portsmouth, and Plymouth : for other stations I have

adopted those given by Mr. Airy in the paper of 1855 alluded to ; and for several places

not included in his discussion, reference has been made to the chart of Absolute Mag-

netic Intensity by General Sabine *, employing for the reduction to the horizontal com-

ponent, the most recent determinations of the magnetic dip with which I am acquainted.

A comparative Table of the foregoing elements, with the horizontal force as given by

Gauss in his 4 Atlas des Erdmagnetismus,’ reduced to the same unit of measure, is

appended, as being probably of use in any future inquiry or discussion.

I now proceed to direct attention to various features exhibited in the several Tables,

* Keith Johnson’s ‘Physical Atlas,’ 2nd edition.
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and shall venture to suggest what would appear from fair inferences to be the leading

principles of the magnetism of the ships included therein, and their practical applica-

tion.

It has been deemed unnecessary to introduce an analysis of the compass deviations of

wood-built sailing vessels ; as, whether as ships of war with batteries of guns, or merchant

vessels carrying cargo,—always excepting iron,—their deviations are small in amount,

and arising in the aggregate from induced magnetism.

An intercomparison of the magnetic coefficients of iron and wood-built steam-ships

is of greater importance in the investigations of the laws affecting the former, than

would at first appear : the special points elicited are

—

That D, which in the iron vessel ranges in value from to +6° and 7° (the Liver-

pool Compass Committee recording even a point or 11°), seldom exceeds +1° in wood

screw-ships, with not unfrequently a small minus sign in these vessels, and +1^° in the

wood paddle-wheel steam-ships.

A and E appear common in character and value in all the classes of vessels enume-

rated.

B and C thus differ :—In the wood-built vessel (in Great Britain) B is -f- whenever

the engines are before the compass, and C is always small in value. In the iron-built

vessel, B, irrespective of the machinery, is either + or — as the ship’s head while

building was south or north ; and C may be large in value, either + or —
; B nearly

vanishing as the ship’s head while building deviated from the magnetic meridian and

approached the east or west points of the compass*.

Taking therefore the relative tonnage, horse-power, and position of the standard com-

pass in each class of vessel, wood and iron, a judgment can be formed of the comparative

magnetic effects of the engines and boilers, apart from the hull or hammered fabric of

the iron ship.

Several examples occur in the Tables
;
from which we may infer, (1) that in an iron

vessel built in England, head south, the north end of the needle is drawn to the bow, or

B is positive. The steam machinery has the same effect ; B therefore as due to the hull,

is increased in amount. (2) In an iron vessel built head to the north
,
the north end of

the needle is drawn to the stern, or B is negative ; the steam machinery will in this case

tend to diminish the value of this coefficient
;
and on reference to Table I. it will be

observed that, as a rule, those vessels with B positive have, taking size and other con-

ditions of compass position into consideration, large compass deviations.

But what are the combined effects of steam machinery and hull on a great change of

geographic position, or in high south magnetic latitudes'? An examination of the

several Tables elicits some valuable information on this important point.

* The connexion between the direction of the ship’s keel and head while building as referred to the mag-
netic meridian, and the direction and strength of her magnetic polarity, so fully experimented on by the

late Dr. Scoresby and the Liverpool Compass Committee, is, I consider, fully confirmed
;
and there will be

added to this Report the magnetic lines of the ‘ Great Eastern,’ as another example of this remarkable

feature of an iron ship’s magnetism.
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Referring to the magnetic changes of the wood-built vessels (screw or paddle) in the

progress of their respective voyages to, and in the southern hemisphere, of which there

are several good continuous examples, it is evident that the coefficients B and C' are

dependent in their change chiefly on the alteration of the magnetic dip, and that the

horizontal intensity is a minor element of disturbance
; it may therefore be inferred as

a general rule, that in steam machinery, permanent magnetism bears but a small propor-

tion to inductive.

This appears sufficiently from examples in Tables III. and IV.
;
as also that, as in the

case of wood-built sailing vessels (discussed by General Sabine in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1849*), the wood steam-ship’s magnetism, on rapid changes of geogra-

phic position, falls short of, or “ lags behind,” the amount theoretically due to changes

of magnetic latitude.

The wood screw-ships Plumper and Highflyer f are instructive examples of the

“ lagging behind ” of their magnetism
;
in the former case, on the ship’s arrival at

Vancouver Island, the semicircular deviation was much in arrear of the value due to

the magnetic dip, as compared with that originally obtained in England. After an

interval of sixteen months, on the ship being reswung in the same locality, which she

had not quitted, the deviations exceeded the original amount observed in England,

approximating to the value due to the increased magnetic dip at Vancouver Island.

Similar features are exhibited in the Highflyer employed in the China seas.

We have now to consider the magnetic nature of the hull of the iron vessel combined

with the steam machinery
;
and in stating here the fact, of the former being, in the ma-

jority of the vessels investigated, highly permanent and but slightly inductive, in contra-

distinction to the steam machinery, I am only anticipating what will be hereafter given

in proof from examples in Table I.

The position of the standard compass with reference to the steam machinery in an

iron vessel, has therefore an important bearing practically and theoretically ; for if it is

placed in proximity to the funnel, which may be considered as the zero or measuring

point for the machinery in general, the inductive magnetism of the machinery is super-

added on the subpermanent magnetism of the hull, and complicates the question appa-

rently beyond research.

An instructive practical example of this condition is aflorded in the case of the

‘Vulcan’ iron ship: in this vessel the steam machinery is further aft than is usual in

ships either of the Navy or of the mercantile marine ; and it will be observed that the

standard compass is only 27 feet distant from the funnel, and is elevated on the poop-deck

nearly to the level of the top of the latter. Viewing the nature of the Vulcan’s hull

under the conditions of permanent magnetism, the maximum deviation, or ship's force,

* Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism, Part IX.

t Commanded respectively by Captains Geoege H. Richards and Charles P. Shadwell, C.B. The

labour and attention bestowed by these officers in the determination of the compass deviations of their ships,

and the consequent value of the results to the practice of navigation, and the theory of a ship’s magnetism,

are worthy of especial record.
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when at the Cape of Good Hope, should have been reduced in the inverse proportion of

1-000 to 1-174, or about one-sixth, whereas by observation it had more than doubled:

the polarity of the funnel and machinery, following the changes of magnetic dip (the

vessel was some months employed in high south magnetic latitudes), was reversed, and

thus then- force of magnetism (— B) was added to that of the hull of the ship (—B also),

instead of being subtracted from it, as had been the case in England.

The Simoom, a nearly sister vessel to the Vulcan, but with +B, and also observed

at the Cape of Good Hope, has the conditions reversed, the semicircular deviation being

smaller than its theoretical value, for the opposite reason ; viz. that the force of the

machinery which had been added to that of the hull in England, changing its sign, was

subtracted from it at the Cape of Good Hope.

On the Nature of the Magnetism in Iron-built Ships.

The magnetic influence of steam machinery having been reviewed, the nature of the

magnetism of iron-built ships can be entered on free, to a certain extent, of conditions

arising from this extraneous source of compass error, and those examples fairly elimi-

nated where it tends to embarrass the discussion.

The investigation of the coefficient D, or the disturbance arising from the horizontal

induction of the soft iron in the ship, when extended over the numerous examples

recorded in Table I., offers several novel and suggestive points of inquiry: the chief

characteristics are,

—

1. That it has invariably a, positive sign, causing an easterly deviation in the N.E.

and S.W. quadrants, and a westerly deviation in the S.E. and N.W. quadrants.

2. That its amount does not appear to depend on the size or mass of the vessel, or

direction when building, or on the iron beams.

3. That a gradual decrease in amount has occurred, when examined over a number of

years, in nearly every vessel that has been reviewed.

4. That the value remains unchanged in sign and amount, on changes of geographic

position, confirming theoretical deductions.

5. That a value for this coefficient, not exceeding 4°, and ranging between that

amount and 2°, may be assumed to represent the average or normal amount in vessels of

all sizes.

The following examples support these propositions :

—

1. The value not depending on the size of the vessel.

Great Eastern, of 22,000 tons . +4 8

Himalaya . „ 3,453 „ . +3 18

Assistance . „ 1,820 „ . fl-3 36

Trident, of 850 tons

Oberon, „ 649 „

Onyx, „ 292 „

+ 3° 26

+ 3 23

+ 3 42

As also, that the effect of iron beams, which has been assumed as a large element of

disturbance, cannot be traced.
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Assistance . . 1820 tons, iron beams . + 3 36

Trident . . 850 tons, wood beams . + 3 26

Industry 638 tons, iron beams . . +2 40

Oberon . 649 tons, wood beams . + 3 27

Bloodhound . 378 tons, iron beams . + 3 40

Sharpshooter . . 503 tons, wood beams . . + 4 32

To establish the effect of iron beams more fully, I carried out a series of experiments

on board H.M.S. Supply ; and from the results it is to be inferred that their magnetic

character is identical with that of the hull of the ship ; being dependent, as regards

polarity and permanency of magnetism, on the direction of the ship when building, and

the nature of the iron.

The uniformity of the quadrantal deviation of the compass, when placed in various

positions and at different heights from the deck, is thus shown :

—

ft. in.

In middle line of the ‘ Supply,’ 28 feet from stern, 5 0 high from deck .

,,
19 ,, 5 2 ,,..

„ 12 „ 3 10

ft. in.

Placed 22 feet from stern, 3 feet from middle line of deck, and 3 9 high

+2 38

f+2 15

1+2 37

+2 55

+2 56

Placed 13 feet from stern, 8 feet from middle line of deck, 2 feet from the

iron top side, and 1 foot 8 inches high
+2 13

The polar-magnet or semicircular deviation varied under these conditions from 15°

to 45°.

Elevation of the compass above an ordinary height from the deck necessarily dimi-

nishes the amount of quadrantal deviation, as in mast -compasses *

;

but within the

ordinary limits, or from 2 to 6 feet from the deck, the foregoing examples show that the

value is not affected. Another example was also afforded in H.M.S. Assistance, where

the raising the standard compass from 4 feet 5 inches to 6 feet 4 inches above the iron

beams, which .diminished the “semicircular” deviation from 17° 40' to 15°, had no per-

ceptible effect on the “quadrantal,” the values of D being respectively +3° 35' and

+ 3° 36'.

Mast-compass, Standard compass,

45 feet from deck. 5 feet from deck.

f River Thames +1 32 +4 21
j

* Great Eastern i Portland +1 30 +4 44 l Coefficient D.

Holyhead +1 0 +4 s|

H.M.S. Trident, mast-compass elevated 48 feet from the deck, D— 1° S': this is the only example that

has come under my investigation of a minus sign. It is the effect which would be produced if the soft iron

can be considered as collected in two masses,—one near the how, the other near the stern.
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2. The gradual decrease in the value of D is well marked in those ships in which the

position of the compass has remained unchanged, and direct comparison has been thus

afforded.

o / o I o I

Himalaya . in 41 years, decrease from 3 51 to 3 18 = 0 33

Urgent . . . 55 4 55 55 2 58 55 2 12 55 0 46

Simoom . . 55 7f 55 55 3 57 55 3 25 55 0 32

Vulcan . . . 55 8* 55 55 3 20 55 2 48 55 0 32

Birkenhead

.

55 4 55 55 2 53 55 2 12 55 0 41

Trident . . . 55

1 O
io 55 55 4 03 55 3 26 55 0 37

Triton . . . 55 55 55 4 02 55 2 37 55 1 25

Supply . . . 55 55 55 3 40 55 2 15 55 1 25

Bloodhound 55 10 55 55 3 40 55 2 31 55 1 9

Jackal . . . 55 14 55 55 4 57 55 3 01 55 1 56

Myrmidon . 55 H 55 55 3 23 55 2 45 55 0 38

Harpy . . . 55 14 55 55 2 54 55 2 32 55 0 22

Lizard . . . 55 13 55 55 3 49 55 3 4 55 0 45

Onyx .... 55 4 55 55 3 42 55 3 26 55 0 16

Dover . . . 55 5 1-° 2 55 55 2 38 55 2 23 55 0 15

3. In assuming the normal amount of quadrantal deviation in iron steam-ships as from

2° to 4°, it will be seen, from the accompanying analysis, that thirty-four of the forty-

two ships in Her Majesty’s Navy, or 75 per cent., are included in this condition, thus:

Quadrantal deviation, between 1 and 2,

55 55 55 2 55 2-1

55 55 55 2 55 3,

55 55 55
ojl

55 31

55 55 55 3 55 4,

55 55 55 °2 55 41

55 55 55 3 55 5,

55 55 55 4 55 5,

55 55 55 6 55 7,

2 vessels, of 1391 and 462* tons.

1 55 164 tons.

11 55 1981 to 180 tons.

10 55 1764 „ 270 tons.

10 55 3453 „ 292 tons.

3 55 1980 „ 503 tons.

2 55 440 „ 340 tons.

1 ,, 267 tons, as also Gt.Eastern.

2 „ 1954f to 267 tons.

Two questions of import here arise:—Are the results of this analysis to be deemed

conclusive 1 and, if so, under what conditions do large quadrantal deviations occur 1

It will be remembered that the two earliest iron vessels experimented on by Mr.

Airy,—the ‘Rainbow’ in 1838, and the ‘Ironsides’ in 1839,—vessels probably in those

3 AMDCCCLX.

* A sailing vessel. t A floating battery.
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early days considered experimental, and built of the best material, had very small qua-

drantal deviations, viz. 1° and 1° 6' respectively ; indeed the Astronomer Royal expe-

rienced difficulty in tracing the effects of terrestrial induction. Bearing these facts

in view, and taking further into consideration that in building Government vessels

stringent conditions of contract as to soundness of material are enforced, and strict

supervision exercised, it may be fairly assumed that the amount given of 2° to 4° repre-

sents the average condition of a well-built ship of the best or superior iron.

On the other hand, can the inference be drawn that an iron ship with large qua-

drantal deviation implies inferior material being used in her construction ?

Two of the most disastrous and fatal shipwrecks on record have occurred to iron-

built vessels, whose magnetic characters are perfectly known. HALS. Birkenhead,

whose permanency of magnetism (Table I.) was especially constant, and quadrantal

deviation small,—2|-°-|- a short time prior to her loss,—may be considered as the type,

magnetically, of a “hard” iron-built ship: the Royal Charter, with a quadrantal devia-

tion of 6°, and whose sub-permanent magnetism fluctuated more than any vessel with

whose records I am acquainted, may be considered as the type, magnetically, of a

“ soft ” iron-built ship. It will be recollected that in the wreck of these vessels under

their varied circumstances, both parted amidships ; the Royal Charter so suddenly and

rapidly, as to invite serious attention to various points of her construction.

It is difficult to draw any comparative conclusions from these two cases, but they are

placed in juxtaposition as grounds for further inquiry as to the connexion between the

amount of quadrantal deviation and the nature of the iron of the ship ; and it will be

remarkable and not less useful, if, in the prosecution of such inquiry, it can be esta-

blished that the relative qualities of the material used in iron ship-building can be

discriminated by the subtle agency of the ship’s compass-needle.

On the Coefficients B and C in Iron-built Ships
,
or that part of the Compass-disturbance

arising from the permanent magnetism of “hard” iron
,
and that induced by the ver-

tical part of the earth’s force on the “ soft ” iron in the ship.

On examination of Table I., it is at once observed that in the majority of examples

therein given, a permanency of magnetism exists so little affected by changes of

geographic position, as materially to confirm the views entertained by the Astronomer

Royal in his earliest discussion (1838), that the effect of transient induced magnetism

in iron-built ships is very small comparatively.

The absence of irregular fluctuations, and the gradual diminution of the ship’s force,

analogous to the gradual decrease of the quadrantal deviation, are notable features ;

and apparently the general permanency is but little influenced by concussions from the

sea, or from the repairs in dock, which necessarily must have occurred during the

several years over which the observations extend.

The gradual diminution of the ship’s magnetic force is shown in the following
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examples, all determined in English ports, and where it has been ascertained that, from

the compass remaining in the same position, the results are comparative.

The column “semicircular” deviation has been added to show the practical disturb-

ance on the compass at its maximum.

Himalaya. Ship’s force. Industry. Ship's force.

Semicircular

deviation.

Semicircular

deviation.Year. Direction. Amount. Year. Direction.
-s

Amount.

1855 . 182 0*275 16 0 1854 13 0-247 14 20
1856 . 182 0*243 14 5 1856 13 0-256 14 50
1859 . 169 0*248 14 25 1858 358 0-230 13 20

1858 354 0-182 10 30

Urgent. 1859 360 0*185 10 40

1855
1856

. 175

. 170

0*215

0-183
12 25
10 35

Sharpshooter.

1857 . 158 0-163 9 25 1848 177 0-126 7 15

1859 . 170 0*151 8 45 1850 180 0-105 6 5

Simoom. 1852 180 0-280 16 151

1852 . 340 0*367 21 35
1857 189 0-235 13 35/

1852 . 340 0-367 21 35 Bloodhound.
1857 . 355 0-326 19 0

351 0*256
1859 4 0*316 18 30 1845 14 50

1847 351 0-209 12 5

Megsera. 1851

1855
347
350

0*219

0*207
12 40

12 0
1851 . 190 0*232 13 25
1852 . 150 0-238 13 45 Jackal.
1857 . 162 0*219 12 40 1845 353 0*288 16 45

Birkenhead.
1849 344 0*266 15 25

1847 . 205 0-264 15 15 1854 329 0-316 18 25 1

1847 . 206 0-265 15 20 1859 339 0*262 15 10/
1848 . 206 0-260 15 5

1850 . 207 0-264 15 15 Lizard.
1851 . 206 0*267 15 30 1845 351 0-236 13 40

Trident.
1853 3 0-188 10 50
1858 5 0-172 9 55

1846 3 0-345 20 10
Firequeen.1848 . 359 0-359 21 0

1849 . 360 0-316 18 36 1847 320 0*210 12 10
1852 . 352 0-342 20 0 1852 329 0*197 11 20
1856 . 351 0-376 22 5

1859 2 0*320 18 40 Fairy.

Caradoc.
1850 355 0*233 13 30
1852 357 0-202 11 40

1848 . 199 0-230 13 20 1858 10 0-201 11 35
1855

Triton.

. 191 0-193 11 10

Princess Alice.

0-257
. 178

1844 2 14 55
1848 0*207 11 55 1850 358 0-225 13 0
1852 198 0*142 8 10 1855 348 0-213 12 20

Oberon. Torch.
1847 294 0-266 15 25 1846 340 0-206 11 50
1851 295 0-230 13 20 1852 356 0-186 10 45

* Position of the compass changed since the earlier determinations.

3 a 2
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Examples of permanency of ship’s force on changes of geographic position are

exhibited in the following vessels ; in which, for the sake of comparison, the modulus

has been multiplied by the horizontal intensity at the place.

Urgent. Ship’s force.
-A 1 \

Year. Direction. Amount.

1855. England
O

,. 176 0-215

1855. Malta .. 184 0-189

1856. England .. 170 0-183

Megeera.

1852. England ,. 150 0-238

1853. Antigua . 145 0-213

1857- England . 162 0-219

Triton.

1852. England . 198 0-142

1852. Corfu . 200 0-142

# / 1857* England . 213 0-178

1 858. Fernando Po . 181 0-188

Oberon.

1851. England . 295 0-230

1856. Malta . 297 0-201

# / 1858. England . 323 0-180

\ 1858. Monte Video . 303 0-179

Bloodhound.

1845. England . 351 0-256

1846. Constantinople . 347 0-281

1846. Athens . 344 0-249

Assistance.

1857- England . 129 0-259
1858. Canton . 119 0-274

Adventure.

1857. England
. 124 0-305

1858. Whampoa, China.. . 118 0-307

Caradoc.

1848. England
• 199 0-230

1852. Malta
. 189 0-258

1855. England . 191 0-193
1857. Malta

. 191 0-229
1858. Malta

. 200 0-242

Industry. ship’s force.

Year. Direction. Amount.

1856. Malta 359 0-240

1856. England 13 0-256

Sharpshooter.

1852. England 180 0-280

1853. Rio de Janeiro ... 189 0-253

1857- England 160 0-235

1857. Isles de Los, Africa 172 0-222

Jackal.

1845. England 353 0-288

1846. Athens 355 0-274

1847. Lisbon 352 0-260

Trident.

1846. England 363 0*345

1847- Malta 357 0-359
1848. England 360 0-359
1852. England 353 0-342
1852. Rio de Janeiro 351 0-368
1856. England 351 0-376

1857. Ascension Island... 342 0-373
1857. Cape of Good Hope 354 0-333

1859* England 363 0-320

Harpy.

1854. England 5 0-152

1857. Malta 352 0-166

Wilberforce.

1843. England 223 0-1S5
1 843. River Gambia 222 0-193

Torch.

1852. England 356 0-186

1852. Madeira f 348

\ 352
0-153

0-161

1852 St. Vincent Island 350 0-198
1852. Rio de Janeiro 351 0-219
1852. Tristan d’Acunha 33? 0-189
1852. Cape of Good Hope 3 0-190
1853. St. Paul's Island ... 357 0-198
1853. Swan River 358 0-182
1853. K. George’s Sound 352 0-214

1856. Australia 3
f 0-246

\ approx.

# Position oi compass changed since the earlier determinations.
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The Torch is a special example. This vessel was sold out of Her Majesty’s service

at Sydney, after a continuous service of three years in Australia (1853 to 1856) in high

south magnetic latitudes; in July 1856 she was chartered by the Colonial government

of New South Wales to proceed to the northern coast of Australia to render assistance

to an exploring expedition. The officer who had previously been in command, Lieut.

Wm. Chimmo, R.N., was the Government agent on this occasion, and on the passage,

especially along the eastern shores of Australia, that officer made numerous observations

for the Variation of the Compass (the direction of the ship’s head being noted to each),

which were transmitted to the Admiralty. From these observations, compared with

the well-known variation in. these seas, I was enabled graphically to construct a curve

of deviation: the results are given, and are confirmatory of the general permanent

nature of the ship’s magnetism under circumstances which I apprehend are novel, and

not without value in a theoretical discussion.

The conclusions derived from a review of the foregoing results are not unimportant

;

and not the least of these in practical value, is that in an iron ship of ordinary dimen-

sions, and of conditions similar to the examples quoted, a standard compass can be

placed, the deviations of which will but little exceed those obtaining in wood-built

steam-ships
;
and further, that on a change of geographic position, however great, these

compass deviations will be within smaller limits, and can be approximately predicted.

A divergence from these conditions will arise when the inductive magnetism of the

hull or machinery predominates. If we may judge from the case of the Royal

Charter, whose magnetic elements have been so ably discussed by various authorities,

large quadrantal deviation and fluctuating sub-permanent magnetism (due to hull

alone) are coexistent, and give rise to conditions of compass-disturbance which are

beyond prediction, have hitherto baffled inquiry, and given a complexion to theoretical

deductions varying as regarded from different points of view.

Obser tions on the early changes of an Iron-built ships Magnetism
,
illustrated by expe-

riments in the Steam-Ship Great Eastern.

The opinion has been long entertained, that the original magnetism of an iron-built

ship, or that acquired in the process of building, undergoes a rapid change after

launching, and that from this cause accidents have occurred to recently launched and

hastily equipped vessels. The records of ships of the Royal Navy do not illustrate this

subject.

The unusual dimensions of the Great Eastern, and the interest attaching to the pro-

gress and success of so great an undertaking, pointed her out as a desirable ship to test

in elucidation of various problems connected with the mariner’s compass, and especially

of the supposed early changes in the ship’s magnetic force.

Through the kindness of the Directors, and partly in the nature of assistance sought

for by that body from the Lords of the Admiralty, I was enabled to make many
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observations, the results of which, so far as they relate to the early changes in the devia-

tions of the compass, and the external magnetic lines of the ship, will be found in

Table V., and an accompanying diagram in Plate XV.
In the progress of building (18th August, 1857), I ascertained by astronomical bear-

ings, with the known variation of the compass at the time, that the magnetic direction

of her keel and head was S. 29° 5 O' E. A short time previous to the launching

(November 1857), I also obtained the few results for the external magnetic lines, which

will be found in the diagram.

After launching, the Great Eastern was secured near Deptford dockyard, with her

head S. 46° E. magnetic; differing only 16° from the original direction while building;

considerable works, chiefly internally, were in progress till the time of quitting this

anchorage. In August 1859, a few days prior to leaving the river, an extended series

of observations for the development of the external magnetic lines (see diagram.

Plate XV.) was obtained; which show that some alteration had taken place since the

first approximate determination.

On September 7th, 1859, the Great Eastern quitted Deptford on her preliminary

trip to Portland, arriving at the latter port on the 10th. On the passage between these

places, which included temporary anchorages at Purfleet and the Xore, every opportunity

was embraced of determining the deviations of the compass at various selected stations

in the ship which are marked in the diagram. The deviations whilst in the River

Thames were determined by noting the difference between the bearing of the ship’s

head, as astronomically determined (by the use of a repeating card, and prepared table

of the sun’s bearings), and as denoted by the compass : a curve of deviations embracing

each point of the compass was then graphically drawn through the general results.

At Portland, lying within the breakwater, the correct magnetic bearing of St. .Alban’s

Head, a distant point of land, afforded ready means of determining the deviations as the

vessel swung round at her anchor
; and subsequently at Holyhead, where I proceeded

again in conjuction with Mr. Eundell, similar means were adopted as at Portland by

the bearing of a distant Welch mountain. As it was not possible to swing” the

Great Eastern, from her ponderous bulk, in the mode usually adopted under these

circumstances with ordinary sized vessels, we were dependent on the changes of ship’s

head arising from winds and tides : this necessarily occupied much time, and was the

occasion of gaps being left in the curves of deviations obtained both at Portland and

Holyhead, which required to be arbitrarily filled up. As these curves presented no

anomalous differences from those of ordinary sized ships, but were marked by perfect

regularity and consistency among the observations, these gaps were confidently com-

pleted.

From a consideration of the magnetic character of the Great Eastern, it is apparent

that the Admiralty Standard compass, as also the ship’s Standard compass, were placed in

the best position with respect to the hull and machinery, both for experimental research

and the navigation of the ship
; indeed, from the vast amount of machinery and neces-
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sarily inductive material running nearly fore and aft the vessel, I am disposed to attach

but little comparative value to any of the results except those of the Admiralty

Standard compass, as it will be seen that the other compasses are influenced by the

near proximity of steam funnels or iron masts.

Directing attention to the changes in the magnetism of the ship as indicated by this

compass, the gradual diminution of the ship’s force is marked at each successive period

of observation, and also the constant tendency to attain a fore-and-aft direction. In the

first five days, from Deptford to Portland, the force had diminished from 0-585 to 0-480,

nearly one-fifth, or the semicircular deviation decreased from 35° 50' to 28° 45'; the

direction of force, or neutral points, approaching a fore-and-aft line 10°, or from 47° on

the starboard bow to 37° : it is here worthy of remark, that the general direction of the

ship’s head for three days at Portland out of the five named, was N.W., or exactly

opposite to her direction whilst lying at Deptford.

The change at the expiration of the next six weeks, the ship in the interim having

made the passage to Holyhead, with some trifling rough weather, still shows a diminu-

tion of force, and tendency to the fore-and-aft direction of the neutral points of disturb-

ance: the former is reduced from 0-480 to 0-390, or about one-sixth (the corresponding

semicircular deviation being 28° 45' and 23° O') ; and the latter changed 5°, or from 37°

to 32°.

The changes denoted by the mast and platform compasses do not follow the same

progressive decrease and change of direction of ship’s force. To the less perfect obser-

vations of the mast-compass, arising from the difficulty of obtaining readings aloft, and

from the friction of blunted pivots after a few weeks’ wear and tear, can be traced the

probable causes for this instrument
; the unfavourable but unavoidable position for the

platform compass has been adverted to.

The quadrantal deviations of all the compasses show a decrease, so far confirmatory of

the law that exists in the numerous vessels reviewed ; but there is an anomaly detected

by Mr. Airy* in the quadrantal disturbance of the Admiralty Standard compass worthy

of record, viz. that it is larger in the quadrant from west to north ; the position opposite

to that in which the ship was built.

1st, or 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

N.E. quadrant. S.E. S.W. N.W.

Kiver Thames .

o /

. +4 33
o 1

-2 40
O /

+ 4 8
O /

-6 6

Portland . . . +4 38 -3 8 + 4 53 -6 37

Indication of rapid changes in the ship’s magnetism was also given by the ship’s esta-

blished standard compass, which had been compensated on the passage down the river

Thames (from the known direction of the ship’s head by astronomical bearings), and

deemed by the gentlemen engaged for the purpose as correct. At Portland, with head

in the N.W. direction, it had 7° error on the second day at that anchorage.

* Communicated in a letter to Mr. Eundell, Secretary of the Liverpool Compass Committee.
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This error, as also a smaller one considered to exist after the ship’s arrival at Holy-

head, was, as I understood, eliminated prior to my visit at that port in the latter part of

October ; but on then determining the deviations of the Admiralty Standard compass,

and referring the results to the ship’s compensated standard, a residual error in the latter

of nearly 5° still existed on some of its points.

[Although the question of compensation is extraneous to the general tenor of this Re-

port, I deem it of interest to record the above circumstances, to correct a misapprehension

as to the employment of long needles, carried, in the compasses of the Great Eastern,

to the extent of 11 inches for standard and steering, and 16 inches for the mast-compass.

A series of experiments, still in progress, which I have instituted in elucidation of the

comparative errors due to the use of long and short needles, both where the disturbing

cause is comparatively close to the compass, as in the case of the rudder-head near the

steering compass, or the top sides and iron beams when heeling, and in compensated

compasses from the necessary proximity of bar magnets, lead to the conclusion that no

compass-needle should exceed in length, for service in an iron ship, 6 or 7 inches ; the

card of course may be enlarged as practically convenient.

The errors of long needles, under the conditions just named, of proximity to perma-

nent magnetic bodies, arise from this notable fact, that their deviations assume the form,

not of a curve which is simply “ semicircular,” as the curve is found to be which results

from the ship’s general magnetic force when the length of the needle may be relatively

considered as infinitesimally small, but of a “ sextantal ” superposed on a “ semicircular
"

curve, the various maxima of the “ sextantal ” curve increasing with the square of the

length of the needle. Assuming the zero of both curves (the semicircular and sextantal)

to be at the magnetic North and South, the maxima of the sextantal deviations (by

ship’s compass) are respectively at about N. 30° E., East, S. 30° E., S. 30° TV., "West,

N 30° W., the points of coincidence with the semicircular curve being at North, N. 60° E..

S. 60° E., South, S. 60° W., and N. 60° W.]

The tendency of the direction of the ship’s force in the Great Eastern is to assume

a fore-and-aft line, supporting the view, that time, with the vibrations and concussions

due to sea-service, leads to a settled distribution of the magnetic lines ; the respective

sections of the hull which have north and south polarity being separated by lines ap-

proximating more nearly to a horizontal equatorial plane through the body of the ship,

instead of the inclined equatorial plane of separation due to the magnetic dip of the

locality, and divergence from the magnetic meridian of the hull while building.

A similar tendency of the direction of the ship’s force to approach a fore-and-aft line

will be observed in several examples of Table I.

The example of the Great Eastern offers this practical information ; that prior to a

newly built iron ship being sent to sea, her head (while being equipped) should be

secured in an opposite direction to that in which she was built ; and that the magnetic

lines should be assisted to be “ shaken down ” by the vibrations of the machinery in a

short preparatory trip prior to the determination of her compass errors, or their com-
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pensation; but especially that on the early voyages vigilant supervision should be

exercised in the determination of the compass disturbances.

Another important point, which is generally neglected when compasses are adjusted

by the aid of magnets in a newly built iron ship, is rendered manifest from the circum-

stances just detailed, namely, the necessity of the errors of the compass arising from the

iron in a ship being determined and placed on record prior to its adjustment. Without

the knowledge, to be derived from these observations, of the magnetic force of the ship,

or the local disturbing cause (if such exists), all future changes of magnetism, and con-

sequent errors of the compass, are the merest guesswork, both to those who adjust and

the authorities in charge of the navigation of the ship.

Any future legislation for the security of the navigation of our mercantile marine with

reference to iron-built ships, should secure the determination and record of these

preliminary observations.

I have alluded to the importance of the conclusions to be derived from a review of

the examples and cases given in this Report
;
for although varying conditions of com-

pass disturbance exist, and the inference is irresistible that they arise from the nature of

the iron employed in the construction of the hull of the ship, there is no doubt that, by

attention to a few leading principles in the building and equipment of iron ships, the

larger and uncertain sources of error may be modified and reduced within limits both of

fluctuation and amount, that will not seriously compromise the safety of the ship in the

hands of an ordinarily prudent seaman.

The points of practical import to which I would invite attention are,

—

1st. The best direction, with reference to the magnetic meridian, for the keel and

head of an iron ship to be placed for building, to ensure the least compass disturbance.

2nd. The best position and arrangement for a compass, to ensure small deviations,

and permanency on changes of geographic position.

3rd. The changes to which the compass is liable from various causes when the

foregoing conditions are fulfilled.

Before entering on these points, I would refer to an appended series of diagrams

(Plate XVI.) illustrative of the polarity of the topsides (and the coefficients B and C),

according to the direction of the build
; these diagrams forming the key to much that

comes under review.

1. On the best Direction for Building an Iron Ship.

In those built head X.E., East, West, and N.W., strong south polarity (or an attractive

force on the north end of the compass needle) obtains on one side of the ship adjoining

the compass as usually placed between the middle section and the stern ; the resulting

disturbance is not lessened as the compass is moved in a fore-and-aft line within these

limits.

In vessels built head S.E. and S.W., north polarity obtains under the same conditions.

mdccclx. 3 b
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In vessels built head North or South, the conditions arise, that in the former the

attraction is toward the stern (the topsides in then- action being neutral to a compass

in the middle line of the deck), and diminishes in force as the compass is moved

towards the bow. In the latter the law is reversed, and small compass deviations are

obtained as the stern is approached.

In an iron sailing ship, built head to South, there will be an attraction of the north

point of the compass to the head, and if built head to North, a like attraction to the

ship’s stern ; and so far there would seem to be no advantage in one direction over the

other. But in the first case the topsides near the compass have weak magnetism ; in

the second case they are strongly magnetic : the first position seems therefore preferable.

In an iron steam-ship, built head to the South, the attraction due to machinery is

added to that of the hull, whereas in one built head to the North, the attractive forces

of hull and machinery are, in the northern hemisphere, antagonistic, and a position of

small, or no “ semicircular ” deviation for the compass may generally be obtained. To

iron steam-vessels engaged on the home or foreign trades in the northern hemisphere,

this direction of build is therefore to be preferred.

2. On the Position and Arrangements for the Compass.

The position of compasses, whether standard or steering, must depend, as will have

been observed from the foregoing conclusions, on the direction of the ship's build ; that

is, in those built head North the compass must be as far removed from the stern as

circumstances will permit in those built South, placed as near to the stern as convenient,

without approaching so close to the rudder-head or iron taffrail as to cause the ship's

general magnetism to be overpowered by the magnetic influence of those masses.

In ships built East or West there is little choice of position, except to avoid, as a

general rule, proximity to vertical masses of iron ; in vessels built with then- heads on

the intercardinal points, a position approximating to the bow or stern respectively,

where the action from the topsides (to be determined experimentally) is at a minimum,

is to be preferred.

Ample elevation above the deck, and to be strictly confined to the middle line of the

ship, are the primary conditions of position for every compass in an iron ship, and no

compass, whether steering or standard, should be nearer the iron deck beams than

4 feet * : for the steering compass this arrangement could be met by the use of a

vertical card for the helmsman.

The standard compass, which as a rule I should recommend to be invariably uncom-

pensated, requires an elevation of at least 5 or 6 feet from the deck, and to be fitted on

* A curious illustration of the effect of iron deck beams on long and short compass-needles resulted from

some experiments made on board H.M.S. Bloodhound : on the deck, or within a few inches of the

position where, not unfrequently, hanging or tell-tale compasses are placed, a 10-iuoh needle had 43°, a

6-inch needle 38°, and a l^-inch needle 33° difference from their uniform deviation at 1 foot 9 inches from

the deck.
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a separate and permanent pillar or stand : it is by this superior elevation that the strong

magnetic power of the iron beams and adjoining topsides are correspondingly lessened.

As every piece of iron not composing a part of, and hammered in the fabrication of

the hull,—such as the rudder, funnel, boilers and machinery, tanks, cooking galleys,

fastenings of deck houses, &c.,—are all of a magnetic character differing from the hull

of a ship, their proximity should be avoided, and, so far as possible, the compass should

be placed so that they may act as correctors of the general magnetism of the hull.

A compass placed out of the middle line of the deck is affected by the nearest top-

side, and its deviations must necessarily be much increased if that topside has the domi-

nant polarity, as in ships built East or West.

Experience has proved that the practical value of mast or elevated compasses has in

some cases been overrated; they are, in fact, affected by the ship’s magnetism to an

amount depending on their elevation and the direction of the ship’s build : thus in ships

built North or South, but especially the latter—the compass being on the mizen mast

—

the deviations will be large comparatively. In ships built East or West the deviations

will be comparatively small, from the topside, which would affect a deck compass, being

more directly under the mast-compass ; they may therefore be useful in the latter cases,

and valueless in a ship built head to the South. The wear and tear on the pivots and

agate caps of mast-compasses, from the increased motion due to their elevation, require

constant attention when they are employed.

3. On various Sources ofError affecting a Compass placed under favourable conditions .

Errors arising from changes of geographic position, as also incidental causes of error

due to anomalous rather than general conditions, have been brought under review in

the general progress of this Report. There is, however, one source of compass-error

—

that arising from the heeling of the ship—which has not been alluded to, as the ship

in all the points hitherto reviewed is assumed to be on an even keel.

The few experiments made in ships of the Royal Navy will be found in Table I., and

they tend to prove, as also does the test of experience, that when the original compass

deviations are small, the errors from heeling are generally small in proportion ; and

conversely, that exaggerated errors from heeling are the consequence of exaggerated

errors while on an even keel. Ample elevation from the deck, in order to raise the

compass above the level of the topsides and adjacent deck beams, is one of the chief

conditions for reducing this source of error.

The action of the topside nearest to the compass when the ship is heeled is well

marked in the examples of the ships Bloodhound and Sharpshooter, the former with

+ B, or head built to South, and the latter with — B, or head built to North; in the

Bloodhound the north end of the needle is drawn to leeward
,
in the Sharpshooter to

windward. In the iron sailing-brig Recruit, with +B, the effect is the same as in the

Bloodhound.

From the diagrams illustrative of the polarity of an iron ship’s topsides, the action of

3 b 2
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the latter on the compass in heeling may be gathered, and the corresponding effect

shown, under the various directions of the ship’s head in building : thus

—

With head built North, on heeling, the north end of compass needle will be attracted

to the weather or nearest side from its south polarity.

,, „ the same.

„ „ the same.

,, the north end of needle will have but little error from

the balanced conditions of north and south polarity

of topsides.

„ the north end of needle will be repelled to the lee

side by the north polarity of nearest or weather top-

side.

S.W., „ the north end of needle will have but little error, as

at S.E.

West, „ the north end of needle will be attracted to the

weather or nearest side.

N.W., „ „ the same*.

N.E.,

East,

S.E.,

South,

These laws only hold good as long as the topsides in the immediate vicinity of the

compass retain their dominant polarity due to their original direction of build in Great

Britain : if in south magnetic latitudes a change of polarity takes place, the conditions

of heeling correspond to such change.

The maximum disturbance on heeling in all these vessels is when their heads are (by

disturbed compass) magnetic North or South, and this disturbance vanishes when the

head is East or West. This law of disturbance may be thus explained : when the vessel's

head is north or south on an even keel (by disturbed compass), the needle lies parallel

to the topsides by their combined action, which neutralizes each other ; on heeling, the

nearest topside exercises its then dominant polarity at right angles to the direction of

the needle, and hence the maximum error. With the ship’s head east or west, whether

on an even keel or heeling, either pole of the compass-needle points directly to the

topsides, and is consequently unaffected except in a vertical plane.

As the amount of disturbance on heeling varies under the various conditions of direc-

tion of build, height of compass, and breadth of ship or distance of topsides, added to

the prevailing permanent or inductive magnetic condition of the latter and the deck

beams, each ship must have an individual character, to be determined only by experiment

or observation at sea. There are, however, strong grounds for inferring that by a

* These principles have in their main features been confirmed by the experiments and investigations of

the Secretary of the Liverpool Compass Committee,—Mr. Hundell,

—

to whom I am indebted for much

valuable information on many questions of theoretical and practical value
;
but their simple illustration by

a consideration of the appended diagrams, which, so far as I am aware, are novel in their application, will

probably be found instructive and useful to the practical seaman.
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judicious position of the compass, so as to ensure small errors while on an even keel,

the errors arising from the ship’s heel will be so proportionally reduced, as not practically

to affect the navigation of the ship in the hands of a prudent seaman.

In concluding this Report, which in some of its details will, I trust, be found to

narrow the grounds of inquiry in this interesting branch of science, so important in its

practical relations to a maritime nation rapidly expanding its iron commercial navy, I

beg leave to record the material assistance I have derived from the researches of the

Astronomer Royal and Archibald Smith, Esq., on the subject of a ship’s magnetism.

Without their skilful analysis and mathematical demonstrations, and much personal

assistance rendered by the latter gentleman, I could not have approached the subject,

and can therefore claim but little merit,—except that due to the labours of a lengthened

computation, and some practical experience and close observation,—in the elucidation

of whatever principles may be received as sound in practice and as additions to science.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Fredk. J. Evans, Master R.N.
To Captain Washington, R.N., F.R.S.

,

Hydrographer to the Admiralty.
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Appendix.

No. I.

The Admiralty Standard Compass.

The chief points in the construction of this instrument are the following :

—

1 . The howl is constructed of stout copper with the view to calm the vibrations of the

needle, and the intersecting point of the axis of its gimbals is made to coincide with the

point of suspension of the card, and also with the centre of the azimuth circle.

2. The azimuth circle is accurately graduated to minutes of arc, and may be used in

addition on shore for surveying purposes: thus when accurate magnetic bearings are

required, the zero of the circle may be adjusted to the magnetic north, shown by the

card, and then clamped ; any number of magnetic bearings may then be obtained round

the circle: or by adjusting the zero of the circle to any given object and clamping the

compass to its stand, the angles of objects round the horizon may be observed and read

off to the nearest minute.

In observing Amplitudes and Azimuths, the bearings are read from the card with-

out reference to the azimuth circle, the card being graduated to 20 minutes.

3. The magnetic needles employed are compound bars, formed of laminae of that kind

of steel (clock-spring) which has been ascertained by numerous experiments to be

capable of receiving the greatest magnetic power. Each compass has two cards. A and J ;

the former is used at all times, except in stormy weather with much motion in the ship,

when the heavy or J card is substituted.

Each card is fitted with four needles fixed vertically and equidistant on a light frame-

work of brass screwed to the card; the pair of central needles are 7 - 3 inches long, and

the pair of external ones 5‘3 inches, the whole weight of the A card being 1525 grains*.

The pivots for the needles are pointed with “ native alloy,” as being harder than steel,

and not subject to corrosion by exposure to the atmosphere; the ruby cap of the card is

worked to a form to suit these points.

4. The impressions of the cards are taken after the paper has been cemented to the

mica plate forming the basis ; distortions from shrinking are thus prevented and a more

perfect centering attained.

Finally. The cards and needles are adjusted to the magnetic meridian at the Com-

pass Observatory for Her Majesty’s Navy at Woolwich, a place free from the local

influence of iron. The various adjustments for centering, and the elimination of errors

* In order that a vibration communicated to a card about a diameter intermediate between the X. and S.,

and the E. and W. diameters, may not give rise to a “wabbling” motion, the moment of inertia of the card

about these two diameters should be the same. It was shown by Mr. Archibald Smith that this is the

case with any two parallel needles of uniform thickness forming chords of the same circle, if their extre-

mities are separated by 00°
;
consequently, with any four such needles, if their extremities are separated

by 30°
;
and the needles of the Admiralty Standard compasses have been uniformly so arranged.
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due to displacement of sight-vanes, and prism, are also made at this observatory, the

compass being afterwards supplied to Her Majesty’s ships perfectly free from error.

No. II.

Table of Magnetic Elements (Terrestrial).

Place.

From Magnetic Survey of the

British Islands :

—

Greenwich
Greenhithe
Sheerness

Portsmouth
Portland
Plymouth
Holyhead

River Tagus
Malta
Corfu
Athens
Constantinople

River Danube, St. George’s Mouth
Madeira
St. Vincent, Cape de Verd Islands

River Gambia
Isles de Los
Fernando Po
Ascension Island

Tristan d'Acunha
Cape of Good Hope
St. Paul’s (Indian Ocean)
Kurrachee
Hong Kong
Canton
Shanghai
Apia, Upolu I. (Pacific Ocean)...

Sydney, New South Wales
Port Nicholson, New Zealand ...

(King George’s Sound
Swan River, Australia

jSydney, Cape Breton Island

St. John's, Newfoundland
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Penetanguishine, Lake Huron . .

.

Antigua
Rio de Janeiro

Monte Video
Callao

Valparaiso

Sandwich Islands, Honolulu
Vancouver Island, Esquimalt ...

„ Naniamo

Inclination, or Dip.

Year. Year.

1837 +69 17 1859 +68 25

11 +69 15

11 +69 12

11 +69 2

11 +69 7

11 +69 16

11 +70 52

1840a +64 0 1858 +60 39/
11 +52 0

11 +55 0 1857 + 55 42g
11 +51 0

11 +54 0

11 +60 0

11 +60 30 1847 +59 42

11 +45 o

11 + 38 30

11 +33 30
0 0

11 + 0 30
-43 0
-53 20 1857 -54 4ill
-68 0

11 +28 15

11 +30 20 1858 +31 26 4

11 +31 30 1858 +32 35 4

11 +44 0 1857 +45 184
-35 30
-62 45 1849 -62 45
— 65 0 1850 -64 52
— 65 0 1845 — 65 12
-62 30 1846 -63 6

11 +76 30

11 + 76 0

11 +75 45 1847 + 75 37

11 + 76 0 1844 +76 20

11 +50 0
-12 30 1857 -11 214
-35 0 1853 -32 7 i

- 7 0
-38 30 1857 -35 37 4

11 +40 30 1857 +42 0 4

11 + 72 0 1858 + 71 55 4

11 +72 20

Total
Intensity,

in 1840.

Arbitrary 1Arbitrary
scale. scale,

b

Scale
adopted

in

Report.

1-372

1-370

1-369

1-370

1-372

1-375

1-395

1-35

1-21

1-21

1-20

1-22

1-25

1-34

1-18

1 15

Ml
0-95

0-90

0-90

0-

98
1 50

1-

16

1 22
1 25
1-31

1-30

1 67
1-66

1-69

1-64

1-68

1-63

1-70

1-84

1-38

0-88

1-Off

1-00

1 17
110
1-70

1-70

= 0-508 or 1-000

= 0-634

„ 0-745

„ 0-694

,, 0 /55

„ 0-717

„ 0 625

„ 0-680

„ 0-805

„ 0-900

„ 0-925

„ 0-977

„ 0-850

„ 0-658

„ 0-576

„ 0-562

„ 1 022

„ 1-041

„ 1040
„ 0-921

„ 1058
„ 0 765

„ 0-702

„ 0-714

„ 0-757

„ 0-392

„ 0 394

„ 0-418

„ 0-445

„ 0-887

„ 0 841

„ 0-898

„ 0-997

„ 0-934

„ 0-817

„ 0-528

„ 0-516

or 1-248

„ 1 467

„ 1-366

„ 1-486

„ 1-411

„ 1-230

„ 1-339

„ 1-585

„ 1-771

„ 1-821

„ 1-923

„ 1-673

„ 1-295

„ 1-148

„ 1-106

„ 2 012

„ 2-049

„ 2-049

„ 1-813

„ 2 083

„ 1-506

„ 1-382

„ 1-406

„ 1-490

„ 0-772

„ 0-776

„ 0-823

„ 0-876

„ 1-746

„ 1-675

„ 1-768

„ 1-963

„ 1-838

„ 1-628

„ 1-040

„ 1 016

Horizontal intensity.

On the
authority

of
Mr. Airy.

d

Scale
adopted in

Report.

3-79)

378
I

3-83
;

i 3-80 or 1-000

3-82
)

1

4-62 or 1-217

5-74 „ 1-510

5-85 „ 1-539

5-63 „ 1-482

4-46

6-49

616 i

7-17

1-174

1-708

1-602

„ 1-887

By
Gauss.

e

Scale
adopted

in
Keport.

515 or 1000

615 or 1-194

750 ,

1-456

750 ,
1-456

740 ,
1-437

760 ,
1-495

715 ,
1-388

660 ,
1-281

805 . 1-563

820
,

1-592

830 ,
1-611

875
,

1-700

830 ,
1-611

700 ,
1-361

620
,
1204

610 ,
1-185

1010 ,
1-961

1000
,

1-942

1000 , 1 942
925 ,

1-796

980 .
,
1-903

870
,

1-689

855
,

1-660

765 ,
1-485

785 ,
1-524

370 ,
0 719

355 ,
0-689

400
,

0-777

395 ,
0-767

840
,

1-631

860
,

1-670

835
,

1 621

1000
,

1-942

865 .
1-680

890
,

1-728

500
,

0-971

495
,
0961

b J

On the authority of General Sabine, from Keith Johnston’s Physical Atlas, Second Edition, “ Terrestrial Magnetism.”

c Computed from the formula X=Rcos 9, in which R denotes the total intensity, X its horizontal component, and 9 the dip.

d Philosophical Transactions for 1856, Mr. Airy “ On the Observed Deviations of the Compass in Wood-built and Iron-built Ships.’

e From the Atlas de3 Erdmagnetismus of Gauss. Leipzig, 1840.

/ Dr. J. L.amont, “Erdmagnetismus an verschiedenen Puncten des Siidwestlichen Earopa.” Munich, 1858.

g Dr. F. Sciiaub, “Magnetische Beobachtungen im Ostlichen Theile des Mittelmeeres.” Trieste, 1858.

h From Captain Siiadwell, R.N., Her Majesty’s Ship Highflyer.

i From Lieutenant Gilliss, United States Navy.

k From Captain G. H. Richards, R.N., Her Majesty’s Surveying Ship Plumper.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Xavy.

Date. Place of observation. SMp’s name and Tonnage.

Permanent coefficients.

A.

Ship’s Ship's

force to force to

Coefficient Coefficient 5“rt-osrd.
Earth s

j

I Earth s
horizontal

B.

jLarLn 5

horizontal

j
force

!
= 1

-000.

c.
! force

=i-oco.

Feb. 25, 1855.

Nov. 21, 1856

July 4, 1859

Portsmouth

Plymouth .

.

Plymouth . .

.

Himalaya,
.

3453

.

+0 46

+0 30

+0 20

+3 51 +0 21 -15 58 -0-2/51 - 0 33 -00096

+2 48 +0 32 -14 3 -0 2428 - 0 23 -0-0067

+3 18 - 0 10 -14 5 - 0-2433 + 2 53 0-0503

Sept. 21, 1855,

Nov. 7, 1855

June 25, 1856.

Oct. 29, 1857.

Oct. 11, 1859.

Sheerness ...

Malta

Plymouth . .

.

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Urgent, 1981. +0 4

+0 54

-0 20

+0 32

+0 38

+2 58

+ 3 6

+ 2 45

+2 22

+2 12

Feb. 19, 1852.

Sept. 28, 1 852.

Feb. 1853.

Jan. 13, 1857.

Nov. 5, 1859.

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Cape of Good Hope

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Simoom*, 1980. +0 11 -f-3 57

-0 9 +4 33

-1 47 +4 13

+0 10

-o 34

-0 5

-0 11

-0 9

-0 6

+ 0 23

-0 9

-0 19

+0 22

+3 50 -0 10

-)-3 25 —0 50

-12 20

- 7 ic

-10 23

- 8 43

- 8 32

-0-2136 + 0 58

-C"I2J." — O 21

-0 1802 + 1 51

-0-1515 + 3 34

-0-1484 + 1 37

0-0169

-C-CC<jO

041323

0 0622

0-0282

+20 5 0-3434 - 7 15 -0 1262

+20 7 0-3439 - 7 18 -0-1271

+13 6 0-2266 — 2 23 —0-0416

+ 18 51 0 3231 - 1 35 -0-0276.

+ 1S 23 0-3154 + 1 14 0-0215

June 14, 1855.

Mar. 13, 1856.

Aug. 10, 1858.

Oct. 8, 1859.

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Perseverance, 1967. +0 4

+0 52

+0 10

+0 30

+3 18

+2 53

+ 1 51

+2 0

Aug. 31, 1855

Mar. 17, 1857

Greenhithe

Portsmouth

Transit, 2587. -0 12

-0 44

+3 12

+3 12

+0 30

+0 20

+0 5

-0 10

— / o- —

I

6 39 -0 1158 + 1 33 0 0270
|

0-1311 + 1 45 00305

00926 + 0 10 0-0029

0-OS86 + 2 25 0 0422

- 5 19

— 55

-0 8

-0 2

+ 13 40

+ 10 47

02363 + 0 13

0 1871 + 2 49

0 0038 .

00491
|

May 4, 1857.

May 11, 1857.

Feb. 24, 1858.

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Canton River, China

Assistance, 1820. -0 8

+0 12

+0 23

+3 35
j

+0 1

+3 36 +0 19

+ 3 24 +0 30

May 9, 1857.

1858.

Portsmouth

Whampoa, China.

Adventure, 1794. -0 45

•o 20

+3 40

+ 3 0

Feb. 21, 1851.

Sept. 30, 1851.

July 1, 1852.

Nov. 19, 1S52.

Feb. 1833

May 26, 1853

June 19, 1854.

Sheerness ...

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Sydney, New South Wales

Cape of Good Hope . .

.

Portsmouth

Portsmouth

Vulcan, 1764
D.

F.l).

.F.U.

.F.U

-13 0

- 9 28

~ 3 4-7

-0 7 - 9 52

— o 27 — 4 o

'

—0-2249 +11 49 0 2048

—0-1645 +11 29 0-1991

—o-o66o + 6 42 o'ii6-

-0-1714 +14 38

-C0697 + 7 3S

+0 38 +3 20 +0 20 — 9 15

+0 29 +3 0 +0 11 - 8 37

+0 15
j

+3 0

-0 13 +3 37

-o 16
|

+2 3

+ 1 8
j

+4 15

+0 31 I +3 5

+ 0 16 +3 29

+0 18

-0 44

+° 55

+0 51

+0 16

-0 53

- 9 25

- 8 47

-13 39

— 16 3

— 8 28

- 1 40

-01607 + 1 55
0-1498 + 2 12

- 0T636 + 2 18

-0 1527 + 0 43

-0-2360 + 2 43

-0-2765 + 1 19

-0 1472 + 3 11

-0-0291 + 3 6

0-2526

C132S i

'

0 0334
00384
00401

00125

0-0474

0-0230

0-0555

00541

* Head built S. 30° W. magnetic. Keel at an angle of 2° 15' from horizontal plane.

t Standard compass changed in its elevation from deck 1 foot 1 1 inches
;
diminishing ship's force one-seventh.

| F.U. Funnel up. F.D. Funnel down.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy.

Kesultant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Beams.
Horse-

power and
engines.

Where built. Date of launching.

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal

force.

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

From
tafrail.

Height
from deck.

0 < ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

182 0275 1-000 + 68 25 1 113 0 62 0 8 4 Iron. 700
,

Blackwall. 1854.
2-53 j Screw.

J8H 0-243 1-000 +68 25 1 113 0 62 0 8 4
2-53/

168* 0-248 1-000 +68 25 1 113 0 62 0 8 4
2-53/

175* 0-215 1-000 +68 25 \ 91 0 72 0 5 0 Poop-deck, 456, Blackwall (Mare and Co.). 3rd April, 1855.
2-53 j wood. Screw.

184 0*1*5 \ 1-510 +52 0 1 91 0 72 0 5 0
0-189/ 1-28 /

170 0-183 1-000 +68 25 1 91 0 72 0 5 0
2-53/

157* 0 163 1-000 +68 25 ] 91 0 72 0 5 0
2-53/

169* 0-151 1-000 +68 25 1 91 0 72 0 5 0
2-53/

340 0-367 1-000 +68 25 ] 55 4 33 10 4 2* Poop-deck, 350, Glasgow (R. Napier). 24th May, 1849.
2-53 J wood. Screw.

340 0-367 1-000 +68 25 I 55 4 33 10 4 21
2-53/

350 0-231

1

1174 — 54 42 55 4 33 10 4 2*
0 270 /

- 1-41 /
355 0-326 1-000 +68 25 1 55 4 33 10 4 2*

2-53 /
4 0-316 1000 +68 25 \ 56 4 31 6 4 6

2-53/

167 0-119 1-000 +68 25 } 97 0 71 0 4 3 Poop-deck, 360, Blackwall (Mare and Co.). 13th July, 1854.
2 53 J wood. Screw.

167 0134 1-000 +68 25 1 97 0 71 0 4 3
2-53

j

178 0093 1000 + 68 25
| 88 0 67 0 5 4

2-53/

154* 0-098 1-000 +68 25 1 88 0 67 0 5 4
2-53/

1 0-236 1-000 +68 25 ] 105 0 72 0 4 6 Poop-deck, 500, Blackwall (Mare and Co.). 20th Mar. 1 855.
2-53 j wood. Screw.

15 0-194 1-000 +68 25 1 105 0 72 0 4 6
2-53/

138 0-304 1 000 +68 25 1 122 0 30 0 4 5 Iron. 400, Birkenhead (Laird). 5th April, 1855.
2-53 J Screw.

130 0259 1-000 +68 25 1 122 0 30 0 6 4
2-53/

120 0-1 34-1 2-049 +32 35 1 122 0 30 0 6 4
0-274/ 0-63 /

124 0-305 1-000 +68 25 1 125 0 30 0 6 4 Iron. 400, Birkenhead (Laird). 17th Feb. 1855.
2-53

J Screw.
118 °" 1 5° 1 2-049 +31 301 125 0 30 0 6 4

0-307 / 0-61 /

168* 0-163 1-000 +68 30 1 27 10 49 8 5 0 Poop-deck, 350, Blackwall 27th Jan. 1849.
166 0-154 1 -000 2-54 J wood. Screw. (Ditchburn and Mare).
166* 0168 1 -000 +68 30 I 27 10 49 8 5 0

2-54/
175* 0153 1-000 +68 30 1 27 10 49 8 5 0

2-54/
168* 0*241 1 1-506 -62 45 ] 27 10 49 8 5 0

0-363 / - 1-94/

175 0-278 i 1-174 -54 42 I 27 10 49 8 5 0
0-326 / - 1-41

f

160 0-157 1-000 +68 30 1 27 10 49 8 5 0
2-54 /

118 0-062 1-000 + 68 30

1

27 10 49 8 5 0
2-54/

3 cMDCCCLX.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Date. Place of observation. Ship’s name and tonnage.

Permanent coefficients.
Coefficient

B.

Ship’B
force to
Head-
Earth's

horizontal
force
=1-000.

Coefficient

Cc -

Ship's
force to .

5tarb-:<artL •

Earths
horizontal

force
A. D. E.

Apr. 17, 1856. Vttt.oan. 1764 -6 9 +3 7 -6 3 — 7 37 — 0 1325
0

+ 3 33

1

0-0619

continued.

.F.D. +0 27 1 55 +0 21 -0-08S3 0 0668

f F.U. +0 30 +2 56 -0 3 - 1 58 -00343 + 4 5S 0-0S66
Sept, 4. 1857. Portsmouth

F.D. +0 13 +2 55 -0 16 + 0 51 00148 + 5 11 00903

r f.u. +0 40 +2 48 +0 28 - 4 20 -0 0756 -f 9 37 01670
Aug. 16, 1859. Portsmouth

F.D. +0 36 +2 51 +0 5 - 1 34 -00273 + 9 25 0-1636

F.D. -0 15 + 1 46 +0 32 -12 43 -0-2201 - 2 5 -0 0363
Oct. 22, 1851. Sheerness Megera, 1395

1[f.u. +0 3 +2 32 -0 8 -13 5 -0-2264 - 3 12 — 0-055 S

Sept. 11. 1852. Slieerness -0 24 + 1 15 +0 29 -11 52 -0-2056
-f- 6 52 0-1196

Dec. 8, 1853. Antigua +° 5 + 1 36 -0 5 - 5 46 —O’ICCf + 3 5 s 0-0692

Jan. 23, 1857. Portsmouth +0 46 + 1 48 -0 23 -12 1 -0 2082 + 3 51 0-0671

Jan. 20, 1817. Greenhithe Birkenhead, 1405 +0 18 +2 53 -0 11 -13 51 -0-2394 - 6 27 -0-1123

Feb. 19, 1847. Portsmouth -0 14 +2 44 +0 25 -13 51 - - - 6 39 -0-1 15S

Mar. 20, 1848. Portsmouth -0 29 +2 4S +0 23 -13 30 -0-2334 - 6 32 -0T138

1850. Portsmouth -0 30 +2 13 +0 22 -13 86 -0-2351 -0-1201

Feb. 17, 1851. Portsmouth -0' 33 +2 12 +0 27 -13 51 -0-2394 — 6 48 -01184

Aug. 10, 1846 Greenhithe Trident. 850 + 0 38 +4 3 +0 45 +20 8 0-3442 + 1 13 0-0212

1847. Malta +o 25 +3 46 +° 3° + 13 3S 0-2357 — 2 C -°*°349

May 23, 1848. Greenhithe +0 37 +3 52 +0 21 +21 1 - 0 13 -0-003S

Oct. 17, 1849. Plymouth +0 25 +3 31 -0 6 + 1S 26 0-3162 - 0 2 —0 0006

Sept. 8, 1852. Greenhithe +0 5 +3 3S +0 27 + 19 41 - 2 37 -0 0456

Rio Janeiro 4-4 7 — O Q9 + 12 iS

Dec. 23, 1856. Greenhithe -0 11 J-3 43 +0 10 +21 50 0-3719 - 3 26 —0-0599

May 1857. Ascension Island
»

+ 1 3 +2 50 + 1 21 + 12 15 0*2122 - 4 2 — 0*0703

November 1857. Cape of Good Hope — O 22 +2 55 — 0 6 + 16 27 0-2832 - 1 35 —0-0276

Oct. 31, 1859. Greenhithe -0 8 +3 26 +0 34 + 18 40 0-3201 + 0 50 00145

Nov. 19, 1855. Greenhithe Hesper, 808 + 1 13 +3 10 —|—0 36 - 0 7 -00020 - 3 17 -0 0573

Oct. 11, 1856. Greenhithe +0 12 +3 0 +0 3S + 1 28 0 0256 - 0 27 — 0-0078

May 1, 1857. Greenhithe +0 12 +3 17 +0 21 + 2 22 0-0413 + 0 23 0-0067
j

Greenhithe Oaradoc. 676 +0 43 +3 13 +0 IS -12 33 -0-2173 - 4 15 -0-0741
j

May 21, 1852. Malta +o 31 +2 15 — O 17 - 9 42 — 0-1685 - 1 33 — 0*0270
j

Nov. 4, 1855. Greenhithe -0 25 +2 6 + 0 12 - 10 54 -01891 - 2 8 -0-0372i
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Resultant of B and C,

or ship’s total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Beams.
Horse-

power and
engines.

Where built. Date of launching.

Direction. Amount.
Hcrizonta

force.

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

From
tafrail.

Height,
from deck

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

155 0146 1-000 +68 30 26 4 49 8 5 2 Wood, 350, Blackwall 27th Jan. 1849.

2-54/ on Screw. (Ditchburn and Mare).

143 0111 1-000 +68 30 1 26 4 49 8 5 2 poop-deck.
2-54/

111 0093 1-000 +68 30 I 26 4 49 8 5 2
2-54/

81 0-092 1-000 +68 301 26 4 49 8 5 2
2-54/

114 0-183 1-000 +68 301 26 5 50 4 5 4
2-54/

100 0166 1-000 +68 301 26 5 50 4 5 4
2-54/

189i 0-223 1-000 +68 30 1 78 4 38 0 3 9 Wood, 350, Millwall (Fairbairn). 22nd May, 1849.

2-54/ on Screw.

1931 0232 1-000 +68 301 78 4 38 0 3 9 poop-deck.
2-54/

150 0-238 1 000 +68 301 78 4 38 0 3 9
2-54/

J45 0*122 1 1-746 +50 0

1

78 4 38 0 3 9
0-213/ 119/

162 0-219 1 000 + 68 301 77 0 39 0 4 0
2-54/

205 0-264 1 000 +68 45 1 52 0 38 0 4 1 Wood, 556, Birkenhead (Laird). 30th Dec. 1845.
2-57/ on Paddle.

206 0-265 1-000 +68 45 1 52 0 38 0 4 1 poop-deck.
2-57/

206 0-260 1-000 +68 45 1 52 0 38 0 4 1

2-57/
207 0-264 1-000 +68 45 1 52 0 38 0 4 1

2-57 /
206 0267 1-000 +68 45 1 52 0 38 0 4 1

2-57/

3 0-345 1-000 +68 45 1 36 6 35 0 5 0 Wood, 350, Blackwall 16th Dec. 1845.
2-57 / on Paddle. (Ditchburn and Mare).

352 0-238 1 1510 +52 0 1 36 6 35 0 5 0 quarter-
0-359 f 1-28 / deck.

3591 0359 1-000 +68 45 \ 36 6 35 0 5 0 Iron in
2-57 / fore-part

360 0-316 1-000 +68 45
) 36 6 35 0 5 0 of ship.

2-57
f

3521 0-342 1-000 +68 45 j 36 6 35 0 5 0
2-57 f

35i 0'2 1 6 1 1-708 -11 21 1 36 6 35 0 5 0
0-368/ - 0-20 f

351 0-376 1000 +68 301 36 6 35 0 5 1

2-54/

34 ii 0*223 1 1-673 + 0 30 1 36 6 35 0 5 1

0-373 / 0 01 /
3541 0-285 1 1-174 -54 42 1 36 6 35 0 5 1

0-333 / - 1-41 \

21 0-320 1-000 +68 25 j 36 6 35 0 5 1

2-53/

272 0 057 1-000 +68 30 1 49 6t 102 0 11 1 Iron. 120,
2-54/ Screw.

344 0-026 1000 +68 30 1 49 6 102 0 11 1

2-54 /
9 0-042 1-000 +68 30 j 49 6 102 0 11 1

2-54/

199 0230 1000 +68 40 1 60 0 40 0 7 0 Wood. 350, Blackwall 3rd July, 1847.
2-56 f Paddle. (Ditchburn and Mare).

189 o-iyi
(

1-511 +52 0
|

60 0 40 0 7 0
0-258 / 1-28 f

191 0193 1-000 +68 30 j 60 0 40 0 7 0

.

2-54 /

t Compass before the funnel, on bridge.

3 c 2
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Date. Place of observation. Ship’s name and Tonnage.

Permanent coefficients.

Coefficient

B-

Ship’s
force to
Head.
Earths

horizontal
force
=1-000.

CoeSdent

C.

Ship’s
force to

Start : ard-

Earth's
horizontal

fore?
=1-000.

A. D. E.

VOoo£X Malta Caradoc, 676.. . +0 49 +2 13

O /

+0 10 — 8 36 - 0-1495 - I 38 C'CZS > '

continued.

Bee. 13 , 1858 . Malta 4-1 27 + 2 52 — 0 2C - 8 38 — o*i 501 - 3 6 — C*C54I

Sept. 8
,
1847. Greenhithe Antelope, 650 4-0 14 42 58 40 10 - 6 42 -01167 + 0 59 0-0172;

Mar. 24, 1852. Greenhithe 40 2 42 30 40 45 - 6 46 -0-1178 - 1 1 -0-0177
{

Sept. 8
,
1853. Portsmouth -0 22 42 19 +0 17 - 8 23 -0-1460 - 3 41 -0-0642

Jan. 8 , 1857. Greenhithe +0 29 43 4 40 23 - 3 8 — 0*0547 - 5 IS -00924
1

Mar. 1, 1848. Greenhithe Triton, 654. .
J-0 40 44 2 40 32 -11 56 — 0-206S + 0 26 0*0076

June 23, 1852. Greenhithe -0 3 43 8 40 23 — 7 47 -01354 - 2 32 -00442

Sept. 18, 1832. Corfu 4- *2 20 — O 2 — 3 36 — 0*0076 — 2 4 — 0*0361

Nov. 12, 1857. Greenhithe +2 37 40 39 - 8 37 -01498 - 5 34 -0 0970

Bee. 3, 1858. Fernando Po — I O +3 21 -0 s - 5 36 —0*0976 - 0 4 — C*COI 2

Nov. 16, 1847. Portsmouth Oberon, 649 41 35 +3 23 +0 13 + 6 IS 01097 -14 2 -0-2425

July 26, 1851. Portsmouth -0 20 4-2 16 40 20 + 5 43 00996 -11 57 -0*2071

Nov. 28, 1856. Malta O 27 4 3 27 0’c6o2 — 6 A-
•

—o'nSi

Aug. 10, 1858. Greenhithe -0 5 43 27 40 8 4 S 15 0-1435 - 6 16 -01092

Bee. 30, 1858. Monte Video 42 1

1

+2 50 — 0 3S 4- 3 29 o’o6cS ~ 5 2 3 -o-cgjS

July 19, 1854. Greenhithe Industry, 638 -0 34 4-2 55 -0 32 4 13 55 0-2405 + 3 12 0-0558

Jan. 10, 1856. Malta — O 2*2 -4- 9 9 0*1 sQO — 0 9 — c*ccz 6

Sept. 30, 1856. Greenhithe -0 45 +2 45 -0 23 414 27 0-2495 + 3 13 0-0561

Jan. 13, 1858. Greenhithe +0 26 +2 31 40 22 + 13 17 0-2298 - 0 37 -0-0107

Aug. 25, 1858. Greenhithe 4-0 18 +2 23 -0 9 + 10 25 01SOS - 1 11 -0*0206

July 19, 1859. Greenhithe 40 13 +2 40 -0 13 +10 43 01S59 + 04 0*0011

Sept. 4, 1854. Greenhithe * Supply, 638 -f0 29 J-3 40 -0 4 -16 41 -0-2871 + 12 2 0*2085

April 19, 1859. Greenhithe 0 10 -4-3 7 -0 3 -15 1 -0 2591 — 0 36 -0-0105

Sept. 19, 1859. Greenhithe -0 35 -4-2 23 -1 20 -14 3 — 0-2428 — 0 53 -00154

Jan. 14, 1860. Greenhithe +0 41 42 15 -0 47 -15 13 -0-2625 - 0 5 -0-0014

Mar. 30, 1855. Plymouth WESEiit, 590 0 07 -0 39 -11 59 -0*2076 + 1 16 00221

July 28, 1857. St. Geo.Mouth, R.Banube +0 9 44 11 +° 3 $
- 6 33 — 0*1 141 - 4 47 — 0-0834

Nov. 17, 1859. G-reenliithe 40 9 +3 35 40 23 + 1 0 0 0174 ;+ 3 52 0 0674

Mar. 29, 1855. Plymouth EecruitI' (Steam-vessel), +0 1 44 7 -0 16 - 13 47 -0-2382 - 0 53 -0-0154
i

590. 1

* These observations were made with a common prismatic compass : the coefficients have been computed both directly from the

observations, and from a probable curve graphically drawn through the observations : the results accord closely,

f These vessels were received from the Prussian Government in 1854.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(continued ).

Eesnlfcant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Beams.
Horse-

power and
engines.

Where built. Date of launching.

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal

force-

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

From
taffrail.

Height
from deck.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

191 0-152 1 1-510 +52 0 ! 60 0 40 0 7 0 Wood. 350, Blackwall July 3, 1847.

0-229 j 1-28/ Paddle. (Ditchburn and Mare).

200 o’i 6o 1 1-510 +52 0 1 60 0 40 0 7 0
0-242 / 1-28/

174 0118 1-000 +68 401 56 0 21 0 4 74 Wood. 260, Blackwall July 25, 1846.

2-56/ Paddle. (Ditchburn and Mare).

188| 0119 1-000 +68 401 56 0 21 0 4 74
2-56/

2034 0-161 1 000 +68 401 56 0 21 0 4 74
2-56/ *

23S 0-106 1 000 +68 40 1 37 0 41 0 4 8
2-56/

178 0-207 1-000 +68 401 32 8 40 7 4 9 Wood. 260, Blackwall (Wigram). Oct. 24, 1846.

2-56 / Paddle.

198 0-142 1-000 +68 40 1 32 8 40 7 4 9
2-56/

200 0*104 1 1-366 +55 301 32 8 40 7 4 9

0142/ 1-46/

213 0-178 1-000 +68 25 1 35 0 36 0 4 9
2-53/

181 0-098 1 1 923 0 0 35 0 36 0 4 9
0-188/

294 0-266 1-000 +68 401 52 4 21 2 4 94 Wood. 260, Deptford (Rennie). January 2, 1847.

2-56/ Paddle.
295 0-230 1-000 +68 40 1 52 4 21 2 4 94

2-56/

297 0-133 1
1-510 +52 01 52 4 21 2 4 94

0-201 / 1 28/
323 0180 1-000 +68 30 1 41 10 30 3 4 10

2-54/

303 0 - 112 ! 1-602 -32 01 41 10 30 3 4 10
0-179/ 0-62)

13 0-247 1000 +68 25 1 73 5 18 11 4 11 Iron. 80, Blackwall (Mare and Co.). 1854.

2-53
j Screw.

359 0-159 1 1-510 +52 0 1 73 5 18 11 4 11

0-240/ 1-28 /
13 0-256 1-000 + 68 25 1 73 5 18 11 4 11

2-53/

357| 0 230 1 000 +68 25 l 73 5 18 11 4 11

2-53/
353 $ 0-182 1-000 +68 25 1 73 5 18 11 4 11

2-53/
360+ 0-186 1-000 +68 25 j 73 5 18 u 4 11

2-53/

144 0-354 1 000 + 68 25 1 70 0 18 0 5 0 Iron. 80, Blackwall (Mare and Co.). June 3, 1854.
2-53 / Screw.

182 0-259 1000 +68 25 1 69 6 18 2 5 2
2-53/

183* 0-243 1 000 +68 25 1 69 6 18 2 5 2
2-53/

O00 0-262 1000 +68 25 1 69 6 18 2 5 2
2-53 /

174 0-209 1-000 + 68 301 8 101 66 0 11 7 Wood. 160,
2-54/ Paddle.

216 0 - 141

1

1-230 +60 0 1 8 10 + 66 0 11 7
0173/ 1-73 /

75+ 0069 1 000 +68 25 1 42 4 30 0 4 64
2-53/

1 84* 0-239 1-000 +68 25 1 8 lot 66 0 11 7 Wood. 160,
2-53/ Paddle.

Compass placed on the bridge, nearly midway between two funnels: the distance is given from the nearest funnel.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Xavy
(
continued ).

Date. Place of observation. Ship's name and Tonnage.

Permanent coefficients.

Coefficient

B.

|

1

Ship's
force to
Head.
Earth's

horizontal
force

1
= 1

-000.

Coefficient

C.

Ship's
|

force to
j

Star' ++rcL 1

Earth's 1

horizontal
i

force
j

=1-000.
j

A. D. E.

r SnABPSnOOTEE, 503...
O /

-0 7 +4 32 +6 14 - 7 17 -01268 + 0 24 0 -0070 !

April 26, 1848 Portsmouth (

I

l Heeled 7° to starboard. +0 3 +4 13 -0 28 — 7 52 -01369 - 0 23 -0-0067
|

April 1, 1850 Portsmouth +0 16 +3 53 +0 5 - 6 1 -0104S + 02 0 0006

Nov. 12, 1852 Portsmouth -0 33 +3 17 -0 21 —16 17 -0-2S04 — 0 5 -0-0014

Feb. 8
, 1853 . Dio de Janeiro -j-2 2 - 8 2 ?

1

— 1 2 ;

Dec. 28
, 1857 . Portsmouth +0 10 +4 12 +0 3 -12 44 -0 2204 4 40 00S14 1

Aug. 31 , 1859 . Isles de Los, Africa -o 45 + 3 35 + i 7 — 6 58 — 0*1213
j + 0 56

1 . , i

1

0-0163
J

i

Aug. 28, 1846. Greenhithe Recruit (Sailing Brig), -0 30 + 1 30 -0 33 + 37 00544 + 6 36 0-1149

462.

Aug. 28, 1846. Greenhithe -0 41 + 1 7 -1 3 + 12 50 0-2221 + 5 12 00906

fHeeled 8° to port +2 18 + 1 57 -0 8 + 12 4S 0-2215 + 1 30 00262

Nov. 1846. Plymouth < + 1 51 +2 19 -0 40 + 12 41 0-2196 + 7 27 0-1297 1

i

_
Heeled 8’ to starboard. + 0 21 +2 5 -0 13 + 14 10 0-2447 + 14 25 0-2490 :

Oct. 18, 1855. Greenhithe Baron von Humboldt, -0 18 +5 10 +0 24 + 16 33 0-2S4S — 5 47 -0-1008 1

afterwards named
Dec. 15, 1855. Greenhithe Buffalo, 440 +0 3 +3 4 +0 5 -16 46 —0-2885 0 0102 I

Dec. 24, 1856. Greenhithe +0 2 +3 2 + 0 6 -19 6 -0-3272 - 0 47 -0-0137

Feb. 26, 1858. Greenhithe +0 39 +2 35 +0 23 + 13 12 0-2283 + 1 33 0-0270 !

Mar. 17. 1846. Greenhithe Myrmidon, 374 -0 16 +3 23 +0 3 + 15 IS 0-2639 + 2 5S 0 0517

!

Aug. 11, 1851. Woolwich +0 46 +3 9 -0 28 + 19 23 0-3319 - 5 31 -0 0961 j

July 2, 1855. Portsmouth +0 21 +2 45 +0 12 + 17 7 0-2943 + 0 28 0 0081 !

Sept. 8
,
1855. Portsmouth Wye, 700 +0 7 +3 24 +0 41 - 1 40 -00291 + 12 53 0-2230 1

Sept. 6 , 1845. Plymouth Bloodhound, 378 +0 23 +3 40 + 0 10 + 14 37 0 2523 - 2 12 -0-03S4

1846 . Constantinople +o 7 + 3 12 -0 51 + 10 40 o'iSji - 2 31 - 0-0439

1846 . Athens
(
Pirceus

) +o 25 + 3 59 — 0 6 + 90 ° - i5 64 - 2 32 ~0*C442

/'Heeled 8° to port +0 5 + 3 21 +0 4 + 11 43 02031 - 4 40 -0-0S14

May 11, 1847. Greenhithe +0 32 +3 5 +0 20 + 11 57 0-2071 - 1 4S -0 0314

(
Heeled 8° to starboard. -0 17 +2 45 -0 20 + 11 33 0-2002 + 1 15 00218

Feb. 12, 1851. Plymouth -2 39 +2 35 +0 4 + 12 20 0 2136 - 2 49 -00491

Sept. 7, 1855. Greenhithe +0 13 +2 31 +0 26 + 11 46 0-2039 -27 -00369

Mar. 20, 1845. Greenhithe Jackal, 340 -0 25 +4 57 -0 25 +24 7 0-40S6 + 0 45 00131

July 16. 1845. Plymouth +0 15 +4 13 -0 5 + 16 38 0-2862 - 1 52 -0-0326

1846 . Athens
(
Piresus

) +0 15 + 3 52 -0 7 + 10 15 0-1779 - 0 47 - 0-0137
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Kesultant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Beams.
Horse-

power and
engines.

Where built. Date of launching.
{

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal

force.

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

From
tafrail.

Height
from deck.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

177 0126 1-000 +68 25 1 43 6 44 6 4 8j Wood. 202, Blackwall July 25, 1846.

2-53 ; Screw. (Ditchburn and Mare).

183 0137 J 43 6 44 6 4 8%

180 0-105 1-000 +68 25 I 46 0 43 0
'

4 8*
2-53/

180 0-280 1-000 +68 25 } 57 4 28 11 5 8
2-53/

189 0-148
'

1-708 -11 211 57 4 28 11 5 8
0-253

j
- 0-20 ;

160 0-235 1-000 +68 25 1 57 4 28 11 6 2
2-53 ;

172 0*122 )
1-821 +33 30 1 57 4 28 11 6 2

0 222 j 1-51 j

65 0127 1-000 +68 25 1 9 2 Wood Sailing Blackwall 1846.
2-53 J beams. vessel. (Ditchburn and Mare).

22 0-240 1-000 +68 25 1 16 4 Iron
2-53 ; bulwarks.

7 0-223

'

i / T

30* 0-255 1-000 +68 25 1 16 4
8 10}

2-53/
46 0-349,

339 0-302 1-000 +68 25 1 44 0 12 0 4 8 Iron. 60,
2-53/ Screw.

178 0289 1-000 +68 25 1 6 6* 63 0 11 0
2-53/

182 0-328 1-000 +68 25 1 6 6* 63 0 11 0
2-53 /

7 0-230 1-000 +68 25 1 34 0 26 0 4 9
2-53 J

11 0-269 1-000 +68 301 37 6 23 8 5 6 Iron. 150, Blackwall February 1845.
2-54 J Screw. (Ditchburn and Mare).

344 0-346 1-000 +68 301 37 6 23 8 5 6
2-54 /

H 0-294 1-000 +68 301 37 6 23 8 5 6
2-54/

97* 0-226 1-000 +68 301 51 3 47 8 4 4 Iron. Screw.
2-54/

351 0-256 1-000 +68 40 1 41 6 14 0 5 6 Iron. 150, Glasgow (R. Napier). 9th Jan. 1845.
2-56 / Paddle.

347 0*100 "1 1-482 +54 0 1 41 6 14 0 5 6
0-281 1-38 /

344 0-162 1 1-000 +68 40 1 41 6 14 0 5 6
0-249 j 2-56 /

338 0-219
)

41 6 14 0 5 6

351 0-209 l 1000 +68 40 1 41 6 14 0 5 6
2-56 J

6 0-202 ) 41 6 14 0 5 6

347 0-219 1-000 +68 40 1 42 3 15 10 5 6
2-56 /

350 0-207 1000 +68 40 1 42 3 15 10 5 6
2-56 /

2 0-409 1-000 +68 40 1 25 6 32 6 7 0 Iron. 150, Glasgow (R. Napier). 28th Oct. 1844.
2-56 ; Paddle.

353 0-288 1-000 +68 40 1 42 2 16 8 7 0
2-56 ;

3551 0-178 1 1-539 +51 0 1 42 2 16 8 7 0
0 274 j 1-23 )

In these examples the compass was placed on the bridge before the funnel,

t Above the level of iron bulwarks.
\ Distance from iron bulwarks.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Xavy (
continued ).

Date. Place of observation.

Permanent coefficients.

roefficient

h
b. ;

Ship's
force to

|

Head. £
Earth's
orizontal
force 1

=1-000.

oefEoeni .

"

t

c
-

!

Ship’s
force to
larboard.
Earth's
orizontal
force

(

=1-000.
j

Ship’s name and Tonnage.

A. D. E.

1847 .
Jackal, 340 ;

O 1

— o 13
O 1

+ 4 2
C 1

+0 22
0 ,|

-I
-12 15 .

C* 2 I 22
0 *

- 1 39
-— o'ciSS

'

continued.

+0 18 +2 58 +0 38 + 14 49 0-2557 - 4 12 -0-0732

Aug. 5, 1854. +0 10 +3 8 -0 35 +15 3S’ 0-2695 - 9 31 -0-1653

May 10, 1859. +0 25 +3 1 +0 33
j

+14 10 0-2447 - 5 29 -0 0955

T<^ QA TTarpy, 343 -0 15 +2 54 + 0 48 + 7 3 01227 + 2 19 0 0404

May 1, 1854. Falmouth - 1 2 +2 41 -0 30 + 8 43 0-1515 + 0 49 00143

Dec. 23 , 1857 .

-O 15
|

+2 50 —0 18 + 6 14 o - ic86 - 0 S 3
— 0*0154

Mar. 6
,
1860. Greenhithe +0 48 +2 32 -0 4 +11 12 01942 - 1 25 -0 0247

1845 Tjtzard, 340 -0 3 +3 49 +0 19 + 13 31 02337 -23 -0-0358 1

April 7, 1 853. +0 34
;

+2 59 +0 53
i

+ 10 49 0-1S77 + 0 36 0*0105
j

Feb. 8
,
1858. +0 23

'

+3 4 +0 22 + 9 51 01711 + 0 52 00151—
A,.,r OA lfi/17 Fti?equeen. 313 -0 5 I + 3 27 -0 21 + 9 14 0 1605

,

— 7 47 -0-1354

-0 3 +2 53 -0 37 + 9 4S 01702 — 5 47 -o-ioos

June 5, 1858. Portsmouth +0 17 +2 14 +0 8 + 4 49 0-0840 + 0 51 0*0148

Tnlir 8 Fairy {Yacht), 312 +0 3 +1 58 -0 17 + 3 55 00683 + 1 3 0-0183

+0 35 +2 8 +0 22 - 7 46 -0-1351 - 0 32 -00093

f

-j-0 5 + 1 50 +0 30 - 4 20 — 0-0756 - 1 16 - 0-0221

Feb. 19, 1850 Portsmouth
I

+0 35 +3 33 +0 31 + 13 25 02320 _ 1 15 - 0-0218

Tnn,, IQ 1£^9
l

-0 33 +3 23 +0 6 + 11 39 0-2019 - 0 33 -0-0096

Jan. 23, 1858 Portsmouth -0 20 +3 11 —0 22 + 11 23 01974 + 22 0-0355

Minx, 303 +0 15 +3 7 -0 6
j

- 1 54 — 0 0331 - 2 20 -0 0407
•

Oct. 14, 1859 •
|

Greenhithe
* + 1 37 +4 29 -1-0 15

j

- 4 4S —0-0837 _ 4 n - 0-0729 J

. Onyx, 297 . -0 IS +3 42 -0 24
j

— 7 54 -0-1374 -111 -00744

1S4£ . +0 25 +3 36 +0 25
j

— 5 31 —00958 - 3 51 -0-0675 1

185().
: Greenhithe . 1 +0 39 +3 26 +0 27 j+»“ 00404 - S 21 -0-1451J

1

. Princess Alice, 270 .
. +0 21 +3 1 +0 10 +14 5-l! 0-2571 + 0 2. 0 0071

TW 9ft 1 R5( .
-0 7 +2 55 0 0

1

+12 5!1 0-2245 - 0 1 l -0 005.

A Tii'il 1 ^ . +2 3 +3 36 -0 13 + 12 1 0-208: 1 — 2 3 5 -0-045 L

July 26, 185 I. Greenhithe

|

.. -0 12 +2 32 +0 u + 10 5
|

0-175 1-14 7 -0-031 L

May 18, 185 9.; Greenhithe .. Bann, 267 .1 -2 15 +4 15 — 0 31

|

+15 6

j

0-260 i +14 4

j

6 0-254 9

* Fitted with iron tanks nearly the entire length of the vessel, for the purpose of carrying water,

t After a thorough repah’, new boilers and funnel, and Standard compass placed 0 inches* luitliei forward.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Resultant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Beams.
Horse-

power and
engines.

Where built. Date of launching.

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal

force.

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

From
tafrail.

Height
from deck.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

35 2 0*214 1
1-217 +63 6 1 42 2 16 8 7 0 Iron. 150, Glasgow 28th October, 1844.

0-260 j 1-96 J Paddle. (B. Napier).

344 0-266 1-000 +68 40 1 42 2 16 8 7 0
2-56 J

328^ 0-316 1 000 +68 25 1 41 0 15 0 5 5
2-53 J

339 0-262 1 000 +68 25 1 41 0 15 0 5 5
2-53 /

18 0129 1-000 +68 25 1 43 0 14 0 5 3 Wood, 200, Blackwall March, 1845.

2-53
J

on Paddle. (Ditchburn

6 0152 1 000 +68 25 1 43 0 14 0 4 10 quarter- and Mare).
2 53 deck.

352 0*110 ”1 1-510 +52 0 43 0 14 0 4 10
0-166 j 1-28

J

353 0196 1-000 + 68 25 1 43 0 14 0 4 10

2-53
J

351 0-236 1-000 +68 40 41 9 15 1 5 0 Iron. 150, Glasgow 28th November, 1844.
2-56 Paddle. (E. Napier).

3 0-188 1000 + 68 40
'

41 9 15 1 5 0
2-56

j

5 0-172 1-000 +68 40 41 9 15 1 5 0
2 56 r

320 0-210 1-000 +68 30 1 55 0 31 9 120, Purchased July 1847.

2 54 J Paddle.

3291 0197 1-000 +68 30
1

55 0 31 9

254
10 0-085 1-000 +68 30 62 9 25 0 3 7

2-54 r

15 0070 1000 + 68 30
1

unknown Wood. 120, Blackwall March, 1845.
2-54 r Screw. (Ditchburn

184 0-135 1-000 +68 30 52 0 15 0 2 91 and Mare).
2-54

196 0-079 1 000 +68 30
1

48 10 15 2 2 9
2-54

355 0-233 1-000 +68 30 L 26 0 39 0 2 8
2-54

J

357 0-202 1-000 +68 30
1

26 0 39 0 2 8
2-54

jr

10 0-201 1000 +68 30 1 26 0 39 0 2 8
2-54

Jh

231 0-052 1-000 +68 30 1 18 0 18 0 5 0 100, Blackwall 5th September, 1846.

2-54 Screw. (Wigram ).

221 0-111 1-000 +68 30 36 0 9 6 3 6
2-54 r

209 0 157 1-000 +68 30 1,
23 0 120, Blackwall November. 1845.

2-54
j Paddle. (Ditchburn

215 0-117 1 000 +68 30 23 0 and Mare).
2 54 Jr

285 0151 1-000 + 68 30 22 6
2-54

J

2 0-257 1000 +68 30
L

22 0 35 6 5 10 Wood. 120, Blackwall. 1843.
2 54 Paddle.

358 0 225 1-000 + 68 30
1

22 0 35 6 5 10
2 54 r

348 0-213 1-000 +68 30
L

22 0 35 6 5 10
2-54

r
350 0178 1000 +68 30

1
26 5 34 0 5 10

2 54 t

|

441 0-364 1-000 + 68 30
L 49 0 29 0 4 7 Iron. 80, Millwall 5th July, 1856.

2-54
r Paddle. (J. S. Eussell).

3 dMDCCCLX.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

Date. Place of observation. Ship’s name and Tonnage.

Permanent coefficients.

Coefficient

E.

Ship’s
force to
Head-
Earth’s

horizontal
force

=1-000.

Coefficient

C.

Ship's
force to

Starboard.
Earth’s

horizontal
force
= 1X00.

A. D. E.

May 25, 1857. Sheerness Broke, 267 -0 35 +8 22 4-d 56 — 9 15 -01607 4- 3 28 0-0605

Aug. 7, 184.9. Penetanguishine

,

Mohawk, 228 — i 28 +3 1 -1 47 4-io 15 0*1-79 - 8 5
— ; 1406

Lake Huron
,
Canada.

1846 Torch, 343 -0 26 +2 56 4-0 5 4-11 8 01931 - 4 3 -0 0706

May 10,1852.

|

-0 4 +2 43 4-0 24 4-10 41 0-1854 - 0 46 -04)134

r
4-3 2 +2 52 -0 5 4- 6 25 0*1117 -0-0233 '

July 6, 1852. Madeira j

+2 48 +2 10 -0 43 + 6 5* 0-1196 — 0 57 — c"ci66

July 22, 1852. St. Vincent,
A

“ I 40 +2 46 — O 52 + 74 0-1230 — 1 10 — 0*C2C4

Cafe de VerdIslands.
— ° 7 +2 29 4-0 9 + 7 17 0-1268 — 1 6 — 0*CI92

-J-o 12 + 2 23 — 0 56 + 7 42 0*1340 - 3 13 —0-0561

Dec. 10, 1852. Cafe of Good Hofe — I I ? + 1 57 4-0 6 4- 9 18 o-i6i6 + 0 30 0-0087

Jan. 26, 1853. St. Paul's Island, + 1 5 8 + 1 39 4-o 6 +10 17 o "
i 785 - 0 28 — o"cc8 1

Indian Ocean.

Feb . 18
, 1853 . Swan River, Australia . .

.

— i 5 4-i 31 -0 15 4- 6 58 0*1213 - 0 13 — 0-0038

Mar. 15, 1853. King George's Sound ... — 2 8 4-2 44 4-0 44 4-841 0*1510 - > 13 — C*C 2 I 2

July 1856 . East Coast, Australia . . . +0 25 + 1 37
— O II 4- 8 iS 0-1443 4- 0 23 0-0067

May 11, 1844. Dover, 224 + 1 14 4-2 38 4-0 S — 6 57 —0-1210 - 4 10 -0-0727

Sept. 25, 1849. Plymouth +0 2 4-2 23 -0 18 — 4 58 — 0-0866 4- 0 25 0-0073

WlLBERFORCE, 457 +0 33 4-2 18 4-0 15 — 7 48 -01357 - 7 15 - 0-1262

July 5. 1843. Elver Gambia O O 4-2 6 4-0 7 - 4 39 — o-oSii - 4 12 — 0*C732

Jan. 13. 1844 Gi-eenhithe Dwarf, 164 -0 35 +2 2 4-0 17 4-13 5 0-2264 — 3 8

\

1

- 0-0547

Table II.—Floating Batteries*, Her Majesty’s Navy.

July 1857. Sheerness Terror, 1971 -1 45 4-6 17 _0 44 4-25 12
;

0-4258
1 4-2 3 0 0358

July 5, 1855. Greenhithe Meteor -1 19 4-0 12 0 0

j

- 1 19 -0 0230

j

-3 31 -0 0613

Mar. 31, 1856. Sheerness Thunder, 1469 4-0 34 -0 40 4-0 9 1 -11 33 -0-2002
;
-1 33 1-0-0270

Mar. 26, 1856. Sheerness Trusty, 1539 4-0 4 4-1 37 -1 54 -16 55 -0-2910 4-3 52 0-0674

1 1 1 i

*Of these. Tehuou is the only Iron-built vessel : the others are Wood-built plated with iron.
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Table I.—Iron-built Ships, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued).

Resultant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard compass.

Horse-
Beams. power and Where built. Date of launching.

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal Dip, and From From Hei

engines.

force. nat. tang. funnel. tafrail. from deck.

O ftw in. ft. in. ft. in.

159i 0-171 1-000 +68 30 1 45 3 28 8 4 4 Iron. 80, Millwall 30th August, 1856.

2-54 / Paddle. (J. S. Russell).

321 0*227 0-876 +76 0 1 10 0 60, Limehouse Kingston, Upper Canada.

4-01 / Paddle. (Fairbairn

and Co.).
21st Feb. 18431.

340 0206 1-000 +68 40 1 42 0 16 0 6 0 Iron. 150, Blackwall February, 1845.

2-56 / Paddle. (Ditckburn
356 0-186 1 000 +68 40 1 42 0 16 0 5 7 and Mare).

2-56 /
OOrFm 0-114 1

1-339 +60 40 1 42 0 16 0 5 7

0 153 ] 1-78 f
352 0*120 1 1-339 +60 40 1 42 0 16 0 5 7

0161 J 1-78 /
35°I 0-125 1

1-585 +46 0 1 42 0 16 0 5 7
0-198 J 104 /

354 0-128 1 1-709 -11 21 i 42 0 16 0 5 7

0-219 / -0-20 f
337 0-146 1 1-295 -43 0 I 42 0 16 0 5 7

0-189 J -0-93 f
3 0-162 1 1-174 -54 42 I 42 0 16 0 5 7

0-190 J -1-41 7
357 0-179 1 1-106 -68 0 1 42 0 16 0 5 7

0-198 j -2-48 f
358 0'122 1 1-490 -62 30 1 42 C 16 0 5 7

0-182 / -1-92 7
35 2 0-152 1 1-406 — 65 0 1 42 0 16 0 5 7

0-214 / -214 7
3 0-145 1

1-7 42 0 16 0 5 7
0-246 J approx.

211 0141 1-000 +68 40 1 unknown. Iron. 100, Liverpool 1840.

2-05 7 Paddle. (Laird).

175 0087 1-000

223 0185 1 000 +68 40 1 unknown. 7 0 Iron. 100, Liverpool. 1841.

2-56 7 Paddle.
222 0*I09 1-771 +38 30 \

0193 0-79 7

346 0-233 1000 +68 40 1 32 9 unknown. Wood. 90 Blackwall. 1842.

2-56 7
j

1

Table II.—Floating Batteries, Her Majesty’s Navy
(
continued ).

5 0-426 1 000 +68 251
2-53 7

70 0 37 0 5 5 Iron. Screw. Neweastle-

on-Tyne
(Palmer).

26th April, 1856.

249 0065 1-000 +68 251
2-53 7

79 0 16 6 4 8 Wood. Screw.

188

1

0202 1-000 +68 25 1

2-53 7

83 0 10 10 4 7 Wood. Screw.

167 0-299 1-000 +68 251
2-53 7

84 0 9 10 4 6 Wood. Screw.

t Delivered in parts at Woolwich, November 1841.

3 d 2
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Table III.—Screw Steam-vessels, Her Majesty’s Navy (Wood-built).

Date. Place of observation. Ship’s name and Tonnage.

Permanent coefficients-

Coefficient

B.

Ship’s
,

force to
He&d.
Earth's

i

horizontal
force

=1-000.
A. D. E.

April 29, 1859. Portsmouth Mersey, 3739 +6 52 -6 15
O

— 0 5 + 7 44 0-1346

Jan. 5, 1860. Sheemess Ariadne, 3202 +0 8 +0 31 -0 12 T 8 3/ 0-1498

Mar. 29, 1859. Plymouth Doris, 2479 + 1 11 -0 30 +0 43 + 7 11 0-1250

Jan. 7, 1856. Plymouth Sanspareil, 2334 +0 4 +0 58 -0 13 -f23 43 0-4022

May 22
, 1857 . Cape of Good Hope -0 37 + 1 16 +0 36 + 3 4i 0-0642

1857 . Canton +0 8 +° 53 -0 7 + 7 41 o-!357

Oct. 20, 1859. Portsmouth Arrogant, 1872 -0 32 +0 20 +0 10 + 6 21 O-1106

Sept. 5, 1859. Sheerness Clio, 1470 -0 43 +0 56 +0 4 + 9 39 0-1676

June 1, 1859. Sheemess Cadmus, 1462 -0 23 -0 20 -0 4 +11 1 0191

1

June 7, 1856. Portsmouth Pylades, 1278 . + 1 22 +0 27 -1 6 + 12 4S 0-2215

Sept. 9 , 1856 . Sydney
, C. Breton Inland — 0 6 O O — O 12 + 1 " 47 0-3054

Sept. 26, 1856. Portsmouth Highflyer, 1161 +0 52 +0 36 +0 13 + 11 42 0 -202S

Dec. 12
, 1856. Bio de Janeiro -|-o 7 4- A 40 0*0840

Feb. 1857 . Cape of Good Hope — O 5O -0 23 —0 8 + 4 20 0-0755

May 26
, 1857 . Hong Kong +0 7 -0 32 +0 10 + 3 21 0-0584

Dec. 2
, 1857 . Canton Biver +0 15 +0 6 -fo 10 + 3 45 0-0654

May 17 , 1858 . Shanghae
3 .

-0
s +0 39 + 6 25 o-iiiS

May 23, 1859. Portsmouth Falcon, 992 +0 15 +0 10 -0 25 + 6 37 01152

1859. Plymouth Encounter, 953 +0 29 +0 27 -0 3 + 7 1 01222

Nov. 28, 1859. Grecnhithe Mutine, 875 +0 12 -0 19 -0 10 + 8 35 01492

Nov. 19, 1859. Sheerness Fawn, 748 +0 16 +0 42 -0 40 + 7 21 01279

May 21, 1857. Plymouth Cordelia, 579 +0 19 0 40 0-1383

Aug. 8 , 1857 . Cape of Good Hope + 1 1

Sept. 20
, 1858 . Apia, Upolu,Pacific Ocean — O 27 +0 40 f 1 IC + 1 24 0*0244

Mar. 7. 1857. Portsmouth Plumper, 490 +0 14 4-0 52 -f
0 5 4-6 1 O-IOJS

April 1857 . Lisbon +0 4 — o 10 — 0 iS +4 39 o-oSii

May 1857 . Bio dc Janeiro -0 49 +° 47 -fo 14 + 2 s 0*0372
]

Sept. 1
, 1857 . Valparaiso +0 6 +0 37 +° 37 + i 6 0*0192

Oct. 1857 . Sandwich Islands -0 49 +0 26 +° 5 + 2 17 o -039S

Jan. 30 , 1858 . Vancouver /., Esquimalt -0 13 +0 23 -0
3 + 5 45 0*1002

June 17 , 1859 . Vancouver /., Nanaimo -fo 52 +° 5 +° 5 + 6 26 0*1 120

Jan. 1, 1856. Greonhithe Tickler (Gun-boat), 232 -1 37 +1 26 -0 13 + 0 15 I 00043
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Table III.—Screw Steam-vessels, Her Majesty’s Navy (Wood-built)
(
continued).

Coefficient

Ship’s
force to

Starboard.
Earth’s

Resultant of B and C,

or ship’s Total force.
Magnetic elements. Position of standard

compass. Horse-power
of engines.

horizontal

!

c. force
= 1-000.

Direction. Amount.
Horizontal

force.

Dip, and
nat. tang.

From
funnel.

Height
from deck.

+68 15
ft. in. ft. in.

+1 23 0-0241 10 0-137 1-000 121 0 7 10 1000

-2 26 -00424 344 0156 1000 +68 15 119 0 6 3 800

-1 15 - 0-0218 350 0-127 1-000 +68 15 110 0 6 11 800

+1 45 00305 0-404 1-000 +68 151 19 4 On poop . 400
2 -50 /

+ 2 8 0*0372 30 0-074 1-174 -54 42 1

- 1-41 /

19 4

+0 57 o-oi66 7 0-I 35 2049 +31 30 1 19 4
0-61 /

-0 28 - 0-0081 356 0-111 1-000 +68 15 I 68 0 6 7 360
2 -50 /

+4 46 0-0831 26/ 0-187 1000 +68 151 80 0 7 6 400
2 -50 /

+2 35 0-0451 13 0196 1-000 +68 151 87 0 6 6 400
2 -50 /

+4 23 0 0764 19 0-234 1-000 +68 151
2-50

;

350

+ 5 ** °'°935 17 0*320 0-772 +76 30 1

4-1 71

+0 48 0 0140 4 0-203 1-000 +68 15 1 70 0 6 0 250
2-50 /

-}-o 8 0*0023 2 0-084 1-708 - 1 ! 211
- 0 -20 /

70 0 6 0

-i 18 —0*0227 343 0*079 1-174 -54 421
- 1-41 /

70 0 6 0

+° 29 0-0084 8 0-059 2049 +31 26 I 70 0 6 0
0-61 /

+0 9 0-0026 2 0-065 2019 +32 35 1 70 0 6 0
0 -63 /

+0 20 0-0058 3 0*112 1-813 +45 18 1 70 0 6 0
j

1-01 /
]

-2 39 -00462 338 0124 1000 +68 151 71 0 7 0 100
2 -50 /

+0 10 00029 1 0-122 1-000 +68 151 73 0 5 5 360
2 -50 /

-2 50 - 0-0494 342 0157 1-000 -68 151 70 0 6 6 200
2 -50 /

I

-1 55 -00334 34o£ 0 132 1-000 +68 151 71 0 6 7 100
2 -50 / 1

- 0*27 -0-0078 357 0 139 1-000 + 68 151 64 0 6 5 150
2 -50 /

+ 1 4° 0*029I 126 0-036 1-174 -54 42 1

- 1-41 J

64 0 6 5

— 0 26 —0-0076 343 0*025 2083 -35 301
- 0 -72 /

64 0 6 5

+ 1 13 0 0212 ii 0-107 1-000 +68 15 1 38 7 5 6 60
2 50 /

+ 1 8 0-0198 13 0-083 I"2l6 + 61 5 38 7 5 6
1-81

+0 32 0*0093 14 0-038 1-709 -11 211
- 0 20 /

38 7 5 6

+ 0 3 0-0008 2 0*019 1-887 -35 371
- 0 -72 /

38 7 5 6

+0 20 0-0058 8 0*040 1-628 -42 001 38 7 5 6
|

- I ll \
Jr° 55 o-o j6o 9 O' 102 1-040 +71 551 38 7 5 6

3 06 /
+0 29 0-0084 5 0*1 12 1016 +72 25 1 38 7 5 6

•
3-15 /

-0 57 -00166 285 - 0017 1-000 + 68 15 1 35 0 3 7 60 high pressure

.

2 -50 /
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Supplement.

[Added during the printing of the paper
.

]

In June 1860, prior to the departure of the steam-ship Great Eastern on her first

Atlantic voyage, I was enabled, through the attention and cooperation of the captain.

John V. Hall, and managing director, T. Bold, Esq., to institute further experiments

on the changes of the ship’s magnetism, under the same conditions as those already

recorded as having been made in the River Thames, at Portland, and at Holyhead, in

September and October 1859.

Subsequent to the observations made at Holyhead, the Great Eastern rode out a

violent gale in that harbour,—remarkable as causing the total wreck of the ship Royal

Charter in the immediate neighbourhood,—which necessarily subjected many parts of

the hull to severe concussion from the strain on the cables : the ship’s services were then

confined to the passage to Southampton ; and during the sojourn at that port for the

following seven months, she quietly swung round the moorings to the tides and variable

winds. Extensive artificers’ works were latterly performed in the internal equipments.

These details are worthy of notice, from the striking progressive diminution of the

ship’s magnetic force, and further tendency to the fore-and-aft direction of the neutral

points of disturbance which the Southampton observations developed.

The same Admiralty standard compass haring been placed in the exact position of

former experiments, the correct magnetic bearing of the extreme point of the Isle of

Wight, risible from the anchorage (distant 12 miles), was determined from a series of

astronomical bearings and the known magnetic variation of the place, the necessary

correction for parallax due to the length of the ship being allowed for the successive

points of the compass as the ship swung round.

From the wind prevailing in one direction for several days prior to the departure of

the Great Eastern, I was only able, although engaged on the 13th. 14th. and 15th of

June, to obtain the deviations on sixteen and a half consecutive points ; namely, from

S.S.E., by the South, to N.N.W. ^ W. : these deviations, resulting from a curve drawn

through fifty-one separate determinations, made under highly favourable circumstances,

were as follows :

—
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Ship’s head by
Stand: comp:

Deviation.
Head by

Stand: comp:
Deviation:

Head by
Stand: comp:

Deviation.

S.S.E. . .

O

2 6 E. S.W. . . .

O

6 30 W. W.N.W. . .

O

14 50 W.
S. by E. . . 0 20 E. S.W. by W. . 8 25 W. N.W. by W. 14 15 W.
South

.

1 40 W. W.S.W. . . 10 15 W. N.W. . . . 12 50 W.
S. by W. . . 3 40 W. W. by S. . . 12 0 W. N.W. by N. 10 10 W.
s.s.w. . . 4 45 W. West . 13 0 w. N.N.W. |W. 8 0 W.
S.W. byS. . 5 30 W. W. by N. . . 14 20 W.

It was necessary to deduce from these results the probable values for the remaining

points of the compass ; this appeared to be obtained with sufficient accuracy by trials of

the coefficients B, C, D, with various assumed values, adopting those, the deviations

resulting from which should approximate most closely to the actual observed deviations

on the sixteen and a half determined points. The coefficients A and E were, under the

circumstances, assumed as 0
C

O'.

The resulting values for B of -j-13° 30', C-f-l° 40', D+ 4° 20', afforded a satisfactory

approximation
;
from whence the ship’s force in direction and amount are respectively

7° and 0-235, the earth’s horizontal magnetic force being considered, as at the other

ports, T000.

A recapitulation of the Great Eastern’s total magnetic force at each place of observa-

tion is herewith appended, as also a Table of deviations, which brings practically to view

the change in the deviation of the mariners compass in a newly launched iron vessel,

amounting in this special case to a decrease of 12° on some points of the compass in the

first five days, 19° in seven weeks, and nearly three points, or 32° 10' in the first nine

months of service afloat.

Angle of force

from ship’s head.
Total force.

Earth’s horizontal

force.

1859. September 7, River Thames .

O

47 0-585 1-000

5? „ 10—12, Portland . . 37 0-480
??

11 Oct. 22—24, Holyhead . . 32 0-390
11

1860. June 13—15, Southampton . 7 0-235
11

3 EMDCCCLX.

Deviations
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Deviations of the Compass observed on board the steam-ship Great Eastern. 1S59-60

;

in a position on the upper deck, in the middle line of the ship ;
distant 46 feet

4 inches from the after or jigger mast; 17 feet 6 inches before the spindle of the

after capstan, and 41 feet 0 inches before the rudder head; the needle elevated

4 feet 11 inches from the deck.

Ship’s head,

correct magnetic.

River Thames,
7th September,

1859.

Portland,

10th to 12th Sept.

1859.

Holyhead,
22 to 24th October.

1859.

Southampton.
13th. 14th. 15th

June, 1860.

North. 15 50 E. 9 20 E. 7 6 E. 1 15 E.

N. by E. 21 0 „ 14 40 „ 10 50 „ 4 30 „
N.N.E. 25 0 „ 19 25 „ 14 50 „ 7 25 „

N.E. by N. 29 0 „ 23 0 „ 18 10 „ 10 0 „
N.E. 32 0 „ 26 30 „ 21 20 ,, 12 40 „

N.E. by E. 36 0 „ 29 20 „ 24 0 „ 14 50 „
E.N.E. 38 10 „ 31 0 „ 25 30 „ 16 10 „
E. by N. 39 0 „ 31 15 „ 26 0 „ 16 50 „
East. 38 0 „ 30 10 „ 25 0 „ 16 0 „

E. by S. 32 30 „ 26 0 „ 22 0 „ 14 0

E.S.E. 22 0 „ 20 20 „ 17 0 „ 11 30 „
S.E. by E. 6 0 ,, 12 0 „ 9 20 „ 8 30 „

S.E. 10 30 W. 0 0 „ 1 15 „ 5 30 „
S.E. by S. 23 40 „ 11 00 W. 5 40 W. 3 0 „

S.S.E. 29 30 „ 17 40 „ 10 50 „ 2 40 „
S. by E. 31 20 „ 21 30 „ 14 20 „ 0 20 „

South. 31 30 „ 23 0 „ 16 30 „ 2 0 W.
S. by W. 30 50 „ 23 45 „ 17 40 „ 4 0 „

S.S.W. 29 30 „ 23 50 „ 18 15 „ 5 10 „
S.W. by S. 27 30 „ 23 50 „ 18 40 „ 6 0 „

S.W. 25 30 „ 23 10 „ 18 50 ,, 8 0 „

S.W. by W. 23 40 ., 22 40 „ 19 0 „ 10 0 „
W.S.W. 21 30 „ 21 45 „ 18 40 „ 11 50 „
W. by S. 19 0 „ 20 30 „ 18 0 „ 13 30 „
West. 16 0 „ 18 45 „ 17 0 14 30 „

W. by N. 13 20 „ 16 30 „ 15 30 „ 14 40 „
W.N.W. 10 0 „

'

13 40 „ 13 10 „ 14 0 „
N.W. by W. 6 40 „ 10 50 „ 10 20 „ 12 30 „

N.W. 3 0 „ 8 0 „ 7 0 „ 10 30 .,

!
N.W. by N. 1 10 E. 4 35 „ 3 40 „ 7 45 ,,

N.N.W 5 40 „ 0 20 „ 0 0,. 5 0

N. by W. 10 30 „ 4 10 E. 3 30 E. 2 0 „
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XXI. On the Construction of a new Calorimeterfor determining the Radiating Powers of

Surfaces in Air ; and its Application to the Surfaces of various Mineral Substances.

By W. Hopkins, Esq.. M.A., F.R.S.

Received June 1,—Read June 21, 1860.

When my paper on the Conductivity of various Substances was presented to the Society,

it was intimated to me on the part of the Council of the Society, that it might be

advisable to determine absolute instead of relative conductivities, the latter being alone

attempted in my previous experiments. It has been partly in consequence of this inti-

mation, as well as from the desire to make my investigations the more complete, that I

have given my attention to the construction of a calorimeter which might serve for this

purpose. The present communication contains a description of this instrument, with

the results which it has enabled me to obtain respecting the absolute quantities of heat

which emanate from the surfaces of certain substances under given conditions.

1. When a body is placed in atmospheric air (or any gas), the quantity of heat which

is lost from its surface in a given time, when its temperature is higher than that of the

surrounding medium, will be greater than if it were placed in a vacuum, other condi-

tions remaining unaltered. In the latter case the heat escapes by simple radiation ;
in

the other case a portion of the heat also escapes in consequence of the contact of the air

with the surface of the heated body. Dulong and Petit ascertained by a careful series

of experiments, the laws according to which the mercury contained in the bulb of a

thermometer cools, or those which govern the quantity of heat which escapes from the

surface of the containing bulb, when placed in a vacuum, in air, or in several kinds of

gases. These experiments were made with the glass bulb naked, and also when it was

silvered, so that the laws of radiation which they established were strictly in reference

only to surfaces of glass and those of silver. Certain laws were identical in both these

cases, and hence it was concluded, though by a limited induction, that the same laws

were applicable to all other surfaces. They did not, however, give the absolute quantity

of heat which, under given circumstances, and in a given time, emanates from the surfaces

of the glass or silver with which they experimented. The instrument which I have

constructed gives very easily this absolute amount of heat, as I believe, with very

approximate accuracy.

The apparatus devised by Dulong and Petit is easily described with reference to its

essential parts, and independently of the particular artifices which were required to

secure its practical working. A hollow globe of thin copper, about a foot in diameter,

3 E 2
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was firmly fixed in a vessel containing water in wliicli the globe could be entirely

immersed. An orifice existed in the upper side of the globe, through which a thermo-

meter could be inserted and arranged so that the centre of its spherical bulb might

coincide with the centre of the globe, and the orifice be hermetically closed. In making

the experiment, the mercury of the thermometer was heated to any proposed tempera-

ture, and then rapidly placed in its position in the globe, where the rate of its cooling

was determined by observing at regular intervals of time the temperature indicated by

the graduated stem of the thermometer. The interior surface of the copper globe was

blackened to prevent as much as possible all reflexion of heat, and was kept at a con-

stant temperature by means of the water in which the globe was immersed. The expe-

riments could thus be made at any temperature of the medium immediately surrounding

the bulb, and also at any pressure of that medium, by withdrawing a portion of the

atmospheric air, if that were the medium ; or by withdrawing it entirely, and then filling

the globe with any proposed gas at any assigned pressure. The rate at which the tem-

perature of the mercury decreased gave a measure of the rate of its cooling, and conse-

quently of the quantity of heat which emanated from the surface of the bulb in a given

time under given conditions.

This apparatus was admirably adapted for experimenting with those substances of

which the bulb of a thermometer might be formed, or with which the surface of the

bulb could be uniformly and thinly coated; but was manifestly not applicable to deter-

mine the radiating power of the surfaces of mineral and many other substances. The

simpler instrument which I have employed is equally applicable to all such surfaces,

while it allows the extent of the radiating surface to be ascertained with greater

accuracy than that of the bulb of the thermometer from which the radiation took place

in the apparatus just described, and is so far better adapted for finding the absolute

quantity of heat which radiates from a given area of a given surface in a unit of

time. It does not, however, afford the means of determining the quantity of heat which

radiates from a proposed surface in a vacuum, or when surrounded by different gases at

various temperatures and pressures. To determine the laws of cooling in such cases, it

was necessary to have recourse to some more complicated apparatus like that made use

of by Delong and Petit.

2. The laws of cooling of a body surrounded by air or gas, or when placed in a

vacuum, as established by these able experimenters, are embodied in the following

formula,

—

Q^Aa^-lj+Byf, (1.)

where

Q= quantity of heat which escapes from the radiating surface in a given time;

«=T0077, a numerical quantity which is the same for all radiating surfaces, and

surrounding media

;

$=the uniform temperature of the surrounding vacuum or medium, expressed in

Centigrade degrees

;
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t= excess of temperature of the radiating surface above that of the surrounding

medium, in Centigrade degrees

;

p= the pressure of the surrounding medium, expressed by the height of the mercurial

column in metres, which the pressure of the medium supported

;

c— a numerical value constant for the same surrounding medium at different tempera-

tures, but different for different media; in the case of atmospheric air it =-45

;

5= 1 ’2 33, a numerical value which is the same for all radiating surfaces, surrounding

media, and temperatures

;

A and B are constants depending on the area of the radiating surface, and the time

to which Q is referred.

When the radiation took place into a vacuum, the pressure p, and therefore the

second term of the above formula vanished, and the quantity of heat which radiated in

a given time was expressed by the first term, which exhibits the dependence of Q on

the temperature of the surrounding space (or of the physical surface which bounds that

space), as well as on t, the excess of temperature of the radiating surface. This term

will manifestly vary approximately as the simple power of t when the variations of t and

6 are not too large. The second term expresses the quantity of heat carried off from

the surface by the contact of a surrounding elastic medium, and expresses the law that

this quantity is independent of the nature of the radiating surface, and depends on the

surrounding medium only so far as regards the elasticity (p) of that medium, and not

directly on its temperature, but only so far as the elastic force is affected by that tem-

perature.

These conclusions, as applicable to all radiating surfaces, were made to rest, as I have

already observed, on the somewhat narrow basis of induction from experiments on two

kinds of surface only, those of glass and silver. Moreover the complete numerical

values of A and B depend upon that of the area of the radiating surface, which, as

remarked by MM. Duloxg and Petit, was not easy to determine for the bulbs of their

thermometers
;
nor, in fact, was it their object to determine the numerical value of the

quantity of heat denoted by Q, but to ascertain the laws according to which the cooling

of bodies takes place as depending on simple radiation into a vacuum, or on the contact

of a circumambient medium.

It should also be remarked that these experiments can only be regarded as establish-

ing the above formula for those cases in which the surrounding elastic medium is placed

under the same conditions as in the apparatus with which the experiments were made.

In another instrument these conditions might be different (as they are in that which I

am about to describe), and the quantity of heat carried from the heated surface by con-

vection might be different, while that due to radiation in vacuum must be the same. In

other words, the relation between A and B might be different for different instruments.

In adopting this formula I have assumed this relation to be the same for different

instruments. The accordance which will be found between the quantity of heat cal-

culated from the formula and that obtained by experiment, proves that the formula
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does give with approximate accuracy the whole quantity of heat which emanates from

a given surface under the conditions imposed by the instrument, for any values of

t between limits which may be inferred from the experiments themselves. This is

sufficient for my principal object—that of determining the absolute conductivities of

substances of which, in a former memoir, I have given only the relative conductivities.

It is certain that the whole quantity of emanating heat given by the empirical formula

is approximately correct; the relative values of the two terms may possibly not be

equally so. All that is proved respecting their relation appears to be, that it is inde-

pendent of the difference of temperatures denoted by t. I pretend not to enter on the

problem of determining the quantities of heat carried off by a surrounding gas by con-

vection and conduction respectively, under any assigned conditions.

Having the formula (1), we have next to determine the numerical values of the

coefficients A and B. For this purpose, if effected independently, we should require

two determinations of Q, for known values of d, t, and p. In different series of experi-

ments with radiating surfaces of the same nature (as glass, for example), the values ofA
are proportional to the areas of the radiating surfaces employed, the time during which

the radiation takes place being always the same. These values also vary for surfaces of

different kinds according to their radiating powers in a vacuum, of which it affords a

relative measure. The values of B are considered the same for all surfaces, but are

proportional to the areas of the radiating surfaces. Thus when an apparatus is used

for the determination of Q, in which the area of the radiating surface is the same, one

determination alone of B is required for any number of surfaces ; and for the deter-

mination of A one experiment at least is necessary with each kind of surface. Duloxg

and Petit determined these coefficients with great care for the surfaces of glass and

silver, and the radiating surfaces (the bulbs of their thermometers) which they made use

of ; and for either of those kinds of surface the values of A and B, in any other sets of

experiments with glass or silver, will only vary from the above in the ratio of the areas

of the radiating surfaces. In the following comparisons of the results of calculation and

observation, I have adopted the values of A and B determined by the French experi-

menters increased in the proper ratio. Thus, taking A, and Bi to denote their coefficients

for glass, we have

A=mA„
B=mB„

Q=m. A, ae(a‘— (2.)

and one experiment only with glass is required theoretically for the determination of in.

Also the coefficient mB 1? when once determined, is determined for all surfaces of equal

extent ; the coefficient mA, requires a separate determination for each kind of radiating

surface. Practically the process has been to determine the mean value of m from a

number of experiments, and then, adopting the corresponding values of the coefficients

in (2.), to compare the calculated with the observed values. But before I enter into

further details, I will describe the calorimeter which I have made use of.
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3. In the accompanying diagrams A is a cylindrical tin vessel, of which A' represents

a vertical section through its axis. Its top is slightly conical, and has an orifice at its

centre to admit the insertion of a thermometer; and its bottom is slightly curved as

represented in the section, leaving a space be dsr through which the radiation takes

place from the heated surface in the position r s. The conical form of the top facilitates

the drying of the vessel after it has been immersed in water to obtain a particular

uniform temperature. The section also represents the thermometer used to ascertain

the temperature of the distilled water with which the vessel is filled when the experi-

ments are made with it. It is of the form of the letter L, the horizontal part being the

bulb. The stem passes through a hole in the cork
(
a

)
which fits the central orifice, and
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a small piece of cork is fastened on the heel of the instrument at c. on which the ther-

mometer can be freely turned by the finger and thumb applied to the upper extremity

of the stem. The horizontal bulb then becomes a most effective stirrer during the

experiments, by maintaining it in constant rotation about

the centre c. The thermometer is extremely delicate,

each graduation of about y^th of an inch corresponding

to -j^th of a degree of Fahkenheit. It was easy, there-

fore, by the aid of a lens, to read to the hundredth part

of a degree.

The diagram B represents a wooden rim ef of which

the inner diameter is about half an inch larger than the

diameter of the vessel A, so that the vessel can pass

freely within it. Three wires are firmly fixed into the

upper surface of the rim, and to the block g. When
the instrument is put together, the vessel A is placed

concentrically within the rim, in which it is firmly sup-

ported by three small wooden wedges between itself and

the rim, and so that the circumference of the circular

bottom of A may be exactly level with the lower surface

of the rim ef Also the thermometer being inserted

through a and the orifice corked, the upper part of the

stem passes through a central hole in the small wooden

block g. The calorimeter thus put together is repre-

sented by the diagram E. The upright wires form at

once a protection to the thermometer, and a convenient

means of handling the instrument without touching the

vessel containing the distilled water.

4. In performing an experiment, the substance whose

radiating power has to be determined is formed into a thin disc, the diameter of which

is such as just to allow it to fit freely into an iron cylindrical vessel represented by 1)

which contains such a quantity of mercury that the disc floating upon it shall have its

upper surface exactly on a level with the rim of the cylinder. The required tempe-

rature is then given to the disc by heating the mercury on which it rests. This is

effected, as represented in the diagram F, by placing the iron cylinder on the thin iron
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plate h k which forms the roof of the bath over the furnace, and is covered with a thin

stratum of mercury, which is allowed to pass beneath the vessel and in contact with its

bottom by means of three slightly projecting points on which the bottom rests. If a

lower temperature than would thus be communicated directly to the mercury be required,

it is easily regulated by the insertion of one or more iron discs beneath the iron cylinder,

or if necessary, discs of paper or other bad conducting substances.

When the radiating surface is heated to the proper temperature, the calorimeter is

to be placed above it so as to catch the heat which radiates from it. But if no pre-

cautions were taken, it is manifest that a great radiation would take place also from the

heated stratum of mercury on hk
,
and affect the calorimeter placed over the iron

cylinder. This is partly prevented by covering the surface li k with cotton or other bad

conductor, but effectively by a special contrivance for the purpose, h k lm is the section

of a square box, open at the top, which fits on to the top of the furnace, of which its

sheet-iron bottom forms the roof as above described, n op q is the section of another

square open box fitting freely within the former, and with a round hole in the centre

just large enough to admit the insertion of the thin rim of the iron cylinder within it,

which, however, is prevented passing through it by the increased thickness of the walls

of the cylinder immediately below, as represented in the diagram. This inner box is

thus entirely supported on the shoulder of the iron cylinder, and so that the internal

surface of its bottom is exactly on a level with the rim of the iron cylinder, and there-

fore also, with that of the radiating surface of the disc placed within it. The bottom

of the box is composed of three thin boards separated from each other, to prevent more

effectively the transmission of heat through it.

If the calorimeter were now placed over the radiating disc, it would rest with the

projecting points t (figs. B and E) on the bottom of the box just described; but as a

further precaution against all communication of heat to the calorimeter by conduction,

or otherwise than by direct radiation from the radiating surface, a thin wooden rim

(diagram C) is placed on the bottom of the box, but unattached to it, so as to surround

the central orifice and rim of the cylinder, to the diameter of which its own diameter

is exactly equal. The calorimeter is then placed on this rim, on which it rests at the

three points marked in the diagram (C). Sections of this rim are represented by c, c in

the diagram E, in which also rs represents the section of the radiating surface, over

which, during each experiment, the calorimeter is placed as represented in the diagram A',

the distance
(
hr

,
ds

)

of the circumference of the base of the calorimeter from the

radiating surface being about one-fourth of an inch. On removing the calorimeter after

each experiment (which only required a few minutes), the interior box nopq, with the

rim C, was immediately removed and placed where they might acquire again the tempe-

rature of the room before the next experiment.

It might have been supposed that it Avould be sufficient in the experiments, to place

the circumference b d (fig. A') on the rim C, but in such case the results would have been

entirely vitiated by the transmission of heat to the calorimeter by conduction, as I found

mdccclx. 3 F
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by tedious experience. In the above arrangement this risk is entirely obviated
;

for,

it will be observed, there is no contact between the rim C and the supporting rim B
except at three points ;

nor, again, is there any contact between the rim B and the vessel

A, except at the three points at which they are connected by the wedges inserted between

them.

The bottom of the tin vessel A was carefully coated with lamp-black, to prevent, as

far as possible, the reflexion of the heat radiating upon it.

5. It has been already stated that the required heat is communicated to the mercury

in the iron cylinder by placing it on the heated surface hk (fig. F). If the temperature

required was less than 212° Fahk., the bath immediately beneath h l' was filled with

water, which was kept at the boiling temperature. When the iron cylinder rested

immediately on the plate h ic, the temperature of the mercury contained in it would rise

to nearly 200°, and could be maintained at any lower temperature by placing a sufficient

thickness of discs of iron, wood or other substances immediately beneath the cylinder.

In this manner the steadiness of the temperature could be carefully preserved for any

length of time, an essential condition in making the experiments. When the radiating

surface was that of glass or iron, the discs of those substances could be rendered

extremely thin, so that the temperature of the surface of radiation was very nearly

equal to that of the mercury on which they floated, to which it might be considered as

approximately equal, or to differ from it by a small correction. The temperature of the

mercury immediately beneath the disc was ascertained by a thermometer, the small

spherical bulb of which was inserted into it through a small hole

in the centre of the disc for that purpose. In the cases of mineral

substances (as limestone, sandstone, See.), the discs could not be

made thin enough to prevent a considerable difference of tempera-

ture between their upper radiating surfaces and their lower surfaces

resting on the mercury. The temperature of the upper surface was

then determined by a thermometer made for the purpose with a

spiral bulb (as represented in the annexed diagram), the coils of the

spire lying in one plane perpendicular to the graduated stem. A
hollow was worked in the centre of the surface of the disc of sufficient

diameter to receive the spiral bulb, and of such a depth that the

bulb, when thus inserted, could be easily covered with mercury.

The necessary depth did not exceed one-eighth of an inch, so that

the temperature indicated by the thermometer, with its bulb placed

in the hollow and covered with mercury, was necessarily very

approximately that of the surface itself of the disc. Had a thermo-

meter with an ordinary bulb been used, the central hollow must

have been considerably deeper, and might therefore have been materially different from

that of the outer surface, on account of the rapidity with which the temperature varies

in a thin disc, in passing from its lower surface in contact with the mercury to the
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outer one radiating into the atmosphere, when the temperature of the lower surface

is much higher than that of the atmosphere*.

6. We may now proceed to describe the manner of conducting each experiment, the

radiating surface having attained its required stationary temperature, and the calorimeter

being filled with distilled water. A vessel containing water was placed near at hand,

the temperature of the water being kept a little lower than that of the surrounding

atmosphere of the room. The calorimeter was then immersed in this water, and allowed

to remain there till the temperature of the distilled water and the tin vessel (A) con-

taining it became stationary, as indicated by the sensitive L-shaped thermometer already

described. It was then taken out of the water, and all the moisture adhering to it

externally very carefully removed. The temperature would then remain sensibly sta-

tionary, and a little lower than that of the surrounding air. The thermometer was then

carefully read, and the calorimeter transferred to its position above described, imme-

diately over the radiating surface. After remaining there a certain observed time

(during which the distilled water in it was thoroughly stirred as above described), it

was removed, and the thermometer again read. The difference of the readings afforded

a measure of the quantity of heat which had emanated from the heated surface and been

absorbed by the vessel A of the calorimeter through its bottom, the observed result

being subject to certain corrections to be hereafter considered.

The time during which the calorimeter was exposed to the influence of the radiating

surface was determined with great accuracy. It seldom exceeded five or six minutes,

generally not more than three or four. An assistant placed close to his ear a watch

which ticked very audibly 150 times in a minute. It was easy to indicate to him the

exact instant when the calorimeter was placed over the radiating surface, and he then

began to count aloud the beats of the watch to a number varying according to the circum-

stances of each experiment, from 300 to 1000. The instrument was rapidly removed

at the instant the counting of the number fixed upon was completed. The error to which

the experiments were liable in this estimation of the time was very small.

I was also able to make the readings of the thermometer very accurately. I have

stated that the first reading was made while the mercury was stationary. Such was the

case also with the second reading
; the rise of the thermometer of the calorimeter during

an experiment seldom exceeded three or four degrees, and therefore the temperature of

the distilled water and its containing vessel, when just removed from the influence of the

radiating surface, differed from that of the surrounding atmosphere only by a small

amount. Consequently the thermometer remained sensibly stationary for a longer time

than was required to read it with care. I was thus able to obtain the reading with ease

within the hundredth part of a degree of Fahkenheit.

* It might seem that aflat bulb would have answered the purpose, and been more simple in construction
;

but it was pointed out to me by Mr. Casella that thermometers of this construction are not to be relied

upon. They may yield to a small external pressure sufficiently to affect the indication of temperature to

the amount of several degrees.

3 f 2
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Thus I could observe with great accuracy both the time during which radiation took

place, and the increase of temperature acquired in that time by the calorimeter, and

these are manifestly the two principal quantities to be determined by observation in the

experiments. There are several possible sources of error, however, which require

examination.

7. The first obvious consideration is that the water contained in the vessel A of the

calorimeter does not, during the experiment, merely receive heat from the heated

radiating surface ; it will also, at each instant, be gaining or losing heat by the exposure

of its external surface to the atmosphere, whenever its temperature differs from the

surrounding temperature. I endeavoured to obviate this in the first place by making the

vessel A of tin, the external surface of which, exposed to the atmosphere, was polished,

while that exposed to the radiation from the heated disc, as already stated, was covered

with lamp-black. The external surface was therefore a bad radiator of heat from within

to the external air, and a bad absorbent of heat from witliout, and consequently helped

to reduce the influence of the external air. Further, it is manifest that no effect could

be produced on the experimental results, provided the mean temperature indicated by

the thermometer of the calorimeter during an experiment were equal to the tempera-

ture of the external air. This condition was more or less approximately satisfied in the

actual experiments, the results of which have been relied upon ; but when not satisfied,

it was easy to ascertain and apply the requisite correction when of sufficient amount to

be sensible. To ascertain this correction, I made the following experiment. The whole

instrument (E) was placed on an iron disc; it rested on its three feet (t). The vessel

(A) of the calorimeter and the iron disc were immersed in water, of which the tempera-

ture was about 5° below that of the surrounding air. When the temperature indicated

by the sensitive thermometer of the calorimeter had become perfectly stationary, the

instrument and iron disc were taken out of the water, rapidly cleared of the external

moisture, and the instrument replaced on the iron disc in the air. The under blackened

surface of the vessel A was now exposed only to the surface of the iron disc, which was

of the same temperature as the distilled water in A, and could not, therefore, affect its

temperature. At the same time the external polished surface of A was exposed to the

external air, of which the temperature was about 5° higher than that of the water of

the calorimeter. The result, however, was that the thermometer of the calorimeter

remained sensibly quite stationary for a considerably longer time than that required for

any of the experiments, thus proving that the corrections in my actual experiments due

to this cause were of insensible amount.

8. When a thin metal disc was used for the radiating surface, a small orifice was made

at its centre, as above stated, just large enough to admit the bulb of a thermometer used

to determine the temperature of the mercury beneath the disc. Over the area of this

orifice the radiation took place from the surface of mercury, and not from that of the

disc. Also, when a thicker disc of a mineral substance was used, the superficial hollow

for the coiled bulb of the thermometer was filled with mercury, from the surface of
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which, therefore, in the area occupied by it, the radiation took place instead of the

radiation from the surface of the disc itself. It will be necessary to examine whether our

experimental results were sensibly affected by the difference of radiation in these cases

from the mercury and that from an equal extent of the discs made use of. Thus let

r=radius of the radiating disc

;

§= radius of the central portion where the radiation takes place from mercury

;

T= temperature of the radiating surface;

E= reading of the thermometer of the calorimeter, i. e. the temperature of its lower

surface, on which the radiating heat falls

;

then will

c(T— E) and w(T— E)

express the quantities of heat which emanate in air from a superficial unit of the

respective surfaces of mercury and glass. The coefficients c and xs may be considered

approximately as constant for variations of T—E which are not too large, but their ratio

(which alone is required for the correction) is easily deduced from the experiments to be

given in the sequel, for comparatively large values of T— E. Then if Q, be the observed

quantity of heat which emanates from the disc in a given time,

Q 1
=7rrV(T— E)— 7T£

2

(
nj—c)(T— E)

or if Q=the quantity of heat which would emanate from the whole disc without the

central orifice,

very nearly. The second term, ^-^1— is the correction required. In my experi-

ments this quantity is always small, but in some of them it is sensible.

9. Again, when discs of glass and metal were used, it was the temperature of the

mercury on which they rested that was observed, i. e. the temperature of the lower sur-

face of the disc. It becomes necessary, therefore, to examine what correction ought to

be applied to this observed temperature, in order to obtain that of the upper or radiating

surface. Now if t
x
be the temperature of the lower surface of the plate, t2 that of its

upper surface, r that of surrounding space, or of a surface (like the lower one of the

calorimeter) on which the radiation takes place, h the thickness of the plate, k its con-

ducting power, and the radiating power of its surface in air, we have the approximate

formula used in my last memoir (where the symbol p was used instead of w),

t
^

/g
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Hence we obtain

or since, in the present case, h is very small, we have approximately

t}

the real temperature bf the radiating surface. Hence if denote the observed quan-

tity of heat which radiates from the disc, and Q the quantity which would radiate if the

temperature of the disc’s upper surface were t
x ,
we have

Q>=Q{i-(i-£)t} ;

and therefore

Q=Ql{l+(l-0£} (4.)

very nearly. The second term, Qj fl— is the correction required.

In my former experiments on conductivity, - was the quantity determined, c being the

radiating power of mercury in air, the upper surface of the substance experimented on

having been always covered with mercury, from which, consequently, the radiation took

place. The above correction may be put in the form (somewhat more convenient for

application) of

Q
‘(

1—

0

he G7

k c

It is always a very small quantity.

10. Another correction requires to be carefully examined. In order that the calori-

meter should receive directly on its blackened lower surface the whole of the heat

emanating from the heated radiating surface, it would be necessary that the circum-

ference or rim of its lower surface should coincide with the circumference of the

radiating disc. But this condition cannot be accurately satisfied without the risk, as

already explained, of deranging the experiments by heat passing to the calorimeter by

conduction. It was to avoid this the more effectively that the wooden annulus (fig. C)

was introduced, and thus a small interval of about the thickness of the wooden annulus

existed between the circumference of the hollow bottom of the calorimeter and that of

the radiating disc. This interval was equal to 0-21 inch. The heat which radiated

on this intervening annulus would not immediately affect the calorimeter, and ought

therefore to be added to the quantity which radiated directly on the calorimeter, and

was measured by the indications of its thermometer.

The quantity of heat which radiates directly from the heated disc and fell on any
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assigned portion of the bottom of the calorimeter (or the corresponding portion of the

hemispherical surface of which the radiating surface was a diametral plane) is not easily

determinable, on account of the complicated integration to which the investigation

leads. It is easy, however, to compare very approximately the amount which thus falls

on a very narrow annulus of the hemispherical surface contiguous to the diametral plane

formed by the radiating surface, with the whole quantity which radiates from that

surface in a given time. Thus let

^=the quantity of heat which radiates in a unit of time from the small element

of the radiating surface, and falls on the indefinitely small area w of the above-mentioned

hemisphere

;

I = the intensity of normal radiation

;

E= angle of emanation, and therefore I.sinE= the intensity of radiation in a

direction making an angle E with the radiating surface

;

<p— angle of incidence on u ;

r = distance of co from SS

;

= projection of r on the radiating diametral surface
;

6 = angle which § makes with the diameter of the diametral plane passing through

the projection of co on that plane

;

the quantity of heat which radiates on the element u ;

then

^=1.^1 sinE.SS;

and if z
t
denote the distance of w from the diametral plane,

• 1?
z

\ •

sin E= - >

r

Also

The angle <p is that which r makes with the normal to the surface at co. Instead of

expressing its general value, suppose a to be situated within the diametral annulus

above mentioned, and therefore very near to the diametral plane
; it may then be con-

sidered as lying on the axis of z, assuming the origin of coordinates to be at the

extremity of the diameter from which & is measured. The normal to the point co may
then also be considered as parallel to that diameter, the axis of x

,
and we shall have

cos <p— ->
r r

gCOS 6

r

^'=1az
l

COS Ohfl'he,

= Lvz
1 ^r+

-
8ja cos fotig;

Hence
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and

The proper limits of 6 are + cos
-1 ~ («= radius of the diametral surface), but they

would render the next integration unmanageable. Take the integral from 0=—- to

0= \ Then

since (/ vanishes with g.

With the increase of g (z
x
being very small) this expression rapidly approximates to

i. e. if z
x
be sufficiently small we shall have approximately

or since the u is an element of our narrow diametral annulus, we have

o= - 1. area of the annulus,1 2 ’

([ being the quantity of heat which radiates upon the annulus. If the breadth of the

annulus be denoted by /3, its area will =2sra/3, and

5'=T2
Ia/3.

Again, let Q be the quantity of heat which radiates in a unit of time from the whole

radiating surface. Conceive two right cones with common vertex at SS and common

axes perpendicular to the radiating surface, their vertical angles being 0 and

The quantity of heat radiating between these two conical surfaces will

= &S . I cos 0 . 2 7T sin 0 . 10,

and therefore the whole quantity radiating from will

=&S.tI,

&Q=5tI.&S,

Q=tt1 . var

— Tr-la
2
.

or
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Hence

Q a

breadth of the annulus

rad. of radiating surf.

Hence taking Qj as before,

The expression above obtained for q will only be accurately true when /3 is indefinitely

small, as is easily seen from the limits which have been taken for d and § in the integra-

tion. If (3 be small but finite, as in our actual case, the above value of q will be approxi-

mately true, but somewhat too large.

It may be doubted whether the above investigation is strictly applicable to the whole

of the heat which emanates from the heated surface or to that part only which may

be conceived to radiate through the air to the bottom of the calorimeter, in contra-

distinction to that which must be borne away by the air from the heated surface by con-

vection or conduction. As the effect, however, produced on the narrow annulus must be

of the same kind, there is probably little error in the correction, by supposing it of the

same magnitude.

11. There is another error, which would seem perhaps to be inherent in any experi-

mental determination of the quantity of heat radiating from one surface and falling on

another. It arises from the fact of one of these surfaces (as the base of the calorimeter

in my experiments, and the internal surface of the surrounding globe in those of Du-

LOXG and Petit) not being perfectly absorbent
,
as assumed in the results, which ought,

therefore, in the following experiments, to be increased in the proportion which the heat

reflected from the blackened surface of the calorimeter bears to the heat absorbed by it.

This ratio is probably very small, but I am not aware of any attempt to determine it.

Numerous experiments were made before the calorimeter assumed exactly the form

above described ; for it was only by a careful observation of the anomalies presented by

the earlier experiments that I became fully aware of the importance which attached to

different points in the construction of the instrument, and the mode of conducting the

experiments. I shall give a few of the later experiments, on which some of my prin-

cipal results are founded, in full detail, to enable the rqader the better to judge of the

confidence to which they may be entitled. The following experiments on a glass disc

were made for the determination of m (art. 3).

12. Let T,= temperature of the radiating surface when the experiment begins;

T2
= ditto when it ends;

]!,= reading of the thermometer of the calorimeter at the beginning of the

experiment

;

P.2= ditto at the end of it

;

6 GMDCCCLX.
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then will -^(Tj+Tj) be the mean temperature of the radiating surface during the expe-

riment, and R2— Ej will = the rise in the temperature of the calorimeter during the

observed time of the experiment, expressed in the number of beats of the watch. The

time was usually taken longer or shorter, according as the rise of the thermometer of the

calorimeter was slower or faster. Five hundred beats corresponded to 3 333 minutes.

It will be observed that in each of the experiments (1), (2), &c. in each series I.. II..

&c., the temperatures of the radiating surface are approximately equal. These experi-

ments, (1), (2), &c., are in fact repetitions of nearly the same experiment, made with the

view of obtaining the mean result of several experiments instead of relying on the result

of one. And here I may remark that this was necessary, not merely for the elimination

of errors of observation, but also for that of the actual irregularities in the rising of the

mercury in the thermometer of the calorimeter. Moreover no high temperature can be

maintained perfectly stationary, but is always in a state of oscillation about a mean value.

If every experiment could be made exact
,
the numbers registered in the fourth column

of the following Table ought to be the same. The irregularities which they present are

partly due to the slightly different temperatures (as exhibited in the second and third

columns) at which the experiments were made, partly to the causes just mentioned, and

partly to the necessary errors of observation. All these irregularities may manifestly

be more or less eliminated by taking the mean result derived from a number of similar

experiments. For this purpose I have taken the mean (T) of the tabulated values of

X and T2 ,
and the mean (E) of the values of E, and R 2 ,

and considered (T)— (E) as

the difference between the temperature of the radiating surface and that of the lower

blackened surface of the calorimeter to which the heat emanating from the radiating

surface was immediately communicated
; while the mean of the numbers in the fourth

column is taken as the corresponding rise in the temperature of the calorimeter. An
inspection of these columns will show how far the result of each individual experiment

differs from the mean result, and will afford a measure of the reliance which may be

placed on this mode of experimenting.
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I. Disc of Glass.

Time, or duration of each experiment =500 beats.

Height of barometer =30-5 inches.

= -77 metre.

Number of

the experiment.

Temperature of the

radiating surface.

Readings of the

calorimeter.

Difference of the

readings = R.,—Rr

Temperature
of the air.

(1) |T
t

= 150-0
j-

rR1= 60-72)

\ R 3
= 62-24 j

1-52 64

(2)
fT1= 151-2l

1
T

2
=159-8 J

(^=61-39)
1R

2=63-00J
1-61

(3)
f T

x
= 150*0 f

^T
2=149-5J

rR,= 59-9M
7 R 2

=6l-50

/

1-59

(D / Tj=149
-2 ]

|T
2
=147-o|

/ R i:=6i-25f
|r

2=62-77J
1-52

(5)
rT1== 147-0)
tT2

=]47-5

1

/r^wo)
\ R 2=63-16J

1-56

(6) {5= 147-5)

IT2
= 147-5 f

JR 1
= 62 -00 )

1
R

2=63-45J
1-45 64

(7)
/T

1
=i47-7)

t T2
=147'7 J

^= 61-84)

tR 2
=63-27/

1-43

(8)
/Tj= 148-6)

\T
2
= 148-8/

/ R 1
= 6l-95)

(R
2=63-46J

1-51

(9)
/T

1

= 149-6)

|T
2
= 149-6/

/R
1
= 62-89)

t R 2
= 64-40 J

1-51

Hence we obtain the following mean values :

—

(T)= 148°*20 (F.),

(R)= 62°-27

;

(T)-(R)= 85°-93.

When (R) is expressed in Centigrade degrees
,
its numerical value becomes that of 6 in

our general formula; and the value of (T)— (R) in the same degrees, is that of t in the

formula. Hence for the mean of the above nine experiments,

4=16°-80,

£=47°-74.

Also, taking the mean of the tabulated values,

R2— Rj= l-52.

3 g 2
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II. Same Disc of Glass.

Time = 300 beats.

Height of barometer = 30-25 inches.

= -76 metre.

Number of

experiment.

Temperature of the

radiating surface.

Readings of the

calorimeter.

Difference of the

readings =R2— Rj.

Temperature
of the air.

(U
f T

1
=24(v0 1

|_T
2= 244-5/

/ R 1
= 62-55 I

\R
2
=64-98/

0
2-43

(2)
f Tj= 246-5 "I

\T
2= 245-0 J

/R
1
=62*611

I R2
=65-00 /

2-39 63

(3) / T 1
= 247‘l 1

1T
2
= 246-6/

/R
1
=62*65\

I R 2
=65*23 J

2-58 64

(D
/T

1
= 248-4\

I Ta= 247*4/
/R

1
=62-64l

I R 2
=65-26 /

2-62

(5) / Tj=248-8 1

\T2
= 248-5/

/R
1
=62-61\

\R
2
=65-14/

2-53 64-5

(6)
04

O

CPi

6o

Tf«

^

04

04

II

II
c-Tf-T / Rj= 62-59 \

l R 2= 6o-05 /
2-46

(7)
/T1= 249-3 1

lTa
= 249-0/

/ Rj= 62-65 "1

|_R
2
=65-10 /

2-45

(8) T,= 249-5
f R

1
= 62-50 1

\R
2
=64-97/

2-47 64

Hence we obtain

(T)=247°-6 (F.),

(R)= 63°-81,

(T)— (R)=183°*79

;

and hence, for the mean of these eight experiments,

0= 17°-6 (C.),

f=102°T

;

and the mean value of

R2— R,=2-49.

This is for the time of 300 beats
;
therefore for 500 beats we have, as a mean value,

R3—Rj=4T6.
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III. Same Disc of Glass.

Time =300 beats.

Height of barometer =30-3 inches.

= '76 metre.

Number of

experiment.

Temperature of the

radiating surface.

Headings of the

calorimeter.

Difference of the

readings —

R

r

Temperature
of the air.

0) JT,= 378-51

\T
2
=378-5 /

jr^o-si i

\ R2
— 66"25 j

5-44
O

62

(2) / ^=380-01\T
2
= 380-5/

/ R^POSl
\ R2

=66-20 j

5-18

(3)
f ^=381-51
]_
T

2
=380'0

J

1^= 58-53 \
l R2

=63*74 j

5*21 61

(D JT,= 380-0 1

L T2
=381 -

3 J

J R 1
= 58-90\

\R
2
= 64-10 /

5-20

(5 )
fT

1
= 384-0l

IT2
= 382-5/

f R1= 59-13l
|R

2
=64-55

J

5-42 62

(6) ^= 378-0 / Rj= 59‘36 I

\R
2
=64-74/

5-38

O)
/T1= 375-51

\T
2
=376-0/

fR
1
= 59-63 1

\R
2
=65-10

J

5-47

Taking the means, we obtain

(T)=379°-70 (F.)

(R)= 62°-29,

(T)-(R)=317°-41;

and hence from the mean of these seven experiments we have

6= 16°-6 (C.),

*=175°-4,

R2—R,= 5*33 for 300 beats,

and therefore

R2—R,= 8’88 for 500 beats.

13. Recurring to equation (2.), art. 3, and substituting the numerical values for A,

and B„ adopted by Dulong and Petit, we have

Q=m{2-037«e(«*— l)+-00919p'45
f'

233
} ;

or putting the last term in a form which may in some cases be rather more convenient

for numerical calculation, we shall have

Q=m{2-037«9(a-l)+-00793^)V233
}. . ..... (6.)

Our first object is the determination of m
,
and for this purpose we must substitute
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successively in this equation, the values of 6. t, andp above given as mean values in the

series of experiments I., II., and III., and for Q we substitute the corresponding mean

values of R>—

R

15 the increase of temperature of the calorimeter due to the radiation

upon its lower surface. The quantity of heat represented by Q will thus be measured

numerically by the number of Fahrenheit degrees by which the temperature of the

water in the instrument is augmented. This numerical value may be represented by Q°.

Its proper numerical value will be introduced hereafter.

After tedious numerical calculation, in which I feel satisfied there is no material error,

the following values of m were derived from the three series respectively.

I. <= 47°-7 (C.), m,= l|§-77;

II. «=101°-6 (C.), m,= =-80;

III. tf=175°*4 (C.), m3=jj^= -T8;

Mean value ofm=m0
=-783.

1 have above stated the various corrections which ought to be applied to the values

of R,—

R

1? or of Q in the last formula. They will lead to a corrected value of m 0 . which

we may now proceed to find. These corrections are as follows :

—

(1) Correction due to the influence of the external air.—It will be remarked that the

difference between this temperature and 0, that of the calorimeter in the preceding expe-

riments, is very small. The correction is inappreciable.

(2) The correction due to the central orifice in the glass disc (art. 8).—In the formula

of that article

^=•006.
rz

Q
The ratio - is found from the experiments which determine the whole radiation in air

from the surfaces of mercury and glass to be somewhat different for different tempe-

ratures. It may be taken as follows in the mean of each of the preceding series :

—

In I. -= '6 nearly,
TjJ

J 7

In II. -= '7 nearly,

In III. -= ’8 nearly.

Hence the formula (3.) of art. 8 becomes

In I. Q°=Q
1

{l+ -0064(l--6)}

=l-52{l+ -0025},

In II. Q°=:4T6{1+ -0019},

In III. Q°=8-88{1+ *0013}.
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(3) Correction due to the thickness of the disc.—This correction must be applied, like

the last, to the mean values of Q derived from each of the series of experiments I., IT.,

and III. Now in

^= 148° (F.) nearly,

I.

II.

III.

-6 (as in (2)).

*>=248° (F.),

-7.

#j=380° (F.),

- = -8 .

Also we may take as a mean value of r for I., II. and III.,

r= 63° nearly.

The thickness of the glass plate we have

Ji=yq inch,

= •005 foot;

and for glass, I assume

-=l-0*;
c

and therefore for our glass plate the values of -jr • - are

•008 in experiment I.

•007 in experiment II.

•006 in experiment III.

Also the values of 1—
T
- (ox of 1— in the experiments^ become

•6 in I.

•75 in II.

•83 in III.

and the formula (4.), art. 9, becomes in

I. Q°=l-52{l+ -0048}.

IT Q°=4-16{l+ -0052}.

III. Q°=8-88{l+ -0050}.

(4) We have finally to take the correction investigated in art. 10. On account of it

we must take

=Q
'{
1+ “}-Q

* I have not determined the conducting power of glass directly by experiment. I have assumed it to be

the same as for the most compact igneous rock, as given in my former memoir.
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Hence, putting
/
3_‘21

a 5 -5
= -038, we have

I. Q°=l-52{l+*038}.

II. Q°= 4T6 {1+ -038}.

III. Q°= 8-88 {1+ -038}.

14. Applying all these corrections, we have

(")

= QJ{1+E} suppose.

Consequently the observed values of Q (or R2
— R,), the mean results of the series

I., II., III. respectively, must be increased in the ratio

1+Ej : 1 in series I.,

1+E2 : 1 in series II.,

1+E3 : 1 in series III.,

when we substitute them in equation (6.) for the purpose of determining m
x ,
m 3 . and m ,

;

or since an alteration in Q will produce a proportional change in m (as is evident from

the equation), we must increase m15 ?n2 ,
and mz in the above ratios respectively ; i. e. for

their mean value m0 ,
we shall have

7n0
=~

i SSll+^Ej+Ea+Ea}.

Now taking the sum of the corrections indicated in the above expression for Q. in

each of the three series separately, we have

Ej=-0453

E2
=-0451

E3
=-0443

E| + Eg + E3= 045
;

and hence we have, finally,

m0
= *783(1+ *045}

= •818.

Finally, substituting this value of m in the formula (6.) of article 13, we have

Q°=l-666«V-l)+ -00648 V 233 (S.)

We may now compare the observed quantities of heat radiating from a surface of

glass, as ascertained by the above three series of experiments, with the calculated values

given by this formula. In doing this, it must be recollected that the formula gives the

whole quantity of heat which radiates from the given glass surface, whereas the observed

quantity is that which falls on the calorimeter. The correction E3 must therefore be

omitted, and the above formula becomes

Q°=l-610rt>'-l)+ -00626
4S

.f233
.
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Series of

experiments.
Values of 0 (C.). Values of t (C.).

Calculated

values of Q.

Observed
values of Q.

Differences.

I. ffi-6 47-7 1-56 1-52 0-04

II. 17-6 102-1 4-09 4-16 -0-07
III. 16-6 175-4 8-95 8-88 0-07

The small amount of the differences registered in the last column are sufficient to

indicate the very approximate accuracy of the formula for at least a considerable range

of temperature, as indicated by the values of t in the third column.

15. 1 now proceed to detail three other series of experiments similar to the above,

with a disc of Chalk made as dry as possible.

IV. Disc of Dry Chalk.

Duration of each experiment = 1000 beats.

Height of the barometer . . = 30 '33 inches.

= -77 metre.

Number of

experiment.

Temperature of the

radiating surface.

Readings of the

calorimeter.

Difference of the

readings =R2—R^
Temperature
of the air.

0) T= 135-2
f Rj= 57*92 "1

\R
2
= 60-57/

2-65 60-5

(2) T= 135-6
f R

1
= 58-95\

1 R 2
=6l-60 j

2-65

(3) T=135-6
r R

1
= 59 ,

52l
\R

2
=62-17/

2-65 61

(D T= 135-5
f R^sg^l
\R

2
=6l-99/

2-71 61

(5) T= 136-4 JR 1
z=59-25'I

\R
2
=6l-76 J

2-51 61-5

Hence, adopting the same notation as above for the mean values, we have

(T)=135°-66 (F.),

(R)= 60°-30 (F.) = 15°-7 (C.)=0,

(T)-(R)= 75°-36 =41°-66 (C,)=t.

Also, taking the mean of the “ Differences,”

Rj— R,=2-66 for 1000 beats,

=1*33 for 500 beats.

3 HMDCCCLX.
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V. Same Disc of Chalk.

Duration of each experiment =500 beats.

Height of the barometer . = 30-22 inches.

= *7GT metre.

Number of

experiment.

Temperature of the

radiating surface.

Readings of the

calorimeter.

Difference of the

readings =R^—R ..

Temperature
j

of the air.

(D T=213-0
/Rj= 58-85l

|R
2
=6l-76/ 2-91 1

1

60

(2) T=212’7 JR 1
= 58-44)

f
R

2
=6l-36j

2-92 J

(3) T=213-5 j Rj=58-50 1

|R.,= 6l-34/
2-84" j

60-5

(D
Th

'-h

04

04

II

II
f R1=:58-14f
| R2

=6l-22/
3-08 ^

(5) T=2l6-2 JRj= 38-431

|R
2=6l-39f

2-96 6 1 *5

Hence we have

(T)=214°-2 (R),

(R)= 59°-94=15°-55(C.)=0,

(T)-(R)= 154°-26= 85°-7 (C.)=#.

Also, taking the mean value of the “ Differences,”

R2-R 1
=2-94.

VI. Same Disc of Chalk.

Duration of each experiment . =400 beats.

Height of the barometer . . =30-22 inches.

= -767 metre.

Number of Temperature of the Reading of the Difference of tlie Temperature
experiment. radiating surface. calorimeter. readings =R_,—

R

r of tJio air.

(1) T=295-5 / Rj= 58-41 1

\ R 0= 62-68
J

4-27 "j

f
60‘5

(2) T=290-0 /R^ss-igl
\R

2
=62-25/

4-06 J

(3) T=289-5 /R,= 58-21 \
l R 2

= 62-25 J

4-04 60-5

(4) T=288-5 / R,= 58-30\

\ R 2
= 62*28 J

3-98 I

> 61-5

(5) T=289'0 1^= 58-531

\R
2
=62-60 J

4-07 J
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Hence we have

(T)=290°-5=
(R)= 60°-35 (F.)= 15°*75 (C.)=0,

(T)-(R)= 230°15 (F.)=127°-85 (C.)=t;

and for the mean value

E2—

R

1
=4-08 for 400 beats,

=510 for 500 beats.

16. We may now apply these results to obtain the expression for the quantity of heat

emanating from our chalk disc. Since its area is the same as that of the glass disc, the

second term of the expression (2) of article 3 will be the same for all substances, and

therefore the same as that already determined for glass. Thus we have

Q=Aas(«*— 1) -j- *00648
(^)

*

V

233
(9.)

Q here represents the whole quantity of heat which would radiate under the conditions

of the experiment, from a disc of chalk of the given area ; but the observed values of this

quantity, as represented by R2— R, in the previous experiments, is the measure of the

heat only which falls on the calorimeter, and consequently requires the two following

corrections :

—

(1) The temperature of the surface of the disc was obtained from that of the mer-

cury occupying a shallow central hollow of which the diameter was T5 inch, that of the

whole disc being 5 ’5 inches. Throughout this small central circle the radiation took

place from mercury instead of chalk, and consequently a correction must be made similar

to the correction investigated in article 8. Here we have

and in the series of experiments

IV. -=-58 nearly.
ZT J

V. -= -62.
ZT

VI. -= -70.
ZT

Hence, so far as depends on this correction,

Q*=(K2
-E,)[l+^(l-i)}

= 1*33{1 -f--031 } in series IV.

= 2*94 { 1 -f- -028 } in series V.

= 5*10 { 1 -j- *022
} in series VI.

(2) All the heat which emanates from the surface of the disc does not fall on the

bottom of the calorimeter, as explained in article 10. Consequently a correction also

3 h 2
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is required, such as is investigated in that article. Its amount is the same in all the

experiments. Hence, on account of this correction, we have

Q"=(R1-R,){l+£j (art. 10).

= l-33{l+ -038} in series IV.

= 2*94{l+ -038} in series V.

=5 ,10{l+ '038} in series YI.

Taking the sum of these two corrections in each series respectively,

Q°=l-33(l-069)= l-42 in series IT.

Q°=2-94(1-066)=3T3 in series V.

Q°= 510(1 -060)= 5-41 in series YI.

These are the corrected values which are to he substituted for Q in the formula (9.).

After the requisite numerical calculation, we thus obtain the following three values of A :

A=l-781 from series IY.

A= 1-420 from series Y.

A=1144 from series YI.

Mean value =1-548.

It will be observed that the first of these values of A is considerably larger than the

two others. It is that which corresponds to the smallest value of the difference of tem-

perature denoted by t, or R2—R„ and small values of this quantity are unfavourable for

the accurate determination of A, since, in such case, a small error in the experimental

result will lead to a considerable error in the value of A. The above mean value, 1-548.

is probably too large, and I should rather adopt 1-5 as a more probable value, thus

giving greater weight to the two last determinations than to the first. The formula (9.)

then becomes

Q=l-500^K-l)+-00648(^) V233
(10.)

Comparing the values of Q obtained from this formula, with the values of E.,— R, as

corrected above, we have the following results :

—

Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Yalues of Q for Dry Chalk.

Series of

experiments.
Values of 9 (C.). Values of t (C.).

Calculated

values of Q.

Corrected observed

values of Q.
Differences.

IV.
O

15-7 41*66 1*29 1*42 •13
jV. 15*55 85*70 3*19 3*13 •06

VI. 15*75 127*85 5*46 5*41 •05

17. Three similar series of experiments were made with a disc of Xew Bed Sandstone.

It will be sufficient, I conceive, to give the results without details, which are exactly
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similar to those given in the preceding series. Calling these series VII., VIII., IX., the

values obtained for A are

A=l-526 from VII.

A= 1-508 from VIII.

A= 1-341 from IX.

Mean value of A= 1-459, and the general formula becomes

Q°=l-459a9
(a

l!—1)+ -00648^^y
4

V'233
(11.)

Comparison of Observed and Calculated Values of Q for dry New Bed Sandstone.

Series of

experiments.
Values of 9 (C.). Values of t (C.).

Calculated

values of Q.

Corrected observed

values of Q.
Differences.

VII. 16-22 45-86 1-44 1-47 0-03

VIII. 15-18 87-83 3-24 3-29 0-05

IX. 16-95 141-57 6-24 6-15 -0-09

18. From two series of experiments (X. and XI.) on a disc of Sandstone used for

building purposes, I obtained the following values of A :—

•

A= 1-620 from series X.

A= 1-475 from series XI.

In X. the temperature t was = 93°-7 (C.),

In XI. the temperature t was = 151°-14 (C.).

The mean value of A= 1-547, and our general formula becomes

Q°=:1-547«V-1)+ -00648

V

233
(12.)

19. Two other series of experiments (XII. and XIII.) were made in a similar manner,

with a disc of limestone, the surface of which was highly polished.

A=T660 from series XII.

A=T513 from series XIII.

Mean value of A= 1-586, the value of t being

97°-65 (C.) in XII.

155°-1 (C.) in XIII.

The general formula becomes

Q0=l-586«V-l)+-00648^^V233
(13.)

20. Two similar series (XIV. and XV.) were made with the same disc, the radiation

taking place from its unpolished surface. The following values were obtained :

—

A=2-060 ....£= 63-5 (C.).

A=2-161 .... £=125-7 (C.).
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Mean value of A=2T10 ;
and therefore

Q°=2-110«V-l)+-00648^y"r233
(14.)

21. It only remains to determine the capacity for heat of the calorimeter, and so to

modify the numerical values of the coefficients in the preceding formulae as to obtain

numerical values of Q in which unity shall represent the quantity of heat required to

raise a given weight of distilled water one degree Centigrade. I shall assume this given

weight to be 1000 grains.

In the first place it was necessary to determine the weight of the distilled water used

in the experiments, and that of the tin vessel containing it. For this purpose the vessel

was filled with water while the bulb of its thermometer was still inserted in it. The

thermometer was then removed, and the vessel and contained water was foimd to weigh

8524 grs.

When empty and dry, the vessel itself weighed

8170-5 grs.,

and consequently the weight of water was

5353-5 grs.

The tin plate of which the vessel was formed consisted of thin sheet iron coated with

tin, the weight of which was y^th of that of the iron. Also the capacity for heat of

sheet iron may be taken =T1, and that of tin =-06, the capacity of water being

unity. Let w
l
and w2 be the weights of iron and tin respectively in the tin plate, and c

its capacity for heat. Then ifW= the weight of the vessel,

w
l
+w2=W,

w
, .W2 JQ

’

also

Wj=
jy
W, and ws

= W,

and the weight of water equivalent to w
Y
of iron and w2 of tin.

=w
1
(Tl)+w2(-06)

=W(-l+ -0055)

= 319 grs.

Another small correction is required for the bulb of the thermometer and the small

portion of the glass tube inserted within the vessel of the calorimeter, and the mercury

contained in the thermometer. The volumes of the glass and mercury were carefully

estimated, and thence their weights ascertained. It was then easy to estimate approxi-

mately their capacity for heat, which was found to be equal to that of about 17 grains

of water. This, being added to the correction of the last paragraph, gives 336 grains as

the equivalent quantity of water to be added to the 5353-5 grains contained in the
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calorimeter. Hence the heat communicated to the calorimeter in each experiment may

be considered to have been employed in raising by the observed amount in the observed

time the temperature of 5689-5 grains of distilled water. Taking 1000 grains as the

unit of weight, this weight will be represented by the number 5-6895.

Again, the time corresponding to 500 beats of the watch employed (the time to which

all the experimental results were reduced) was =3-3333 minutes. Now the above

quantity of water was raised Q° in that time, or
Q°

3-3333
in one minute, which we may take

as the unit of time. Consequently the heat would have raised a unit of water (1000 grs.)

Q° r—
. 5‘6895 degrees in one minute; or if Q' denote the numerical value of the heat

3*3333

communicated to the calorimeter with the thermal unit above mentioned, we have

.

5-6895
^ ~ z 3-3333

=1-706 Q°.

Also the area of the radiating surfaces was 23-758 square inches, and therefore if Q
denote the quantity of heat emanating from a square foot,

144
^ ==(^

1

* 23 -758
’

Q'= 6-060;

or finally,

Q=10-338Q°.

Hence in each of the preceding expressions for Q°, we must multiply the numerical

factor of each term by 10-338, and we shall obtain the numerical value of the quantity

of heat which would emanate in one minute from a square foot of the proposed surface

for any assigned value of the temperature denoted by 6 (Cent.), and the difference of

temperatures denoted by t (Cent.), the unit of heat being that heat which would raise the

temperature of 1000 grains of distilled water 1° (Cent.). Our formuke thus become for

Glass.

Q= 9-566aV-l)+‘03720
(.^)

'V233
.

Dry Chalk.

Q=8-613«V-l)+-03720 (.^)
V233

.

Dry New Bed Sandstone.

Q=8-377«V-l)+-03720
(.f^ V

233
.
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Sandstone (building stone).

Q=8-882«9(^-l)+ ,03720 (^)
V233

.

Polished Limestone.

Q= 9-106 «*(«'- 1)+ -03720 V 233
.

Unpolished Limestone (same block).

Q=12-808«V-l)+ -03720
(j£)
V233

.

The approximate equality of the different values of Q for these substances under

similar conditions, is what would have scarcely been anticipated. The value of Q.

however, for the surface of silver, as shown by Duloxg and Petit, is very much smaller

than the preceding values. Such appears also to be the case with mercury and polished

steel. But in this last case the surface of the steel and its radiating power are affected

by high temperatures, at which also an amount of vaporization takes place from the

surface of mercury, which affects the indications of the instrument.
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XXII. Contributions to the History of the Phosphorus-Bases.

By Augustus William Hofmann, F.R.S.

Received June 21,—Read June 21, 1860.

FIRST MEMOIR.

In a paper* published a few years ago by M. Caiiours and myself, the remarkable

phosphorus-compounds, whose existence w^as first pointed out by the experiments of

M. Paul Thenard, were subjected to a more complete examination than they had

previously received.

The discovery of a better mode of preparation enabled us to gain a clearer view of

the nature of this group of substances, and to throw additional light on their relations

to the nitrogen-bases ; but, owing to the overwhelming number of reactions which pre-

sented themselves, we were unable to submit the behaviour of the phosphorus-bases

with other groups of bodies to a detailed examination.

In continuation of former experiments, I have lately been much engaged in the

investigation of the polyatomic ammonias, the study of which was naturally suggested

by the beautiful researches which have been published on the polyatomic alcohols. In

the course of these experiments, I frequently had occasion to return to the phosphorus-

bases, the employment of triethylphosphine in particular having in many instances led

to results which would not easily have been obtained in any other way. The possibility

of preparing this body in a state of perfect purity and in considerable quantity, by a

series of processes, which, if not quite simple, are at least definite and certain, its posi-

tion in the system of organic compounds, its conveniently situated boiling-point, the

energy and precision of its reactions, and lastly, the simplicity which characterizes these

reactions, in consequence of the absence of unreplaced hydrogen in triethylphosphine,

—whereby the formation of a large number of compounds of subordinate theoretical

interest is excluded,—all these conditions tend strongly to invite us to the study of a

body, in whose chemical relations the leading questions of the day are not unfrequently

mirrored with surprising distinctness.

It was originally my intention to put together—in one frame, as it were—the various

facts which I have collected relating to the phosphorus-bases; but the material lies

scattered in so many directions, that I deem it more advisable to publish these observa-

tions in a number of shorter memoirs, which, from the nature of the subject, must be

more or less fragmentary.

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlvii. p. 575.

3 iMDCCCLX.
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Preparation of TriethylphospMne.

The whole of the material used in my experiments was prepared by the process

formerly described in detail by Cahours and myself. The only alteration, which has

been found advisable, relates to the separation of the triethylphosphine from the chloride-

of-zinc-compound, which is produced by the action of trichloride of phosphorus on zinc-

ethyl. It was formerly our practice to throw solid hydrate of potassium into the viscid

mass of this salt, and then to dissolve the potassa by gradually dropping water into the

retort, the heat resulting from the reaction being sufficient to cany over the base nearly

anhydrous. It is better, however, to mix the double salt at once with water, and then

decompose it in a retort filled with hydrogen, by allowing strong potassa-solution slowly

to flow into it. On subsequently distilling the mixture on a sand-bath in a continuous

but very slow stream of hydrogen, the triethylphosphine passes over with the aqueous

vapour and floats on the top of the condensed water in the receiver. By adopting this

mode of proceeding, the reaction is more under the command of the operator, and as

the phosphorus-base is not sensibly soluble in water, the quantity of the product is not

thereby diminished.

By exact adherence to the prescribed conditions, it is by no means difficult to prepare

considerable quantities of pure triethylphosphine ; nevertheless the amount obtained is

always less than it should be in proportion to the weight of the materials used. This

loss is mainly due to the formation of secondary products, which cannot be wholly

avoided even when the zinc-ethyl is carefully prepared, and to partial decomposition

of the latter substance during distillation: for it is scarcely possible to imagine a

more elegant reaction than that which takes place between trichloride of phosphorus

and ready-formed zinc-ethyl. Under these circumstances, many attempts were naturally

made to obtain the phosphorus-base in other ways ;
I have always, however, returned to

our original process.

Totally unsuccessful was the attempt to obtain triethylphosphine, without previous

preparation of zinc-ethyl, by exposing a mixture of 1 equiv. of trichloride of phosphorus

and 3 equivs. of iodide of ethyl with excess of zinc in sealed tubes to a temperature of

150° C. The bodies react under these circumstances
;
but as only traces of triethvlphos-

phine are produced, I have not thought it worth while to pursue this reaction further.

A more favourable result was obtained by heating a mixture of zinc and phosphorus

with anhydrous iodide of ethyl to between 150° and 160°. After several hours’ digestion,

the tubes were found to be coated with white crystals, and a considerable portion of the

phosphorus had passed into the red modification. Powerful escape of gas always took

place on opening the tubes, and in several instances they were shattered, even when their

points were softened in the lamp-flame to diminish the violence of the concussion.

Besides zinc-ethyl, the presence of which is indicated by the abundant evolution of

hydride of ethyl which is observed on treating the contents of the tube with water, the

chief products of this reaction are three phosphorus-compounds, which are formed in

proportions varying according to the temperature and the duration of the action.
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On extracting the brown residue in the tubes with warm water, and evaporating the

clear solution, an oily substance separates which covers the bottom of the dish, and on

cooling solidifies into a mass of hard crystals. By repeatedly crystallizing this substance

from boiling water and from alcohol, large crystals are obtained, which give off triethyl-

phosphine when treated with potassa even in the cold, and are found to consist of a com-

pound of iodide of zinc with iodide of triethylphosphonium.

I. 03721 grm. of the compound dried at 100°, when burnt with a mixture of chromate

of lead and oxide of copper*, gave 0-2435 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1320 grm. of water.

II. 0-3274 grm. of substance gave 0-3789 grm. of iodide of silver.

III. 0-3800 grm. of substance gave 0-4370 grm. of iodide of silver.

These experiments lead to the formula

C
6
H

ltj
P Zn I

2 = [(C2 H5)3
H P] I, Zn If.

Theory. Experiment.
A

c A

I. II. III.

c6 72 17-75 17-85

h16
16 3-95 3-94 •

P 31 7-65

Zn 32-5 8-01

I2
254 62-64 62-52 62-13

405-5 100-00

A solution of iodide of triethylphosphonium mixed with iodide of zinc immediately

gives a crystalline compound of exactly similar characters.

The mother-liquor of the double salt yields, when further evaporated, another crystal-

line body which is more difficult to purify. After three or four crystallizations, how-

ever, well-developed crystals are obtained, which do not yield triethylphosphine when

treated with potash, either in the cold or with aid of heat. The analysis, to be given

further on, shows that this crystalline substance is a compound of iodide of zinc and

oxide of triethylphosphine,

C6 H 15 P O, Zn I=(C
2
H

5)3
P O, Zn I.

The third compound, which remains in the mother-liquor after the two former have

crystallized out, and separates, on further evaporation, in beautiful needle-shaped

crystals, may be recognized without difficulty as iodide of tetrethylphosphonium. The

crystals are insoluble in cold potassa-solution, and give off triethylphosphine only when

heated with solid hydrate of potassium.

* The combustion of the phosphorus-compounds is not very easily effected. The experiment succeeds

best with a mixture of chromate of lead and oxide of copper. All the carbon-determinations quoted in the

following pages have been made with this mixture, unless another mode of proceeding is specially stated.

All the substances analysed were dried at 100°, except in a few cases, when the mode of drying is also

specially mentioned.

f H= 1 ;
0= 16, S= 32; C=12.

3 i 2
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This iodide likewise unites with iodide of zinc ; and as this latter salt is always pre-

sent in the mother-liquor in considerable quantity, the double salt is generally obtained

together with the simple iodide.

The mode of formation of these compounds is represented by the following equa-

tions :

—

8C2
H

5 1 + P
2 + 3Zn

2 = 2([(C2H5 )3
H P] I, Zn I) + 4Zn I + 2C2

H
4

.

8C2 H5 1 + P
2 + 3 Zn

2 = 2([(C
2
H5)4

P] I, Zn I) + 4Zn I.

The compound containing oxide of triethylphosphine is evidently formed at the expense

of the air in the tube :

—

2[(C2 H5 )3 P]+02
+2ZnI = 2[(C2 H5 )3 PO, Znl],

The above zinc-iodide-compounds of triethyl- and tetrethyl-phosphonium possess in-

terest only in so far as they may serve for the preparation of the phosphorus-base. The

mixture evaporated to dryness and distilled with hydrate of potassium in an atmosphere of

hydrogen, does indeed yield appreciable quantities of triethylphosphine : the action of

iodide of ethyl upon a mixture of zinc and phosphorus may therefore be recommended

when it is desired to prepare a sample of this remarkable compound without specially

arranged apparatus ; but it is not adapted for the preparation of the phosphorus-base on

the large scale.

I have endeavoured to prepare by this process triamylphosphine and triallylphosphine.

but the results were not such as to encourage me to continue the experiments.

Cahours has recently made similar experiments, but with a difference in the mode of

conducting them, which cannot fail to influence the result. Instead of subjecting iodide

of ethyl to the action of a mechanical mixture of zinc and phosphorus, he has caused

the compound Zn3 P to act upon iodide of ethyl at a high temperature. The reaction

will doubtless proceed more regularly under these conditions ; but the advantage which

may perhaps be gained by avoiding the preparation of the zinc-ethyl is compromised, at

least in part, by the time and trouble expended in the somewhat complicated prepara-

tion of trizincophosphide.

Oxide of Triethylphosphine.

The formation of the compound of this oxide with iodide of zinc to whicli I have

alluded, induced me to subject to a careful examination the beautifully crystallized body

produced from the phosphorus-base by exposure to the air. In our former experiments,

Cahours and myself had often observed this substance, but we did not succeed in

obtaining it in a state of purity fit for analysis. Nevertheless, founding our conclusion

on the composition of the corresponding sulphur-compound, and having regard to the

analogies presented by the bodies of the arsenic- and antimony-series, we regarded this

body as the oxide of the phosphorus-base

(C2 H5 )3
PO.

I have since confirmed this formula by analysis.
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The difficulties which in our experiments opposed the preparation of this com-

pound in the pure state, arose entirely from the comparatively small quantity of mate-

rial with which we had to work. Nothing is easier than to obtain this oxide in a state

of purity, provided the available quantity of material is sufficient for distillation. In

the course of a number of preparations of triethylphosphine for the new experiments,

a considerable quantity of the oxide had accumulated in the residues left after distil-

ling the zinc-chloride-compound with potassa. On subjecting these residues to distil-

lation in a copper retort, a large portion of the oxide passed over with the aqueous

vapours, and a further quantity was obtained as a tolerably anhydrous but strongly

coloured liquid, by dry distillation of the solid cake of salts which remained after all the

water had passed over. The watery distillate, with or without addition of hydrochloric

acid, was evaporated on the water-bath as far as practicable, and the concentrated solu-

tion was mixed with solid hydrate of potassium, which immediately separated the oxide

in the form of an oily layer floating on the surface of the potash. The united products

* were then left in contact with solid potash for twenty-four hours, and again distilled.

The first portion of the distillate still contained traces of water, a thin layer of

triethylphosphine floating upon the surface. As soon as the distillate solidified, the

receiver was changed, and the remaining portion (about nine-tenths) collected apart as

the pure product. To prevent absorption of water, the quantity required for analysis

was collected during the distillation.

0*2589 grm. of oxide of triethylphosphine gave 0*5098 grm. of carbonic acid and

0*2660 grin, of water.

The formula

C6 H 15 PO=(C2
H5)3

PO
requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

C6
72 53*73 53*70

H 15
15 11*20 11*41

p 31 23*13

0 16 11*94

134 100*00

With reference to the properties of oxide of triethylphosphine, I may add the follow-

ing statements to the description formerly given *. This substance crystallizes in

beautiful delicate needles, which, if an appreciable quantity of the fused compound be

allowed to cool slowly, frequently attain the length of several inches. I have been

unable to obtain well-formed crystals
;
as yet I have not found a solvent from which this

substance can be crystallized. It is soluble in all proportions, both in water and

alcohol, and separates from these solvents on evaporation in the liquid condition, and

solidifies only after every trace of water or alcohol is expelled. Addition of ether to the

alcoholic solution precipitates this body likewise as a liquid. The melting point of oxide

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 586.
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of triethylphosphine is 44°
; the point of solidification at the same temperature. It boils

at 240° C. (corrected).

As no determination of the vapour-density of any member of the group of compounds

to which the oxide of triethylphosphine belongs has yet been made, it appeared to me

of some interest to perform this experiment with the oxide in question. Since the deter-

mination by Dumas’ method could not have been performed without sacrificing a con-

siderable amount of material, and Gay-Lussac’s was inapplicable on account of the high

boiling-point of the compound, I adopted a modification of the latter, consisting essen-

tially in generating the vapour in the closed arm of a U-shaped tube filled with mercury

and immersed in a copper vessel containing heated paraffin, and calculating its volume

from the weight of the mercury driven out of the other arm. As I intend to publish a

full description of this method, which promises to be very useful in certain cases. I

shall here content myself with stating the results obtained in one of the experiments.

Substance 0T50 grm.

Volume of vapour 49T cub. cent.

Thermometer (corrected) 266°-6 C.

Barometer at 0° C . 0-7670 metre.

Additional mercury column at 0°C. . . 0-1056 metre.

These numbers prove the vapour-density of oxide of triethylphosphine to be 66-30.

referred to hydrogen as unity, or 4-60 referred to atmospheric air. Assuming that the

molecule of oxide of triethylphosphine corresponds to 2 vols. of vapour*, the cal-

134
culated specific gravity of its vapour =—=67, when referred to hydrogen, and 4*63

when referred to air. Hence we may conclude that in oxide of triethylphosphine. the

elements are condensed in the same manner as in the majority of thoroughly investigated

organic compounds.

From the facility with which triethylphosphine is converted into the oxide by expo-

sure to the air, even at ordinary temperatures, and from the very high boiling-point of

the resulting compound, in consequence of which its vapour can exert but a very slight

tension at ordinary temperatures, I am induced to think that the phosphorus-base may

be used in many cases for the volumetric estimation of oxygen. When a paper ball

soaked in triethylphosphine is passed up into a portion of air confined over mercury, the

mercury immediately begins to rise, and continues to do so for about two hours, after

which the volume becomes constant, the diminution corresponding very nearly to the

proportion of oxygen in the air. To obtain very exact results, however, it would pro-

bably be necessary in every case to remove the residual vapour of triethylphosphine by

means of a ball saturated with sulphuric acid.

Oxide of triethylphosphine exhibits in general but small tendency to unite with other

bodies
;
nevertheless it forms crystalline compounds with iodide and bromide of zinc. I

have examined more particularly the zinc-iodide-compound already mentioned.

# Ho O =2 vols of vapour.
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Oxide of TriethylphospJdne and Iodide of Zinc.

On mixing the solutions of the two bodies, the compound separates, either as a crystal-

line precipitate or in oily drops, which soon solidify with crystalline structure. It is easily

purified by recrystallization from alcohol.

I. 0 -6535 grm. of the double salt gave 0-5884 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-3070 grm.

of water.

II. 0-3685 grm. of the double salt gave 0-3299 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1757 grm.

of water.

III. 0-5985 grm. of the salt obtained in the same preparation gave 0-4782 grm. of

iodide of silver.

IV. 1-1680 grm. of another preparation gave 0-9420 grm. of iodide of silver.

Y. 0-3060 grm. of the double salt gave 0'2466 grm. of iodide of silver. The crystals

used in this analysis had been obtained by the action of zinc and phosphorus on iodide

of ethyl.

VI. 0-5456 grm. of substance gave 0-4333 grm. of iodide of silver.

VII. 1-1600 grm. of substance gave 0-9340 grm. of iodide of silver.

The salt employed in analyses VI. and VII. had been prepared by precipitating the

hydrochloric solution of the oxide with iodide of zinc.

These analytical results establish the formula

c6
h

15
PO, Zn I = (C

2
H5)3 P O, Zn I.

Theory. Experiment.

r
I. II. III. IV. V. VI. <1M

1

C
6

72 24-53 24-55 24-39

H
15 15 5-12 5-22 5-29

p 31 10-56

0 16 5-45

Zn 32-5 11-08

I 127 43-26 43-17 43-53 43-55 42-92 43-51

293-5 100-00

It is remarkable that this compound is formed in presence of a large excess of hydriodic

and even of hydrochloric acid.

The crystals melt at 99°; they readily dissolve in warm water, and even more easily

in alcohol. From the alcoholic solution well-formed crystals are frequently obtained.

My friend Quintixo Sella has examined these crystals. This examination,- as well

as all the other crystallographical researches given in these papers, are parts of

inquiries to which the celebrated crystallographer of Turin is devoting such leisure as

is left to him by numerous professorial avocations and the onerous duties of an active

parliamentary life. To his kindness I am indebted for the following description :

—
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Pig. 1.

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 1 0 1= 34° 25'; 101, 0 01= 48° 48'; 111, 010=50=16'.

Forms observed:

—

1 0 0, 01 0, 0 01, 11 0, Oil, 111 (Fig. I).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

In hemitropic crystals. In simple crystals.

10 0, 010 =:
O i

90
O / O 1

1 0 0, 0 01 = 83 13 82 57 83 23

10 0, 110 — 47 39 47 48 47 42

10 0, 011 — 86 10 86 10

10 0, 111 = 50 37 50 21

010, 0 01 = 90

010, 110 = 42 21 42 19

010, 011 = 34 24

010, 111 = 50 16

0 01, 110 — 85 26 85 18 85 23

0 01, 011 = 55 36 55 44

0 01, 111 — 59 34 59 39

1 1 0, 1 1 0 = 84 42 84 29 S4 38

110, 011 = 52 45

110, oil 61 55

1 1 0, 1 1

1

= 25 52 25 30

110, Til ~ 87 49

Oil, Oil = 68 48 68 32

Oil, 111 = 35 33 35 44

Oil, III — 76 3

ill, TlT — 100 32 100 37

According to Naumann :

—

a : b : c= 1-3312 : 1 : 0 9052
;

y=83° 13'.

Forms observed :

—

co-Pco, OO P OO, OP, OO P, Poo, — P.

According to Weiss:

—

a : b : c=l : 0-9052 : 1-3312 ; a o c=96° 47'.
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Forms observed ;—
a:co5:ooc; co«:J:coc; oo a: co 5 : c; a b: oo c; oo a: b : c; a: b : c.

According to Levy :—

-

M M=84° 42'
; MP=94°34'; b : h=l

:

0-9869.

Forms observed :—
h', g\ P, M, e' d\

Combinations observed :

—

110, 0 01 (Fig. 2).

110, 001; 100 (Figs. 3 & 4).

110, 001; 10 0, 010 (Fig. 5).

0 01
,

1 0 0
,
110

,
111

,

001
,
10 0

,
110

,
111 ; 011 .

00 1, 10 0, 11 0, 111; 011, 010 (Fig. 6).

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Hemitropic crystals with the axis of hemitropy [1 0 0], with the face of hemitropy

0 01— 0 P (Naumann)=oo a \ co b : c (Weiss)=P (Levy).

Fig. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

The hemitropic crystals are sometimes simple, as in Fig. 7 ;
sometimes complicated,

as in Fig. 8. It is then difficult to distinguish them from trimetric crystals ; they be-

come, however, intelligible by assuming that they result from four hemitropic crystals

mdccclx. 3 K
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grouped round [1 0 0], as in Fig. 9. It is found sometimes that several crystals, like

those of Fig. 8, are associated by 0 0 1.

It deserves to be noticed that the crystals (Figs. 2, 3. 4, 5 and 7) were formed in the

presence of hydrochloric acid, and that in the absence of this acid, only crystals of

Fig. 8 are obtained, which, without the study of the cleavage and the optical charac-

ters, could not be distinguished from trimetric crystals.

Cleavages 0 01 and 110 distinct and easily obtained. The cleavage 1 1 0 of the

hemitropic crystals (Fig. 8) exhibits re-entering angles.

Lustre vitreous on the fracture, fatty on the faces.

Hardness somewhat greater than that of gypsum.

The crystals are optically positive
;
the line of symmetry [0 1 0] is then principal

medium line. The coloured rings are visible through the faces of the cleavage 1 1 0,

and the plane of the optical axes appears to be perpendicular to the axis of the

prism 110. Through the cleavage 1 1 0 of the hemitropic crystals (Fig. 7), two systems

of rings are seen.

The angle of the optical axes, seen through the faces 110 and 1 1 0, is 7 4°. By rough

measurement through 0 01 and 011, the value of the smallest index of refraction

y— 1 '58 was determined approximately; and since the apparent optical axes deviate

only by a few degrees from lines normal to 1 1 0 and 110, the conclusion is admissible

v
that the internal angle of the optical axes differs but little from 78°*."

Oxide of Tiiethyljfhosphine and Bichloride of Platinum.

No precipitate is formed on mixing the aqueous solutions of the two compounds, how-

ever concentrated
;
but on adding the anhydrous oxide to a concentrated solution of

dichloride of platinum in absolute alcohol, a crystalline platinum-compound is deposited

after a few moments. This compound is exceedingly soluble in water, easily soluble in

alcohol, insoluble in ether. On adding ether to the alcoholic solution, the salt is preci-

pitated, although with difficulty, in the crystalline state. The alcoholic solution, when

evaporating spontaneously, yields beautiful hexagonal plates, frequently of rather large

dimensions. On account of its extreme solubility, it is not quite easy to obtain this salt

in considerable quantity.

Analysis has led to the somewhat complicated formula

c24
H60 P4 03

Pt
2i = 3[(C

2
H

5 )3P O], (C
2
H

s)3
P Cl

2 ,
2Pt Cl

2
.

I. 0-4187 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-4632 grm. of carbonic acid, and 0-2545

grm. of water.

II. 0-5185 grm. of the platinum-salt, precipitated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c.,

gave 0-1092 grm. of platinum, and 0-4808 grm. of chloride of silver.

* Some of Sella’ s crystallographical researches were received whilst this paper was passing through the

press. These researches will be published iu detail in JTemorie della Beale Accademia delle Scienze di

Torino
,
Serio 2. tom. xx. under the title: Salle Forme Cristalline di alcuni Sali derivati doll' Amnwniaca

per Quintixo Sella, Deputato al Parlamento Italiano.
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The above formula requires :

—

Theory. Experiment.

r "a r~
I. II

c24
288 30-95 30-17

h60
60 6-45 6-75 - ,

p4
124 13-33

03
48 5-16

Pt, 197-4 21-21 21-06

Cl
6

213

930-4

22-90

100-00

22-93

The platinum-salt has likewise been examined by Quintino Sella.

Fig. 10.

“ System monoclinic

1 0 0, 1 0 1= 27° 19'; 1 01, 0 01= 46° 23'; 010, 11 1= 41° 4'.

Forms observed :

—

10 0, 0 01, 1 1 0, 1 0 1, 111, 112 (Fig. 10).

Angles. Calculated, Observed.

O t O /

10 0, 001 = 73 42 73 30

10 0, 110 = 56 41

10 0, 101 = 143 30

10 0, 111 = 116 36

10 0, 112 = 108 9

0 01, 110 81 8 81 8

0 01, 101 = 69 48 69 48

0 01, 111 78 55 78 51

0 01, 1 12 = 61 10 61 14

110, iio = 66 38 66 38

110, 101 = 116 12 116 23

110, 111 = 63 22

110, 1 ll = 19 57

110, 1 1 2 = 63 19

110, 112 37 42

101, 111 = 56 9

101, 112 ttt: 52 53 52 32

3 k 2
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Angles.

111, 111

111
,
112

111
,
112

112
,
112

Calculated.

67 42

17 44

73 43

84 11

According to Naumann :

—

a:b: c= 1-5776 : 1 : 0,6308
;

y=73° 42'.

Forms observed :

—

ooPoo, OP, CO P, P oo, P, ^P.

According to Weiss:

—

a: b : c=l : 0-6308 : 1-5776 ; aoc= 106° 28'.

Forms observed :

—

a:oob:ooc; ooa:oob:c; a:b:coc; —a:cob:c; — a:b:c; — a: b \c.

According to Levy :

—

MM=66° 38'; MP=98° 52'; b:h= 1:1-3343.

Forms observed:

—

A', P, M, a!, b\ V.

Combinations observed :

—

001, 10 0, 110 (Fig. 11).

0 01
,
110

,
112

,
101 .

001, 110, 112, 101, 10 0, 111 (Fig. 12).

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Cleavages 101 and 110 distinct and easily obtained.

Colour orange-red.

The optical axes are situated in 0 1 0, i. e. in the plane of symmetry. They are seen

through the faces 0 01 and the cleavages I 0 1, and they make an apparent angle of

about 64°.”

On mixing a concentrated solution of the oxide of triethylphosphine with trichloride
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of gold
,
a cleep-yellow oil is separated, which crystallizes with difficulty after consider-

able standing. This compound is exceedingly soluble in water and in alcohol. When

the aqueous solution is heated, the gold is reduced
;
the transformation which the oxide

of triethylphosphine undergoes in this reaction has not been examined.

Chloride of Tin forms likewise an oily compound with the oxide : I have not succeeded

in crystallizing this compound.

Chlonde of Mercury is without any action on oxide of triethylphosphine.

Oxychloride of Triethylphosphine.

On passing a current of dry hydrochloric acid through a layer of oxide of triethyl-

phosphine which is fused in a U-shaped tube surrounded by boiling water, brilliant

crystals are soon formed. These crystals, however, rapidly disappear, the compound

formed in the commencement of the reaction uniting with an excess of hydrochloric

acid. The viscous liquid, which ultimately remains behind, loses, when heated, the

excess of hydrochloric acid, leaving an exceedingly deliquescent crystalline mass, very

soluble in alcohol, insoluble in ether.

For analysis, the new compound was washed with absolute ether, and dried over

sulphuric acid in vacuo
,
either at the common temperature or at 40°. Three chlorine-

determinations in specimens of different preparations yielded the following results :

—

I. 0-8845 grm. of substance gave 0-6920 grm. of chloride of silver.

II. 0-3548 grm. of substance gave 0-2918 grm. of chloride of silver.

III. 0-3557 grm. of substance gave 0-2979 grm. of chloride of silver.

The chlorine-percentages corresponding to these numbers exhibit far greater discre-

pancies than are generally observed in experiments of this description ; this result is

obviously due to the extremely deliquescent character of the crystals. It cannot, how-

ever, be doubted that the compound examined is an oxychloride of triethylphosphine

represented by the formula

c
12
h30 P, O C1

2=(C2 H5 )3 P 0+(C2H5)3 p Cl2.

2 equivs. Triethylphosphine

1 equiv. Oxygen ....
2 equivs. Chlorine

1 equiv. Double Compound

Theory.
A

Experiment.
Avr > r

I. II. III/

236 73-07

16 4-95

71 21-98 19-35 20-35 20-7!

323 100-00

The dichloride of triethylphosphine cannot be formed by the action of hydrochloric acid

upon the oxide.

The oxychloride exhibits with other compounds the deportment of the oxide. It

furnishes with dichloride of platinum the same platinum-salt which is obtained with
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the oxide. In a similar manner, it gives with iodide of zinc the iodide-of-zinc-compound

of the oxide previously described. Only once—under conditions not sharply enough

observed at the time, and which I was afterwards unable to reproduce in repeated expe-

riments—a compound of the oxychloride with iodide of zinc was formed. This substance,

readily soluble in water and alcohol, crystallized from the latter solvent in beautiful

colourless transparent octohedra, which, on analysis, gave the following result :

—

0-2093 gr-m. of salt, precipitated by nitrate of silver, gave 0-2474 grm. of a mixture

of iodide and chloride of silver.

With the probable assumption that the compound contains 1 equiv. of chlorine for

1 equiv. of iodine, this result corresponds to 50-74 per cent, of chlorine and iodine.

Accordingly the octohedra would be a double compound of the iodide-of*zinc-salts of

the oxide and of the chloride of triethylphosphine.

The formula

C12
H30 P2

O Cl
2 Zn2

1
2= (C

2 H5)3
P O, Zn I+ (C

2
H5)3

P Cl
2 ,
Zn I

requires 50-62 per cent, of chlorine and iodine.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Sulphur-compounds.

The remarkable tendency of the phosphorus-base to unite with sulphur has already

been mentioned in the previous memoir ; the combination of the two bodies is attended

with evolution of heat, the result being a beautifully crystalline substance,

C
6
H

]5 PS = (C
2
H

5 )3
PS,

corresponding to the oxide of triethylphosphine.

This behaviour has induced me to study the action of several sulphur-compounds

on the phosphorus-base. In the cases which I have examined, the ultimate product is

almost invariably the sulphide of triethylphosphine, already mentioned as resulting from

the direct combination of the phosphorus-base with sulphur
;
but the conditions under

which this sulphide is produced vary considerably, and in the majority of cases it occurs

only as a secondary product of the decomposition of other more direct compounds, some

of which appeared to me sufficiently interesting to deserve more minute investigation.

In the course of the experiments which I am going to describe, I have prepared con-

siderable quantities of the sulphide of triethylphosphine. This compound, although

remarkable for the facility with which it crystallizes, is not easily procured in well-

formed crystals. It was only once or twice that I obtained crystals with good faces.

They were examined by Quintino Sella, who communicates to me the following

results :

—

“ System rhombohedric :

—

10 0, 1 1 1= 54° 35'.

1 0 T, 211, 210 (Fig. 13).

Forms observed :
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Angles. Calculated.

O /

1 0 T, 011 — 60 0

10T, 211 30 0

1 0 T, 210 — 50 56

10 1, 120 — 71 38

2 IT, 210 = 56 55

211, 120 = 90 0

210
,
120 = 36 44

210
,
021 = 66 10

210
,
012 78 9

Observed.
Fig. 13.

66 20

According to Naumann :

—

Forms observed :

—

According to Weiss :

—

Forms observed:

—

According to Levy :

—

Forms observed :

—

Combinations observed :

—

11=90° 13'.

co P 2, co K,, f P 2.

a=0-8211.

a\ \ a: a: co c; co a: a\ a\ oo c; a\\a\ o\\c.

PP=90° 13'.

d', e
2
,
b
2
.

101, 210 (Fig. 14).

10

1

,
210

;
2 1

1

.

The summit of the hexagonal prisms is almost always badly terminated, since they

are frequently hollow : bright faces 210 are but rarely met with. In one single case

2 1 1 could be distinctly traced. The general habitus of the crystals is that of thin,

long, hexagonal needles. At summer heat, the crystals are very soft and flexible
;
they

may be bent 180° without breaking. At lower temperatures, they are harder and much

less flexible.

The crystals are optically positive. It is possible to measure the deviation through the

faces of the hexagonal prism, whence it may be inferred that the index of refraction for

the extraordinary ray e= T65, and for the ordinary ray eo= T59.”

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

The phosphorus-base has no action on sulphuretted hydrogen. When it is brought in

contact with hydrosulphuric acid over mercury, the gas does not exhibit any alteration.

Mo sulphide of triethylphosphine is formed even in presence of air, as might indeed have

been expected. The attraction of the phosphorus-base for oxygen prevents the oxida-
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tion of the sulphuretted hydrogen ; a solution of this gas in water, when mixed with

a few drops of triethylphosphine, may be preserved in air-filled vessels much longer

than without this addition.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Sulphide of Nitrogen.

Sulphide of Nitrogen
,
N2 S2 (1), prepared as recommended by Fordos and Gelis. vhz. by

the action of ammonia on chloride of sulphur dissolved in disulphide of carbon, is decom-

posed by triethylphosphine, with evolution of light and heat. Gas is evolved, and at

the same time a yellowish liquid is produced, which, on cooling, solidifies into a fibrous

mass of crystals of the sulphide.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Mercaptan.

When these two bodies are mixed together in an atmosphere of carbonic acid, no

alteration takes place even if they are left in contact for some time, or if they are

heated to 100° in sealed tubes for twenty-four hours. But if the mixture be poured

into an air-filled flask, crystals of sulphide of triethylphosphine make their appearance

in a few hours. The crystals increase if the air has free access to the mixture ; but if

the flask be corked, the crystallization is interrupted. On opening the flask, the entry

of the air may be recognized by the light cloud which the phosphorus-base, diffused

through the atmosphere of the vessel, forms with the oxygen. When a mixture con-

taining excess of mercaptan was left for a few days in an open flask, every trace of phos-

phorus-base had disappeared, and the remaining colourless liquid was filled with crystals

of the sulphide. On mixing this liquid with water, it separated into two layers, the upper

of which quickly solidified, especially on exposure to the air, to an imperfectly crystal-

line mass, easily recognized as a mixture of sulphide of triethylphosphine with excess of

mercaptan. The impure crystals were exposed for a while to the air and then recrystal-

lized from boiling water.

0-3703 grm. of the crystals, dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo .
gave 0-6485 grin,

carbonic acid and 0-3304 water.

The formula

requires

—

C
6
H15 PS=(C2H5 )3 PS

Theory. Experiment

C6
72 48W 47-76

H
15

15 10-00 9-91

p 31 20-67

s 32 21-33

150 100-00

The lower stratum of liquid is aqueous alcohol containing small quantities of oxide of

triethylphosphine and mercaptan. To remove the latter, the liquid was shaken up with

recently precipitated mercuric oxide and distilled. The distillate, rectified several times
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over lime, yielded a clear liquid, which burnt with a colourless flame and exhibited all

the characters of alcohol.

The interpretation of this result appears at the first glance exceedingly simple ;
the

sulphide of triethylphosphine cannot be formed directly from the phosphorus-base, but

owes its origin to the oxide first produced by the action of air, this oxide being decom-

posed by the mercaptan and yielding sulphide of triethylphosphine and alcohol

:

(C
2 H5)3 PO+

c'

!

|
s}s = °2 “5}o+(C2 h3)3 p s.

Experiment shows, however, that this equation illustrates only the final result of the

reaction. Oxide of triethylphosphine and mercaptan, brought together under the most

various conditions at ordinary temperatures and under pressure, do not yield a trace of

sulphide of triethylphosphine
; and we have to suppose, therefore, that the mercaptan

interchanges its sulphur with the oxygen of the oxide of triethylphosphine, only at the

instant of formation of the latter, or what comes to the same thing, that the oxygen of

the air, in presence of a substance so greedy of sulphur as triethylphosphine, directly

takes the place of the sulphur in the mercaptan.

In connexion with this subject, various attempts were made to replace the oxygen in

oxide of triethylphosphine by sulphur. But neither by treatment with sulphide of ammo-

nium, nor by continued boiling with the higher sulphides of potassium, could the oxide be

converted into the corresponding sulphide, whereas the conversion of the sulphide into

the oxide takes place without any difficulty. This, however, is not more than might

have been expected from the behaviour of the oxide with hydrochloric acid, mentioned

in one of the preceding paragraphs. The different degrees of stability which characterize

the oxide and the sulphide of triethylphosphine may also be strikingly seen in the

behaviour of these compounds with sodium, the sulphide being reduced, with the greatest

facility, to free triethylphosphine, even below the melting-point of the sodium, whereas

the oxide may be distilled from sodium without experiencing the slightest alteration*.

Ebullition with ordinary concentrated nitric acid likewise converts the sulphide into

the oxide, the sulphur being at the same time transformed into sulphuric acid. The

liquid filtered off from the precipitate obtained by barium-salts, when evaporated to dry-

ness and fused with nitrate of potassium, yields no further trace of sulphur.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Disulphide of Carbon.

These two bodies, when mixed in the anhydrous state, act upon one another with con-

siderable force, amounting frequently to explosive violence, and unite into a red crystal-

line mass. The compound is best prepared by mixing the solutions of its constituents

in alcohol or ether : the new body then instantly separates in beautiful red crystalline

laminae.

* In the previous memoir, it is stated that the phosphorus-base is reproduced from the oxide by the action

of metallic sodium. Probably the oxide used in the former experiments contained a small quantity of free

triethylphosphine, and thus led to an erroneous statement.

MDCCCLX. 3 L
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Several times recrystallized from alcohol and dried over sulphuric acid, the new body

has furnished the following results on analysis :

—

I. 0-3610 grm. of the disulphide-of-carbon-compound gave 0-5750 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0-2490 grm. of water.

II. 0-3595 grm. of a new preparation gave 0-5790 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2481

grm. of water.

III. 0-4180 grm. of a third preparation gave 0-6680 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-302 i

grm. of water.

IV. 0-3505 grm. of substance, heated with a mixture of carbonate and chlorate of

potassium, gave 0-8355 grm. of sulphate of barium.

These numbers lead to the formula

C
7
H15 PS2 = (C2

H5)3
P+CS

2
.

Theory. Experiment.

I. II. III. IV.

C
7

84 43-30 43-43 43-92 43-58

H
15

15 7-73 7-66 7-67 8-04

p 31 15-98

s2 64 32-99 on.TO
ol* 1

1

194 ' 100-00

The red crystals are not the only product of the action of disulphide of carbon on

triethylphosphine. A second beautifully crystallized compound is deposited after some

time from the mother-liquor. This substance, probably a secondary product of the action

of the air, is formed in extremely minute quantity ; its nature is not yet established.

The compound of triethylphosphine with disulphide of carbon is insoluble in water,

sparingly soluble in ether, moderately soluble in disulphide of carbon, and somewhat

more soluble in alcohol, especially when heated. The solution has no action on vegetable

colours. From the boiling alcoholic solution, it separates on cooling in red needles,

somewhat resembling the crystals of chromic acid, which are formed by the action of

strong- sulphuric acid in a solution of chromate of potassium. The ethereal solution,

left to evaporate in an open cylinder, deposits finely developed, deep-red crystals of

considerable size. Quintino Sella has examined these crystals with the following

results.

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 1 0 1= 29° 41|'; 010, 11

1

= 74° 4'; 1 01, 0 01= 27°

Forms observed:

—

10 0, 010, 001, 1 10, 1

0

1 (Fig. 15).

Combinations observed :

—

10 0,11 0,001,101 (Fig. 16).

10 0, 11 0, 00 1, T01, 010 (Fig. 17).
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Angles. Calculated. Observed.

10 0, 010
o

90
i

90
1

5

1 0 0, 001 = 56 49 56 49

10 0, 110 = 27 39 27 39

10 0, 101 = 114 2 114 2

010
,
001 = 90 90 6

010
,
110 = 62 21 62 21

0 1 0
,
1

0

1 = 90 90

0 01
,
110 61 60 55

0 01
,
TO 1 = 57 13 57 13

1 1 0
,
1 0 1 = 111 9 110 55

1

1

0
,
1

1

0 = 124 41 124 42

According to Naumanx :

a:b: c=0-9205 : 1 : 1-5970 ; aob=y= 56° 49'.

Forms observed :

—

OC P CC, CO P OO, 0 P, CO P, P OO .

According to Weiss :

—

a:b: c=l : 1-5970 : 0-9205; aoc= 123° IF.

Forms observ-ed :

—

a : oo b : oo c; oo a : b : oo c; oo a : oo b : c; a : b : oo c; — a : co b ; c.

According to Levy :
—

M M=124° 41'
; M P=119°; b : h=l : 0-4885.

Forms observed :

—

h', g\ P, M, a'.

The faces are all bright, with the exception of 101, which is frequently dull, and

which, on account of this difference of lustre, may be easily distinguished from 0 01.

The faces 10 0 and 110 exhibit delicate strise parallel to the edge of intersection.

3 L 2
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Cleavages :

—

010 very distinct and easily obtained, although sometimes slightly curved.

10 0 easily obtained and fibrous.

The crystals are optically positive : the medium-line coincides with the axis of sym-

metry [0 1 0], and the angle of the optical axes is considerable ; in a plate parallel to

010, the beginning of the rings may be seen, then’ centres being invisible. The centres

may be seen, however, with the aid of a glass piism ; and from this observation, together

with the fact that the indices of refraction are not very far from 1*75, it may be inferred

that the interior angle of the optical axes is not very different from 7

0

C
. The plane of

the optical axes is nearly parallel to the face 0 01; it deviates only by a few degrees,

exhibiting a tendency to approach the plane perpendicular to 1 0 0. The axis of symme-

try, or of smallest elasticity, exhibits a violet-red colour, which even in very thin layers is

very intense. The axis nearly parallel to [1 0 0], or the axis of greatest elasticity, exhi-

bits a similar but much lighter red tint ; the axis of mean elasticity shows in thin layers

a straw-yellow, in thicker layers an orange-yellow. In polarized light one of the most

beautiful examples of polychroism is observed by looking across the faces 010. the colour

passing in the case of thin layers from a pure yellow to a deep red. But even in ordinary

light the polychroism is perceptible
;
for the light passes with a violet-red through the

faces 10 0, and with an orange-red colour of far less intensity through the faces 0 1 0.

Hardness less than that of gypsum.”

The red crystals appear to possess the character of a weak base. They dissolve in

strong hydrochloric acid, forming a colourless liquid, from which potassa or ammonia

throws down the compound in its original state, though somewhat lighter in colour, on

account of its minute state of division. The acid solution forms with dichloride of

platinum a light yellow amorphous salt, insoluble in alcohol and ether, which changes

colour and somewhat decomposes on drying. It darkens in colour, even when dried

at the common temperature in vacuo, hydrochloric acid fumes being evoked. The

analysis of two different preparations gave the following results :

—

0-7263 grm. platinum salt, treated with carbonate of sodium, See., gave 0TSS5 grin.

= 25-95 per cent, of platinum, and 0-7450 grm. of chloride of silver =25-37 per cent,

of chlorine.

In a second determination, 0-1900 grm. of platinum-salt, analysed in the same manner,

gave 0-200 grm. of chloride of silver =26-04 per cent, of chlorine.

The formula
(C2 H5 )3 P, CS2 , H Cl, PtCl

2

requires 24-66 per cent, of platinum and 26-61 per cent, of chlorine.

The gold-salt is obtained like the platiniun-salt, and exhibits similar properties. This

salt is not better adapted for analysis.

It is not very easy to form a clear notion of the constitution of the red crystals.

According to the formula, the compound is the primary triethylphosphonium-salt of

sulphccarbonic acid minus 1 equiv. of sulphuretted hydrogen, and corresponds therefore
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to sulphocarbamic acid, the ammonium salt of which, as is well known, is produced by

the action of ammonia on disulphide of carbon. There is, however, no analogy in the

constitution of the two substances.

The new compound exhibits a remarkable tendency to pass into the sulphide of

triethylphosphine. On mixing its alcoholic solution with oxide or nitrate of silver, car-

bonic acid is evolved, sulphide of silver and metallic silver are separated, and the

filtered solution, when evaporated, deposits crystals of the sulphide :

(C, H5)3 P, C S2+2Ag2 0=Ag2
S+Ag2+C 02+(C2H5)3

P 8.

The disulphide-of-carbon-compound undergoes a similar change, even under the

influence of moisture. Crystals, not dried with sufficient care, when kept in corked

tubes, were changed after a few months into a yellowish white semifluid mass, of pecu-

liar odour, which, by recrystallization from boiling water, furnished a considerable

quantity of pure sulphide of triethylphosphine. To establish this transformation by

numbers, the purified crystals were identified by analysis.

I. 0-5345 grm. of the sulphide gave 0-9440 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-4915 grm.

of water.

II. 0-2460 grm. of the sulphide, oxidized with nitric acid, gave 0-3810 of sulphate of

barium.

The formula

requires

—

C
6
H

15
PS = (C

2
H

5)3 p s

Theory. Experiment.

C
6

72

.... - -

48-00

f

I.

48-16

A

II.

H
15

15 10-00 10-21

p 31 20-67

s 32 21-33 21-27

150 100-00

It is obvious that the transformation of the red crystals into the sulphide involves

the co-operation of the elements of water. Perfectly dry crystals were preserved in

sealed tubes for many months without the slightest alteration. The crystals fuse at 95°

and volatilize at 100°; in the absence of moisture, they may be heated underpressure to

150° without undergoing any decomposition. The phenomena are very different in the

presence of water. When exposed for some days in sealed tubes with water to a

temperature of 100°, the red crystals are gradually transformed into white needles, which

are easily recognized as sulphide of triethylphosphine. The transformation is inde-

pendent of atmospheric air ; for it takes place with equal facility in vessels filled with

air, or carbonic acid, or in vacuo.

The products which accompany the sulphide formed in this reaction vary according

to the time during which the red crystals are digested with water. If the tubes be

allowed to cool after one or two days’ digestion, the liquid generally becomes filled with
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white needles, which are, however, still intermixed with red prisms, showing that the

transformation is not yet complete. Scarcely any gas escapes when the tubes are opened,

but when gently heated, the liquid yields abundance of disulphide of carbon. On the

other hand, when the tubes are heated until the transformation of the red compound is

accomplished,—which generally takes place after three or four days’ digestion.—a large

volume of gas escapes on opening, and the tubes are occasionally shattered. The gas

which is thus evolved consists of sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, which are

obviously secondary products of the reaction, arising from the protracted action of the

water upon the disulphide of carbon which is separated in the first stage of the process.

The liquid, from which the crystals of the sulj^hide have been deposited, has a distinctly

alkaline reaction, belonging neither to the sulphide nor to the red crystals from

which the sulphide arises, both these compounds being without action on vegetable

colours. To seize the basic substance, the liquid was evaporated on the water-bath, till

the sulphide had been as far as possible expelled, and then precipitated with iodide of

zinc, which does not combine with the sulphide, traces of this body, which might have

remained, being in this manner eliminated. The iodide-of-zinc-precipitate was semi-

solid, and slowly became crystalline on treatment with alcohol
;

it did not, however,

exhibit a sufficiently definite appearance to warrant its analysis. The bases were there-

fore at once liberated again by digesting the precipitate with oxide of silver
;
the power-

fully alkaline liquid thus obtained gave, on addition of hydrochloric acid and dichloride

of platinum, a difficultly soluble platinum-salt, crystallizing, after the necessary puri-

fication, from boiling water in splendid octohedra, which on analysis proved to be the

methyl-triethylphosphonium-compound.

03799 grm. platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave OTllOgrm.

= 2 9 -21 per cent, of platinum.

The formula

[(CH3)(C2 H5)3 P]Cl,PtCl2

requires 29T8 per cent, of platinum.

The solution filtered off" from the octohedral salt gave, on evaporation, the extremelv

soluble six-sided tables of the platinum-salt of oxide of triethylphosphine, which I have

mentioned in the commencement of this paper.

The products of the action of water upon the red crystals, then, are sulphide of triethyl-

phosphine—the principal product,—oxide of triethylphosphine, hydrate of metliyl-tri-

ethylphosphonium, and disulphide of carbon, which may be partly or entirely converted

into sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid. Four molecules of the disulpliide-of-

carbon-compound and two molecules of water contain the elements of two molecules of

the sulphide, one molecule of the oxide, one molecule of the hydrated phosphonium, and

three molecules of disulphide of carbon.

4[(C2
H

5 )3 P, C S
2] -f- 2

l_

H
H O = 2[(c

2
h

5)3 p s]+(c
2 h5)3 po+«

c

Whilst engaged with the experiments involved in the elucidation of this subject, I
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observed occasionally small, well-defined yellow crystals disseminated among the mixture

of white and red needles, which are deposited when the digestion-tubes are allowed to

cool, before the transformation is terminated. The yellow crystals appeared in greater

quantity towards the close of the operation, and were found to be a secondary product

formed by the action of the sulphuretted hydrogen, which is generated in the last stage

of the process. I have since learnt to prepare the yellow crystals by a simpler and

more definite method. This remarkable compound has become the starting-point of a

new inquiry, the result of which I reserve for a later communication.

The formation of the red crystals by the union of triethylphosphine and disulphide of

carbon takes place so rapidly, and with such facility, that ever since for the first time I

observed this phenomenon, I have used the disulphide of carbon as a reagent for the

detection of the phosphorus-bases
;

for trimethylphosphine exhibits a deportment per-

fectly similar to that of the ethyl-body. The minutest quantities of these bases may

thus be readily and safely recognized. The reaction is best observed by pouring the

liquid to be examined upon a watch-glass, and allowing the vapour of the disulphide of

carbon to flow from an inclined bottle upon the liquid. Immediately the watch-glass is

coated wTith a beautiful net-work of the red crystals. It requires scarcely to be men-

tioned that the crystals are not formed when the phosphorus-bases are combined with

acids. They appear, however, readily on adding to a mixture of their salts and

disulphide of carbon, a drop of potash, which liberates the bases.

On the other hand, triethylphosphine may be employed with the greatest advantage

as a test for disulphide of carbon. There is, in fact, no test for this substance, which

in delicacy could be compared with it. By its aid the presence of the disulphide in the

most volatile fractions of coal-tar-benzol is readily proved ; even the exceedingly small

quantity of disulphide of carbon diffused in the most carefully purified coal-gas may, as

I have shown already in another place*, be recognized without any difficulty. When
the gas is passed through a bulb-apparatus containing ether to which a few drops of

triethylphosphine are added, the liquid soon assumes a reddish tint, which gradually

increases in intensity, until, when the. ether is evaporated, the interior of the apparatus

appears coated with a delicate efflorescence of the red crystals. Scarcely more than

half a cubic foot of the present London coal-gas is required for this experiment.

In order to satisfy myself that disulphide of carbon may be employed with safety as a

test for the phosphorus-bases, it was necessary to examine the deportment of this com-

pound with the arsines and stibines. Disulphide of carbon exhibits no reaction with tri-

ethylarsine and triethylstibine. I have left mixtures of these bases with the disulphide

in contact for a considerable length of time, both at the common temperature and at

100°, without being able to observe the slightest alteration. I have also satisfied myself

that disulphide of carbon, at all events at the common temperature, is without action

upon phosphoretted hydrogen.

* Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. xiii. p. 87.
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On examining somewhat minutely into the deportment of triethylphosphine with

sulphur-compounds, the organic sulphocyanates could not be left unnoticed. My
attention was in the first place fixed by the sulphocyanate of phenyl, which I had just

discovered at the time I was engaged in the study of these reactions. I owe to the

kindness of Dr. Leibius a very considerable quantity’ of this somewhat difficultly

obtainable sulphocyanate, the full description of which will be found in a paper on

phenyl-derivatives shortly to be published. The deportment of this compound with

triethylphosphine, however, is here given in connexion with the phosphorus-bases.

Action of Sulphocyanate of Phenyl upon Triethylphosphine.

The reaction between the two substances in the anhydrous state is very violent, and

frequently causes the inflammation of the phosphorus-base. The mixture assumes a

deep-yellow colour, and on cooling deposits sometimes splendid uranium-yellow needles

;

often, however, it remains liquid for hours, and even for days, but suddenly solidifies,

when touched with a glass rod, into a hard yellow crystalline mass. The new compound

is most conveniently prepared by allowing the sulphocyanate to act upon the triethyl-

phosphine in the presence of a considerable volume of ether. The product of the

reaction, being difficultly soluble in cold ether, often separates in the crystalline state,

more frequently as an oil, which solidifies after some time. In order to ensure perfect

purity, it is only necessary to crystallize the compound once or twice from boiling ether.

I. 0-2160 grm. of the yellow crystals, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid, gave

0-4923 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1585 grm. of water.

II. 0-2242 grm. of crystals of a second preparation gave 0-5110 grm. of carbonic acid

and 0-1675 grm. of water.

III. 0-3491 grm. of substance, burnt with carbonate of sodium and oxide of mercury,

gave 0-3250 grm. of sulphate of barium*.

These numbers characterize the new body as a combination of one molecule of tri-

ethylphosphine with one molecule of sulphocyanate of phenyl

:

C2
H5j" CN 1

C2H5
P + r TT S=C13

c.
2 hJ

Lg±±5J
h20 n p s.

Theory.
A

Experiment.
A

' > r -x

I. II. III.

^13 156 61-66 62-16 62-16

H20 20 7-90 8-14 8-30

N 14 5-54

P 31 12-25

S 32 12-65 12-79

253 100-00

* When attempting to determine the sulphur as sulphide of silver, I found that on ebullition of the
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The above formula is fully corroborated by the analysis of several well-defined salts,

which will be mentioned presently.

The yellow crystals are insoluble in water. Alcohol, both cold and hot, dissolves

them in almost every proportion. The best crystals were obtained by the spontaneous

evaporation of the ethereal solution in a high open cylinder. Some of these crystals

were so well developed, that Quintino Sella was enabled to submit them to a detailed

crystallographic examination, which I here insert.

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 0 0 1= 61° 2'; 0 1 0, 1 1 0=44° 27'.

Forms observed:

—

10 0, 010, 001, 110 (Fig. 18).

Combinations observed :

—

110,001 (Fig. 19).

11 0, 10 0, 001 (Fig. 20).

110, 001; 10 0, 010 (Fig. 21).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

10 0, 010 — o

90
i

0
O 1

90 0

1 0 0, 0 01 = 61 2 60 53

10 0, 110 = 45 33 45 33

010, 0 01 — 90 0

010, 110 = 44 27 44 27

0 01, 110 = 70 10 70 24

110, Tio zz: 88 54 88 54

alcoholic solution with nitrate of silver not more than about one-half of the sulphur was separated as

sulphide of silver. 03 180 grm. of substance gave 0‘1491 grm. of sulphide of silver=6'05 per cent, of

sulphur. In the presence of ammonia the whole amount of sulphur is precipitated as sulphide of silver.

MDCCCLX. 3 M
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According to Naumann :

—

b:c= 1:0-8583; y=61° 2'.

Forms observed :

—

OC P GO, xPcC, OP, OC P.

According to Weiss :

—

a:b= 1:0-8583; <zo c=118° 58'.

Forms observed:

—

a: cob : co c ;
co « : J : co e ;

oc a : ozh : c ; a : b : oo c.

According to Levy :

—

Forms observed:

—

M M=88° 54';

h', cj, P, M.

M P=109° 50'.

The faces 0 01 present less lustre than the others, which are very brilliant, when the

crystals are taken from a tube which contains a number of the crystals. In contact

with the air they become opaque, and the faces lose their lustre, but they become again

transparent when returned to the tube containing the other crystals.

Cleavage 10 0 easily obtained ;
cleavage 110 fibrous.

Hardness nearly that of gypsum.

The plane of the optical axes is parallel to [0 1 0], or to the axis of symmetry.

Colour light yellow, with a tint of green.”

If we endeavour to associate this compound with well-known bodies, in order to

obtain some insight into the probable arrangement of its proximate constituents, both

its formation and its deportment point to urea. Urea is generated by the combination

of ammonia and cyanic acid : the yellow crystals are formed by the union of two com-

pounds derived respectively from ammonia and cyanic acid ; in urea the faculty possessed

by ammonia of combining with acids has been preserved
; the new compound likewise

exhibits the sharply-defined characters of a monacid base. Whatever constitution be

attributed to urea, must also be claimed for the new7 base. If urea be Hewed as a

monacid diamine,

(CO)")

C H
4
N2 O = H2

t N.„

H
2 J

the yellow crystals present themselves as

(C S)"
)

c
13
h20 nps = (C2

H
5 )2

Up.
(c2
h

5)(c6 h5)J

The new compound accordingly belongs to the type urea : it may be viewed as ordi-

nary urea, the oxygen of which is replaced by sulphur, for the hydrogen of which ethyl

and phenyl have been substituted, whilst phosphorus has taken the place of half the

nitrogen. Regarded from this point of view, the formation of the new compound pre-

sents considerable interest ; it offers the first example of the perfect substitution of the
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hydrogen in urea, which had remained doubtful hitherto, and illustrates in a remarkable

manner the persistence of the type urea under the influence of an almost overwhelming-

substitution. At the same time it deserves to be noticed that the corresponding oxy-

genated urea remains to be discovered.

The new compound, as already mentioned, possesses the properties of a well-defined

organic base. Insoluble in water, it dissolves with the greatest facility even in very

diluted acids, giving rise in many cases to easily-crystallizable salts which are capable of

double decomposition, and from which the base may be reprecipitated by the careful

addition of potassa or ammonia.

Chloride .—The solution of the phenyl-compound in warm concentrated hydrochloric

acid solidifies on cooling to a crystalline mass, which, when recrystallized from mode-

rately warm water, furnishes splendid cadmium-yellow crystals, frequently an inch in

length. Boiling water has to be avoided, since it decomposes the substance. Even the

dry crystals are altered at 100°; they must therefore, like all the other salts of the base,

be dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

I. 0T953 grm. of substance gave 0-3850 grm. of carbonic acid and 0T293 grm. of

water.

II. 0-5635 grm. of substance gave 0-2850 grm. of chloride of silver.

These numbers correspond to the formula

r~

C
13
H

21 NPSC1 =

Theory.

(C S)"

H(C2H5 )2

.

(C
2
H

5
)(C

6
H5 )J

NP Cl.

Experiment.
A

mentioned.

The formula

^13 156 53-88

H21
21 7-25

N 14 4-84

P 31 10-71

S 32 11-06

Cl 35-5 12-26

289-5 100-00

Both in preparation and
]

. of bromide gave 0-1620

I.

53-76

7-36

II.

12-51

(C S)"

C
13
H

21 N P S Br = H (C2 H5 )2
NP

L (c
2
h

5)(c6
h

5 )J

3 m 2

Br
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following values :

—

Theory.

1 equiv. of Phenyl-compound . 253 75-76

1 equiv. of Hydrogen . . . . 1 0-29

1 equiv. of Bromine . . . . 80 23-95

1 equiv. of Bromide . . 334 100-00

Experiment.

24-31

Platinum-salt.—The solution of the chloride furnishes with dichloride of platinum a

light-yellow crystalline precipitate. Dilute solutions slowly deposit this salt in some-

what better-formed crystals, which are frequently grouped in lily-shaped aggregations.

0-4690 grm. of platinum-salt, heated with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-0995 grm. of

platinum and 0-4505 grm. of chloride of silver.

The formula
~ (CS)"

]
C13 H21 N P S Pt Cl3 — H(C2

H
5 )2 Inp Cl, PtCl

2

requires the following values :

—

L (C2
H

5
)(C

6
H

5)J J

Theory. Experiment.

r

1 equiv. of Phenyl-compound . 253 55-11

1 equiv. of Hydrogen . . . i 0-21

1 equiv. of Platinum . . 98-7 21-49 21-22

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . 106-5 23-19 23-75

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 459-2 100-00

I did not succeed in preparing the sulphate or the nitrate of the base. The phenyl-

compound is rapidly decomposed under the influence of these acids
;

it forms, however,

beautifully crystallized salts with the iodides of methyl and ethyl. I have examined

only the former of these compounds.

Iodide-of-Methyl-compound .—When iodide of methyl is poured into an ethereal solu-

tion of the urea, the new compound is at once separated as a heavy oil which rapidly

solidifies into a crystalline mass. The crystals dissolve in boiling water which on cool-

ing deposits the iodide in splendid needles of a golden-yellow colour.

These crystals contain

C
14
H

23
N P S

I

(C S)"

CH
3 (C2

H5)2

(C
2H5)(C6H5)

NP I.

0-3885 grm. of iodide gave 0-2300 grm. of iodide of silver.

Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Phenyl-compound . 253 64-06

1 equiv. of Methyl .... 15 3-79 —
1 equiv. of Iodine .... 127 32-15 31-97

1 equiv. of Iodide .... 395 100-00
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Platinum-salt of the Methyl-compound.

The chloride obtained by treating the iodide with chloride of silver, yields upon

addition of dichloride of platinum, an acicular platinum-salt, which may be recrystallized

without decomposition from boiling water. Its composition corresponds to that of the

iodide

:

C14 H23
N P S Pt Cl3 =

(C S)"
]

(CH
3)(C2

H
5 )2 NP Cl, PtCl

2
.

(C2
H

5)(C6
H

5 )J

0-3395 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with carbonate of sodium, gave CPQTOOgrm. of

platinum and 0-3095 grm. of chloride of silver.

Theory.

1 equiv. of Phenyl-compound . 253 53-47

1 equiv. of Methyl .... 15 3-16

1 equiv. of Platinum 98-7 20-86

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . 106-5 22-51

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 473-2 100-00

Experiment.

20-62

22-55

The iodide, when treated with oxide of silver, furnishes, together with iodide of silver,

a very caustic liquid containing the corresponding hydrate. The presence in this liquid

of the compound

C14H24NPSO
[(C H3){(C S)" (C2 H3 )j (Cc H5 ) n Pj

I

Hj°’

is proved by the fact of the characteristic needle-shaped platinum-salt being immediately

reproduced when it is saturated with hydrochloric acid and mixed with dichloride of

platinum. The free base is, however, readily decomposed. On boiling, the odour of

sulphocyanate of phenyl becomes at once perceptible ; if ebullition be continued until

the odour has disappeared, addition of hydrochloric acid and dichloride of platinum

no longer furnishes the difficultly soluble needles. In their place, large well-developed

orange-yellow octohedra are deposited on evaporation, which by analysis were found to

be the platinum-salt of methyl-triethylphosphonium.

0-2210 grm. of platinum-salt, precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-0640

grm.= 28-96 per cent, of platinum.

The formula

[(CH3)(C2H5)j
P]C1, PtCl2

requires 29-18 per cent, of platinum.

The free methylated phenyl-base then simply splits by ebullition into sulphocyanate of

phenyl and oxide of methyl-triethylphosphonium. When the solution is boiled by

itself, the sulphocyanate is separated as such ; when it is boiled in the presence of oxide

of silver, the sulphocyanate is, partly at least, destroyed, the alkaline solution becoming

acid and exhibiting the presence of considerable quantities of sulphuric acid. This

transformation clearly shows how feebly the proximate constituents are held together
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in the urea. The same instability is perceptible in the general deportment of the com-

pound. Even extremely dilute nitric acid liberates the sulphocyanate of phenyl, whilst

the phosphorus-base is converted into the oxide. The chloride is one of the more stable

salts of the urea, but it is likewise readily altered ; on addition of a large quantity of

water, the solution of the salt becomes milky, the sulphocyanate of phenyl being sepa-

rated in oily globules, and now contains the chloride of triethylphosphonium. On

adding ammonia to the concentrated solution of the chloride, the urea, as has been already

stated, is separated without change, and may be readily recovered by taking up with

ether and crystallizing. If, on the other hand, the dilute solution be boiled with

ammonia, the turbidity perceptible in the commencement disappears again, and after a

few moments beautiful crystals of plienyl-sulphocarbamide are deposited, trietln 1-

phosphine being simultaneously liberated

:

(C S)"
]

(C S)" 3

(C2
H

5)3
N P+H

3 N=(C2
H5)3

P+(C
6
H

5)
n2 .

(C6H5)J h
3 J

On treating the chloride with potassa, phenomena exactly analogous are observed

;

the crystals which are separated, are, however, diphenyl-sn Ijyhocarbamide :

r(C S)"

(C2 H5 )3 J>N P +4
.(C

6
H5 )

l3°
Iv

K
K= s+ T,co3+K

H
H

(CS)" 1

0+2 [(C2 H5)3 P]+ (C6
H

5)2
!>x

2 .

H,

If a few drops of disulphide of carbon be added to the solution of the urea, the liquid,

when gently heated, assumes a deep red colour, and deposits on cooling the beautiful

ruby-red crystals (C
2
H

5)3
P, C S

2 ,
wdiich I have mentioned in a previous paragraph of

this paper. The mother-liquor of these crystals furnishes on evaporation oily droplets

of sulphocyanate of phenyl. The urea, even when perfectly pure and dry, cannot be

preserved without undergoing a gradual alteration. If the crystals be left under a

bell-jar containing atmospheric air, they become dull, and at last moist and sticky, whilst

a peculiar extremely disagreeable odour, distantly resembling that of hydrocyanic acid,

becomes perceptible
; at the same time, a delicate net-work of tine needles begins to

appear on the glass, easily recognized as sulphide of triethylphosphine. The crystals

of the urea fuse at 57°*5, forming a yellow liquid, which, in consequence of incipient

decomposition, resolidifies but slowly and imperfectly. At 100° the phenomena just

mentioned are much more distinctly observed, and especially the smelling body is

unmistakeably perceived. The peculiar-smelling body is likewise almost overwhelm-

ingly produced on evaporating the ethereal mother-liquor of the compound. As yet I

have not been able to lay hold of the possessor of this remarkable odour. The ethereal

mother-liquor, when evaporated, leaves a brown syrup, which after some time deposits

large crystals of sulphide of triethylphosphine. Submitted to distillation, this residue

yields, together with other products, an additional quantity of the crystallized sulphur-

compound.
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Transformations precisely similar are observed when the crystals of the urea, in sealed

tubes, are exposed to a temperature of from 150° to 160°. The brown fused mass

which is thus formed, solidifies on cooling with crystalline structure ; the crystals, how-

ever, are no longer the original compound, but sulphide of triethylphosphine, which is

surrounded by another substance. The examination of this reaction has not yet been

completed. The nature of the final products of the metamorphosis may, however, be

anticipated in some measure by the results obtained in studying the deportment of

triethylphosphine with sulphocyanate of ethyl and sulphocyanate of ethylene
,
which will

be briefly mentioned in some of the following paragraphs.

Action of Sulphocyanate of Allyl upon Triethylphosphine.

To generalize the relations established in the preceding paragraph, I was induced to

examine the deportment of the phosphorus-base with oil of mustard. The two bodies

act upon each other with extraordinary violence
; the mixture turns brown, but does

not solidify either by cooling or by agitation. After some days, however, the syrup

yields brown crystals which are difficult to purify. The purification of the compound

succeeds, however, without any difficulty when the reaction is allowed to take place in

ether. In this manner a crystalline mass is easily obtained, which requires only to be

washed with cold ether, and then once recrystallized from boiling ether.

0-3623 grm. of the substance, dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo
,
gave 0-7368 grm. of

carbonic acid and 0-3040 grm. of water.

The formula

C10

requires the following values

h20 nps
(C S)"

= (C2
H5 )2

(C
2
H5 ) (C3 H5 )

Inf

Theory.
a

Experimen

Cw 120 55-30 55-46

h20
20 9-21 9-32

N 14 6-45

P 31 14-29

S 32 14-75

217 100-00

The allyl-compound behaves in all respects like the phenyl-compound. It is insoluble

in water, but easily soluble in alcohol ; the solution has a faintly alkaline reaction. It

fuses at 68° and solidifies at 61°. At a higher temperature, it is decomposed exactly

like the phenyl-compound. In this case also, a peculiar, and if possible, still more

repulsive odour is evolved, while crystals of sulphide of triethylphosphine separate in

large quantity.

The allyl-compound crystallizes with extraordinary facility. There is no difficulty in

obtaining it in colourless transparent crystals half an inch in length, and perfectly deve-
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loped on all sides. I scarcely remember any other organic compound that crystallines

so readily. The crystals, as appears from the measurements of Qulntixo Sella, are

isomorphous with those of the corresponding phenyl-compound*. Sella has communi-

cated to me the following details respecting his examination.

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 1 0 1= 35° 42'; 0 01, 1 0 1= 29° 3'; 010, 11 1= 39° 22'.

Forms observed:

—

1 0 0, 0 01, 1 1 0, 1 01, 2 01, 1 12 (Fig. 22).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

1 0 0, 001 — 6 1 45 64 45

10 0, 110 = 66 14 66 14

1 0 0, 1 0 1 = 114 9 114 9

10 0, 201 = 143 51 143 54

10 0, 112 = 89 32 89 13

0 01, 110 = 80 15 80 10

0 01, I 01 = 49 24 49 25

001, 2 01 = 79 6 79 7

0 01, 112 = 51 8 51 17

1 1 0, 1 1 0 = 47 33 47 31

110, 101 = 99 30 99 30

110, 2 01 = 109 0 108 54

1 1 0, 1 1 2 = 48 23 48 41

110, 112 = 48 37 48 34

TO 1, 2 01 = 29 41 29 3S

101, Tl 2 = 51 7 51 2

2 01, 112 = 66 20 67 5

1 12, 112 = 87 31 87 55

According to NaumANN :

—

a: e=0-8321:l: 0*3984; y=64° 45'.

Forms observed :

—

co P go
; 0 P, co P, P oo, 2P oo, AP.

* Both substances are isomorphous with thiosinamine or sulphallyl-urea,

(CS)»
,

(C3
H

5)H
f
N

2 ,

H
2 J

the crystalline form of which has been determined by Schabus.

Fig. 2:
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According to Weiss :

—

a: b:c=l : 0-3984: 0-8321
; aoc= 115° 15'.

Forms observed :

—

«:co£:coc; co«:cc5:c; ci:b:ccc‘, —a:cob\c; —^a:osb:c; —a:b:\c.

According to Levy :

—

M M=47° 33'; MP=99° 45'; b : h=l : 0-7730.

Forms observed :

—

h1

,
P, M, a\ a?, b'.

Combinations observed :

—

001, 10 0, 110 (Fig. 23).

001, 101, 110 (Fig. 24).

10 0, 001, TO 1, 110 (Fig. 25).

10 0,001,101,110; Tl 2 (Fig. 26).

10 0, 001, TO 1, 110, 201, 112 (Fig. 27).

Fig. 23. Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

The crystals sometimes present the appearance of trimetric crystals (Fig. 25), some-

times they are flattened parallel with 0 01, and considerably elongated in the direction

[0 1 0] (Figs. 23, 24). The faces 112 are rounded off and cannot be well measured,

although it is possible to verify the zones to which they belong : some of these faces are

occasionally wanting, and many of the crystals present only two of these faces (Fig. 27).

Cleavages 10 0 and 0 01 distinct, and easily obtained.

Fig. 26. Fig. 27.

The optical axes are situated in the plane of symmetry, viz. 010. The bisecting line

is not very far from normal to 1 0 1. A system of rings is observed both through the

MDCCCLX. 3 N
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faces 10 0 and through the faces 2 01; another system is seen through the faces 0 01.

The apparent angle of the optical axes is about 38°, if the first system of rings be

observed through 10 0, and about 68-|
0
if this system be seen through 2 01. The mean

index of refraction, i. e. of that which corresponds to a ray lying in a plane parallel to

010 and polarized in that plane, is /3=T657. Hence it follows that the internal angle

of the optical axes is about 72-g-
0
.

Hardness less than that of gypsum.”

Platinum-salt .—I have contented myself with verifying the formula of the allyl-urea

by the analysis of the platinum-salt. The allyl-compound dissolves readily in hydro-

chloric acid, and the solution, when mixed with dichloride of platinum, yields a light-

yellow scaly precipitate having a silky lustre, which fuses to a yellow oil in boiling water.

0-5605 grm. of the crystals, dried over sulphuric acid, precipitated by sulphuretted

hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1282 grm. of platinum.

The formula

requires

C10 H21
N P S Pt Cl

3 =
' (C S)"

H(C2 H5 )2

l.
(C

2
H

5 )(C3
H:h Cl, Pt Cl

2

Theory.
A

Experiment.

1 equiv. of Allyl-compound . . 217 51-28

1 equiv. of Hydrogen . 1 0-23

1 equiv. of Platinum . . . . 98-7 23-32 22-87

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 25-17

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . . 423-2 100-00

The allyl-base described in the preceding pages has the composition of sulphocyanate

of triethyl-allylphosphonium

:

(CS)" 1

(C
2
H

5 )2 np
(c

2
h

5)(c3 h5)J

1 felt some interest in comparing the latter compound with the allyl-base. Iodide of

allyl acts with the greatest energy upon triethylphosphine. The solid product of the

reaction, recrystallized from alcohol, furnishes splendid needles of iodide of triethyl-

allylphosphonium.

0-6740 grm. of iodide, dried in vacuo
,
gave 0-5535 grm. of iodide of silver= 44 - 3S per

cent, of iodine.

The formula [(C2 H5 )3 (C3H5)
P] I

requires 44-40 per cent, of iodine.

Treatment with chloride and oxide of silver yields the corresponding chloride and

hydrate. They resemble in every respect the tetrethylphosphonium-compounds. The

CN
[(C

2
H

5 )3(C3
H5)P

s.
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chloride gives with dichloride of platinum an easily crystallizable octohedral platinum-

salt.

The hydrate of triethyl-allylphosphonium forms with hydrosulphocyanic acid a diffi-

cultly crystallizable salt which is easily soluble in water, and differs, as might have been

expected, entirely from the allyl-base, which has the same composition.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with the Sulphocyanates of Ethyl and Ethylene.

I have in vain endeavoured to produce, by the action of triethylphosphine on the

sulphocyanates of methyl, ethyl, and amyl, compound ureas analogous to the allyl- and

phenyl-bodies. It is true that these substances act upon triethylphosphine even at ordi-

nary temperatures
; in the case of sulphocyanate of methyl, indeed, the action is very

brisk, but I did not succeed in obtaining definite compounds. Sulphocyanate of ethyl

remained for months in contact with triethylphosphine without depositing any crystalline

compound. The non-production of these ureas cannot, however, excite surprise, if we

remember in how many respects, and especially in their relation to ammonia, the sulpho-

cyanogen-compounds of ethyl and its homologues differ from those of allyl and phenyl.

When a mixture of triethylphosphine and one of the above-mentioned sulphocyanates

is heated for some hours in a sealed tube to 100°, an abundant crop of crystals of

sulphide of triethylphosphine is deposited from the liquid after cooling. These crystals

are surrounded by a brown viscid substance, soluble to a certain extent in water, easily

soluble with green colour in alcohol. In order to disentangle from this mixture the

complementary product of the reaction, the semicrystalline mass, obtained by the action

of sulphocyanate of ethyl, was shaken with ether to separate the sulphide, evaporated

with an excess of hydrochloric acid, and the residue redissolved in water, when a

quantity of the brown impurities remained insoluble. The filtered solution gave with

trichloride of gold a dingy yellow precipitate, which by treatment with sulphuretted

hydrogen, reprecipitation of the separated chloride by trichloride of gold, &c., ultimately

assumed the characters of the pure gold-salt of tetrethyIphosphonium .

0-2240 grm. of gold-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-0910 grm.

= 40-62 per cent, of gold.

The formula

[(C2 H5 )4
P] Cl, Au Cl3

requires 40-53 per cent, of gold.

The chloride, prepared from the gold-salt, gave with dichloride of platinum beautiful

octohedra of the platinum-salt of tetrethylphosphonium.

0-6300 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1784

grm. =28-31 per. cent, of platinum.

The formula

[(G,H5)4 P]C1, PtCl2

requires 28-02 per cent, of platinum.

The action of sulphocyanate of ethyl upon triethylphosphine may be accordingly

3 n 2
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represented by the equation

CN|
c2 hJ

H
S + 2 [(C2H5)3

P] + H O = (C2
H

5 )3
P S + C(c2h3 )4 p]

H O + HC N.

I have not been able to trace directly the hydrocyanic acid which figures in this

equation, but this acid appears unmistakeably in its products of decomposition. The

brown substance which accompanies the sulphide of triethylphosphine and the hydrate

of tetrethylphosphonium is rich in nitrogen ; boiled for some time with hydrochloric

acid, it yields abundance of chloride of ammonium. In fact, it was on account of the

presence of ammonia among the products of the reaction, that it became necessary to pre-

cipitate the tetrethylphosphonium in the first place in the form of the gold-compound.

I have likewise examined the behaviour of disulphocyanate of ethylene with triethyl-

phosphine. The reaction takes place with energy at ordinary temperatures. "When

triethylphosphine is poured into a concentrated alcoholic solution of sulphocyanate of

ethylene, the liquid immediately solidifies to a dazzling white crystalline mass of sul-

phide of triethylphosphine. It deserves to be noticed that the same decomposition

takes place also when the substances are allowed to react in the presence of anhydrous

ether. The transformation which the sulphocyanate of ethylene undergoes under the

influence of triethylphosphine is perfectly analogous to the change of the ethyl-compound

when submitted to the same agent. Instead of a derivative of tetrethylphosphonium.

the sulphocyanate of ethylene produces the cyanide of a diatomic metal, of ethylem-

hexetliyl-diphosphonium.

(c2 Hj4
s2 + 4 Kc2

HA p
] 2 [(C2H5 )3 P S] + (C2 HJ' jg

P

J
(C y)r

-v"

Sulphocyanate
of ethylene.

Triethylphos-

phine.

"V
L_

Sulphide of

triethylphos-

pliiue.

"'V
-

Dicyauide of ethyleue-hex-

ethyl-diphosphonium.

Owing to the low temperature at which the reaction is accomplished, the hydrocyanic

acid is not changed in this case, and may be recognized without difficulty by the ordi-

nary reagents. The diphosphonium, which is simultaneously formed, was traced as

platinum-salt, exactly in the same manner as the tetrethylphosphonium in the process

previously mentioned. The product of the reaction, freed as far as possible from the

sulphide by repeated evaporation and ultimately by treatment with ether, was preci-

pitated by dichloride of platinum. The dingy platinum-salt was purified by treatment

with sulphuretted hydrogen and reprecipitation. Kepeatedly treated in this manner, it

assumed the character of a pure compound.

02745 grm. of this salt gave 0-0804 grm. =29-29 per cent, of platinum.

The formula

(C
2
H

4
)"
(C2 H5)3

P1"

(C2
h

5 )3 pJ
Cl

2 , 2 Pt Cl
2

requires 29-27 per cent, of platinum. Since I shall have to give a detailed account of
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the cliphosphonium-compouncls in one of the following sections of this inquiry, I need

not for the present enter into further particulars regarding this reaction.

In concluding this paragraph, I may append a few remarks upon the deportment of

sulphocyanate of triethylphosphonium under the influence of heat. This salt is readily

procured by dissolving triethylphosphine in hydrosulphocyanic acid. Submitted to the

action of heat, it is partly volatilized without decomposition
; the greater portion, how-

ever, is decomposed, the sulphide and the disulphide-of-carhon-compound of triethylphos-

phine, together with free disulphide of carbon, appearing among the volatile products

of the reaction
;
while a brown ill-defined substance remains in the retort, yielding,

when treated with an alkali, an appreciable quantity of ammonia. I have not examined

this change in detail, but it is obvious that one of the direct products of the reaction is

sulphocyanate of ammonium, the further decomposition of which explains the appear-

ance of the disulphide of carbon, as well as the other products observed. The residue,

of course, must contain the varied compounds generated by the action of heat on sulpho-

cyanate of ammonium.

Behaviour of the Arsines and Stihines with the Sulphocyanates of Phenyl and Allyl.

The facility with which the compound ureas containing nitrogen and phosphorus are

formed, induced me to attempt the production of analogous compounds with arsenic or

antimony in place of phosphorus. I therefore treated sulphocyanate of phenyl and oil

of mustard successively with triethylarsine and triethylstibine, first at ordinary and then

at gradually increasing temperatures in sealed tubes. But not one of these experiments

led to the expected result. The arsines and stibines differ, indeed, in their chemical

characters much more from ammonia than the phosphines. Their incapability of forming

saline compounds with acids is alone sufficient to render the formation of ureas contain-

ing arsenic and antimony somewhat improbable. When mixtures of triethylarsine

with sulphocyanate of phenyl on the one hand, and sulphocyanate of allyl on the other,

were left to stand for some time at ordinary temperatures, the liquid in both cases was

found to be traversed by a small quantity of beautiful needle-shaped crystals. The

crystals from both mixtures were found to be the same; they were readily identified

with the white needles which are gradually formed in triethylarsine when left in con-

tact with atmospheric air.

Behaviour of Triethylphosphine with Cyanates.

The formation of sulphuretted ureas containing phosphorus and nitrogen led me to

try whether the corresponding oxygen-compounds could likewise be produced.

When cyanate ofphenyl is mixed with the phosphorus-base, great heat is evolved,

indicating a marked chemical reaction. The mixture on cooling solidifies into a mass of

shining crystals which are insoluble in water, nearly insoluble in ether, and dissolve

with difficulty even in boiling alcohol. By recrystallization from the last-mentioned

solvent, the new body is easily obtained pure. The further examination of the resulting
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crystals proved, however, that they by no means consisted of the compound urea of which

I was in search. From the analysis, which I intend to give in connexion with other

researches, it appeared that the crystals still possessed the composition of cyanate of

phenyl, that, indeed, they were cycmurate ofphenyl. The triethylphosphine in this case

appears to induce nothing more than a new molecular disposition of the elements in

cyanate of phenyl. The peculiar character of this metamorphosis may be perceived in

the most beautiful manner by dipping a glass rod moistened with triethylphosphine into

a considerable quantity of cyanate of phenyl. The liquid immediately becomes hot.

and solidities after a few seconds into a shining crystalline mass of the cyanurate.

Similar results were obtained by the action of the phosphorus-base on cyanate of ethyl.

The two bodies may be mixed without evolution of heat, and the mixture does not

solidify ; but the transformation is soon indicated by the diminution of the penetrating

odour of the cyanate. If, as soon as the odour has disappeared, the liquid be mixed

with dilute hydrochloric acid which removes the free phosphorus-base, the oil which

floats on the surface quickly solidifies into a solid crystalline mass exhibiting, when

recrystallized from boiling water, all the properties of cyanurate of ethyl.—When a

stream of cyanic acid gas is passed through triethylphosphine, the odour of the acid

disappears, while the phosphorus-base becomes turbid, and yields a white deposit of

cyanuric acid.

In connexion with these experiments, I have had occasion to convince myself that

cyanic acid gas and phosphoretted hydrogen do not act upon one another, at least at

ordinary temperatures.—I was naturally anxious to ascertain whether the peculiar

action of the phosphorus-base on the cyanates extended likewise to the cyanides. I

found, however, that cyanide of methyl (acetonitrile) or cyanide ofphenyl (benzonitrile)

may be left for days in contact with the phosphorus-base at temperatures varying from

100° to 150°, without experiencing the slightest alteration. Had these substances been

changed under the above conditions, like the cyanates, their transformation into methyl-

and phenyl-compounds corresponding to cyanethine might have been expected.

Experiments in the Methyl-series.

The information which I have collected with reference to the phosphorus-compounds,

has been almost exclusively obtained by the study of triethylphosphine. In exceptional

•cases only have I worked in the methyl-series. Trimethylphosphine, on account of its

volatility, is much less easily prepared than the ethyl-compound, and especially much

more difficult to preserve. This body is oxidized with such rapidity, that it disappears

from the hands of the operator during manipulation. Its odour, moreover, is insupport-

able for any length of time.

Nevertheless, I have made a few experiments with the methyl-compound, a slight

sketch of which may form the conclusion of this paper.

The phosphorus-derivatives of the methyl-series exhibit the most perfect analogy

with the corresponding ethyl-compounds.
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Oxide of trimethylphosphine produces with iodide of zinc, with dichloride of plati-

num, and with trichloride of gold, the homologues of the several compounds obtained

from oxide of triethylphosphine.

When trimethylphosphine, either pure or dissolved in alcohol and ether, is submitted

to the action of disulphide of carbon, all the phenomena are reproduced which I have

mentioned at some length in describing the corresponding ethyl-base. The red crystals

which are formed are somewhat paler, much more volatile, and much more readily

altered. The disulphide-of-carbon-compounds of the methyl- and ethyl-series exhibit

in their properties the same relation which obtains between the sulphides of the two

series.

0-2586 grm. of the disulphide-of-carbon-compound gave 0*3030 grm. of carbonic acid

and 0-1415 grm. of water.

The formula

C
4
H

9
PS2 = (CH

3)3 P, cs2

requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

C4 48 31-58 31-95

h
9

9 5-92 6-08

p 31 20-39

s. 64 42-11

152 100-00

The red crystals are changed with the utmost facility into sulphide of trimethyl-

phosphine. In the hope of forming fine crystals, similar to those obtained with the

ethyl-compound, a solution of the red crystals in warm ether was allowed to cool in a

tall open cylinder. When the solution was examined next morning it had become

colourless, leaving, upon spontaneous evaporation, the beautiful crystals of the sulphur-

compound.

The sulphocyanates of phenyl and allyl readily combine with trimethylphosphine.

The reaction is even more powerful than with the ethyl-base. The urea-body which

trimethylphosphine produces with sulphocyanate of phenyl is a liquid which I have not

been able to obtain in the solid state. Directly prepared from the constituents, or sepa-

rated from one of its crystalline salts, it forms a slightly coloured oily liquid, soluble in

water, difficultly soluble in ether, readily soluble in alcohol. On adding concentrated

hydrochloric acid to the oil, it gradually solidifies to a crystalline mass of sulphur-yellow

delicate, hair-like needles, which may be recrystallized both from water and from alcohol.

I have fixed the composition of this phosphoretted urea by a chlorine-determination in

the chloride.

0-2718 grm. gave 0-1540 grm. chloride of silver.

The formula

C10 H15 N P S Cl

r (c s)"
)h (c h3)2 In p

l (ch3)(c6 h,)J .

Cl

L
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requires
Theory. Experiment.

( >

1 equiv. of Urea-compound . . . 211 85-25

1 equiv. of Hydrogen . . . . 1 0-41

1 equiv. of Chlorine . . . 35-5 14-34 14-02

1 equiv. of Chloride . . . 247-5 100-00

The brown liquid which is formed, with considerable evolution of heat, when trimethyl-

phosphine is brought in contact with mustard oil, gradually deposits well-fonned trans-

parent colourless prisms, the habitus of which resembles that of the corresponding ethyl-

compound. The crystals were not analysed, but there can be no doubt that they were

the methylated phosphorus-urea of the allyl-series

(C S)" 1

C
7
H14 NPS = (CH

3)2
NP.

(CH3)(C3 H5)J

Phosphoretted hydrogen is without action on the sulphocyanates of phenyl and allyl.

In conclusion, I beg to thank Drs. A. Leibius and M. Holzmaxn' for their assistance

in some of the experiments connected with this inquiry.
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SECOND MEMOIR.

THEORY OE DIATOMIC BASES.—DIPHOSPHONIUM-COMPOITNDS.

In surveying the rich harvest of discoveries which of late years have rewarded the

exertions of chemists, with reference to their general effect on the progress of the science,

we cannot avoid recognizing as one of the most valuable amongst their acquisitions, the

development of the theory of polyatomic compounds. Seldom has a theory diffused a

clearer light on previously established facts, or exerted a more fructifying and inspiring

influence on the labours of chemists. First coming into notice in the classical

researches of Graham and Liebig on the polybasic acids, and afterwards extended and

generalized by the experiments of Gerhardt and Williamson, it has acquired in

Bertiielot’s beautiful investigation of Glycerin, a new field of discovery, the active

cultivation of which has already brought to maturity a great variety of fruits. An im-

portant step in the development of these ideas was made by H. L. Buff, in showing that

dibromide of ethylene can be converted into a corresponding sulphocyanate, and in the

conclusions which he drew from this observation, until, in the brilliant experimental

researches of Wurtz on the diatomic alcohols, the doctrine of polyatomic compounds

has received its clearest and most elegant expression.

Considering the untiring activity with which chemists have devoted themselves to the

study of the polybasic acids and, within the last few years, of the polyatomic alcohols,

it cannot but appear remarkable that so little attention should hitherto have been

bestowed on the polyacid bases. It is true that we are already in possession of many

valuable observations relating to these bodies ;
but they are isolated, and the facts which

they have established can scarcely be looked upon as more than accidental acquisitions.

Regarded in the scientific sense as a class, and in their relations to other groups of

bodies, the polyatomic bases have hitherto been left without examination.

Respecting the constitution of these compounds, and the conditions under which they

would be produced, no doubt could be entertained. For, as from a single molecule of

water, a monatomic alcohol, a monobasic acid, or a monacid base can be produced,

according to the nature of the monatomic radical by which the hydrogen is replaced, so

likewise must it be possible, by a proper selection of polyatomic radicals, to link two or

more molecules of water, so as to form one molecule of a polyacid base, just as the in-

troduction of other polyatomic radicals gives rise to the formation of polyatomic alcohols

or polybasic acids. It remained only to submit these ideas to the test of experiment.

mdccclx. 3 o
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Material for building up this group of bodies appeared to present itself unmistakeably

in the chlorine-, bromine-, and iodine-compounds of ethylene and its homologues. As

some years ago I had succeeded in converting the corresponding ethyl-compounds by

the action of ammonia into the monacid ethyl-bases, I was justified in expecting that,

by treating the ethylene-compounds with ammonia, diacid bases might be formed.

Respecting some of the bodies which are produced in these reactions, investigations had

already been published by Cloez*, and more recently by XATAXSOxf, whose results

appeared at first sight to give but little encouragement to any such attempt. But a

careful examination of these researches soon convinced me that, when viewed by the

light which the progress of science has since thrown upon this subject, the results

elicited are far from unfavourable to my theoretical conceptions.

I have once more studied these reactions, and have obtained experimental con-

firmation of the correctness of my anticipations. But the action of ammonia on the

chloride, bromide, and iodide of ethylene presents unexpected complications, quite

independent of those indicated by theory, and for which I was not altogether prepared.

Consider for a moment the manner in which the reaction between ammonia and a

diatomic bromide—dibromide of ethylene for instance—may take place. Just as bromide

of ethyl, acting, as it does, on a single molecule of ammonia, gives rise to the formation

of the four bromides,

[(c
2
h

5) h3 n]B4,

[(C2
H

5 )2
H

2
N] Br,

[(C
2
H

5 )3
H N] Br,

and [(C
2
H5 ) 4

N] Br,

so likewise may dibromide of ethylene, acting on two molecules of ammonia, be expected

to produce four diatomic bromides, viz.

—

[(C2 H4)"H6
N

2
]''Br

2 ,

[(C2 H4)2
H4 Ng]" Br2,

[(C2 H4)3
H

2
N2

]" Br2,

and [(C2 H4)2
N

2
]»Br2 .

These, however, are by no means the only compounds which, in accordance with our

present conception of diatomic compounds, may be formed in this reaction.

It appears from the researches of Wurtz, that dibromide of ethylene does not pass

into ethylene-alcohol at a single bound, but that there exists an intermediate member of

the series still containing half the bromine,

Dibromide of

Ethylene.

(C2
H

4y
Br-

ill O
Intermediate

Bromide.

Ethylene-

alcohol.

* Instit. 1S53, p. 213.

+ H=l; 0=16; s=32; C= 12, &c.

t Ann. Chem. Pharm. xcii. 4S. and xcviii. 291.
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There could, therefore, be no doubt that dibromide of ethylene would, under certain

conditions, likewise react ’with ammonia as a monatomic compound, giving rise to another

series of bodies in which the hydrogen would be more or less replaced by the monatomic

radical C
2
H

4
Br, viz.

—

[(C
2
H

4
Br) H

3 N] Br,

[(C2 H4
Br)

2
H

2
N]Br,

[(C2H4
Br)

3
H N] Br,

and [(C2H4 Br)4 N] Br.

Further, if the reaction took place in presence of water, it was to be expected that

the bromine, wholly or partially eliminated as hydrobromic acid, would be replaced by

the molecular residue of the water
;
and thus, independently of any mixed compounds

containing bromine and oxygen, a series of salts might be looked for, in which a mole-

cule C
2
H4 H 0= C

2
H

5
O would enter monatomically, viz.

—

[(C2 H5 0) H3 N] Br,

[(C2 H5 0)2H2 N]Br,

[(C
2
Hs O)3 H N] Br,

and [(C2 H5 0)4 N] Br.

Lastly, remembering the tendency exhibited by ethylene-compounds to resolve them-

selves, in presence of alkalies, into vinyl-compounds, it appeared not improbable that a

fourth series of bodies would likewise be formed, viz.

—

[(C2 H3)
H

3
N] Br,

[(C2H3 )2H2 N]Br,

[(C2 H3)3
H N] Br,

and [(C2H3)4
N] Br;

and thus was presented the not very inviting problem of separating from a great mass

of bromide of ammonium, no fewer than sixteen different bases.

In the experiments on the action of dibromicle of ethylene on ammonia and its homo-

logues, which I hope to lay before the Royal Society in a special paper, I have indeed

by no means met with the whole of these compounds ; but in place of the deficient

members of the groups, new products have made their appearance, whose formation in

the present state of our knowledge could scarcely have been predicted. Without enter-

ing into details respecting these products, I will merely observe that I was induced, by

the complication of this reaction, to subject dibromide of ethylene to the action of

ethylamine, diethylamine, and finally of triethylamine instead of ammonia
;
for it could

not be doubted that with the progressive substitution of ethyl for the hydrogen in

ammonia, the process would be simplified, the number of possible products of reaction

being considerably diminished. Ammonia indeed—omitting secondary products—is

capable of producing not less than sixteen compounds, whereas ethylamine cannot yield

3 o 2
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more than twelve
,
cliethylamine not more than eight, and, lastly, in the reaction between

triethylamine and dibromide of ethylene the number of compounds possible under the

most favourable circumstances is limited to four. Experiment has verified this antici-

pation
;
in the same proportion as the substitution advances in the ammonia submitted

to the action, the number of products generated diminishes
; nevertheless, the experiment

with triethylamine, from which I had expected the simplest and clearest solution of my
problem, did not entirely satisfy me, inasmuch as I did not succeed in obtaining more

than three of the compounds out of thefour which are indicated by theory. It was not

indeed till I repeated the experiment in the phosphorus-series, using, instead of triethyl-

amine, the corresponding phosphorus-base, that I succeeded in obtaining all the com-

pounds, and that the results appeared as the pure expression of theory, undisturbed by

accidental products. In its reaction with dibromide of ethylene, the sharply defined

characters of triethylphosphine exhibit themselves with welcome distinctness ; and in

the products resulting from the action, the peculiar relations between monatomic and

diatomic bases become perceptible with a degree of clearness and generality such as I

have never observed in any similar reaction among bodies of the nitrogen-series. It is

the smoothness of these reactions which renders it desirable to commence an account of

a more general investigation of the diatomic bases with a description of the bodies

belonging to the phosphorus-series.

ETHYLENE-GROUP.

Action of Dibromide of Ethylene on Triethylphosphine.

When these two bodies are brought together in quantities not too large, the liquid

becomes turbid, but no rise of temperature takes place to indicate the occurrence of

chemical action. The mixture, after being left to itself for a few hours, deposits white

crystals, the formation of which continues till the entire liquid is converted into a white

saline mass. If the mixture be even gently heated, the crystallization takes place

instantaneously, and a violent reaction sets in, which is very apt to project a portion of

the resulting salt from the vessel. In operating on rather a large scale in vessels filled

with air, the heat evolved on agitation, in consequence of the oxidation of the phos-

phorus-base, is often sufficient to start the reaction.

In preparing considerable quantities of the white crystals, I have therefore found it

convenient to add to the triethylphosphine twice its volume of ether, to mix the ethereal

solution with the dibromide of ethylene in a flask filled with carbonic acid gas. and to

heat the mixture in a water-bath, the flask being provided witli an inverted cooling

apparatus, so that the vapours which escape may be condensed and returned. Or, the

mixture of triethylphosphine, dibromide of ethylene and ether may be introduced into

long tubes previously drawn out, and the tubes, after sealing, be immersed for some hours

in boiling water. As the value of dibromide of ethylene is trifling in comparison with
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that of triethylphosphine, I always used, in commencing the study of this reaction, the

former substance in excess. The triethylphosphine is quickly fixed by the dibromide

of ethylene, and the action may be considered as terminated when the presence of the

free phosphorus-base in the mixture is no longer indicated by disulphide of carbon. As

soon as this point is attained, the crystalline bromides may be thrown on a filter, the

ether allowed to run off, and the crystals freed from excess of bromide of ethylene by

washing them for a while with anhydrous ether, in which they are quite insoluble.

The crystals thus obtained dissolve with great facility in water and in ordinary

alcohol, somewhat less readily in boiling absolute alcohol. This solution on cooling

deposits well-developed crystals, which sustain a heat of 100° without decomposition,

but show a slight tendency to deliquesce in the air. The analysis of these crystals, and

their behaviour with reagents, showed unmistakeably that, in the action of dibromide

of ethylene on triethylphosphine, two bromides at least are formed. The determination

of the bromine by means of nitrate of silver in the products of different preparations,

purified by successive crystallizations from alcohol, gave the following percentages of

bromine :

—

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX.

Bromine . . 32T0 29-58 28-30 28-05 27-46 27-30 27-15 26-85 25-94.

On again repeating the crystallization, fhe amount of bromine precipitated by nitrate

of silver did not exhibit any further diminution.

The complete analysis of the crystals, purified by a great number of crystallizations

from alcohol, which will be given in a subsequent paragraph of the paper, has led me
to the simple expression

C8 H 19
P Br2 = C

6
H15 P+ C2H4

Br2 ,

whence it appears that the body is produced by the combination of one molecule of

triethylphosphine with one molecule of the bromine-compound.

The purification of the second substance, yielding with nitrate of silver a larger pro-

portion of bromine, which remains in the mother-liquor of the compound just described,

is somewhat complicated. As I shall have to return to this body in the description of

the individual compounds, I content myself in this place with just setting forth the

general character of the reaction by quoting the formula deduced from its examination.

The analysis of this bromine-compound, together with those of a whole series of bodies

derived from it, has led to the formula

C14H34 P2
Br

2 = 2 C6
H15 P+

C

2
H4

Br2 ,

showing that the body is a compound of two molecules of triethylphosphine and one

molecule of dibromide of ethylene.

These observations are sufficient to establish the peculiar nature of the reaction in -

question. There are clearly two successive phases to be distinguished, according as the

bromide of ethylene lays hold of one or two molecules of triethylphosphine ; secondary

products may likewise be formed, which for the present may be left out of consideration,
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as I shall have to allude to them in the course of the memoir. It is. however, worth

while to mention in this place that, when the experiment is made with pure substances,

and under the conditions above mentioned, the two bromides described are almost the

only products of the reaction.

These two bodies have become the starting-points of two extensive groups of com-

pounds, which may even now be distinguished as the series of monatomic compounds,

and the series of diatomic compounds.

I now proceed to the detailed description of the individual members of these series.

SEEIES OE MONATOMIC COMPOUNDS. MONOPHOSPHOXIUM COMPOUNDS.

Salts of Bromethyl-triethylphosphoxium.

Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylpliosphonium.—By this long name I designate the cry-

stalline substance which is produced by the union of one molecule of dibromide of

ethylene and one molecule of triethylphosphine. The preparation of this compoimd

has already been given in the preceding paragraph. It is the chief product of the

reaction when the dibromide of ethylene is in excess.

The equation

C2 H4
Br

2
+C

6
H

15
P = C8

H
19
P Br2

requires about 1 vol. of dibromide of ethylene to 1 ‘5 vol. of triethylphosphine ; but even

when a larger quantity of the bromine-compound is heated with the phosphorus-base,

both in presence or absence of ether or alcohol, we always obtain an appreciable quan-

tity of the second bromide. It is only by allowing an immense excess of dibromide to

act at the common temperature upon triethylphosphine, either in presence or absence of

ether, that the formation of the second bromide is altogether avoided. In this reaction,

which is not complete in less than twenty-four hours, a considerable quantity of gas is

evolved, which does not appear when the substances are heated together.

To purify a product, which contains appreciable quantities of the second bromide, it is

necessary to crystallize it at least three or four times from absolute alcohol ; in the last

crystallization it is desirable to mix the alcoholic solution with a moderate quantity of

ether. The solution, if left to itself, frequently deposits separate well-defined crystals,

which may be dried without decomposition at 100°, and which melt at about 235° with

partial decomposition, hydrobromic acid being abundantly evolved. The bromide,

purified in the manner just described, gave on analysis the following numbers :

—

I. 0‘5630 grm. of bromide gave 06521 grm. of carbonic acid and (hoi 73 grm. of

water.

II. 04926 grm. of bromide, precipitated by nitrate of silver, gave 03004 grm. of

bromide of silver.

A simple experiment showed that nitrate of silver precipitates from this compound
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only part of the bromine. When the liquid filtered from the precipitated bromide of

silver was mixed with carbonate of sodium, to remove the excess of silver, and evaporated,

the residue, when ignited with lime and dissolved in nitric acid, gave, on addition of

nitrate of silver, a fresh quantity of bromide of silver. I therefore endeavoured to

obtain the entire quantity of bromine by means of recently precipitated oxide of silver,

a process which I had previously found serviceable in similar cases. The result con-

firmed my anticipation. Digestion with oxide of silver removes the whole of the

bromine, and shows that the quantity precipitated by nitrate of silver is only half the

total amount.

III. l-8445grm. of bromide digested with oxide of silver, gave, after the removal of

the excess of oxide of silver by nitric acid, 2-2635 grm. of bromide of silver.

These numbers lead to the formula

H
19
P Br

2,

as seen from the following comparison :

—

Theory.
A

C8 96

A

31-37

h
19

19 6-21

p 31 10-14

Br 80 26T4

Br 80 26-14

306 100-00

Experiment.

f N

I. II. III.

31-59

6-26

25-94
52-22

The interpretation of these results presents no difficulty. The crystals are evidently

the bromide of a monophosphonium in which 3 equivs. of ethyl are substituted for

3 equivs. of hydrogen, the last equivalent of hydrogen being replaced by a secondary

radical, C
2
H

4
Br, which for the present I will call monobrominated ethyl or bromethyl.

The molecular formula

C(C2H4
Br) (C2H5 )3

P] Br

represents the constitution of this salt.

I have already observed that this bromide is occasionally obtained in well-defined

crystals. They were examined by Quintixo Sella, who has sent me the following

description :

—

“ System monometric (regular).

The crystals exhibit the form of the rhombic dodecahedron 110 (Fig. 28). They

are sometimes elongated so as to present the aspect of dimetric crystals, as in Fig. 29.

Sometimes it even happens that one of the faces 1 1 0 is much more developed than the

parallel face 110 (Fig. 30), so that scarcely more than half the crystal (Fig. 29) appears

to exist. Sometimes the faces exhibit striae parallel to the adjacent edges of the rhombic-

dodecahedron.
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Fig. 28. Pig. 29. Fig. 30.

Lustre fatty.

Hardness inferior to that of gypsum.

The crystals have no action on polarized light,"

By treating the bromide with silver-salts in the cold
,
the bromine external to the

phosphonium-metal is replaced by the acid-radical united with the silver, while the

bromine belonging to the phosphonium remains untouched. In this manner we obtain

the salts of the new metal, which exhibit an inclination to unite with excess of the

silver-salt, in the form of double compounds. The chloride and the nitrate prepared

from the bromide by the action of chloride and nitrate of silver are extremely soluble in

water and alcohol, and crystallize indistinctly. The sulphate forms long white crystal-

line needles, likewise very soluble in water and alcohol. It is very easily obtained by

the action of sulphuretted hydrogen on the double salt which is formed by treating the

bromide with sulphate of silver
;
on adding alcohol and ether to the concentrated liquid

containing free sulphuric acid, it is precipitated in crystals. The sulphate, treated with

iodide of barium, yields the iodide
,
a salt which dissolves sparingly in water, and crystal-

lizes in scales of a pearly lustre.

I have not examined these salts more particularly, as they scarcely present any theo-

retical interest, and as the composition of the bromide, which forms the starting-point

of the series, is sufficiently corroborated by the analysis of the platinum- and gold-salts.

Platinum-salt .—The chloride obtained by digesting the bromide with excess of chlo-

ride of silver is mixed with dichloride of platinum, when the platinum-salt is deposited

on cooling in light orange-yellow prisms, frequently an inch in length. This salt is

somewhat sparingly soluble in cold, more readily in boiling water, and may be crystal-

lized without decomposition. During the recrystallizations, this salt, under circumstances

not yet clearly made out, is occasionally obtained in crystals of an octohedral habitus.

This platinum-salt, though somewhat sparingly soluble, is nevertheless essentially

different from the platinum-salt of the diphosphonium to be described hereafter, which

accompanies the bromethyl-triethylphosphonium. The latter is nearly insoluble in

water, and is precipitated from the most dilute solutions. This character forms a means

of testing the purity of the monophosphonium-bromide in the succession of crystalliza-

tions to which it has to be submitted for the sake of purification. The salt is pure

when the dilute solution, after being treated with chloride of silver, no longer gives a

precipitate with dichloride of platinum.
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I. 0-4593 grin, of platinum-salt gave 0-3854 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1880 grm. of

water.

II. 0*5397 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4515 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2157 grm. of

water.

III. 0-549 grm. of platinum-salt, fused with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-785 grm. of

a mixture of bromide and chloride of silver and 0*1253 grm. of platinum.

These numbers fix the formula

Ca H 19
Br P Pt Cl3 = [(C2 H4 Br) (C2 H5)3

P] Cl, Pt Cl
2

.

Theory.
a

Experiment.
>\

r C

I. ii. III.
1

C8
96 22-26 22-88 22-81

H19
19 4-41 4-55 4-44

p 31 7-19

Br

Cl3

80

106-5 2S }
—

1

43-11*-

Pt 98-7 22-89 • 22-82

431-2 100-00

As I have already mentioned, this platinum-salt can easily be obtained in fine long-

needles ; they exhibit, however, but rarely well-formed terminal faces. Only once I suc-

ceeded in getting them somewhat better developed. These crystals were examined by

Quixtixo Sella with the following results :

—

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 101= 55° 59'; 0 0 1, 1 01 = 33° 3'; 010, 111= G0°37'.

Forms observed:

—

10 0, 010, 110, 101, T01, Oil, 111, Til, 211 (Fig. 31).

Fig. 31.

Angles.

10 0, 010

10 0, 110

10 0, 101

1 0 0, I 0 1

10 0
,
011

10 0
,
111

100, Til

1 0 0, 2 1

1

Calculated.

o /

90 0

45 55

55 59

122 40

89 12

60 50

117 56

137 4

Observed.

O i

45 57

55 51

122 40

89 12

61 1

117 50

136 54

* "With the admissible assumption that the compound contains 3 equivs. of chlorine for 1 equiv. of

bromine.

3 rMDCCCLX.
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Angles.

010, 110 =
010, 101 =
0 1 0, 1 0 1 =
010, 011 =
0 1 0, 1 1 1 =
0 1 0

,
1 1

1

=
0 1 0

,
2 1

1

=
110, 110 =
110, 101 =
no, To l =
110, 011 =
110, oil =
110, 111 =
110, Til =
110, Til =
110, llT =
1

1

0
,
2 1

1

=
110, 2 IT =
101,101 =
101, 011 =
101

,
1 11 =

101,111 =
101, 211 =
T 01

,
oil =

T 01, 111 =
To l, Til =
To 1,211 =
oil, oiT =
Oil, 111 =
oil, TlT =
Oil, Til =
oil, nT =
Oil, 211 =

Observed.

o /

55 49

88 7

67 8

111 53

65 29

66 50

46 6

66 49

46 2

29 18

46 24

111 37

28 11

28 36

47 42

Calculated.

O /

44 5

90 0

90 0

55 49

60 37

60 14

67 30

88 11

67 6

112 3

65 35

66 48

46 15

89 14

88 15

46 57

103 33

38 21

66 41

46 6

29 23

69 54

86 42

46 28

69 49

29 46

29 36

111 38

28 22

109 11

28 44

108 36

47 52
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Angles. Calculated. Observed.

O / O /

Oil, 211 = 103 56

111
,
111 = 121 14 121 23

111
,
Til — 57 7 56 49

111
,
111 = 93 12

111, 211 = 76 14 75 53

111
,
2lT = 82 5

111, 111 = 120 28

Til, 211 — 19 7 19 4

ill, 21T = 124 23

211
,
2 1 T 134 59

According to Naumann :

—

a:b: c= 0-6580 : 1 : 0-9685
;

y=89° 2'.

Forms observed:

—

CoP CO, CO P CO, CO P, P CO, —Poo, Poo, P, — P, 2P2.

According to Weiss :

—

a : b : c= 1 : 0-9685 : 0-6580 ; a o c=90° 58'.

Forms observed :

—

a: cob : co c; co a: b : co c; a: b : co c; a: cob : c; — a: cob : c;

coa:b:c; a:b:c ;
—a:b:c ; —\a:b:c.

According to Levy :

—

MM=88° IP; M P=90c
40 ; b:h= 1:0-4726.

Forms observed :

—

h', g\ M, o', a!, e\ (ft, b *, «3 .

Fig. 32. Fig. 33. Fig. 34.

3 p 2
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Combinations observed :

—

1 L 0, Oil, 10 0; 101, 101 (Figs. 32, 33).

110, Oil; 10 0, 111, T01 (Fig. 34).

110, Oil; 10 0, 111, 101, 211 (Fig. 35).

110, 111; 10 0, 10 1, Oil, 111 (Fig. 36).

110, Oil; 10 0, 111; 101, 111, 211 (Fig. 37).

110, Oil, 100; 010, Oil, 101, 211 (Figs. 38, 39).

Pig. 35. Pig. 3(3.

The faces Oil are often very unequally developed, as seen in Figs. 32 and 33, and in

Figs. 38 and 39 ;
under these circumstances some of the faces of the forms 111, 111.

211 are apt to disappear, as may be seen in Figs. 38 and 39.

Cleavages : 10 0, 110. Lustre : vitreous.

Colour : orange with a tint of yellow in minute, and of red in larger, crystals.

The plane of the optical axes is parallel to the axis of symmetry [0 1 0]. for rings

are observed across the faces of the prism 110, the centres of which are disposed sym-

metrically with regard to [0 1 0]. The principal medium -line is perpendicular to

[0 1 0].”

Gold-salt.—Light yellow needles, difficultly soluble in cold water, recrystallizable from

boiling water.

0’2394 grm. of gold-salt left on ignition O'OSll grin, of gold.
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The formula

C
8
H

19
Br P Au Cl

4 = [(C
2
H

4
Br) (C2

H
5 )3 P] Cl, Au Cl

3

requires the following values :

—

Theory.

(

A

1 equiv. of Phosphonium . . . 226 40-00

4 equivs. of Chlorine .... 142 25-13

1 equiv. of Gold 197 34-87

1 equiv. of Gold-salt . . . . 565 100-00

Experiment.

35-12

I have in vain endeavoured to prepare the hydrate

C8
H20 BrrO =^H

‘
B^^ H^^}o

belonging to these salts.

In quoting the analysis of the bromide, I have already mentioned that this salt, when

treated with oxide of silver, gives up the whole of its bromine. On mixing the caustic

liquid filtered from the silver-salt with hydrochloric acid and dichloride of platinum, we

no longer obtain the sparingly soluble platinum-salt crystallizing in the characteristic

needles ; but the liquid, after being considerably concentrated by evaporation, yields

well-defined, reddish-yellow octohedra belonging to another base. An exactly similar

result is obtained on attempting to separate the base from the sulphate by means

of baryta. After filtering off the sulphate of barium, there remains a strongly alkaline

liquid, which likewise yields only the octohedral platinum-salt, while the presence of

bromide of barium in the solution indicates the transformation of the original molecular

system. The elimination of the second equivalent of bromine by silver-salts, which

takes place instantly and completely in alkaline liquids, may likewise be effected by

continual ebullition in neutral and even in acid solutions, though always slowly and

incompletely. If the bromide be precipitated by excess of nitrate of silver, the filtered

liquid, on being boiled and evaporated, deposits a fresh quantity of bromide of silver

;

but in most cases, even after long-continued boiling, a considerable quantity of bromine

remains latent, and may be immediately recognized by again filtering the liquid and

slightly supersaturating it with ammonia, the whole of the remaining bromine being

then precipitated as bromide of silver. This deportment furnishes in fact a character-

istic distinction of the bromethylated bromide, by which this substance may often be

conveniently recognized. It deserves to be remarked that the fixed caustic alkalies exert

but a slight action on the bromethylated bromide; the compound is precipitated by

the alkalies from its cold aqueous solution in the crystalline state and without decompo-

sition, and it is only after some time that alterations take place, probably affecting its

intimate constitution. The nature of these alterations has not yet been made out. The

crystals may be boiled for some time with alcoholic solution of potassa without decom-

position. The bromide likewise suffers no alteration by continued digestion with water

or alcohol at 100°.
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Salts of Oxethyl-tkiethylphosphoxium.

Iodide .—When the caustic liquid produced by treating the bromide of bromethyl-

triethylphosphonium with oxide of silver is neutralized with hydriodic acid and the

solution evaporated, an iodide is obtained which crystallizes in needles, and dissolves very

readily in water and alcohol. The finest crystals are obtained by mixing the alcoholic

solution with ether till it becomes opalescent, and then allowing it to crystallize. If too

much ether has been added, the new iodide is precipitated as an oil, which solidifies hut

slowly to a crystalline mass. The salt becomes coloured at 100°, and must therefore be

dried in vacuo.

I. 0*3003 grm. of iodide gave 0*3615 grm. of carbonic acid and 0TS90 grm. of water.

II. 0*4665 grm. of iodide gave 0*5760 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*2832 grm. of water.

III. 0*3705 grm. of iodide gave 0*2990 grm. of' iodide of silver.

IV. 0*2970 grm. of iodide gave 0*2427 grm. of iodide of silver.

Y. 0*4080 grm. of iodide gave 0*3344 grm. of iodide of silver.

These numbers lead to the formula

c
8
h20 O P I = [(C

2
H5 O) (C

2
H5 )3

P] I,

which requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

r
“

'

I. II. III.

C8
96 33*10 32*84 33*67

H20 20 6*90 6*99 6*74

0 16 5*51 —
p 31 10*69

I 127 43*80 — 43*62

290 100*00

A’.

44*2S

The transformation of the bromethylated pliosphonium takes place, therefore, exactly

as might be expected from analogy, the bromine being eliminated as bromide of silver,

and its place being taken by the molecular residue of the water :

—

[(C2H4 Br) (C2
H5)3

P] Br + Ag2 0 + H*0 = 2Ag Br + C(°2 H} 0) (
°2^ *

]

}
O.

Hydrate.—The caustic solution of the oxide exhibits the usual characteristic properties

of this class of bodies. Over sulphuric acid, the solution thickens to a syrupy, extremely

deliquescent mass, from which the base separates in oily drops on addition of potassa.

Its decomposition by heat is characteristic ; at a rather high temperature, it is resolved

into oxide of triethylphosphine, ethylene, and water :

—

[((J
2
H

5
O) (C

2
H

5 )3 P] jo _ (C2
H

5 )3
P O + C, II

4 + II
2
O.

The oxide of triethylphosphine was identified by the preparation of its platinum-salt

;

the ethylene, by converting it into the bromide.
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The above equation represents the final result of the action of heat ; this final result,

however, is preceded by several intermediate changes, to which I shall return in a sub-

sequent chapter of this paper.

Bromide .—Extremely soluble. Dries up over sulphuric acid to an indistinct crystal-

line mass.

Chloride .—This compound resembles the bromide in every respect. Both these salts

readily form double compounds with iodide and bromide of zinc. The chloride, under

the influence of pentabromide and pentachloride of phosphorus, undergoes remarkable

transformations, to wdiich I shall presently recur.

Perchlorate.—Laminae somewhat sparingly soluble in cold water.

I have not analysed any of these salts, inasmuch as the composition of this series of

compounds is sufficiently established by the analysis of the platinum-salt and gold-salt.

Platinum-salt.—The alkaline solution, from which the iodide was obtained, yields,

when saturated with hydrochloric acid, mixed with dichloride of platinum, and evapo-

rated, the above-mentioned platinum-salt, crystallizing in well-developed octohedra, the

measurements of which I subjoin. It is easily soluble in hot water, and may be recry-

stallized wdthout decomposition.

Its composition is

c8 h20 0 P Pt Cl3 = [(C2 H5 O) (C2 H,)3 P] Cl, Pt Cl
2 ,

as appears from the following analysis :

—

I. 04626 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4510 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2217 grm. of

water.

II. 0-5278 grm. of platinum-salt, when fused with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-1408

grm. of platinum and 0-6175 grm. of chloride of silver.

III. 0-5195 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1405 grm. of platinum and 0-6110 grm. of

chloride of silver.

IV. 1-3105 grm. of platinum-salt, precipitated with hydrosulphuric acid, gave 0-3522

grm. of platinum.

The several salts analysed were of different preparations. The specimen submitted to

analysis IV. was obtained under particular conditions, to which I shall return hereafter.

Theory.

r

c8
96 26-07

h20
20 5-43

0 16 4-35

p 31 8-42

pt 98-7 26-81

ci3 106-5 28-92

368-2 100-00

Experiment.
A

1. II. III. IV.

26-58

5-32

26-68 27-04 26-87

28-94 29-08
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The following are the details of Quuttixo Sella’ s measurements

“ System monometric :

—

Forms observed :

—

111 (Fig. 40).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

Ill, 111 = 70° 32
O 1

70 7

1 1 T, III = 70 32 70 33

ill, Til = 70 32 70 16

Til, ill = 70 32 71 4

ill, TlT = 109 28 109 32

Til, 1 IT = 109 28 109 44

rig- 40.

The octohedra are generally very minute. The crystals have no sensible influence

on polarized light. Colour orange.”

Gold-scdt.—Golden-yellow needles, sparingly soluble in cold, readily in boiling water

;

in a quantity of boiling water not sufficient to dissolve them, they fuse to a transparent

yellow oil. Not decomposed by recrystallization. Precipitated by trichloride of gold

from a moderately concentrated solution of the chloride.

0-630 grin, of gold-salt, precipitated with hydrosulphuric acid, See., gave 0-2475 grin,

of gold.

The formula

C
8
II20 o P Au Cl4 = [(C2

H5 O) (C2 H5 )3
P] Cl, Au Cl3

requires the following values :

—

Theory.

r
A

A

1 equiv. of Fhosphonium . 163 32-48

4 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 142 2S-28

1 equiv. of Gold . . . 197 39-24

1 equiv. of Gold-salt . . 502 100-00

Experiment.

59-2S

I have already alluded to the decomposition which the chloride of the oxetliylated

phosphonium undergoes under the influence of pentabromide of phosphorus. The two

bodies act upon one another with great violence
;
oxybromide of phosphorus and hydro-

bromic acid are evolved, and the residue is found to contain the chloride of the brom-

ethylated phosphonium from which the oxetliylated compound was originally produced.

[(C2H6
O) (C2 H5)3

P] Cl + r Br5 = P O Br3 + H Br + [(GH4 Br) (C2
IP,).. P] Cl.

Nothing is easier than to obtain experimental proof of this transformation, which is

of considerable theoretical interest. After the oxybromide and the excess of pentabro-

mide have been removed as completely as possible by evaporation, the remaining liquid

yields, on addition of dichloride of platinum, a sparingly soluble, still impure platinum-

salt, which, after washing, may be decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen and thereby
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purified. If the chloride thus formed be precipitated with excess of nitrate of silver,

and the nitrate of the base, filtered from the chloride of silver, be mixed with ammonia

and gently heated, a copious precipitate is immediately formed, consisting of bromide of

silver. This reaction is characteristic of the bromethylated body. Moreover, on mixing

the solution of the nitrate freed from silver with dichloride of platinum, and recrystal-

lizing the platinum-precipitate from boiling water, the liquid yields on cooling the

splendid needles of the platinum-salt of the bromethylated triethylphosphonium. The

analysis of this salt was omitted, partly because no doubt could be entertained respect-

ing its nature, and partly because I had occasion to establish by a number—as will be

noticed hereafter—the nature of the precisely similar reaction between chloride of

oxethyl-triethylphosphonium and pentachloride of phosphorus.

Thus it is seen that the molecular group C
2
H

5
O, which is supposed to replace the

hydrogen in the salt, suffers, under the influence of pentabromide of phosphorus, altera-

tions exactly similar to those which it would have undergone under similar circum-

stances when conceived as a constituent of alcohol.

If we consider the facility with which the bromethylated phosphonium is converted

into the oxethylated compound by the action of oxide of silver, and the simple re-for-

mation of the first-mentioned body by means of pentabromide of phosphorus, a great

variety of new experiments suggest themselves. In reviewing the relations which obtain

between the bromethylated and oxethylated phosphoniums, who could fail to perceive

that the two hydrogen-replacing radicals, which constitute the difference between these

two organic metals, stand to one another in the same relation as bromide of ethyl and

alcohol, or bromide of acetyl and acetic acidl But if this be so, what a number of

new bodies does this consideration bring into view, even if we limit our calculation to

the transformations of which the molecular group C
2
H

5
O in alcohol is susceptible !

As yet I have scarcely penetrated into this new field of inquiry, and I must be satisfied

to quote a single experiment, which exhibits the above-mentioned bodies in a new light.

The salts of bromethylated and oxethylated triethylphosphonium may be regarded as

tetrethylphosphonium salts, in which an atom of hydrogen is replaced by bromine and

the radical II O respectively :

Bromide of tetrethylphosphonium [(C2
H

4
H) (C2 H5 )3 P] Br,

Bromide of bromethylated triethylphosphonium
.

[(C
2
PI

4
Br)(C

2
PI

5 ) 3
P] Br,

Bromide of oxethylated triethylphosphonium . .
[(C

2
H

4
H 0)(C

2
H5 )3

P] Br

;

and the question arose whether the bromethylated salt might not be converted by

a simple process into the tetrethylphosphonium-compound. This transformation may

indeed be effected without the slightest difficulty. On acidulating the solution of the

bromethylated bromide with sulphuric acid, and digesting it with granulated zinc,

the bromine is eliminated in the form of hydrobromic acid, its place being filled up by

one equivalent of hydrogen

:

[
(C2 H, Br) (C2 H5 ), P] Br + H2

=HBr + [(C, H5)4
P] Br.

3 QMDCCCLX.
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By decanting the liquid from the excess of zinc and treating it with oxide of silver, oxide

of zinc, bromine and sulphuric acid are removed, and a solution of oxide of tetrethyl-

phosphonium is obtained, which, when mixed with hydrochloric acid and dichloride of

platinum, yields well-developed octohedra of the platinum-salt of tetrethylphospho-

nium.

0-444 grm. of this salt, decomposed by hydrosulphuric acid, yielded &c.. 0-1240 gnu.

of platinum.

The formula

c8
h20 P Pt Cl

3 = [(C
2
H

5)4
P] Cl, Pt Cl2

requires the following values :

—

r
Theory.

-A.

1 equiv. of Tetrethylphosphonium . 147-0 41-75

1 equiv. of Platinum 98-7 28-02

3 equivs. of Chlorine 106-5 30-23

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt .... 352-2 100-00

Experiment.

27-93

The chloride obtained in the analysis was converted, by successive treatment with

oxide of silver and hydriodic acid, into the corresponding iodide. This characteristic

salt appeared on careful comparison exactly similar to the iodide of tetrethylphospho-

nium prepared in the ordinary way.

Here, then, we have an instance of the direct reproduction of an ethyl-compound from

a body of the ethylene-group by a simple process of reduction. Similar transformations

would doubtless succeed in many other cases, and this is perhaps a fitting opportunity

of directing attention to the interest which the employment of this reaction would have

in connexion with the intermediate hydrochloric glycol-ether discovered by Wertz.

Probably this compound, when subjected to the action of nascent hydrogen, would be

directly converted into alcohol

:

(C
2
H4

)"{HO =

(C2H4)»{
H
h
° =

c2 h5 cio,

C
2
H

c
O;

and when considered with reference to this decomposition, would appear as monochlo-

rinated alcohol.

It was chiefly the facility with which a tetrethylphosphonium-compound may be

obtained from the bromethylated bromide that induced me to designate the hydrogen-

replacing molecules C2
H

4
Br and C

2
H

5
O, which we meet in the compounds above

described, as bromethyl and oxethyl. I was anxious to submit the ideas which guided

me in the selection of these terms to the test of experiment. We know from the expe-

riments of Regnault, that dichloride of ethylene and monochlorinated chloride of ethyl

are essentially different bodies
; and not less distinct are dibromide of ethylene and

monobrominated bromide of ethyl, which I have obtained in the course of these experi-
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ments by the action of bromine on bromide of ethyl. But, on the other hand, the allied

members of these two pairs of bodies are so closely related to each other, that, under

the influence of powerful reagents, they not unfrequently yield exactly the same pro-

ducts of transformation. I may here refer especially to an interesting experiment of

Beilstein, who has shown that dichloride of ethylene and monochlorinated chloride of

ethyl, when treated with alcoholic potassa, undergo the same decomposition : both these

compounds give up hydrochloric acid, being converted into chloride of vinyl.

The denomination, bromethyl-triethyljphosphonium
,
which I have adopted for the metal

produced by the action of dibromide of ethylene on triethylphosphine, involves to a

certain extent the assumption that this body might also, under favourable circumstances,

be produced by the mutual action of triethylphosphine and monobrominated bromide

of ethyl. In a subsequent chapter of this inquiry I shall have an opportunity of show-

ing how far this assumption is established by experiment.

Salts of Vinyl-triethylphosphonium.

In tracing the history of the salts of bromethyl-triethylphosphonium, I have men-

tioned that these substances lose their latent bromine, though slowly, when boiled with

silver-salts. 1 was curious to ascertain whether this reaction involves the same metamor-

phosis which the bromethylated body undergoes under the influence of oxide of silver.

In the anhydrous condition, the bromethylated bromide acts but slowly on acetate

of silver. In the presence of alcohol or water, the reaction is soon accomplished at

100° C. The liquid filtered from the bromide of silver yields no further precipitate on

addition of ammonia, showing that the whole of the bromine is eliminated. When
evaporated with hydrochloric acid, the liquid abundantly evolves acetic acid. After

sufficient concentration, it yields with dichloride of platinum a fine octohedral salt,

which may be purified by crystallization.

I. 0 -4222 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4203 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2017 grm. of

water.

II. 0-4215 grm. of platinum-salt of a new preparation gave 0-4267 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0-1990 grm. of water.

III. 0-9430 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-2660

grm. of platinum.

IV. 0-7115 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-2015 grm. of platinum.

V. 0-3625 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1020 grm. of platinum.

VI. 0-6354 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1785 grm. of platinum.

VII. 0-5585 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1590 grm. of platinum.

VIII. 0-3675 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1025 grm. of platinum and 0-451 grm. of

chloride of silver.

The percentages derived from these experiments characterize the compound

c8 h 18 p Pt CL, = [(C2 H3) (c2 h5)3
P] Cl, Pt a*
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which requh'es the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.__a

C8 96

H 18 18

p 31

Pt 98-7

Cl
3

106-5

350-2

27-

41

5-14

8-85

28-

19

30-41

I.

27-15

5-30

II.

27-61

5-24

III. IV VI. VII.

28-20 28-33 28-13 28-09 28-47

vm.

27-89

30-39

100-00

It is thus seen that the action of silver-salts—at all events of acetate of silver—upon

the bromethylated bromide differs from that of oxide of silver. "While the latter gives

rise to the formation of an oxethylated phosphonium, the former produces a phos-

phoretted metal in which three atoms of ethyl are associated with one atom of the

radical C2 H3 ,
which may be termed vinyl. The product, then, which is formed by the

action of acetate of silver upon the bromethylated bromide is the acetate of vinyl-triethyl-

phosphonium

:

[(C2
H

4
Br)(C

2
H

5 )3 P]Br + 2(

C2 H3 0
Ag

O )
= 2 Ag Br +W>}° +

c,h3 o
[(C

2
H3) (C2H5)3 P]

I have been satisfied to establish the formation and composition of the vinyl-compound

by a careful and frequently repeated analysis of the platinum-salt, which had been

obtained from the products of four different operations. The salts of vinyl-triethylphos-

phonium resemble the oxethylated compounds. I have prepared the iodide, which

crystallizes, but is extremely soluble even in absolute alcohol.

I have observed the formation of vinyl-compounds in several other processes, which

may here be briefly mentioned, although I must state at once that the experimental

evidence on which these observations are based is less conclusive.

The oxethylated compound differing from the vinyl-triethylphosphonium-salt simply

by the elements of one molecule of water, which the latter contains less, the question

naturally suggested itself whether, under the influence of heat, the oxethylated com-

pound might not be converted into the vinyl-body. The results of two experiments

appear to answer this question in the affirmative. In one case the bromide of bromethyl-

triethylphosphonium had been boiled for a considerable time with oxide of silver. The

product of the reaction, converted into a platinum-salt, gave the following numbers :

—

I. 0-6956 grm. of platinum-salt, ignited with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-1985 grm.

of platinum and 0-8528 grm. of chloride of silver.

In another experiment, performed chiefly with the view of studying the action of heat

upon the oxethylated base, a concentrated solution of the latter was evaporated in a

capsule over an open flame until a very appreciable quantity was entirely decomposed.

The residue was saturated with hydrochloric acid and precipitated with dichloride of

platinum. A difficultly soluble amorphous platinum-salt was thrown down, at which I
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shall glance again in a subsequent chapter of this paper, and the mother-liquor furnished

an octohedral platinum-salt, which was crystallized from boiling water and submitted to

analysis.

II. 0-4180 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-1180

grm. of platinum.

These numbers characterize the vinyl-compound.

Experiment.
Vinyl- Oxethyl-

(

A
^

compound, compound. I. II.

Platinum 28-19 26-81 28-53 28-23

Chlorine 30-41 28-92 30-33

I must, however, add at once, that I failed to reproduce this result in repeating

the experiment in a somewhat different manner. Oxide of oxethyl-triethylphosphonium

was evaporated in a retort until a considerable quantity of the difficultly soluble amor-

phous platinum-salt was obtained on addition of dichloride of platinum. The mother-

liquor of this salt furnished on evaporation well-formed octohedra.

0-3592 grm. of this platinum-salt gave 0-3447 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1752 grm.

of water.

This result shows that the oxethylated compound had not been changed.

Vinyl-compound. Oxethyl-compound. Experiment.

Carbon .... 27*41 26-07 26-17

Hydrogen . . . 5-14 5-43 5-42

The temperature in this experiment had never risen above 150° C., which may account

for the stability of the oxethylated body under the circumstances.

The vinyl-compound appears to ,be formed also by the action of heat upon the brom-

ethylated bromide

:

[(G, H4 Br) (C2 H5 )3 P] Br = [(C2 H3) (C2 H5)3
P] Br + H Br

Torrents of hydrobromic acid are evolved, and the residue yields, after treatment with

chloride of silver, on addition of dichloride, an octohedral platinum-salt. The decompo-

sition is, however, completed only with difficulty. The evolution of hydrobromic acid

continues for hours, even when the salt is kept at a temperature (between 235° and 250°),

at which considerable quantities are entirely decomposed. I have thus been prevented

from procuring an amount of the salt sufficient for its identification with the vinyl-com-

pound obtained by the action of acetate of silver.

Vinyl-triethylphosphonium-salts are formed in one or two other reactions, which will

be noticed in subsequent paragraphs of this inquiry.
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SERIES OE DIATOMIC COMPOUNDS. DIPHOSPHOX'IUM COMPOUNDS.

Salts of Etiiylene-iiexethyl-diphosphoxium.

Bibromide.—The occurrence of this salt among the products of the action of dibro-

rnide of ethylene on triethylphosphine has already been mentioned in the introduction

to the experimental part of the memoir. On bringing together the materials in the

proportions indicated by the equation

C
2
H

4
Br

2 + 2C6
H

15
P = C14

H34 P2
Br

2 ,

that is to say, one volume of dibromide of ethylene and three volumes of the phosphorus-

base, the diatomic compound is obtained, nearly in the theoretical quantity. It is dis-

tinguished from the monatomic product of the same reaction by its much greater solu-

bility even in absolute alcohol, from which it separates, only after almost complete

evaporation, in needles which are permanent in the air. In ether this salt is insoluble, as

are in fact most of the bromides of the phosphorus-bases, both monatomic and diatomic.

The dibromide obtained by the direct action of dibromide of ethylene on triethylphos-

phine always contains a small quantity of the monatomic bromide, from which it can

only be purified with great difficulty. And further, if the dibromide of ethylene has

not been carefully purified from adhering hydrobromic acid, the resulting salt is like-

wise contaminated with traces of the extremely soluble hydrobromate of the phospho-

rus-base, the presence of which likewise interferes very much with the purification of

the product. Lastly, the formation of oxide of triethylphosphine can never be entirely

avoided, even when the operation is conducted in an atmosphere of carbonic acid. To

obviate these inconveniences, the compound submitted to analysis was prepared by

saturating the hydrate, to be presently described, with hydrobromic acid.

1. 0-4837 grm. of bromide gave 0-7091 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-3543 grm. of water.

II. 0-4850 grm. of bromide gave 0-4300 grm. of bromide of silver.

The simplest expression of these results is the formula

C
7
H17 P Br

;

the formation of the compound, however, and its deportment, fully to be discussed in the

following paragraphs, prove unmistakeably that this expression must be doubled, and

that the weight and composition of the molecule of this body is represented by the

formula
C

14
H34 P2

Br
2

.

Theory. Experiment.

( (

1.

'i

II.

C
14

168 39-62 39-98

H34 34 8-02 8-13

P
2

62 14-62

Br
2

160 37-74 onl
424 100-00
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On comparing the composition of the two bromides which are formed from dibromide

of ethylene by the fixation of one or two molecules of triethylphosphine, it could scarcely

be doubted that the monatomic compound, even when already formed, must still be in a

condition to take up the second molecule of triethylphosphine, and thus to pass into

the diatomic bromide. The correctness of this supposition is easily established by expe-

riment. The monatomic bromide acts strongly, even at ordinary temperatures, on a

fresh quantity of the phosphorus-base, being transformed, with evolution of heat, into

the diatomic compound

C8H19
P Br

2 + C6 HI5 P = C14
H34 P2

Br2 .

In presence of alcohol and at 100°, the reaction is completed in a few seconds. With

lively interest have I followed up the result of this simple experiment ; for its success

obviously pointed to a source from which an almost incalculable number of diatomic

compounds of the most varied composition might be obtained. For this reason I have

not omitted to establish by numbers the conversion of the monatomic into the diatomic

bromide, and in the following sections I shall have frequent occasion to cite analytical

results, which leave no doubt as to the facility of this transformation.

The molecular constitution of the new bromide is satisfactorily represented by the

formula

^14 -^-34 ^2 ®r
2 (C

2
H

4
)"
(C2 H5)3 PT
(c

2
h5)3 pJ

Br
2

.

The salt is derived from a diatomic metal, a diphosphonium, in which 6 equivs. of

hydrogen are replaced by 6 equivs. of ethyl, and the remaining 2 equivs. of hydrogen

by the radical ethylene indivisible under the given circumstances. It is the diatomic

character of the ethylene that links together the two molecules of triethylphosphine,

and gives to the new molecular system the necessary stability.

The dibromide is very easily attacked by silver-compounds, and in this manner an

extensive series of very sharply characterized diphosphonium-salts may be obtained, many

of which crystallize remarkably well. In these reactions, however, a tendency towards

the formation of double compounds is frequently observed, and hence it is for the most

part better to prepare the salts by treating the free base with the corresponding acids.

In examining the dibromide, I have made some observations which I may take an

opportunity of pursuing further by and by. When the aqueous solution of this salt

is mixed with bromine-water, very beautiful yellow needles are immediately separated,

consisting of a polybromide. These needles may be recrystallized from boiling water,

but, it appears, not without decomposition. They have but an ephemeral stability. On
boiling the compound, bromine continues to be evolved, and ultimately the original

bromide is left behind. Polybromides, of exactly similar character, are formed by the

action of bromine on the bromides of all the ammonium- and phosphonium-bases that I

have examined.

I have already pointed out that, in fixing one molecule of triethylphosphine to form
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the compound
[(C2H4

Br)(C2H5 )3 P]Br,

dibromide of ethylene exhibits a deportment which might have been expected from

bromide of bromethyl, with which it is isomeric. It was of some interest to examine,

experimentally, the behaviour of triethylphosphine with monobrcminatee bromide of

ethyl. This substance had never been prepared. I have obtained it. together with the

dibrominated bromide of ethyl (C
2
H, Br

2)
Br, by submitting bromide of ethyl to the

action of dry bromine under pressure at a temperature of 180
:

C'. Brominated bromide

of ethyl is a heavy aromatic oil, boiling at 110° C., and consequently differing altogether

from dibromide of ethylene, which boils at 130° C., and with which it is isomeric. The

brominated bromide attacks the phosphorus-base much more slowly than the dibromide

:

the final result, however, is exactly the same, the bromide of the bromethylated mono-

phosphonium and the dibromide of the ethylene-diphosphonium being produced. The

former of these salts is obtained in comparatively small quantity, and I was therefore

unable to identify the compound in question with the bromethylated bromide formed by

means of the ethylene-compound, otherwise than by the characteristic reaction with silver-

salts, mentioned in an earlier paragraph of this paper. The dipliosphoniuni-compound.

on the other hand, is easily produced from brominated bromide of ethyl in sufficiently

large quantity. I had no difficulty in establishing the absolute identity of this com-

pound with the product obtained from dibromide of ethylene, by a careful comparison

of the chemical and physical properties of the substances, and moreover by the analysis

of a di-iodide and a platinum-salt prepared by means of the bromide-of-ethyl-deriva-

tive. These analyses are given among the analytical details establishing the composition

of these salts.

Dihydrate.—The free base is easily obtained by the action of oxide of silver on the

dibromide, or better on the di-iodide, which latter is, of all the diphosphonium-com-

pounds of this class, the easiest to obtain in the pure state. If the alcoholic solution of

the crude dibromide be used in this experiment, the first portions of oxide of silver

added to the liquid are completely dissolved, and the solution, which has already become

alkaline, deposits a white crystallized double compound of the dibromide with bromide

of silver, which, however, is completely decomposed by further addition of oxide of silver

and dilution with water. In this manner there is produced an extremely caustic, nearly

odourless liquid, having a strongly alkaline taste, and exhibiting the same bitterness

which is so often observed in the analogous bodies of the nitrogen-series. In other

respects, the base exhibits the properties which characterize the hydrates of tetrethyl-

phosphonium * and tetrethylammoniumf. The solution, when evaporated in an open

vessel, rapidly absorbs carbonic acid, and ultimately yields a semi-crystalline mixture

of dihydrate and carbonate. When evaporated in vacuo over sulphuric acid, the caustic

solution gradually dries up to a syrupy, extremely deliquescent mass, which exhibits no

traces of crystallization. On mixing the highly concentrated solution of the dihydrate

# Philosophical Transactions, 1S57, Part II. p. 5S3. t Ibid. 1851, Part II. p. 357.
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with solution of potassa, the base is separated from the liquid in oily drops, which are,

however, readily dissolved on addition of water. The free base, like the corresponding

monophosphonium- and even monammonium-compounds, cannot therefore be obtained

in a state fit for analysis ; its formation, however, as well as its conversion into a series

of well-defined salts corresponding to the dibromide, characterize it as an oxide derived

from the type,

H
2

H,
O

2’

as the hydrated dioxide of ethylene-hexethyl-diphosphonium

:

r F p O _[(G2
H4y'(C2H5)6

p2
7i

'-14 x:L36 r 2
LA>— —h

2
J

Complicated as the construction of this compound must appear, the body is remarkable

for its stability. Its solution may be boiled and considerably concentrated upon the water-

bath without decomposition, and remains unchanged even when exposed for some time

under pressure to a temperature of 150°
;
indeed the decomposition of the hydrate does

not begin till the liquid is evaporated to dryness. The changes which this compound

suffers under the influence of higher temperatures are not without interest. They are

rather intricate, and I propose therefore to devote a special paragraph to their study.

In its deportment with metallic salts, the hydrate of the diphosphonium closely

resembles the fixed alkalies, as may be seen from the following Table :

—

Deportment of the Hydrate of the Diphosphonium with reagents.

Barium-salts i

Strontium-salts

Calcium-salts

Magnesium-salts

White precipitates of the hydrates.

Aluminium-salts

Chromium-salts .

Nickel-salts

Cobalt-salts

Iron-salts :

—

Ferrosum . .

Ferricum . .

Zinc-salts . .

Lead-salts .

Silver-salts .

Mercury-salts :

—

Mercurosum.

Mercuricum . .

White precipitate of hydrate of aluminium, soluble in excess of the

precipitant.

Green precipitate of hydrate of chromium, soluble in an excess of

the precipitant, and reprecipitated on ebullition.

Apple-green precipitate of the hydrate.

Blue precipitate of the hydrate.

Greenish precipitate of the hydrate.

Reddish-brown precipitate of the hydrate.

White gelatinous precipitate of the hydrate, insoluble in excess.

White amorphous precipitate of hydrate of lead, soluble in excess.

Black-brown precipitate of oxide of silver.

Black precipitate of the suboxide.

Yellow precipitate of the oxide.

3 BMDCCCLX.
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Copper-salts . . Light blue precipitate of the hydrate, insoluble in excess : in presence

of sugar, the precipitate dissolves in excess, forming an azure-

blue solution, from which, if glucose has been employed, a red

precipitate of suboxide of copper separates on ebullition.

Cadmium-salts } . . ., , r , , , ,

1 White precipitates oi the hydrates.
Bismuth-salts J

Tin-salts :

—

Stannosum :

—

Chloride,

containing free

hydrochloric

acid .... White acicular precipitate of a double compound.

Stannicum :

—

Chloride . . White gelatinous precipitate, extremely soluble in excess.

Antimony-salts :

—

Trichloride . . White acicular precipitate of a double compound.

Gold-salts :

—

Trichloride . Golden-yellow crystalline precipitate of a double compound.

Platinum-salts :

—

Dichloride . . Pale-yellow, slightly crystalline precipitate of a double compound.

These are, with few exceptions, the reactions of a solution of potassa. It is scarcely

necessary to add that the hydrate of the diphosphonium expels, even at the common

temperature, ammonia, phenylamine, triethylphosphine, and a considerable number of

other amines and phosphines from their saline combinations.

The free base exhibits the deportment of caustic potassa also towards iodine and

sulphur. It dissolves crystals of iodine with facility ; the colourless solution is neutral,

and yields on evaporation a syrup-like half-crystalline mass, easily recognized as a mix-

ture of the di-iodide with the di-iodate. Treatment with alcohol separates the crystals

of the more difficultly soluble iodide from the gummy iodate. On adding concentrated

hydrochloric acid to the liquid obtained by dissolving iodine in the free base, a dark-

coloured substance (iodine or a periodide) is separated ; after a few seconds, however,

the liquid is decolorized and solidifies to a mass of beautiful lemon-yellow crystals.

The diphosphonium-salts are thus seen to exhibit phenomena exactly similar to those

which were observed by Weltzien in the case of the compounds of tetramethyl- and

tetrethyl-ammonium. I hope to find an opportunity of returning to a more minute

examination of the yellow compound, which, by recrystallization from boiling alcohol,

may be obtained in splendid needles, and which will probably be found to be a com-

pound of the di-iodide with chloride of iodine. For the present I may remark that

similar compounds are formed by all the bases of the type ammonium and diammonium

which I have examined, provided they belong to that class in which the substitution is
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complete. A variety of monophosphonium- and monarsonium-salts, and lastly of com-

pounds of phosphammoniums and phospharsoniums, submitted to the same process, have

furnished perfectly similar results. Hydrochloric acid occasionally produces crystal-

line precipitates in the concentrated solutions of the iodates, even of bases containing

unreplaced hydrogen ; these precipitates disappear, however, on addition of water, or on

gently warming, and are essentially different from the compounds previously mentioned.

Sulphur dissolves in a concentrated solution of the dihydrate, although with difficulty, to

a yellow liquid, which precipitates the black sulphide from lead-solutions, and is decom-

posed by acids, with separation of sulphur and evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Phosphorus is not attacked by the solution of the hydrate, not a trace of phosphoretted

hydrogen being evolved even by protracted ebullition.

Disulphhydrate .—The solution of the base saturated with hydrosulphuric acid, when

allowed to remain for some time over sulphuric acid in vacuo
,
dries up to a gummy

mass, which exhibits as little inclination to crystallize as the dihydrate itself. When
evaporated on the water-bath in contact with the air, the disulphhydrate is decomposed,

the sulphur being oxidized ; ultimately an imperfect crystallization of the sulphate

remains behind.

1Hchloride.—This salt is easily obtained by treating the dibromide or the di-iodide

with chloride of silver, and also by saturating the free base with hydrochloric acid ;
it

is extremely soluble in water and in alcohol, insoluble in ether. The concentrated solu-

tion solidifies over sulphuric acid into a mass of large and highly deliquescent crystalline

plates of a pearly lustre, which may be exposed to a very high temperature (290° to 300°)

without the slightest alteration. The salt is precipitated unchanged from its aqueous

solution by potassa. For analysis, the salt was dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

0-4325 grm. of dichloride gave 0-3670 grm. of chloride of silver.

The chloride accordingly contains

C
14
h34 P2

C12 =
L
(C

2 H4 )

„(c2
h5 )3 pi

(C2 H5 )3 P
CL

Theory.

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium . 264 78-81

2 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 71 21-19

1 equiv. of Dichloride . . . 335 100-00

Experiment.

20-99

The dichloride forms with metallic chlorides numerous well-crystallized double com-

pounds, some of which will be more particularly described hereafter.

The dichloride of the ethylene-diphosphonium is likewise produced by the action of

monochlorinated chloride of ethyl, prepared in accordance with Regnault’s indications,

by the action of chlorine upon chloride of ethyl. The chlorinated compound acts but

slowly upon triethylphosphine at 100° C. By digesting the mixture for twenty-four hours

at 120°, a considerable proportion solidified to a white fibrous crystalline mass, which

3

r 2
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proved to be exclusively the dichloride of the diphosphonium. It was identified by con-

version into the characteristic platinum-salt, and subsequently into the iodide, both ot

which were analysed. The details are given under the head of the di-iodide and platinum-

salt of the diphosphonium.

I)i-ioclide .—This salt is perhaps the most characteristic of the diphosphonium-

compounds. Crystallizing with peculiar readiness,—being easily soluble in hot, but

sparingly soluble in cold water,—slightly soluble also in alcohol, and insoluble in ether,

—it possesses all the properties which can facilitate the preparation of a pure and defi-

nite substance. It has therefore, for the most part, served as the starting-point of the

diphosphonium-compounds.

I have already remarked that, in the preparation of the monatomic bromide, the

formation of the dibromide can scarcely ever be entirely prevented. The mother-

liquors, remaining after numerous preparations of the monatomic bromide, were there-

fore united and treated with oxide of silver, whereby a caustic liquid was obtained

containing the hydrate of the diphosphonium, contaminated with the hydrate of the

oxethylated monophosphonium arising from the decomposition of the bromethylated

compound. These hydrates were converted, by saturation with hydriodic acid, into the

corresponding iodides, the separation of which presented no further difficulty, inasmuch

as the iodide of the oxethylated monophosphonium is extremely soluble in water and in

alcohol. The sparingly soluble di-iodide was easily obtained in a state of perfect purity

by several crystallizations. The crystals are anhydrous. Any hygroscopic moisture that

may adhere to them is most conveniently removed by drying them over sulphuric acid,

since the salt begins to turn slightly brown at 100°.

I. 05690 grm. of iodide gave 0*6742 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*3403 grm. of water.

II. 0*2270 grm. of iodide gave 0*2055 grm. of iodide of silver.

III. 0*3245 grm. of iodide gave 0*2935 grm. of iodide of silver.

The salt which served for analysis III. had been prepared from a dibromide obtained

by submitting the pure bromide of the bromethylated triethylphosphonium to the action

of triethylpliosphine.

IV. 0*3970 grm. of iodide gave 0*3607 grm. of iodide of silver. The salt used for this

determination had been prepared by submitting triethylpliosphine to the action of

bromethylated bromide of ethyl (see the paragraph on the dibromide of ethylene-diplios-

phonium), converting the dibromide formed into the corresponding chloride, into the

platinum-salt, and ultimately into the iodide.

V. 0*4090 grm. of iodide gave 0*3700 grm. of iodide of silver. The specimen used for

analysis had been prepared by treating triethylpliosphine with chlorinated chloride of

ethyl
,
precipitation of the product of the reaction as platinum-salt, and transformation

of the latter into the iodide.

The formula
C

14
h

34 p2
I,=

,(C2H5 )3
P^"
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requires

Theory. Experiment.

r A
'

I. II. III. IY. Y.

^14 168 32-43 32-31 —
H34

34 6-57 6-64

62 11-97

I
2

254 49-03 48-92 48-88 49-10 48-88

518 100-00

Fig. 41.

The di-iodide crystallizes from boiling water in needle-shaped crystals, which often

attain a considerable size. Quintino Sella has communicated to me the following

results, which he has obtained on examining these crystals

“ System trimetric :

—

0 01, 101= 45° 9'

1 0 0, 1 1 0= 60° 18'.

Forms observed:—

-

110, 101 (Fig. 41).

Angles.

110, TlO = 59 24

101, 101 = 90 18

1 1 0, 1 01 = 69 26

According to Naumann :

—

Forms observed:

—

Calculated.

O /

Observed.

59° 22

90 16

69 21

According to Weiss:

Forms observed :

—

According to Levy :

Forms observed:

—

Combinations observed:

—

a : b : c=l-0052 : 1 : 0-5704.

CO P, P CO.

a:b:c= 1: 0-5704:1-0052.

a : b : oo c ; a: c&b : c.

M M=120° 36'; b:h= 1:0-8732.

M, e'.

110, 101 (Figs. 42, 43).

110, 101 with other faces, too much rounded to admit

of correct determination (Fig. 44).

Fig. 44.
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The crystals are long needles ; the faces 1 1 0 are often but little developed (Tig. 43);

the crystals have then a monoclinic aspect ;
but the measurement of the angles 110. 101

and 1 1 0, 101 has furnished nearly the same result ; and moreover, on examining the

crystals with the polarizing microscope, the line [0 1 0] is found to be nearly one of the

axes of elasticity.

The angle 101, 1 0 1 is so near to 90°, that there might appear some reason for regard-

ing the crystals as dimetric hemihedrals. I am not, however, of this opinion, for I have

observed only two cleavages, 110, 110, instead of the four corresponding to the dimetric

system ;
moreover the angle 101, 101 has always been found a little greater than 9U\

The needles, when small, are transparent ; the larger ones are rather milky, and hollow

inside.

The lustre of the faces 1 0 1 is slightly nacreous ; that of the faces 1 1 0 is vitreous."

The di-iodide, as already observed, is very much more soluble in boiling water than

in cold water. 100 parts of boiling water dissolve 458-3 parts of the salt, of which only

3-08 parts remain in solution at 12°. A remarkable character of the salt is its insolu-

bility in moderately concentrated solution of potassa; the dilute solution mixed with

potassa immediately yields a crystalline precipitate ; the same property is exhibited, as

is well known, by the iodides of tetrethylammonium and of the other ammonium- and

phosphonium-metals. The solution of the di-iodide, like those of the diphosphonium-

salts in general, is perfectly neutral ; it is colourless when first prepared, but on expo-

sure to light, soon acquires a tint of yellow, and finally turns brown ; at the same time

depositing a reddish compound, doubtless analogous to the periodides, which, as I

observed some time ago, are formed under similar circumstances from the iodides of

tetramethyl- and tetrethyl-ammonium, and which have since been so successfully studied

by Weltzien. This red compound is immediately precipitated on adding a solution of

iodine to the colourless solution. The di-iodide, like most diphospkonium-compounds.

exhibits great stability. It melts, without the slightest decomposition, at 231°. and

solidifies, with crystalline structure, a few degrees lower. When more strongly heated

over an open flame, it is decomposed, with formation of a red-brown substance, which

I have not examined. On distilling the di-iodide with excess of caustic baryta in an

atmosphere of hydrogen, triethylphosphine passes over ; no gaseous product is formed

in this reaction. Together with iodide of barium which remains behind, and triethyl-

phosphine which distils over, oxide of ethylene is probably formed in this reaction.

P1
"l

2 + Ba
2
O = 2 Ba I + 2 [(C2

H
5 )3 P] + (C

2 HJ" O.(
C

2 H4
)"(

C2 h^3

(C2
H5)3 PJ

I should, however, state that I have not succeeded in tracing experimentally the

formation of oxide of ethylene.

An attempt to decompose the solution of the di-iodide with sodium-amalgam was

unsuccessful ; the salt, which is likewise but sparingly soluble in solution of soda, imme-

diately separated out, and no appearances were observed which might have indicated

the formation of the ammonium-amalgam. It is worthy of remark that no substituted

ammonium-amalgam has yet been produced.
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The di-iodide forms, with various metallic salts, crystalline double compounds, among

which I have more particularly examined the zinc-salt; its analysis will be given further on.

Difiuoride .—The solution of the hydrate, neutralized with hydrofluoric acid and dried

over sulphuric acid, leaves a colourless transparent syrup, which does not crystallize, even

after standing for a considerable length of time in air or in vacuo. The fluorine-com-

pound, like the other diphosphonium-salts, is soluble in alcohol but insoluble in ether.

Silico-flaoride.—The solution, neutralized with hydrofluosilicic acid, likewise failed to

yield crystals by evaporation.

Dicyanide .—The solution of the hydrate, mixed with excess of hydrocyanic acid, retains

its alkaline reaction ; when evaporated on the water-bath, it gives off every trace of hydro-

cyanic acid. On digesting a solution of the di-iodide with excess of cyanide of silver, a

double compound dissolves, which crystallizes in splendid needles, but is likewise decom-

posed by evaporation, with evolution of hydrocyanic acid and separation of cyanide of

silver.

Disulpkocyanate .—When a solution of the di-iodide is boiled with excess of recently

precipitated sulphocyanate of silver, a solution of the disulphocyanate is obtained, per-

fectly free from silver, and solidifying by evaporation on the water-bath into a crystalline

mass. The salt dissolves readily in water and in alcohol, and is precipitated therefrom

by ether. The aqueous solution is likewise precipitated by potassa, the oily drops thus

separated gradually solidifying into crystalline rosettes.

Dinitrate.—This salt, prepared by saturating the base with nitric acid, forms laminar

crystals, permanent in the air, extremely soluble in water, less soluble in alcohol, and

precipitated from the alcoholic solution by ether, as an oil Avhich gradually solidifies.

The solution forms with mercuric chloride a precipitate which crystallizes in needles.

Diperchlorate.—This salt is perhaps the most beautiful of the diphosphonium-com-

pounds. On mixing moderately concentrated solutions of the hydrate and perchloric

acid, the liquid is soon traversed by delicate crystalline needles, often an inch long.

They maybe recrystallized from boiling water and dried at 100° without decomposition.

At a higher temperature, they are decomposed, with slight detonation.

In the analysis of the perchlorate, the diphosphonium was weighed in the form of the

nearly insoluble platinum-salt.

0-3130 grm. of diperchlorate, evaporated to dryness with an excess of dichloride ot

platinum, gave, after treatment with alcohol, 04535 grm. of the diphosphonium-platinum-

salt.

^14 P
2
Cl

2 08 —

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium

2 equivs. of Chlorine

8 equivs. of Oxygen .

1 equiv. of Diperchlorate

(C TI y/ (^2^5)3 PI"™
(C2 H5 )3 fJ

CI

Theory.
-A.

. . 264 57-02

. . 71 15-33

. . 128 27-65

. . 463 100-00

Experiment.

56-71
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Li-iodate.—The base, neutralized with iodic acid and evaporated over sulphuric acid,

yields an extremely deliquescent syrup which crystallizes but gradually. Solution of

potassa separates the hydrate from the concentrated solution, in oily drops, sparingly

soluble crystalline iodate of potassium being at the same time precipitated. The solu-

tion, mixed with hydrochloric acid, yields the lemon-yellow crystalline compound

already mentioned.

Carbonate.—The solution of the oxide remains alkaline, even after saturation with

carbonic acid ; on evaporation, it leaves a mass having a slightly crystalline structure.

Sulphate.—Radio-crystalline, extremely deliquescent salt. Repeated attempts to pro-

duce diphosphonium-alums by mixing the solution with the sulphates of aluminium and

chromium were unsuccessful.

Chromate.—The solution of the free base, neutralized with pure chromic acid,

deposits, when in an atmosphere dried by sulphuric acid, extremely soluble needles

arranged in stellated groups. With excess of chromic acid, nothing but an uncrystal-

lizable syrup is obtained.

Oxalate.—Both the acid and the neutral solution of the base in oxalic acid dries up to

a slightly crystalline mass.

Phosphate.—The di-iodide, boiled with excess of phosphate of silver, yields a neutral

solution of the phosphate of the diphosphonium, which remains as a slightly crystalline

mass when the solution is evaporated. Crystallization is not promoted by addition

either of free phosphoric acid or of the hydrate.

Tartrate.—Extremely soluble ;
difficult to crystallize.

Pipicrate.—The aqueous solution of picric acid, added to a moderately concentrated

solution of the hydrate, instantly produces a yellow crystalline precipitate, which sepa-

rates from the boiling alkaline solution in long needles.

The diphosphonium-salts form a long series of double compounds, most of which

crystallize splendidly.

Platinum-salt.—The solution of the dichloride, even when extremely dilute, yields

with dichloride of platinum a pale-yellow precipitate, which appears amorphous to

ordinary observation, but when examined under a microscope of rather high power,

resolves itself into small prisms. This salt is nearly insoluble in cold and even in

boiling water, so that, as already observed, the diphosphonium may be quantitatively

estimated in this form. The precipitate dissolves, though with difficulty, in concentrated

hydrochloric acid, and crystallizes from the solution, by slow cooling, in small but well-

defined crystals of a bright orange-red colour.

Quintino Sella has examined these crystals, and obtained the following results:

—
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“ System monoclinic :

—

Forms observed :

—

1 0 0, 0 01= 82° 36'.

10 0, 010, 001 (Fig. 45).

Fig. 45.

10 0
,
010

1 0 0
,
0 01

010
,
0 01

According to NauMANN :

—

Fig. 46.

Calculated. Observed.

O i 0 1

= 90 0 90 3

= 82 36 82 36

= 90 0 89 57

y=82° 36'.

Forms observed:

—

CO 1- CO, CO P CO, OP.
According to Weiss :

—

aoc= 97° 24'.

Forms observed :

—

a : co 5 : oo c ;
oo a: b : co <? ;

oo a : oo 5 : c.

According to Levy :

—

/i'P=97° 24'.

Forms observed :

—

h',g\ P.

Combinations observed :

—

10 0, 010, 0 01 (Fig. 46).

Cleavages 10 0, 01 0, 001 distinct and easily obtained, more especially 0 1 0.

The crystals are elongated in the direction of the axis of symmetry, and often hol-

lowed out for a great part of their length when rather thick, that is to say, when their

sides attain the width of half a millimetre. The hollow has the form of a pyramid

having its base on the face 010 and its apex towards the centre of the crystal The face

010 is often reduced to a very narrow rectangular rim. The opposite apex of the

crystal is irregular, as if it had adhered to the side of the vessel. The face 0 0 1 is in

general rather more developed than 10 0.

The crystals are optically negative. The plane of the optical axes is parallel to the

line of symmetry [010]; the principal medium-line is perpendicular to the latter, and

MDCCCLX. 3 s
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forms an angle of about 30° with a line normal on face 0 01. In fact, a plate parallel

to 0 1 0 stops the passage of a ray of polarized light in that direction. Moreover, rings

are observed through the faces 0 01, and in a plane parallel to the line of symmetry

010, and rather inclined towards a line normal on such face. The angle of the optical

axes, seen in this manner through the faces 0 01, appears to be very nearly 110 c
.

The crystals have a very fine orange-colour and a vitreous lustre.”

This platinum-salt was the first diphosphonium-compound with yhich I became

acquainted, a circumstance explaining the considerable number of analyses which were

made of this salt.

I. 0*6534 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*5938 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*2995 grm. of

water.

II. 0*7179 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*6545 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*3135 grm.

of water.

III. 0*3568 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*3289 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*1585 grm.

of water.

IV. 0*3250 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*3009 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*1480 grm.

of water.

V. 0*5809 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*5228 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*2670 grm.

of water. This compound had been prepared from a diphosphonium-salt obtained by

the action of brominated bromide of ethyl upon triethylphosphine.

VI. 0*7200 grm. of platinum-salt, when fused with carbonate of sodium, gave 0*2120

grm. of platinum and 0*9120 grm. of chloride of silver.

VII. 0*4075 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*1205 grm. of platinum and 0*5235 grm. of

chloride of silver.

VIII. 0*3470 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*1030 grm. of platinum and 0*4428 grm. of

chloride of silver.

IX. 0*4615 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*1355 grm. of platinum.

X. 0*4105 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*1210 grm. of platinum. This salt had been

obtained by the action of chlorinated chloride of ethyl upon triethylphosphine. The

mother-liquor furnished by the analysis of the iodide (V.) had served for its prepara-

tion.

XI. 0*6158 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*7778 grm. of chloride of silver.

These numbers fix the formula

C14
H

34 P2
Pt., Cl« = (Wgjgig'a., 2Pta,

the theoretical values of which I place in juxtaposition with the experimental per-

centages :
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Theory.
A

C14
168 24-91

H34 34 5-05

p2 62 9-19

Pt, 197-4 29-27

Cl
6

213 31-58

674-4 100-00

I. II. III.

24-78 24-86 25-14

5-09 4-85 4-94

Experiment.
A.

IY. Y. YI. YII. VIII. IX.

25-25 24-54

5-06 5-10

x. xi?

29-44 29-57 29-68 29-36 29-11

31-33 31-78 31-57 31-24

Palladium-salt .—A dilute solution of the dichloride is not precipitated by chloride of

palladium. On concentrating the mixture and allowing it to cool slowly, reddish-yellow

prisms make their appearance : by rapid evaporation a brick-red crystalline powder is

obtained. Alcohol added to the aqueous solution of the two salts throws down the

double salt as a chocolate-coloured crystalline magma composed of small interlaced

needles. I have not analysed this compound.

Gold-salt .—Beautiful golden-yellow needles, difficultly soluble in cold, easily soluble

in boiling water, and containing

^'14 -^-34 ^2 All
2
Clg

(C2
H

5 )3
p-•~\ii

(c2 HJ
'(c2

H
5 )3

P_
Cl

2 ,
2Au Cl

3 ,

as shown by the following analyses :

—

I. 0-6200 grm. of gold-salt gave 0-4159 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2032 grm. of

water.

II. 0-3540 grm. of gold-salt gave 0-1490 grm. of gold.

Theory.
A

Experiment.
A.

r
I.

A
II.

C14
168 17-83 18-29

H34 34 3-61 3-64

P
2

62 6-58

Au2
394 41-83 42-09

ci
8

284 30-15

942 100-00

Mercury-salt .—Delicate crystalline needles or laminse, sparingly soluble in water and in

alcohol, obtained by mixing the chloride of the diphosphonium with mercuric chloride.

3 s 2
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I. 0*2660 grm. of mercury-salt gave 0*2390 grin, of the diphosphonium-platinum-salt

and 0*1255 grm. of sulphide of mercury.

II. 0*5650 grm. of mercury-salt gave 0*2670 grm. of sulphide of mercury and 0*5515

grm. of chloride of silver.

These analyses lead to the formula

C14 H34 P2
Hg, Cl5 = f (C2

H
4 )

„(c2 h5 )3
p-

(C2 H5 )3
P.

CI
2 ,

3 Hg Cl,

as seen from the following comparison :

—

Theory. Experiment.
A.

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium . 264*0

3 equivs. of Mercury . . . 300*0

5 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 177*5

1 equiv. of Mercury-salt . . 741*5

I. n.
35*60 35*18

40*46 40*64 40*73

23*94 24*14

100*00

Tin-salt.—This salt, which is prepared like the mercury-compound, crystallizes from

water in large well-formed prismatic crystals. According to some determinations, which,

however, gave only approximate results, the tin-salt appears to have the composition

(c2
H4y

(C2
H

5 ) 3P- Cl
2 ,

4 Sn Cl.
(C

2
H

5)3PJ

Di-iodide and Iodide of Zinc .—On mixing the two solutions, a crystalline precipitate is

obtained, which separates in long needles when recrystallized from boiling water. The

salt, which is apt to assume a yellowish coloration, contains

y,(C2
H

5 )3
P-

Oi4 H34 P2
Zn

2
1
4 — (<W I

2 ,
2 Zn I.

(C
2
H

5 )3 PJ

0*5735 grm. of zinc-salt gave 0*6401 grm. of iodide of silver.

The above formula requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium .
'264 31*54 —

2 equivs. of Zinc . 65 7*77 —
4 equivs. of Iodine .... . 508 60*69 60*31

1 equiv. of Zinc-salt .... . 837 100*00

Dibromide and Bromide of Silver .—I have mentioned this salt already when describing

the preparation of the hydrate from the dibromide. When oxide of silver, which should

not be mixed with too much water, is added in small portions to a boiling concentrated

solution of the dibromide in alcohol as long as it dissolves, the filtered solution deposits

on cooling white crystals, which contain

C'14 H34 P2 Ag Bl*3 — (C
2
H

4 )

,,(c
2
h5)3

p-

(C2 H5)3
P.

Br
2 ,
Ag Br.
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Analysis has furnished the following numbers :

—

I. 0-4465 grm. of double salt, fused with carbonate of sodium, left, after removal

of the bromide of sodium, a silver-residue, which, when treated with nitric and hydro-

chloric acid, gave 0-1042 grm. of chloride of silver.

II. 0-6442 grm. of double salt gave, on boiling with water, a residue of 0-2710 grm.

of bromide of silver; the filtrate yielded with nitrate of silver an additional amount

of 0-3220 grm. of bromide of silver; the total amount of bromide of silver obtained

being therefore 0-5930 grm.

III. 0-7065 grm.

of bromide of silver.

of double salt gave by treatment with nitrate of silver 0-6538 grm.

Theory. Experiment.
A

r r

I. II. III.

C14
168 27-45

34 5-56

r
2

62 10-13

Ag 108 17-65 17-56

Br3
240 39-21 39-17 39-37

612 100-00

The salt crystallizes, but not readily, from boiling alcohol. It is immediately deconr

posed by water, bromide of silver being separated, and the bromide of the diphosphonium

passing into the solution.

In describing the general character of the action of dibromide of ethylene upon tri-

ethylphosphine, I have mentioned that, in addition to the monatomic and diatomic

bromides, which are the principal products of the reaction, secondary compounds may be

formed, but always in comparatively small quantities. The mother-liquors generally

contain oxide of triethylphosphine, formed by the action of the atmosphere
; they contain,

moreover, bromide of triethylphosphonium, if the dibromide had not been carefully

deprived of hydrobromic acid. The bromide of triethylphosphonium, however, under

certain conditions, arises from the scission of dibromide of ethylene into hydrobromic

acid and bromide of vinyl, the latter producing in this case the bromide of vinyl-

triethylphosphonium. I had an opportunity of establishing this fact experimentally,

when preparing a considerable quantity of the dibromide of the diphosphonium. The

phosphorus-base haring been employed in excess in this operation, not a trace of the

bromethylated monophosphonium had been formed, the absence of which was carefully

proved by a special experiment. The bromides were then transformed into chlorides

and the latter precipitated by dichloride of platinum ; the mother-liquor filtered off from

the copious precipitate of the diphosphonium-salt was considerably evaporated, when, on

cooling, well-formed octohedra were deposited, which were recrystallized from water.

0-4835 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1365

grm.= 28-23 per cent, of platinum.
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The theoretical platinum percentage of the compound

[(C2H3
)(C2H5 )3 P]C1, Pt Cl

2

is 28T9. The formation of the vinyl-compound under these circumstances is easily

explained.

c
2
H, Br

2 + 2 [(C2
H

5 )3
P] = [(C2 H3)(C2 H,)3 P] Br + [(C

2
H5)3 H P] Br.

The amount of vinyl-compound produced is but very small in proportion to that of

the other salts which are formed in the mutual action between triethylphosphine and

dibromide of ethylene.

Action of Heat upon the Hydrate of the Diphosphonium.

The hydrate, when submitted to the action of heat, undergoes a series of remarkable

changes, which I have studied with lively interest. The decomposition commences at

160°; on raising the temperature gradually to 250°, the whole of the hydrate passes

over in the form of liquid and gaseous products. The liquid product consists of

triethylphosphine and oxide of triethylphosphine
; the gas contains a considerable pro-

portion of ethylene, which is readily characterized by its deportment with bromine.

This transformation may be represented by the following equation :

—

H
4)" (C, H5)6

g"}02 = (C
,

2 Hs)3 p + (C2 H5 )3 p o + c
2
h4 + H, o.

The succession of changes, however, through which the hydrate runs before it is

broken up, shows unmistakeably that this equation can represent but one phase, even of

the final transformation of the diphosphonium-compound. The study of the inter-

mediate changes presents unusual difficulties, and I confess at once that I have failed to

solve the problem to my entire satisfaction.

The experiments performed with a view of disentangling the intricacies of these

reactions, will perhaps be better understood if I commence until setting forth the ideas

which I have ultimately formed of these metamorphoses, and then state the analytical

results which have assisted me in forming them.

Under the influence of heat, the hydrate of the diphosphonium undergoes two prin-

cipal transformations, which are accomplished side by side. A portion of this compound

gives rise to the formation of oxide of triethylphosphine and hydrate of tetrethylphos-

phonium,
H

4)''(C2
H5 )6

P
2]"l

h
2 J

the latter splitting ultimately into oxide of triethylphosphine and hydride of ethyl,

[(C2HA
Jo = (c

2
H,)3 P O + (C2 H3)

H ;

a second portion is resolved into triethylphosphine and hydrate of oxethyl-triethyl-

phosphonium,

H
4
)"(C

2
H

5 )6
P

2
]"

h
2

0
2 = (C2

H5)3 p +
[(C2 H5 0)(C2

H
5 )3 P]

H O;

2 = (C2
H5 )3

PO -f
C(C2H5)4 P]

H O,
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the latter may undergo, at a high temperature, a further transformation, separating,

partially at least, into water and hydrate of vinyl-triethylphosphonium,

[(C2 Hs O) (C2
H

5)3 F]

j
o = Hi

0 + t(C2
H

3)
(C

2
H5)3 P]

j
0>

the vinyl-compound yielding, in the last stage of the reaction, oxide of triethylphosphine

and ethylene,

[(C2 H3
)(C

2
H5 )3 P]

H }o = (C2
H5)3 PO + C

2
H4 .

The separation of the triethylphosphine and its oxide by the action of heat upon the

hydrated diphosphonium requires no special experimental demonstration. To indivi-

dualize the other compounds, the following experiments were made :—A considerable

quantity of the dihydrate was evaporated in a retort in an atmosphere of hydrogen.

As soon as the phosphorus-base began to distil freely—at about 190° C.—the operation

was interrupted, and the residuary alkaline liquid saturated with hydrochloric acid and

precipitated with dichloride of platinum. A dingy yellow amorphous precipitate was

thrown down, insoluble in cold water, and the mother-liquor, on evaporation, furnished

a mass of deep orange-red octohedra, which were transformed into the corresponding

iodine-compound. The salt thus obtained proved unmistakeably a mixture of two

compounds of different solubility. The less soluble was obtained in beautiful crystals,

exhibiting all the characters of iodide of tetrethylphosphonium. The salt was identified

by analysis.

I. 0-7480 grm. of iodide gave 0-6360 grm. of iodide of silver.

II. 0-3215 grm. of iodide, once more recrystallized, gave 0-2760 grm. of iodide of silver.

Theory of the iodide of Experiment.

Oxethylated triethyl- Vinyl-triethyl- Tetrethyl-
r

phosphonium. phosphonium. phosphonium. I.

Iodine . . 43-80 46-69 46-35 45-94

The platinum-salt corresponding to the difficultly soluble iodide gave, on analysis, the

following results :

—

I. 0-4727 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4723 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2470 grm.

of water.

II. 0-4478 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4442 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2305 grm.

of water.

III. 0-5430 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave

0-1510 grm. of platinum.

IV. 0-4097 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1145 grm. of platinum.

V. 0-6140 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1728 grm. of platinum.

I place the percentages deduced from these analyses in juxtaposition with the theo-

retical values corresponding to the platinum-salts of vinyl-triethyl- and tetrethyl-phos-

phonium.
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Theory.
Vv

Experiment.

Vinyl- Tetrethyl-

compound. compound.

r

I. II. 1H. IV. V.

Carbon

Hydrogen

.

. 27-41

. 5-14

27-26

5-68

27-25

5-80

27-05

5-71 _____

Platinum . . 28-19 28-02 27-81 27-94 28-14

The hydrogen-determinations prove unequivocally that the compound is the plati-

num-salt of the tetrethylphosphonium. The formation of the tetrethylphosphonium-

compound is moreover demonstrated by the analysis of the corresponding gold-salt.

I. 0-5783 grm. of gold-salt gave 0-4158 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*2200 gran of

water.

II. 0-5795 grm. of gold-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, & c., gave 0-2352

grm. of gold.
Theory. Experiment.

r _ >
,

A

Viny1-triethyl- Tetrethyl-

phosphonium-salt. phosphonrum-salt. I. II.

Carbon . . 19-83 19-75

Hydrogen. . 3-71 4-11

Gold . . . 40-70 40*53

19-61

4-22

40-59

Here likewise the hydrogen-determination is characteristic of the tetrethylphos-

phonium-compound. The result of analysis is most satisfactorily confirmed by the

crystallographical examination of the salts under consideration. Q. Sella has com-

pared the crystals of the iodide above-mentioned with crystals of iodide of tetrethyl-

phosphonium obtained in the usual way. I have appended at the conclusion of

this paper the elaborate investigation of this beautiful salt, with which my friend has

furnished me.

Far less conclusive is the experimental evidence which I am enabled to offer in sup-

port of the opinion, that the hydrate of tetrethylphosphonium formed by the action of

heat on the hydrated diphosplionium is accompanied by the oxethylated triethylphos-

phonium-compound. The principal argument in favour of this new is the abundant

evolution of triethylphosphine, which cannot be understood unless we assume the

simultaneous formation of the oxethylated, or the vinyl-compound. I have failed in

my endeavours to prepare the more soluble iodide which accompanies the tetrethyl-

phosphonium-compound in a state of purity. Nor was the attempt to separate the two

compounds in the form of platinum-salts rewarded by better success. Both platinum-

salts crystallize in octohedra which differ but slightly in solubility. Nevertheless the

following determinations leave but little doubt as to the presence of the oxethylated

phosphonium among the products resulting from the decomposition of the hydrate of

diphosphoniuin under the influence of heat.

I. 0-320 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-3091 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1625 grm.

of water.
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II. 0-4675 grm. of platinnm-salt gave 0-4573 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2352 grm.

of water.

III. 0-3250 grm. of platinum-salt of the same preparation, treated with sulphuretted

hydrogen, &c., gave 0-0890 grm. of platinum.

Carbon

Hydrogen

Platinum .

Theory.

Tetrethylphos-

phonium-salt.

. 27-26

. 5-68

. 28-02

Oxethyl-triethyl-

phosphonium-salt.

26-07

5-43

26-81

Experiment.

I. II. III.

26-34 26-67

5-64 5-59

27-38

The experimental numbers characterize a mechanical mixture of the two platinum-salts.

The action of heat upon the hydrate of the diphosphonium induces yet another trans-

formation, to which I have already alluded when mentioning the dingy yellow insoluble

precipitate which is formed on addition of dichloride of platinum to the product of the

action of heat upon the hydrate, neutralized with hydrochloric acid.

The following paragraph contains the* fragmentary information which I have collected

in studying these changes.

PAEADIPHOSI’HOXIUM-COMPOUXDS.

The basic compound which yields the amorphous yellow platinum-salt repeatedly

mentioned, is a transient product of the action of heat on the hydrated diphosphonium.

If during distillation, the alkaline residue in the retort be tested from time to time with

dichloride of platinum, a point is soon reached, when instead of the slightly crystal-

line precipitate, perfectly insoluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, which appears at the

commencement of the operation, an amorphous, generally dingy yellow precipitate is

obtained, immediately dissolving on addition of a few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid.

If the distillation be now interrupted and the residue neutralized with hydrochloric

acid, and mixed with a few drops of dichloride of platinum, a discoloured precipitate is

thrown down, the filtrate from which, on addition of a further quantity of platinum-

solution, yields the amorphous salt, of a light yellow colour, and in a state of purity.

This salt exhibits no trace of crystalline structure, even when examined under the most

powerful microscope : in the perfectly dry state it is remarkably electrical, flying about

in all directions during trituration.

The same substance is obtained when the hydrated oxethyl-triethylphosphonium is

submitted to the action of heat. By interrupting the process at a convenient time, and

adding dichloride of platinum to the neutralized residue, phenomena identical with

those just mentioned are observed.

The compound which produces the amorphous yellow precipitate was lastly obtained,

under the following circumstances.

While engaged with the study of the vinyl-compounds, the examination of which I

mdccclx. 3 T
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have described in one of the previous paragraphs of this paper, the idea suggested itself

that the bromide of vinyl-triethylphosphonium might also be formed by the action of

bromide of vinyl (C2
H

3
Br) on triethylphosphine

:

(C2 H5)3
P + C2 H3 Br = [(C2H3) (C2 H5)3 P] Br.

In performing the experiment, I had an opportunity of observing the sluggishness

of action of this bromide, often previously noticed in experimenting in the ammonium-

series. When gaseous bromide of vinyl is passed through triethylphosphine, not a trace

of it is fixed by the phosphorus-base. Triethylphosphine may be distilled in an atmo-

sphere of the bromine-compound without undergoing any alteration. Bromide of vinyl,

freed from every trace of adhering dibromide of ethylene by repeated distillation at a

low temperature, and subsequent washing with lukewarm water, was therefore enclosed,

together with triethylphosphine, in a strong glass tube. Xo change was perceptible

after two days’ digestion at 100°; and it was only on the third day that a thin layer of

viscid matter began to separate at the bottom of the tube. The digestion was then con-

tinued at a higher temperature
;
and after the mixture had been exposed for three days

longer to a temperature varying from 160° to 180°, about half the fluid was found to be

converted into a solid mass, while a limpid liquid floated on the top. On opening the

tube, cooling it well at the time, the liquid effervesced strongly, and a gas escaped which

burned with a green-edged flame, and appeared to consist, partly at all events, of the

vapour of unaltered bromide of vinyl. In subsequent repetitions of the experiment, it

frequently happened that the tubes were shattered by the sudden expansion of the com-

pressed gas
;
hence probably permanent gases are formed in the reaction. The liquid

decanted from the solid proved to be a mixture of undecomposed bromide of vinyl with

free phosphorus-base ; the solid mass was found to consist of several bodies. On dis-

solving it in water, a rather small quantity of a sparingly soluble, beautifully crystalline,

nacreous salt separated out, the composition of which is at present undetermined. By

treatment of the filtered solution with oxide of silver, a strongly alkaline liquid was pro-

duced, which, when neutralized with hydrochloric acid and precipitated with dicliloride

of platinum, gave at once the amorphous yellow platinum-salt easily soluble in dilute

hydrochloric acid.

On analysis, this platinum-salt furnished the following results. Analyses I. and II.

were made with the salt obtained by the action of bromide of vinyl on triethylphosphine.

The platinum-determination III. refers to a salt prepared with the product of the action

of heat on the hydrated diphosphonium.

I. 0*5717 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0*5211 grin, of carbonic acid and 0*253S grm. of

water.

II. 0*7623 grm. of platinum-salt, decomposed with hydrosulphuric acid, Szc., gave

0*2228 grm. of platinum.

III. 0*6531 grm. of platinum-salt, analysed in the same manner, gave 0*1895 grm. of

platinum.
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The percentages corresponding to these analytical numbers are exactly those of the

platinum-salt of the ethylene-diphosphonium.

Cu H34
P

2
Pt

2
Cl

6 = (C
2
H4)

l_

„(C2
H

6 )3
P-1

(C
2
h

5 );j p
Cl

2 , 2 Pt C1.2 .

Theory.
>v _

Experiment.
TV

r (

I. ii. III.

C14
168 24-91 24-85

34 5-05 4-93

p2 62 9-19 —
Pt9 197-4 29-27 29-23 29-01

Cl
6

213 31-58

674-4 100-00

Nevertheless the two substances are not identical. In addition to the difference in the

physical properties and in the behaviour with dilute hydrochloric acid, the two salts exhi-

bit other well-defined marks of distinction. The crystalline salt is perfectly insoluble in

water, even when boiling. The amorphous salt dissolves readily, and is deposited again

on cooling in the same amorphous condition. In designating this peculiar molecular

variety as paradiphosphonium-compound, I simply wish to distinguish it from the salt

of the ordinary diphosphonium, without giving any opinion respecting the nature of the

difference. The existence of the diphosphonium-compounds in the crystalline and in the

amorphous condition, reminds us of the behaviour of some of the native organic bases

under the influence of heat. It is well known that several of these substances, which

are remarkable for their powers of crystallization, are rendered perfectly amorphous

when heated for some time above their melting-point.

As might have been expected, the paradiphosphonium-compounds are slowly and

gradually reconverted into the ordinary diphosphonium-salts *.

The hydrated paradiphosphonium, when separated from the platinum -compound

by successive treatment with sulphuretted hydrogen and oxide of silver, yields with

hydriodic acid a gummy mass which only gradually assumes the crystalline form. By

a considerable number of recrystallizations, the characteristic cli-iodide was ultimately

obtained with all its properties ; when converted, by treatment with chloride of silver,

into the dichloride, and precipitated by dichloride of platinum, it immediately yielded

the well-known crystalline precipitate so frequently mentioned in this paper. In order

to fix by numbers this transition, and more especially the formation of diphosphonium-

compounds by the action of bromide of vinyl upon triethylphosphine, the soluble bromide

obtained in the reaction between the two last-named bodies was successively treated with

oxide of silver and hydriodic acid. The iodide, after numerous crystallizations from

alcohol, gave on analysis the following numbers :

—

* In several experiments, tlie reaction between bromide of vinyl and triethylpbospbine gave rise to the

formation of a mixture of the amorphous and crystalline diphosphonium-compounds.

3 t 2
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I. 0-3388 grm. of iodide, having a slightly yellowish tint, gave 0-4017 grin, of carbonic

acid and 0-2077 grm. of water.

II. 0-2470 grm. of iodide gave 0-2255 grm. of iodide of silver.

The formula

requires

^T4 ^34 -^2 ^2 — Vc H y
,(C2 H5)3

P-v'

{ 2 (C2H5)3
P_,

2

Theory.

r

c
14

168 32-43

H34
34 6-57

p
2

62 11-97

lo 254 49-03

518 100-00

Experiment.
a

,

Hl H?
32-34

6-81

This result was unequivocally confirmed by the analysis of the corresponding crystal-

line platinum-salt.

0-3550 grm. of the salt gave 0-3297 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1650 grm. of water,

representing 25-33 per cent, of carbon and 5-16 per cent, of hydrogen. The theoretical

percentages are 24-91 of carbon and 5- 05 of hydrogen.

The transition of a diphosphonium-compound from the crystalline to the amorphous,

and from the amorphous to the crystalline condition, appears intelligible enough * The

transformation of the oxethylated monophosphonium, however, into a diphosphonium-

compound, and the formation of the latter by the action of bromide of vinyl upon tri-

ethylpliosphine, claims our attention for a moment.

The conversion of the hydrate of oxethyl-triethylphosphoniumf into the hydrated

diphosphonium is readily understood, if we remember that two molecules of the former

contain the elements of one molecule of the latter and of one molecule of ethylene-

alcohol :

o
2 + c2

h
6
o2

.

-[(C
2
II

5
O) (C

2
H

5),
P]1

__
[(C

2 HJ" (C
2
H

5 )g PJ
Ii I

U
J
~ H2 J

I am unable to say whether the group C
2
H

G 02
actually separates as ethylene-alcohol,

or, which is more probable, in the form of water and oxide of ethylene, or even of alde-

hyde. Material and patience began to fail when I had reached this point, and I must

reserve the decision of this question to later experiments J.

* The diphosphonium-salt, which is formed by the action of sulphoeyanate of ethylene upon triethyl-

phosplnne (see page 36), likewise, in the first place, yields the amorphous platinum-salt when precipitated

by dichloride of platinum.

f I need scarcely mention that the purity of the compound used in my experiments had been established

by a special analysis. When prepared from imperfectly purified bromethylated bromide, the oxethylated

base is apt to contain minute quantities of the hydrate of the diphosphonium.

X The convertibility of the oxethylated triethylphosphonium-salts into diatomic compounds has induced
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The same remark applies to the final elucidation of the reaction between triethyl-

phosphine and bromide of 'vinyl, which, as I have pointed out, likewise gives rise to the

formation of diphosphonium-compounds. Two molecules of triethylphosphine and two

molecules of bromide of vinyl contain the elements of one molecule of dibromide of

the ethylene-diphosphonium and one molecule of acetylene

:

(c2
h

5)3
:

(c2
h

5)3 pj

and experiment proves that a considerable amount of permanent gas is generated in this

reaction ;
but there are other products formed, and it would be idle to dwell any longer

on the interpretation of these unfinished observations.

2[(C
2
H

5 )3 P] + 2C2
H3 Br= (C

2
H

4 )
Br2 +C2

H,
2 ’

In conclusion, I append Q. Sella’s crystallographical examination of the iodide of

tetrethylphosphonium, to which I have alluded in the latter portion of this paper, and

also the results obtained by him in measuring the corresponding platinum-salt.

Crystalline Form of Iodide of Tetrethylphosphonium.

“ System rhombohedric :

—

1 1 1,1 0 0 = 59° 32'.

Forms observed:

—

111, 101, 10 0, 110, 2 10, 311 (Fig. 47).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

Ol o I

Ill, 101 = 90 0 89 29

111, 100 = 59 32

111, 110 = 40 22 40 22

111, 210 — 44 28 44 28

111, 3 1

1

= 63 0 63 2

ioT, Oil = 60 0 60 7

10T, 100 41 43 41 44

10T, 010 90 0 90 2

ioT, 110 = 55 53 55 58

10 1, 101 = 90 0 89 59

1 0 T, 210 45 32 45 30

Fig. 47.

me to try whether the action of triethylphosphine upon them would accomplish this transformation:

[(C
2
1I

5 0) (C
2
H

5) 3
P]

H }0+(C2
H

8)3 P=
L(C2

H4)" (C
2
H

6) 6
P

2
]'

h9

Oo

But even when heated up to 150°, the two bodies remain unaltered
;
nor is there any action when the

oxide is replaced by the bromide of oxethyl-triethylphosphonium.
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Angles. Calculated. Observed.

10

1

,
120 =

O

69 30
O

69 33

10 I, 3lT = 27 0 26 58

101, 131 = 63 33 63 33

10 0, 010 = 96 34 96 31

10 0, 110 = 48 17 48 15

10 0, 011 = 99 54

10 0, 210 = 27 47 27 48

10 0, 120 = 68 47 68 42

10 0, 021 = 99 16

10 0, 311 = 26 27 26 26

10 0, 1 3l = 76 42 76 5

10 0, 1 3

1

= 115 47

110
,
101 = 68 14 68

o
O

110
,
210 = 20 30 20 27

110
,
201 — 57 3

110
,
102 = 81 19

110
,
3 1

1

= 32 16

110
,
3ll — 69 46

110
,
113 = 98 51

210
,
120 —

-

41 0 40 54

210
,
201 41 0

210
,
021 = 74 41

210
,
012 = 88 56

210
,
3 1

1

18 32 IS 34

210
,
1 3l — 50 30

210
,
131 = 89 20

31 1, 131 52 55 52 52

311, 3ll = 52 55 52 59

3lT, 1 3 1 = . 101 0 101 2

31 1, 113 — 126 0 126 4

According to Naumann :

—

E=83° 26'

OE; oo P 2 ; E; —^E; |P2; fP2.
Forms observed :

—
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According to Wetss :

—

«=0-6793
Forms observed :

—

oo a : co a : oo a : c ; a: a: a: oo c; oo a: a: a: c; oo a! : a! : a!
: \ c

;

a:\a:a:\c; a\\ a\ «
: f c.

According to Levy :

—

PP= 83° 26'.

Forms observed :

—

a', d, P, b', b2
, e3 .

Fig. 48.

Combinations observed :

—

311; 10 0, 101 (Fig. 48).

31 1, 111, 100 (Fig. 49).

31 1, 111, 101; 100 (Fig. 50).

311, 110, 1 0 0 ; 1 0T, 210 (Figs. 51 and 52).

311, 10 0, 110; 101, 210, 111.

The crystals prepared by treating triethylphosphine with iodide of ethyl exhibit the

forms Figs. 51 and 52.

Fig. 51. Fig. 52.

The crystals obtained by submitting the hydrated diphosphonium to the action ot

heat, and neutralizing the alkaline residuary product with hydriodic acid, have the form

Fig. 48, when rather large and slightly yellow, and the forms Figs. 49 and 50, when

minute and perfectly white.
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The crystals of the forai Fig. 50 are most frequent
;
they seem to have adhered to

the vessel with one of the larger faces of the prism 101.

Crystals distinct. Lustre on the faces, except 111, very great.

Crystals optically positive. The indices of refraction are for the ordinary ray co= 1-660.

for the extraordinary ray e= L668.

The crystals of iodide of tetrethylphosphonium are isomorphous with those of iodide

of silver. In the latter substance, 111, 1 0 0= 58° 27', instead of 59° 32’, found in the

tetrethylphosphonium-salt. Both salts have the same hexagonal habitus, and both are

optically positive.”

Crystalline Form of the Platinum-salt of Tetrethylphosphonium.

“ System monometric :

—

Forms observed :

—

10 0, 111 (Fig. 53).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

0 01,1 1 1 = 54° 44 54° 40

111, 111 = 70 32 70 36

Fig. 53.

Btl

The faces of the cube 10 0 are very brilliant
; those of the octohedron 111 are often

hollow.

No influence on polarized light.

Co] our orange-red.”
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THIRD MEMOIR.

PHOSPHAMMONIUM AND PHOSPHARSONIUM-, DIARSONIUM- AND
ARSAMMONIUM-COMPOUNDS.

In the former section of this inquiry, I have endeavoured to trace the history of the

bodies which are generated by the mutual action of triethylphosphine and dibro-

mide of ethylene. I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to fix with precision the

several phases of this reaction, and carefully studied its principal products, the history of

which appears to open the clearest perception of the nature of the polyatomic ammonias,

and more especially of their connexion with the monatomic bases. The four saline com-

pounds w7hich, in accordance with the indications of theory, are formed by the action of

dibromide of ethylene upon triethylphosphine, the bromides of the bromethylated,

oxethylated, and vinylated monophosphonium, and of etliylene-diphosphonium repre-

sent, in the phosphorus-series, as well as in the nitrogen- and arsenic-series, four classes

of salts, the individual terms of which admit of being constructed in unlimited number

and endless variety.

The following pages are devoted to the consideration of several compounds belonging

to these four principal groups. The examination of the mixed diatomic bases of the

phosphorus-nitrogen, phosphorus-arsenic- and arsenic-nitrogen-series, have more espe-

cially fixed my attention. Before, however, proceeding to a detailed account of these

substances, which form more particularly the subject of this paper, a few experiments

may still be briefly mentioned which are even more closely connected with the observa-

tions recorded in the previous memoir.

Action of Dichloride of Ethylene on Triethylphosphine.

It is precisely analogous to that of dibromide of ethylene, giving rise to the two

compounds

—

C8
H

]9
P Cl

2 = [(C2
H

4 Cl) (C2
H

5 )3
P] Cl, and

C
14
H34 P2

Cl2 = (C2
H

4
)'

(C2 H5 )3 P
(C2
H

5)3 PJ
CL

If the reaction be suffered to go on to the end under the influence of heat, the result-

ing white crystalline mass consists almost entirely of the diphosphonium-compound ; no

mdccclx. 3 u
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matter in what proportions the two bodies may be mixed, or whether they act upon one

another in absence or in presence of alcohol or ether. To obtain the monatomic

compound, a mixture of triethylphosphine with a very large excess of chloride of

ethylene must be left to itself for some days. The white crystalline needles, which

the liquid deposits, are mixed even then -with a considerable quantity of the diphospho-

nium-compound
;
but on treating their solution with dichloride of platinum, and leaving

the pale-yellow precipitate, which exhibits an unmistakeable diphosphonic character, at

rest for some hours, it becomes traversed by a number of deep orange-yellow crystal-

line stars, which may easily be separated from the yellow powder by mechanical rinsing.

By boiling the yellow powder with water, an additional quantity of this orange-yellow

salt is obtained, which may be purified, together with the first portion, by recrystalliza-

tion. This salt resembles in most respects the platinum-salt of bromethylated triethyl-

phosphonium
;

it is, however, somewhat more soluble, and exhibits a more decided

tendency to assume the octohedral character. As the properties of this body plainly

show that it is the platinum-salt of chlorethylated triethylphosphonium,

c
8
h

19 p pt ci
4 = [(c

2
h4

ci)(c
2
h

3)3 p] a, pt cl,,

I have contented myself with determining the amount of platinum contained in it.

0-3470 grm. of platinum-salt, decomposed with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-0S9

grm. of platinum.
Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Phosphonium . . . 181-5 46-94
*

1 equiv. of Platinum . . . . . 98-7 25-52 25-64

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . . . . 106-5 27-54

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . . 386-7 100-00

The chloride prepared from the needle-shaped platinum-salt by sulphuretted hydrogen

yielded, when treated with oxide of silver, a caustic liquid, which, after addition of

hydrochloric acid and dichloride of platinum, deposited the well-known octoliedra of the

oxethylated phosphonium-salt

:

[(C2H5 0)(C2
H

5)3
P] Cl, Pt Cl2 .

No doubt could exist respecting the nature of the sparingly soluble diphosphonium-

platinum-salt. It was nevertheless recrystallized from boiling hydrochloric acid and iden-

tified by analysis.

I. 0-5005 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4617 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2139 grm. of

water.

II. 0-5240 grm. of platinum-salt, precipitated with sulphuretted hydrogen, 6cc., gave

0-1525 grm. of platinum.

The formula

Ch h34 P2 Pt2 Cl6 = (C2
H

4
)"
(C2
H5)3 Pn

(c2h5 )3 pJ
Cl

2, 2 Pt Cl
2
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requires the following numbers :

—

Theory. Experiment.

C
14

168 24-91 25T6
H

34
34 5-05 4-74

p
2

62 9-19

Pt; 197-4 29-27

Cl
6

213 31-58

674-4 100 00

The compounds of chlorethylated triethylphosphonium are likewise formed under

conditions similar to those which have already been mentioned as leading to the

reproduction of the bromethylated from the oxethylated salt. On subjecting the

chloride of oxethylated triethylphosphonium to the influence of pentachloride of phos-

phorus, a violent reaction takes place, attended with evolution of vapours of oxychloride

of phosphorus. If the chloride of phosphorus be added by small portions till no

further action is perceptible, and the mixture be then digested till the hydrochloric acid,

the oxychloride, and any excess of pentachloride are driven off, the chloride of the

chlorethylated compound remains in the retort.

[(C2H5 O) (C2
H

5 )s P] Cl + p C15 = P O Cl3 + [(C2H4 Cl) (C2 H5 )3
P] Cl + H Cl.

To fix the nature of this reaction by a number, the solution of the residual chloride

was precipitated with dichloride of platinum. On recrystallizing the platinum-preci-

pitate from boiling water, the beautiful needles characteristic of the chlorethylated com-

pound immediately made their appearance.

By analysis,

0-4122 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0T0G5grm. = 25-83 per cent, of platinum.

The formula

[(C2H4 C1)(C2H5)3 P]C1, PtCl2

requires 25-52 per cent, of platinum.

Monochlorinated chloride of ethyl acts on triethylphosphine like dichloride of ethylene.

At the common temperature, and with a large>excess of the chlorinated compound, the

chloride of chlorethyl-triethylphosphonium is produced, which was easily identified by

the reaction with excess of nitrate of silver and ammonia, repeatedly mentioned in the

previous memoir. At the temperature of 100°, and with a considerable excess of tri-

ethylphosphine, crystals of the dichloride of ethylene-diphosphonium are soon deposited.

The nature of the latter was fixed by the preparation of the characteristic platinum-salt,

and of the beautifully crystallized di-iodide.

Action of Di-iodide of Ethylene on Triethylphosphine.

The two bodies, in the absence of solvents, act upon one another with explosive

violence. The heat evolved causes the iodide of ethylene to resolve itself into ethylene

and iodine, which unites directly with the phosphorus-base. If the violence of the

3 u 2
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action be diminished by admixture of alcohol, a white crystalline mass is obtained con-

sisting almost entirely of the hydriodate of the phosphorus-base.

If the compounds
[(C2 H4

I)(C
2 H5)3

P]Iand

H¥,(C2H5)3 P
(C2 H5)3

P

are likewise formed, they must be present in extremely small quantities only. The

crystals, dissolved in water and decomposed by baryta, left, after the triethylphosphine

had been removed by ether, the iodine by oxide of silver, and the baryta by means of

carbonic acid, scarcely traces of an organic compound. The triethylphosphine evidently

acts upon iodide of ethylene just like an alcoholic solution of potassa, the chief phase of

the reaction doubtless consisting in the transformation,

(C2
H

5 )3 p + (C
2
h

4
)" i

2 = [(C2 H5)3
h P] I + c2

h3 I.

I should not omit to mention, however, that the production of iodide of vinyl (C2
H

3
I)

was not demonstrated by a special experiment. There was some probability of an

iodethylated triethylphosphonium-compound being formed by the action of iodide of

phosphorus on the chloride or iodide of the oxethylated metal ; but these bodies do not

act on one another.

Hybrids of Ethylexe-Diphosphoxium.

In a former paragraph, I mentioned as a fact of peculiar interest, the formation of

the dibromide of hexethylated ethylene-diphosphonium by the reaction

y,(C2
H

5 )3
P7

(C2
H

5 )3
Pj

The study of this reaction naturally led me to try that of trimethylphosphine on

the bromide of bromethylated triethylphosphonium, which I had a right to expect would

thus be converted into the dibromide of ethylene-trimethyl-triethyldiphosphonium

:

C(C2 H 4
Br) (C2H5)3

P] Br + (C2
H5)3 P = (C2HJ Br.,.

[(C2 H4 Br) (C2H5)3
P] Br + (CH3 )3 P =

'

fC nv(C H
3)3

P^'
(C

2
H

4
) (C

2
H

5)3 P J
h -

Actiox of Trimethylphospiiixe ox Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphosphoxium.

These two bodies act upon each other with the greatest energy, and moreover exactly

in the manner indicated by theory. The resulting compound was, of course, examined

only as far as necessary to establish the character of the reaction. The bromide of the

hybrid diphosphonium is more soluble than the similar diphosphonium-compound pre-

viously described, which in other respects it greatly resembles. Oxide of silver eliminates

the extremely caustic base,

r H ? n _[(C!
H/(CH1)3(C,Hi)J pJ

L
11 -“llO r2

U
2 — jq

which yields with hydrochloric acid and dicliloride of platinum, a pale-yellow platinum-salt,

H,),P1"
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crystallizing in scales from boiling water. I have contented myself with determining

the amount of platinum in this salt.

0-4794 grm. of platinum-salt, precipitated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave

0-1502 grm. of platinum.
Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium 222-0 35T0

2 equivs. of Platinum . 197-4 31-22 31-33

6 equivs. of Chlorine 213-0 33-68 —
1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 632-4 100-00

The salts of the hybrid diphosphonium crystallize like those of the corresponding

hexethylated compound, but, as far as they have been examined, are somewhat more

soluble ; this remark applies especially to the di-iodide.

It seemed worth while to try whether the bromide of bromethylated triethylphos-

phonium was capable of fixing a molecule of phosphoretted hydrogen. I found, how-

ever, that the two bodies do not act upon one another. Phosphoretted hydrogen gas,

passed through the alcoholic solution of the bromide, either cold or boiling, did not

seem to affect it in any way.

Action of Dibromide of Ethylene on Trimethylphosphine.

This reaction exhibits a repetition of all the phenomena observed in that which takes

place between the dibromide and triethylphosphine. The process is completed, if possible,

even sooner than in the ethyl-series. The lower boiling-point and overpowering odour

of the trimethylphosphine, render it advisable to mix the materials with considerable

quantities of alcohol or ether ; moreover, on account of the extreme oxidability of the

phosphorus-compound, it is necessaiy to operate in vessels filled with carbonic acid and

immediately sealed before the blowpipe. After digestion for a short time at 100°, the

mixture of the two liquids solidifies to a hard, dazzling white, crystalline mass, contain-

ing the two bromides,

C5
II

13 P Br
2

[(C2
H

4
Br) (C H

3)3
P] Br, and

C8
H22 P2

Br
2 = I (C2

H
4
)'

(CH3 )3
p-

(CH
3 )3

Pj
Br

2 ’

one or the other predominating, according to the proportions in which the two bodies

were allowed to act upon one another.

It is not difficult to establish by numbers the formation of these two bodies.

Bromide of Bromethyl-trimethylphosphonium .—When a solution of trimethylphosphine

in absolute alcohol, mixed with a very large excess of dibromide of ethylene, is exposed

for some hours to a temperature of from 50° to 60°, the liquid on cooling deposits well-

formed crystals. It is desirable not to pass this temperature ; at the boiling-point of

water the mixture turns brown, in consequence of secondary reactions. One or two

crystallizations from absolute alcohol render the crystals perfectly pure ;
they exhibit in

this state the chemical and physical characters of the corresponding ethylated body,
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possessing, however, a different crystalline form. I have fixed the composition of this

substance by the determination of the bromine accessible to silver-salts.

0-3980 grm. of bromide, precipitated by nitrate of silver, gave 0-2820 grm. of bromide

of silver.

The formula

C5
H

13 P Br2=[(C2 H4
Br) (C H

3)3
P] Br,

requires the following values :

—

1 equiv. of Phosphonium

1 equiv. of Bromine . .

1 equiv. of Bromide .

Theory.

r
A

't

184 69-70

80 30-30

264 100-00

Experiment.

30-16

This result was confirmed by several analyses of the corresponding

Platinum-salt .—This is easily formed by treating the bromide with chloride of silver,

when a crystallizable chloride is produced, which yields with dichloride of platinum

splendid orange-yellow needles, containing

C5 H 13 P Br Pt Cl
3 = [(C2 H4

Br) (C H
3)3 P], Pt C’l

2
.

I. 0-5440 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen. & c.. gave 0-1390

grm. of platinum.

II. 0-495 grm. of platinum-salt, analysed in the same manner, gave 0-126 grm. of

platinum.

III. 0-304 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-077 grm. of platinum.

Theory.
*

Experiment.

I. ii. hi.

1 equiv. of Phosphonium . . 184-0 47-27

1 equiv. of Platinum . 98-7 25-36 25-55 25-45 25 33

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 27-37

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 389-2 100-00

I have already mentioned that the bromide of bromethyl-trimethylphosphonium crystal-

lizes differently from the bromide of the ethylated body. Whilst the latter is obtained

in rhombic dodecahedrons, the methylated bromide affects forms belonging to the trime-

tric system. Quintino Sella has made the following examination of this compound :

—

Fig. 5-i.

“ System trimetric :

—

10 0, 110 = 60° 24';

0 01, 1 0 1 = 22° 9'.

CIO

Forms observed :

—

1 0 0, 01 0, 0 01, 1 1 0, 21 1 (Fig. 54).
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Angles. Calculated. Observed.

10 0, 010 =
O

90
1

0 90
/

2

10 0, 001 = 90 0 89 58

10 0, no = 60 24 60 26

10 0, 211 = 56 30 56 27

010, 001 = 90 0 90 6

010, no = 29 36 29 36

010, 211 60 56 60 55

0 01, no = 90 0 89 55

0 01, 211 = 47 19 47 17

no, no = 59 12 59 12

no, 211 = 45 59 45 45

no, 211 = 81 23 81 21

211, 211 = 67 0 67 6

211, 2l 1 — 58 7 58 10

211, 211 94 39 94 34

According to Naumann :

—

a:b:c = 0-4071:1:0-5681.
Forms observed :

—

oopoo, CO P CO, OP, 00 P, 2P2.
According to Weiss :

—

a: b : c = 1 : 0-5681 : 0-4071.

Forms observed :

—

a:oo^:coc; oo a: b : oo c; oo a: oo b : c; a: b : oo c; \a\b\c.

According to Levy :
—
MM = 120° 48'; £ : A = 1 : 0-3539.

Forms observed :

—

(/, ti, P, M, e3 .

Combinations observed :

—

Eig. 55. 10 0, 010, 001; 110 (Fig. 55).

10 0, 010, 001; 110, 211 (Fig. 56).

110, 001; 100 (Fig. 57).

110, 001; 10 0, 010, 211 (Fig. 58).

001, 010, 211 (Fig. 59).

Eig. 58.

Fig. 56.
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The crystals are generally tabular, as in the above figures ;
sometimes, however, they

are elongated in the direction [0 0 1], and then the faces are most unequally developed.

Figs. 60 and 61, and, again, Figs. 62 and 63 exhibit two very remarkable crystals of this

kind.

The faces of the form 211 are generally very unequally developed, and some are

actually wanting. In the crystals Figs. 60 and 61, and, again, Figs. 62 and 63, only two

out of the eight faces 211 were well developed. The six others were wanting, or could

but just be traced.

The lustre of the faces 0 0 1 is glassy, or even pearly. The lustre of the other faces

is less marked, and more fatty.

Cleavages 0 01 easily obtained and rather perfect ; 1 1 0 easily obtained, but fibrous.

The axes of optical elasticity, in the order of magnitude, are [0 0 1], [1 0 0j, [0 10 ."

Compounds of Oxethyl-trimethylphosphoxium.

The liquid filtered from the sulphide of platinum in the three analyses of the

platinum-salt of bromethyl-trimethylphosphonium above given, yielded by evaporation

the extremely soluble and deliquescent chloride. This salt has not been analysed ; but

I have transformed it, by oxide of silver, into the corresponding oxethylated com-

pound,

c5h15 po2 =^ h=°XchAP]}o.

The caustic liquid is converted by hydrochloric acid into the easily soluble chloride

corresponding to the hydrate ; this chloride, treated with dichloride of platinum, yields

the platinum-salt of oxethylated trimethylphosphonium, which crystallizes in octohedra,

like the corresponding ethyl-compound, but is distinguished from the latter by its extra-

ordinary solubility in water.

The composition of this salt was fixed by a platinum-determination.

0-3383 grm. of platinum-salt, precipitated until hydrosulphuric acid. &c., gave 0-1010

grm. of platinum.

The formula

C5
H

14
P O Pt Cl3 = r(C2H5 O) (C H3)3 P] Cl, Ft Cl,

requires the following values :

—
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Theory.
A

Experiment.

1 equiv. of Phosphonium . . 121 37-09

1 equiv. of Platinum . . . . . 98-7 30-26 29-86

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 106-5 32-65

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 326-2 100-00

Salts of Ethylene-hexmethyl-diphosphonium.

Dibromide.—This salt is formed when dibromide of ethylene is treated with an excess

of trimethylphosphine. The reaction is rapidly accomplished at the temperature of

boiling water. The salt resembles the dibromide of the ethyl-series in its properties.

It is extremely soluble, and was only once obtained in well-defined crystals, which were

analysed and determined. Many efforts were made to produce these well-formed crystals

a second time, but without success.

0-2940 grm. of dibromide gave 0-3246 grm. of bromide of silver, corresponding to the

formula

c8
H

22
P

2
Br

2 =
y/(C H3)3

P _i"

1(C2
H4)")nTJ^ Br

2 ,

(CH,)
3
Pj

as seen by the following comparison of the theoretical and experimental percentages

bromine :

—

Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium . . 180 52-94

2 equivs. of Bromine . . . . . 160 47-06 47-00

1 equiv. of Dibromide . . . . 340 100-00

of

The following are the details of Sella’s crystallographical determination :

—

“ System monoclinic :

—

10 0, 1 01 = 17° 45'; 1 0 1, 0 0 1 = 20° 4'; 0 1 0, 1 1 1 = 57° 47'.

Forms observed:— Tig- 64 -

0 01, 110, 101 (Fig. 64).

Forms observed :

—

MDCCCLX.

Angles, Calculated. Observed.

110, 001 = 58 22 58 22

001, TO 1 =: 80 52 80 50

1 1 0, T 1 0 = 83 13 83 12

110, I 01 =
x :
—

108 35 108 33

h:c = 1-1255: 1:0-5445; Y = 37° 49'.

OP, oo P, P oo.

3 x
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According to Weiss :

—

a : V: c = 1 : 0-5445 : 1-1255 ; aoc= 142° 11'.

Forms observed:

—

oo a: co b : c ; a: b : cc c; — a : oo b : c.

According to Levy;

—

MM = 83° 13'; MP = 121 0
38'; b : h = 1 : 0-9884.

Forms observed :

—

P, M, a!.

Combinations observed :

—

0 01, 110 (Fig. 65).

Fig. 65.

The face 101 has not been directly observed, but was found to be a cleavage. There

is also another cleavage 0 01, as distinct and easily obtained as 1 0 1.”

The dibromide of hexmethylated ethylene-diphosphonium, treated with oxide of silver,

yields the corresponding hydrate,

^8 ^24 P2 02 —
[(C

2
H

4
)''(CH

3)6 PJ
Ho

o2>

which forms with acids a series of salts resembling the corresponding ethyl-compounds.

Of these I have briefly examined the di-iodide and the platinum-salt.

Di-iodide—The base neutralized with hydriodic acid furnishes a salt crystallized in

difficultly soluble needles, surpassing in beauty the corresponding body in the ethyl-

series.

0-3515 grm. of salt gave 0-3775 grm. of iodide of silver, leading to the formula

^8 ^22 ^*2 ^2 — (C
2
h

4
)"
(CH3)3PT
(ch

3)3 pJ
I
2,

which requires

1 equiv. of Diphosphonium

2 equivs. of Iodine . . .

1 equiv. of Di-iodide

Theory.

t
^

180 41-43

254 58-57

434 100-00

Experiment.

57-92

Platinum-salt.—This is an apparently amorphous precipitate, which is nearly insoluble

in water, dissolves with extreme slowness in boiling hydrochloric acid, and separates

therefrom on cooling in golden-yellow laminae, very much like those of the platinum-

salt of the hybrid ethylene-trimethyl-triethyl-diphosphonium. It consists of

^8 ^22 ^2 ^2 Cl
6 (C.

2
H

4 )
w
(CH3)3E^Cl,,2Pt CL.
(CH

3 )3 PJ
I. 0-4940 grm. of platinum-salt gave, when precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen,

&c., 0-1650 grm. of platinum.

II. 0-5730 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1900 grm. of platinum.
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Theory.
A

Experiment.
A

equiv. of Diphosphonium .

(

180-0

'i

30-49

* ^

I. II.

equivs. of Platinum . . . 197-4 33-43 33-40 33-16

equivs. of Chlorine . . . 2130 36-08

equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 590-4 100-00

SERIES OE MIXED DIATOMIC BASES.

The investigation of the intimate relation which unites the bromethylated mono*

phosphonium with the ethylene-diphosphonium-compounds, together with the establish-

ment of the easy transition from the monatomic to the diatomic series, naturally

suggested the idea of subjecting the bromethylated bromide, which forms the starting-

point of the whole investigation, to the action of monamines
,
monarsines

,
and mono-

stibines
,
in the expectation that diatomic bases would be formed containing nitrogen,

arsenic, and antimony, side by side with phosphorus, and equivalent to it in chemical

value and character. How far this expectation has been realized may be seen from the

following experiments.

PHOSPHAMMOXIUM-COMPOUNDS.

Action of Ammonia on Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphospiionium.

In alcoholic solution, these two bodies act upon one another at ordinary temperatures,

the reaction being indicated by considerable evolution of heat. To ensure complete

transformation, the mixture is digested at 100° for half an hour in sealed tubes. On
evaporating the alcohol and the excess of ammonia, there remains an extremely deliques-

cent saline mass, which crystallizes with difficulty. To remove small quantities of

ammonia which may be present in the form of bromide of ammonium, the solution of

the saline residue is treated with excess of oxide of silver, whereby a strongly alkaline

liquid is set free, which may be digested on the water-bath without decomposition, so

that traces of ammonia are easily driven off. Further investigation showed the presence

in the caustic alkaline liquid of a base containing both phosphorus and nitrogen, viz.

the hydrate of ethylene-triethylphosphammonium,

C
?
H.

1
PN0

2
= KC2

H
4)"(C2 H3)3 H3 PNJ

The reaction between the bromethylated monopliosphonium and ammonia had there-

fore taken place exactly as might have been expected from the behaviour of the former

compound with the monophosphines

:

[(C
2
H4 Br)(C2

H
5),P]Br + H

3 N = (C
2 HJ

,(C2H5)3
P-

H>N
Br0

I have fixed the composition of the nitrophosphoretted base by the analysis of the

platinum-salt and of the gold-salt.

Platinum-salt .—On saturating the alkaline hydrate with hydrochloric acid and adding

3x2
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dichloride of platinum, a very voluminous, pale-yellow, slightly crystalline precipitate is

obtained, which is difficultly soluble in boiling water, and also in boiling concentrated

hydrochloric acid. The acid solution deposits well-formed prismatic crystals. The

crystallization from concentrated hydrochloric acid is necessary to ensure the purity of

the product
;

it appears that the direct precipitate contains an admixture which remains

dissolved in the acid. Specimens of different preparation gave on analysis the following

results :

—

I. 0-6817 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-4220 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2256 grm. of

water.

II. 0-8285 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-5195 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2890 grm. of

water.

III. 0-3658 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, <?:c., gave 0-1257

grm. of platinum.

IV. 0-5005 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-1716

grm. of platinum.

V. 0-8835 grm. of platinum-salt, treated in the same manner, gave 0-3069 grm. of

platinum.

The formula

c8
H

22
P N Pc

2
Cl

6 = (C H y^2H5)3
P

(
U2 TJ AT

~1 II

H
3 N

CL, 2 Pt Cl„

requires
Theory.

A
Experiment.

A
I. II. III. IV. V.

Cg 96 16-74 16-88 17-10
*

h22
22 3-84 3-67 3-87

p 31 5-41

N 14 2-44

Pt2
197-4 34-43 34-28 34-36

Cl6
213 37-14 —
573-4 100-00

0 (01 "7 o

Some of the crystals, obtained on slotvly cooling a boiling solution in concentrated

hydrochloric acid, were sufficiently well-formed to enable Q. Sella to examine them

crystallographically. He has communicated to me the following description :

—

“ System trimetric :— Fig. 66.

1 0 0, 1 1 0 = 59° 50'
;

0 0 1, 1 0 1 = 70° 38'.

Forms observed :

—

10 0, 110, 101, 010 (Fig. 66).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

100, 01 0 = 90° 0 89° 40

1 0 0, 1 1 0 = 59 50 59 55
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Angles. Calculated. Observed.

10 0, 101 = 19 22 19 27

010, 110 = 30 10

010, 101 = 90 0 —

—

110, 110 = 60 20 60 10

110, 101 = 61 42 61 37

101, T 0

1

= 38 44 38 54

According to Naumann :

—

Forms observed :

—

According to Weiss :

—

a: 5:c = 2-8449: 1:0-5812.

coPoo, coPco, CO P, P CO.

a: b:c = 1:0-5812: 2-8449.

Forms observed :

—

a: co b : oo c; co a : b : oo c;

According to Levy :

—

MM = 119° 40';

Forms observed :

—

a: b : ccc; a: oob : c.

b:h = 1 : 2-4596.

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

g\ A', M,
Combinations observed :

—

10 0, 110, 101 (Fig. 67).

10 0, 110, 101; 010 (Fig. 68).

Cleavage 010 imperfect.

The faces 101 are dull, the others brilliant. The crystals are optically negative. The

medium line is perpendicular to 1 0 0, and the plane of the optical axes is parallel to

0 0 1. The external angle of the optical axes appears to be about 60°.

Hardness greater than that of gypsum.”

Gold-salt .—The solution of the dichloride, which is obtained by treating the crystal-

lized platinum-salt with hydrosulphuric acid, yields with trichloride of gold a golden-

yellow precipitate consisting of fine needles, which are difficultly soluble in water.

0-3845 grm. of gold-salt, precipitated by hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0T 800 grm.

of gold.

The formula

C
8
H 22 P N Au

2
Cl

8 = (c2HJ
(C2 H5 )3

P-W
H, N

Cl
2 ,

2 An CL

requires

1 equiv. of Phosphammonium

2 equivs. of Gold ....
8 equivs. of Chlorine .

1 equiv. of Gold-salt

Theory. Experiment.

163 19-38

394 46-85 46-81

284 33-77

841 100-00
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The analysis of the platinum-salt and of the gold-salt sufficiently fixes the composition

of the series of diatomic phosphammonium-compounds. I have prepared some of the

simple salts of this nitrophosphoretted metal, especially the dichloride, the dibromide,

and the di-iodide. They all crystallize pretty well, although they are in general more

soluble and less stable than the diphosphonium-salts. The diperchlorate is rather

difficultly soluble, and crystallizes with facility. These salts have not been analysed.

The free base likewise resembles the hydrate of the diphosphonium. Its solution is

powerfully alkaline, and precipitates from most metallic salts the hydrates of the metals.

The solution of the base may be concentrated on the water-bath without losing am-

monia ; addition of potassa to the residuary liquid separates the hydrate in oily drops,

which redissolve when mixed with water.

The peculiar construction of this body induced me to examine its deportment under the

influence of heat. The substitution being limited to 5 equivs. of hydrogen, the question

arose whether the hydrate could be distilled in the form of a phosphamine of the

formula

(C2
H

4
)" 1

(C
2
H

5 )2 pn.

(C2
h

5 ) hJ

Experiment showed, however, that the base cannot be volatilized without entire

decomposition ; the product of distillation no longer contains a trace of the original

body. Ammonia is abundantly evolved during the distillation, and at a certain stage of

the process the residue contains the hydrate of vinylated triethylphosphonium.

[(C2
H

4
)"(C2

H
5 )3
H

3
PN]
H jo2

= H
3
N + H2

O + KC“ (°2™
}
0.

1 infer this from the analysis of an iodide obtained by neutralizing with hydriodic acid

the mixed base which had been heated for some time. This salt was exceedingly soluble

in water, and even in absolute alcohol, and was precipitated from the latter by addition

of ether.

04865 grm. of iodide gave 0-416 grm. of iodide of silver.

The formula

C
8
H

18
PI = [(C2H3)(C2H5 )3 P]I

requires the following values :

—

Theory.
Av

Experiment.

1 equiv. of Phosphonium . . 145 53-31

1 equiv. of Iodine . . . 127 46-69 46-4

1 equiv. of Iodide . . . . 272 100-00

The mother-liquor ot this salt was freed from excess of silver and precipitated by

trichloride of gold. The yellow needles were analysed.

,0-6580 grm. of gold-salt gave 0-2615 grm. =39-68 per cent, of gold.
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The formula

C
8
H

18
P Au Cl4 = [(C2

H
3)
(C

2
H5)3 P] Cl, Au Cl3

requires 39-24 per cent, of gold.

The deportment of the bromethylated bromide under the influence of ammonia,

opens an almost unlimited series of diatomic nitrophosphoretted metals. It is only

necessary to replace in the above reaction the ammonia by a monamine, in order to

obtain a new metal of almost any composition which could be desired. I have pro-

duced a few bodies of this description, in order to establish experimentally the relations,

which theory, resting on the observations in the ammonia-reaction, sufficiently suggests.

Action of Methylamine on the Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphospiionium.

Compounds of Etiiylene-methyl-triethylphosphammonium.

Repetition of all the phenomena observed in the experiment with ammonia. Both

substances unite on digestion,

[(C
2
H, Br) (G, H5 )3 P] Br + (C H

3)
H

2
N =

- (c2 h5)3
p-»-

(C h.,)H
2 nJ

2 ’

and the compound yields, on treatment with oxide of silver, the caustic base

Cs
H

26
P N 02 = KC. H*)" (C Ha) (C,H5 )3

H
2
P N]»

I have been satisfied to fix the composition of this body by the analysis of a rather

difficultly soluble platinum-compound, crystallizing from boiling water in splendid

needles, frequently an inch in length. I did not succeed, however, in obtaining, either

from boiling water or from boiling hydrochloric acid, crystals which could have been

determined. For analysis the salt was recrystallized from boiling water.

0-3734 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-1250 grm.

of platinum.

The formula

C
9
H24

P N Pt
2 Cl6 =

~(
c
2
H<)" (C

2

^) H2
NJ

C12’ 2 Pt C12

requires
Theory.

A
Experiment

1 equiv. of Phosphammonium . . . 177 30-13

2 equivs. of Platinum . . . . 197-4 33-60 33-48

6 equivs. of Chlorine . . . . . . 213 36-27

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . . . 587-4 100-00

Action of Ethylamine on the Bromide of Bromethyl-trietiiylphosphonium.

Compounds of Ethylene-tetrethylpiiosphammonium.

The two bodies unite with evolution of heat. Since the salts of the new phospham-

monium crystallize very beautifully, I have not been able to resist the temptation

of examining several of them somewhat more minutely.
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Platinum-salt .—The crude product of the reaction, purified with oxide of silver and

saturated with hydrochloric acid, furnishes, on addition of dichloride of platinum, an

orange-yellow platinum-compound, crystallizing in needles very similar to those of the

methyl-compound above-described. The salt, recrystallized from boiling water, gave on

analysis the following numbers :

—

I. 0-7544 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-5565 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-3023 grm. of

water.

II. 0-6056 grm. of platinum-salt, when treated with sulphuretted hydrogen. &c.. gave

0-1964 grm. of platinum.

The formula

C10 H26 P N Pt
2
Cl

6
(C

2
H4

)"
(C

2
H

5 )3 pt
(C2
H

5
)H

2
N_

Cl2 ,
2 Pt CLj

requires
Theory.

A
Experiment.

A
r

“
A c ^

i. n.

^To 120 19-96 20-12

H26 26 4-32 4-45

p 31 5-15

N 14 2-33

Pt, 197-4 32-82 32-43

ci
6

213 35-42

601-4 100-00

Q. Sella has determined the crystalline form of this beautiful salt.

“ System monoclinic :

—

1 0 0, 101 = 43° 35'; 1 0 1, 0 0 1 = 43° 17'
;

1 1 1, 0 1 0 = 55° 36'.

Forms observed:

—

10 0, 0 01, 110, 0 1 1 (Fig. 69).

Angles. Calculated. Observod.

10 0, 001
o

= 86 52
O

86 52

10 0, 110 = 44 55 45 8

10 0, Oil = 87 47 87 38

0 01, 110 = 87 47 87 53

0 01, Oil = 44 46 44 47

110, T 1 0 = 90 10 90 10

110, Oil = 58 21 58 5

110, Oil = 61 59 62 11

Oil, Oil = 90 29 90 29

Fig. 69.

cot
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According to Naumann :—
a: b : c — 0-9945 : 1 : 1-0013

; y = 86° 52'.

Forms observed :—
OO P OO, OP, OO P, P CO.

According to Weiss :

—

a : b : c = 1 : 1-0013 : 0-9945 ; aoc- 93° 8'.

Forms observed:

—

Oj : cc b : co c ;
co a: oob : c; a: b : oo c; co a: b: c.

According to Levy :

—

MM = 90° 10';

Forms observed:

—

Combinations observed :

—

MP = 92° 13 ; b : h — i : 0-7027.

h', P, M, e'.

110, 011 (Fig. 70).

110, Oil, 001 (Fig. 71).

11 0, 01 1, 001, 100 (Figs. 72, 73).

The crystals are hemihedral : the faces 0 01 and 10 0 have their parallels, but of

the four faces of the forms 110 and 011 only two were observed with their correspond-

ing parallels.

All the crystals examined exhibit the faces 110, 110, and the faces Oil, Oil
(Figs. 70, 71, and 73). In a single crystal (Fig. 72) the faces 11 0, 1 I 0, and the faces

Oil, 0 1 T were observed. It is evident that the crystals Figs. 72 and 73 are symme-

trical but not superposable.

The crystals frequently exhibit the habitus of triangular tables (Figs. 72 and 73);

sometimes they are tetrahedrons (Fig. 70), or beveled tetrahedrons (Fig. 71).

The faces are very brilliant but very often rounded, so that they are apt to yield many

images and a great difference in the angles.

The observed angles given in the above table are the mean of the results obtained

in the measurement of six crystals.

Another difficulty in the determination of these crystals is the minute difference of the

angles of the zones [0 0 1] and [1 0 0]. The results of observation are 1 1 0, 1 1 0= 90° 10'

;

Oil, 01

1

= 90° 29'
; but I cannot affirm that the second angle is greater than the first.

For distinguishing the two zones I had at my disposal only one criterion, which is of

mdccclx. 3 Y
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comparatively little value. The faces designated as 1 1 0, 1 1 0 are in general equally deve-

loped, but of the two others, 0 T 1 is much larger than Oil, as seen in Fig. 73. I took

it for granted that the two equally developed faces belonged to the zone [0 0 1_. and the

unequally developed faces to the zone [1 0 0].

The plane of polarization is not altered if the light passes through the faces 0 01.

0 01 and the faces 1 0 0, 1 0 0 in the direction [0 1 0].

Colour orange-red.

The minuteness of the crystals, and the difficulty of fixing them on account of their

hemihedral form, has prevented me from finding them cleavages.”

Gold-salt.---Golden-yellow, difficultly soluble needles, which may be recrystallized

from boiling water without decomposition.

I. 0-6325 grm. of gold-salt gave 0-3285 grm. of carbonic acid and 0T788 gnu. of water.

II. 0 -6963 grm. of gold-salt left after ignition 0-3160 grm. of gold. The residue of

gold retained with great pertinacity a small quantity of carbon, from which it could be

separated only by solution in aqua regia
,
filtration, and re-evaporation.

The analyses lead to the formula

Cio H26
P N Au

2
Cl

8 = (C
2
H

4
)"
(C2 h,)3 PTa 94u
(C2 h5)h2 nj

Theory.
a

Experiment.

r 'i '

I. II.
‘

^'10 120 13-81 14-16

h 26
26 2-99 3-14

P 31 3-57

N 14 1-61

Au
2

394 45-34 45-38

Cl
8

284 32-68

869 100-00

Di-iodide .—It was prepared from the recrystallized platinum-salt by treatment with

sulphuretted hydrogen, decomposition of the resulting dichloride by oxide of silver,

and neutralization of the liberated base with hydriodic acid. White acicular crystals,

extremely soluble in water, but not deliquescent, likewise very soluble in spirit of wine,

difficultly soluble in absolute alcohol, insoluble in ether. From the alcoholic liquid, the

salt is precipitated by ether in the crystalline state. From the aqueous solution, the

iodide separates, on addition of potassa, in the form of oily globules, which gradually

solidify with crystalline structure.

Since the examination of the phosphammonium-compounds could not have been legiti-

mately concluded without a nitrogen-determination, the nitrogen was taken in this iodide.

I. 0-6663 grm. of di-iodide, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid, gave 0-3335 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum.
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II. 0-4680 grm. of di-iodide gave 0-4891 grm. of iodide of silver.

The formula is accordingly

Cio h26 pni2 = [(C
2
H

4
)"
(C2
H

5 )3
PH"

(C2
H

5
)H

2 NJ
2 *

Theory.
A

Experiment.

(

Cio 120

i

26-97

r~ -J' *
•>

I. II.

h26 26 5-84

P 31 6-97

N 14 3-14 314

I
2

254 57-08 56-48

445 100-00

The caustic base, which corresponds to the iodide, is readily obtained by oxide of silver.

It presents considerable stability, and may be evaporated on the water-bath until it sepa-

rates in heavy oily globules. Here again the action of heat might have given rise to the

formation of a volatile phosphamine,

(C2 HJS
(C2H3)2 pn,
(c

2h5 )2
J

capable of reproducing the salts from which it was derived. But, exactly as in the case

of the compound formed by the coalescence of triethylphosphine and ammonia, distilla-

tion destroys the base. The deportment of this substance under the influence of heat is

characteristic ; its study cannot fail to assist in the general elucidation of the constitution

of this class of bodies. 1 may, in a subsequent inquiry, find an opportunity of returning

to this question.

Both methylamine and ethylamine being primary monamines, I have, in conclusion,

submitted the bromethylated bromide to the action of a secondary base, viz. diethyl-

amine, and lastly, of some tertiary bases, viz. trimethylamine and triethylamine.

Action of Diethylamine on the Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphosphonium.

Compounds of Ethylene-pentetiiylpiiosphammonium.

The reaction is similar to that of ethylamine ; the resulting product, conveniently

treated, yields a splendid platinum-salt crystallizing in rectangular plates.

Two platinum-determinations furnished the following results :

—

I. 0-4900 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave 0-1557

grm. of platinum.

II. 0-6280 grm. of platinum-salt, analysed in the same manner, gave 0-1990 grm. of

platinum.

3 Y 2
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These numbers correspond to the formula

C12
H30 P N Pt

2
Cl

6 = (C
2
H

4y
(C2
H

5 )3
p-

(C
2
H5)2HNJ

CL, 2 Pt CL

Theory.

i

A_
i

1 equiv. of Phosphammonium 219-0 34-79

2 equivs. of Platinum . . 197-4 31-37

6 equivs. of Chlorine . . 213-0 33-84

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 629-4 100 00

Experiment.
A

II.

31-77 31-68

Action of Trimethylamine on the Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphosphonium.

Etiiylene-trimethyl-triethylphosphammonium-compounds.

As to the preparation and properties, I may refer to the preceding paragraphs. It is

only necessary to quote the analysis of the platinum-salt, which crystallizes in beautiful

needles.

I. 0-4758 grin, of platinum-salt gave 0-3715 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1907 grin,

of water.

II. 0-7485 grm. of platinum-salt, when fused with carbonate of sodium, &c., gave

0-2415 grm. of platinum and 1-0580 grm. of chloride of silver.

The formula

requires

Cn H28
PNPt

2
Cl

6
(C

2
H

4
)"
(C2
H

5)3
p-|"

(ch
3)3 nJ

Cl
2 ,
2Pt Cl

2

Theory. Experiment.

(
-

—A
t
—
I.

1

II.

Cu 132 21-45 21-29

H
28 28 4-55 4-45

p 31 5-04

N 14 2-27

pt2
197-4 32-08 32-26

ci
6

213 34-61 34-96

615-4 100-00

The examination of this compound has induced me to perform an experiment which

may here be briefly mentioned. The action of trimethylamine on dibromide of ethylene

gives rise to the formation of a beautifully crystallized salt, the bromide of bromethyl-

trimethylammonium, of which I have already given a fugitive sketch in the ‘ Pro-

ceedings of the Boyal Society’*. I was curious to ascertain whether the dibromide,

generated by the union of trimethylamine with the bromide of hvometh\\-triethyl-phos-

phonium
,
could likewise be formed by submitting the bromide of bromethyl-trimethyl-

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. ix. p. 293.
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ammonium to the action of triethylphosphine :

[(C2 H4
Br) (C

2
H5)3

P] Br + (C H3)3
N = [(C2

H4
Br) (C PI

3)3
N] Br + (C

2
H5 )3

P

_[>r H Y^
c2
H

5)3
pTBr

_(°2 (CH3)3
Nj 2

'

The bromide of bromethylated trimethylammonium is indeed readily attacked by

triethylphosphine, but the change is very different from what I had expected. I intend

in another paper to return to the products of this reaction.

Before leaving the history of the phosphammonium-compounds, I have briefly to

allude to a peculiar deportment of the bromethylated bromide. When treating this

compound with triethylamine instead of trimethylamine, expecting, of course, to observe

a repetition of the phenomena so frequently witnessed, I was surprised to find that these

substances, although acting with considerable energy, fail to produce the anticipated

phosphammonium-compound. This unforeseen result induced me to examine this reaction

repeatedly and with particular care. The result remained the same. On evaporating

the alcoholic product of the reaction, and treating the concentrated solution with oxide

of silver, a powerfully alkaline liquid remained, even after the expulsion of the triethyl-

amine, considerable quantities of which were liberated. This residuary alkaline liquid,

saturated with hydrochloric acid, yielded, on addition of dichloride of platinum, the

beautiful octohedra of the oxethylated triethylphosphonium-platinum-salt, which was

identified by analysis. The specimen wdiich was employed in analysis IV., mentioned in

the description of the oxethylated platinum-salt, had been prepared by the action of tri-

ethylamine on the bromethylated bromide

:

[(C2 H4
Br) (C2 HJ3

P] Br+ (C2 Hs)3 N + H2
O = [(C2

H
5 0) (C2

H
5 )3

P] Br + [(C, j|)3
H N] Br.

This equation involves the intervention of water in the reaction, which was obviously

furnished by the imperfectly de-hydrated alcohol used in the experiments. In the

anhydrous state, the bromethylated bromide and triethylamine scarcely act at 100°;

between 120° and 130°, a reaction takes place, among the products of which, as yet very

imperfectly examined, I was likewise unable to trace the presence of a phospham-

monium-like compound. It can scarcely be doubted that this reaction gives rise to the

formation of bromide of vinyl-triethylphosphonium

:

[(C
2 H, Br) (C2

H5)3 P] Br + (C2 II3 )3
N = [(C2H3) (C2

PI
5)3

P] Br + [(C2H5)3
H N] Br.

Experimentally the question remains undecided.

The elegance and precision with which the bromethylated bromide fixes the elements

of ammonia and of the monamines, very naturally suggested the idea of examining the

deportment of this body under the influence of diamines and triamines. The results

obtained in these experiments do not belong to this part of the inquiry. Suffice it to

say for the present, that these substances attack the bromide with the utmost energy,

giving rise to an almost unlimited number of polyatomic bases of a higher order, the
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constitution of which, though complicated, is traceable in advance by the experience

acquired in the simpler forms of reaction.

PHOSPHARSONIHM-COMPOUXDS.

There was no necessity for entering into a detailed examination of this class of com-

pounds. I have in fact been satisfied to establish, by a few characteristic numbers, the

existence of the phospharsonium-group.

Actiox of Trietiiylarsixe ox the Bromide of Bromethyl-triethylphosphoxium.

On digesting the two substances in sealed tubes, the usual phenomena are observed.

The saline mass which is formed yields, by treatment with oxide of silver in the cold, a

powerfully alkaline solution containing the dihydrate of ethylene-hexethylphospharso-

nium,

C14
H

36
P As 02

[(C2H4)”(C2H5)6 PAs]»|0 _h
2 j

It is thus obvious that the arsenic-base imitates the triethylphosphine in its deportment

with the bromethylated bromide. The two substances simply combine to form the

dibromide of the phospharsonium.

The alkaline solution of the hydrate of the phospharsonium exhibits the leading

characters of this class of bases
;
I may therefore refer to the detailed account which I

have given of the hydrate of the diphosphonium. The saline compounds likewise resemble

those of the diphosphonium. The clichloride and the di-iodide were obtained in beautiful

crystalline needles, exhibiting a marked tendency to form well-crystallized double salts.

I have prepared the compounds of the dichloride with chloride of tin, bromide of zinc,

trichloride of gold, and lastly, with clichloride of platinum. The latter compound was

analysed in order to fix the composition of the series.

Platinum-salt .—The product of the reaction of triethylarsine upon the bromethylated

bromide is treated with oxide of silver in the cold
,
and the alkaline solution thus obtained

is saturated with hydrochloric acid, and precipitated with dichloride of platinum. An
exceedingly pale yellowish, apparently amorphous precipitate of marked diphosplionic

appearance is thrown down, almost insoluble in water, but dissolving in boiling concen-

trated hydrochloric acid. The hydrochloric solution deposits, on cooling, beautiful orange-

red prisms, resembling the crystals of the corresponding diphosphonium-platinuin-salt.

I. 04668 grm. of platinum-salt gave 03914 grin, of carbonic acid and 02003 grin, of

water.

II. O' 4585 grm. of platinum-salt, fused with carbonate of sodium, gave 0'5460 grm. of

chloride of silver. The platinum separated in this experiment was contaminated with

arsenic.

The formula

v,(C2
H5 )3 PC

14
H

34
P As Pt

2 C1G =
“in

(C2
H4

)'<

(C2
H5 )3 AsJ

Cl,. 2 Pt Cl,
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requires

Theory.

r

Cu 168 23-38

34 4-73

P 31 4-32

As 75 10-44

Pt2
197-4 27-48

ci
6

213 29-65

718-4 100-00

Experiment.

f
A

I. II.

22-87 —
4-77 —

*»

29-46

Qunmxo Sella has examined the crystals of the phospharsonium-platinum-salt. I

append the results of his observations.

“ System triclinic :

—

1 0 0, 0 1 0 = 81 52 ; 1 0 0, 0 0 1 = 88 14;

01 0,001 = 89 9; 1 0 0,111 =120 18;

0 1 0, T 1 1 = 64 4.

Forms observed

10 0, 0 01, 01 0, 01 1,1 11, 0 21 (Fig. 74).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

o I o I

10 0, 010 = 81 52 81 52

10 0, 001 = 88 14 88 14

10 0, Oil = 83 48 83 52

10 0, 0 2 T = 84 14

10 0, Til = 120 18 120 18

010, 001 = 89 9 89 9

010, Oil = 53 3

010, 02T = 34 25 34 28

010, 111 = 64 4 63 53

0 0 1, Oil = 36 6

0 01, 0 2 T = 123 34 123 38

0 01, 111 = 46 54 46 37

Oil, 021 = 87 29

Oil, 111 = 36 30

02T, 111 91 15
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According to Naumann :

—

a:b: c = 0-8533: 1-1689:1; a = 81° 53'; (3 = 88° 20'; y = 90° 36'.

Forms observed:

—

co P co
;

cc P co
; OP; P' cc

; 2 P, oo ; P'.

According to Weiss:—
a:b:c = 1 : 1-1689 : 0-8533 ; a oh = 98° 7'; hoc = 90° 36'; coa= 91° 40'.

Forms observed:

—

a:cob:ooc; coa:b:coc; ooa:oob:c; oc a:b:c; —a:b:c; co a : b : — 2 c.

According to Levy :

—

MT = 98° 8'
; TP = 91° 46'; PM = 90° 51'.

• H:F:D = 0-8533:1-1689:1.
Forms observed :

—

M, T, P, d\ c', cl
Combinations :

—

10 0, 01 0, 001 (Fig. 75).

10 0, 01 0, 0 0 1 ; 1 1 1 (Fig. 76).

1 00, 01 0, 001; 111, 02l

10 0, 010, 0 01; Til, 02 I, 011 (Fig. 77).

Eig. 75. Eig. 76. Eig. 77. Fig. 78.

Cleavages 10 0 and 0 01: distinct and easily obtained. The cleavage is occasionally

observed to take place during measuring, probably in consequence of the heat emanating

from the face, which has to be brought close on account of the minuteness of the crystals.

Hemitropic crystals with the axis of hemitropy [0 0 1] (Fig. 78). It was possible to

verify by measurement that the axis of hemitropy is really [0 0 1], and not a line per-

pendicular to one of the faces of the crystal.”

The phospharsonium-compounds, and more especially the hydrate of the series, are far-

less stable than the corresponding terms of the diphosphonium-series.

If the product of the action of triethylarsine on the bromethylated monophosphonium

be boiled with oxide of silver, instead of being treated in the cold, not a trace of the

phospharsonium-compound is obtained. The caustic solution which is formed, yields,

when saturated with hydrochloric acid and precipitated with dichloride of platinum,

only the rather soluble octohedral crystals of the oxethylated triethylphosphonium.
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The nature of this transformation is clearly exhibited when a solution of the hydrate of

the phospharsonium, filtered off in the cold from the excess of oxide of silver, is sub-

mitted to ebullition. Immediately the clear liquid is rendered turbid from separated

triethylarsine which becomes perceptible, moreover, by its powerful odour; the solu-

tion now contains the hydrate of oxethylated triethylphosphonium.

[(C2 (C, h5)6 pm-j
0z = (C, Hs)3 As +

[(C2 h5 O) (C, h6)3 P]|0

When the dibromide is boiled with the oxide of silver, a beautiful silver mirror is

formed on the sides of the vessel, obviously in consequence of a partial oxidation of the

liberated triethylarsine.

Some experiments were made to produce a diatomic compound containing phosphorus

and antimony. I expected to form this body, the dibromide of a phosphostibonium, by

the action of triethylstibine on the brometliylated bromide, so frequently mentioned in

this paper. The two bodies react upon one another, but only after protracted digestion

or exposure to a rather high temperature. The product of the reaction is complex,

yielding a comparatively small quantity of a difficultly soluble platinum-salt of diatomic

appearance. I have repeatedly modified the reaction, and analysed the products in the

form of platinum-salts : I omit to quote the detail of these experiments, since they have

failed to disentangle the difficulties of the reaction.

Some experiments upon the deportment of dibromide of ethylene with triethylarsine

were more successful. The reaction between these two bodies had been selected as a

subject of inquiry by Mr. W. Valentin, to whom I am indebted for valuable assistance

at the earlier stages of these researches. Circumstances have subsequently prevented

Mr. Valentin from carrying out his plan, and I have therefore to take upon myself the

responsibility for the following statements. The results obtained in the examination of

the arsenic-compounds are by no means absolutely connected with the study of the

phosphorus-bases, nevertheless I may be permitted to lay them before the Society,

together with the account of the corresponding reaction in the phosphorus-series.

MONARSONIUM-COMPOUNDS.

Action of Dibromide of Ethylene upon Triethylarsine.

The experience gathered during the examination of the phosphorus-bodies enabled

me to establish the nature of this reaction by a comparatively small number of platinum-

determinations.

Bromide ofBromethyl-triethylarsonium.—To avoid, as far as possible, the formation of

the second product, a mixture of triethylarsine with a very large excess of dibromide of

ethylene was digested in sealed tubes, at a temperature not exceeding 50° C. Notwith-

standing this low temperature, the tubes invariably contained compressed gases. The

mdccclx. 3 z
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product of the reaction was treated with water, which extracted a soluble bromide from

the ethylene-compound unacted upon. On evaporation, a beautiful bromide was left,

which, being copiously soluble in boiling, and sparingly soluble in cold alcohol, could

be readily recrystallized from absolute and even from common alcohol. In water this

substance is excessively soluble ; it is therefore scarcely crystallizable from an aqueous

solution.

Analysis, as might have been expected, proved this salt to be the analogue of the

bromethylated triethylphosphonium-salt. It contains

C8 H 19
As Br2 = [(C2 H4 Br) (C2 H3)3 As] Br.

The bromide of bromethyl-triethylarsonium, the composition of which is sufficiently

established by the analysis of the corresponding platinum-salt (see below), can be

obtained in beautiful crystals. Their form—the rhombic dodecahedron—is identical

with that of the corresponding bromethyl-triethylphosphonium-compound. which the

crystals resemble also in their general habitus. I quote the following from Sella’s

examination

“ System monometric.

Forms observed:

—

1 1 0 (Fig. 79).

Angles. Calculated. Observed.

110, T 1 0
O /

= 90 0
O /

90 3

110, 101 = 60 0 60 0

110, 011 = 60 0 60 8

No influence on polarized light.”

l-'ig. 79.

Platinum-salt .—The solution of the previous salt, converted by treatment until chlo-

ride of silver into the corresponding chloride, yields with dichloride of platinum splendid

needles of a double salt, difficultly soluble in cold and even in boiling water.

I. 0-9695 grm. of salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-2040 gnu. of

platinum.

II. 1-2175 grm. of salt of a new preparation, analysed in the same manner, gave

0-2545 grm. of platinum.

III. 1-2815 grm. of salt of the last preparation gave 0-2715 grm. of platinum.

The formula

C8
H

19
Br As Ft Cl3 = [(C

2
H

4
Br) (C,H5 )3

As] Cl, Pt CL,

requires the following values :

—
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Theory.
v\

Experiment.

( 'i (
'

I. II. III.'

1 equiv. of Arsonium . . . 270-0 56-82

1 equiv. of Platinum . . . 98-7 20-77 21-04 20-90 21-18

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 22-41

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 475-2 100-00

Compounds of Vinyl-triethylarsonium.

The bromide of bromethyl-triethylarsonium, like the corresponding phosphorus-com-

pound, loses its latent bromine under the influence of oxide of silver. If the solution

of the bromide be precipitated by an excess of nitrate of silver, one-half of the bromine

separates as bromide of silver ; the clear filtrate, mixed with ammonia, yields the second

half of the bromine in the form of a dense precipitate. Nevertheless the reaction differs

from that observed in the phosphorus-series. The bromide of the bromethylated phos-

phonium, as has been pointed out in a former part of this inquiry, is almost invariably

converted into an oxethylated body, its transformation into a vinyl-compound being

altogether exceptional. The bromide of the bromethylated arsonium, on the other hand,

yields, as a rule, the vinyl-body of the series, the formation of an oxethylated compound

taking place only under particular circumstances; in fact so rarely as to leave some

doubt regarding the existence of this term of the series. The bromide of the brom-

ethylated arsonium, treated with an excess of oxide of silver, yields a powerfully alkaline

solution, the nature of.which was determined by the analysis of the corresponding plati-

num-salt. Transformed into the chloride, and precipitated with dichloride of platinum,

this solution yielded beautiful rather soluble octohedra.

I. 0-6312 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1570

grm. of platinum.

II. 0-6338 grm. of platinum-salt, analysed in the same manner, gave 0-1571 grm. of

platinum.

III. 0-4345 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1093 grm. of platinum.

IV. 0-4135 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0T025 grm. of platinum and 0-4525 grm. of

chloride of silver.

V. 0-3370 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-0843 grm. of platinum.

These numbers lead to the percentages of a vinyl-triethylarsonium-compound. The

formula

C8
H 1S As Pt Cl3 = [(C2 H3) (C2 H5)3 As] Cl, Pt Cl,

requires the following values :

—

3 z 2
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Theory. Experiment.
_

^ (
A

,

I. H. HI. IT. V.

1 equiv. of Arsonium . . 189-0 47-94

1 equiv. of Platinum . . 98-7 25-05 24-87 24-79 25-15 24-78 25-02

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . 106-5 27-01 27-07

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 394-2 100-00

Analyses I. and II. were made with the same specimen
; analysis III. with a salt

obtained in a new preparation ;
analysis IV. with a salt procured by precipitating the

chloride left after the separation of the platinum in the form of sulphide in the previous

analysis. For the first three experiments, the solution of the bromethylated arsonium-

compound was gently heated with oxide of silver ; for experiment V. the digestion had

taken place in the cold.

The above numbers show that the transformation of the bromethylated compound

ensues according to the following equation :

—

[(C
2
H4 Br)(C2

H
5)3
As]Bi'+^}o = 2AgBr+

[(C2H3)(C
'

2H5)3
^-]o.

The idea suggested itself that the vinyl-compound obtained in this reaction might be

a secondary product resulting from the decomposition of an oxethylated compound of

limited stability formed in the first instance

:

[(C2 H5 0)(C2
H

5)3 As]l _ Hi [(C2H3)(C2 H5 )3 As]

|

H J HJ
U+ H J

U '

It was with the view of avoiding this decomposition, that the digestion was accomplished

at the common temperature for experiment V.; the result, however, showed that even

in this case the vinyl-compound was obtained.

Nevertheless the oxethylated body appears to exist. Under circumstances which

were not sufficiently well observed at the time, the action of oxide of silver upon the

bromide of the bromethylated triethylarsonium yielded an octohedral platinum-salt

with the platinum percentage of the oxethylated compound.

0-6103 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1448

grm.= 23-72 per cent, of platinum.

The formula

[(C
2
H5 O) (C2

H5 )3
As] Cl, Pt Cl,

requires 23 -94 per cent, of platinum. I have not been able to reproduce this substance.

DIARSONIUM- COMPOUNDS.

Dibromide of Ethylene-hexethyl-diarsonmm.—The bromide or chloride of the brom-

ethylated arsonium is but slowly acted upon by triethylarsine at 100° C’. Two days'

digestion at that temperature had produced but a slight impression ; at 150° the reaction

is accomplished in two hours. The phenomena now to be recorded presented them-

selves in the succession repeatedly observed in the phosphorus-series. The dibromide
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^14 H34 As2
Br

2 —

-

(C
2
H

4
)"
(C2
H5)3

AsT
(C2
H

5 )3
As_

Br2

yielded, when debrominated, the powerful alkali

[(C2H4)"(C2H5)6
As2

]'
f

^14 -^-36 -^-S
2 ^2 — Ho

O
2

-

Treated with acids, this alkali produces a series of fine salts, amongst which the

di-iodide deserves to be mentioned
; it equals in beauty the corresponding diphospho-

nium-compound. I have fixed the composition of the series by the analysis of the

platinum-salt and gold-salt.

Platinum-salt .—Pale yellow crystalline precipitate, similar to the diphosphonium-

compound, difficultly soluble in water, soluble in boiling concentrated hydrochloric acid,

from which it crystallizes on cooling.

I. 0-8610 grm. of platinum-salt (not recrystallized), treated with sulphuretted hydro-

gen, &c., gave 0-2220 grm. of platinum.

II. 0-4885 grm. of platinum-salt (crystallized from hydrochloric acid), analysed in

the same manner, gave 0-1265 grm. of platinum.

The formula

f-14 -^-34 ^S
2 -^2 Clg — /p tt y/(^2 •^5)3

l
2 4V2

H
5)3 AsJ

Cl
2 , 2 Pt Cl

2

requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.
A

< 4 t t

I. II.

1 equiv. of Diarsonium . . 352-0 46-17

2 equivs. of Platinum

.

. 197-4 25-89 25-78 25-89

6 equivs. of Chlorine . . 213-0 27-94

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 762-4 100-00

Gold-salt .—The dichloride obtained after separating the platinum in the two preceding

analyses by means of sulphuretted hydrogen, was precipitated by trichloride of gold.

Yellow slightly crystalline precipitate, soluble in hydrochloric acid, from which it

separates in golden-coloured plates.

0-5859 grm. of the salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-2220 grm. of

gold.

The formula

requires

^14 •^‘34 -^-S
2

-^-U
2 ^8 — (C

2
H4

)"
(C2H5)3

As1

(C2
H

5 )3 As_
Cl

2 , 2 An Cl3

Theory.

1 equiv. of Diarsonium . . 352 34-18

2 equivs. of Gold . . , . 394 38-25

8 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 284 27-57

1 equiv. of Gold-salt . . . 1030 100-00

Experiment,

37-89
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AESAMMOXIUM-COMPOUXDS.

Bromide of bromethylated triethylarsonium, as might have been expected, is capable

of fixing ammonia and the monamines, giving rise to the formation of a series of com-

pounds not less numerous than the bodies mentioned in the phosphammonium-series. I

have been satisfied to study the action of ammonia upon the bromide.

Dibromide ofEthylene-triethylarsammonium .—Beaction complete in two hours at 100'.

The product contains the bromide

C8
H

22
As N Br

2

which was converted, by means of oxide of silver, into the stable caustic base

C8
H

2J
AsN0

2 =^ H^"^ H^ H-is g''}0
2,

the composition of which was determined by the analysis of the platinum- and gold-salts.

Platinum-salt .—Needles difficultly soluble in boiling water, soluble in boiling con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, from which well-formed crystals are deposited.

0-4650 grm. of platinum-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, gave 0-1475 gnu.

of platinum.

The formula

C8
H22 AsN Pt2

Cl
6 =

rn tt 1 As
-
!"

(c2h4
)»'

n

|

cl** 2PtC12

requires
Theory.

*

Experiment

1 equiv. of Arsammonium . . . . 207-0 33-53

2 equivs. of Platinum .... . . 197-4 31-97 31-72

6 equivs. of Chlorine .... . . 213-0 34-50

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt

.

. . 617-4 100-00

Gold-salt .—Yellow compound precipitated from the dichloride obtained in the pre-

vious platinum-determination, on adding a solution of trichloride of gold. Soluble in

hydrochloric acid, deposited from this solution in golden-yellow plates.

0-3505 grm. of gold-salt, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., gave 0-1550 grm.

of gold.

The values corresponding to the formula

are

C8H22
As N Au2

Cl
8 = (c

2
hj„(C2 H5 )3 As-

H, N
Cl2,

2 Au Cl3

Theory.

1 equiv. of Arsammonium . 207 23-39

2 equivs. of Gold .... . 394 44-52

8 equivs. of Chlorine . . . 284 32-09

1 equiv. of Gold-salt . . . . 885 100-00

Experiment.

44-22
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I have also made a few experiments on the action of dibromide of ethylene upon

triethylstibine. The reaction is slow, and required long-continued digestion at tem-

peratures higher than that of boiling water. The tubes invariably contained much gas,

and the product of the reaction proved to be an inattractively complex mixture of several

compounds, many of them secondary, which by no means invited me to a more minute

examination of this process. I omit to quote the few platinum- and chlorine-determi-

nations which were made, since they do not admit of a simple interpretation.

In performing the experiments on the arsenic-bases I have been most ably assisted by

my nephew, Dr. P. W. Hofmann, to whom I express my best thanks for his active

cooperation in this part of my inquiries.

The experiments carried out in the ethylene-series, develope clearly enough the nature

of the diatomic bases, and their relation to the monatomic compounds. I have worked

with predilection in this series because the accessibility and manageableness of the

material greatly facilitate the unravelling of the often complicated reactions. There

could be no doubt that the phenomena observed in the ethylene-series would likewise

be reproduced in other homologous series. But as a general new of the nature of this

group of bodies had been gained from the observations recorded in the preceding para-

graphs, it appeared scarcely necessary to corroborate the results already obtained, by

many further experiments, which would have been more or less mere repetitions of the

former. Nevertheless I have, in certain cases, likewise drawn other groups into the

circle of my observations. Some of the fragmentary results at which I thus arrived I

will here briefly communicate.

METHYLENE-GrROUP.

In another place * I have mentioned an experiment I had made in the hope of convert-

ing iodoform into iodide of carbon, which, however, had yielded nothing but the di-iodide

of methylene, discovered not long previously by Boutlerow. As a considerable quan-

tity of this interesting compound (the result of these experiments) was still at my
disposal, I took the opportunity of examining more particularly its behaviour to triethyl-

phosphine and the ammonias in general.

The methylenated derivatives of the phosphorus-bases will be more conveniently

examined in connexion with another class of compounds, to which a special chapter of

this inquiry must be devoted. I will therefore only briefly mention in this place, that

I have succeeded in producing several of the bases belonging to the methylene-group.

The members of this series present some peculiarities, distinguishing them in a marked

manner from the corresponding ethylene-compounds.

PROPYLENE- AND AMYLENE-GROUPS.

The experiments in the propylene- and amylcne-groups were instituted almost at the

beginning of this investigation, at a time when the reaction between triethylphosphine

and dibromide of ethylene had not yet been sufficiently disentangled. The removal of

* Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. xiii. p. 65.
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the difficulties in the ethylene-series has naturally cooled my interest in the correspond-

ing reactions of the propylene- and amylene-series, and hence this part of the investiga-

tion has been left incomplete.

Triethyl phosphin e is briskly attacked by the dibromides, both of propylene and

amylene ; the reactions, however, do not exhibit the welcome simplicity and smooth-

ness which characterize those in the ethylene-series. Even in the propylene-compound,

whether it be prepared from amylic alcohol or from iodide of allyl, we miss with regret

the sharply defined characters of the corresponding ethylene-body
; and in the buty-

lene-, and still more in the amylene-series, these features become fainter and fainter.

When submitted to the action of the dibromides of propylene and amylene, triethyl-

phosphine appears to undergo simultaneously two different sets of changes ; the sub-

stances formed being partly direct products of the reaction, partly, and perhaps chiefly,

indirect products. The diphosphonium-compounds of the propylene- and amylene-series

are less stable than the ethylene-diphosphoniums, and are therefore always mixed with

such products of decomposition as are formed in the ethylene-group only under the

protracted influence of high temperatures. Under all circumstances, however, these

dibromides give up the elements of hydrobromic acid, so that we have to eliminate a

painfully small quantity of the searched-for products from an unprofitable mass of

bromide of triethylphosphonium. In such cases the ordinary methods of separation no

longer suffice, and we are compelled to resort to treatment with baryta, the real exami-

nation of the products beginning only after the liberated phosphorus-base has been

removed by ether, and the bromide of barium decomposed by means of oxide of silver

and carbonic acid. By this treatment, beautiful iodides and platinum-salts are obtained,

which, however, have as yet been but partially and imperfectly investigated.

PHENYLEXE-GROTTP.

Unfortunately nothing but fruitless experiments. I had hoped to find in triethyl-

phosphine a bridge between the phenyl- and the phenylene-series, but my expectations

have not been realized. The analogy between the salts of bromethylated triethyl-

phosphonium and of bromophenylated ammonium,

[(C
2
H4

Br) (C
2
H5)3

P] Br,

[(C
6
H

4 Br) H3
N] Br,

is umnistakeable, and it remained to be seen whether triethylphosphine would attack

the salts of bromoplienylammonium according to the equation

[(C6 H4 Br)H3 N]Br+ (C2 H5 )3 P = (C
6
H4

)-

,(C
2
H

5 )3
p-

H, N Br*.

Unfortunately the mixture of the two bodies is not changed even after being heated

for some time to 160°. No better result was obtained by substituting for the bromo-

plienylamine, the corresponding iodinated base. A mixture of triethylphosphine and

iodophenylamine, which had been kept for a day at 1G0°, yielded, on opening the tube,
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an appreciable quantity of iodine, recognizable by silver-salts, but the decomposition was

by no means complete. Hydriodic acid separated from the mixture an iodide which

crystallized in long needles, and was found by analysis* to consist of iodide of iodo-

phenylammonium. In the products of transformation of the phosphorus-base I wras

unable to trace the simple relations pointed out by theory.

BENZYLENE-GROUP.

In conclusion, I will mention a few experiments upon the mutual reaction between

triethylphosphine and dichloride of benzylene. By this latter name I denote the

compound, discovered by Cahours, which is produced by the action of pentachloride of

phosphorus on bitter almond oil.

At ordinary temperatures, and even at 100°, the two compounds react but slowly upon

each other; between 120° and 130°, however, especially in presence of alcohol, the

change takes place with facility. The resulting crystalline mass, like that obtained in

the corresponding experiments in the propylene- and amylene-series, consists chiefly

of chloride of triethylphosphonium. After removing the phosphorus-base as completely

as possible from the solution of the crystals, by the successive treatment with baryta,

oxide of silver, and carbonic acid, there remained a strongly alkaline liquid, the nature

of which I endeavoured to determine by the preparation of the iodide and platinum-salt.

The liquid, saturated with hydriodic acid, yielded a well-crystallized iodide, which,

however, was so soluble and deliquescent that no constant results could be obtained by

its analysis. On the other hand, the somewhat sparingly soluble platinum-salt, which

is precipitated in small laminae on treating the solution of the chloride with dichloride

of platinum, and which may be recrystallized without alteration from boiling water,

yielded results agreeing with one another, although the products of different prepara-

tions were submitted to analysis.

I. 0-5979 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-8166 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2863 grm. of

water.

II. 0-4580 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-6290 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-2212 grm.

of water.

III. 0-2413 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-3310 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-1160 grm.

of water.

IV. 0-6955 grm. of platinum-salt, decomposed by hydrosulphuric acid, &c., gave

0-1670 grm. of platinum.

V. 0-7594 grm. of platinum-salt, fused with carbonate of sodium, See., gave 0-1810

grm. of platinum and 0-7875 grm. of chloride of silver.

* 02634 grm. of iodide, precipitated by nitrate of silver, gave 0'1778 grm. of iodide of silver =3G -48

per cent, of iodine.

The iodide of iodophenylammonium,
[(C

6
H

4
I)H

3
N]I,

contains 36 -

60 per cent, of iodine, precipitable by nitrate of silver.

MDCCCLX. 4 A
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These numbers lead to the formula

c,3h22
p Pt C13 = [(C2H5)3 (C7

H
;)
P] a, Pta2 ’

which represents the platinum-salt of a phosphonium in which the fourth equivalent of

hydrogen is replaced by the moleculeC
7
H- (probably benzyl, the radical of benzyl-alcohol).

Theory.

C13 156 37-66

h£2 22 5-31

p 31 7-49

Pt 98-7 23-83

Cl
3

106-5 25-71

414-2 100-00

Experiment.

<
A

i

I. II. HI. IT. T.

37-25 37-46 37-41

5-32 5-36 5-34

23-87 23-83

25*65

The transformation of triethylphosphine under the influence of dichloride of ben-

zylene, evidently takes place according to the following equation

:

3[(C
2
h

5)3
P] + c

7
h

6
ci

2+ h2
O = [(C

2
H5 )3 H P] Cl + [(C2

H
5 )3 (C7

H.) P] a + (C
2
H

5 )3 p

It may be that the formation of the triethyl-benzylphosphonium-compound is preceded

by the production of an ephemeral diatomic base containing the radical C
7
H,-,

2[(C
2
H

5 )3
P]+C

7
H6 C12 = (C; HJ

(C2
H5 )3

P-

(C2
H

5 )3 P.
Cl,

which is subsequently decomposed under the joint influence of water and an excess

of triethylphosphine. I have not, however, been able, experimentally, to trace this

base. Moreover, a difference in the deportment of triethylphosphine with the com-

pounds of ethylene and benzylene is readily intelligible, if we recollect that they

are far from being analogous, bichloride of benzylene representing in the benzyl-

group the diatomic derivatives which have been obtained from ethylic aldehyde.

The analysis of the benzyl-triethylphosphonium-platinum-salt concludes the experi-

mental part of this section of my researches. The following Table gives at a glance the

several groups of bodies examined in Parts II. and III. of this inquiry.

MOHATOMIC COMPOUXDS.

PHOSPHOEUS -GEOUP.

Monophosphonium-salts.

Ethyl-series.

Salt of Tetrethylphosphonium

Salt of Bromethyl-triethylphosphonium . .

Salt of Chlorethyl-triethylphosphonium .

Salt of Oxethyl-triethylphosphonium . . .

Salt of Vinyl-triethylphosphonium

[(C2H5)4 P]Bi-.

[(C2
H

4
Br)(C

2
H3):!

F]Br.

[(C2 H4
Cl) (C2 H5 );)

P] Br.

[(C2H4 HO)(C2 H5)3 P]Br.

[(C2 H3)(C2H5)3 P]Br.
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Ethyl-methyl-series.

Salt of Ethyl-trimethylphosphonium.

Salt of Bromethyl-trimethylphosphonium . . . .

Salt of Oxethyl-trimethylphosphonium

Ethyl-benzyl-series.

Salt of Triethyl-benzylphosphonium

[(C
2
H

5 ) (CH3)3
P] Br.

[(C2
H

4
Br) (CH3)3

P] Br.

[(C
2
H

4
HO) (C II

3)3 P] Br.

[(C
2
H

5 )3
(C

7
H

7
)P]Br.

AESENIC - GEOTJP.

Moxarsonium-salts.

Ethyl-seines.

Salt of Tetrethylarsonium [(C
2
H5 )4

As] Br.

Salt of Bromethyl-triethylarsonium [(C
2
H

4
Br) (C

2
H

5)3
As] Br.

Salt of Vinyl-triethylarsonium [(C2
H

3)
(C

2
H5 )3

As] Br.

DIATOMIC COMPOUNDS.

PHOSPHOEUS-GEOHP.

Diphosphonium-salts.

Salt of Ethylene-hexethylcliphosphonium ....

Salt of Ethylene-trimethyl-triethyldiphosphonium . .

Salt of Ethylene-hexmethyldiphosphonium ....

(C
2
H

4
/'
(C2 H5 )3 PT
(c2 h5)3 pJ

(C
2
H

4
)"
(C h

3 )3
pt

(C2H5 )3
P_

Br
2

.

(C2
H

4
)"
(CH

3)3
P

(CH
3)3 P

AESENIC-GrEOHP.

Diarsonium-salts.

Salt of Ethylene-hexethyldiarsonium (C2
H4

)"
(C

2
H5)3

AsT
(C2 H5 )3 AsJ

2
'

PHOSPHOEUS-NITEOGEN-OEOTJP.

Phosphammonium-salts.

Salt of Ethylene-triethylphosphamraonium

Salt of Ethylene-methyl-triethylphosphammonium

Salt of Ethylene-tetrethylphosphammonium . . . .

Salt of Ethylene-pentethylphosphammonium . . . .

Salt of Ethylene-triraethyl-triethylphosphammonium

(C
2
H

4
)"
(c2h5 )3

p-
Br

2
.

(C
2
H

4 )

(C2 HJ

r
(c2 H4y

r
(C

a
H4) 1

„(C2H5)3
P

(CH3)H2 NJ

,(C
2
H

5 )3
P

(C2H5)H2 N
,(C

2
H5 )3 P

-

(C2H5)2
HN

,(CH3)3 P
(C

2
H5 )3

Nj

Br
2

.

Br2 .

Br2 .

Br
2

.

4 a 2
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PHOSPHORUS-ARSENIC-GROUP.

Phospharsonhjm-salts.

Salt of Ethylene-hexethylphospharsonium (C2
H

4
)»
(C2
H

5 )3
P t

(C2H5)3 AsJ
Br

2
.

ARSENIC-NITROGEN-GROUP.

Arsammoxium-salts.

Cl
2

.

The experiments described in the preceding pages refer almost exclusively to the

study of compounds belonging either to the phosphorus-series or to the phosphorus-

nitrogen-series. Numerous analogous terms of the nitrogen-series, monatomic as well

as diatomic, with which I have become acquainted in the course of my researches, have

been left unnoticed in this memoir. I propose to examine the nitrogen-bodies in a

special memoir ; and I may here only remark that these substances, although differing

in several points, nevertheless so closely imitate, in their general deportment, the corre-

sponding terms of the phosphorus-series, that the picture which in the preceding pages

I have endeavoured to delineate of the phosphorus-compounds, illustrates, in a great mea-

sure, the deportment of the nitrogen-bodies. We meet here with the peculiar case of

the study of the phosphorus-group being in advance of that of the nitrogen-series, whilst

generally the investigation of the phosphorus-compounds was taken in hand only after

inquiries in the nitrogen-series had furnished the prototypes to be copied.

In conclusion, a few wrords about the further development of which the experiments

described appear to be capable, and about the direction in which I propose to pursue the

opened track.

Conceived in its simplest form, the transition from the series of monatomic to that of

diatomic bases may be referred to the introduction of a monochlorinated or monobromi-

nated alcohol-radical into the ammonium-nucleus, the chlorine or bromine thus inserted

furnishing the point of attack for a second molecule of ammonia. If in bromide of

ethylammonium we imagine 1 equiv. of hydrogen in ethyl replaced by bromine, we

arrive at the bromide of bromethyl-ammonium, which is capable of fixing a second mole-

cule of ammonia, and of being thus converted into the dibromide of ethylene-diammo-

nium, the latent bromine becoming accessible to silver-salts,

[(C
2
H

4 Br) II; N] Br+H
3 N=[(C2 HJ" HG

N
2
]" Br

2
.

The further elaboration of this reaction suggests two different methods for the con-

struction of polyatomic bases of a higher order. In the first place, the number of

ammonia-molecules to be incorporated in the new system may be increased by the

gradually advancing bromination of the radical. By the further bromination of ethyl

Salt of Ethylene-triethylarsammonium (C
2 HJ

7
(C2
H

5)3
As'

H
3
N
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in bromide of bromethyl-ammonium and the action of ammonia on the bodies thus pro-

duced, the following compounds might be generated :

—

[(C2H3 Br2
)H

3
N]Br+2H

3N = [(C2H3
)'» H

9 NJ" Br
3

.

[(C2H2 Br3)H3 N]Br+3H3N = [(C2H2
y™ H12N4

]“" Br
( .

[(C2 H Br4) H3
N] Br+4H

3 N = [(C2 H )™ H
15 NJ»» Br5 .

[(C2
Br

5) H3 N]Br+5H3
N = [(C

2
)""" HlsN6

]""" Br
6.

Again, the fixation of the ammonia-molecules might be attempted, not by the pro-

gressive bromination of the ethyl, but by the accumulation of monobrominatecl ethyl-

molecules in the ammonium-nucleus. The bromide of the di-bromethylammonium,

when submitted to the action of ammonia, would thus yield the tribromide of a triam-

monium, the bromide of tri-bromethylammonium, the tetrabromide of a tetrammonium,

and, lastly, the bromide of tetra-bromethylammonium, the pentabromide of a pentammo-

nium.

[(C
2
H4

Br)
2
H

2
N]Br+2H3 N = [(C

2
H4)"H8

N
3
]"' Br

3 .

[(C
2
H

4
Br), H N] Br+ 8H3 N = [(C2H4)"

H

10 NJ"' Br
4

.

[(C2
H4 Br)4

N] Br+ 4H
3
N = [(C2H4)4

' H
12 NJ"" Br5

.

As yet the bromination of the alcohol-bases presents some difficulty; appropriately

selected reactions, however, will doubtless furnish these bodies. They will probably be

obtained by indirect means, similar to those by which, years ago, I succeeded in pre-

paring the chlorinated and brominated derivatives of phenylamine ; or these substances

may be generated by the action of pentachloride and pentabromide of phosphorus upon

the oxethylated bases, a process which, from the few experiments recorded in this

memoir, promises a rich harvest of results.

I have but faint hope that I may be able to trace these new paths to their goal

;

inexorable experiment follows but slowly the flight of light-winged theory. The com-

mencement is nevertheless made, and even now the triammonium- and tetrammonium-

compounds begin to unfold themselves in unexpected variety.

I conclude this memoir with the expression of my best thanks for the untiring patience

with which Mr. Peter Griess has assisted me in the performance of my experiments on

the phosphorus-bases. The truly philosophical spirit in which this talented chemist

has accompanied me throughout the varying fortunes of this inquiry, will always be one

of my most pleasing recollections.
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172. I have now to bring to a close my account of the structure of those typical forms

of Foraminifera which it has been my object to elucidate, by a description of four

remarkable generic types ; of which the first, Polystomella, has long been known, but

has been hitherto very imperfectly comprehended
; the second, Calcarina

,
has never

been carefully studied ; the third, Tinoporus, has only been very imperfectly known in

one of its forms
; and the fourth, Carpenteria

,
is altogether new. Each of these will be

found to present features of interest peculiarly its own ;

—

Polystomella being remarkable

for the very symmetrical distribution of its canal-system, whose existence and whose

relation to the multiple fossse upon its surface have hitherto been altogether overlooked

;

—Calcarina being distinguished by the extraordinary development of its “intermediate”

or rather “ supplemental skeleton,” and by the amplification of the canal-system for its

nutrition ;

—

Tinoporus presenting us with a type of structure that is intermediate between

the Rotaline group (to which it is allied in the character of its individual chambers) and

the Orhitoline (to which it approximates in its mode of growth), and that helps us

greatly in the interpretation of the structure of the fossil Orbitoides ;—and, lastly,

Carpenteria furnishing us with a connecting link of the most striking significance between

Foraminifera and Sponges.

Genus Polystomella.

173. History.—Of the minute shells to which the generic name Polystomella is now

assigned, one species, now known as P. crispa, seems to have early attracted the atten-

tion of conchological observers and collectors, on account both of its beauty and of the

frequency of its occurrence ; having been described and figured more than a century ago

by Plancus and Gualtieri, and adopted by Linnaeus under the designation Nautilus

into his ‘ Systema Naturae.’ By this designation it continued to be known from the

time of LinnzEUS to that of Lamarck ;
having been described and figured by Walker,

Soldani, Ficiitel and Moll, Montague, Dillwyn, and many other writers of the latter

part of the last and the early part of the present century. Its dissimilarity to Nautilus

was first clearly pointed out in 1822 by Lamarck; who conferred upon it the generic

distinction Polystomella
,
apparently under the impression that the numerous pits on its

surface are really multiple mouths of passages leading directly to its chambered cavity.

His definition of the genus, contained in the First Edition of his ‘ Animaux sans Ver-

tebres ’ (tom. vii. p.625), is as follows;—“ Coquille discoide, multiloculaire, a tours
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contigus, non apparens au-dehors, et rayonnee a l’exterieur par des sillons on des cotes

qui traversent la direction des tours. Ouverture composee de plusieurs trous diverse-

ment disposes.” The genus was 'soon afterwards adopted by M. d’Orbignt in his first

systematic classification of Foraminifera*
;
and he seems also to have adopted Lamaeck's

idea of the structure of this type, which he defines as followsf
:— Les Polystomelles se

distinguent de tous les genres de Nautiloidees par ce caractere singulier, que les ouver-

tures du bord de la derniere loge reparaissent en fossettes, plus ou moins allongees. sur

toutes les autres
;

les dernieres seulement ouvertes, les autres fermees. II en resulte

qu’exterieurement ce genre se distingue de suite par ce grand nombre de petits exca-

vations transversales, qu’on remarque sur toutes les especes.” He elsewhere adds to

this description :
“ L’animal fait sortir des filamens non seulement par des ouvertures du

dessus de la derniere loge, mais encore par des pores des cotes des dernieres” £. The

same definition is more concisely repeated by M. d’Oebigny in his latest publication on

the subject, notwithstanding that the true structure of Polystomella crispa had in the

mean time been elucidated by Professor Williamson in his admirable memoir on that

species ;
the genus Polystomella being still defined (in the ‘ Cours Elementaire de Pale-

ontologie et de Geologie Stratigraphiques,’ tom. ii. p. 197) “ Coquille nautiloide, pourvue

de nombreuses ouvertures sur la derniere loge et sur les cotes de la coquille ; une cavite

simple au loges.”

174. I have already referred, in my General Introduction, to the elaborate inquiry of

Professor Williamson into the organization of Polystomella crispa^, as having not only

established several important facts in regard to its minute structure, but as having fur-

nished the starting-point for all future investigations of the same ldnd : it now becomes

necessary that I should somewhat fully recapitulate the most important features of his

description, in order that it may be seen in what points my own inquiries upon a more

developed form of the same group have evolved results supplementary to his. To the

accuracy of his descriptions I can bear the fullest testimony ; having not only had the

opportunity, through the kindness of Professor Williamson, of examining the prepara-

tions still in his possession both of the shell and of the animal of Polystomella crispa,

but having carried out an independent investigation upon specimens collected by

myself.

175. On the exterior of each of the segmental divisions of the shell of P. crispa , strong

transverse crenulations present themselves, which are deepest near the convex margin of

the preceding septal band, where they terminate somewhat abruptly, and usually dis-

appear before reaching the concave margin of the subsequently-formed chamber. The

depressions between the elevated ridges, which are the “ fossettes ” of M. d'Oebigny,

often present the appearance of orifices ; but this appearance is fallacious, since at no

* “Tableau Methodique de la Classe des Cephalopodes,” in Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 1S26.

f Voyage dans l’Amerique Meridionale, tom. v. p. 29.

X Eoraminiferes Eossiles de Vienna, p. 121.

§ Transactions of the Microscopical Society, Eirst Series, vol. ii. p. 159.
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period in the growth of the shell is there any passage through these “ fossettes ” to the

cavity of the chamber,—the only communication possessed by any chamber either with

contiguous chambers or (in the case of the outermost chamber alone) with the exterior,

being afforded by a variable number of minute orifices (corresponding with the septal

pores of Peneroplis) which are to be found near the inner margin of each septal plane,

close to its junction with the preceding convolution. Corresponding to the elevated

ridges of the crenulations, we find a series of grooves on the internal surface, which

shallow towards the anterior or concave margin of each segment, and deepen towards

the posterior or convex margin
; and for a short distance from the posterior septum each

groove is converted into a tube by a narrow lamella given off internally from the septum.

These tubes, however, establish no communication between the contiguous chambers;

for they are cuts de sac
,
closed-in by the lamella of the septum which formed the

boundary of the previously-formed chamber. In the living state they are occupied (as

can be shown by examination of the decalcified body) by a set of processes of sarcode,

which extend backwards for a short distance from both the outer or lateral margins

of each segment of the sarcode-body, and then terminate abruptly. From the neigh-

bourhood of the inner arch of each segment, on the other hand, there proceeds a series

of threads of sarcode much slenderer than the “retral processes ” just described, which

unite each segment to the two contiguous segments before and behind, passing through

the row of pores already mentioned as visible along the inner margin of the septum

_

The shell is described by Professor Williamson as “crowded with myriads of minute

foramina,” and as also covered over with small pointed tubercles, which, from the

rounded forms of their bases, and their great transparency, may be easily mistaken for

apertures in the shell, especially in the “ fossettes,” where these tubercles are often very

large. He further pointed out that the umbilical region is occupied by a solid mass of

shelly substance, into which the decalcified animal does not appear to extend, and the

surface of which is often marked with small depressed pits, the orifices of vertical

internal passages, through which pseudopodia are probably protruded.

176. It is.obvious from the foregoing account that if Polystomella crispa is to be taken

as the type of the genus, the generic definition given by M. d’Orbigny is based on an

entire misapprehension of its true structure ; the only considerable departure from the

general type of Helicostegue structure being the substitution of a series of isolated pores

for the ordinary single orifice of communication between the successive chambers (a

difference which in the case of Peneroplis and Bendritina we have seen to have not even

a specific value), and the supposed lateral orifices having no real existence.

177. Subsequently to Professor Williamson’s memoir, an elaborate account of the

characters of the genus Polystomella
,
and especially of a species designated P. strigilata

(which seems to me only one of the multiform varieties of P. crispa ), has been given by

Professor Max Schultze, in the excellent treatise ‘ Uber den Organismus der Poly-

thalamien,’ to which I have already referred. He had the advantage of being able to

study this species in the living state
;
and he has thus been enabled to give a beautiful

mdccclx. 4 B
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figure, not merely of the shell, but also of the pseudopodia protruded from various parts

of its surface ; as well as to make preparations of the sarcode-body of the animal, by

dissolving away the shell in dilute acid. He does not seem, however, to have had the

advantage of a full knowledge of Professor Williamson’s memoir; his acquaintance

with it being apparently limited to the abstract of it contained in ‘ L’lnstitut’ ( Xo. 7S7)

;

and I find in his description of the shell a confirmation of the belief I have already had

occasion to express, that he has not availed himself as fully as is desirable of the mode

of examining the intimate structure of these minute objects by the preparation of very

thin sections. In every point, in fact, in which he differs from Professor Williamson,

I am satisfied that the truth lies with the latter ; and this not merely on account of the

entire coincidence between the results of my own inquiries into the structure of Poly-

stomella crisjpa and those of my accomplished predecessor, but also because our views

are in every respect borne out by the structure of the much larger and more highly

developed form of Polystomella which I am presently to desciibe. One point in Pro-

fessor Schultze’s description, however, requires special notice. He states that each of

the crenulated prominences which are seen on the surface of the lateral walls of the

chambers is traversed longitudinally by a wedge-shaped fissure, that is narrowest as it

approaches the septal band, near which it penetrates the cavity of the chamber, whilst

it becomes shallower as it widens out at the part where the crenulation merges in the

smooth wall of the shell. I expect to be able to show that the supposed “ fissures ” of

Professor Schultze no more communicate with the cavity of the chambers, than do the

“ fossettes ” of M. d’Orbigny ; but that they are really the outlets of the canal-system,

whose existence in Polystomella has not been discovered either by Prof. Schultze or by

Prof. Williamson, but which attains an extraordinary development in the type which

has specially fallen under my observation.

178. The specimens of Polystomella, of which I have now to give an account, were

chiefly collected by Mr. Jukes in his Australian dredgings ; I have met with the same

form, however, in Mr. Cuming’s Philippine collection
;
and I have reason to believe it

to be generally diffused through the Indian and Polynesian seas. It seems to be the

P. cratiadata of Ficiitel and Moll. The empty shells are occasionally the subjects of

that very curious infiltration of silicate of iron, to which attention was first directed by

Professor Eiirenberg as a peculiar mode of fossilization of Foraminifera,—causing in-

ternal “ casts ” of their chambers to be preserved long after their shells have been

destroyed,—in his memoir ‘ Uber den Gruensand und seine Erlauterung des organischen

Lebens ” and which was soon afterwards shown by Professor Baileyf to be taking

place at the present time over certain parts of the ocean-bottom. I have recently been

enabled, through the kindness of Mr. W. K. Parker, to examine a number of most

perfect and beautiful “casts” which he has obtained, not merely of fragments, but of

the entire animal of this type of Polystomella
,
by treating with dilute acid shells which

# Abliandlungen der Ivonigl. Akad. der "Wissensehaften, Berlin, 1S55.

t Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, vol.v. p. S3.
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have been thus infiltrated. These casts represent not merely the segments of the

sarcode-body with their connecting stolons, but also those prolongations of the body

which occupied the canal-system
; and as they preserve with the greatest exactitude the

natural forms and relative positions of these parts, they really afford more precise and

satisfactory information than that which could have been derived from an examination

of the sarcode-body of the animal itself, since its softness and friability are such as

greatly to interfere with the due appreciation of its characters, when it is deprived of

the support afforded by the shell.

179. External Characters .—This type of Polystomella (Plate XVII. fig. 1, a,b) is

distinguished from the others already noticed, not only by its comparatively large

dimensions,—the diameter of some of the specimens in my possession exceeding one-

sixth of an inch,—but by the considerable proportion of its two lateral surfaces occu-

pied by that solid calcareous nucleus which is confined in other species to the umbilical

region. The diameter of this nucleus is usually about three-fifths of the whole diameter

of the specimen ; so that it covers and conceals all the earlier convolutions, meeting at

its outer margin the chambers of the last formed whorl (as is made evident by vertical

sections, Plate XVII. fig. 2), which are consequently the only chambers that show

themselves externally, although the last formed whorl does not itself extend far over

the preceding. I have not unfrequently found this central nucleus, however, to be

sufficiently transparent (after its surface has been cleaned by a short immersion in

dilute acid) to allow of the inner convolutions being discerned through it, when the

microscope is focused down to their surface, and a strong light is directed upon

this
;
and it then becomes obvious that, if the solid nucleus were removed, the form

of the shell would be bi-concave instead of bi-convex, the thickness of each whorl

(i. e. the distance between its two lateral surfaces) being greater than that of the pre-

ceding, and the later whorls not extending themselves over those previously formed.

The septa are marked externally (as in most other Foraminifera of the nautiloid type)

by bands which indicate their junction with the outer walls of the chambers: these

bands are meridional (so to speak) in their direction, extending from the margin of

the nucleus on one side to that of the nucleus on the other side
;
they are not usually

(in adult specimens at least) either elevated above or depressed below the surface of

the walls of the chambers on either side of them ; but they are distinguished by their

difference of texture, their substance being much more transparent and glistening than

that of which those walls are composed.

180. The surface of the central nucleus is marked at pretty regular intervals with

minute punctations (fig. 1, b), each of which occupies the centre of a little dimple or

depression
; and rows of similar punctations are very commonly seen to extend from the

nucleus on either side, in a direction corresponding to that of the septal bands (fig. 1, a),

two such rows usually intervening between each septal band and that which precedes or

follows it (Plate XVIII. fig. 1, hh, h'h
1

). In the older portion of the last formed whorl,

it is sometimes to be observed that these punctations with their surrounding dimples

4b 2
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constitute the only interruption to the general uniformity of the surface, the septal

bands hot being clearly distinguishable ; and this disposition is commonly found to

prevail on the surface of the inner whorls, when it is exposed by the removal of the

outer (ii
1

, W). In the newer portion of the last formed whorl, on the other hand, we

may observe that instead of each punctation having a separate dimple of its own. the

corresponding punctations of the two rows lie in a succession of furrows that pass

transversely between the septa (gg', gg
1

). In the most recently formed portions of

specimens that have not attained their full growth, we find these furrows to be deeper

towards the posterior than towards the anterior margin of each interseptal space ; and

in the deepest portion of each of these furrows, which obviously correspond with the

“fossettes” of P. crispa (although much less pronounced), a minute punctation may be

brought into view by careful examination,—a corresponding row of punctations being

also traceable on the other side of the septum*. These varieties of superficial aspect

may present themselves on different parts of one and the same specimen ;
and it will

appear from the explanations which I shall presently have to furnish, that they are

occasioned by differences in the degree in which the proper external wall of the

chambers is thickened by an exogenous deposit upon its surface, continuous with that

of which the central nucleus is composed
(*f[ 185).

181. Internal Structure .—By the fortunate contingency already adverted to. I have

been enabled to study the internal structure of this remarkable type, not merely by

examining thin sections of the shell taken in various directions, and by comparing the

appearances they present with those obtained by laying open its interior by fracture ;

but also by submitting to microscopic examination siliceous “ casts ” of its cavities and

channels, which appear to represent with the utmost fidelity the forms and connexions

of the various parts of the sarcode-body which occupied those cavities and channels in

the living state of this organism. Between the results of these two modes of study I

have found the conformity to be so exact, that the account of the structure of the

animal which I should have given from examination of the shell alone, has not needed

to be modified in the slightest particular by the information more recently furnished by

these “ casts ;

” and, in point of fact, the ideal representation in Plate XVIII. fig. 1. which

was entirely based on the former source of information, has not needed the least altera-

tion to bring it into accordance with the exact delineations of the latter class of objects

which are given in figs. 12, 13*j\

182. In the general shape and proportions of its segments, this type of PolystomeUa

* In order to distinguish the orifices of these punctations, it is advantageous to remove from the surface

of the shell that opacity which it derives from abrasion, and to get rid of the line particles of calcareous

matter which often choke up and obscure its pores. This is readily effected by immersing it for a short

time in water so slightly acidulated with nitric or hydrochloric acid as only to exert a very feeble degree of

solvent power.

t I think it well to state this circumstance, as it may increase the confidence accorded to my descriptions

of other types, of which the shells alone have been submitted to examination.
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differs remarkably from most of the other nautiloid Foraminifera
; the breadth of each

of the later whorls being many times exceeded by what may be termed its thickness, that

is, by the distance between its two lateral surfaces. Thus the segments come to have

somewhat of the form and arrangement which the carpels of an orange would exhibit,

if, instead of lying in a single circle round a central axis, they were disposed in a

succession of whorls, with a progressive increase in their dimensions. This comparison

may be conveniently carried a little further. For as each carpel of the orange has its

own investing membrane, so that the partitions between the adjacent carpels are double,

so each segment of Polystomella has its own proper shelly investment, causing the septa

which separate the adjacent segments to be double,—as was originally pointed out by

Professor Williamson, and as I have shown to be the case also in the higher types

of Foraminifera generally. But further, as the separate carpels of the orange are

collectively invested by a general integument, which also to a certain degree dips down

between them, and which fills up what would otherwise be void spaces about the two

poles of the spheroid, so shall we find that the proper walls of the spirally arranged

segments of Polystomella are strengthened and consolidated by a secondary calcareous

deposit upon their external surface, corresponding to that “ intermediate skeleton,” of

which less developed examples have already been furnished by Cycloclypeus, Hetero-

stegina
,
Operculina

,
and Amphistegina ,—its most distinctive peculiarity in Polystomella

being its extraordinary thickness on the two lateral surfaces of all but the last formed

whorl.

183. The spire of Polystomella
,
like that of other nautiloid Foraminifera, commences

in a central cell, the dimensions of which are extremely variable
;
the difference between

the extremes of its size being, in fact, not less remarkable than that which I have

shown to present itself in Orbitolites (First Series, 44). Thus in Plate XVII. fig. 3,

which represents a section of the five inner whorls of a full-grown specimen, taken

through the equatorial plane, we trace a progressive diminution in the size of the

chambers as wT
e approach the central cell, which is itself no larger than the chambers

in nearest proximity to it. In fig. 4, on the other hand, which represents a correspond-

ing section of the inner portion of another specimen, drawn under the same magnifying

power, wre see that not only is the size of the earlier whorls and of their component

chambers considerably greater, but that the central cell alone occupies about the same

space as the first 2-| whorls of the specimen represented in fig. 3. The average seems

to be intermediate between these two extremes. The breadth of the successive whorls

increases much more gradually than in most other nautiloid Foraminifera, in this

respect resembling Nummulites rather than the recent forms described in former

memoirs; and there is no tendency whatever, even in the oldest and most developed

specimens, to that rapid opening-out of the spire, which we have seen to be so marked

a feature of the older specimens of Heterostegma
,
Peneroplis

,
Operculina

,
and Amphi-

stegina. The largest number of whorls I have met with in any individual (that, namely,

to be counted in the specimen whose inner portion is represented in fig. 3) is eleven :
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the earlier four or five of these completely invest the preceding, their chambers extend-

ing on either side to the centre of the spire, as is partly shown in the vertical section

(Plate XVII. fig. 2) ;
but as new whorls are added around these, the chambers cease to

be thus prolonged over the preceding whorls, which would consequently be apparent

externally if not concealed by the nucleus. The distance between the successive septa

remains nearly the same after the spire has made two or three turns ; and thus the size

of the segments, as seen in an equatorial section, remains pretty much the same through-

out all the later growth of the shell, while the number of chambers in the successive

convolutions increases nearly in proportion to the length of those convolutions.

184. In these particulars, therefore, P'olystamelia corresponds rather with the Cyclo~

stegue than with the ordinary Helicostegue Foraminifera; and this correspondence is

further borne out by the existence of an obvious relation in the position of the chambers

of successive whorls, which exists in the former, but which cannot be traced in those

forms of the latter to which our attention has hitherto been directed. It has been

shown that, in Orbitolites and Cycloclypeus
,
the chambers of each concentric zone

normally alternate in position with those of the zones which adjoin it internally and

externally (^[^[ 17, 18, 100); and that this relation arises out of the mode of their

communication with each other. In Peneroplis
,
Operculina

,
and Amphistegina

,
on the

other hand, the position of the chambers of each successive whorl appears to be per-

fectly independent of that of the chambers in the whorl which preceded it. Xow in

the Polystomella whose structure we are considering, such an alternating arrangement

appears to be the normal one, as is shown in the relation of the chambers b, b. Plate XVII.

fig. 8, to a, a, and c, c

;

so that lines drawn from the centre of the spire through the septa

of one convolution would pass through the middle of the chambers of the next, and would

again meet the septa of the convolution beyond. This arrangement is shown in Plate

XVII. fig. 7, as it presents itself in an actual section, and more diagrammatically in

Plate XVIII. fig. 1 ; in both the vertical plane of section lays open the chambers a
,
a 1

, cf
,

whilst it traverses the septa b
,
b\ b'\ b

3 of the alternating whorls. It is, however, by no

means constant; being very liable to be disturbed by that interpolation of additional

chambers, which is required for the augmentation of their number in successive whorls.

We shall presently see (•[[ 189) that although this relation does not depend, as in Orbito-

lites and Cycloclypeus
,
upon direct communications between the chambers of successive

rows, it is manifestly connected with the peculiar disposition of the canal-system, which

here acquires a remarkable development and importance.

185. Although, however, there is but little progressive increase in the dimensions of the

successive chambers, and of the segments of the sarcode-body which occupy them, as seen

in sections taken through the equatorial plane, it is made obvious by sections made at

right angles to this (Plate XVII. fig. 2), that a rapid augmentation takes place in what

may be termed the meridional direction
;
the distance between the two lateral surfaces

of each whorl being considerably greater than between those of the preceding, so that

the chambered portion of the shell progressively increases in thickness from the centre
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towards the circumference. The conical hollow thus left on each side in the central

portion of the shell, is entirely filled up by the solid nucleus already adverted to : the

calcareous deposit, however, of which the nucleus is composed is by no means limited

to it, but extends over the whole outer surface of each whorl, except where (in well-

preserved specimens) the portion last formed is as yet unconsolidated by it. For a

careful examination of sections taken in different directions, makes it clear that whilst

the internal portion of the spiral lamina that forms the outer wall of each chamber is

continuous with the nearest lamella of the adjacent septum on either side (Plate XVII.

fig. 10), the substance of the external portion is no less continuous with that of the

calcareous nucleus. The additional deposit is obviously homologous with that which

forms the “intermediate skeleton” in Cycloclypeus (^[ 99), though less differentiated

from the proper walls of the chambers than we have seen it to be in that type, or than

we shall find it to be in Calcarina (^[ 202). The whole thickness of the spiral lamina

is generally traversed by minute tubuli, passing in a radial direction from one surface

towards the other ;
but these have by no means either the closeness or the regularity

which distinguishes the tubular structure in Cycloclypeus and Operculina
,
and the shell-

substance is in many parts so destitute of tubuli as to be of almost glassy transparence.

The furrowing of the external surface (^[ 180) is seen in vertical sections (Plate XVII.

fig. 2) not to be produced by mere superficial excavations, but to proceed from a plicated

arrangement of the spiral lamina
; and this is related to the prolongation of the posterior

margin of each segment into a series of “ retral processes ” (Plate XVIII. fig. 12, «),

corresponding to those described by Professor Williamson in Polystomella crispa

(^T 175). They are, however, much less elongated in this type, simply giving a crenel-

lated margin to that angle of the segment, which contrasts remarkably with the smooth

unbroken aspect of its anterior border b, V

.

The spiral lamina which forms the outer

wall of the chamber, being modelled (so to speak) upon the surface of these retral pro-

cesses, presents internally a corresponding series of grooves, which are deepest towards the

posterior margin, and become rapidly shallower in passing towards the anterior margin,

of each chamber, as is shown at a1

,
a2

,
figs. 1 and 11, Plate XVIII. : these grooves

are not, however, as in P. crispa
,
completed into tubes for part of their length by an

additional lamella of shell given off from the septum (^[ 175); but they are sometimes

shown, in sections which happen to traverse them (Plate XVII. fig. 10), to be extended

into ceecal prolongations (a, a) by backward inflexions of the septa at their junction with

the spiral lamina.

186. The communication between the successive segments of the same whorl is esta-

blished by a number of minute processes or stolons of sarcode (c ,
figs. 12, 13, Plate

XVIII.), which pass at regular intervals between their internal margins through a series

of pores which can be distinguished along the inner border of each septum (fig. 1, c, c', c")

close to its junction with the preceding convolution. I have not detected in any instance,

either in sections of the shell, or in the siliceous casts which so exactly represent the

sarcode-body, any other communications between the chambers or their contained seg-
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ments ;
and I am therefore strongly disposed to believe that Professor VL\x. Schultze

must have been misled by appearances when he stated [op. tit. p. 65) that various other

parts of the septal plane are marked by similar pores.—more particularly as his figures

of the decalcified body do not show that any other threads or stolons of sarcode pass

from one of its segments to another, than those just described.

187. So far, then, the structure of this comparatively gigantic type of Polystomella

accords very closely with that of the more delicate species so well described by Professor

Williamson. I have now, however, to give an account of a remarkable feature in its

organization, namely, its highly developed canal-system ;
which, though not entirely

wanting in P. crispa
,
is so imperfectly presented there, that Professor Williamson may

well be excused for having overlooked it, especially when it is borne in mind that at that

period the existence of such a system in Foraminifera was altogether unknown. The

general arrangement of this canal-system may be most readily apprehended from an ex-

amination of the delineations of the internal casts given in Plate XVIII. figs. 12. 13 ; for

the infiltrating substance which has penetrated the chambers has also foimd its way not

only into the main trunks, but also into the minute ramifications of this system, and has

thus given just that representation of their distribution and relations, which is afforded in

regard to the blood-vessels of the higher animals by a well-injected and clearly dissected

anatomical preparation. We observe, in the first place, that in each of what may be

termed the two polar regions of the spheroidal body, there is a continuous spiral canal

(fig. 12, d ,
d\ d2

), which overlies the extremities of the segments. These two spiral canals

(which, although so widely removed from each other, are obviously homologous with

the two spiral canals of Operculina
, 159) communicate with each other by a very

regularly disposed series of canals which pass in a meridional direction between the

adjacent external margins of the segments
(
e

,
e\ e

2

). And each of these meridional

canals gives off, in its course from one polar region to the other, a uniform succession

of pairs of short passages that diverge from each other widely, one series

inclining backwards over the uniform anterior margin of the segment next behind it.

whilst the other series passes forwards in the intervals between the “ retral processes”

of the segment next in front of it. The passages which thus diverge from the meridional

canals of the outer whorl speedily debouch at its surface
;
but if we examine into the

termination of those appertaining to the inner whorls (which is best seen in such frag-

ments as the one represented in fig. 13), we find that they become continuous with

the stolons of the whorl which surrounds them, as is shown at c, c'. fig. 12. Further,

it may be perceived that each of the meridional canals receives branches from the canal-

system of the segment internal to it
;

this point, however, can be more clearly made out

in sections of the shell.

188. The spiral canals are frequently brought into view for part of their course, b)

sections of the shell that pass through it in a direction parallel to the equatorial plane,

but at no great distance from one of the lateral surfaces. Such a section, passing over

the chambers of the inner whorls, is shown in Plate XVII. fig. 5 ; where we see the
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spiral canal giving off the meridional canals, and these again sending off their diverging

branches. Towards its centre, the spiral canal communicates with an irregular set of

lacunae,
which are excavated in the solid nucleus. In Plate XVII. fig. 6, are shown

portions of two whorls (a, a, and b, b) of the spiral canal, as shown in a section passing

near the lateral surface of the outer convolution
;
proceeding from the outer side of

these, in like manner, we see the meridional canals (

c

,
c, d, d, d) with their first pairs

of diverging branches (see also fig. 12) ; whilst another set of canals
(
d

,
d

,
d
)

is seen to

proceed from the inner side of the spiral canals, tending more or less obliquely towards

the lateral surface
; and the portion of the section which passes through the solid cal-

careous nucleus is seen to be perforated by numerous apertures (e, e) of corresponding

diameter, disposed at pretty regular intervals. The relation of these to the canal-

system is clearly evidenced by vertical sections, such as those represented in figs. 2 and

11 ;
in which we see at a, «, the orifices of the spiral canals transversely or obliquely

divided, and then' connexion with the meridional canals b, b ;
and which further show

that the solid calcareous nucleus is itself traversed by straight canals, c, c, c, which

spring from the successive convolutions of the spiral canal, and pass directly, without

branching or inosculation, to the external surface. That this remarkable portion of the

canal-system does not fully show itself in the “ casts ” represented in Plate XVIII.

fig. 12, is easily understood, when it is remembered that the whole substance traversed

by the straight canals having been removed, their long and slender casts would be left

entirely without support ; and the points at which these have been broken off from the

cast of the spiral canal are in fact to be seen on a careful examination, as there

represented.

189. It is shown by the comparison of vertical and horizontal sections of the shell

with fragments obtained by fracture (Plate XVII. figs. 2, 7, 10, Plate XVIII. fig. 11),

that the meridional canals are in reality spaces left by the divergence of the two layers

of which each septum is composed, in the immediate neighbourhood of its junction

with the spiral lamina which constitutes the external wall of the chamber (Plate XVII.

fig. 7, c
,
and fig. 10, b

;

Plate XVIII. fig. 11, b, b)
;
and that they are thus homologous

with the arches of the interseptal system of canals that connect together the spiral canals

of Operculina (^[ 157),—presenting, however, a much greater uniformity and constancy

in their disposition. The diverging branches given off from these (Plate XVII.

fig. 8, d ,
d\ d2

)
consequently pass at once into the spiral lamina, through which they

run obliquely towards the external surface of the convolution, usually increasing in

diameter as they proceed. The divergence of the branches of each meridional canal

causes those proceeding from adjacent canals to approach one another
; and when the

spiral lamina has attained its full development, they not unfrequently open at its sur-

face into the same depression, this being midway between the septa from which they

respectively sprang ; and it appears to be from the correspondence of these junctions

with the intervals between the segments of the succeeding whorls (as seen at e, e'), that

the alternating arrangement of the chambers of consecutive whorls arises, of which

mdccclx. 4 c
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mention has already been made (^[ 184), the prolongations of sarcode which occupy the

diverging branches there passing into the stolons which connect the adjacent segments.

It will be easily understood, however, that the position of the external orifices of these

diverging branches will depend upon the thickness of the spiral lamina which they have

to traverse before gaining its surface. In the newest portion of a shell which has not

yet attained its full growth, we find that lamina comparatively thin; its surface is

distinctly marked by the septal bands (Plate XVIII. fig. 1, rjcj
,
gcj ) ; and the external

walls of the chambers present an alternation of ridges and furrows, passing directly

across from one septal band to another,—the ridges corresponding to the grooves of the

internal surface that receive the “retral processes” (^[ 185), and the furrows with the

internal ridges that separate these grooves. Into these furrows, which represent the

deeper “fossettes” of P. crispa, the diverging pairs of branches from each meridional

canal open by minute pores on either side of the septal band, as is shown in fig. 1. and

as will be readily understood from the relation of the parts as displayed in fig. 12.

The subsequent formation of a calcareous deposit, continuous with that which solidifies

the umbilical portion of the shell, upon the external surface of the spiral lamina

185), renders the septal bands less distinct, and obliterates the ridges and furrows

of the intervening surface, as shown in the portion h Ji
1

of fig. 1 ; and at the same

time it carries the orifices of the diverging branches from the neighbourhood of the

septa into closer proximity with those of the branches proceeding from the adjacent

meridional canals. As the diverging branches enlarge greatly in diameter with their

augmentation in length, their superficial orifices become more and more conspicuous;

each is surrounded by a little pit or depression of its own (fig. 1 ii'); and the rows

of these depressions, when the spiral lamina has acquired its full thickness, constitute

the only markings which it presents, the septal bands being completely obliterated.—as

is best seen on the surface of one of the interior whorls, exposed by the removal of

that which covered it. It is obvious, therefore, that these depressions, which are

related only to the distribution of the canal-system, are essentially different in character

and position from the “ fossettes ” of P. crispa, which intervene between the ridges that

cover-in the retral processes ;
but they have this in common, that the orifices of the

diverging branches are to be found in both of them ; and the removal of the superficial

portion of the spiral lamina, even when thickest (which may easily be accomplished by

the assistance of dilute -acid), brings back these orifices, in P. craticulata, to the

immediate neighbourhood of the septal bands, which then again become apparent*.

190. The meridional canals are further connected with the older and more internal

portions of the organism, as well as with the newer and more superficial
; this connexion

being established by a series of branches that pass between the two layers of the septa

* This arrangement of the orifices of the diverging branches of the meridional canals is beautifully shown

(as Mr. W. K. Parker has pointed out to me) in the Nautilus striato-punctatus of Eichtel and Moll, which

Mr. Parker considers to be the Geoponus stella-lorealis of Ehrexberg, but to be really a Aonionine

form of Polystomella. See Ann. of Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. v. p. 103.
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in a radial direction (Plate XVII. fig. 2, d, d', Plate XVIII. fig. 1,/,/), from the meridional

canals of each convolution to the stolons which unite the segments of that convolution.

These, which may be distinguished as the converging branches, are, however, much less

regular in their distribution than those which pass outwards from the meridional canals

to the stolons of the succeeding whorl.

191. Thus, then, it becomes apparent that by means of the two spiral canals, the

number of convolutions of which equals that of the whorls of the shell,—the very

numerous meridional canals, of which there is one for every segment of each whorl,

—

the vast multiplication of pairs of diverging branches
,
of which each meridional canal

sends oif a number equal to that of the connecting stolons between the segments,—and

the very considerable aggregation of converging branches, which probably do not fall far

short of the preceding except in being single whilst they are in pairs,—a very complete

system of intercommunications is maintained between the external surface and even the

innermost portions of the shell. That these passages are occupied, in the living animal,

by prolongations of the sarcode-body, there can scarcely, I think, be any reasonable

doubt ;
and when we look to the remarkable development of what has been elsewhere

termed the “ intermediate skeleton,” but which may here be more appropriately termed

the “ supplemental skeleton,”—namely, the secondary calcareous deposit which not only

forms the solid nucleus, but spreads itself over the entire surface, adding considerably

to the thickness of the spiral lamina,—it cannot be deemed improbable that the special

purpose of the canal-system is the formation and nutrition of this supplemental skeleton,

which has obviously no direct relation to the segments of the animal body contained

within the chambers. Through the trumpet-shaped diverging branches which open in

such numbers upon the surface of those chambers, and the straight canals which arise

from the nucleus, there will be abundant opportunity for the sarcode-body to extend

itself over the whole exterior of the shell, and thus to form any additional deposit upon

its surface.

192. Having carefully re-examined P. crispa with a view of ascertaining to what extent

the canal-system is developed in it, I am enabled to state that I have found it to possess

a canal-system distributed on the same plan with that of the organism we have been

considering, but much more limited in its extent, as might be expected from the much

inferior development of the “ supplemental skeleton.” In the vertical section repre-

sented in Plate XVII. fig. 9, we see the solid umbilical protuberances a, a!, traversed by

straight canals, which terminate in the pits on their surface that were originally noticed

by ProfessorWilliamson, and supposed by him to give exit to pseudopodia. At b, b, V
,
V,

we see the transverse sections of the spiral canals, from which the straight canals just

mentioned may be presumed to proceed ; and at c c, c'c', we see plain indications of a

system of interseptal canals, resembling those of Operculina in their aspect and distri-

bution, but clearly homologous, in their relations to the spiral canals, with the meri-

dional canals of P. craticulata. I have not been able to detect any indication that

diverging branches are given otf from them, to pass through the spiral lamina to the

4 c 2
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external surface ;
and the absence of any such distribution accords with the absence in

P. crispa of any of that supplemental calcareous deposit which so remarkably changes

the aspect of the general surface in P. craticulata.

Genus Calcarina.

The type next to be described is one in which the supplemental skeleton and the

canal-system both attain a more remarkable development than in any Foraminiferous

organism that has yet fallen under my notice
; and their mutual relation here becomes

so obvious, that no reasonable doubt can be entertained in regard to it.

193. History.—The generic name by which this type is now known, and which indi-

cates its resemblance in form to the rowel of a spur, was first conferred upon it by M.

d’Orbigny in 1825 ;
the organism itself, however, was previously well known, both in

the recent and in the fossil state, having early attracted the attention of the collectors

of minute Testacea through the singularity of its shape. It seems to have first received

the name of Nautilus Spengleri from Gmelin, its specific designation haring been con-

ferred on it in compliment to Spengler, who was among the earliest to direct attention

to it ; and under this name it was described and well figured in several of its varieties in

the ‘Testacea Microscopica ’ of Fichtel and Moll (p. 84, plate 14. figs. d-i. plate 15.

figs, i-fc), who refer to the authors cited below* for previous notices of it. Spengler's

specimens were from Amboyna and Coromandel ;
Schroter found the species in the

Adriatic
;
Fichtel and Moll obtained their specimens from the Indian Ocean and from

the Red Sea
;
and D’Orbigny received his from Madagascar, the Isle of France, Rawack.

the Marianne group, Cayenne, and Martinique. The specimens on which my own

descriptions will be founded were partly collected by Mr. Cuming in the Philippine

Seas, and partly obtained by him from the Mediterranean, in the neighbourhood of

Malta. This type may be said, therefore, to have a wide distribution through the seas

of the warmer regions of the globe.

194. The fossil specimens of this type appear to have been first "noticed in the cre-

taceous beds of Maestricht by FAUJAsf . They were described and figured by Lamarck$
under the designation of Siderolites calcitrapoides ; but he totally misunderstood the

nature of the organism, which he grouped with the Corals, instead of among Polytha-

lamia. The genus Siderolina has been adopted by M. d'Orbigny, who seems to have

been entirely ignorant of the generic if not specific identity of the Maestricht fossils

with his recent Calcarina calcar
,
as to which no doubt whatever is entertained either by

myself or by Messrs. W. Iv. Parker and T. Rupert Jones §. It is stated by these

observers
(
loc. cit), that another variety of the same with shorter spines, occurring in

* LiNNiEus, Syst. Nat. xiii.
;
Gmelin, Syst. Nat. p. 3371, Xo. 10 ;

Spengler, Schrift. dan. GeseUseh.

Kopenh. vol. i. p. 373, pi. 2, fig. 9, a
,
h,c

;
Schroter, Einleit. Conch.-Kennt. vol. i. p. 756 ;

Xeue Literat. u.

Beytr. z. Naturg. vol. i. p. 309, pi. 1, figs. 3-6
;
Schreibers, Conch.-Kennt. vol. i. p. 5, Xo. 10.

f Hist. Nat. de la Montague de St. Pierre, a Maestricht.

\ Syst. des Anim. sans Vertebres, 1801, p. 376; and Tableau Encycl. et Me'thod. pi. 470, fig. 4, a-Jc.

§ Ann. of Nat. Hist. 3rd Series, vol. iii. p. 480.
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the Eocene Tertiaries of France, has been described by D’Orbigny* under the name of

Botalia armeda, and by Deshayesf under that of Ccdcarina rarispina.

195. The following is the character of the genus Calcarina given by M. d’Orbigny

in his ‘ Foraminiferes Fossiles de Vienne’ (p. 160). “ Coquille libre, spirale, deprimee,

tres rugueuse, formee d’une spire enroulee sur le cote, entierement apparente en dessus,

embrassante en dessous, composee de loges prolongees en appendices marginaux, souvent

tres allonges, representant, dans leur ensemble, comme la molette d’un eperon. Ouver-

ture en fente longitudinale contre l’avant dernier tour de spire. Semblable aux Botalines

par son enroulement spiral, par ses deux cotes a peu pres aussi convexes, par l’emplace-

ment de son ouverture, ce genre s’en distingue par les tres longs prolongements exterieurs

de son pourtour, appendices singuliers qui font supposer, dans 1’animal, un mode de

secretion tout particulier.” Of Siderolina he says (p. 116) :
—“ Coquille libre, equilaterale,

orbiculaire, encroutee en dehors, composee d’une spire embrassante a tous les ages,

ayant des appendices allonges au pourtour, interrompant, dans 1’interieur, la suite des

loges. Ouverture contre le retour de la spire toujours masquee a la derniere loge. Les

Siclerolina se distinguent des Nummidina par les appendices du pourtour, qui, dans

l’interieur de la coquille, viennent interrompre la suite des loges obligees de passer de

chaque cote.” No mention is made of Ccdcarina in M. d’Orbigny’s most recent sum-

mary of the classification of the Foraminifera (Cours Elementaire de Paleontologie),

this genus not being regarded by him as occurring in the fossil state ; but he repeats

his characterization of Siderolince as Nummulites the turns of whose spire are inter-

rupted by testaceous appendages. It will presently appear that the conception which

M. d’Orbigny has formed of the structure of this type is erroneous in so many particulars,

that without the assistance of figures and models it could not be recognized by the generic

characters which he has assigned either to Ccdcarina or to Siderolina.

196. A very correct general description of the structure of Calcarina has recently been

given by Messrs. W. K. Parker and T. P. Jones, in their valuable series of papers on

the “ Nomenclature of the ForaminiferaJ” ; but their information in regard to it having

been almost entirely based on external characters, and their description being altogether

deficient in those minuter details which it is my special purpose to record, a full account

both of its internal structure and of the principal varieties of its external configuration

will not be the less valuable to those who may have occasion to study this type.

197. External Characters.—The comparison of the form of this organism to that of

the rowel of a spur sufficiently well characterizes the general aspect which it ordinarily

presents, as shown in Plate XIX. figs. 1-4. The feature which most distinguishes it

from other Helicost'egue Foraminifera (only some Eotcdice and Polystomellce presenting a

slight approximation to it in this particular) is the presence of a set of rays or spines,

variable alike in number, length, and direction, which diverge from the central disk.

* Ann. des Sci. Nat. tom. vii. p. 273, No. 22 ;
and Modeles, No. 70.

t Lyell’s Manual of Geology, 5th ed. p. 228, fig. 236.

X Annals of Nat. Hist., Ser. 3. vol. v. p. 174.
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These spines are usually few in young specimens, and become numerous with age ; but

this rule is by no means constant, since full-grown specimens are occasionally met with

having no more than four or five very short spines (Fig. III. h). The spines are usually

either cylindrical or somewhat club-shaped, the latter form being the more common

;

but we occasionally see them showing a tendency to bifurcation at their extremities

;

and they not unfrequently appear as if two, three, or even four spines had coalesced to

form one,—this being indicated not only by its unusual size, but by the mutual divergence

of its components as they extend themselves from the central disk (Fig. I.b, and Fig. II. f).

A somewhat remarkable contrast in the relative

development of the disk and of the spines is pre-

sented by the general aggregate of the Philippine

and Mediterranean specimens placed in my hands

by Mr. Cuming ; as is shown in comparing Figs. II.

and III. It is in the former (Fig. II.) that we meet

with the greatest number as well as the greatest

relative length of the spines ; and that the bifurca-

tion or trifurcation of their extremities presents itself.

In full-grown specimens of the Philippine Calcarina,

we commonly find the spines diverging from the

Fig. I.

Two specimens of Philippine variety

of Calcarina, distinguished by unusual

exuberance of spinous outgrowths.

Outline-representations of various specimens

of Philippine variety of Calcarina.

G H

Outline-representations of various specimens of

Maltese variety of Calcarina.
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margin of the central disk in such abundance, that very little of that margin is left free.

The length of their spines, moreover, at different ages, varies pretty constantly with the

diameter of the disk, the average proportion being about two-thirds ; though we occa-

sionally meet with specimens in which the disk is unusually large and the length of the

spines does not equal more than half its diameter, and others in which the disk is

unusually small and the length of the spines is equal to its whole width. In the

Mediterranean Calcarince (Fig. III.), on the other hand, I have seldom met with more

than nine spines ; and any excess beyond that number is only presented by specimens

in which the disk is very large, so that wide intervals present themselves along its

margin between the bases of the spines (Plate XIX. fig. 2). Then’ spines are nearly always

simply clavate in form, any tendency to bifurcation or trifurcation at their extremities

being rare ; and they show but little disposition to increase in length with the enlarge-

ment of the central disk, being often not only relatively but even absolutely shorter in

old specimens; as if the spines had entirely ceased to grow, and the disk had (as it

were) included their basal portions within itself. In some instances, indeed, they

scarcely show themselves enough to attract attention ;
being little more than tubercular

projections from the margin of the disk (Fig. III. h). Notwithstanding, however, this

strongly marked difference in general physiognomy, it becomes obvious, on the com-

parison of a sufficient number of individuals, that no line of specific distinction can be

fairly drawn on such a basis between the Philippine and the Mediterranean forms;

since among the Philippine we meet with not a few specimens, in which the spines are

as few and simple as they are in the great bulk of the Mediterranean (Fig. III. b, c) ;

and specimens not unfrequently present themselves among the Mediterranean (Plate XIX.
fig. 2), in which there is not merely an addition to the ordinary number of the spines, but

a manifest disposition in many of them to subdivide near their extremities, thus showing

an obvious approximation to the Philippine type. Although the spines usually radiate

nearly in the equatorial plane, yet it becomes obvious, when their connexion with the

central disk is examined, that they originate at different levels (Fig. III. e, f) ; this will

presently be found to depend on the fact that the form of the spire is not nautiloid but

turbinoid. Besides the ordinary radiating spines, an extraordinary growth of short pointed

spines is sometimes seen, either partially or completely covering one or both surfaces of

the central disk (Fig. II. g) ;
and examples occasionally present themselves (Fig. I. a), in

which the development of these seems to have altogether superseded that of the ordinary

radiating spines.

198. It is remarkable that among the very young specimens of this type, a yet greater

variety shows itself than among those further advanced in life. In Plate XIX. figs. 5,

6, and 7, are shown what may be considered the ordinary or normal aspect of the very

young Calcarincr, whilst in figs. 8-11, and Plate XX. fig. 6, we have representations

(under higher magnifying powers) of examples of what may be termed the hispid con-

dition, which so frequently presents itself in small Calcarince as to give rise to a question

whether they should not be made to constitute a distinct species. I have satisfied
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myself, however, by the comparison of a large number of specimens, that so continuous

a gradation presents itself between the smoothest and the most hispid specimens, as

to render the attempt to separate them specifically altogether futile
; and Mr. TV. K.

Parker, who has examined a yet larger number of specimens, fully confirms this

conclusion. Moreover the internal structure of these hispid specimens, as shown in

horizontal section (Plate XX. fig. 8), shows no departure whatever from the ordinary

type.

199. Returning, now, to the external aspect of the fully-developed Calcanna
,
we have

to notice that each surface of the disk is very commonly elevated, especially in its central

portion, into rounded tubercles, more or less closely set together (Plate XIX. figs. 3, 4).

These are sometimes large and prominent, and present the semitransparent appearance

which is common among the like tubercles of Operculina (•” 146) ; more commonly,

however, they are less conspicuous either as to size, prominence, or distinctive aspect

;

and sometimes they are almost or altogether wanting (figs. 1, 2). Yet it is seldom, if

ever, that they are absent from both surfaces of the disk ; and it is more common to find

them deficient on the surface nearest to the apex of the spire, than on that on which its

last-formed chambers are visible. And even when no prominent tubercles are present, a

distinction may be generally made out by careful examination in the parts of the surface

corresponding to their usual situation. For whilst the exterior of the disk is marked,

more or less conspicuously, with minute punctations (figs. 1, 3, 4), these are not to be

seen on its tuberculated prominences ; and the like deficiency is generally to be noted

in circular spots of the surface, even when it is not raised into tubercles. Occasionally,

though rarely, not even this mark of differentiation is seen, the punctations being

uniformly distributed over the surface, which is in that case always the one nearest the

apex of the spire.

200. The surface of the spines is marked, more or less conspicuously, by a longitu-

dinal furrowing (figs. 1, 3, 4), not unlike that of the “ marginal cord ” of Operculina

(^[ 156). The furrows maintain a general parallelism, but there are frequent inoscu-

lations between them
; and punctations marking the orifices of deeper canals are often

to be noticed at the bottom of the furrows.

201. One important feature of the external aspect of the disk has yet to be mentioned

;

namely, the indication of a spire, which more or less distinctly presents itself on one of

its surfaces (Fig. II. b, Fig. III. d, g, h). This indication is sometimes limited to two or

three chambers ; but more commonly about half a turn may be distinguished, the spire

becoming absorbed (as it were) into the solid mass of the disk, as we trace it backwards.

The walls of the last-formed chambers, where entirely disengaged from the disk, are

extremely thin (Plate XIX. fig. 4), so that it is rare to find them perfect ; and an opening

formed by the fracture of the wall of the newest chamber has been mistaken by MM.
Fichtel and Moll, and apparently by M. d’Orbigkt also, for the true aperture of the

shell, which, as will presently appear, is of an entirely different character, and not easily

to be distinguished. The prominent surface of the walls of the conspicuous chambers
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of the newest whorl is covered with punctations resembling those of the general surface

of the disk ; but they are more minute and more closely set together, and they are dis-

tributed with great uniformity, no unpunctated spaces being anywhere visible.

202. Internal Structure.—When the internal structure of this organism is examined

by means of thin sections taken in different directions, the apparent anomalies of its

conformation are found to be dependent simply upon the extraordinary development of

its “ supplemental skeleton;” its general plan of structure being much simpler than the

peculiarities of its aspect would seem to indicate. The spire, as laid open by vertical

section (Plate XX. fig. 1), is turbinoid ;
consisting usually of about five whorls (a, a\ a2

,

a3
,
a“), that start as usual from a central cell, and progressively increase in size, each

whorl being applied merely to the surface of the preceding, and not investing it in any

degree, the chambers being altogether destitute of alar prolongations. The aspect of

the spire as seen in equatorial section is shown in Plate XX. fig. 4 ;
this section, being

taken in such a plane as to cut through the outer whorls «4

,
a3

,
«2

,
passes entirely over

the surface of the two inner whorls a} and a. The disposition of the chambers, as indi-

cated by such sections, is ideally shown in Plate XIX. fig. 12. The turns of the spire

are separated from each other by the interposition of a thick layer of solid shell-sub-

stance ; and this is quite distinct from the proper walls of the chambers, as may be well

seen in Plate XX. fig. 4, where the walls of the newest chambers are shown at b to be

entirely destitute of any such addition, whilst at b
1 in the preceding part of the same

whorl we observe them encrusted by a thin additional layer d, and, as we trace this layer

backwards to d l and d2

,
we perceive that it progressively augments in thickness, until it

acquires its maximum at d3

,
just where it is covered by the subsequent whorl. This

distinction between the proper walls of the chambers and the “ supplemental skeleton
”

can be traced to the very centre of the spire. The septa are entirely formed by the

infolding of the proper walls of the chambers, which are there flattened against each

other so as to form two layers, which are usually in contact, but which sometimes

diverge (especially near the external margin of the chambers) to give passage to canals.

There does not appear, however, to be any regular “ interseptal system” as in Oper-

culina and Polystomella. The communication between the adjacent chambers of the

same whorl is effected, as in Polystomella
,
through series of pores (fig. 1, c) disposed at

pretty regular intervals along the inner margin of the septum*.

203. That the spines entirely originate from, and are strictly appendages of, the

“ supplemental skeleton ” is well seen in fig. 4, which shows their connexion with its

* Messrs. Parkeb and Joxes say (Ann. of Nat. Hist. Ser. 3. vol. v. p. 175) of the aperture of Calcarinci,

that “ in well-preserved specimens of the typical forms, the real aperture, which is essentially a slit, as in the

true Rotalice, becomes bridged over by delicate bars of shell-matter.” I cannot hut think that they have

allowed themselves in this statement to be somewhat influenced by a foregone conclusion that “ Calcarinci

is a subgenus of Rotalia.” The examination of numerous sections of the character represented in fig. 5

leaves no doubt in my own mind that the aperture of Calcarina is essentially such as I have above described

;

and that if it occasionally in perfect specimens has the character of a continuous fissure (which I would by

no means take upon myself to deny), such is an aberrant rather than the ordinary form.

MDCCCLX. 4 D
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successive convolutions. Thus the spine e is one of the oldest, being traceable inwards

to the earlier whorls ; whilst those marked e\ e
2
, e

3

,
e
4
,
e
5 are obviously of progressively

later production, their respective origins being further and further removed from the

centre of the spire. It is, moreover, to be observed that each spine receives an augmen-

tation in thickness as the convolution from which it sprang is encircled by others ; this

augmentation, however, is not marked (as in the spines of Echini) by lines of demarca-

tion between the earlier and the later formations
; and there is every reason to believe

that the growth of the spines, both in length and in diameter, is continuous rather than

interrupted. Although it might seem, from the examination of such sections only as

are taken in the direction of the equatorial plane or in one parallel to it, as if the course

of the spire must be seriously interrupted by the radiation of the spines (which some-

times appear to be so interposed between consecutive chambers as completely to separate

them); yet the fact is that owing to the turbinoid form of the spire, a spine projecting

from an earlier whorl is very little in the wTay of even the next convolution
;
for as this

passes by the spine on a different level, its chambers are but slightly encroached-on, and

this only upon the side which looks towards the apex of the spire,—as will be readily

understood by examining the relation of the last half-convolution, visible in such a

specimen as the one delineated in Plate XIX. fig. 4, to the pre-formed spines, or by an

inspection of the ideal represented in Plate XIX. fig. 12.

204. The canal-system of Calcarina presents a development so extraordinary in itself,

and so obviously related to that of the “ supplemental skeleton,” as to throw great light

upon its special functional destination. We do not here observe any such peculiar but

limited distribution of systematically arranged passages, as that which constitutes so

remarkable a feature in Polystomella ;
but every portion of the supplemental skeleton,

with the exception of certain solid cones presently to be noticed, is traversed by canals

which run very close together, with frequent inosculations, and which thus form a con-

tinuous network with long narrow meshes, that commences from the parietes of the

chambers and extends itself to the very extremities of the spines (Plate XX. figs. 1, 2. 4).

The proper walls of the chambers, as already stated, are uniformly perforated, like those

of the chambers of Botalice
,
by foramina of considerable size (averaging about 3

~

0Vo th

of an inch in diameter) ; with these the canals of the supplemental skeleton do not

seem to be directly continuous, for they are of about double the diameter and lie

further apart from one another; but immediately round the proper walls of the

chambers (as shown in Plate XX. fig. 1) there seem to be irregular lacunar spaces,

into which their foramina open externally, and from which the passages of the

canal-system originate. How numerous and closely-set these passages are, is shown

in Plate XX. fig. 8
,
which is taken (under a much higher magnifying power than

the rest of the figures) from a section that passes through the supplemental skeleton

just outside the walls of one of the chambers, in such a direction as to cut through

the passages transversely or obliquely. These passages run in different directions;

some proceeding directly towards the external margin of the convolution, and being
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continued into the spines where these are given off from it ; whilst others pass not

less directly towards the two convex surfaces of the disk. In the earlier whorls of the

spire, as shown in Plate XX. figs. 2 and 7, indications of spiral canals, commencing (as

in Polystomella
, ®ff 188) in a central lacunar system, are frequently traceable; and

sometimes we may make out a general distribution of the canal-system of the earlier

whorls (fig. 7) that strongly reminds us of that prevailing in Polystomella (•[[ 189), the

canals of the spines originating (as seen at a) in diverging branches which radiate outwards

through the spaces left between the two layers of the septa. But this arrangement

soon seems to be merged, as it were, in the much more copious distribution of passages

that arise from the lacunae round the proper walls of the chambers. The canals which

pass towards the two surfaces of the disk soon lose the general uniformity of arrange-

ment which they elsewhere present ; for they become crowded together in some situa-

tions and separated in others, so as to leave a number of columnar spaces untraversed,

whilst the intercolumnar spaces are copiously penetrated by them,—as is seen at e, e, e,

in Plate XX. figs. 1 and 5, the one figure showing the solid columns divided longitudi-

nally, and the other showing them as they are cut transversely. The varying appear-

ances of the external surface, as described in 199, will now be understood. When,

as commonly happens, the summits of the columns rise above the general level of the

surface, they will show themselves as rounded tubercles. But when they are not thus

elevated, they will merely be distinguished as circular spots surrounded by the puncta-

tions which are the orifices of the canals. In the spines, on the other hand, the canals

form a longitudinally inosculating system (Plate XX. fig. 2), of which the branches near

the surface usually reach it so obliquely as to pass along it for some distance as open

furrows (^[ 200), the punctations seen in which are the orifices of branches that strike

the surface at a greater angle.

205. It is obvious from the foregoing description, that the statement of M. d’Orbigny

as to the prolongation of the chambers into the spines is altogether erroneous ;
and it is

further obvious that the nutrition of the spines must be provided for either through the

investment of their surface by external prolongations of the sarcode-body, or through

the penetration of its substance by prolongations of the sarcode-body conveyed into it

by the canal-system, or through both methods jointly. That the sarcode-body is con-

tinued in the form of pseudopodial prolongations into the canal-system can scarcely be

doubted, when it is borne in mind that such prolongations are known to pass through

the pores which are scattered through the chamber-walls of Potalia
,
and to extend

themselves through the surrounding medium. After having made their way through

the proper walls of the chambers of Calcarina
,
they will probably coalesce again in the

lacunar cavities on the exterior of these, just as they coalesce to form a continuous layer

of sarcode over the chamber-walls of Rotalice or Polystomellce ;
and from the aggregation

of sarcode in those cavities a new set of pseudopodial prolongations will take their

departure through the canal-system of the “ supplemental skeleton,” just as a secondary

set of pseudopodial filaments of sarcode are often seen to diverge from the little agglo-

4 d 2
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merations formed by the reunion of some of those that primarily issue from the pores of

the shell. The analogy of other Foraminifera, moreover, renders it very probable that

the prolongations of the sarcode-body which reach the surface through the canal-system,

will reunite upon it so as to form a continuous investment over the whole
; and that

this will be especially the case on the spines, appears to be indicated by the provision

there is in the furrowing of the surface, for conveying the prolongations of the sarcode-

body to every portion of their exterior.

206. Thus, then, by interpreting the structural phenomena presented by Calcarina

according to the analogy of the facts which have been determined by observation of the

living animals of the allied type Rotalicc, we seem almost indubitably led to the con-

clusion that the canal-system is specially destined for the formation and maintenance of

the “supplemental skeleton;” serving to convey prolongations of the sarcode-body from

the segments which occupy the chambers, through the thick layer of solid shell-substance

that is secondarily formed around those chambers, and through the prolongations of

that layer which constitute the spines ; and further, th at it maintains a tolerably direct

communication between even the innermost chambers of the spire and the external

surface,—a connexion which would have been cut off by the interposition of the

“ supplemental skeleton,” had not this been provided with some such system of inter-

vening canals.

207. One more fact remains to be noticed, which is of much interest as showing that

the growth of the spire and that of the “ supplemental skeleton” are to a certain extent

independent of each other:—I refer to the departure from the regular form that

frequently shows itself in the later turns of the spire, which (so to speak) often “ run

Fig. IY.

B c

Abnormal specimens of Calcarina.

wild” in a variety of strange modes, examples of which are so well represented in

Fig. IV. a-f, that it is unnecessary to refer to them in other than these general terms.
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The extension of spines from the whole surface of the disk, in the mode represented in

Fig. I. A, may in like manner be regarded as a sort of “ running-wild ” of the supple-

mental skeleton.

Genus Tinoporus.

208. A more remarkable example could scarcely be adduced, of the necessity of a

thorough examination of the internal structure of the skeletons of Foraminifera as a

guide to the determination of their true affinities, and of the danger of relying upon

external characters alone, than that presented by the type I am next to describe under

the name Tinoporus
;
certain forms of which present so strong a superficial resemblance

to many specimens of Calcarina
,
as to be unhesitatingly associated with them by every

one who has not had his attention directed to the minute features of difference they

present; whilst the plan on which it is constructed will be found to be essentially

diverse.

209. History.—My reason for adopting this name is as follows. In the ‘ Conchyliogie

Systematique ’ of Denys de Montfort (Paris, 1808), there is described and figured*

under the name of Tinoporus baculatus a small polythalamous body, which he seems to

have distinguished from the other varieties of Nautilus ( Calcarina
)
Spengleri figured by

MM. Fichtel and Moll, partly by the fewness of its spines, and partly by the difference

of its structure as displayed in vertical section. And although his figure and description

are alike inaccurate (the former, as has been pointed out by Messrs. W. K. Parker and

T. R. Jones f, being partly drawn from specimens of Calcarina), yet as I can scarcely

doubt that he had before him a specimen of the type I am about to describe, I think

it right to retain the distinctive designation he conferred upon it. The following is

De Montfort’s characterization of the genus :
—“ Coquille libre, univalve cloisonnee

et cellulee, spiree et lenticulaire
;

tet granule exterieurement
;
bouche semi-lunaire,

placee vers la circonference et sur un des cotes ; dos carene, arme de quatre pointes au

plus; les deux centres bombes et releves.” Of the species T. baculatus
,
which served

as his type of the genus, and of which he gives the fourth variety of the Nautilus

Spengleri of Fichtel and Moll as a synonym, he says :
—“ Cette coquille, qui pour nous

est la tete (type X) d’un genre nouveau et assez nombreux, ressembleroit a la nummulie

ou camerine tuberculee et criblee, si elle n’etoit armee de trois pointes obtuses. Ces

pointes sont interieurement sillonees et tuberculees a la maniere de quelques tubipores

:

la bouche de la coquille, placee sur un des cotes, est tres remarquable, en ce qu’elle est

petite et formee en demi-lune : la spire est cachee et interieure. Les auteurs allemands

que nous avons cites dans notre synonymie, y compterent au moins quatre-vingts cellules.

Nous avons fendu cette coquille a demi par le milieu, afin de faire apercevoir la con-

struction de l’interieur, qui, cellulee sur divers plans, nous conduit naturellement aux

nummulies, mais elle en differe par ses bras ou pointes, qui sont constans, quoique leur

* Tome i. p. 147. t Annals of Natural History, Series 3. vol. vi. p. 34.
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interieur presente une organisation qui n’est point cellulee mais tubulee. La couleur

du tinopore bacule est blanche, flambee et teintee de jaune; la coquille est entierement

opaque. L’individu qui a servi de sujet a notre description venoit de la mer des Indes

orientales ; on le trouva dans le sable dont etoit remplie une coquille du genre casque

;

on rencontre encore les tinopores parmi d’autres coquilles microscopiques, sur les plages

du golfe Arabique, ainsi que dans quelques eponges de la mer Adriatique. Dune pointe

a 1’autre, le tinopore que nous venons de decrire a deux lignes de diametre.” It is from

the very distinct statement of De Montfort (borne out by the vertical section rudely

represented in his figure) of the cellulation of the interior of this organism on different

planes, so as to give to its vertical section somewhat the appearance of that of a Xum-
mulite, that I am induced to believe that he had really distinguished Tinoporus from

the type to which we now give the designation Galcarina. For, as we have seen, no

such appearance is presented by vertical sections of Calcarina

;

whilst, as will presently

appear, Tinoporus is made up of several layers of cells superimposed one upon another

;

and although its relation to Nummulite is really remote, yet the resemblance in aspect

presented by vertical sections of the two may easily seem, to such as are unacquainted

with the real meaning of their appearances, sufficiently close to justify the parallel.

210. I am not aware that any subsequent writer has adopted De Moxtfort’s generic

definition of Tinoporus
,
which seems to have been treated as one of his many valueless

differentiations which systematists have agreed to disregard. In the ‘ Dictionnaire

Universel d’Histoire Naturelle ’ it is noticed as a synonym of Calcarina.

211. The plan of structure presented by Tinoporus differs so remarkably from any

that has been yet described, as well to deserve being fully detailed. But it presents an

additional feature of great interest, in the light which it throws upon the structure and

character of the remarkable fossil genus Orbitoides, which, though first named by

M. d’Orbigny, was first described by me*, and is scarcely less important in its geological

relations than Nummulites itself.

212. Before proceeding, however, to the description of Tinoporus baculatus, I shall

give an account of the structure of a simpler form of the same type, by which that

of T. baculatus will be better understood. The form to which I allude has a much
wider geographical range

;
for though the largest and best developed specimens I have

seen are those which I have obtained from Mr. Jukes’s Australian dredgings, yet I have

met with it also in collections from the Fiji Islands, Mazatlan, and the Canaries
;
and

Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones (by whom this type has been recently noticed under

what I cannot but consider the inappropriate designation Orbitolinaf) state that it occurs

also in the East and West Indies, in the Mediterranean, and on the British coast as far

north as Arran. To this type, which is destitute of the projections so remarkably

characteristic of T. baculatus
,
the name of T. lands may be appropriately given.

* On the Microscopic Structure of Nu/mmulina
,
Orlitolites, and Orbitoides, in the Quarterly Journal of

the Geological Society, February, 1850.

t Annals of Natural History, Series 3. vol. vi. pp. 32, 33.
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213. External Characters.—The largest examples I have seen of Tinoporus loevis

present the form of a short truncated cone, much resembling the lower half of a sugar-

loaf (Plate XXI. fig. 1, a), having its margins rounded off, and attaining at the base a

diameter of about one-tenth of an inch. The base commonly exhibits a slight central

depression (fig. 1, b). Sometimes the cone is more depressed, and spreads out more

widely at the base ;
and in this case the basal concavity is usually wider and deeper.

The examples I have seen from other localities have for the most part a spherical or

spheroidal shape ;
but a careful examination will generally make it apparent that this

shape is derived (so to speak) from that last mentioned, by the folding-inwards of its

peripheral portion towards the centre of its lower surface, so as to leave a deep cavity at

that part of the sphere,—the relation of the two forms being very much like that which

exists between the expanded pileus of an Agaricus, and the same pileus whilst still

included within its volva. I cannot regard these diversities of form as possessing any

specific value ; since they depend entirely upon mode of growth, and are not connected

with any differences of internal structure.

214. In whatever form the Tinoporus loevis may present itself, it is recognized by the

absence of projection or angularity, and by a regular areolation over its whole surface,

which a good deal resembles that of the cuticles of many leaves, the areolae preserving

a tolerably constant average of size, but being very indefinite as regards form. The

divisions are marked by very definite boundary lines; and in the interspaces between

these, under a sufficient magnifying power, minute punctations may be seen.

215. Internal Structure.—When the structure of this organism is examined by means

of sections taken in different directions, it is found to be composed of an aggregation of

minute chambers of nearly uniform size, which are piled one upon another in pretty

uniform layers, each of these presenting an approach to a concentric disposition (figs. 2, 3).

Although it is difficult to make out with certainty the arrangement of the first-formed

chambers, yet it is clear that as in other Foraminifera the point of departure is a sphe-

roidal cell (fig. 3, a), which soon comes to be surrounded by a cluster of secondary cells

(b ,
c) derived from it by gemmation. In what manner these are given off from the first,

—

whether by a spiral or by a cyclical extension of the sarcode-body,—I have not been able

to satisfy myself, on account of the difficulty of precisely carrying the plane of section

through this group of chambers. In T. baculatus I have been fortunate enough to do

this in several instances, and have found that the early growth is unquestionably spiral

(fig. 11),—soon, however, giving place to the cyclical, as in those varieties of Orbitolites

whose growth commences after this fashion (^[ 54) ;
and whether this be or be not the

case in T. loevis
,

it is indubitable that before long the extension of the organism in

diameter is effected by a budding-forth of new chambers from all parts of the circum-

ference, not with such regularity, however, as to form distinct annuli as in Orbitolites.

Whilst this extension is taking place peripherally, however, additional layers of chambers

are formed, as in Orbiculina
,
above and below the central nucleus, meeting each other
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on the equatorial plane ;
and in this manner the increase of the organism in thickness

is effected. The growth on the two sides of the equatorial plane, however, is seldom or

never symmetrical ; and that of the more convex portion seems continually tending to

overpower that of the opposite surface, so that the equatorial plane becomes more or

less deeply concavo-convex. I have reason to believe that this inequality is due to the

attachment of the fiat or subconcave base to the surface of sea-weeds or zoophytes ; in

virtue of which it will naturally happen that the free side will grow faster than the other.

It is by an excess of this predominating growth that the spheroidal form is acquired, with

its deep residual cavity, as just now described.

216. On more minutely examining the structure of the walls of the chambers and the

mode of communication between their cavities, we find ourselves carried back to the

lower type of Orbitolites and Orbiculina in this particular,—that the septa are not double

but single, and are formed of a simple homogeneous substance, presenting no vestige

whatever of that fine tubulation which characterizes the dense almost ivory-like sub-

stance forming the walls of the chambers in the more elevated forms of this group. It

will be convenient to speak of the partitions between the chambers as horizontal, when

their general direction is parallel to that of the equatorial plane, and as vertical when

that direction is perpendicular to it ; their actual directions will of course vary with the

curvature of the equatorial plane. The horizontal partitions or floors of the chambers

are perforated by rounded apertures (Plate XXI. figs. 2, 3, 4) which closely resemble

those of the shell of a JRotalia or a Planorbulina in their size and arrangement ; and

these will allow of free communication, by pseudopodial threads of sarcode, between the

segments that are lodged in the chambers piled one over the other in a vertical direction.

The vertical partitions are much thicker, and are not thus minutely and regularly per-

forated ; but they exhibit a small and variable number of large

apertures (fig. 4, «, «), that lead into the adjacent cells which lie

in or near the same horizontal plane. I say in or near
,
because it

is seldom if ever the case that the horizontal partitions or floors

of two adjacent vertical piles of cells are on the same level
; and,

in fact, the typical arrangement (though frequently departed from)

seems to be, that there is an alternation in the levels of the floors

of adjacent piles (as shown in the accompanying diagram, based on some parts of fig. 3),

and that every chamber in any pile B normally communicates with two chambers in each

of its adjacent piles a and c, by one passage above and the other below’ the floor that

divides them.

217. The relation of this interesting type of structure to that of Planorbulina appears

to me so clear that it can scarcely be questioned. For, as in that genus, the first-formed

portion of Tinoporus Icems will evidently consist of a flattened disk, consisting of nume-

rous segments which are arranged in one plane, spirally in the centre of the disk, but

clustered irregularly towards its circumference, and perforated on both sides with
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numerous large pseudopodian foramina* . This relationship is admitted by Messrs.

Parker and Rupert Jones; who state, however, that Planorbulince are differentiated

by having “ two or three tubular and margined apertures to each chamber, coarser

pseudopodial pores, and no umbilical cells.” Now I have shown that every chamber in

the adult is connected with its adjacent chambers of the same or of alternate planes by

two apertures ; so that at the free growing margin of the young disk there would pro-

bably be at least two such pairs of apertures in the wall of every chamber. The

difference in the size and number of pseudopodian pores is a very trivial character.

And the superposed umbilical cells will probably be absent in the young Tinoporus
,

when as yet only a small number of rows of chambers have been formed around the

central cell. I have, in fact, specimens in my possession which would be unhesitatingly

characterized as Planorbulince by such as are unacquainted with the structure of the

type we are considering
;
yet which I cannot help regarding as in all probability young

forms of Tinoporus
,
having been found in the same dredging, and presenting just the

characters which I should expect from analysis of the structure of the adult to find in

them. Moreover, I have Planorbulince whose early growth is so distinctly spiral as to

correspond in every essential particular with the young of Botalia.

218. It is not a little remarkable, however, that this organism should also be very

closely related to a body of which the true nature has hitherto been doubtful, viz. the

Millepora rubra of Lamarck f, the Polytrema miniacea of BlaxnvilleJ. This grows

parasitically upon shells, sometimes spreading over their surface in a laminated form,

sometimes rising into a sort of stem and sending off branches. I have ascertained by

examination of thin sections, that it is composed of minute chambers piled together very

much in the manner of those of Tinoporus
,
and having the same kind of communica-

tions ; and as Mr. Parker has in his possession a specimen of a nearly globular form,

attached to a projection of a bivalve shell, it may be questioned whether the difference

between the two organisms is even of specific value. For the mode of growth which

ordinarily characterizes each, shows a tendency to pass into that of the other ; Tinoporus

Icevis occasionally flattening itself out and extending marginally, whilst Polytrema

miniacea occasionally restricts itself within a compact spheroidal form. The probable

relationship of Polytrema miniacea to the Foraminiferous type has been already

suggested by the sagacity of Dr. J. E. Gray § ; but as he was not acquainted with the

internal structure either of Tinoptorus or of Polytrema
,
he could not make a more

particular approximation. I should add that the bodies described and figured by

Professor Max. Schultze
||
under the generic name of Acervulina appear to me to belong

to the same type. I have in my possession a specimen growing round the stem of a

* See Professor Williamson's Monograph of the Eecent Foraminifera of Great Britain, p. 57.

t Hist. Nat. des Animaux sans Vertebres, troisieme edit., tom. ii. p. 309.

\ Manuel d’Actinologie, p. 410, pi. G9. fig. 16.

§ Proceedings of the Zoological Society, April 27, 1858.

||
Uber den Organismus der Polythalamien, p. 67, plate 6. figs. 12-15.
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zoophyte, like the Acervulina acinosa of Schultze, but with more of the compactness of

Polytrema miniacea.

219. I now return to the form of Tinoporus on which the genus was originally esta-

blished, the T. baculatus of Montfort; which agrees closely with T. leeris in the

fundamental characters of its organization, but differs in being furnished with a variable

number of radiating appendages that give it a strong resemblance to Calcanna. Of the

specimens in my possession, the greater part present the aspect represented in Plate

XVIII. figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and on a larger scale in fig. 6 ; and these were collected from

coral reefs in various parts of the Polynesian Archipelago,—my earliest acquisition of

them, however, having been from the contents of the stomach of an Echinus taken on

the coast of Borneo, which were kindly put into my hands by Dr. J. E. Gray. I am
informed by Mr. Denis Macdonald that on certain coral islands which he has par-

ticularly examined, these organisms are so extraordinarily abundant, that they accumulate

in the lagoons in regular strata, commonly alternating with strata of Orbitolites. The

more massive and ruder forms represented in Plate XVIII. figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, occur in

Mr. Cuming’s Philippine collection.

220. External Characters.—The typical form of the central portion of T. baculatus

(Plate XVIII. figs. 2-6, and in section in Plate XXI. fig. 7) may be considered as an

oblate spheroid; sometimes, however, it is nearly spherical, and sometimes it is much

flattened out, especially when the body extends itself into the radial prolongations, as

in Plate XVIII. fig. 4. Its surface is divided into areolae (fig. 6) very mueh as in

T. Icevis ;
but the angles of junction of the partitions between the areolae are very

commonly occupied by rounded projecting tubercles, strongly resembling those of

Calcarina. The number and size of these tubercles vary greatly among different

individuals, as will be seen on comparing figs. 2 and 4, Plate XVIII*. From the

marginal portion of the central disk there spring a variable number of conical pro-

longations having the furrowed surface of those of Calcarina ;
and these appear seated

(so to speak) upon extensions of the central disk itself, which is sometimes so deeply

subdivided at its margin as to resemble the body of a Star-fish (Plate XVIII. figs. 4

and 7), the areolar division being continued nearly to the extremity of each ray, and its

point only being formed by the furrowed prolongation. These appendages are usually

from 4 to 6 in number ; I have occasionally seen only 2, and in no case have I met with

more than 8. They usually diverge in or near the equatorial plane
;
but they some-

times come off in very different directions (Plate XVIII. figs. 8, 10).

221. Internal Structure.—The general organization of T. baculatus, brought into view

by sections taken in different directions, does not differ in any essential respect from

that of T. Icevis

;

the origin of the whole aggregation of chambers in a central cell, their

subsequent multiplication both horizontally and vertically, and their methods of com-

munication in both directions, being all the same. As already mentioned, I have very

* They seem to be altogether wanting in the Philippine specimens, being apparently replaced by a

multitude of small spines, which give to their surface a hispid aspect.
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distinct evidence, in sections of this species, of a spiral commencement, soon giving place

to an irregularly-cyclical growth
;
and sometimes the first-formed portion (Plate XXI.

fig. 11, a) bears so close a resemblance to the innermost part of the spire of Calcarina
,

that in this earliest stage of their growth the two types could not be distinguished from

each other. Thus Tinoporus baculatus seems to bear the same relation to Calcarina
,

that T. Icevis does (through Planorbulina
)
to the Botaline type (^[ 217). The essential

difference between T. baculatus and T. Icevis consists in the possession by the former of

a “ supplemental skeleton,” which presents itself under two principal aspects. The piles

of chambers extending vertically from the equatorial plane towards the two surfaces

of the spheroid (Plate XXI. fig. 7) are partially separated by the interposition of pillars

of solid shell (fig. 8, a); and it is by the projection of the summits of these pillars (as

in Calcarina) that the tubercles of the surface are formed. The spines also, which form

the extremities of the radiating prolongations, belong to the same system
;
and they are

shown, by sections of the Philippine type that pass in a favourable direction (fig. 6), to be

extended from a solid framework which begins to be formed even with the first convo-

lution, and which adds greatly to the thickness of the partitions between the chambers,

giving off a multitude of minute spines from their external surface (fig. 10, c,
c). This

framework is penetrated by a canal-system, which not only forms passages through the

solid axis that is prolonged into the spines (fig. 10, a, a), but also extends itself into

the partitions between the chambers (fig. 9, b
,
b). The canal-system of the solid axis,

moreover, communicates freely with the cavities of the chambers that are adjacent to

it, as shown at fig. 10, b
,

b. These chambers are arranged around it with considerable

regularity, as is shown in fig. 5, which is a transverse section of the base of one of the

radiating prolongations, showing the solid axis with its radiating canals, surrounded by

three rows of chambers. It would seem as if, in the Polynesian variety of T. baculatus,

the material of the supplemental skeleton were appropriated rather to the formation of

the solid pillars than to that of a solid axis for the radiating prolongations ; the latter

being much less conspicuous than it is in the Philippine specimens, and sometimes

appearing to be deficient altogether except at their extremities. On account of the

variability of these differences, however, I cannot regard them as of any essential

value.

222. If any further evidence had been required as to the essential relation between

the “ canal-system ” and the “ supplemental skeleton,” I think that it must be satisfac-

torily furnished by the comparison of the two species of Tinoporus now described. For

in T. Icevis it is obvious that the system of communications which exists between its

chambers is adequate for all the ordinary wants of an organism of this type, the structure

of which is uniform throughout. But when, as in T. baculatus
,
an additional framework

of solid walls is interposed in the midst of the building, for the support of the extensions

into which it is prolonged, a special system of passages, originating from the cavities of

the adjacent chambers, and extending throughout the solid framework, is provided for

its nutrition.

4 E 2
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223. With reference to the relationship between Tinoporus and the fossil genus

Orbitoides

,

to which allusion has already been made, I shall here content myself with

stating briefly that if the chambers of the equatorial plane of T. Icevis were distinctly

differentiated from those of the layers springing from it on either side, it would come

to resemble in general conformation the simpler type of Orbitoides known as the

0. Mantelli

;

and further that if, with this modification, there were also introduced

the solid pillar-system of T. baculatus, we should have a corresponding resemblance to

0. dispansus *. The metamorphic condition of the shell of the fossil Orbitoides has

hitherto prevented me from determining with certainty whether its elementary structure

bears most resemblance to the inferior type presented by Tinoporus, or to the more

elaborate structure of that of Gycloclypeus
,
to which type also it seems to be related*}*.

On these points, however, I shall enlarge more fully elsewhere.

Genus Carpenteria.

224. Of all the Foraminifera collected by Mr. Cuming in the Eastern Seas, the last

which I have to describe is perhaps the most interesting ; since the type of structure

which it presents is not only altogether new, but seem to furnish the connecting link

(which had been previously rather suggested than supplied by Tlialassicolla and its

allies) between Sponges and Foraminifera,—two groups which accord most remarkably

in their grade of organization, whilst they differ no less remarkably in plan of structure.

225. The larger number of the specimens of this type in the collection of Mr. Cuming

are attached to the surface of a piece of Porites (coral) ; other specimens, however, are

adherent to the shells of Pecten and Cardita ; and the attention of Mr. W . Iv. Parker

having been directed to these curious* organisms, he has met with them on the surface

of other bivalves, especially Chama gigas. It is not a little remarkable that the strong

external resemblance which they present to the shells of certain sessile Cirripedes should

have led not only Mr. Cuming, but other experienced conchologists, to regard them as

belonging to that group. Their true nature was first suspected by Dr. J. E. Gray, who

was led by his study of them to consider them as the testaceous envelopes of a lxhizopod

intermediate between Sponges and Foraminifera
; the grounds on which he came to this

conclusion being, that he found the shell to be multilocular and minutely foraminated

* I should take this opportunity of stating that in my former description of Orbitoides (Journal of the

Geological Society, Eeb. 1850) I fell into the same mistake in regard to these pillars, that I did in regard

to the analogous structure in Nummulites
;
regarding them as having been passages 111led with solid calca-

reous matter in the process of fossilization,—an error which was pointed out to me by Professor

Williamson at the time, and of which I have since come to be fully satisfied by the examination of the

recent analogues.

t The figure given by Professor Eiirenberg, in his remarkable memoir already referred to, “ liber den

Griinsand und seine Erlauterung des organischen Lebens,” plate iv. fig. S, and by him designated as the

internal cast of Orbitoidesjavanicus, will be seen on comparison to present a most remarkable correspondence

with figs. 10, 11, 12 of Plate XXIX. (Phil. Trans. 1856) illustrating my description of Cycloclypeus.
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like that of certain Foraminifera, whilst the fleshy substance occupying its chambers is

strengthened with spicules like those of Sponges. Hence he considered this organism

in the light of a Sponge enveloped in a shelly case with a single terminal oscule. My
opinion as to its character having been asked by Dr. Gray, I soon found reason to accord

with him in his general idea of its affinities ; the structure of the shell being most

characteristically foraminiferous, whilst the substance occupying its chambers is no less

characteristically spongeous. In communicating this result, however, to Dr. Gray, I

thought it right to suggest the possibility that this spongeous substance might be para-

sitic ; the tendency of certain Sponges to find their way into even very minute fissures

and passages having been observed by me in my researches on the structure of the Shells

of Mollusks. Dr. Gray agreed with me in thinking this improbable, for reasons which

will be presently stated ; and he communicated a general account of this new type (to

which he did me the honour of giving my own name) to the Zoological Society* ; at

the same time expressing the desire that I should include a fuller account of its forma-

tion and structure in my communications on the Foraminifera to the Royal Society.

With this desire I have now the satisfaction of complying.

226. External Characters.—The ordinary external aspect of Carpenteria
,
as represented

in Plate XXII. figs. 1, 10 (taken from a group on the surface of Porites, of which the

individuals are in close proximity to each other), at once suggests a resemblance to the

Balaniform type ; the shell being conical, attached by its broad base, furnished with a

single definite aperture at its apex, and presenting an appearance of irregular divisions

into triangular segments, which might easily be supposed to be “ valves ” bounding a

single undivided cavity. On breaking into the interior of the shell, however, it imme-

diately becomes apparent that the foregoing resemblance is superficial only
; the entire

cavity of the shell being divided into numerous chambers, which are completely separated

from each other by septa, whose lines of junction with the external wall (indicative of the

successional additions which the shell has received) give rise to the appearance of valvular

divisions. And a closer examination reveals that these chambers are disposed upon a

spiral type, each whorl completely investing (save on the adherent base) that which

preceded it, so that only the external wall of the last whorl is anywhere seen on the

surface. In the specimen represented in fig. 5, which is one of the isolated individuals

occurring on the valve of a Pecten, the shell has a much less regular form, owing to the

more or less complete divergence of the basal portions of the chambers of the last whorl,

and the partial subdivision of some of those chambers into lobes which exhibit the like

divergence. The shelly surface of the wall of each chamber presents a somewhat

areolated aspect, which depends upon its being raised into a multitude of low rounded

elevations (fig. 8) ;
and under a sufficient magnifying power these areolae are seen to be

pretty uniformly marked with minute punctations (fig. 6). The form of the aperture at

the summit of the cone, of which two examples are shown in figs. 13 & 14, presents a

striking resemblance to that of the aperture of the Milioloid Foraminifera.

* Proceedings of the Zoological Society, April 27, 1858.
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227. Internal Structure.—On breaking-away a portion of the external wall of the

last-formed chamber, so as to lay open its interior (as shown in fig. 8), we find that its

cavity is closed-in on every side by its shelly walls, except where it has communications

(.b ,
c) with the apical aperture

;
and each principal chamber is partially subdivided by

a system of shelly septa, of which some are more and others less complete. The more

complete of these secondary septa (fig. 8, e, e\ e?) resemble the principal septa (d. d 1

. d1

)

which separate the cavities of the chambers, in running from the base towards the apex

of the cone; they divide the lower portion of each chamber into three, four, or more

digitations, which are sometimes marked by an external lobulation, as shown in fig. 5 ;

they stop short, however, about half or two-thirds of the way towards the apex, leaving

the upper third or half of the chamber undivided. Some of these septa do not reach

the opposite surface of the chamber; and the least complete (/’,/’
1

,
€/

2

)
form a sort of

network of ridges slightly projecting from the inner surface of the outer wall into its

cavity (as shown in vertical section at b
,
b

,
b, fig. 15), and there marking out an areola-

tion which corresponds to that of the external surface. The areolae of the internal

surface, however, are concave instead of convex
; and the punctations, which are wanting

on the ridges, are set more closely on the depressions between them. The reason of this

peculiarity in their distribution will be presently seen (^[ 229).

228. The cavity of the last chamber communicates with the external orifice by a

passage of considerable size
;
and the wall of this passage is distinctly continued as an

irregular ring around the apical aperture, so that this aperture may be considered in

one sense (as described by Dr. Gray) to belong to the last chamber alone. But it would

be more correct to say that each cell as it is formed conceals
,
than (with Dr. Gray) that

it closes
,
the aperture of the preceding cell

;
for a careful examination shows that the

external aperture or vent is the termination of an irregular vertical canal, formed by the

superposition of the oral rings of successive cells ; and that through this canal the

previously formed cells retain their original connexion with the exterior. In some of

Mr. Parker’s specimens, the oral ring is extended upwards into a tube or siphon at

least equal in length to the radius of the cone. The general disposition of the chambers

around the central canal is well shown by sections of the cone taken parallel to its base

(fig. 7); such sections, however, may only bring into view the last or superficial whorl;

and they will generally show only one or two chambers in communication with the

vertical canal, the communicating passage of each chamber being on a different plane.

229. The foramina which pierce the outer wall of each chamber are of considerable

size, as compared with the minute tubuli of Cycloclypeus and Ojoerculina (see ^j" 103,

154), and they are not nearly so closely approximated ; in both respects they correspond

closely with the foramina of the ordinary Rotalice and Globigerince. In fig. 12 they are

shown as they appear in a section traversing the wall somewhat obliquely to its surface,

whilst in fig. 15 they are shown as they appear in vertical section ; and in each case they

are seen to present an annulated appearance, which is due to constrictions of the tubes

at tolerably regular intervals. These tubes generally pass direct from one surface to the
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other; but at a
, «, fig. 15, it is seen that in the neighbourhood of the ridges which

project from the inner wall into the cavity of the chamber, the tubes either bend or

incline themselves in such a manner, that, whilst their external orifices are pretty

uniformly distributed (fig. 6
,
a), their internal orifices do not show themselves upon the

ridges, but are crowded together along their bases (fig. 6
,
b, and fig. 9). The septa,

whether primary (separating the chambers from each other) or secondary (partially

subdividing the chambers), are obviously formed by a doubling-in of the outer wall, so

as to make each septum consist of two laminae (fig. 12
,
a

,
a) ; this is seen also in sections

of the incomplete septa (fig. 12
,
b), as well as of the ridges which may be considered as

rudimentary septa (fig. 15, b, b
,
b). The two layers sometimes separate from each other,

as shown in these figures, so as to leave intraseptal spaces ; and these form a tolerably

regular canal-system, which may be traced throughout the network of ridges that covers

the inner wall of each principal chamber, and, through the primary septa, into the ring

that surrounds the vertical canal (fig. 7, <7 ,
y').

230. Whilst, therefore, the general plan of conformation of Carpenteria seems to

differentiate it strongly from that of the ordinary Foraminifera, so close an alliance to

them is indicated by the minute structure of its shell, that it becomes of special import-

ance to determine whether its peculiarities are original, or whether they are acquired

during the progress of development. I have fortunately been enabled to determine this

point by the comparison of several specimens in different stages of evolution, and by the

removal from the older specimens of one whorl after another until the original nucleus

was arrived at (an operation which has been very dexterously performed for me by my
draughtsman Mr. George West); and I can state without hesitation that the early

condition of this apparently anomalous organism accords with that of the Helicostegue

Foraminifera generally,—its approximation being the closest to Eotalia in general form,

but its tendency being rather towards Globigerina in this particular, that its chambers

do not seem to communicate directly with each other, but that each has a separate

external orifice directed towards the umbilicus. Various aspects of this first-formed

portion of the shell, two of them showing the animal substance contained in the

chambers, are seen in Plate XXII. figs. 2, 3, 4. Now supposing that a Globigerina were to

grow in such a manner, attached by one of its surfaces, that the walls of its successively-

formed chambers came into mutual contact, and that these chambers were so shaped and

so piled one on the other as to give to the entire shell a conical form, each chamber

opening by its own separate orifice into an umbilical funnel, we should have the

essential type (so far as its shell is concerned) of Carpenteria ;
and this is really the

mode in which the latter type is superinduced upon the former, as the development of

the organism advances. It is further interesting to observe that the great size of the

chambers which form the superficial whorl of Carpenteria
,
has every appearance of

being due to the deficiency of that complete segmentation, in the later stages of

growth, which characterizes the earlier
;
for every one of the loculi marked out by the

ridges projecting into the interior corresponds so closely both in size and general aspect
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with an entire chamber of the earlier whorl, that the areolation of the outer wall may

be regarded as a sort of attempt at that complete subdivision of the cavity, which we

have seen to be fully carried out in Eeterostegina (*~ 114).

231. Thus, then, it appears that not only in the minute structure of its shell, but also

in its general plan of conformation, Carpenteria essentially approximates to the ordinary

Foraminiferous type, its affinity to the Spongiada being rather apparent than real ; for

although each cone does at first view seem to resemble the papilla of a Sponge enclosed

in a shelly case with a terminal oscule, yet the internal structure of that cone does not

bear out that resemblance. The link of affinity, however, seems to be supplied by the

spongeous character of the animal substance which occupies the chambers (fig. 9) ; this

(according to the evidence afforded by the dry specimens which alone I have had the

opportunity of examining) not only possessing far more consistence than the sarcode-

body of the Foraminifera, but being supported, in the large chambers at least (fig. 6 i.

by sponge-like spicules (fig. 16), whose form resembles that of the simplest spicules of

Halichondria
,
and whose composition is siliceous.

232. The idea which had occurred to myself of the possibly parasitic nature of this

sponge-like substance, has been very strenuously advocated by Mr. Bowerbank. on the

ground of the frequency with which the surface of dead coral and the valves of living

as well as dead shells are covered with Sponges, and. the consequent probability that

any multilocular organism growing on such surfaces would be so penetrated by the

sponge that all its chambers would be filled by the parasite. The following consider-

ations, however, seem to me strongly to militate against such a view :—1st. That neither

on the surface nor in the substance of the specimen of Pontes covered with the cones

of Carpenteria
,
nor on that of the valves of the Pecten and Cardita on which isolated

specimens of Carpenteria occur, is there the least trace of spongy structure :—2nd. That,

notwithstanding this marked difference in their habitats
,
all the specimens of Carpenteria

yet examined have their cavities occupied by the same spongy substance :—3rd. That a

firm brownish yellow substance of far greater consistence than the sarcode of Forami-

nifera, is found to occupy even the smallest and earliest chambers of Carpenteria

(figs. 2, 4, «), filling them so completely that it can scarcely be supposed to be anything

but the animal body properly belonging to them
;
and that although the substance in

question is there destitute of spicules (the chambers being too small to accommodate

them, as will be seen by the comparison of figs. 4 and 16, allowing for the difference

of magnifying power), yet it is obviously the same with that in which spicules are

copiously imbedded in the larger and later chambers :—and 4th. That notwithstanding

the multitudes of sections of various Foraminiferous shells which 1 have made during

the last ten or twelve years, I have never found their chambers to be occupied by

a parasitic sponge of any description. I may add to these considerations the fact men-

tioned to me by Mr. Denis Macdonald, that he has met with various forms of branching

Sponges*', possessing a peculiarly solid calcareous skeleton, and in many respects

* These specimens were collected during the voyage of H.M.S. ‘ Herald ’ in the Australian Seas, and
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appearing to present the same kind of transition from Sponges towards Foraminifera,

that, if my view be correct, is afforded by Carpentaria from Foraminifera towards

Sponges.

233. The above reasons appear to me so strongly in favour of that idea of the essen-

tially spongeous nature of the animal of Carpenteria
,
which had been from the first

entertained by Dr. J. E. Gray, as to leave me little room for hesitation in the belief that

such is its real character; so that, until the contrary shall be proved, we seem justified

in regarding this curious organism as a Rhizopod which in virtue of its shell is

foraminiferous ,
whilst in virtue of the animal body which that shell contains it is

spongeous.

Concluding Summary.

[Added during the printing of the Paper.]

234. In bringing to a close the present series of Researches on the Organization of

the Foraminifera, I think it desirable to combine a summary of the most important

results which I have obtained, with some remarks on their bearing, not merely on the

method to be followed in the attempt to frame a natural classification of this group, but

upon some of those higher questions relating to the origin and value of differential

characters generally, which have recently been brought prominently under the consider-

ation of the scientific world. In so doing it is my desire to confine myself strictly to the

scientific and practical aspect of these questions ; seeking in the first place to determine,

on the legitimate basis of induction, what general principles may be either certainly or

probably educed from the comparison of the large body of facts which have been

brought together by myself and others as regards the mutual relations of Foraminifera

;

and then briefly inquiring how far the results of similar comparisons made upon other

types of organized structure justify the extension of the same principles to the Animal

and Vegetable kingdoms at large.

235. It may be well for me to advert in limine to certain features in this inquiry, that

render the group to which it relates singularly adapted for a comparison at once minute

and comprehensive amongst a wide range of individual forms.—The size of the greater

part of these organisms is so small, that many hundreds, thousands, or even tens of

thousands of them may be contained in a pill-box
;
and yet it is usually not too minute

to prevent the practised observer from distinguishing the most important peculiarities of

each individual by a hand-magnifier alone, or from dealing with it separately by a very

simple kind of manipulation. Hence the systematist can easily select and arrange in

series such of his specimens as display sufficient mutual conformity, whilst he sets apart

such as are transitional or osculant
; and an extensive range of varieties may thus be

displayed within so small a compass, that the most divergent and the connecting forms

are all recognizable nearly in the same glance. I am not acquainted with any other

•were transmitted by Mr. Macdoxald to the Admiralty. I have not yet succeeded, however, in obtaining

a sight of them.

MDCCCLX. 4 F
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group of natural objects, in which such ready comparison of great numbers of individuals

can be made
;
and I am much mistaken if there be a single specimen of Plant or Animal,

of which the range of variation has been studied by the collocation and comparison

under one survey of so large a number of specimens as have passed under the review of

Professor Williamson, Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones, and myself, in our studies of

the types to which we have respectively given our principal attention*.

236. The general fact which I desire to bring prominently forward as the result of

recent investigations into this group, is, that in all the types possessing a wide geogra-

phical distribution, which have been specially studied by myself or by others, the range of

variation has also been very wide
; so that not only what would commonly be considered

as specific, but such as have been regarded as generic
,
and in some cases even as ordinal

differences, present themselves among organisms, which, from the intimacy of the

relationship that is evinced by the gradational character of those differences as well as

by the variations presented by the several parts of one and the same organism, must in

all probability have had a common origin. And it appears to me to be a justifiable

inference from this fact, that the wide range of forms which this group contains is more

likely to have come into existence as a result of modifications successively occurring in

the course of descent from a small number of original types, than by the vast number of

originally distinct creations which on the ordinary hypothesis would be required to

account for itf

.

2.37. The greater part of my First Memoir was devoted to the investigation of the

single type Orbitolites

;

and I there showed that not only as regards the size, shape, and

other external characters of the organism as a whole, but even as regards the size and

form of its elementary parts (in which greater constancy might be expected), is there so

great a variation,—the most marked diversities being apparent even in different parts of

the same individual,—that all attempts to found specific distinctions upon such variations

are utterly futile. But further, I showed that a distinction on which almost any Natu-

ralist would feel justified in relying as of at least specific if not of generic value,—that

between the simple type in which the chambers are arranged on only one plane, and the

complex type in which there are two superficial planes more or less strongly differentiated

from the median,—is no less invalid. For although these types are usually distinguish-

# I have the authority of M. Deshates for the belief, that the excessive multiplication of generic and

specific distinctions which so greatly impairs the value of the late M. d’Oebigxy’s labours upon this group,

was due to his having based these distinctions upon specimens selected for him as typical, and to his having

disregarded the transitional forms which any large collection of these organisms is sure to exhibit in

abundance,—thus, to use the admirably discriminating phrase of the late Prince of Cajstoto,
“ describing

specimens rather than species.”

t In order to avoid misapprehension, I would here remark that the production of any organism seems to

me just as much to require the exertion of Divine Power when it takes place in the ordinary course of

generation, as it would do if that organism were to be called into existence de novo
;
the question being in

reality, whether such exertion takes place in the wav of continuous exercise according to a settled and com-

prehensive plan, or by a series of disconnected efforts.
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able, the one from the other, without the least difficulty, yet they are often combined in

the same individuals, and this in such a variety of modes, that the transition from the

simple to the complex may be clearly seen, from the comparison of a sufficient number

of specimens, to be by no means attributable to a mere advance of age. Further,

having been furnished (by the kindness of Mr. H. J. Carter) with specimens of the

Scindian fossil which presents the characters ascribed by M. d’Orbigny to his genus

Cyclolina
,
I am now able most fully to confirm the suggestion I threw out on a former

occasion (^[^T 49, 70), that this genus is founded on a mere variety of Orbitolites
,
in

which the character of the surface-marking is more than ordinarily cyclical.

238. Not merely, however, does the range of variation of this type confound the

ordinary distinctions of systematists in regard to species and genera ; it extends also to

that difference in plan of growth, which has been assumed by M. d’Orbigny to be of

such fundamental importance as justly to constitute the essential difference between his

two orders Oyclostegues and Helicostegues. For, as I have shown, although Orbitolites

is typically cyclical from its commencement, yet specimens frequently present themselves

in which its early development has taken place so completely on the helical plan, that

if such had been collected before their assumption of the cyclical mode of growth, their

essentially Cyclostegue character would not have been suspected.

239. Again, I have shown that a parallel variation is displayed by the genus Orbiculina
,

whose ordinarily helical plan of growth has caused M. d’Orbigny to range it among his

Helicostegues
,
notwithstanding that in fully-developed specimens its mode of growth is

not unfrequently cyclical. The occasional exchange, in this type, of one plan of increase

for the other, at an advanced period of life*, of which exchange I think I have given

adequate evidence (^[ 85-87), is a fact which seems to me of very high interest, being

much more decided in its nature than the corresponding change in Orbitolites. For

whilst in the latter the tendency of the spiral form (whenever it presents itself) to pass

into the cyclical, is apparent almost from the beginning, and the change is never long

postponed, the helical plan is that on which the growth of the former not only com-

mences, but continues to be carried on, often through the entire period of its increase.

240. It is important to remark that in each case the metamorphosis is simply due to

the very rapid opening-out of the mouth of the spire, its two lateral extremities

extending themselves round the shell on the one side and on the other, until they meet

and completely enclose the portion previously formed (just as the lobes of the mantle in

the adult Gyproea spread themselves round the shell until they meet on its dorsum)

;

and also that the mutual relations of the chambers of the shell and of the segments of

the animal body which they contain, remain essentially unchanged. Again, it is a point

of no mean significance, that when an Orbiculina has undergone this change, the outer

* It has been remarked by Messrs. Parkee and Bupert Jones, that whilst the assumption of the

cyclical form in Orbiculina may often be the result of the continued growth of individuals under favourable

circumstances, small starved forms also frequently take on the cyclical condition, leaving the young sub-

lenticular stage without passing through the aduncal. See Annals of Natural History, March 1860, p. 181.

4 F 2
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or cyclical portion of its disk can in no way be distinguished from that of Orbitolites ;

and that the only difference between these two types which has any semblance of

validity, is the absence in Orhitolites of those successive enc-asings of the central nucleus,

the presence of which seems to be a constant feature in Orbiculina. It is to be observed,

however, that these successive encasings are due entirely to the extension of the later

whorls of the spire over the earlier
;
and they are no longer formed in Orbiculina when

the helical mode of growth gives place to the cyclical. Hence it seems not unfair to

surmise that if the helical growth of an aberrant Orbitolites were to continue until its

spire had made several turns, instead of stopping before the completion of one. its

nucleus would receive successive investments from successive whorls, just as in the

typical Orbiculina
; and the only difference between these two types would thus vanish.

On the other hand, if the helical growth of an Orbiculina were to give place to the

cyclical at an unusually early period, the central nucleus would receive no investment,

and would present the flatness by which that of Orbitolites is characterized when com-

pared with that of the typical Orbiculina.

241. I cannot but believe that such as may have followed me through the details of

my previous descriptions, will be disposed to agree with me in thinking it justifiable to

assume that such a range of variation as to the period of the change in plan of growth,

would be only analogous to that which both these types present in so many other par-

ticulars
;
and hence that the idea of the derivation of Orbitolites and Orbiculina from

the same original is scarcely less probable than that of the derivation of the helical and

cyclical types of Orbiculina, or of the simple and complex types of Orbitolites , from a

common parentage ;—particularly since, as was formerly pointed out (*[ 90), both types

present analogous modifications in geological time.

242. Let us now apply the same mode of inquiry to Alveolina. It has been shown

(^[^[ 93, 94) that this organism is closely allied in every other respect than its geome-

trical plan of growth to the types we have just been considering; the structure of the

shell and its relations to the contained sarcode-body, and the relations of the segments

of that body to each other and to the external world, being essentially the same in them

all*. Now, however improbable it might seem at first sight, that an Orbitolites which

extends itself as a flat or biconcave disk by successive concentric growths, and an

Alveolina acquiring a fusiform shape by successive turns round a progressively elongating

axis, should have had a common original, yet when the intermediate links are duly

studied, a continuous gradation is found to be established. For, as has just been

shown, a longer continuance of the helical mode of growth in which Orbitolites often

commences, would really produce an Orbiculina with its centre so invested by successive

* I may take this opportunity of stating that the description which I based on the examination of

sections of the shell has been fully confirmed by the internal casts obtained by Messrs. Parker and

Hupert J oses from specimens whose chambers had been filled by an infiltration of silicate of iron (^f 178)

;

which casts most accurately represent the form of the sarcode-body and of its individual segments with

their connecting stolons.
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whorls as to form a vertical linear axis ; and we find this axis in Orbiculina sometimes

equalling in length the diameter of the spire, so that this organism at an early stage of

its growth may he nearly spheroidal*. Now among the various types of fossil Alveolinos,

there are some whose shape, instead of being fusiform like that of the recent type I

have described, is almost identical with that of a spheroidal Orbiculina ;
and the general

structure of two such organisms will be so nearly identical, that I cannot see any

difficulty in referring them to a common original. And when we examine a series of

such fossil types, we see that they present a wider and wider divarication from the

OrUculine type in this one particular alone,—that whilst the later growth of Orbiculina

tends to liken it to the discoidal Orbitolites
,
that of Alveolina tends to the continual

elongation of its vertical axis, a difference which the analogies of the Foraminifera

generally would indicate to be one of far too small account to be fairly adopted as a

ground of original distinction f.

243. In the assemblage of forms which I have thought myself justified in re-assem-

bling under the designation Peneroplis
,
we encounter another remarkable series of

variations, the principal of which have given occasion to the formation of the two

additional genera Dmdritina and Spirolina. With an exceedingly close conformity in

the texture and in the superficial markings of their shells, as well as in their general

plan of growth, we observe a marked diversity in the form and proportions of the spire,

especially in the later stages of its growth, and a still greater.divergence in the form and

disposition of the septal apertures. For in the type to which M. d’Oebigny restricts

the generic designation Peneroplis, we usually find the spire rapidly widening and

becoming proportionally compressed in each succeeding convolution ;
whilst in that

which he distinguished as Pendritina, the spire widens but slowly, whilst increasing

rapidly in turgidity. Further, in the one type as in the other, the later extension is

often in a straight line, instead of continuing to follow the spiral course ;
and on this

variation alone, which is of no account whatever among Foraminifera (as will presently

appear, IT 255), has been erected the genus Spirolina. Now in the typical Peneroplis,

the septal plane presents a linear series of minute rounded pores ; whilst in the typical

Pendritina we find in their place a single large orifice with radiating extensions ; the

difference between these two modes of communication being as great as we find between

almost any two types of Foraminifera whatever. Yet I believe that no one who will go

through the details of the evidence I have collected from the study of transitional forms,

will have any doubt that Peneroplis and Pendritina have had a common progenitor,

and that the peculiarity in the mode of septal communication that characterizes each is

intimately related to the compressed or turgid form of the spire in either case ;
whilst

the different forms of the Spirolina type, among which we find the most remarkable

* See Philosophical Transactions, 1856, Plate XXVIII. fig. 8.

t In this view of the relation of Alveolina to Orhiculina I am supported by Messrs. Parker and Euperi
Joxes, who remark that Alveolina “ may he said to represent a small thick Orhiculina drawn out trans-

versely at its umbilici.”—Ann. of Nat. Hist., March 1860, p. 1S2.
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transitional conditions of aperture, are so obviously related to both the foregoing, that

no reasonable doubt can exist as to their derivation from them. Now the geographical

distribution of the two fundamental types is so far different, that where one prevails the

other is either absent altogether, or presents itself under a modified form ; and thus we

seem justified in the belief that, whether either of them has been derived from the other,

or both have been derived from some intermediate form (such as that which seems

common alike to the young of both), the modifications which have given rise to the

marked differences they now exhibit are mainly due to diversities in the external con-

ditions under which they have been respectively propagated.

244. But to what other type does Peneroplis itself present the closest approximation !

By systematists in general the intimate relationship which I have shown it to possess to

the helical type of Orbiculina (^[ 130) has been so slightly regarded, that it has been

considered as at least equally related to the Operculine type
; and yet, as I shall pre-

sently show, these two types are removed from each other in all the most essential

features of their structure, as far as any two polythalamous Foraminifera can be. And

the idea of the derivation of Peneroplis from the same stock with Orbiculina
,
seems

justified by the fact that the young forms of the two are frequently so alike as not to

be distinguishable by external characters alone, whilst their internal difference consists

only in the presence or absence of the secondary or transverse septa, a character which

I have shown reason to regard as variable in this group* (5T 130).

245. Notwithstanding, therefore, the apparently wide divergence of the cyclical Orbi-

tolites
,
the helical Orbiculina

,
the fusiform Alveolina

,
and the simply-chambered Pene-

roplis and Dendritina
,
these several types must be regarded as most intimately related

to one another; and that relationship seems to me much more likely to have arisen

from a common ancestral descent, than from the original creation of independent types

capable of graduating into each other so continuously as almost to assume each other's

characters. It is very important to remark that they all possess that peculiar texture of

shell, which is designated by Professor Williamson as porcellanous ; 'presenting an opakc

white hue when seen by reflected light, but a rich brown or amber colour when seen by

light transmitted through thin natural lamella? or artificial sections. This substance is

entirely structureless, and possesses no great density or tenacity. Moreover in all the

foregoing types, each of the septa intervening between the chambers consists of only

a single layer
;
the passages of communication between them are for the most part so

large and free, that the segments of the sarcode-body are but very imperfectly isolated

from each other
; and, as might be anticipated from this incompleteness of separation, it

is here that variations in the mode of communication between the chambers seem to be of

* My statement on this point is fully confirmed by Messrs. Parker and RurERT Jokes
;
who state that

“ not unfrequently, feebly-developed peneropliform varieties, as well as good-sized adunciform specimens,

occur, in which the long narrow chambers are at times simple and imdivided, being occupied by transversely

elongate lobes of sarcode, instead of numerous minute subcubical blocks.” See Ann. of Nat. Hist., March

1860
, p. 180.
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least account. It is in this type that we recognize the nearest approximation towards

such forms as Thalassicolla, which seem to connect Orbitolites with Sponges (^[ 67);

while the relationship which Orbiculina and Peneroplis have been supposed to bear to

the ordinary Helicostegues
,
being dependent only on plan of growth, and being utterly

at variance with the essential characters of the two groups, must be regarded as one of

analogy, not of affinity. Looking to the evidence already adduced in regard to the

prevalence of particular modifications of Orbitolites in particular localities (^[ 62), and

to the influence of the geographical distribution of the Peneroplis type upon the modi-

fications it presents (^[ 138), we seem justified in extending the same view to those larger

(though not more essential) differentiations which these types must have undergone on

the hypothesis of their derivation from the same original. The following may be

suggested as the mode in which the existing forms might thus have diverged from

each other and from their primary type.

Orbiculine Type

e

Peneroplis

Dendritina, Peneroplis

Dendritina, Spirolina, Peneroplis.

diverging into
A_

Orbiculina
A.

'
;

/a
Orbiculina, Alveolina

Orbiculina, Orbitolites, Alveolina.

246. Passing on, now, to an essentially different group, that which includes Nummu-
lites and its allied forms, we find that the relation of the discoidal Cycloclypeus and the

helicine Heterostegina is of essentially the same nature with that of Orbitolites and

Orbiculina m 113, 116); the minute structure of the shell and the physiological

condition of the sarcode-body being essentially the same in the two organisms, and the

only important divergence between them being in their plan of growth. From the

rarity of Cycloclypeus
,
all the known specimens of which have been brought from one

locality, I have not yet had the opportunity of ascertaining whether it ever presents in

an early stage any approximation to the helical mode of growth ; but such a deficiency

of affirmative evidence is obviously not equivalent to a disproof of what has strong analogy

in its favour.—The variations which I have described among the different forms of Oper-

culina
,
although limited to the form of the spire and the character of the surface-

markings, would be amply sufficient to justify the erection of numerous species, were it

not for the connexion established between the most divergent forms by intermediate

links, and the necessity for an almost indefinite multiplication of hypothetical originals

which the adoption of such a method would involve. The existence of such a large

extent of variation among the specimens collected in the same locality must be admitted

as valid evidence of the facility with which differential characters develope themselves in

this type ; and a strong probability is thus afforded in favour of the varietal character

of larger differences among individuals whose conditions of existence are very diverse.
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Hence the analogy of Operculina affords good ground to surmise that many of the

reputed species in the nearly-allied genus Nummulites have no real title to that rank ;

the differences among many of them being not nearly so great as those we have met

with among the varieties of Operculina ; whilst those presented by many others do not

exceed what might be reasonably expected to occur under a greater variety of modifying-

agencies. But I have shown (^[ 162) that it may be fairly questioned whether there

is adequate ground for upholding the generic distinctness of Operculina and Xummulites;

the characteristic by which the latter has been asserted to be specially distinguished

being not unfrequently observable as a varietal difference in the former. The form

which I have described under the designation of Amphistegina Cumingii* bears a

striking resemblance to the ordinary Nummuline type in the early part of its growth,

and to the ordinary Operculine in the later ;
and may be regarded as in many respects

a connecting link between the two.

247. There appears, then, strong reason for considering Cycloclypeus, Heterostegina
,

Operculina
,
Nummulites

,
and Amphistegina as related to each other in the same manner

and degree as the leading forms already enumerated under the Orbiculine group. And
it is very curious to observe the perfect analogy which prevails in regard to the forms

under which these two great types of structure—essentially different as they are—tend

to develope themselves. As I have just pointed out, the relation of Cycloclypeus to

Heterostegina is exactly that of Orbitolites to Orbiculina. So if the transverse or secondary

septa of Heterostegina were undeveloped, we should have an Operculina
,
Nimmulina

,
or

Amphistegina (these three types being in my view essentially one and the same), just as

the like deficiency actually occurring in Orbiculina gives to it all the essential characters

of Peneroplis. And the parallelism seems to be completed by the existence in Fusulinaf

of the same elongated condition of this type, that Alveolina is of the Orbiculine.

248. The mutual accordance of all these in the highly elaborated texture of the shell,

in the relation which this bears to the segments of the sarcode-body, and in the presence

of an intermediate skeleton with its canal-system, is extremely close. The substance of

the shell is very dense, and of almost vitreous transparence where it is not perforated by

the minute closely-set tubuli which usually pass direct from the interior of the chambers

towards the external surface. Each segment of the body has its own proper envelope,

so that the septa between the chambers are composed of two distinct lamina?, which

diverge from each other where they give passage to the canal-system, and which are

often further separated by the intervention of a portion of the “intermediate skeleton.”

The passages of communication between the chambers are so narrow, that the segments

* It id questioned by Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones whether this is a true Amphistegina, chiefly on

account of its bilateral symmetry (Ann. of Nat. Hist. Eeb. 1S60, p. 111). But I have met with perfect

bilateral symmetry in specimens warranted as Ampliistegince by those excellent judges of that type.

t I have not yet been able to satisfy myself as to the precise affinities of Fusulina, the metamorphic con-

dition of its shell interfering with the minute study of its structure
;
but my view of its nature essentially

corresponds with that of Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones. (Sec Quart. Journ. of Geol. Soe., Nov. 1S60,

p. 458.)
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of the body are much more isolated from each other than they are in the type already

described ;
and the proper walls of the chambers seem, as it were, to be moulded upon

the segments, instead of merely filling up the interspaces between them. This filling-up,

in fact, is the office of the “ intermediate skeleton,” which gives a solidity to the whole

aggregation that would otherwise be wanting ; and special provision, as we have seen,

is made in the canal-system for its nutrition. Altogether this type is the one in which

the Foraminiferous structure attains its highest development, and which is most com-

pletely differentiated from every other. And the morphological variations it is known

to undergo seem to me fully to justify the inference, that such further variations as

have been shown to occur in the Orbiculine type might be regarded as the probabl

source of the divergence, from some common ancestral stock, of the several forms

whose intimate relationship I have demonstrated. The analogy of that type would

suggest Heterostegina as presenting the nearest existing approximation to such a

common original ; and the stages of differentiation may be thus expressed :

—

Heterostegine type

diverging into

r :

^ —

,

Operculina Heterostegina
, A

. Av.
.

c
. .

'
. ^ .

'i

Amphistegina, Nummulites, Operculina. Heterostegina, Cycloclypeus.

From my imperfect acquaintance with Fusulina
,
I do not feel justified in expressing its

exact relationship to either of the forms included in this scheme ; and for the same

reason I abstain from connecting Orhitoides with Cycloclypeus
,
to which it has some

features of close relationship.

249. After this detailed examination of the general relations of the principal modifi-

cations of two of the most strongly marked types to be found in the whole group of

Foraminifera, it seems needless for me to do more with respect to the other forms whose

structure I have investigated, than to inquire how far the peculiar characters by which

they are respectively distinguished show evidence of a like variability.—Thus wre have

seen that Calcarina is essentially distinguished from Rotalia by the extraordinary

development of the “supplemental skeleton,” and by the extension of this into radiating

prolongations. But it has been shown (^[ 197) that the number, form, and proportions of

these prolongations are subject to very considerable variations
;
so that whilst they are

sometimes so greatly multiplied and prolonged as to constitute the principal feature of

the organism, they are so little developed in other instances that the contour of the disk

is scarcely interrupted by them. Further, it has been shown (^[ 207) that the develop-

ment of this supplemental skeleton is in great degree independent of that of the spire

;

hence if this last be the essential component of the organism (as all analogy indicates),

the supplemental skeleton must be regarded as a feature of minor importance. On the

other hand, the development of radiating outgrowths is an occurrence not unfrequent

among other helicine Foraminifera, even in species whose typical form is altogether

mdccclx. 4 Q
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destitute of them (as Professor Williamson has pointed out in PolystomeUa crispa
) ;

and such forms ditfer much less widely, as regards this character, from the simpler

forms of Calcarina
,
than these last do from the very complex forms which have been

shown (^[ 197) to be connected with them by a continuously gradational series. Hence

I cannot regard the remarkable development of the supplemental skeleton in Calcarina

as affording any disproof of the idea of its genetic relationship to Potalia., to which its

affinity in every other particular is most intimate.

250. If, again, we inquire into the import of that remarkable development of the

canal-system
,
which seems to be the distinctive feature of PolystomeUa. we find that if

we base our judgment upon a sufficiently wide foundation of facts, its non-essential

character becomes apparent. For although the large P. craticulata of the tropical and

Australian seas presents the most symmetrical and extensive distribution of the canal-

system that I have anywhere met with (^[187-191), the little P. crispa of our own

seas exhibits but feeble traces of it (^f 192) ;
yet of the intimacy of their relationship

no doubt can be fairly entertained. We have traced a parallel difference between the

gigantic Amphisteyina Cumingii and the comparatively diminutive A. gihbosa (*~ 171).

And the like difference has been shown to exist between the two forms of Tinoporus

(^[ 222), where its presence or absence is obviously associated with the presence or

absence of the radiating prolongations and of the supplemental skeleton from which

these proceed.

251. In considering the import of the canal-system as a character for the systematise

the mode of its formation must not be left out of view. I have shown that the passages

which altogether go to make up this system are not true vessels, but are mere sinuses.

left in some cases by the incomplete adhesion of the two contiguous walls which sepa-

rate the adjacent chambers, and in other cases apparently originating in the incomplete

calcification of the sarcode which forms the basis of the solid skeleton ; certain portions

of that substance remaining in its original condition, so as to maintain a communication

between the contents of the chambers and the parts of the calcareous skeleton most

removed from them, analogous to that which the Haversian canals afford in the case of

laminae of bone not in the immediate vicinity of a vascular surface. As. therefore, the

development of the Haversian system is related to the thickness of the bone-substance

to be nourished, so does that of the canal-system in Foraminifera seem to be related to

that of the consolidating substance which constitutes the supplemental skeleton. And
it is to be specially observed that nearly all the forms in which (so far as we know at

present) it attains any considerable development, are denizens either of tropical or of sub-

tropical regions, in which the influence of external conditions appears specially to favour

the largest growth and the most specialized evolution of the Foraminiferous type.

252. I think it better, in the present limited state of our knowledge of two of the

types to the elucidation of whose structure the present memoir has been devoted, viz.

Tinoporus and Carpenteria ,—to forbear to speculate further than I have already done

upon their relationship to the forms already familiar to systematists (^[^[ 217, 230).
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And I have now to show that the results of my inquiries in regard to such typical forms

of Foraminifera as have passed under my review, are in complete accordance with those

obtained by other naturalists who have proceeded upon the like method,—that of the

comparison, not of selected specimens, but of entire gatherings over extended areas and

through various geological epochs.

253. Long ago did those excellent observers MM. Ficiitel and Moll (1803) manifest

a clear perception of the wide range of variation to which certain types of Foraminifera

are liable, and give admirable descriptions and figures of such varieties. But their

views were too philosophical for the species-making systematists of their time : thus we

find Montagu remarking of the forms which they ranked under the designation of Nau-

tilus (now Cristellaria) calcar
,
“ If these can be admitted as the same species, we may

bid adieu to specific definition;” whilst out of the same series Denys de Montfort con-

structed no fewer than nine genera. It has been most unfortunate for the advance of

this inquiry, that M. d’Orbigny should have prosecuted it under the influence of those

ideas in regard to the differentiation of specific types, which he brought to the study of

Foraminifera from that of the testaceous Mollusks to which he originally regarded them

as allied; and that the influence of his comprehensive labours and high reputation

should have given to his views, alike on the detailed arrangement and on the general

classification of this group, a currency to which their entire inconsistency with its

natural affinities entirely negatives their claim.—It was in studying one of the simplest

types of this series, that Professor W. C. Williamson was led (1847) to perceive “the

extraordinary capacity for variation which Lagence exhibit in different states and ages

;

extreme forms which appear to be very distinct from one another being connected

together by specimens of an intermediate aspect to an extent only to be believed by

those who examine a large series of specimens side by side*.” And he adduced strong

evidence, not only that most if not all of its reputed species are only varieties, but that

the difference which separates the genus Lagena from Entosolenia ,—viz. that the neck

of the flask-shaped body is prolonged inwards in the latter, instead of outwards as in the

former,—may be merely varietal. A like conclusion, strengthened by the results of his

and my researches in regard to other types, Professor Williamson has extended to Fora-

minifera generally, in his beautiful Monograph of the Recent Foraminifera of Great

Britain (1857). “It may now be regarded,” he says, “as an established truth, that

most of the external characters on which both earlier and later writers relied for distin-

guishing their species, possess but little value. The direction of growth in these shells,

and the sculpturing of their exteriors, are alike influenced by age and local circum-

stances; hence a dissimilarity between the different stages in the development of the

same individual, such as finds few parallels amongst the Mollusca with which Concho-

logists have so long identified them.” Again, he remarks, “ Nothing is easier than to

throw the Foraminifera obtained by dredging over some limited area into defined groups,

each of which has apparently a specific value. But as we extend our researches to more
distant localities, new and intermediate forms perplex our minds as to what are the same

* Annals of Natural History, Jan. 1848, p. 10.
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and what different species. Long before our dredging-net has swept round the British

coasts, we find that what was already difficult trenches on the impossible
;
and when we

test our results by applying them to collections made in remote parts of the globe, we

become convinced that the limited amount of our information makes that impossibility

absolute. The more extensive our experience, the weaker become our convictions respecting

the limits of variation in any species*.”

254. The relations of the forms belonging to the family Miliolitidce have recently

been investigated by Mr. W. K. PARKERf on the same method of extensive and minute

comparison ; and his results are not only in perfect harmony with those obtained by

Professor "Williamson and myself, but even go beyond them in generality. Thus in

each of the genera Cornuspira, Hauerina
,
and Vertebralina, Mr. Parker reduces all the

reputed species to one, while he shows that even their generic differences are really but

of small account. And he not only in like manner reduces all the reputed species of

the genus Miliola to the level of varieties, but brings down to the same rank the reputed

genera Spiroloculina, Biloculina
,
Triloculina, and Quinqueloculina ; the differences be-

tween which, arising from asymmetrical growth, and from variations in the form and

number of the chambers, cannot be regarded as even of specific value, the Milioline

plan of construction being preserved throughout. “ If,” he remarks, “the forms kept

themselves as distinct as those represented in the diagrams, a naturalist might be

excused for regarding them as distinct types
;
but between any two of these there may

readily be found innumerable gradations, in large and small specimens, in the smooth

and ornamented, in the shelly or the sanded, in attenuated and in distended individuals,

and in specimens with symmetrical or non-symmetrical, or with two- or three-sided

shells.” I may add that I am fully prepared to endorse these conclusions; since they

are entirely borne out by my own experience as to such forms of the Milioline type as

have fallen under my notice.

255. In the large group of Nodosarince which has been carefully studied by Messrs.

T. Rupert Jones and W. K. Parker, those gentlemen have felt themselves justified

on the like grounds in reducing a multitude of reputed genera and species to a single

type. Between the nautiloid Cristellarice and the straight moniliform or rod-like Xodo-

sarice, which agree in essential characters of structure and mode of growth, they find

such a continuous series of connecting links, that no line of demarcation can be any-

where drawn,—the straight, the curved, and the spiral forms passing gradationally one

towards another. And the extreme forms being thus brought together, the various

intermediate grades which have been distinguished by systematists under the generic

names of Glandulina, Lingulina, Bentalina, Bimulina, Vaginulina, Planularia, Margi-

nulina
,
JDimorphina, Flabellina, and Frondiculana, necessarily fall into the same

category J.

* Introd. pp. ix, x. f Transactions of the Microscopical Society, 1S5S (New Scries, vol. vi.), p. 53.

J Annals of Natural History, Nov. 1S59, p. 477
;
and Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Aug.

1860, p. 302, and Nov. 1860, p. 454.
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256. The same general doctrine having thus been shown to hold good in regard to

all the chief natural subdivisions of the Foraminiferous group, it is not my purpose at

present to prolong the inquiry in this direction. The systematic study of this tribe

needs to be prosecuted far more extensively than my own time and opportunities have

admitted, to enable even an outline-scheme to be framed, which should represent an

approximation to the true relations of its principal families. But I think I have made

it clear that such a scheme will be most likely to approach the truth, when the basis of

it is laid in a thorough knowledge of the nature and extent of those variations which

every chief modification of this type shows itself so peculiarly disposed to exhibit, and

when, in building it up, the idea of natural affinity is accepted as expressing not only

degree of mutual conformity, but actual relationship arising from community of descent

more or less remote. For the occurrence of endless gradational departures from any

types which we may assume as fixed, and of links of connexion between such as present

the best-marked differentiations, seem to me to point unmistakeably to this as the only

means of escape from that difficulty of indefinite multiplication which attends the doc-

trine of distinct specific creations when applied to a group in which scarcely any two

individuals are alike. The case, in fact, is very analogous to that of the relationship

between the various members of the family of Mankind; for whilst the historical

evidence of actual change in them is so incomplete as well as so limited in its range, as

to be quite inadequate of itself to establish their community of descent, yet when that

evidence is considered in its relations to analogous facts drawn from the far greater

variations of domesticated animals, and to the manifold gradations by which the

extreme types are connected, physiologists of the highest eminence have felt themselves

justified in accepting that community as probable. Now the modifications which any

single type of Foraminifera must have undergone, to give origin to the whole series of

diversified forms presented by that group, are not greater in comparison with those of

which we have direct evidence, than are those which the advocate for the Specific

Unity of the Human Races has no hesitation in assuming as the probable account of

their present divergence.

257. This view of the case derives great force from the fact, that there is strong reason

to regard a large proportion of the existing Foraminifera as the direct lineal descend-

ants of those of very ancient geological periods ;—a doctrine first advanced by Professor

Ehrenberg in regard to a considerable number of Cretaceous forms ; since fully con-

firmed and extended as regards the Tertiary fauna by the admirable researches of

Messrs. Rupert Jones and Parker on the Rhizopodal Fauna of the Mediterranean, as

well as by my own comparison of the recent and fossil types of Orbitolites, Orbiculina
,

Alveolina
, Operculina, and Calcarina

;
and shown to be applicable also to the Secondary

fauna, as far back as the upper part of the Triassic system, by the remarkable results of

the investigations of the same gentlemen in regard to a well-preserved sample of it.

Following out, by laborious and extended comparison, the method of inquiry I have so

much insisted on, they have found ample evidence that the fact of a wide range of varia-
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tion in this group is not confined to the present epoch, but that it is true also of the

Foraminiferous fauna of all the geological peiiods to -which their researches have

extended. “ Our own experience of the wide limits within which any specific group of

the Foraminifera multiply their varietal forms, related by some peculiar conditions of

growth and ornamentation, has led us to concur fully with those who regard nearly

every species of Foraminifera as capable of adapting itself, with endless modifications of

form and structure, to very different habitats—in brackish and in salt water,—in the

several zones of shallow and abyssal seas,—and under every climate, from the Poles to

the Equator. In arranging our synoptical tables of the Mediterranean Rhizopoda. recent

and fossil, and in comparing their numerous specific and varietal forms one with another,

we have not confined ourselves to our collections from this region, but have necessarily

made comparisons of forms from almost every part of the globe, from the Arctic and

the Tropic Seas, from the temperate zones of both hemispheres, and from shallow as

well as deep-sea beds. Geologically, also, we have reviewed the Foraminifera in their

manifold aspects, as presented by the ancient Faunas of the Tertiary, Cretaceous, Oolitic.

Liassic, Triassic, Permian, and Carboniferous times ; finding, to our astonishment, that

scarcely any of the species of the Foraminifera met with in the Secondary rocks have

become extinct ; all, indeed, that we have yet seen have their counterparts in the recent

Mediterranean deposits. This is still more clearly found to be the case with regard to

the Chalk of Maestricht and the Tertiaries*.”

258. The same excellent observers, in summing up their description of the Forami-

nifera of the blue clay met with in the alabaster pits at Chellaston near Derby,

belonging to the Upper Triassic series, thus express themselves:—•Having thus

pointed out that, judging from these specimens obtained at Chellaston, the minute

Nodosarince and other Foraminifera of the Triassic period have continued to exist

through the intermediate ages to the present day without losing any of their essentially

specific features, we will observe that the Nodosarice are present in rocks of still greater

age than the Trias,—namely, the Permian and Carboniferous, and probably even the

Lower Silurian. Nodosai'ice and Dentcilince abound in some of the Permian limestones

of Durham and the Wetterau in company with Tcxtularicv. JSodosaria occurs also in

the Carboniferous Limestone of Ireland, according to M‘Cov ;
and the green sand of the

Lower Silurian series near St. Petersburg lias granted to Ehrexbeeg casts of chambers

something like those of Dentalina
,
together with unmistakeable casts of Textularian and

Potalian shells. We may remark, too, that the Fusulina of the Russian. North American,

and Arctic Mountain limestone carries back the pedigree of the Nonionina group to the

palaeozoic periods, and that it is accompanied with other Foraminifera of known types,

among which Nummulina is not absent. This last-named type has rare representatives

in the Lias and Oolite
; it acquired great potency in the Tertiary seas, and is not extinct

now.—Altogether we have here some remarkable instances of the persistency of life-

types among the lower animals. Though the specific relations of the Palaeozoic Forarni-

* Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, August 1SG0, p. 204.
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nifera require further elucidation, we feel certain that the six genera represented in the

Upper Triassic clay of Chellaston by about thirty varieties, stand really in the place of

ancestral representatives of certain existing Foraminifera, that they put on their several

subspecific features in accordance with the conditions of their place of growth, just as

their posterity now do, and that although we have in this instance met with only the

minute forms of a 700-fathoms mud-bottom, yet elsewhere the contemporaneous fuller

development of these specific types may be found by careful search in other and

shallower-water deposits of the Trias period*.”

259. It can scarcely, I think, be questioned that such a continuity of the leading

types of Foraminifera maintained through so long a series of geological periods, and

the recurrence of similar varietal departures from those types, are results of the facility

with which creatures of such low and indefinite organization adapt themselves to a

great variety of external conditions; so that, on the one hand, they pass unharmed

through changes in those conditions which are fatal to beings of higher structure and

more specialized constitution
; whilst, on the other, they undergo such modifications

under the influence of those changes, as may produce a very wide departure from the

original type. Thus we have found strong reason for regarding temperature as exerting

a most important influence in favouring not merely increase of size but specialization

of development : all the most complicated and specialized forms at present known being

denizens either of tropical or of sub-tropical seas ;
and many of these being represented

in the seas of colder regions by comparatively insignificant examples, which there seems

adequate reason for regarding as of the same specific types with the tropical forms,

even though deficient in some of their apparently most important features. The depth

of the sea-bottom seems also to affect the prevalence of particular types, and to modify

the forms under which these present themselves; so that Messrs. Bupert Jones and

Parker feel themselves able to pronounce approximative^ as to the depth of water at

which a deposit of fossil Foraminifera may have been formed, by a comparison of its

specific and varietal types with those characterizing various depths at the present time.

And it is specially worthy of note, that in the greatest depths of the ocean from which

Foraminifera have been brought by deep-sea soundings, these belong almost exclusively

to one type, Globigerina.

260. In applying the results of the foregoing inquiry to the Animal Kingdom

generally, it may be at once conceded that no other group affords anything like the

same evidence, on the one hand of the derivation of a multitude of distinguishable

forms from a few primitive types, and on the other of the continuity of those types

through a vast succession of geological epochs. But a nearly parallel case, as regards

the first of these points, is presented by certain of the humbler groups of the Vegetable

Kingdom
;
in which it is becoming more and more apparent, from the careful study

of their life-history, not only that their range of variation is extremely wide, but that a

large number of reputed genera and species have been erected on no better foundation

* Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, November 1860, p. 458.
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than that atForded by the transitory phases of types hitherto known only in their states

of more advanced development*. It would be very unreasonable to put aside these

cases as so far exceptional that no inferences founded upon them can have any applica-

tion to the higher forms of Animal and Vegetable life. For it is only in the degree of

their range of variation, that Foraminifera and Protophyta differ from Yeriehrata and

PJianerogamia

;

and the main principle which must be taken as the basis of the system-

atic arrangement of the former groups,—that of ascertaining the range of variation

by an extensive comparison of individual forms,—is one which finds its application in

every department of Natural History, and is now recognized and acted on by all the

most eminent Botanists and Zoologists. It will be sufficient for me here to refer to the

views recently advanced by Dr. J. D. Hooker in his “ Introduction to the Flora of

Australia;” the results of his extensive experience in the comparison of the Floras of

different portions of the globe having led him to conclusions regarding the probable

origin of the diversities they present, with which my own deductions from the study of

the Foraminifera are in complete accordance. And I am authorized by Mr. Thomas

Davidsox, whose extensive knowledge of the Prachiopoda enables him to speak as the

highest authority upon all that relates to that most interesting group (which, like the

Foraminifera, is traceable through the entire series of fossiliferous rocks), to state that

in proportion to the increase of his knowledge of its modifications of type, does he find

reason to regard many of them as haring had so wide a range of variation, as fully to

justify him in making a large reduction in the number of specific types hitherto accounted

distinct
;
whilst in the same proportion he finds himself able to trace with considerable

probability the same specific types through a succession of geological periods,—certain

Oolitic and Cretaceous Terebratulidce
,
for example, being the probable ancestors of

existing forms; and even the Lingula of the Wenlock Silurians not being distinguish-

able by any characters which he can recognize as constituting a valid specific difference

from the Lingula anatina of our present seas.

261. The following are the general propositions which it appears to me justifiable to

base on the researches of which I have now given a resume :

—

I. The range of variation is so great among Foraminifera ,
as to include not merely the

differential characters which systematists proceeding upon the ordinary methods have

accounted specifc, but also those upon which the greater part of the genera of this group

have been founded, and even in some instances those of its orders.

II. The ordinary notion of species as assemblages of individuals marked out from each

other by definite characters that have been genetically transmitted from original proto-

types similarly distinguished, is quite inapplicable to this group
;
since even if the limits

* It is among the lower Fungi that the researches of Tulasne and others have shown the greatest

variability to prevail
;
whilst the recent inquiries of Dr. J. Braxton Hicks have brought to light a most

unexpected relationship between the supposed Unicellular Algos and the Gonidia of Lichens. See his

Memoirs in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, October 1S60 and January 1861.
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of such assemblages were extended so as to include what would elsewhere be accounted

genera, they would still be found so intimately connected by gradational links, that

definite lines of demarcation could not be drawn between them.

III. The only natural classification of the vast aggregate of diversified forms which

this group contains, will be one which ranges them according to their direction and degree

of divergence from a small number of principal family types; and any subordinate

groupings of genera and species which may be adopted for the convenience of description

and nomenclature, must be regarded merely as assemblages of forms characterized by

the nature and degree of the modifications of the original type, which they may have

respectively acquired in the course of genetic descent from a common ancestry.

IV. Even in regard to these family types, it may fairly be questioned whether analo-

gical evidence does not rather favour the idea of their derivation from a common original,

than that of their primitive distinctness.

V. The evidence in regard to the genetic continuity of the Foraminifera of successive

geological periods, and of those of the later of these periods and the existing inhabitants

of our seas, is as complete as the nature of the case admits.

VI. There is no evidence of any fundamental modification or advance in the Forami-

niferous type from the Palaeozoic period to the present time. The most marked trans-

ition appears to have taken place between the Cretaceous period, whose Foraminiferous

fauna seems to have been chiefly composed of the smaller and simpler types, and the

commencement of the Tertiary series, of which one of the earliest members was the

Nummulitic Limestone, which forms a stratum of enormous thickness that ranges over

wide areas in Europe, Asia, and America, and is chiefly composed of the largest and

most specialized forms of the entire group. But these were not unrepresented in pre-

vious epochs ; and their extraordinary development may have been simply due to the

prevalence of conditions that specially favoured it. The Foraminiferous fauna of our

own seas probably presents a greater range of variety than existed at any preceding

period ; but there is no indication of any tendency to elevation towards a higher type.

VII. The general principles thus educed from the study of the Foraminifera, should

be followed in the investigation of the systematic affinities of each of those great types

of Animal and Vegetable form, which is marked out by its physiological distinctness

from the rest. In every one of these there is ample evidence of variability; and the

limits of that variability have to be determined by a far more extended comparison than

has been usually thought necessary, before the real relations of their different forms can

be even approximatively determined.

VIII. As it is the aim of the Physical Philosopher to determine “ what are the fewest

and simplest assumptions, which being granted, the whole existing order of nature would

result*,” so the aim of the philosophic Naturalist should be to determine how small a

number of primitive types may be reasonably supposed to have given origin by the ordi-

nary course of “descent with modification” to the vast multitude of diversified forms

* Mill’s Logic, 3rd edition, vol. i. p. 327.

4 iiMDCCCLX.
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that have peopled the globe in the long succession of geological ages, and constitute its

present Fauna and Flora.

[Note .—I cannot bring to a conclusion this series of Researches, without on the one

hand gratefully acknowledging the liberality of the Council of the Royal Society, whose

assistance (from the Grant placed at their disposal by Government] has greatly aided

my investigations, by enabling me to have every important feature of form and struc-

ture accurately delineated under a sufficient magnifying power; and. on the other,

expressing my great obligation to the skill, intelligence, and patient assiduity of my
draughtsman, Mr. George West, by whose careful study of these organisms under

my direction I have been enabled to attain a much more thorough knowledge of their

nature than my own more limited time would have permitted me to acquire.]

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XVII.

With the exception of figs. 9 and 10, all the figures in this Plate

refer to Polystomella craticulata.

Fig. 1. Polystomella craticulata
,
as viewed at a in its peripheral aspect, showing the

septal ridges and the intermediate rows of ‘ fossettes,’ and. on the left of the

figure, the septal plane with the row of minute apertures along its inner mar-

gin ;
at b is shown one of the lateral surfaces of the same shell, over the

central part of which the septal ridges are concealed by an exogenous deposit

that is irregularly dotted with" punctations resembling the ‘fossettes.’ Mag-

nified 10 diameters.

Fig. 2. Vertical section passing nearly through the umbilical axis, and laying open the

outer seven whorls, but passing by those of earlier formation, so as to bring into

view at e the external surface of the eighth (counting inwards). This figure

shows the gradual increase of the distance between the two lateral surfaces of the

successive whorls, of which those last formed do not invest the earlier, so that

the shell would be biconcave but for the large amount of solid exogenous deposit,

which not only occupies the umbilical region, but extends even to the last

whorl ; it also shows the continuity of this deposit with that outer portion of

the spiral lamina of each whorl which presents in section a plicated aspect

;

and along the inner margin of each of the septa displayed in the section, is

seen a row of minute septal pores, forming the only direct communication

between the chambers. The relations of the various parts of the canal-system

are well displayed in this section : a, a, the openings of the successive turns of

one of the spiral canals transversely divided ; b, b, the meridional canals, one
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of which passes between each chamber and the one that succeeds, opening at

each end into the spiral canal ; c, the straight canals which come off from the

spiral canals into the solid umbilical deposit, and pass through it direct to the

external surface
;
d, the converging canals, which pass inwards from the meri-

dional canals in the intraseptal spaces ; e, the surface of the innermost whorl

displayed by this section, on which are seen the meridional canals giving off

their diverging branches in pairs. Magnified 30 diameters.

Fig. 3. Central portion of a section passing through the median plane of a specimen

remarkable for the very small size of the primordial segment. Magnified 6Q

diameters.

Fig. 4. Central portion of a section (viewed under the same magnifying power as the

preceding) passing through the median plane of a specimen remarkable for

the very large size of its primordial segment. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 5. Central portion of a section parallel to the median plane, but a little above it,

showing one of the spiral canals and the central system of lacunae in which it

originates. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 6. Portion of a section taken in a direction parallel to the median plane but much

nearer the surface, showing parts of the canal-system of the outer whorls:

a, a
,
portion of one of the spiral canals ; b

,
b, portion of the succeeding whorl of

the same canal
; c, c, meridional canals of the inner whorl

; c', c', origins of the

meridional canals of the outer whorl, with their first pairs of diverging

branches ; d, d, origins of the canals that penetrate the solid umbilical deposit,

which soon change their course and become vertical ; e, transverse sections of

vertical canals. Magnified 80 diameters.

Fig. 7. Marginal portion of a section taken in the same direction as fig. 2, and passing,

in the whorls a, a\ a2

,
through the cavity of the chambers, whilst in the

alternate whorls b, b\ b
2

,
it passes along the septal plane

;
at c, c, are seen the

meridional canals transversely divided near the points at which they give off

their diverging branches. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 8. Portion of a section taken through the median plane, showing the alternate

position of the chambers b
,
b, b, with reference to those a, a

,
a, of the interior

whorl, and those c, c, c, of the exterior whorl ;
at d

,
d\ and d2

,
are seen the

external orifices of the diverging branches of the canal-system ;
and at e, e\ are

seen the junctions at their orifices of the adjacent branches of two distinct

pairs, such junctions being generally connected with the septal apertures

occupied by stolons of sarcode. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 9. Section of Polystomella crispa
,
taken through the umbilical axis : a, solid

umbilical deposit ; b b
,
V b\ transverse sections of the two spiral canals

; c, c\ c
2

,

portions of the meridional canals
; d, csecal diverticula for the ‘ retral pro-

cesses ’

; e
,
septal apertures. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 10. Portion of a section of Polystomella crispa taken through the median plane,

4 h 2
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and showing at a, a , «, the caecal diverticula for the retral processes, and at

b, b, the meridional canals transversely divided. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 11. Portion of a section of Polystomella croiiculata taken in the same direction as

that represented in fig. 2, and showing the origin of the canals which pass

vertically through the solid umbilical nucleus, and whose external orifices are

seen at c, from the successive turns b, b, b of the spiral canal, which are seen

transversely divided at a. Magnified 80 diameters.

Fig. 12. Portion of a section which has passed close to the lateral surface of one of

the outer whorls, in such a manner as to show a portion of its spiral canal,

with four of the meridional canals passing down the intraseptal spaces, and

giving off successive pairs of diverging branches ; between the septa from

which they proceed is seen the finely-tubular substance forming the proper

wall of the chambers. Magnified 80 diameters.

Fig. 13. Portion of a section passing through the median plane of the outer whorl,

showing some minute shells of the foraminiferous type in the cavity of three

of the chambers. Magnified 100 diameters.

PLATE XVIII.

The figures in this Plate refer to Polystomella craticulata
,
and to Tinojyorus baculatus.

Fig. 1. Ideal representation of a specimen of Polystomella craticulata
,
laid open to show

its internal structure : a, a 1

,
cd, chambers of three whorls which are laid open

by the plane of section
; b, b\ b

2

,
P, septa of four whorls alternating with the

preceding, which are traversed by the plane of section ; c, c\ r, septal aper-

tures ; dd\ dd\ dd\ meridional canals ; c, e, e, and cJ, e
1

. e\ orifices of the suc-

cessive turns of the two spiral canals (of which the upper one is displayed by

the supposed removal of the umbilical nucleus) transversely divided
; f.f. con-

verging canals, passing inwards from the meridional canals
; yy

1

. yrf. yy
1

,
surface

of the last-formed portions of the spiral lamina, showing a row of furrows

passing across between the septal bands, into which the diverging canals open

in immediate contiguity to the septal bands; JiJi', bit', older portion of the

spiral lamina, showing the replacement of each series of furrows by two rows

of punctations ; ii', ii\ surface of the interior whorl, showing the obliteration

of the septal bands and the rows of dimpled depressions into which the

diverging canals open.

Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5. External aspect of specimens of Tinojyorus baculatus from Borneo and

Australia, showing the irregularity of their radiating prolongations. Mag-

nified 20 diameters.

Fig. 6. A specimen of the same more enlarged, showing the areolated character of the

surface of the disk, with elevated tubercles disposed between the areolae, and
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the furrowed surface of the terminal portion of the radiating prolongations.

Magnified 40 diameters.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10. Specimens of the Philippine variety of Tinoporus baculatus
,
showing

the variability of their form. Magnified 12 diameters.

Pig. 11. Fragment of Polystomella craticulata
,
showing the furrowed internal surface of

three of the chambers, a
,
a\ a2

,
the furrows being deepest at the posterior

margin for the reception of the retral processes ; whilst at lh\ blf, are shown

two of the meridional canals laid open by the fracture of the septa which

contained them, with the series of orifices of the diverging canals which pass

off beneath the ridges that intervene between those furrows. Magnified 40

diameters.

Fig. 12. Internal cast of the chambers and canals of Polystomella craticulata
,
repre-

senting the form of the body and the distribution of the canal-system:

a
,
retral processes, proceeding from the posterior margin of one of the

segments ; b h\ smooth anterior margin of the same segment ; c, c', stolons

connecting successive segments, and uniting themselves with the diverging

canals*; d
,
d\ d2

,
three turns of one of the spiral canals; e, e\ e

2
,
three

of the meridional canals
; f, f\ f2

,
their diverging branches. Magnified 40

diameters.

Fig. 13. Fragment of a similar cast, showing a portion of three segments on their

internal aspect, with their connecting stolons, c
,
two of the meridional canals,

ed, and their diverging branches f, f. Magnified 40 diameters.

PLATE XIX.

All the figures in this Plate refer to Calcarina Spengleri.

Fig. 1. Disk of Philippine variety, as seen on the side nearest the apex of the spire, with

the origins of the spines; showing the minute punctations and scattered

tubercles of the surface of the disk, and the furrowed surface of the spines

;

the spire not anywhere apparent. Magnified 20 diameters.

Fig. 2. Disk of Maltese variety, as seen on the same side, showing the entire length

of the spines, which in this specimen are unusually numerous and tend to

subdivide at their extremities; no markings of any kind are seen on its

surface, nor is the spire in the least apparent. Magnified 20 diameters.

Fig. 3. Disk of Philippine variety, as seen on the same side, with the origins of the

spines, showing the punctations of the disk and the furrowing of the spines,

with an unusual abundance of semitransparent tubercles ; the spire not any-

where apparent. Magnified 20 diameters.

* This portion of the figure is ideal
;
and by a misapprehension on the part of the artist, the segments

of the inner whorl have been made to range with those of the outer whorl, instead of alternating with them
which seems to be the typical arrangement, though often departed from.
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Fig. 4. Disk of Philippine variety, as seen on its growing side, vrith the origins of

the spines
; the last half whorl is here apparent, the newest chambers having

only their own proper walls, whilst those which preceded them are more and

more overgrown by the 4 intermediate skeleton,’ in which they gradually

become imbedded
;
the surface of the disk shows the usual punctation, with

an average development of tubercles
; that of the spines is furrowed. Magni-

fied 25 diameters.

Figs. 5, 6, 7. Young Calcarinos
,
showing their ordinary aspect. Magnified 20 dia-

meters.

Figs. 8, 9. Hispid varieties of Philippine Calcarince (see also Plate XX. fig. 6). Mag-

nified 30 diameters.

Figs. 10, 11. Portions of figs. 8 and 9 more highly magnified: in fig. 10 it is seen that

the spines are tubular, being formed around the pseudopodia as they issue

from the passages in the shell. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 12. Ideal representation of Calcarina laid open; showing the unsymmetrical or

4 turbinoid ’ disposition of the spire (its apex being placed downwards for

more convenient display)
;
the Rotaline aspect of the last-formed chambers,

and the row of pores along the inner margin of the septal plane, which con-

stitutes the only aperture of the last chamber
;
the manner in which each

turn of the spire is overgrown by the exogenous deposit forming the 4 inter-

mediate ’ or 4 supplemental skeleton ’ which fills up the whole interior of

the cone, and conceals all but the last-formed portion of the spire; the

penetration of this 4 supplemental skeleton’ by canals, which originate on the

outside of the proper walls of the chambers, and pass in a somewhat radiating

direction towards both surfaces of the disk, separated at intervals by non-

canaliferous cones, whose bases appear externally as elevated tubercles
;
the

connexion of the spines with the 4 supplemental skeleton,’ from which the

older spines receive new investments at every turn of the spire ; and the

extension of the canal-system into the spines, on the furrowed depressions of

whose surface it opens at numerous points.

PLATE XX.

All the figures in this Plate refer to Calcarina Spengleri.

Fig. 1. Section of the disk taken through the axis of the spire: a
,
a 1

,
a2

,
« 3

,
a\ successive

whorls transversely divided
; b, the proper wall of the last-formed chamber,

not yet consolidated by exogenous deposit
; c, row of pores at the inner edge

of the septal plane, constituting the only communications between the

chambers
; cl, d, canals passing through the supplemental skeleton to the

surface of the disk; e, e, non-canaliferous portions of the supplemental

skeleton. Magnified 50 diameters.
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Fig. 2. Portion of a section taken through the inner whorls, transversely to the axis of

the spire ; showing the commencement of the canal-system in central lacunae

from which a spiral extension may be traced that gives off branches proceed-

ing into one of the spines; and showing the free inosculation of these

branches in the substance of the spine with others derived from the nearest

chambers, so that the entire substance of the spine is minutely intersected by

them. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 3. More enlarged portion of a section passing through the 4 supplemental skeleton
’

in the immediate neighbourhood of the surface of one of the chambers;

showing the freedom with which it is traversed by the canals. Magnified 100

diameters.

Fig. 4. Section of the disk taken through the later whorls, transversely to the axis of

the spire : a, central lacunse of the canal-system excavated in the portion of

the intermediate skeleton overlying the primordial chamber; a 1

,
a2

,
a3

,
a4

,

successive whorls
;
b

,
b\ b

2

,
the proper walls of the chambers of the last whorl,

receiving successive increments in thickness from exogenous deposit
; c, c,

septal apertures ; d, d\ d\ d3

,
the 4 supplemental skeleton ’ of the last whorl,

showing its progressive increments in thickness ; e, e\ e
2

,
e
3

,
e
4

,
e
5

,
the spines

in order of age, as determined by the portion of the supplemental skeleton

from which they are outgrowths. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 5. Section of a portion of the ‘supplemental skeleton’ taken near the surface of

the disk, in a direction transverse to the axis of the spire, showing the distri-

bution of the orifices of the canals around the non-canaliferous spaces e, e, e.

Magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 6. A young specimen of the hispid variety (see Plate XIX. figs. 8, 9). Magnified

30 diameters.

Fig. 7. Section of a young Calcarina
,
taken transversely to the axis of the spire, showing

at a and elsewhere a diverging arrangement of the branches of the canal-

system analogous to that of Polystomella. Magnified 60 diameters.

Fig. 8. Section of a young specimen of the hispid variety taken in the same direction.

Magnified 60 diameters.

PLATE XXI.

All the figures in this Plate refer to Tinoporus.

External view of a conical specimen of T. Icevis, as seen laterally at a, and on its

basal aspect at b. Magnified 25 diameters.

Section of T. Icevis in a direction parallel to the base, showing an irregularly

concentric arrangement of chambers, the floors of which are perforated with

numerous foramina. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Section of T. Icevis in the direction of the axis of the cone ;
showing at a the

spherical primordial chamber, and at b and c the chambers first connected

with it on either side ; showing also the manner in which the successively-

formed chambers are piled upon one another vertically, with the large lateral

orifices of communication between the adjacent chambers. Magnified 50

diameters.

Fig. 4. Ideal representation of a portion of T. Icevis
,
to show the relations of the cham-

bers, which are divided from one another horizontally by cribriform floors,

and laterally by walls in which there are large apertures a, a
,
a

,
leading into

the adjacent chambers.

Fig. 5. Section of the basal portion of one of the radiating outgrowths of T. bacu-

latus (Plate XVIII. fig. 6), showing the manner in which the chambers are

clustered around the solid axis, and in which the axis (a portion of the sup-

plemental skeleton) is traversed by canals radiating from its centre to its cir-

cumference. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 6. Section of the Philippine variety of T. baculatus (Plate XVIII. fig. 7), taken

through its median plane, showing the mode in which the intermediate

skeleton is interposed among the chambers, so as to constitute the axis of the

radiating outgrowths. Magnified 25 diameters.

Fig. 7. Section of T. baculatus, taken in the direction perpendicular to its median plane

;

showing an arrangement of its chambers essentially corresponding to that

exhibited on a larger scale in fig. 3 ;
the piles of chambers partially separated,

however, from each other by the interposition of the solid columns of the

‘ intermediate skeleton.’ Magnified 40 diameters.

Fig. 8. Portion of a section of T. baculatus
,
taken (as fig. 2) parallel to the median

plane, but near the surface
;
showing the greater thickness of the walls of the

chambers, and the interposition of the solid columns transversely divided at a.

Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 9. Portion of a section of the Philippine variety of T. baculatus, more enlarged, to

show the canal-system, b, b, traversing the thick walls of the chambers.

Magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 10. Portion of the section represented in fig. 6, more enlarged, showing, at a, a, a

portion of the solid axis of one of the radiating outgrowths, traversed by the

canals, b, b, and invested by two layers of chambers, the walls of which are

rendered hispid by spinous excrescences. Magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 11. Section of the central portion of a specimen of T. baculatus, passing through

the median plane ; showing at a its regularly spiral commencement (not

distinguishable from that of a Calcarina), the origin of the spines from the

intermediate skeleton of the spire, and the early exchange of the spiral type

for an irregular clustering of the chambers, as shown at b. Magnified SO

diameters.
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PLATE XXII.

All the figures in this Plate refer to Carjoenteria.

Fig. 1. Portion of a group of Ccirpenterice growing upon the surface of Porites (coral) ;

a part of the external wall of the uppermost specimen having been thinned-

away by acid, so as to show the areolation of its inner surface. Magnified

5 diameters.

Figs. 2, 3, 4. Interior of the first-formed chambers of three specimens, showing their

Globigerine characters and arrangement; at a, a. are shown the remains of

the yellowish-brown spongeous substance by which those chambers were occu-

pied. Magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 5. Isolated specimen of Carpenteria on the shell of Pecten
,
in which the chambers

of the last whorl diverge so widely at the base of the cone, as to be in great

degree separated from each other. Magnified 5 diameters.

Fig. 6. Portion of the external wall, showing the areolated aspect it derives from the

gentle convexities into which it rises between the reticulations that project

on its internal surface ; at a is shown the natural external surface on which

the foramina are regularly disposed ; at b that surface has been removed by

grinding, so as to bring into view the inner layer of the wall, on which the

foramina are seen to be deficient along the projecting ribs, but to be more

closely set together in the portions surrounded by these (see fig. 15). Mag-

nified 30 diameters.

Fig. 7. Section of a very flat specimen, parallel to the base of its cone, but not far from

its apex ; showing at a the vertical funnel transversely divided, at b its com-

munication with the last chamber, at c its communication with the penulti-

mate chamber, at d, d\ and d2 three of the complete septa dividing the prin-

cipal chambers, and at g and g
l portions of the canal-system. In some of the

chambers are seen spicules resembling those of Sponges. Magnified 20 dia-

meters.

Fig. 8. Portion of a specimen partially laid open by grinding away the apical portion

of the cone : a
,
b, c

,
d, as in the last figure

; e
,
e\ c

2

,
secondary septa partially

dividing the principal chambers, but not extending to their central portion

;

incomplete septa projecting inwards from the external wall, but not

crossing the cavity of the chamber to reach the opposite wall. Magnified 20

diameters.

Fig. 9. Portion of the upper part of the specimen represented at the top of fig. 1, much
more enlarged, showing the reticulated arrangement of those incomplete

septa
;
the spaces included in the reticulations are in some instances covered-

in by a thin layer of the shelly wall which has not been removed ; but in

most other cases this wall has been eaten away by the acid in the central

mdccclx. 4 i
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portion of the reticulation, so as to display the dark spiculiferous substance

within. Magnified 30 diameters.

Fig. 10. Portion of the group of Carpenterice growing on the surface of Porites. of the

natural size.

Fig. 11. An unusually large specimen, of the actual size.

Fig. 12. Portion of a section taken in the same direction as fig. 7, but represented on a

larger scale, showing the annulations of the foramina that are seen obliquely

traversing the shell, and the two layers, of which not only the principal septa

a
, «, but also the incomplete septum b

,
are formed, with the canals included

between them. Magnified 75 diameters.

Figs. 13, 14. External apertures at the apex of the cone of two specimens, showing

their peculiarly Milioline character. Magnified 20 diameters.

Fig. 15. Section traversing the external wall of one of the chambers perpendicularly to

its surface, showing at «, a, the annulated foramina by which it is traversed,

and at b, b, b, sections of the imperfect septa, on which the foramina do not

open. Magnified 75 diameters.

Fig. 16. Siliceous spicules (resembling those of Halichondria) from the spongeous tissue

occupying the chambers of Carpenteria. Magnified 7 5 diameters.
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XXVI. 'Researches on Sugar Formation in the Liver. By Frederick William Payy, M.I).

Communicated by Dr. Sharpey
,
Sec. R.S.

Received June 21,—Read June 21, 1860.

The following communication is an abridgement of a paper on the same subject pre-

sented to the Royal Society in 1858, with some additional matter that has been since

disclosed by my experimental investigations. The original paper, being deposited in

the Archives of the Society, is accessible for reference on points of detail that are here

excluded.

In 1848 it was announced by Bernard that the liver enjoyed a sugar-forming function.

This statement appeared to rest upon irrefutable grounds, and the new function soon

became almost universally acknowledged by physiologists. An animal which had been

for some time previously restricted to an animal diet was suddenly killed. Sugar was

found abundantly in the blood of the vena cava and hepatic veins, whilst none existed in

that of the portal vein. The tissue of the liver was also found abundantly saccharine,

whilst no sugar was to be detected in any other organ. 1 had seen this experiment

several times performed in Bernard’s laboratory, and had often repeated it myself. From

the correctness of the description of his results, I entertained no doubt as to the accuracy

of Bernard’s deductions, and did not for a moment seek to question them. In the

course of my experimental research, however, I was conducted step by step to a point

which has placed me, involuntarily as it w7ere, in antagonism with the glycogenic theory.

By pushing investigation further than had hitherto been done, I have been compul-

sorily brought to arrive at conclusions of which I had not the most remote anticipation

beforehand.

More recently the existence of a material, allied in its nature to starch, has been

discovered in the liver which has been looked upon as destined for transformation into

sugar. This “ amyloid substance ” has been hence called by Bernard the glycogenic

matter. The discovery of this substance did not alter his pre-existing views, but simply

provided a recognizable source for animal sugar.

The question arising out of my experimental results to be mentioned, is not whether

sugar can be formed in the animal system independently of a saccharine alimentation,

but whether the sugar so largely met with in the liver and a certain portion of the

blood after death by the hitherto adopted processes of examination is to be taken as

representing an ante-mortem or physiological condition; and whether the liver enjoys

the special sugar-forming function that has been assigned to it.

It was upon finding that blood withdrawn from the right side of the heart during

life differed so much in the amount of sugar it contained from what had been inferred

4 i 2
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from examination on removal after death, that I was led to inquire into the substan-

tiality of the glycogenic theory. From the experiments I had seen performed in Paris,

and those I had made myself, I had regarded the blood of the right side of the heart

as naturally strongly charged with sugar. YYhen collected without the observance of

certain precautions, from the hepatic veins, inferior cava, right auricle, or right ventricle

of the recently killed animal, the blood, after the usual preparation for analysis with

the sulphate of soda, gives a copious yellow or orange-yellow reduction on being tested

with the copper solution, and this was looked upon as representing the state belonging

to life. In February 1854 I was led in some experiments I was then conducting, to

draw blood by a catheter from the right ventricle of the living animal, and was asto-

nished to find that the blood removed did not present what I had hitherto looked upon

as the natural reaction of right ventricular blood, for it was scarcely at all impregnated

with saccharine matter. In June of the same year, according to my note-book, I again

removed blood from the right ventricle during life, and observed it to contain scarcely a

trace of sugar; whilst, on the animal being immediately afterwards killed, the blood

which flowed from an incision into the right heart gave the usual reduction with

the Barreswil solution.

Notwithstanding thatjsuch results appear now so striking, yet I did not at first give to

them their proper significance. My mind was so strongly impressed with the prevailing

conviction that sugar was extensively formed by the liver during life and poured into

the circulation through the hepatic veins, that I felt inclined to think the catheter

had not been fairly introduced into the heart, or had come in contact with the current

of blood descending through the superior cava, rather than discredit our previous

notions, and no longer regard the strongly saccharine state of the blood met with so

soon after death, as a representation of its natural or ante-mortem condition.

This question afterwards presenting itself strongly before me, I was anxious definitely

to decide if death really occasioned an alteration, as to the presence of sugar, in the blood

escaping from the liver. Such an effect, as far as I am aware, had never been spoken of,

or even hinted at by others. Several experiments were performed with the greatest care.

Blood was withdrawn from the heart during life by the introduction of a catheter, and

immediately afterwards the life of the animal was destroyed and blood collected by a

free incision into the auricle or ventricle. In two cases the catheter had perforated the

heart, and the blood that was removed during life had escaped into the pericardium,

thus placing beyond all doubt, that a fair sample had been obtained. In every experi-

ment (and the experiments were most numerous) the result of the examination of the

blood was the same. The blood yielded by the right heart during life, gave only the

merest trace of saccharine reaction, no more than was met in the arterial system;

whilst that which was collected after death reduced abundantly the copper solution.

In some experiments a quantitative determination of the sugar existing in the blood

collected from the right side of the heart after death was made, and the following are

the results that were obtained.
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Blood from the carotid artery

and from the right ventricle

during life.

No. 1. Trace of sugar.

No. 2. Trace of sugar.

No. 3. Trace of sugar.

No. 4. Trace of sugar.

No. 5. Trace of sugar.

Blood (defibrinated) from
the right side of the heart

after death.

-yyyths gr. of sugar per cent.

Troths gr. of sugar per cent,

•j^-ths gr. of sugar per cent,

-j^jjtlis gr. of sugar per cent.

Xotlis gr. of sugar per cent.

Liver a short time after death.

Not analysed.

4T0 grs. of sugar per cent.

3-39 grs. of sugar per cent.

2 -45 grs. of sugar per cent.

2-44 grs. of sugar per cent.

At the time the above analyses were made, I looked upon the amount of sugar in the

right ventricular blood removed during life as too small for exact determination. I have

since, however, found that although minute, yet, the quantity is with care susceptible

of being ascertained. Defibrinated blood is poured into spirit, and the precipitate

thoroughly washed with that agent. The filtered liquid is evaporated to a small bulk,

and the sugar then estimated with the Barreswil solution. The following figures may
be given as affording an average representation of the per-centage of sugar normally

existing in living right-ventricular blood of the dog, for the specimens taken behaved,

as regards degree of reaction, like those belonging to the extensive number of examina-

tions that I have made.

Blood collected six hours after a meal of animal food; 710T grs. of defibrinated blood

taken for analysis : sugar ylrooths of a grain per cent.

Blood collected twenty-four hours after the last food had been given : sugar xuoijths

of a grain per cent.

Blood collected hours after a copious meal : sugar T oilo^hs of a grain per cent.

It is therefore evident that blood collected from the right heart, as has hitherto been

done after death, affords an indication differing most essentially from that yielded by blood

withdrawn from the same part during life. Consequently inferences of the ante-mortem

state that have been drawn from 'post-mortem examinations must be abandoned.

With the knowledge we now possess, it is easy to operate and find the blood after

death presenting the condition that is natural to life. When an animal is killed, and

even only a short time is allowed to elapse before the chest is opened to collect the

blood from the right heart, it is found strongly saccharine. But if life be instan-

taneously destroyed, and the chest as rapidly as possible opened, and the heart ligatured

at its base and excised, then the contents of its right cavities will be found as free

from sugar as if catheterism had been performed during life. Here the steps of the

operation are so rapid that time is not given for the post-mortem effects on the liver and

the circulating fluid to be manifested.

I think, perhaps, that this is even a preferable mode of operating ; and if expedi-

tiously performed, gives blood more free from sugar than after removal with the catheter

during life. Very slight causes are sufficient to determine an increase of sugar in the

circulation. Struggling on the part of the animal leads to compression of the liver by

the abdominal parietes, and more or less congestion of the circulation, by interfering
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with the freedom of the breathing. In resorting to catheterism of the heart, my expe-

rience is, that unless the animal has remained perfectly tranquil during the whole of

the operation, the blood will give a decidedly stronger shade of saccharine indication

than is obtained under a natural or tranquil state of the system.

According to the state of tranquillity or restlessness of the animal. I can predicate with

confidence the condition its blood will present ;
and when the operation is unattended

with the least attempt at resistance, which only happens occasionally, the amount of

reaction is so small that it is liable to be overlooked altogether, unless special attention

is given. It is for this reason that I can reckon with greater certainty on meeting with

the blood of the right side of the heart in a perfectly normal state on suddenly killing the

animal and instantly excising the heart, than on removal through the catheter during life.

This affords an explanation, why blood removed from the carotid artery immedi-

ately after exposing the vessel, is ordinarily found in a marked degree more saccharine

than when collected ten minutes or so after the operation of exposing the artery has

been effected. From the contiguity of the carotid artery to the pneumogastric nerve,

picking up the vessel is almost universally attended with considerable struggling and

disturbance of the breathing. But when the artery has been once fully separated from

its adjacent structures and a ligature placed around it, it can be drawn out and blood

collected without causing any fresh struggling or disturbance.

I have upon a few occasions found blood removed from the carotid artery giving a

shade stronger reaction than the blood previously withdrawn from the right side of the

heart. I consider this to have been due to the different effects of the respective opera-

tions required. Exposing the jugular and passing a catheter into the heart, is not so

likely to occasion struggling and disturbance as exposing the carotid.

From some experiments I have recently performed, it would seem that the portal

blood, instead of being entirely free from sugar, contains, as far as is discoverable by the

behaviour of the blue liquid, the same amount that is met with under natural circum-

stances in the heart and other parts of the circulatory system. Blood is examined

(certainly by myself) much more closely now, than when such a wide difference was

considered to exist in it from different parts of the circulation. A trace of reaction is

now looked for and noted that would have formerly passed over unobserved. For

instance, on well-boiling a specimen derived from portal blood with the blue liquid,

there is no reduction to be perceived. The test appears to have given no reaction, and

such would have been formerly described as the result. Had the test-tube been placed

aside, however, and examined again in the course of half an hour, just a traceable

amount of red oxide would have been found, according to my recent experience, to have

subsided. The following is the account of three consecutive experiments that I have

lately performed, in which a careful comparative examination of the portal and cardiac

blood was made. The dogs had been feeding on tripe for some days past. They were

suddenly killed by pithing. The abdomen being instantly opened, a ligature was placed

(observing the precautions mentioned by Bernard) around the portal vein. The chest
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was immediately afterwards laid open and the heart instantly excised, and the blood

collected from its cavities. Both portal and cardiac specimens of blood behaved pre-

cisely as I have described above, namely, gave no perceptible reduction on boiling with

the blue liquid, but occasioned a traceable amount of red oxide to collect on reposing

for a short time. There was no recognizable difference in the amount of deposit pro-

duced by the respective specimens of portal and cardiac blood.

That obstruction to the breathing occasions an unnaturally increased amount of sugar

in the circulation is not only proved by examination of the blood
;
but the amount may be

so large as to lead to the production of a diabetic state of the urine. Thus, in a healthy

dog at a period of digestion I have obtained the following result. The urine wTas first

drawn off and tested, and gave no trace of reaction. The head was then muffled in a

bladder for an hour, during which time the supply of air allowed was exceedingly

limited. A state was induced just short of coma or unconsciousness, and when the

bladder was removed the animal immediately revived. The urine after this operation

gave an orange-yellow reduction with the copper solution.

Although the conclusions advanced in this communication stand in antagonism to the

glycogenic theory of Berxaiid, yet I consider there is only one essential point where

our experimental results are at variance. It is not that the statements here brought

forward contradict the accuracy of Bernard’s experiments. There is no doubt about

the correctness of these experiments, and my own views are perfectly compatible with

them. It is the inferences drawn from them that I contend are fallacious. A post-

mortem condition has been taken as representing an ante-mortem or physiological state.

At first there was no reason to suppose that this would occasion any error, but by the

investigations I am detailing, it appears that the two are distinct from each other.

And when Bernard speaks of blood removed by the catheter from the right heart of

the living animal precipitating “ tres nettement le sel de cuivre*,” here my experience

is directly opposed to him. If a most extensive number of observations enables me to

speak with decision, I can confidently assert that such is not the normal character of

blood contained in the heart during life.

At the time of discovering the fallacy of inferring the physiological state of the blood

from the character it presented when collected from the heart after death, I still regarded

the liver as strongly charged with sugar during life. I did not as yet think that the

saccharine state of this organ displayed by our hitherto adopted mode of examining it

was due likewise to a post-mortem occurrence. My first step was by injections of blood

through the liver at different pressures, so as to imitate different states of the circulation,

to endeavour to account for the sugar escaping so largely immediately after death whilst

it scarcely appeared during life. Failing to discover anything decisive from these expe-

riments, I began to direct my attention to the state of the liver tissue itself during life.

I did not regard it as probable, but still, just possible, that the liver, like the blood

coming from it, might be free, or almost entirely free, from sugar during life, and that

# Lesons de Physiologie, Paris, 1855, p. 121.
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the presence of this principle might be due to some post-mortem change. Acting upon

this idea, I resolved to see if I could not alight upon the organ in the state actually

belonging to life, by placing it in a condition at the instant of death that would prevent

any subsequent production of sugar.

The researches of Bernard having disclosed the existence of a material in the liver

which passes with great rapidity into sugar under the influence of ferments, I looked

for an agent that might possess the power of preventing this transformation, without

destroying the material or its product. Saliva is an exceedingly energetic ferment

towards this substance, but I found that it ceased to exert any catalytic effect in the

presence of an alkali. I therefore injected a strong solution of potash into the portal

vein instantaneously after the destruction of life, with the view of preserving the liver

in its natural state. After this operation, I have failed to detect any, or more than a

mere trace of sugar in the substance of the organ; and it has been proved, by after-

wards submitting a liver in which saccharine matter has existed, to a precisely similar

process, that the injection has no effect towards leading to a decomposition of this prin-

ciple. A saccharine liver injected with potash gives as copious a reaction as if the

injection had not been practised.

Acids, like alkalies, check the action of ferments on this substance belonging to the

liver, and a strong solution of citric acid injected into the portal vein has been observed

to be followed by a similar effect to the injection of potash.

Although I believe that these experiments may be relied on as affording accurate

information regarding the physiological state of the liver, yet a feeling of hesitation

might possibly arise in accepting the results derived from the employment of a caustic

alkali, when the subsequent recognition of an organic substance like sugar is concerned.

There are other means, however, that enable us to display the condition of the liver

belonging to life. The mere alteration of temperature is sufficient to effect the object

that is desired. Processes of the nature of fermentation are checked by cold ; and as

the formation of sugar in the liver is of this character, the rapid abstraction of heat

instantaneously after the destruction of life prevents any post-mortem change taking

place, and presents us with the organ in a natural or physiological state.

The experiment showing the effect of reduction of temperature is thus performed.

An animal is killed as quickly as possible by pithing the medulla oblongata. The abdo-

men is instantly opened by a free incision through its parietes, and a piece of the liver

sliced off and plunged into a freezing mixture of ice and salt, which has stood suffi-

ciently long to have become liquefied. If the ice and salt are used immediately after

being mixed, and whilst still in a solid state, their cooling effects are not nearly so

intense, and not sufficiently so for our purpose. The piece of liver in the course of a

few minutes is frozen quite hard. It is taken out, cut up into thin slices, pounded to a

pulp in a mortar, and placed, a little at a time, in a rather small quantity of water, which

is kept thoroughly boiling during the process. The cold has merely checked the action

of the ferment existing in the liver. The materials are there in an undestroyed state.
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and a production of sugar takes place on the temperature being raised to a moderate

extent. The object, therefore, is to apply the heat rapidly, so as to coagulate the albu-

minous principles and thus destroy the ferment. The decoction that is obtained gives

none, or at the most the merest trace of reaction. It abounds in the sugar-forming

substance, and on being treated with a little saliva and exposed to a moderate heat, a

transformation is with an astonishing rapidity effected. The remainder of the liver that

has been left in the animal is now submitted to the ordinary process of preparation, and

tested, to show that it gives the usual reaction that was formerly thought to belong to it

during life.

The rabbit is a more favourable animal for this experiment than the dog, because, on

account of its size and the thinness of its abdominal parietes, the liver can be more

quickly reached and a piece of it sliced off. Again, the liver of the rabbit is not so thick

as that of the dog, and thus is more rapidly acted on throughout by the freezing mix-

ture. I have often, in the case of the dog, found the moderately thick outside parings

of a piece of frozen liver free, or almost completely free, from sugar, whilst the centre

has given a tolerable saccharine reaction. The centre of a thick piece of liver may be

found, even after immersion for some minutes, in a soft or unfrozen state ; and when

the abstraction of heat is only gradual, time is given for the production of a certain

amount of sugar.

Whether the animal, either rabbit or dog, is at a period of digestion or not, makes

no difference, that I have perceived, in the result. Usually my experiment has been

made a few hours after food has been taken. A piece of healthy frozen liver that is

free from sugar, on being raised for a few minutes to a temperature of 90° or 100°,

gives a most copious saccharine reaction. A piece of saccharine liver plunged into a

freezing mixture loses none of its saccharine qualities.

The result produced by boiling water on the liver is similar to that of a freezing

mixture. It coagulates or destroys the materials capable of acting as ferments, and so

prevents the ordinary post-mortem transformation from occurring. Its action, perhaps,

is not quite so perfect as that of freezing, but still, especially with the liver of the rabbit,

specimens are easily obtained yielding only the faintest indication of sugar. On testing

the decoction, there is no change on boiling with the blue liquid, but after some time

a few particles of red precipitate may subside. The animal is suddenly killed, and a

piece of the liver as rapidly as is possible removed and thrown into a large quantity of

boiling water. It need not remain more than two or three minutes. Pounded in a

mortar with water and boiled, a liquid is furnished on filtration for testing.

It has been noticed by Bernard, that after division of the spinal cord just below the

phrenic nerves, the liver is found free from sugar upon being ordinarily examined at the

period of death, whilst it becomes strongly saccharine afterwards. Various suggestions

have been made in explanation of this phenomenon. The fact itself is a most striking

one, and has frequently been corroborated in my laboratory. It fully agrees with the

experiments I have been mentioning, and receives from them, I consider, a satisfactory

mdccclx. 4 k
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explanation. After the division of the spinal cord, the temperature of the animal rapidlv

falls. In one case I noticed in a rabbit 3| hours after the operation, that the tempera-

ture of the rectum was only 67°. This low degree of temperature at the time of death

renders the post-mortem production of sugar so slow a process, that it is easily recognized

in its true light.

Maintaining artificially the heat of the animal by exposure to a high temperature

after division of the spinal cord, altogether alters the result. Thus, a rabbit in which

the spinal cord had been divided just below the phrenics, was placed in an atmosphere

where the thermometer stood at 88°. In three hours’ time, when it was killed bv

pithing, the temperature of its rectum was 104°. The liver behaved precisely as if the

animal had been suddenly killed in its ordinary state, sugar being found, after an ordi-

narily conducted examination, to its usual extent.

It has also not escaped the observation of Bernard, in experimenting on the frog,

that, according to the temperature of the animal at the time of death, the liver is found

with or without sugar after an ordinarily conducted examination. In the 1 Comptes

Bendus’ of the Academy of Sciences, March 1857, he mentions this fact, and refers it to

a variation in the activity of the circulation, produced by the high and low temperature

leading to an increase or decrease, or even arrest of the glycogenic function. I had

obtained results corresponding with those of Bernard before I was aware he had under-

taken his experiments. Frogs in good condition, in which the liver is large, pale-

coloured, and exceedingly rich in amyloid substance, were exposed for two hours to an

atmosphere heated to 90°. An examination of the livers in the usual way afforded a

decided indication of the presence of sugar. In other frogs, without exposure to the

elevated temperature, the livers similarly examined gave no reaction with the Barreswil

solution. Whilst repeating these experiments, I accidentally met with a result for

which I was formerly at a loss to account. Some frogs that had been exposed to heat

happened to be placed aside in my laboratory for a quarter of an hour before they were

killed. Their livers, being examined, yielded scarcely an indication of a trace of sugar.

Time had been given for the temperature to fall
;
and from what has preceded, it will

now be seen that the absence or presence of sugar in these experiments depends upon

the influence that a high or low temperature has been shown to exercise over the post-

mortem change that occurs in the liver.

I have found the livers of the oyster and mussel, when these animals are in a fresh

and healthy state, to be free from the presence of sugar. But the livers contain a large

quantity of the amyloid substance, and should the animals have been allowed to die, or

have been kept for some time, sugar may be encountered to a large extent. The same

is the result when the livers are removed and moderately heated a short time before the

examination is made.

Immediately underneath the shell of the mussel (MyUlus edulis) is a layer—the

mantle—which is highly charged with the same amyloid substance that is met with in

the liver. When the animal is in good condition, this layer is thick and opakely white
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or yellowish
; but when in the opposite state, it is thin, transparent, and watery. This

mantle, of good-conditioned mussels, yields a decoction, which is quite milky from the

amount of amyloid substance that is present. There is no sugar, and scarcely a prone-

ness in the mantle itself to produce sugar ; but if a ferment, such as a little saliva, be

added, in a few moments an abundant production of sugar is the result.

The amyloid substance appears, from a micro-chemical examination of the liver, to be

located in the hepatic cells. It belongs only to the healthy or physiological state, and

may therefore be regarded as the result of a specific functional formation. It is most

prone to descend by a chemical process into sugar
;
but an examination of the liver

after different diets showT
s that it is produced, certainly in part, during life from sugar

and its ally, starch.

In making a quantitative determination of this material in the liver, I have availed

myself of its properties of resisting the action of a boiling solution of potash, and of

being precipitated by spirit. The following results were obtained by pounding a piece

of weighed liver with potash, adding a little water, and boiling some minutes until all

was completely dissolved. The liquid was then poured into about six times its volume

of spirit, by wThich the amyloid substance was thrown down as a white flocculent pre-

cipitate. The precipitate, after being well washed with spirit, was dried and weighed.

The size of the liver is to a most striking extent influenced by the nature of the diet

;

and the alteration that is thus induced is chiefly, if not entirely, due to the amount of

amyloid substance present. I was first conducted to the discovery of these facts, whilst

in my early experiments I was seeking to determine if the quantity of sugar found in

the liver and blood of the dog after death was altered from its ordinary amount by the

previous administration of a strictly vegetable diet. The process I then adopted for

examining the liver was to remove and weigh it, and then to pass a stream of water

through its vessels until its tissue was completely deprived of sugar. After a vegetable

diet, I noticed, first, that the liver was of enormous size, in comparison with what I

had been accustomed to meet with under an animal diet ;
and secondly, that there was

a remarkable quantity of a material present which much interfered with my analysis,

and which I subsequently found to be amyloid substance.

In all the observations that follow, the life of the animal was suddenly destroyed, its

body then opened, and the liver removed. The liver thus circumstanced immediately

drained itself, by the contraction of its vessels, of the principal portion of its blood,

whereby was avoided those differences, as regards degree of congestion, which are

observable in the human subject, where the examination is not made until some hours

after death.

The observations are given without a single exception, just as they presented them-

selves under their separate heads
;
and further, the animals were taken, as they hap-

pened to be brought to me, without any selection, except such as was needed for the

vegetable and saccharine diet, many dogs refusing to partake of this kind of food. The

weights are of the avoirdupois scale. The dogs were weighed just before death, and

4 K 2
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the weight of the liver is without the contents of the gall-bladder. Life was in most of

the instances destroyed a few hours after the administration of food.

The Liver of the Log under a Diet ofAnimal Food.

Weight of dog. Absolute weight Relative weight of

of liver. liver to animal.

lbs. oz. oz.

No. 1 . . . 15 8 T ^ 1 to 32

No. 2 . . . 12 0 71 1 to 26i

No. 3 . . . 11 141 51 1 to 31

No. 4 . . . 15 10 n 1 to 32

No. 5 . . . 11 0 61 1 to 29

No. 6 . . . 11 15i 61 1 to 291

No. 7 . . . 15 51 8f 1 to 2S

No. 8 . . . 24 4i Hf 1 to 33

No. 9 . . . 14 9i 71 1 to 32

No. 10 . . . 17 0 81 1 to 301

No. 11 . . . 9 8 71 1 to 21

Total . . . 158 Hi 851 1 to 30

The average of these eleven examples of dogs, restricted for some days prior to death

to an animal diet, thus gives to the liver a weight equal to the -^th part of that of the

animal. Stating it in other words, there is very nearly half an ounce of liver for every

pound the animal weighs.

Looking to the amount of amyloid substance present in these livers, my analyses have

yielded the following results :—-In seven out of the eleven examples, examinations were

made under precisely similar circumstances. The liver was removed and weighed imme-

diately after death, and a piece at once taken for analysis, so as to avoid more loss than

was possible from post-mortem transformation into sugar.

Amount of Amyloid Substance in the Liver of the Log after a Liet of Animal Food.

per cent.

Example No. 3 S'29

Example No. 4 5’24

Example No. 7 5 ’61

Example No. 8 8 -45

Example No. 9 ...... 4’SS

Example No. 10 10'95

Example No. 11 6'94

Average amount of amyloid substance yielded by the above seven analyses 7T9 per cent.

The excluded examples are thus accounted for. In example No. 1 no analysis was

made. In No. 2 the liver was left in the animal for 21 hours before it was examined.
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It then yielded 3-37 per cent, of amyloid substance. In No. 5 the liver was left in

the animal for ten minutes and then removed, but not examined for the space of two

hours. It then yielded 3-51 per cent, of amyloid substance. In No. 6 an error occurred

in the steps of the analysis, rendering it valueless.

The usual allowance for a dog in my laboratory is one of the ordinary penny bundles

of tripe per diem. In examples Nos. 7 and 8 an extra allowance was given, to see if it

occasioned any difference. To No. 7 was given two bundles of tripe daily for four days

prior to its death. No. 8 was allowed its full tether, and the quantity of tripe it

devoured was truly enormous ; three bundles one day, four another, five the third, and

two and a half the day it was killed. The figures yielded do not disclose any significant

yariation from the ordinary condition.

To ascertain the effect of a vegetable diet on the liver, I submitted five dogs to a

course of food for several days previous to death, consisting of barley meal and potatoes,

or, where this was refused, to bread and potatoes. The following are the results

obtained :

—

The Liver of the Log under a Diet of Vegetable Food.

"Weight of dog.

lbs. oz.

Absolute weight
of liver,

oz.

Relative weight of

liver to animal.

No. 12 . ... 17 8 1 to 141

No. 13 . ... 11 8 m 1 to 141

No. 14 . ... 15 8 nf 1 to 21

No. 15 . ... 18 10 28 1 to 101

No. 16 . ... 17 5 1 to 22^

Total ... 80 7 83f 1 to 15

Taking the average of these five instances as a sample of the effect of a vegetable diet

on the liver of the dog, it appears that the organ rather more than equals in ounces the

number of pounds the animal weighs. It will be remembered that, after an animal

diet, the average given was rather under the half ounce to the pound. The facts as to

the amount of amyloid substance stand thus :

—

No analyses were made of the livers of the dogs Nos. 12 and 13, but the quantity of

amyloid substance was unusually large. It was whilst examining these livers for the

determination of sugar that I was first led to notice the effect of a vegetable diet that I

am now describing.

Amount ofAmyloid Substance in the Liver of the Log after a Liet of Vegetable Food.

per cent.

Example No. 14 9-87*

Example No. 15 25‘30

Example No. 16 16’50

Average amount of amyloid substance yielded by the above three analyses 17’23 per cent.

* This liver not examined till one and a half hour after death.
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The effect of giving an admixture of sugar with animal food is similar to that pro-

duced by a vegetable diet. The sugar employed in my experiments was the brown or

moist sugar that is used for domestic purposes. Various devices had to be resorted to

to get the animal to take it. The plan I found to succeed the best was to introduce it

into short lengths of the small intestine forming part of the bundle of tripe. I will give

the leading particulars belonging to each of the four dogs that formed the subjects of

experiment in this way.

No. 17. A nearly full-grown mongrel dog, kept for eight days on a diet consisting of

sugar and a bundle of tripe per diem. xAt first one-third of a pound of sugar was admi-

nistered daily, but after three or four days the animal showed a disinclination for food,

vomited, and had bilious diarrhoea. The quantity of sugar was reduced to a quarter of

a pound daily. The dog now devoured voraciously all that was given to it. The urine

collected from the bladder after death gave a strong reaction of sugar (grape-sugar).

No. 18. A youngish dog, fed for nine days on a bundle of tripe and a quarter of a

pound of sugar daily. It consumed its food well at first, but during the last few days a

great amount of coaxing was required to get it to take its full allowance. There was

scarcely any urine to be procured from the bladder after death ; what there was gave no

saccharine reaction.

No. 19. A middle-aged dog, kept for eight days on a bundle of tripe and a quarter

of a pound of sugar daily. The urine at death gave a slight but decided reaction of

sugar.

No. 20. A dog not quite full-grown. Fed for five days on the same diet as the pre-

ceding dog. The urine collected after death gave a strong reaction of sugar.

The Liver of the Log after a Liet ofAnimal Food with an Admixture of Sugar.

Weight of dog. Absolute weight Relative weight of

of liver. liver to animal.

lbs. oz. oz.

Example No. 17 ... 10 3 12 1 to 13i

Example No. 18 ... 11 14 12f 1 to 144

Example No. 19 ... 17 11 lOf 1 to 26

Example No. 20 ... 12 0 134 1 to 14

Total ... 51 12 49 1 to 164

dogs gives a relative weight of liver bearing a closeThe average yielded by these foui

approximation to that after a diet of vegetable food; in the one case being as 1 to 16

A

in the other as 1 to 15. The amount of amyloid substance in each case was large, as is

shown by the following results of analysis :

—
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Amount of Amyloid Substance in the Liver of the Log under

a Liet of Animal Food and Sugar.

per cent.

Example No. 17 12 ‘80

Example No. 18 17 '55

Example No. 19 12-33

Example No. 20 15-37

Average amount of amyloid substance yielded by the above four analyses 14-5 per cent.

The relative weight of the liver and the amount of amyloid substance present have

varied much in the observations that I have made on the rabbit. But the better the

condition of the animal, the larger is the quantity of amyloid substance its liver contains.

In the two following experiments, the effect produced on the liver by a free administra-

tion of sugar and starch is strikingly corroborative of the results obtained upon the

dog.

In one of the experiments, a couple of full-grown rabbits were taken as near as

possible resembling each other. One was kept entirely without food; the other was

fed daily for three days, through a tube passed down the oesophagus into the stomach,

with one ounce of starch and three-quarters of an ounce of grape-sugar made into a

semifluid mass with water. On the fourth day both animals were killed.

Weight of Weight of Amount of

animal. liver. amyloid substance.

lbs. oz. oz. per cent.

Eabbit fasting . 3 1 If 1-3

Eabbit on starch and grape-sugar . . 3 4 2f 15-4

The other experiment was 'on two half-grown rabbits, likewise as nearly as possible

resembling each other. One was made to fast, whilst the other was fed on an ounce of

starch and the same quantity of cane-sugar daily for three days. On the fourth day the

examination was made.

Weight of Weight of Amount of

animal. liver. amyloid substance.

lbs. oz. oz. per cent.

Eabbit fasting 1 14 1 1-4

Eabbit on starch and cane-sugar 1 14f
93. 16-9

have a record of another experiment, but in this the amount of amyloid substance

was all that was determined. The rabbit was allowed to take its ordinary food, and in

addition, three-quarters of an ounce of loaf-sugar and half an ounce of starch were admi-

nistered daily for three days. The animal was killed on the fourth day. The liver was

not analysed until the day after death, but it then yielded 22 -7 per cent, of amyloid

substance.

After the administration of sugar, as in the above experiments, the liver is altered in

its physical appearance. It becomes of a very pale colour, and so soft that it is readily
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broken down by slight pressure between the fingers. I have seen it indeed so softened

as to be almost pulpy, scarcely holding together when taken up by a pair of forceps.

I have made some analyses to show the relation that exists, in the transformation of

amyloid substance into sugar in the liver after death, between the loss of the one and

the gain of the other—how much sugar is formed for the hepatine that disappears.

In the first three experiments, a part of the liver was instantly after death thrown into

a freezing mixture, whilst the other was allowed to remain in the animal for some

minutes. An analysis of the two specimens gave me the quantity of amyloid substance

lost in the portion where the temperature was kept up, and likewise the amount of

sugar that was formed. In the fourth, the liver was simply removed from the animal

and examined at once, and then again in twenty-four hours’ time.

No. 1 . .

Amount of amyloid
substance lost,

per cent.

. . 2-20

Amount of

sugar gained,

per cent.

1-57

Eelation of gain of sugar

to loss of amyloid substance,

1 to 1-40

No. 2 . . . . 7-04 4-25 1 to T65

No. 3 . . . . 3-12 2-05 1 to l -52

No. 4 . . . . 1-82 1-12 1 to 1-62

Looking at the medium of these results, we get for the production of one part of

sugar a loss of 1'54 of amyloid substance.

The following is a summary of the conclusions arrived at in this communication :

—

The deductions drawn from an examination of the blood after death, without the

observance of certain precautions, are fallacious. Blood collected ordinarily from the

right side of the heart, after the destruction of life in a healthy animal, is strongly

charged with sugar. This is not the condition naturally belonging to life
;
for if blood

be drawn through a catheter from the right ventricle of a living animal which lias

remained in a quiescent state during the operation, it gives only a mere trace of the

presence of sugar.

On suddenly destroying life, and instantly collecting the blood contained in the right

side of the heart, it is found as free from sugar as if it had been collected during life.

From some recent carefully conducted experiments, the blood of the right side of the

heart of an animal feeder is not distinguishable, as regards the amount of sugar present,

from the blood of the portal vein.

Obstruction of the breathing determines an unnatural increase of sugar in the circula-

tion, and a strongly diabetic state of the urine may be induced in this way.

The physiological or ante-mortem state of the liver, like that of the blood flowing from

it, has been erroneously inferred, from the post-mortem condition that is presented. The

liver at the moment of death is free, or almost completely free, from sugar, and the

saccharine state which has been hitherto considered as belonging to it naturally during

life, is in reality due to an easily recognizable chemical transformation which takes place

with an astonishing rapidity after death.
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The material existing in the liver, which is the source of the production of the sugar,

is itself formed from sugar and its ally, starch. Dogs fed upon a diet abounding in

starchy and saccharine materials have relatively very much larger livers, and livers

strikingly richer in amyloid substance, than dogs fed upon a purely animal diet. In the

rabbit fasting, the liver is exceedingly small and devoid of amyloid substance
; whilst in

the rabbit kept on starch and sugar only, the liver is large and exceedingly rich in

amyloid substance.

In the transformation of amyloid substance into sugar in the liver after death, the

production of one part of sugar is accompanied with the loss of l -54 of amyloid sub-

stance as the average of four analyses.

4 LMDCCCLX,
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Anatomy in Kings College
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London ; Physician to King's College Hospital.

Received June 19,—Read June 21, 1860.

No branch of minute anatomy has received a larger share of attention than the anatomy

of striped muscle, and probably no one point has been more carefully investigated than

the distribution of nerve-fibres to this important tissue. Very different conclusions

have been arrived at, and the various questions at issue have not yet been determined

satisfactorily. For the different views entertained with reference to the mode of termi-

nation of nerve-fibres I must refer to the treatises on minute anatomy, and especially to

Professor Kolliker’s work just published, where a summary of the results of numerous

investigations will be found.

Kuhne’s Observations.

The most recent observations are probably those of Kuiine, who states that the nerve-

fibre can be traced up to the sarcolemma. He concludes, with some other observers, that

in the muscles of insects the axis cylinder of the nerve-fibre penetrates this transparent

structure, and is connected with the rows of nuclei which are imbedded in the substance

of the muscular fibre and lie amongst the fibrillse *. As will be observed by reference

to Kuiine’s drawings, these points are very indistinctly, and, if I may so say, diffidently

represented. Like Kuiine himself, I have quite failed to demonstrate in vertebrate

animals the arrangement he described in insects. It may be remarked that nuclei

amongst the fibrillse are very abundant in some fishes and reptiles (especially the frog)

whose muscles are sparingly supplied with nerves, while in the muscular fibre of many

birds and mammalia which are very abundantly supplied, not a single nucleus can be

demonstrated in the interior of the fibre. It seems hardly likely that the relation

between the nerves and the contractile elements of the tissue should be closer in these

cold-blooded, and comparatively inactive vertebrata, than in birds and mammals. The

nuclei amongst the fibrillse of the muscles of vertebrate animals are clearly not con-

nected with nerves f.

* TTntersuchungen uber Bewegungen und Yeranderungen der contraktilen Substanzen. Reichebt and

Dubois Revmoxd’s (formerly Muleee's) Arcbiv, 1860.

t Soon after tbis paper was read, I investigated the arrangement of the nerves distributed to the muscles

of the larva of the common blow-fly and the perfect insect, and I have arrived at the conclusion that the

nerves do not penetrate into the interior of the muscle, but are connected with some very large spindle-

4 L 2
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General Opinion entertained.

The general opinion at the present time seems to be that nerves terminate upon

the elementary fibres of voluntary muscle by free pointed extremities. Kolliaee con-

siders it probable that the elementary fibres are only touched by the nerves at distant

points, while some conclude that many fibres, or even parts of a muscle, are not brought

into actual contact with nerve-fibres at all. As the results of my inquiries differ so

entirely from those of other observers, I think it right to say that my observations have

been very frequently repeated with great care, and upon several different vertebrate

animals (man, dog, rat, guinea-pig, mouse, greenfinch, frog, tadpole, gudgeon, minnow.

&c.). Several of the specimens from which my conclusions have been deduced are pre-

served permanently, and can be examined by all interested in this inquiry.

Of the Distribution of the ]S
T
erves to the Elementary Fibres.

My observations lead me to conclude that nerves are distributed to every elementary

fibre of all voluntary muscles of man and vertebrate animals. The elementary fibres of

some animals are much more abundantly supplied with nerves than those of others.

The muscles of the mouse receive a larger supply than those of man. Generally, it

may be said that the muscles of reptiles and fishes are sparingly supplied with nerves in

comparison with those of mammals and birds. I have found that in the same] animal

a greater number of nerve-fibres are distributed to some muscles than to others. Thus

the elementary fibres of the tongue of the mouse receive a larger supply than those of the

diaphragm, and the latter a much larger supply than the muscles of the system generally.

The sarcolemma of the elementary fibre of the tongue and diaphragm of the mouse

seem to be completely covered with nerves and vessels. The nerves for the most part

run close to the capillaries, and it is not possible to separate these structures from each

other without destroying them. Some of the nerve-fibres cross the elementary fibre

transversely, others obliquely, while some . run longitudinally on the central or lateral

aspects of the fibre. In favourable specimens the nerves may be seen to divide on the

surface of the sarcolemma. The ultimate fibres are, however, of such extreme delicacy,

that a little careless manipulation, pressure, or a very slight alteration in the density of

the fluid in which they are immersed, or in its refractive power, renders them quite

invisible or destroys them altogether. I have not been able to follow an individual

fibre for any great distance in consequence of the constant change in its course. These

observations show that it is possible for an elementary fibre to be supplied with nerves

from several different sources. It is not possible to decide, from the course of a single

nerve-fibre, whether it is coining from, or passing towards, the nervous centre. Many
fibres, apparently passing from one point, can be followed for some distance in opposite

directions. The appearance of the nerve-fibres on the elementary muscular fibre differs

shaped cells on its surface. These are very difficult to demonstrate, hut I have been able to preserve some

specimens which show this point very clearly.
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materially in certain cases. This seems to depend in some measure upon the state of

the muscular fibre itself. If it is contracted, the nerve-fibres appear much wider than

in cases where the muscle is relaxed and the fibres stretched to their full extent. The

nerve-fibres undergo change very soon after death, and the finer ramifications seem to

be completely destroyed by alkalies. Unless the tissue be properly preserved very soon

after the death of the animal, it is not possible to demonstrate the arrangement

described in this paper. The delicate structure very soon becomes destroyed by the

action of air or water, and nothing is to be seen but a few oil-globules and a little

fibrous-like structure.

The nerves of muscle freely divide and subdivide before they reach their ultimate

distribution, as was demonstrated by Wagner and others. I have observed that many

of the ultimate fibres which appear to be single, really consist of two or more fibres in

close apposition, which vary much in their diameter. Where one fibre is wide, its

neighbour is reduced to a very thin cord. A little further on the diameter of the latter

increases, while that of the former becomes reduced in a corresponding degree. A fibre

passing into a trunk at right angles is frequently seen to divide into two branches which

become lost in the trunk, but may be seen to pursue their course in opposite directions.

The finest ramifications upon muscle are thin and flattened, as may be seen at points

where the nerves pass round one elementary fibre to reach the surface of another.

Oval Bodies or Nuclei.

In connexion with all nerve-fibres, there are little oval corpuscles which are readily

coloured by carmine. These are the nuclei of authors, and are essential constituents of

the nerves, especially towards their peripheral distribution. They are soft in the recent

state, and, in my preparations, have a granular appearance under the highest powers of

the microscope. They contain two, three, or more distinct globules, with a clear out-

line and transparent centre, the so-called nucleoli. In ordinary dark bordered nerve-

fibres, these bodies for the most part appear to be situated outside the white substance

(nuclei of the tubular membrane) ; but in some nerves they may be seen in the white

substance itself, and occasionally in connexion with the axis cylinder. As the nerves

approach their distribution these bodies increase in number, and undoubtedly form an

integral part of each separate fibre. They are often equal to the fibre in width, and

sometimes they appear even wider, but this is probably due to stretching and alteration

in the fibre itself. In bands composed of from five to eight or nine fibres, in the mouse,

they are more than the thousandth of an inch apart, but in some of the terminal fibres

they are as close as the two-thousandth of an inch. Not unfrequently four may be

seen close together upon the surface of an elementary fibre.

After giving a full description of the corpuscles imbedded among the fibrillae, as can

be easily demonstrated in the large primitive fibres of the frog, Mr. Bowman states that

in one instance he observed similar corpuscles on the exterior of a fasciculus in the

chrysalis of the tiger-moth, but the relations of these were doubtful. He also noticed
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similar corpuscles in the sarcolemma itself*. These bodies have since been considered

to belong to the areolar tissue, but it is probable that at least a certain number of them

are the same corpuscles which I have described as forming an integral part of the nerve-

fibre in its ultimate distribution.

I have found the oval corpuscles present in great number in nerves of sensation, as

well as in those of motion, and in the nerves distributed to vessels. They are very

numerous in the nerve-fibres which supply the papillse of touch and taste. I have

lately succeeded in tracing nerve-fibres amongst the muscular fibres of the heart. For

the most part the bundles of nerve-fibres pass with the vessel. The compound fibres

divide and subdivide, and very minute fibres may be traced for a long distance. I

believe that the branches of each nerve-fibre passing into the muscular substance are

brought into relation with an immense number of the muscular fibres of the heart (or

rather with a considerable expanse of the muscular structure) by means of the oval

nuclei, which are seen at short intervals throughout the whole course of the nerves.

The distribution of the ultimate branches of the nerves to the muscular fibres of the

heart is now being investigated.

The nuclei are in all probability the exact points at which all the phenomena con-

nected with the action of nerves at then* peripheral distribution occur. These bodies

are more numerous in the nerves distributed to the muscles of the tongue and dia-

phragm of the mouse than in those of other muscles. A greater number are found in

connexion with the nerve-fibres of the mouse than in those of man. Generally, the

nerves of mammalia and birds have a greater number of nuclei, which are separated

from each other by shorter intervals than those of reptiles and fishes. As is well known,

they are found all along the trunks of the so-called gelatinous fibres, and the same

disposition is met with in the nerves distributed to vessels. I have seen them on

branches of the sympathetic close to their origin from ganglia, on the branches in the

ganglia, and in the so-called ganglion cells or vesicles. I may be permitted to state

that I have made several observations which go far to convince me that the so-called

gelatinous fibres, or fibres of Kemak, are not composed of fibrous tissue merely, as is

now generally believed, but are really nerve-fibres, as they were originally considered.

The exact nature and arrangement of these fibres, however, require further investiga-

tion before I can arrive at definite conclusions.

The nuclei, in their general appearance, much resemble the oval corpuscles which are

connected with the walls of capillaries, and which in many instances lie quite external

to them ; and not unffequently, in the same situation, are also fomid the nuclei of fibrous

tissue, those of fat vesicles and other bodies of the same character, or nearly so, the

nature of which has not yet been satisfactorily determined. By some observers, all the

above structures, as seen in uninjected preparations, have been called areolar-tissue-cor-

puscles, or connective-tissue-corpuscles (Bindegewebe-korperchen) . The bearings of this

very important question must, however, be deferred.

* Philosophical Transactions, Part II. 1810, p. 485.
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I should state that the nerves and vessels may be stripped off the elementary fibre

without difficulty. In this process the corpuscles external to the sarcolemma and in

connexion with the nerves and capillaries are also removed. In the frog, the corpuscles

which are so numerous amongst the fibrilhe remain, but in the delicate muscles of the

mouse I have often observed that all traces of corpuscles are completely removed by this

operation, there being, at least in many instances, none within the sarcolemma. From

numerous observations I have come to the conclusion that the nerves, like the capilla-

ries, always ramify only upon the outer surface of the sarcolemma, and do not penetrate

this structure *.

Of the Manner in which Nerves terminate.

From the arrangements above referred to, it would appear that the nerves may be

described as originating in a network, formed by the oval corpuscles being connected

together by intermediate fibres. This network is in close relation with other elements

of the tissue to which the nerves are distributed. The nerves grow as the adjacent

textures grow ; and in any form of fibrous tissue which has attained a certain degree of

thickness, it is very difficult to demonstrate the delicate nerve-fibres running amongst

the coarse fibres which interlace in all directions. They may, however, be traced out by

the direction which the oval nuclei are seen to takef. The network is continually

undergoing alterations by the formation of new nuclei and connecting fibres, and by the

removal of old ones. From the connexion of this network with the nerve-fibres, it would

seem to follow that an impression made upon a given portion of a sentient surface might

be transmitted to the nervous centre by contiguous fibres, as well as by the one which

would form, so to say, the shortest route ; and it is possible that impulses to motion may

be conveyed to muscular fibres by a more or less circuitous path, as well as by a direct

one.

Of the so-called Tubular Membrane.

Nerve-fibres are imbedded in a clear transparent material, which completely surrounds

large separate fibres, in the form of a membrane, as usually described (the tubular mem-

brane of authors). In the finer divisions, however, several separate nerve-fibres, differing

much in thickness, are enclosed in this structure, and when examined by a moderately

high power (220 diameters), appear to form one fibre. Many such fibres, which seem

to consist of a single fibre, in good specimens may be resolved by a twelfth (700 dia-

meters) into two, three or more fibres.

Not unfrequently very narrow fibres may be traced for a long distance running close

to an ordinary fibre imbedded in what would be called tubular membrane. I have seen

* It is probable that tbe nerves and capillaries are very intimately connected with the sarcolemma, and

in some preparations one is almost led to conclude that the sarcolemma is itself composed of nerves, capil-

laries, and a small quantity of fibrous tissue connecting them.

t The determination of the connexions of the numerous nuclei is, as would be supposed, a very difficult

matter. This difficulty, however, is greatly diminished by examining well-injected preparations, in which

the nuclei connected with the capillaries can be easily distinguished from those belonging to the nerves.
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branches, apparently proceeding from the axis cylinder, pass through the white sub-

stance and run parallel with the fibre for a long distance, then leave this fibre and

pursue their course in close relation with another. This transparent tissue becomes

much spread out as the nerve-fibres approach their distribution, and numerous delicate

fibres, connected both with nerves and vessels, may be seen in it. This delicate texture

might be described as a tissue in which the nerves and capillaries are imbedded. In

conjunction with the nerves and capillaries, it forms an exceedingly thin expansion or

membrane on the external surface of the elementary fibre. In some specimens it would

appear that this is incorporated with the sarcolemma itself, but this point is doubtful.

I have some preparations in which it certainly appears as if the injection had passed

between this membrane and the sarcolemma, and, as before stated, I have certainly

removed capillaries and nerves from the surface of the elementary fibre, leaving the

sarcous material apparently invested with its sarcolemma
;
but this point is of course

very difficult to demonstrate.

Of the Axis Cylinder and the White Substance.

I have been led to conclude that the axis cylinder divides and subdivides into many

branches, so that one fibre in the trunk of a nerve may carry impressions to or from a

comparatively large extent of surface. I have not yet been able to determine by actual

observation if a branch of one axis cylinder may run in apposition with one or more

branches from the axis cylinder of another trunk at a distance from the first, or derived

from another source ; but from appearances I have observed I think this possible. The

axis cylinder often exhibits a tendency to split, but I have not yet been able to ascer-

tain if it consists originally of a great many fibres which ultimately become fused into

one, or of one fibre which gives off numerous branches ; but from what I have seen. I

feel sure that towards the distribution of the nerve the axis cylinder divides and sub-

divides very freely, the amount of investing substance which surrounds it (white sub-

stance of Schwann) becoming less and less, until in the finer ramifications it is not

possible to say that a fibre consists of an axis cylinder and white substance : for its

general appearance and refractive power are the same in every part, except where the

nuclei are situated. The arrangement of the so-called tubular membrane has been

already explained. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the definite character of the

white substance of Schwann and the axis cylinder, in the larger nerve-fibres, results

from changes which occur during the gradual growth and altered relations of the fibres

which take place during the development and growth of the entire organism. The full

discussion of these points demands a knowledge of the history of the development of the

structures referred to. This we do not yet possess ;
but nevertheless I may perhaps be

allowed to state briefly the conclusion to which I have arrived from investigations which,

howrever, cannot be regarded as completely satisfactory. The axis cylinder, towards the

ultimate ramifications of the nerve-fibres, loses its fibrous or band-like character, and in

the ultimate subdivisions, the entire extent of the nerve-fibre possesses the same compo-
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sition. There is no tubular membrane, medullary sheath or axis cylinder to be demon-

strated ; neither is there any definite point at which the so-called white substance can

be said to cease. The axis cylinder gradually loses its hard fibrous character (frog), and

the white substance its peculiar refractive power and consistence. The whole fibre, as

seen in my specimens, seems to consist of a very transparent and perhaps delicately

granular substance, which can be shown to be composed of fatty and albuminous mate-

rial. These appearances, are, however, produced by the action of reagents (chromic

acid, bichromate of potash); for in their natural state, at least with the aid of the object-

glasses we possess at present, the finer ramifications of the nerve-fibres and their nuclei

are quite invisible.

Of the Formation of Flew Fibres.

New branches are continually being developed in connexion with the terminal nerve-

fibres, and a certain number of old ones appear to undergo removal. The oval bodies

divide longitudinally and transversely, and the segment about to give rise to the new

fibre is lengthened by elongation at each end, where the new fibre still remains in con-

nexion wfith the original branch. Its nucleus divides transversely, and the length of the

fibre thus goes on increasing. Traces of nerve-fibres which have ceased to perform any

active office may be seen in the form of delicate fibres, which still remain in connexion

with actual nerve-fibres. I am of opinion that the so-called connective tissue found in

small quantity between the elementary fibres of muscle, and in some other situations, is

produced in this manner. In many morbid alterations the so-called areolar, fibrous, or

fibroid, or indeterminate connective tissue, certainly consists merely of the remains of

other structures which have ceased to perform any active office, and cannot be com-

pletely removed by absorption.

Of Preparing the Specimens.

My specimens were obtained from preparations which had been previously injected

with transparent blue injection. I found that without this operation it was not possible

to follow the delicate nerve-fibres among the capillary vessels, or to distinguish these

structures from each other with absolute certainty. I also adopted this plan as the only

one calculated to introduce a preservative fluid simultaneously to all parts of a tissue,

and with sufficient rapidity to prevent decomposition of the delicate structures under

investigation. In this manner alone can alteration in chemical composition, in density

and in refractive power of the preservative fluid employed, be prevented. The medium

used was the same as that employed in my investigations on the anatomy of the liver*.

Carmine solution was used for demonstrating the arrangement of the nuclei. The

exact process employed is somewhat uncertain and complicated, and is probably

capable of being rendered much more uniform in its results and more simple in its

application.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1856. The principles on which this fluid is employed will be found stated

in the ‘ Microscope in its application to Practical Medicine,’ p. 63, and in papers published in the first

volume of the ‘ Archives of Medicine,’ 1859, pp. 18, 152.
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Conclusions.

The most important facts which have been elucidated in this inquiry appear to me to

be the following:

—

1. That nerve-fibres in muscle and in some other tissues, if not in all. may be traced

into, and are directly continuous with, a network formed of oval nuclei and intermediate

fibres.

2. That the organs by which nerves are brought into relation with other textures,

and the agents concerned in the development of nerves and the formation of new fibres,

are the little oval bodies or nuclei which are present in considerable number in the

terminal ramifications of all nerves. A great number of these bodies is associated with

exalted nervous action, while, where sparingly found, we may infer the nervous pheno-

mena are only imperfectly manifested.

3. That every elementary fibre of striped muscle is abundantly supplied with nerves,

and that the fibres of some muscles receive a much larger supply than others.

4. That the nerves lie, with the capillaries, external to, but in close contact with, the

sarcolemma. They often cross the fibre at right angles, so that one nerve-fibre may

influence a great number of elementary fibres. There is no evidence of their penetrating

into the interior of the fibre.

Explanation of the Plate.

PLATE XXIII.

Fig. 1. Nerve distributed to the elementary fibres of a muscle from the leg of a frog.

To the right, two ordinary fibres and four finer ones are seen enclosed in the

same transparent tissue (tubular membrane). As these subdivide, a division

occurs in this structure, but many nerves, which to ordinary powers appear to

consist of a single fibre, are found really to be composed of several individual

fibres enclosed in one transparent sheath. At a is a fibre which is widest at

that part of the nerve nearest to the nervous centre, while at b one is repre-

sented which is wider towards the peripheral extremity of the nerve. At the

lower part of the drawing, two of the fine fibres have been pressed out of the

transparent tissue, and one of them is broken off.

Fig. 2. Represents a portion of a compound fibre from the tongue of the frog. The

branch from this (not more than x’ob'ljth of an inch in diameter) is seen to

contain three or four separate fibres ;
and it will be observed that, as this

nerve passes to the larger trunk, fibres proceed from it which pass in both

directions,—a fact which 1 have repeatedly observed in all the animals I have

examined.

Fig. 3. Small portion of a fine nerve-fibre from the frog’s tongue dividing into several

separate branches. The subdivisions of the oval bodies are well seen.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Small portion of a nerve, also from the tongue of the frog, showing several fibres

contained in the same transparent tissue.

Portion of a muscular fibre from the diaphragm of the mouse, showing nerve-

fibres and capillary vessels. Below a is seen a fibre connected with the

nucleus close to the capillary wall, but of the nature of this and of several

similar fibres I have observed in connexion with the capillary walls, I am not

certain. Oval bodies are seen apparently in the capillary walls, and also

external to them. Some would refer the latter to the vascular nerves, and

many appearances I have observed, some of which are delineated in my draw-

ings, favour the idea that capillaries, as well as the small arteries, are supplied

with nerves; but I am not yet able to express a positive opinion on this

question.

From the diaphragm of the mouse, showing the manner in which the finer

bundles divide and traverse the elementary fibres in all directions. The inti-

mate relation of the nerves to the capillaries is also shown in this drawing.

In nature there is a delicate tissue connecting these structures together, so

that they may be readily stripped off from the elementary fibre without

injuring the latter.

Portion of thin elementary fibres more highly magnified. At «, one of the oval

bodies in process of subdivision is shown.

Another portion, showing how the nerves vary in diameter in different parts.

In the upper part of the drawing four large nuclei are seen close together.

Two oval nuclei outside a capillary connected together by a fibre, with two nerve-

fibres crossing a muscular fibre.

A portion of a wide muscular fibre from the diaphragm of the mouse in a state

of contraction. The nerve-fibre in the upper part is seen to divide.

Fine nerve-fibre from the diaphragm of the mouse, under
x 0

--

q q 0th of an inch in

diameter, but consisting of two, if not of three or more fibres.

Another appearance frequently observed.

Branching of very fine nerve-fibres from the tongue of the mouse.

From the diaphragm of the mouse, showing the nerve-fibres between two

elementary fibres of muscle.

Also from the diaphragm, showing a portion of a muscular fibre nearly covered

with nerves. Such specimens were common.

Manner in which the oval bodies subdivide.

Portion of a nerve-fibre undergoing increase in its length by the transverse

division of the nucleus. From the surface of a muscular fibre from the

diaphragm of the mouse.
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INDEX

TO THE

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS

FOR THE YEAR 1860.

A.

Abbeville, occurrence of flint-implements at, 277 ; sections at, 282 (see Prestwich).

Admiralty Standard Compass, 358.

Alloys, electric conducting power of, 161
;

specific gravity of, 177 (see Matthiessen).

Amiens, occurrence of flint-implements at, 277 ; sections at, 288 (see Prestwich).

Andrews (Dr. T.) and Tait (Professor P. G.). On the Volumetric Relations of Ozone, and the Action

of the Electrical Discharge on Oxygen and other Gases, 113.—Oxygen and ozone, 113; hydrogen

and some other gases, 125
;

note, 130.

Arsenic-bases, and bases with arsenic and nitrogen, and arsenic and phosphorus, 518 (see Hofmann).

Attraction of ellipsoids, 1 (see Donkin).

B.

Bakerian Lecture, the, 185 (see Fairbairn).

Beale (Professor L. S.). On the Distribution of Nerves to the Elementary Fibre of Striped Muscle, 611.

—

Mode of preparing the specimens, 617 ;
conclusions, 618; explanation of the plate, 618.

Bisulphide of carbon, test for, 431.

Boiling-point, relation between, and composition, 257.

Brewster (Sir D.) and Gladstone (Dr. J. H.). On the Lines of the Solar Spectrum, 149.—Atmo-

spheric lines, 153 ;
lines produced by absorbent media, 157 ;

origin of lines, 157.

Brinkley (Dr.). On certain Formulae investigated by, 319 (see Herschel).
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C.

Calculus of operations, on an extended form of the index symbol in the, 13.

Calorimeter for determining radiating powers, 379.

Caoutchine, 241 (see Williams).

Caoutchouc, composition of, 253.

Carpenter (Dr. W. B.). Researches on Foraminifera. Fourth Series, 535.—Genus Polystomella,

535; Tinoporus, 557 ;
Carpenteria, 564; concluding summary, 569; explanation of plates, 586.

Carpenteria, 564.

Cayley (A.). On the Equation of Differences for an Equation of any Order, and in particular for

Equations of the Orders Two, Three, Four, and Five, 93.

Note respecting Formulse of Dr. Brinkley’s, 321.

Colour-blindness, 78 (see Maxwell).

Compass, deviations of the, on board ship, 337 ;
Admiralty standard, 358 (see Evans).

Compound colours, on the theory of, 57 (see Maxwell).

Copper, on the effect of metals and metalloids on the electric conducting power of pure, 85.

Crystallographic determinations of artificial crystals, 416-522.

Cubics, quaternary, 229 (see Salmon).

D.

De la Rue (W.) and Muller (H.). On the Resin of Ficus rubiginosa, and a new Hoiuologue of

Benzylic Alcohol, 43.—Sycoretin, 45 ;
acetate of sycoceryl, 47 ;

alcohol of sycoceryl, 50.

Disulphide of carbon, test for, 431 ;
itself a test for phosphorus-bases, 431.

Donkin (Professor W. F.). On the Analytical Theory of the Attraction of Solids bounded by surfaces

of a hypothetical Class including the Ellipsoid, 1.

E.

Earnshaw (Rev. S.). On the Mathematical Theory of Sound, 133.—Wave-motion when change of

temperature is neglected, 133 ;
when not neglected, 143.

Flectrical discharge, effect of, on gases, 113 (see Andrews).

Elliptic and ultra-elliptic functions, 223 (see Merrifield).

Equation of differences, 93 (see Cayley).

Evans (F. J.). Reduction and Discussion of the Deviations of the Compass observed on board of all

the Iron-built Ships, and a selection of the Wood-built Steam-ships in Her Majesty’s Navy, and

the Iron Steam-ship f Great Eastern,’ 337.

Evans (J.), letter from, on the form and nature of flint-implements found near Abbeville and Amiens,

Fairbairn (W.) and Tate (T.). The Bakerian Lecture. Experimental Researches to determine the

Density of Steam at different Temperatures, and to determine the Law of Expansion of Superheated

Steam, 185.—Saturation-gauge, 186; experiments at pressures varying from 15 to 70 pounds per

square inch, 190; at pressures less than the atmospheric pressure, 208; generalization of results,

219.

Ficus rubiginosa, on the resin of, 43 (see De la Rue).
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Flint-implements, occurrence of, associated with the remains of animals of extinct species, 277.

Foraminifera, researches on the, 535 (see Carpenter).

G.

Gladstone (Dr. J. H.) and Brewster (Sir D.). On the Lines of the Solar Spectrum, 149 (see

Brewster).

Gold, electric conducting power of pure, 175.

Great Eastern Steam-ship, compass deviations in, 375 ;
changes in the magnetism of, 376.

H.

Herschel (Sir J. F. W.). On the Formulae investigated by Dr. Brinkley for the general Term in

the Development of Lagrange’s Expression for the Summation of Series and for successive Integra-

tions, 319; note by A. Cayley, 321.

Hofmann (Dr. A. W.). Contributions to the History of the Phosphorus-Bases. First memoir, 409.

—Triethylphosphine, preparation of, 410; oxide and other compounds and derivatives of, 412;

experiments in the methyl-series, 416.

—— — Second memoir. Theory of Diatomic Bases, 449.—Ethylene group, action of

dibromide of ethylene on triethylphosphine, 452 ;
series of monatomic compounds, monophospho-

nium compounds, 454 ;
series of diatomic compounds, diphosphonium compounds, 470

;
paradi-

phosphonium compounds, 489.

Third memoir. Phosphammonium- and phospharsonium-, diarsonium- and

arsammonium-compounds, 497. Series of the mixed diatomic bases, 507
;
phosphammonium-com-

pounds, 507; phospharsonium-compounds, 518 ;
monarsonium-compounds, 521; diarsonium-com-

pounds, 524 ;
methylene, propylene, &c. groups, 527 ;

table of compounds formed, 530.

Holzmann (Dr. M.) and Matthiessen (Dr. A.). On the Effect of the presence of Metals and Metal-

loids on the Electric Conducting Power of Pure Copper, 85.

Hopkins (W.). On the Construction of a new Calorimeter for determining the Radiating Powers of

Surfaces in Air; and its application to the Surfaces of various Mineral Substances, 379.

Hoxne, flint-implements discovered at, 304 (see Prestwmch).

I.

Isoprene, 241 (see Williams).

J.

Joule (Dr.) and Thomson (Professor). On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion, 325 (see Thom-

son).

K.

Kopp (Dr. H.). On the Relation between Boiling-point and Composition in Organic Compounds, 257.

L.

Liver, sugar formation in, 595.
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M.

Magnetism in iron-built ships, 343 ;
its early changes, 349.

Matthiessen (Dr. A.) and Holzmann (Dr. M.). On the Effect of Metals and Metalloids on the

Electric Conducting Power of Pure Copper, 85.

Matthiessen (Dr. A.). On the Electric Conducting Power of Alloys, 161.—General conclusions, 171

;

Appendix, on the electric conducting power of pure gold, 175.

On the Specific Gravity of Alloys, 177.

Maxwell (Professor J. C.). On the Theory of Compound Colours, and the Relations of the Colours

of the Spectrum, 57.—Description of an instrument for making definite mixtures of the colours of

the spectrum, 65 ;
results, 70

;
general conclusions, 77

;
postscript, relating to the vision of the

colour-blind, 78.

Merrifield (C. W.). On a new Method of Approximation applicable to Elliptic and Ultra-elliptic

Functions, 223.—Addendum, 226.

Muller (H.) and De la Rue (W.). On the Resin of Ficus rubiginosa, &c., 43 (see De la Rue .

Muscle
,
distribution of nerves to, 611 (see Beale).

N.

Nerves, distribution of, to striped muscle, 611 (see Beale).

Nitrous acid gas, lines produced by the absorption of light by, 157 (see Brewster).

O.

Ozone, formation of an oxide of a hydrocarbon by means of, 246 (see Williams).

—
, volumetric relations of, 113 (see Andrews).

P.

Pavy (Dr. F. W.). Researches on Sugar Formation in the Liver, 595.—Conclusions, 608.

Phosphorus-bases, 409; bases containing phosphorus and nitrogen, and phosphorus and arsenic, 497

(see Hofmann).

Polystomella, 535.

Prestwich (J.). On the Occurrence of Flint-implements, associated with the Remains of Animals of

Extinct Species in Beds of a late Geological Period, in France at Amiens and Abbeville, and in

England at Hoxne, 277.

R.

Radiating powers, determination of absolute, 379.

S.

St. Acheul, flint-implements found at, 277 (see Prestwich).

Salmon (Rev. G.). On Quaternary Cubics, 229.

Saturation-gauge, 186.

Sella (Quintino), determination by, of the forms of various artificial crystals, 416-522.
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Solar spectrum, relations of the colours of the, 57 (see Maxwell) ; lines of the, 149 (see Brewster).

Sound, on the mathematical theory of, 133 (see Earnshaw).

Species, range of variation of, 570.

Specimens, preparation of anatomical, for the microscope, 617.

SpoTTiswooDE (W.). On an Extended Form of the Index Symbol in the Calculus of Operations, 13.

—

Postscript, 39.

Steam, density of, and law of expansion of superheated, 185 (see Fairbairn).

Sycoceryl, acetate of, 47 ;
alcohol of, 50.

Sycoretin, 45.

T.

Tait (Professor P. G.) and Andrews (Dr. T.), On the Volumetric Relations of Ozone, &c., 113 (see

Andrews).

Tate (T.) and Fairbairn (W.).—The Bakerian Lecture. Experimental Researches to determine the

Density of Steam, &c., 185 (see Fairbairn).

Thermal effects offluids in motion, 325 (see Thomson).

Thomson (Professor W.) and Joule (Dr. J. P.). On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion.

—

Part III. On the Changes of Temperature experienced by bodies moving through Air, 325.

Tinoporus, 557.

Triethylphosphine, preparation of, 410; oxide, &c. of, 412; employment of, as a test for disulphide of

carbon, 431 (see Hofmann).

Twin axis a zone-axis not perpendicular to a crystalline face, 520.

W.

Williams (C. G,). On Isoprene and Caoutchine, 241.—Action of atmospheric oxygen on isoprene,

245 ;
caoutchine, 246; composition of caoutchouc, 253; summary of results, 255.

LONDON:
PRINTED BY TAYLOR AND FRANCIS, RED LION COURT, FLEET STREET.
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PRESENTS
RECEIVED BY

THE ROYAL SOCIETY,
WITH THE

NAMES OF THE DONORS.

From November 1859 to June 1860.

Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES.

Albany :—Transactions of the .Albany Institute. Yol. IY. Part 1. 8vo. Albany

1857.

Amsterdam :—Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde uitgegeven door het Koninklijk Zoo-

logisch Genootschap. Ail. 7 & 8. fol. Amsterdam 1858-59.

Antwerp :—Bulletin de la Societe Paleontologique de Belgique, fondee a An-

vers, le l er Mai 1858. Tome I. feuilles 1-4. 8vo. Anvers 1859.

Basel:—Yerhandlungen der Xaturforschenden Gesellschaft. Theil 2. Heft 2, 3.

8vo. Basel 1859.

Batavia :

—

Yerhandelingen der Natuurkundige Yereeniging in Nederlandsch Indie.

Deel 3, 4. 4to. Batavia 1857-58.

Xatuurkundige Tijdschrift. Deel 14. Afl. 4-6; Deel 15, 16, 17. 8vo.

Batavia 1857-58.

Berlin :

—

Abhandlungen der K. Akademie der AYissenschaften. Aus dem Jahre 1854.

Zweiter Supplement-Band. 4to. Berlin 1859.

Aus dem Jahre 1858. 4to. Berlin 1859.

Monatsbericht. March to December 1859 ;
January to April 1860. 8vo.

Title pages, Yorbericht, and Index Map, completing the Catalogue and Star

Maps published by the Eoyal Academy of Sciences, Berlin, 1859.

Physikalischen Gesellschaft. Die Fortschritte der Physik im Jahre 1856.

XI. Jahrg. Abth. 2: im Jahre 1857. XIII. Jahrg. Abth. 1, 2. 8vo.

Berlin 1859.

Bern :—Mittheilungen der Xaturforschenden Gesellschaft. Xos. 1-38; 57-330.

8vo. Bern 1843-1854.

Birmingham :—Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Proceedings. 9 Yds.

1847-58. Jan.-Sept. 1859, five Parts. (With 14 Sheets of Diagrams.)

8vo. Birmingham 1849-59.

Donors.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Union.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institution.

MDCCCLX. a
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Doxoes.Pbesexts.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Bombay:—Medical and Physical Society. Transactions. (New Series.) YoLIY.

8vo. Bombay 1859.

Breslau :—Sechs imd dreissigster Jahres-Bericht der Schlesisehen Gesellschaft

fiir vaterlandische Kultur : im Jahre 1858. 4to. Breslau.

Bmssels :—

-

Memoires de l’Academie Boyale des Sciences. Tome 1. 1818. Tome IX. 1833.

Tome XXXI. 1859. 4to. Bruxelles.

Memoires eouronnes et Memoires des Savants etrangers. Tome XXIX.

4to. Bruxelles 1858.

Memoires eouronnes et antres Memoires publies par TAcademic. Tome Till.

8vo. Bruxelles 1859.

Annuaire de l'Acade'mie Boyale. 25me Annee. 8vo. Bruxelles 1859.

Bulletins de TAcademic. Tomes IY. Y. YI. Serie2. 8vo. Bruxelles 1858-59.

Tables generales et analytiques clu Becueil des BuBetins. l re
Serie. Tome I.

a XXIII. 8vo. Bruxelles 1858.

Bymbybel van Jacob van Maerlant. 2de Deel. 8vo. Brussel 1859.

Calcutta :

—

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Xos. 3, 4, 1859. Svo. Calcutta.

Correspondence between the Government of India and the Asiatic Society

of Bengal relative to the Establishment of a Public Museum in Calcutta,

fol. Calcutta 1859.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Yol. I. Part 3. 8vo. Calcutta

1859.

Christiania :

—

Forhandlinger i Videnskabs-Selskabet .. Aar 1858. Svo. Christiania 1S59.

Nyt Magazin for Xaturvidenskaberne. Physiographiske Forening. 10 Je Binds.

4de Hefte. llte Binds. Heft. 1, 2. 8vo. Christiania 1859-60.

Ueber die Geometrische Beprsisentation der Gleichungen zwiseken zwei

veranderlichen reellen odor Komplexen Grossen. Aten C. A. Bjerknes.

4to. Christiania 1859.

Karlamagnus Saga ok Kappa Ilans. Af C. B. Unger. Yol. I. Svo. Chris-

tiania 1859.

Chronica Begvm Mannias et Insulamm. By P. A. Munch. Svo. Christiania

1860. (Two Copies.)

Al-Mufassal, Opus de Be Grammatica Arabicum. Edidit J. P. Broch. Svo.

Christianicc 1859.

Tale ved det Xorske Universitets Mindefest for Ivong Oscar den 22dc Septem-

ber 1859. Af J. S. AVelhaven. Svo. Christiania 1859.

Pcrsonalier oploeste ved Hans Majestaet Kong Oscar den I’ s Begravelse i Bid-

derholmskirken den 8dc August 1859. Svo. Christiania 1859.

Det Kongelige Xorske Frederiks Universitets Aarsberetninger for Aarcne

1856, 1857 og 1858. Svo. Christiania 1859.

Copenhagen :

—

Det Kongelige Danske A'idcnskabernes Selskabs'Skrifter. Femte Ihekke,

Xaturvid. og Math. Afdeling. Fjerde Binds. Hefte 2. Femte Binds.

Hefte 1. 4to. Kjdbenhavn 1859.

Oversigt...i Aaret 1858. Svo. Kjdbenhavn.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Geological Museum.

The University.

The Society.
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Donoks.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Copenhagen :—

-

Iagttagelser over den Postpliocene eller Glaciale Eormation i cn del af det

Sydlige Norge, afProf. Dr. M. Sars og Lector Th. Kjernlf. 4to. Christiania

1860.

Dijon :—Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Aids et Belles Lcttres.

2me Serie. Tome YII. 8vo. Dijon 1859.

Dublin :

—

Boyal Irish Academy. Transactions. Yol. XXIII. Part 2. 4to. Dahlia 1859.

Proceedings. Yol. YII. Parts 1-8. 8vo. Dublin 1858-59.

Royal Dublin Society. Journal. Xo. 15. 8vo. Dublin 1859.

Journal of the Geological Society'. Yol. YIII. Part 2. 8vo. Dublin 1859.

Proceedings of the Dublin University Zoological and Botanical Association.

Yol. I. Part 1. 8yo. Dublin 1858.

The Natural History Review. Yol. YI. Nos. 1-3. 8vo. Dublin 1859.

Edinburgh :

—

Royal Society. Transactions. Yol. XXII. Part 1. 4to. Edinburgh.

Proceedings. Yol. IY. No. 49. 8vo.

Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Transactions. Yol. Y. Parts 2, 3. 8vo.

Edinburgh 1859-60.

Architectural Institute of Scotland. Transactions. Yol. Y. Part 2. 8vo.

Edinburgh 1859.

Ealmouth:—Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. Twenty-sixth and Twenty-

seventh Annual Reports. 8vo. Falmouth 1858, 1859.

Geneva :—Memoires de la Socie'te de Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle. Tome

XY. Ure Partie. 4to. Geneve 1859.

Gottingen :

—

Abhandlungen der Koniglieheu Gcsellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottin-

gen. Band 8. 4to. Gottingen 1860.

Nachrichten . . vom Jahre 1858: vom Jaime 1859. 8vo. Gottingen.

Halle :

—

Abhandlungen herausgegebcn von der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenclen

Gesellschaft. Band 3. Lief 1. 4to. Frankfurt a. 21. 1859.

Zeitschrift fur die Gesammten Naturwissenschaften. herausgegeben von dem

Naturw. Yereine fur Sachsen unci Thiiringenin Halle. Bd. 11, 12. Svo.

Berlin 1858.

Jena :

—

Novorum Actorum Academia; Cassarese Lcopoldino -Carolina; Germanicoe Na-

ture Curiosorum. Tomus XXIX. 4to. Jence 1860.

Leopoldina amtliches Organ der Kais. Leop. Carol. Deutschen Akademie der

Naturforscher. Heft 1. 4to. Jena 1859.

Kiel:—Schriften der LTniversitat : aus dem Jahre 1858. Band 5. 4to. Kiel

1859.

Lausanne:—Bulletin de la Societe Yaudoise. Tome II. Nos. 16-19. 1847-48;

Tome Y. No. 42. 1858; Tome YI. No. 43-46. 1859-60. 8vo. Lau-

sanne.

Leeds :—Philosophical and Literary Society. Annual Report for 1858-59.

8vo. Leeds 1859.

a 2

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.

Tiie Society.

The Society.

The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute,

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Yerein.

The Academy.

The University.

The Society.

The Society.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Leipzig :

—

Abhandlungen der Ivdniglicli Saehsischen Oesellschaft der IVissenschaften.

Leber ein wichtiges Psyehophysisches Gesotz und dessen Beziehung zur

Scbatzung der Stemgrossen. Yon G. T. Eecbner. 8vo. Leipzig 1858.

Die Sage von Nala und Damayanti naeb der Bearbeitung des Somadeva.

Yon II. Brockliaus. 8vo. Leipzig 1859.

None Beitriige zur Kentniss der Embryobildung der Phanerogamen. I. Yon

W. Hofmeister. 8vo. Leipzig 1859.

Dio Antike LaiMwirthschaft und das von Thiinen’sche Gesetz. Gekronte

Preisscbrift. Von H. 'YViskemann. 8vo. Leipzig 1859.

Elektrische Untersucbungen. 4te Abbandlung. Yon "W. G. Hankel. Svo.

Leipzig 1859.

Bericbte iiber die Yerhandlungen : Matb.-Pbys. Classe. Heft 2 & 3, 1858.

Pbil.-Hist. Classe. Heft 2. 8vo. Leipzig 1859.

Liege :—Memoires de la Socie'te Boyale des Sciences. Tome XIV. Svo. Liege

1859.

Liverpool :

—

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. Transactions. Yol. XI. Svo.

Liverpool 1859.

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society. Xo. 13. Svo. Liver-

pool 1859.

London :

—

Board of Trade.—Meteorological Department. Fourth Xumber of Meteor-

ological Papers. 4to. London 1860.

— ——
- Notes on Meteorology, compiled by Bear-Admiral EitzBoy.

Svo. London 1859.

British Association. Beport of the Twenty-eighth, and Twenty-ninth Meet-

ings. Svo. London 1859, 1860.

Chemical Society. Quarterly Journal. Yol. XII. Part 4. Yol. XIII. Parti.

Svo. London 1860.

Entomological Society. Transactions. Yol. IY. Parts 6-9. Yol. Y. Parts

1,2. Svo. London 1858, 1859.

Geological Society. Quarterly Journal. Yol. XY. Parts 3-5. Yol. XYI.

Parts 1 & 2. Svo. London 1859-60.

Geological Survey. Memoirs. Figures and Descriptions illustrative of

British Organic Bemains. Monograph I. 4to. London 1859.

Plates to accompany Monograph I. fol.

— Memoirs. Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland for the year 185S. Part 1. By B. Hunt,

F.B.S. Svo. London 1S59.

Annual Beport of the Director-General of the Geological Survey of the

United Kingdom, &c., 1858-59. Svo.

Horologieal Institute. The Horologieal Journal. Xos. 10 to 22. Svo. 1S59-60.

First Beport of the British Horologieal Association.

Svo. London 1859.

Horticultural Society. Proceedings. Yol. I. Xos. 1-13. Svo. London

1859-60.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Board of Trade.

The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

Her Majesty's Government.

The Institute.

The Society.
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PRESENTS.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

London :

—

Institution of Civil Engineers. Minutes of Proceedings. Yols. VII. & VIII.

Part 2. Yol. IX. Yol. X. Part 2. & Yols. XI. to XVII. 8vo. London

1848-58.

Address of George Parker Bidder, Esq., on

his Election as President of the Institution of Civil Engineers. 8vo.

London 1860.

On the Construction of Artillery, and other

Vessels, to resist great Internal Pressure. By J. A. Longridge. 8vo.

London 1860.

Linnean Society. Journal of Proceedings. Yol. IY. Xo. 16. Yol. Y. Xo. 17.

Supplement to Botany. Yol. IV. 8vo. London I860.

Photographic Society. Journal. Yols. Y. & YI. Xos. 58-98. 8vo. 1859-60.

Royal Agricultural Society. Journal. Yol. XX. Part 2. 8vo. London 1859.

Royal Asiatic Society. Journal. Yol. XYII. Part 1. 8vo. London 1859.

Royal Astronomical Society. Memoirs. Vol. XXVII. 4to. London 1859.

. Monthly Xotices. Yol. XVIII. 8vo. 1858.

Royal Geographical Society. Journal. Vol. XXYIII. 8vo. London 1858.

Proceedings. Yol. III. Xos. 3, 4, 5. Yol. IY.

Xo. 1. 8vo. London 1859-60.

Royal Institute of British Architects. Papers read .. Session 1858-59. 4to.

London 1859.

List of Members, Report of Council,

&e., 1859.

Royal Institution. Xotices of the Proceedings. Part 9. 1859. 8vo.

List of Members, and Report of the Visitors for the year

1858. 8vo. 1859.

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.

Yol. XLII. 8vo. London 1859.

Proceedings. Yol. III. Xos. 2, 3.

8vo. London 1859-60.

Royal Society of Literature. Transactions. Second Series. Yol. YI. Parts

2, 3. 8vo. London 1859-60.

Society of Arts. Journal. Vol. VII. Xos. 339-364. Vol. VIII. Xos. 365-

395. 8vo. 1859-60.

Statistical Society. Journal. Yol. XXII. Part 2. 8vo. London 1859.

The London University Calendar, 1860.

United Service Institution. Journal. Yol. II. Appendix, and Yol. III.

Xos. 9 & 10. 8vo. London 1859.

University College, London. Proceedings at the Annual General Meeting,

&c. 8 vo. London 1860.

Calendar for 1859-60. 8vo. London.

Zoological Society. Transactions. Vol. IY. Part 6. 4to. London 1859.

Proceedings. Xos. 370-383, and Parts 1-3, 1858-59.

8vo. London.

Melbourne :—Transactions of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria. Yol. III.

and Yol. IY. Part 1. 8vo. Melbourne 1859.

Donors.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The University.

The Institution.

The College.

The Society.

The Institute.
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Dostobs.Peesents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued ).

Milan :

—

Memorie dell’ I. R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Yol. YII.

Ease. 4-8. Yol. YIII. Ease. 1. 4to. Milano 1858—59.

Atti. Yol. I. Ease. 6-16. 4to. Milano 1858-59.

Monumento al Cavaliere Dottore Luigi Sacco, &c. 8vo. Milano 1858.

Atti della Eondazione Scientifica Cagnola nel 1858. Yol. II. Part 2. 8vo.

Milano 1858.

Moscow :

—

Nouveatix Memoires de la Societe Iinperiale des Naturalistes. Tome YHI.

4to. Moscou 1846.

Bulletin. Annee 1854, Nos. 2, 3, 4. Annee 1855, No. 1. Annee 1858,

Nos. 2, 3, 4. Annee 1859, No. 1. 8vo. Moscou.

Rapport sur les Travaux de la Societe Iinperiale d’Agriculture de Moscou

pendant 1’Annee 1857. 8vo. Paris 1859.

Municb :—

-

Gelehrte Anzeigen. Band 48. 4to. Milnchen 1859.

Almanacb der K. Bayeriscben Akademie, 1859. 8vo. Munchen.

Erinnerung an Mitglieder der Math.-Phys. Classe der Akademie der TV is-

senscliaften. Eine Rede., von Dr. C. E. P. von Martius. 4to. Munchen

1859.

Rede bei der Hundertjaebrigen Stiftungsfeier .. am 28 Mcerz 1859. Yon 0.

L. Maurer. 4to. Munchen 1859.

Rede in der offentlicben Sitzung am 28 Marz 1860. Yon Justus Ereiherrn

von Liebig. 4to. Munchen 1860.

Yon der Bedeutung der Sanskritstudien fiir die Griecliische Pliilologie.

Festrede. .von Dr. VV. Christ. 4to. Munchen I860.

Erinnerungen von Johann Georg von Lori. 4to. Munchen 1859.

Monumenta Saeculaiia. Erancisci Petrarcae Aretini Carmina incognita :

—

Dexippi Philoso'phi Platonici in Aristotelis Categorias Dubitationes et

Solutiones :—Philosophic und Theologie von Averroes :

—
"Uhtersuchimgen

iiber die Lichstarke der Planeten Yenus, Mars, Jupiter und Saturn:—

•

Theodosii Meliteni Chronographia :—Die Entdcckung Amerikas nach den

Altesten Quellen geschichtlich dargestellt. One vol. 4to. Munchen 1859.

Atlas zur Entdeckungs-Geschichte Amerikas. Elephant. Munchen 1859.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne :—Transactions of the Tyneside Naturalists’ Field Club.

Yol. IV. Part 2. 8vo. Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1859.

Newhaven:—Journal of the American Oriental Society. Yol. I. No. 1. Second

Edition. Yols. II. III. IY. Y. 8vo. New York and London 1850-56.

Netv York :—

-

American Geographical Society. Journal. Yol. I. Nos. 1-3. 4to. New York

1859.

American Geographical and Statistical Society. Annual Report of the

Council and Officers, with Appendix, 1857. 8vo. N$w York 1858.

Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History. Yol. YI. Nos. 8-13. Yol. YII.

Nos. 1-3. 8vo. New York 1858-59.

New York State:—Medical Society. Transactions for the year 1858. 8vo.

Albany 1858.

The Institute.

The Society.

The’ Society.

The Academy.

The Club.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Lyceum.

The Society.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Paris :

—

Memoires de l'lnstitnt. Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres. Tome

XXIII. 4to. Paris 1858.

Memoires presentes par divers Savants a PAcademic des Sciences. Sciences

Mathematiques et Physiques. Tome XV. 4to. Paris 1858.

Memoires presentes par divers Savants a PAcademie des Inscriptions. Pre-

miere serie, Sujets divers d’Erudition. Tome V. 4to. Paris 1858.

Memoires de PAcademie des Sciences. Tome XXV. Tome XXVII. Part 2.

Tome XXXI. Parts 1 & 2. 4to. Paris 1860.

Annuaire de l'lnstitut pour 1860. 12mo. Paris 1860.

Comptes Bendus de PAcademie des Sciences. Vol. XLVIII. Xos. 22-25.

Vol. XLIX. Xos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 21, 24, 25. Vol. L.

Xos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21-24. 4to. Paris

1859-60.

Annales des Mines. Tome IX. Liv. 3. 1856. Tome XIV. Liv. 6. Tome XV.

Liv. 1-3. Tome XVI. Liv. 4. 8vo. Paris 1858-59.

Connaissance des Temps: 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861. 8vo. Paris 1855-58.

Societe de Geographic. Bulletin. 4me Serie. Tomes XVII. XVIII. 8vo.

Paris 1859.

Societe Geologique. Bulletin. Tome XV. Eeuilles 43-52. 1857-58.

Tome XVI. Eeuilles 24-64. Tome XVII. Eeuilles 1-12. 1858-60. 8vo.

Paris.

Liste des Membres. Juliet 1859. 8vo.

Societe Imperiale Zoologique d’Acclimation. Bulletin mensuel. Tome VI.

Xos. 7 & 8. 8vo. Paris 1859.

Societe Orientale. Bulletin. 17e Anne'e. Xo. 6. 8vo. 1859.

Depot de la Marine. Annales Hydrographiques. Tomes XIV. XV. Anne'e

1858. 8vo. Paris 1858.

Annuaire des Marees des Cotes de Prance pour l’An 1859 et l’An 1860. 12mo.

Paris 1858-59.

Description Xautique des Azores. 8vo. Paris 1858.

des lies du Cap Vert. 8vo. Paris 1858.

du Maderc et des Canaries. 8vo. Paris 1858.

(Extraits du Manuel de la Xavigation, &e.)

Instructions Xautiques destinees a accompagncr les Cartes de Vents et de

Courants par M. E. Maury. Traduites par E. Vaneechout. 4to. Paris

1859.

Mer du Xord. lre Partie. lies Shetland—lies Orcades. Traduction du

Pilote de l’Amiraute Anglaise. 8vo. Paris 1858.

Phares de la Mer du Xord, &c.—des Cotes des lies Britanniques—des Cotes

Xord et Ouest do Prance—de la Mer Mediterranee, Ac.—des Cotes Orien-

tales de l’Ameriquc Anglaise, &c.—de la Mer des Antilles, &c.—des Cotes

Occidentales d’Afrique, &c.—des Cotes Orientates de l’Amerique du Sud

—des Mers des Indes et de Chine—du Grand Oce'an, &c. Xos. 216-225.

8vo. Paris 1859 ;
Modifications et Additions au Livre des Phares jusqu’au

15 Xov. 1859. 8vo. Paris.

Pilote Xorvegien. 8vo. Paris 1858.

Donors.

The Institute.

L’Ecole des Mines.

Bureau des Longitudes.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

Depot de la Marine.
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Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Paris :

—

Recherches Chronometriques. Cahiers 1-3. Svo. Paris 1859.

Renseignements Hydrographiques sur les lies Eonnose et Lou-tchou, &e.

8vo. Paris 1859.

Fifty-six Maps and Charts.

Petersburg :

—

Memories de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences. 7me Serie. Tome I. 4to.

Petersbourg 1859.

Bulletin. Tome I. Feuilles 1-6. 4to. Petersbourg 1859.

Philadelphia :

—

Academy of Natural Sciences. Journal. New Series. Yol. IY. Parts 2, 3.

4to. Philadelphia 1859-60.

Proceedings. Nos. 1-19, 1859. Nos. 1-5,

20-27, 1860. 8vo. Philadelphia.

Account of the Remains of a Fossil Extinct Reptile recently discovered at

Haddonfield, New Jersey. 8vo. Philadelphia 1859. (Excerpt. Proc. Acad.

Philad.)

Franklin Institute. Journal. Yol. XXXY. No. 6, 1858. Yol. XXXYIT.

Nos. 5 & 6. Yol. XXXVIII. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 & 6. 8vo. Philadelphia 1S59.

Yol. XXXIX. Nos. 1-5. No. 6, 1860.

• Report of the Twenty-sixth Exhibition of American

Manufactures, Ac. 8vo. Philadelphia 1858.

Prague :

—

Abhandlungcn der koniglichen Bohmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Y. Folge. 10 er Bd. 4to. Prag 1859.

Sitzungsberichte : Januar-Juni, 1859. 8vo. Prag.

Dcs Bartholomaus von Set. Aegidius, Chronik von Prag im Reformations-

zeitalter. 8vo. Prag 1859.

Systematisch und Chronologisch geordnetes Yerzeic-hniss sammtlicher

AYcrkc und Abhandlungen der k. Bohm. Gesellschaft der 'W’issenschaften.

Yon J. J. lianas. 8vo. Prag 1854.

Rome :—

-

Atti del! Accademia Pontificia de’ Nuovi Lincei. Anno XI. Sess. 6, 7.

Anno XII. Sess. 1-3. 4to. Roma 185S-59.

Memorie dell’ Osservatorio del Collegio Romano Nuova Serie. Nos. 2, 4, 5,

7, 8, 9. 4to. Roma 1859.

Sui recent! progressi dell’ Astronomia, del P. A. Secchi. Svo. Roma

1859.

Escursione scientifica fatta a Norcia ad Occasionc del Terremoti del 22 Agosto

1859, del P. A. Secchi. 4to. Roma I860.

Memorie dell’ Osservatorio del Collegio Romano. Nuova Serie. No. 1. 4to.

1859.

Stockholm :

—

Kongliga Svenska Yetcnskaps-Akademiens Ilandlingar. Ny Foljd. Andra

Baudot. Forsta Ilaftct. 4to. 1857.

Kongl. Vetenskaps Academiens Ilandlingar for 1823, ocli 1S32. Svo. Stock-

holm 1824 & 1832.

Donoes.

Depot de la Marine.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Stockholm :

—

Ofversigt. Femtonde Argangen, 1858. 8vo. Stockholm 1859.

Berattelse om Eramstegen i Eysik under ar 1853 ..af E. Edlnnd. 8vo.

Stockholm 1859.

Berattelse om Eramstegen i Naturalhistoria for 1855 ock 1856. Af C. H.

Bokeman. 8vo. Stockholm 1859.

Kongliga Svenska Eregatten Engenies Besa omkring Jorden, &c. Zoologi III.

4to. Stockholm 1859.

Switzerland :—-Yerhandlungen der allgemeinen schweizerischen Gesellschaft

:

17, 18, 19 August 1857. 8vo. Trogen.

Toronto :—The Canadian Journal of Industry, Science, and Art. Nos. 21-27.

8vo. Toronto 1859-60.

Toulouse :—Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences, &c. 5™ Serie.

Tome III. 8vo. Toulouse 1859.

Utrecht :

—

Provincial Utrechtsche Genootschap. Chronologisch Register op het

Yervolg van het Groot-Charterboek vanYan Mieris, aanwezig op het Rijks-

Archief te ’s Hage. 8vo. Utrecht 1859.

Justus van Effen geschetst in zijn Leven en Werken. 8vo. Utrecht 1859.

Yerslag van het Yerhandelde in de Algemeene Yergadering . . 1856, 1857,

1858, 1859. 8vo. Utrecht 1856-59.

Aanteekeningen van de Yerhandelde in de Sectie-Yergaderingen : 1855-

1859. 5 Parts. 8vo. Utrecht 1856-59.

Naamlijst der Leden, 1859. 8vo.

Catalogus der Tentoonstelling van voor Nederland helangrijke Oudheden

en Merkvraardigheden, enz. 4to. Utrecht 1857.

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute. Meteorologische "Waarne-

mingen in Nederland en zijne Bezittingen, Ac., 1857 & 1858. 2 Yols.

Obi. 4to. Utrecht 1858-59.

Yan Diemen’s Land :—Meteorological Tables, made at Hobart Town, January

to April, Juno to November 1857, and January 1858. Sheets.

Yenicc:—Atti dell’ Istituto Yeneto. Tomo IY. Serie 3. Dispensa 6. 8vo.

Venezia 1858-59.

Yienna :

—

Denksehriften der Akademie der Wissenschaften. Math. Natur. Classe.

Bd. 17. 4to. Wien 1859.

Sitzungsberichte. Phil. Hist. Classe. Bd. 30. Heft 2, 3. Bd. 31. Bd. 32.

Heft 1, 2. 8vo. 1859.

Register zu den Banden 21 bis 30. .III. 8vo. Wien 1859.

Math. Natur. Classe. Bd. 35. Heft 10-12. Bd. 36. Heft 13-16.

Bd. 37. Heft 17-22. Bd. 38. Heft 23-28. 8vo. 1859.

Register zu den Banden 21 bis 30. III. 8vo. Wien 1859.

Almanach der k. xlkademie. Ncunter Jahrgang, 1859. 8vo. Wien.

Geologischen Reichsanstalt. Jahrbuch. IX. Jahrg. No. 4. X. Jahrg. No.

1-3. 4to. Wien 1858-59.

Jahrbiicher der k. k. Central-Anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagne-

tismus. Yon K. Kreil. Bd. 6. 4to. Wien 1859.

MDG'CCLX. b

The Academy.

The Society.

The Canadian Institute.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Royal Society, Y.D.L.

The Institute.

The Academy.

The Institute.
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Dosoks.PltESEXTS.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES
(
continued).

Vienna :

—

Ansprache gehalten am Schlusse des erstc-n Decenniums dor k. k. Geolo-

gischen Reichsanstalt. Yon AY. Haidinger. 4to. Wien 1659.

Die Eossilen Mollusken des tertiaer-Beckens von Wien. Yon M. Homes.

Zweiter Band—Bivalven. 4to. Wien.

Bericht liber die erste allgemeine Yersammlung von Berg- nnd Hiittenmiin-

nern zu "Wien, 1858. 8vo. Wien 1859.

Geographischen Gesellscbaft. Mittheilungen. III. Jahrg. Heft 1, 2. 4to.

Wien 1859.

Washington :

—

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Yol. X. 4to. Washington 1S58.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents, for the year 1857. 8vo. Wash-

ington 1858.

Wurzburg :

—

Verhandlungen dcr Physicahsch-Medicinisehen Gesellschaft. Band 9.

Heft 2, 3. Band 10. Heft 1-3. 8vo. Wurzburg 1859-60.

Wurzburger Medicinische Zeitsehrift. Band 1. Heft 1. 8vo. Wurzburg

1860.

Wurzburger Xaturwissenscliaftliche Zeitsehrift. Band 1. Heft 1. 8vo.

Wurzburg 1860.

Yorkshire :

—

Report of the Proceedings of the Geological and Polytechnic Society of the

West Riding of Yorkshire, 1858-59. 8vo. Leeds 1859.

Transactions of the South Yorkshire Viewers’ Association. Yol. I. Part 1.

8vo. Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1859.

Zurich Heue Denlcschriften dcr allgemeinen Schweizerischen Gesellschaft.

Bd. 16. 4to. ZUrieh 1858.

ADHEMAR (J.) Revolutions do la Mer. Deluges periodiques. 2me Edition.

2 Yols. Texte et Planches. 8vo. Paris 1860.

ADOLPH (W.) The Simplicity of the Creation
;
or the Astronomical Monument

of the Blessed Virgin, &c. 8vo. London 1859.

AIRY (G. B., E.R.S.) Astronomical and Magnetical and Meteorological

Observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the Year 1S5S.

4to. London 1860.

Instruction and Chart for Observations of Mars in

R.A. at the Opposition of 1860. 8vo. London 1858.

ALTHEER (J. J.) Korte Schets van de Leer der Ycrbranding en Zelfver-

branding, enz. 8vo. Batavia 1856.

Eetbare Aardsorten en Geophagie. 8vo.

Chemisch-Physiologisch Onderzoek naar liet bittere Re-

standdeel van Cocculus Crispus, D.C. Earn, der Menispcrmeoe. 8vo. Batavia

1859.

AXOXYMOITS:—
Almanaque Xautico para el Ano 1861. 8vo. Cadiz 1859.

A List of the Books of Reference in the Reading Room of the British Museum.

1859.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Smithsonian Institution

.

The Society.

The Society.

The Association.

The Society.

The Author.

The Author.

The Admiralty.

The Author.

The Batavian Society.

The Observatory of San Fer-

nando.

The Trustees of the British

Museum.
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Presents.

AXOXYMOUS (continued).

Censo de la Poblacion de Espaiia, segun el recuento Verificado en 24 de Mayo

de 1857, &c. 4to. Madrid 1858.

Xomenclator de los Pueblos de Espana, formado por la Comision de Estadistica

General del Reino. 4to. Madrid 1858.

Companion to the Barometer. Calculated and Stereoglyphed by Messrs.

Scheutz's Calculating Machine. Xo. 2, and printed by Machinery. London

1859.

Defence of Dr. Gould by the Scientific Council of the Dudley Observatory.

Third Edition. 8vo. Albany 1858.

Documents relative to the Colonial History of the State of New York
;
pro-

cured in Holland, England and France, by J. It. Brodhead, Esq. Yol. II.

1858. Yol. YIH. 1857. Yol. X. 1858. 4to. Albany.

List of the Fellows, Members, and Extra Licentiates of the Royal College of

Physicians, London. 8vo. 1859.

Reports of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the most practicable and

economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific

Ocean; in 1853-56. Yol. IX. 4to. Washington 1858.

Report of the Secretary of War communicating information respecting the

Purchase of Camels for the purposes of Military Transportation. 8vo. Wash-

inyton 1857.

Report on Lake Harbour Improvements for 1857. 8vo. Washington 1858.

Report and Information concerning Liberia and the Colony at Cape Palmas.

8vo. 1850.

Report to the Secretary of State for War on the Results of a Chemical Exa-

mination for Copper and Lead, &c. fol. London 1859.

Return of any Experiments made at the Royal Arsenal on Cast Iron for the

Manufacture of Cannon, &c. fol. London 1858.

Report of the Twenty-seventh Annual Meeting of the Literary Association

of the Friends of Poland, 1859. 8vo. London.

The Andaman Islands ; with Xotes on Barren Island. Selections from the

Records of the Government of India. Xo. XXY. 8vo. Calcutta 1859. (With

a Map.)

The Forty-second Report of the Society for the Suppression of Mendicity.

8vo. London 1860.

The Xautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris for the Year 1863. 8vo.

London 1859.

Xautical Almanac Circular. Xo. 5. Total Solar Eclipse, 1860, July 18, &c.

8vo. London 1859.

Ephemerides of the Minor Planets and Xeptune for the lrear 1869. 8vo.

London 1859.

The Royal Gallery of Art. Parts 38-44. fol. London 1859-60.

Tabellen und Amtliche Xachrichten fiber den Preussischcn Staat. Ergebnisse

der in den Jahren 1846 bis 1857 angestelltcn Beobachtungen des meteoro-

logischcn Instituts. fol. Berlin 1858.

Trabalhos do Observatorio Meteorologico do Infante D. Luiz na Escola Poly-

techniea. 4° Anno 1858. fol. Lisboa 1859.

b 2

Donors.

The Spanish Government.

W. Gravatt, Esq., F.R.S.

The Author.

The Legislature of the State

of Xew York.

The College.

The United States Govern-

ment.

The Secretary of State for

War.

The Association.

The India Office.

The Society.

The Admiralty.

S. C. Hall, Esq.

Prof. Dove, For. Mem. R.S.

The Observatory.
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Doxobs.Peesexts.

ANONYMOUS (continued).

United States of America. Beport of the Postmaster-General for the Tear

1857. Svo.

ARGELANDER (F. W. A., For. Mem. B.S.) Atlas des Nordlichen Gestimten

Himmels fur den Anfang des Jahres 1855, entworfen auf der Konigliehen

Stemwarte zu Bonn. 2-4 Liefenmg. Imp. fol. Bonn 1858.

ARNAUDON (I.) Becherches siu’ les Bois d’Amarante. 4to. Paris 1858.

Becherches sur nn nouvel Acide extrait du Bois de Taiga dc

Paraguay. 4to. Paris 1855.

BACI1E (A. D.) Beport of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, &e., 1854.

4to. Washington 1855.

BAEB (K. E. von, For. Mem. B.S.) Ueber Papuas und Alfui’en. Ein Com-

mentar zu den beiden ersten Abschnitten der Abhandlung Crania Selecta, &c.

4to. St. Petersbourg 1859.

Crania Selecta ex Thesauris Anthropolo-

gicis Academiae Impcrialis Petropolitanse. 4to. Petrojpoli 1859. (Extraits

Mem. Acad. Petersb.)

BAINES (M. A.) The Comparative Properties of Human and Animal Milks, &c.

8vo. London 1860.

The Practice of Hiring Wet Nurses, &c. 8vo. London 1860.

BALL (S.) An Account of the Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea in China, &c.

8vo. London 1848.

BEABDMOBE (S.) The Globe Telegraph: an Essay on the Use of the Earth

for the Transmission of Electric Signals. 8vo. London 1859.

BERON (P.) Atlas Meteorologique. Imp. fol. (Eleven coloured Plates.) Paris

I860.

Textc des Explications des Faits contenus dans l'Atlas Meteoro-

logique, &c. 4to. Paris 1860.

BIANCONI (J. J.) Specimina Zoologica Mosambieana. Fasc. 13. 4to. Bononice

1850.

BISHOP (J., F.B.S.) The Hunterian Oration delivered at the Royal College

of Surgeons of England on February 14th, 1859. Svo. London 1859.

BOllM (.7. G.) and KARLINSKI (F.) Magnctische und Meteorologische Bco-

bachtungcn zu Prag. 29 er Jahrgang. 4to. Prag 1860.

BOTFIELH (B., F.B.S.) Stemmata BoteviBiana. Memorials of the Families

of He Botcville, Thynne, and Botficld, in the Coimtics of Salop and Wilts.

4to. Westminster 1858.

BOUCHE (A.) Notice sur un nouveau Systeme de Tables dc Logarithmcs a

cinq Decimalcs. Svo. Angers 1859.

BBUNNOW (F.) Astronomical Notices. Nos. 11-1S. Svo. Albany 1859-60.

Tables of Victoria computed with regard to the Perturba-

tions of Jupiter and Saturn. 4to. New Torlc 1859.

BUItNOUF (E.) and (LEUPOL (L.) Methodc pour etudier la Langue Sanscrite,

&c. Svo. Paris 1859.

BURT (T. S., F.B.S.) Miscellaneous Papers on Scientific Subjects, written

chiefly in India. Svo. London 1837.

CAPOBALE (G.) Dell’Agro Aceranno c della sua condizionc Sanitaria, &c.

Svo. Napoli 1859.

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

The Author.

The Author.

The Coast Survey Office,

Washington.

The Author.

The Authoress.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Editor.

The Author.

Mens. B. Duprat.

The Author.

The Author.
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Presents.

€HASLES (M., For. Mem. R.S.) Histoire des Sciences Mathematiques. 4to.

Paris 1859.

—— — - Rapport sur un Memoire de M. F. Wocpekc,

intitule Essai d’une Restitution des Travaux perdus d’Apollonius sur les

quantites irrationnelles, &c. 4to. Paris 1853.

Rapport sur un Ouvragc intitule Traite de

Perspective-relief, &c. 4to. Paris 1853.

Principe de Corre'spondance entre deux 01)

-

jets variables, qui peut-etre d'un grand usage en Geometric. 4to. Paris

1855.

Les trois Livres de Porismes d’Euclide,

retablis pour la premiere fois, &c. 4to. Paris 1859.

Determination du nombre de Points qu’on

pout prendre arbitrairement pour former, suruneCourbe donnee d’Ordre rn,

la base d’un faisceau d’Ordre n< m. 4to. Paris 1857.

Construction des Racines des Equations du

troisieme et du quatrieme degre. 4to. Paris 1855.

Note sur les Courbes de troisieme Ordre,

concernant les Points d’lntersection, &c. 4to. Paris 1855.

Proprie'tes des Courbes a double Courbure du

troisieme Ordre. 4to. Paris 1857.

Construction de la Courbe du troisieme Ordre

determinee par neuf Points. 4to. Paris 1853 et 1854.

Proprietes des Courbes du quatrieme Ordre.

Developpement des Consequences du Theoreme general concernant la De-

scription de ces Courbes au Moyen de deux Faisceaux de Coniques. 4to.

Paris 1853.

Deux The'oremes generaux sur les Courbes

et les Surfaces Geometriques de tous les Ordres. 4to. Paris 1857. (Ex-

cerpts from tbe Comptes Rendus and Journal des Mathematiques.)

CHETRETJL (E.) Explication deduite de l’Experience de plusieurs Phenomenes

de Vision concernant la Perspective. 4to. Paris 1859. (Extrait, Tome XXX.
Acad. Sci.)

COOLIDGE (R. II.) Statistical Report on the Sickness and Mortality in the

Army of the United States from January 1839 to January 1855. Pre-

pared under the Direction of Brevet Brigadier-General Thomas Lawson,

Surgeon-General LT . S. A. 4to. Washington 1856.

COULYIEE-GEAYIER (—
.)

Rccherches sur les Meteores et sur les Lois qui

les regissent. 8vo. Paris 1859.

CRACE-CALVERT (F., F.R.S.) and JOHXSOX (R.) On the Specific Gravity

of Alloys. 8vo. London 1859. (Excerpt from Phil. Mag. 1859.)

DAltWIN (C., E.R.S.) On the Origin of Species by means of Natural Selection,

or the Preservation of favoured Races in the Struggle of Life. 8vo. London

1859.

DAUBENY (G. C. B., F.R.S.) Supplement to Descriptions of Volcanos. 8vo.

DAVY (Sir Humphry.), Fragmentary Remains, Literary and Scientific .. with

a Sketch of his Life, &c. Edited by J. Davy, M.D., F.R.S. 8vo. London

1858.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Director-General of the

Army Medical Depart-

ment.

The Author.

The Authors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Editor.
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Presents.

DELESSE (— .) Recherches sur l’Origine des Roches. 8vo. Paris 1858. ('Ex-

cerpt. Bull. Soc. Geol.)

DE MORGAN (A.) On the General Principles of which the Composition or

Aggregation of Eorces is a Consequence. 4to. Cambridge 1859.

Syllabus of a proposed System of Logic. 8vo. London

1860.

DESNOYERS (J.) Sur des Empreintes de Pas d'Animaux dans le Gypse des

Environs de Paris. 8vo. 1859. (Excerpt. Bull. Soc. Geol.)

DE VERNEUIL, COLLOMB, TRIGER, and COTTEAU (G.) Note sur une

partie du Pays Basque espagnol, aecompagnee d’une Carte. 8vo. 1860.

(Excerpt. Bull. Soc. Geol.)

DE YRIESE (W. H.) Nederlandsch Kruidkundig Archief. 4de Deel. 4de

Stuk. 8vo. Leijden 1859.

ENCKE (.J. E., Eor. Mem. R.S.) Berliner Astronomisches Jahrbuch fiir 1862.

8vo. Berlin 1859.

FERGUSSON (Lieut. E. E. T.) Magnetical and Meteorological Observations

made at the Honourable East India Company’s Observatory, Bombay, in the

Year 1857. 4to. Bombay 1858.

FOUCAULT (L.) Memoire sur la Construction des Telescopes en Terre argente.

4to. Paris 1859. (Extrait du Tom. Y. Ann. de l’Obs. Paris.)

FREMAUX (—.)
Recueil de Recherches et cTObservations Pratiques sur le

Cholera-Morbus, &c. 8vo. Paris 1860.

GONNELLA (T.) Descrizione di due Maechine Aritmetiche per l'Addizione. 8vo.

Firenze 1859.

GOULD (B. A.) Reply to the “ Statement of the Trustees” of the Dudley Ob-

servatory. 8vo. Albany 1859.

HALLS (J. J.) Two Months in Arrah in 1857. 8vo. London 1860.

HAMEL (J.) Historical Account of the Introduction of the Galvanic and

Electro-magnetic Telegraph. 8vo. London 1859.

HANSEN (P. A., For. Mem. R.S.) Ueber die Einriclitung derncuen herzogli-

chen Sternwarte zu Gotha. 8vo. 1859. (Excerpt. Bcrichte, Math. Phys.

Classe, Leipzig.)

HANSTEEN (C., For. Mem. R.S.) Den Magnetiske Inclinations periodiske

Forandringer. 4to. 1857. (Excerpt. Iv. Vet. Akad. Handl.)

HENWOOD ( \V. J., F.R.S.) Note on Changes produced by the Deepening and

Extension of Mines on the Temperatures at their previous Bottoms. Svo.

Penzance 1859.

HERMITE (— .) Sur la Theorie des Equations Modulaires et la Resolution de

l’Equation du cinquieme Degre. 4to. Paris 1859.

HEYVVOOD (J., F.R.S.) Academic Reform and University Representation.

8vo. London 1860.

HOC'HSTETTER (F.) Lecture on the Geology of the Province ofAuckland, New
Zealand, fol. Auclcland 1859.

HOGG (J., F.R.S.) Notice of the Annals of Granius Licinianus, as contained

in a Palimpsestic MS. brought from Egypt. 8vo. London 1S59.

Additional Inscriptions from the Hauran and the Eastern

Desert of Syria. 8vo. London 1859.

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authors.

The Ministry of the Inte-

rior of the Netherlands.

The Author.

The India Office.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author, by Sir B. C.

Brodie, Bart., P.R.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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Peesents.

HOGG (J., F.R.S.) On tlie History of Iceland, and its Language and Literature.

8vo. London 1S59. (Excerpts from Trans. Hoy. Soc. Lit.)

On Gebel Hauran
;

its adjacent Districts, and the Eastern

Desert of Syria, &c. 8vo. Edinburgh 1860. (From Edinb. New Phil.

Joum.)

HOLDSWORTH (J.) A Battle with the Basalts, &c. 8vo. Edinburgh 1855.

HOLTMAN (Y.) Association Scientifique Universelle. 8vo. Bruxelles 1860.

HOHSFIELD (T.) and MOOBE (F.) A Catalogue of the Lepidopterous Insects

in the Museum of Natural History at the East India House. Yol. II. 8vo.

London 1858-59.

JOHNSTONE (W. G.) and C'BOALL (A.) The Nature-Printed Seaweeds, &c. &c.

Nature-Printed by H. Bradbury. Yol. III. Melanospermeae. 8vo. London

1860.

JOURNALS :

—

Astronomische Nachrichten. Band 51. 4to. Altona 1859.

Cosmos. Yol. XIY. Nos. 21-26, and Title and Index. Yol. XY. Nos. 1-27.

Yol. XYI. Nos. 1-19. 8vo. Paris 1859-60.

L’Hydrotherapie. Journal. 8yo. P«m 1859.

The American Journal of Science and Arts. Yol. XIX. No. 56, 1855. Yol. XXII.

No. 66, 1856. Yols. XXYII. XXYIII. & XXIX. 1859-60. 8vo. Newliaven.

The Athenaeum. May to December 1859 ;
January to May 1860.

The Atlantis : a Register of Literature and Science. Conducted by Members

of the Catholic University of Ireland. Nos. 4 & 5. 8vo. 1859-60.

The Builder. Yol. XYII. Nos. 851-882. Yol. XVIII. Nos. 883-906. 4to.

London 1859-60.

The Chemical News. Nos. 1-28, 1859. 8vo. 1859-60.

The Geologist. Yol. II. Nos. 18-24. Yol. III. Nos. 25-30. 8vo. London

1859-60.

The Journal of Mental Science. Yol. Y. No. 30. Yol. YI. Nos. 32 & 33. 8yo.

London 1859-60.

The Literary Gazette. June to December 1859 ;
January to May 1860.

The Mathematical Monthly. Yol. I. No. 8. Yol. II. Nos. 3, 4 & 5. 4to. New

York 1859-60.

The Philosophical Magazine. June to December 1859; January to June

1860. 8vo.

KNOBLAUCH (H.) Uober das Yerhalten Krystallisiter Korper zwischen elek-

trischen Polen. 8vo. Berlin 1851.

Gangunterschied durch ungleiche Wegeslangen in einem

und demselben Medium. 8vo. Berlin 1859. (From Monatsb. Akad. Berlin.)

Ueber die Doppelbrechung cler strahlendenWarme. Ueber

die Beugung der strahlenden Warme. 8yo. Berlin 1848.

Ueber die Abhangigkeit des Durchgangs der strahlenden

"Warme durch KrystaUe von ihrer Richtung in denselbcn I. II. 8vo.

Berlin.

. Ueber den Einfluss welchen Metalle auf die strahlende

Warme ausiiben. 8vo. Berlin 1857. (From Poggendorffs Annalen.)

De Caloris Radiante Disquisitiones Experimentis quibus-

dam novis iRustratoe. 4to. Berolini 1846.

Donoes.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The India Office.

H. Bradbury.

The Observatory.

L’Abbe Moigno.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

W. Sharswood, Esq.

W. Francis, Esq.

The Author.
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PRESENTS.

KNOBLAUCH (H.) Ob bei vcrschiedenen Holzarten ein gewisser Zusammen-

hang zwischen den 'an ihnen beobachteten physikalischen Eigenscbaften,

z. B. Warmeleitungs-Erseheinungen, Klangverhaltnissen, u.s.w. und ihren

Struc-turverhaltnissen erkennbar sei. 4to. Halle 1858. (Erom Sitznngsb.

naturf. Gescll. Halle.)

KQLLIICER (A.) TJeber das ausgebreitete Yorkommen Ton pflanzlicben Para-

siten in den Hartgcbilden niederer Tbiere. 8yo. Wurzburg 1859. (Excerpt.

Zeitschr. AViss. Zool.)

Ueber die Bcziehungen der Cborda dorsalis zur Bildung der

Wirbel der Selachier und einiger andem Eiscbe. Svo. Wurzburg 1860.

(Excerpt. Verbandl. Wiirzb. pbys. Med. Gesell.)

— A Manual of Human Microscopic Anatomy. 8yo. London

1860.

KUPFFER (A. T., For. Mem. R.S.) Annales de 1’ObserYatoire Physique cen-

tral de Bussie. Annee 1856. Xos. 1 & 2. 4to. St. Petersbourg 1858.

Compte Rendu Annuel. Annee 1857. 4to.

St. Petersbourg 1858.

LACHLAN (R.) A Paper and Resolutions in Advocacy of the Establishment

of a Uniform System of Meteorological Observations. 8vo. Cincinnati 1859.

LAMONT (J., For. Mem. R.S.) Monatlicbe und jahrliche Resultate der an der

k. Sternwarte bei Miincben in dem 32 jahrigen Zeitraume 1825-56 ange-

stellten meteorologiscben Beobacbtungen. III. Supplement-Band. Svo.

Miinchen 1859.

Jahresbericht der k. Sternwarte fib- 1S58.

8vo Miinchen 1859.

Untersucbungen iiber die Richtimg und Starke

des Erdmagnetismus in Nord-Deutschland, &c. 4to. Miinchen 1859.

LEA (J.) Observations on the Genus Unio. Yol. YI. Part 2. and Yol. YII. 4to.

Philadelphia.

Descriptions of New Species of Unionidae, &c. Svo. Philadelphia 1860.

(Extracts Proc. Amcr. Acad.)

Description of Twenty-seven New Species of Uniones from Georgia.

Svo. Philadelphia 1859.

LEIDY (J.) and HAAbDEN (F. Y.) Geological Sketch of the Estuary and Fresh

Water Deposit forming the Bad Lands of the Judith River, &c. 4to. Phila-

delphia 1S59. (From Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.)

LE YERRIER (U. J. J., For. Mem. R.S.) Annales dc FObservatoire Imperial

dc Paris. Observations, Tome II. 4to. Paris 1859.

LIIIARZIK (F.) Anhang als Berichtigung der Appbcation des Gesetzes. Svo.

LOWE (E. J.) A Natural History of Ferns. Yols. YII. & YIII. Parts 91-10S,

and 111-114. Svo. London.

Beautiful-leaved Plants. Parts 3, 8, 10 & 11. Svo. London.

LUTHER (E.) Astronomische Beobacbtungen auf dor k. Univcrsitiits-Stern-

warte zu Kbnigsberg. Abth. 32. fob Konigsberg 1859.

M'COMBIE (Hon. T.) The History of the Colony of Victoria, from its Settlement

to the Death of Sir Charles Hotham. Svo. Melbourne, and London 1858.

Report on the Aborigines of Victoria, fob Melbourne

Doxoes.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Smithsonian Institution.

The Observatory.

The Author.

J. Leidy, M.D.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

1859.
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MACLAUCHLAN (H.) Memoir written during a Survey of the Eoman Wall,

through the Counties of Northumberland and Cumberland, in the Years

1852-54. 8vo. London 1858.

Memoir written during a Survey of the Watling Street,

from the Tees to the Scotch Border, in the Years 1850 and 1851. 8vo.

London 1852.

Plans and Illustrations of the Roman Wall and of the

Principal Yestiges of Roman Occupation in the North of England, imp. fol.

1857. (Printed for private distribution.)

MAEDLER (J. H.) Beobachtungen der Kaiserlichen Universitats-Sternwarte

Dorpat. Bd. XV. Abth. 1. 4to. Dorpat 1S59.

MAGLIOZZI (M.) Notizie Storiche intorno 1’ Invenzione e P Uso della Bus-

sola, &c. 8vo. Napoli 1859.

MAILLY (E.) Recitation d’un Yoyage fait en Sicile et dans le Midi de l’ltalie

.... 1858. 8vo. Bruxelles 1859.

Precis de l’Histoire de l’Astronomie aux Etats-unis d’Amerique.

8vo. Bruxelles 1860.

MAPS, ENGRAVINGS, WORKS OF ART, &c.

Track Survey of the River Parana. Sheets 3, 4, 5 & 7. 1855.

Fifty-six Maps and Charts, published by the Depot general de la Marine, Paris.

Rise and Fall of the River Indus from 1845 to 1858. Three Sheets of Curve

Diagrams: coloured.

Two Photographs : Acacia Tree at Kensington, struck by Lightning 12th June,

1859, and Remnants of the same.

Portrait in Oil, with Gilt Frame, of the Earl of Rosse, late President of the

Royal Society, painted by Catterson Smith, Esq.

Portrait in Oil, with Gilt Frame, of the Very Rev. George Peacock, Dean of

Ely, F.R.S., &c., by Mr. Blakiston.

Engraved Portrait of W. C. Mylne, Esq., F.R.S,

Original Electrical Machine of Dr. Priestley.

MARCET (W.) An Experimental Inquiry into the Action of Alcohol on the

Nervous System. 8vo. London 1860.

MARTIN (R.) Memoire sur le Calendrier Musulman et sur le Calendrier He-

braique. l l're I’artie. 8vo. Paris 1857.

MAERY (M. F.) Explanations and Sailing Directions, to accompany the

Wind and Current Charts. Eighth Edition. Yol. II. 4to. Washington 1859.

MEEK (F. B.) and HAYDEN (F. Y.) Descriptions of new Organic Remains

from North-eastern Kansas, indicating the Existence of Permian Rocks in

that Territory. 8vo. 1858.

Geological Explorations in Kansas Ter-

ritory. 8vo. Philadelphia 1859. (Excerpt. Proc. Acad. Philad.)

MEYER (H. von.) Zur Fauna der Vorwelt. Reptilien aus dem lithographischen

Schiefer des Jura in Deutschland und Frankreich. II. Lieferung (Schluss).

fol. Frankfurt a M. 1859.

MCHRY (A.) Allgemeine Geographische Meteorologie oder Yersuch einer

uebersichtlichen Darlegung des Systems der Erd-Meteoration in ihrer Kli-

matisches Bedeutung. 8vo. Leipzig u. Heidelberg 1860.

MDCCCLX. C
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The Observatory.
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The Author.

The Navy Department,

Washington.

Depot de la Marine.

The India Office.

W. Banting, Esq.

The Earl of Rosse.

The Committee of Sub-

scribers to the Portrait.

R. W. Mylne, Esq.

J. A. Bostock, Esq.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory, Washing-

ton.

The Authors.

The Author.

The Author.
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Peesexts.

MULDER (6. J.) Scheikundige Yerhandelingen en Onderzoekingen. 2de Deel.

3de Stuk. 8vo. Rotterdam 1859.

MURCHISON (Sir R. I., E.R.S.) Address at the Anniversary Meeting of the

Royal Geographical Society, 23rd May, 1859. 8vo. Lond.on.

NEWMAN (E.) A Natural History of all the British Butterflies. 4to. London.

OWEN (R., E.R.S.) On the Classification and Geographical Distribution of the

Mammalia
;

to which is added, an Appendix on the Gorilla, and on the Ex-

tinction and Transmutation of Species. 8vo. London 1859.

RAGES (L.) Bibliographic Japonaise, ou Catalogue des Ouvrages relatifs au

Japon qui ont ete publies depuis le XYe Siecle jusqu’a nos Jours. 4to. Paris

1859.

PASTEUR (L.) Memoire sur la Eermentation aleoolique. 8vo. Paris 1860.

PHILLIPS (J., E.R.S.) Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the

Geological Society of London, Feb. 17, 1860. 8vo. London 1860.

PLANA (J., For. Mem. R.S.) Memoire sur le Mouvement du Centre de Gra-

vity d’un Corps solide lance vers la Terre entre les Centres de la Lune et

de la Terre, supposes fixes immediatement apres Plmpulsion. 4to. Turin

1859.

Reflexions nouvelles sur deux Memoires de La-

grange publies en 1769 dans le Tome 4 des Miscellanea Taurinensia. 4to.

Turin 1859.

Note sur lo Proces de Galilee. 4to. Turin

1859.—— Memoire sur la Theorie des Nombres. 4to, Turin

1860.

Reflexions sur les Objections soulevees par Arago

contre la Priorite de Galilee pour la double Decouverte des Taches solaires

noircs et de la Rotation uniforme du Globe du Soleil. 4to. Turin 1860.

(Extraits des Mem. de l’Acad. Turin.)

PLANTAMOUR (E.) Resume Meteorologique de l’annee 185S pom- Geneve

et le Grand St. Bernard. 8vo. Geneve 1859. (Extrait Bib. Univ. de Geneve.)

Observations Astronomiques faites a l’Observatoire de

Geneve dans les annees 1853 et 1854. XIe et XIIe Serie. 4to. Geneve

1859. (Supplement. Tom. XY. Mem. Soc. Phys.)

PLUCKER (J., For. Mem. R.S.) Ueber (he Einwirkung des Magneton auf die

elektrischen Entladungcn in verdiinnten Gasen. 8vo.

POUDRA (— .)
Traite de Perspective-Relief. 8vo. Paris 1S60, nvec Atlas de

18 Planches, obi. 4to. Paris 1860.

PROEUMO (A.) De Interiori Sermonis Organo Commcntariis. Svo. Parisiis

1859.

QUEIPO (Yasquez Y.) Essai sur les Systenies metriques et monetaires des

anciens Peuples depuis les premiers Temps historiques jusqu’a la Fin du

Khalifat d’Oricnt. 3 Vols. Svo. Paris 1859.

QUETELET (A., For. Mem. R.S.) Table de Mortality pour le Brabant, d'apres

les Documents du Recensement de 1856. Svo.

Sur la Constance dans le Nombre des

Manages et sur la Statistique Morale en general. Svo.

Sur les Etoiles filantes et le Magnetisme

Doxoes.

The Ministry of the Interior

of the Netherlands.

The Author.

J. S . Bowerbahk. Esq.
,
F.R.S.

The Author.

Mons. B. Duprat.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

terrestre. 8vo.
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Pkesents.

QUETELET (A., For. Mem. R.S.) Sur le Magnetisme terrestre
;
par M. Han-

steen. 8vo.

Sur la Difference des Longitudes entre Ber-

lin et Bruxelles, determinee par la telegraphie electrique. 8vo.

Observations des Passages de la Lune et des

Etoiles de meme Culmination. 8vo.

— Sur les Etoiles filantes periodiques du mois

d’Aout 1858, observe'es en Allemagne.

Sur la Comete de Donati, visible a l’ceil

nu. 8vo.

Sur les Travaux de l’ancienne Academie de

Bruxelles. 8vo. (Excerpts Bull. Acad. Brux.)

Observations de Phenomenes Periodiques.

4to. Bruxelles. (Excerpt. Mem. Acad. Brux.)

Annales de l’Observatoire Royal de

Bruxelles. Tome XIY. 4to. Bruxelles 1859.

Annuaire de l’Observatoire Royal, 26e An-

ne'e. 12mo. Bruxelles 1858.

QUETELET (E.) Note sur l’Aurore boreale du 21 Avril 1859. 8vo.

Ele'ments absolus du Magnetisme terrestre. 8vo.

Magnetisme terrestre a Bruxelles. 8vo.

Note sur un Principe remarquable en Geometrie. 8vo.

RANKINE (AY. J. M., F.R.S.) A Manual of the Steam-Engine and other

Prime Movers. 8vo. London and Glasgow 1859.

RESLHUBER (P. A.) Magnetische Beobachtungen zu Kremsmiinster im Jahre

1855. 4to. Wien 1858. (Excerpt. Jahrbiicher k. k. Central-Anstalt.)

Ueber die Witterungs-Anzeigen in den Kalendern. 4to.

Linz 1857.

Untersuchungen iiber den Druck der Luft. Ein Bei-

trag zur Elimatologie Oberosterreichs. 8vo. Linz 1858.

Bericht iiber die Kometen von den Jahren 975, 1264,

und 1556. 8vo. Linz 1857.

Resultate aus den im Jahre 1857 auf der Stermvarte zu

Kremsmiinster angestellten meteorologischen Beobachtungen. 8vo. Linz 1858.

The same for 1858. 8vo. Linz 1859.

Ueber das Wetterleuchten. 8vo. Wien 1858. (Ex-

cerpt. Sitzungsberiehte, Wien.)

RICHARDSON (Sir J., E.R.S.) Polar Regions. (Article in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, Yol. XVIII.) 4to.

ROBINSON (Rev. T. R., F.R.S.) Places of 5345 Stars observed from 1828 to

1854 at the Armagh Observatory. 8vo. Dublin 1859.

RUNKLE (J. D., Editor.) The Mathematical Monthly. Yol. I. 8vo. Cambridge

( U.S.) and London 1859.

SABINE (Major-Gen. E., Treas. R.S.) Observations made at the Magnetical

and Meteorological Observatory at St. Helena, with Discussions of the Obser-

vations at St. Helena, the Cape of Good Hope, the Falkland Islands, Carlton

Fort in North America, and Pekin. Yol. II. 1844-49. 4to. London 1860.

c2

Donoks.

The Author.

The Observatory.

Mons. A. Quetelet, For.

Mem. R.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Editor.

The Government.
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SCHULTZ (H.) Declinations-Bestimmungen mit dem Dollond’schen Durch-

gangs-Instrumente auf der Berliner Stemwarte. 4to Berlin 1858.

SCOBESBY (Eev. W.) Journal of a Yoyage to Australia and Bound the "World

for Magnetical Eesearch. Edited by Archibald Smith, Esq., F.E.S. 8vo.

London 1859.

SECCHI (A., For. Mem. E.S.) Misura della Base trigonometriea eseguita sulla

Yia Appia per Ordine del Govemo Pontifico vel 1854-55. 4to. llama

1858.

SILJESTEOM (P. A.) Afhandlingar och smarre Uppsatser i Eysika och Filo-

sofiska Amnen. Andra ILiftet. 8vo. Stockholm 1857.

SMYTH (C. P., F.E.S.) Teneriffe Fossils, and Sir Charles Lyell’s Notice in the

Philosophical Magazine for July 1859. 8vo. (From the Phil. Mag.)

SMYTH (E. BEOUGH) Abstract of Meteorological Observations taken in Vic-

toria, 1857 and 1858. fol. Melbourne.

Second and Third Meteorological Beport, 1856-58. fol.

Melbourne.

SOLVYNS (E.) Application de 1’Analyse aux Sauts du Cavalier du Jeu des

Echecs. 8vo. Bruxelles 1856.

SPEATT (Capt. T.) A Dissertation on the true Position of Pelusium and Fa-

rama. fol. London 1859.

An Investigation of the Effect of the Prevailing "Wave

Influence on the Nile’s Deposits, fol. London 1859.

STAINTON (H. T.) The Natural History of the Tineina. Yol. IY. containing

Coleophora. Part I. 8vo. London 1859.

STUDEE (B.) Uober die natiirliche Lage von Bern. 4to. Bern 1859.

SYLYESTEE (J. J., F.B..S.) Outline of first Lecture on the Partitions of Num-

bers. 8vo. Woolwich 1859.

TAYLOB (W.) On the Education of the Blind, &c. 12mo. London 1859.

A Short Sketch of the Life of J. W. Klein. (Translated and

Abridged.) 12mo. London 1859.

On the Eelation of the Blind to the World around them.

(Translated.) 12mo. London 1859.

THOMAS (L.) Eiflcd Ordnance. A Practical Treatise on the Application of

the Principle of the Itifle to Guns and Mortars, &c. 8vo. London 1S59.

THOMSON (J.) An Account of the Life, Lectures and "Writings of William

Cullen, M.D. 2 Vols. 8vo. Edinburgh and London 1859. (Commenced by

Dr. J. Thomson and Dr. W. Thomson, and concluded by D. Craigie,

M.D.)

TOETOLINI (B.) Sulle Figure Inverse. 4to. Roma 1859. (Excerpt. Annali di

Matemat.)

TOYNBEE (J.) The Diseases of the Ear: their Nature, Diagnosis and Treat-

ment. 8vo. London 1859.

YIGNOLES (C.) Observations to accompany the Map of the Shadow-Path

thrown by the Total Eclipse of the Sim on the 18th July 1860, across the

North-Eastern Part of Spain. 8vo. London 1860.

Map of the Shadow-Path thrown by the Total Eclipse of the

Sun, 18th July 1860, across Spain. Compiled from authentic Materials

extant, by C. Yignoles, Esq. F.E.S.

Doxoes.

The Author, by W. De la

Eue, Esq., F.E.S.

The Editor.

The Collegio Bomano.

The Author.

The Author.

The Colonial Government.

The Author.

The Admiralty.

The Admiralty.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Dr. Allen Thomson, F.E.S..

and Dr. Craigie.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Compiler.
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YOLPICELLI (P.) Sugli Elettrometri. 4to. Roma 1858.

Sulla Polarita Elettrostatiea. Quarta comunicazione. 4to.

Roma 1859.

Sulla Elettrostatiea Induzione. Quinta comunicazione.

4to. Roma 1858.

WALKER (C. V., E.R.S.) Electric Clocks, Electro-Metallurgy, Electro-

Telegraphy. 8vo. (Excerpt from lire’s Dictionary of Arts, &c.)

—— Electrotype Manipulation. Part I. Being the

Theory and Plain Instructions in the Art of Working in Metals, &c.
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